


MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
SUBSCRIPTIONS: (postpaid prices)
• U.S.

:

Copies are $3.00 each/ 6 issues sub
for $18.00. If you're from California, send
$19.49 (sales tax).

•Canada: Copies are $3.00 each/ 6 issues
sub for $18.00 (US dollars).

•Mexico: Copies are $3.00 each/ 6 issues
sub for $18.00.

•South America: Copies are $4.00 each/ 6
issue sub for $24.00.

•Europe: Copies are $5.50 each/ 6 issue
sub for $33.
•Australia

,
Asia

,
Africa: Copies are $7.00

each/ 6 issue sub for $42.00 (US dollars).

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE:
Back issues 135, 148-150, 151 Pt 2, 155,
156 Pt 1, 156 Pt 2, 159, 161-166, 168-170
are as stated above in subscription info.

See descriptions on page after next.

DEADLINES FOR NEXT ISSUE:
Scene Reports: continuously, with photos!
Interviews: continuously, with photos!
Ad Reservations: call to make sure.

Ad Copy In: by 22nd of previous month- no
later!!

Issue out: by 2nd week of following month.

AD SIZES AND RATES:
1/6 page: (2 1/2" x 5") $25
1/3 page long: (2 1/2" x 10") $60
1/3 page square: (5" x 5") $70

AD CRITERIA:
Due to backlogs, we can only run new ads
for music and zine releases. All other ads
must be classfieds only. We will not accept
major label or related ads, or ads for comps
or EPs that include major label bands.

CLASSIFIEDS: 40 words cost $3/60 words
max for $4. No racist, sexist or fascist mate-
rial. Send typed if possible. Cash only!!!

Expect a two month backlog!

COVER: Racetraitor

SELL MRR AT GIGS: Within U.S., we'll sell

them to you at $1.50 each ppd, cash up
front. Must order 5 or more of the same
issue. Need street address (not PO Box) to

UPS to.

STORES: If you have problems getting

MRR from your distributors, try contacting
Mordam Records at tel (415)642-6800 or
fax (415)642-6810. Also available from
Dutch East, Get Hip, Smash, Subterra-
nean, Last Gasp, Rotz, See Hear, Cargo,
Armadillo, Ubiquity, Choke Inc, Desert
Moon and Marginal.

Please send all records, zines, letters,

articles, scene reports, photos, subscrip-
tions, interviews, ads, etc., to:

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
PO BOX 460760

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94146-0760
Phone (415)923-9814
Fax (415)923-9617

TIMOJHEN MARK

BROTHER INFERIOR-LP/SPAZZ-Sweatin-CD C0MBATW0UNDEDVETERAN-1 1 Song 7-EP

EBOLA-Imprecation-EP/ENEMY SOIL-Ruins-EP SPAZZ/BLACK ARMY JACKET-sptit-EP

EXCRUCIATING TERROR-Live At Gilman-EP HANGNAIL/SLOTH-split-EP/Dogprint-#9-zine

HELLNATION/REAL REGGAE-split EP JENNY PICCOLO-Information Battle-LP

NO TALENTS-Talent Is A Crime-EP STACK-MondonorvaKtion-EP



MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
Please send us your records (2 copies of vinyl, if pos-„| a

I ||M sible-one for MRR and one for reviewer), or CD-only
| IJ1

release. See Records section for where to send tapes.
1 w

ALLAN MCNAUGHTON

NEKHEI NAATZA-Hail The New Regime-LP LUNG LEG-Hello Sir-10"

VARUKERS-Murder-LP V/A-Lo-Fi Must Die-EP

BROTHER INFERIOR-Anthems...-LP SPAZZ-Sweatin' To The Oldies-CD

D-CONS-Can't Pull My Strings-EP EBOLA-Imprecation-EP

JENNY PICCOLO-Information Battle-LP AUNTIE CHRIST-Life Could Be A Dream-LP

JAH NELL

SPENT IDOLS/DEAD END KIDS-split LP UNDER GIRL-Trade-EP

SMASH YOUR FACE-live SCARED OF CHAKA-Automatic-EP

SEA MONKEYS-Wide Awake-EP BLACK FORK-live

YUM YUM TREE-Glittering Prizes....-LP RHODA-Revolting Sirensong-EP

DEAD BOYS-Younger, Louder & Snottier-LP DRUG CZARS-Paranoid Delusion-EP

BRUCE ROEHRS

THE UNSEEN-Lower Class. ..-CD DUCKY BOYS-CD/STITCHES-2nd Chance-45

DROPKICK MURPHYS/BRUISERS-split EP FUCK-UPS-On The Road-EP/COCKSPARRER-CD

GRIFFIN-Age Of Innocence-45/ BRISTLES/WORKIN STIFFS-EP/BLANKS 77-CD

LOWER CLASS BRATS-Punks...-12" REDUCERS-We Are The People-EP

V/A-Urban Soldiers-EP/JAKKPOT-Hit Or Miss-45 TEMPLARS-La Noche..-EP/DEAD BOYS-LP

LEAH URBANO

V/A-Food Not Bombs-LP/Dogprint-#9-zine SPAZZ/BLACK ARMY JACKET-split-EP

ENEMY SOIL/REVERSAL OF MAN-split EP BROTHER INFERIOR-Anthems...-LP

SPAZZ-Sweatin To The Oldies-CD ABSOLUTION-Complete Discography-CD

Chain Reaction-#! -zine UNIT 11:74-lncurable Spine Disease-LP

ENDEAVOR/ENVY-split EP HECKLE-The Complicated Futility..-LP

JON VON

SINISTER 6-Sinisteria-LP THE SLOBS-Down The Tubes-LP

YUM YUMS-Candy-LP CAMPUS TRAMPS-Stick-45

SONIC DOLLS-Punk-45 BASEMENT BRATS-Happy Sound-45

NO-TALENTS-Talent Is A Crime-EP NASHVILLE PUSSY-P.P.D.S.C.E.M.F.O.B.B.T.-EP

F.I.D.'S-4th Chord-EP STITCHES-2nd Chance-45

RYAN WELLS

FIRST ALERT-TV Masturbation-EP NO-TALENTS-Talent Is A Crime-EP

URINALS-Negative Capability-CD DEAD BOYS-Younger, Louder, & Snottier-LP

STITCHES-2nd Chance-45 JERKS-Jerk Off-CD

MAD 3-Green Hornet-45 PENETRATION-Early Years-LP

SPLASH 4-Do The Earthquake-CD THE SLOBS-Down The Tubes-LP

TIM YOHANNAN

JON COUGAR CONCENTRATION CAMP-1
0“ CAMPUS TRAMPS-Stick Around-45

PILLAGE PEOPLE-Shiny Happy People-EP NO-TALENTS-Talent Is A Crime-EP

FIRST ALERT-TV Masturbation-EP SPENT IDOLS/DEAD END KIDS-split LP

STITCHES-2nd Chance-45/DEAD BOYS-LP PARANOIDS-Vintage Piss & Vinegar-EP

EAST COAST PANIC-Nowhere City-EP V/A-Bloodstains Across Sweden-LP

REMA YOUNG

CRUSADERS-Fat Drunk And Stupid-CD NASHVILLE PUSSY-P.P.D.S.C.E.M.F.O.B.B.T.-EP

CAMPUS TRAMPS-Stick Around-45 NO-TALENTS-Talent Is A Crime-EP

BASEMENT BRATS-Take Care-45 SPLASH FOUR-CD

MAD 3-Green Hornet-45 STITCHES-2nd Chance-45

BLANKS 77-Tanked And Pogoed-CD BEAUTIFUL BERT-LP/THE SLOBS-LP

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
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MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL IS A MONTHLY PUBLICATION. ALL WORK IS DONATED AND NO ONE RECEIVES ANY SALARY. ALL PROCEEDS ARE EITHER INVESTED IN TECHNOLOGICAL
IMPROVEMENTS OR GO TO OTHER SIMILARLY NOT-FOR-PROFIT PROJECTS. ANYONE IS WELCOME TO REPRINT ANYTHING FROM MRR, BUT ONLY IF IT S NOT-FOR-PROFIT.

#135/August *94. Impatient Youth, Screaming #164/Jan '97. Naked Aggression, Lil Bunnies,

Bloody Marys, Carburator Dung, Timescape Sparkle Moore, Tab Hunter, Bar Feeders, Jab-

Zero, Westworld, Mouthpiece, The Makers, berwocky. Auto Control, The Hookers, Epilep-

The Monitors, "Punks In The Military". tix, Acrid, "Roots of Punk--The Vibrators",

"Ten Years of Gilman".

#148/Sept '95. Adversives, Thorazine, Toe Rag

Studios, Scott Radinsky, Wizo, Bollocks, Shit- #165/Feb '97. He's Dead Jim, The Millionaires,

workers, Opposition Party, Moody Jackson, Op- No-Talents, Blanks 77, The Hives, The Freeze,

cion Crucial, Rebel Rebel, Teen Idols, Soda Jerks, Chris Spedding & Other People's Music, Defi-

Walking Ruins, "Roots OfPunk--The Sixties Ptl". ance. The Real McKenzies, Savage Malignant,

Sea Monsters, Dropkick Murphys, Bou Sou Ne-

#149/Oct '95. Manic Hispanic, Pet UFO, Campus zumi, "Roots of Punk-Richard Hell".

Tramps, Joe Kidd, Bad Luck Streak, Chumpslap,

The Humpers, No Violence, Diferentes Actitudes #166/Mar '97. Walking Abortions, Hickey, '77

Juveniles, Richard The Roadie, "Roots Of Punk- Spreads, Sanity Assassins, Cards In Spokes,

The Sixties Pt 2". Joey Tampon & The Toxic Shocks, Adjective

Noun, Suicide King, Lenguas Armadas, Trau-

#150/Nov '95. NY Loose, Snap-Her, Sick ma, De Crew, "Roots of Punk—Dead Boys".

Boys, Splatterheads, Pipe, Pregnant Man,

Final Conflict, Rawness, Stink, Goblins, #168/May '97. Cretin 66, Fishsticks, UK Subs,

Smellie Fingers, "Roots Of Punk-The Distemper, Enewetak, Fields Of Shit, "Roots of

Essential 1950s". Punk—SLF, Undertones".

#151 pt 1/ Dec '95. The Misfits, Padded Cell, #169/June '97. Hard Skin, Cluster Bomb Unit,

Pleasure Fuckers, Supersnazz, Discordance Jihad, Purgen, Speed Queens, Remission,

Axis, 100,000 Bodybags, Squirtgun, Diabo- Halflings, The Old Man, Deface, "Roots of

liks, The Titans. Punk—Clash, Ramones, Sex Pistols".

#151 pt 2/ Dec '95. The Lowdowns, My White #170/July '97. Bristle, Mine, Tedio Boys, The 4

Bread Mom, Queen B's, Electric Frankenstein, Cockroaches, Absconded, Meanwhile. Broken,

Turtlehead, Serpico, Trick Babys, In/Humani- (Young) Pioneers, Hoodrat, "You're Dead!",

ty, The Stains, Varukers, The Pist, Terrible "Roots of Punk-The Slits".

Virtue, "The Hardcore Films OfRichard Kem "

.

#171/August '97. Strychnine, Idiots, Patrick

#155/Apr '96. Third Degree, Pussy Crush, Grindstaff of Pelado Records, Misanthropists,

Surfin’ Turnips, Sickoids, Anti-Flag, Slight Racetraitor,Violent Society, Knuckleheads.

Slappers, High Plains Drifters, Cro-Mags,

Hockey Teeth, "The Knights Of Malta".

#156 pt 1/May '96. Public Toys, Crunch,

Peter & The Test Tube Babies, Nails Of
Hawaiian, Splash 4, Yawp!, Lifetime, Sick-

oids, "Roots of Punk-Boston".

#156 pt 2/May '96. Australian Special:

Beanflipper, Melancholy, Blitz Babiez,

Crank, SubRosa, Mindsnare, TMT, H-

Block, B-Sides, Fallout, Frenzal Rhomb,
Lawnsmell, One Inch Punch, Chickenshit,

No Deal, Issue 1, Clint Walker.

#1 58/July '96. Workin' Stiffs, The Gain, Ash-

ley Von Hurter & The Haters, The Process,

Brother Inferior, Judge Nothing, Breakups, Not

For Rent, "Roots of Punk-The Buzzcocks".

#159/Aug '96. The Smugglers, Brand New
Unit, Tone Deaf Pig-dogs, Round Ear Spocks,

David Hayes of Too Many Records, Man
Afraid, Blind Side, Vox Populi, Death Wish
Kids, Fun People, Fat Drunk & Stupid,

"Roots of Punk-The Dickies".

#161/Oct '96. Jet Bumpers, Snuka, Steel Min-

ers, Divisia, Lopo Drido, Red #9, Nothing Cool,

Gob, Sink, Sires, Newtown Grunt, "Roots of

Punk-Ohio 77.

#162/Nov '96. Phantom Surfers, Candy
Snatchers, The Stain, National Guard, Torch-

es To Rome, Restos Fosiles, Two Bo's Mani-

acs, Snuka, Redemption 87, Torture Kitty,

"Roots of Punk—Los Angeles 77".

#163/Dec '96. The Last Sons Of Krypton, The

Prostitutes, Wig Hat, The Boys, Let It Rock,

Enemy Soil, Vulcaneers, Half Empty, The

Zeros, Deadcats, Teen Idles.

MRR IS LOOKINC FOR
A NEW ZINE COORDINATOR
Yep. We’re looking for someone to come and share in the

responsibility of running this zine. What exactly does that
mean? We are looking for one person who is interested in being
involved with Maximum on a large scale - taking on both the
tedious work and an active role in deciding the direction of this

zine.

The responsibilities include handling daily shitwork (mail,

phones, advertising), layout,comingup with new ideas, instigat-

ing interviews and articles, harassing the shitworkers, taking
the blame, and being responsible forthegeneral direction ofthe
magazine. You mustbe willingto move to San Francisco (unless

you live herealready) and makeMRRa priorityabove friendship

and, in some cases, above your own projects. Things like

computer experience, proficient typing, and organizational
skills are helpful, but being a fast learner could compensate for

inexperience.
These are responsibilities shared by all the zine coordina-

tors (well, just Jen and Tim). Specific responsibilities could
include some screening and assigning of incoming records, and
in genera] beinginvolved with the record reviewsectionand ads
that pertain to music This means that you would need to
generally agree with the musical content and direction of the
magazine, and feel confident that you could continue it

Now, here's the important stuff. On the personality side,

we are looking for someone who is extroverted and outgoing,
deals well with people (and strangers), likes goingto shows, and
knows a lot about records, bands, and music in general. The
ideal person must be motivated and detail oriented, to the
extent of being completely anal. Confidence and some degree
ofaggressiveness are also important, aswell as the ability to put
aside your needs and ego to balance the needs of the other
shitworkers. You need strength and vision, but also sensitivty

to others. Ability to work under pressure or in a demanding
environment are also very helpful.

There are no age, gender, race, or hairstyle restrictions.

Dreadlocks may be acceptable, but Birkenstocks are strictly

forbidden (Tim won't budge on that one). Tattoos and piercings

are optional. It also doesn’t matter where you come from
(though Jen, of course, will give special consideration to anyone
from the Midwest, particularly Ohio).

We are not limiting this search to zine people only.

However, it’s awfully difficult to show quality, consistency,

dedication, and commitment otherwise. If you are not a zine
editor but are interested, it’s up to you to come up with a

creative way to demonstrate these things to us.

if this sounds like something you might be interested in

and qualified for, please send us a letter telling us who you are,

why you want to work with us, and whyyou think you should
be the one. Your letter should also talk about what you have
been doing for the last couple of years, and what your plans for

the immediate future involve. Examples ofyourwritingorwork
would also be a good idea to send. Please remember to include
your phone number with your letter. Money and other bribes

probably won’t help you, the only possible exception to that
being rare punk rock records (Tim is especially interested in

foreign ones).

Please be warned that, first, this is a long term project
Second, there is not and never will be any monetary compensa-
tion involved. The only thing we can offer is living space at the
MRR house. All other expenses are up to you. If you have any
questions before you send in your letter, please call us here at

Maximum HQ and talk to Jen or Tim.

BACK ISSUE SALE: For every three you purchase, you get a fourth one free!!

Please list alternates in case we're out of a particular issue. Price list is on previous page.
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Send two
32a stamps

for our
flaming
catalog
of books

p.o. box 423592, san francisco.
ca 94142 usa

^RWYAL^Cr eco rofsJ
rrazv Ryhthm'n'blues/pun^^il^^^^.

"WONKY MONKkkS
Hold on • 7'SP • ROY 707

J^p[_f_||^Sel^busers meet the Rryieras I

STEVE* THE JERKS
Leaders of the Jerks ! • LP - ROY 1202

4322^
Kirk-ass Paris rock coolity’ ^

“ NO TALtNIb
Talent is a crime • 7^P • R0Y 708

THUNDERCRACK
Here comes thunder - 7’EP - ROY 709

Still available!

SPLASH FOUR Funbangers •

$ POUND HAMMER RadaHove - YSP^
copies

^.eCORDS Of?

Plan A Project
532 seconds of Oppressed Anger,

Individuality, Uncompromising Moral
Commodity and A Kid That Got Sold
Short. Energetic Poltical Punk Ska.

Against All Authority
The Pist split 7

2 PUNKAS RK* BANDS 6 PUNKAS
POCK' S0N5S 3 PUNK' AS FUCK BOX'

The Basicks
Basick RnR Party 7”

Maximum Rock n Roll describe them as
"The Clash” meet "The Ramones” with
a hint of early UK oi. Featuring Raf and

Marcio of "The Crumbs”

P.O. Box 700215

Goulds, FL 33170 '£/
7"s are $3 each, 2 for $5 or

'

all 3 for $7. Send cash or money oraer

payable to Danny Lore...not R.O.R.

CREAM
ABDUL
BABAR
"the backwate r of

blistering hardcore with a t toidbone .

.

fucking tough

new full-length cd out now!

$9 ppd.

AAJ RECORDS

1350 MAHAN DR. #E4STL203

TALLAHASSEE, FI 32308



THE NUTty AHTICHMST

also available
on passive fist

Tank 18 7" 3.00
QuadiiiachA'Oiscography

93-55 CD 6-00
some other stuff...
Amebix "The Power Remains" LP 7.00

Asshole Parade 7" 3.00

Assuck "Misery Index" CD 7.00

CHildren of Barren Wasteland 7" 3.00

civil Disobedience LP 7.00

DAMAD "Rewind/manmade" 7" 4.00

Damad t-shirts 8.00 XL only black

Misery / Aasrash 8plit y .. pic
MIsprv "Next: time" 7" 3.00 4.00

3.00

Misery
» . uu

spazz "tastin' spoon" 5" pic. disc $5
apt. 213 / forced expression split 7"

evolved to obliteration 7" 3.00
v/a start a riot LP/CD 7.00

We handle all mailorder for clean

plate. Send a stamp for a complete

list o

aS well as a
releases

f Passive Fist and Clean Plate

ton of other

junk we distribute

.

J .. -i \T I

Plate dri-veS

^ C us wild,

PASSIVE FIST
p.O. BOX 9313 we drive the*

SAVAHNAH, GA 31412 OSA

NOBODYS
In Stores:

7/17/97

Nobody

t

he Smell Of Victi

BBS

mm '

*

’’The Smell Of Victory’’
Colorado porno-punk, produced by Warren

Fitzgerald of the Vandals

NEW 7" VINYL: OUT NOW
WESTON/DIGGER "WILKUM TO PENNSYLVANIA"-7 A

records PO BOX 7495, VAN NUVS, CA 91409 WVMHOPttESSIiECOROS.COM PRICES: CD-510 UYCS-57 7"$4

All prices postage paid in the US, add 25% for foreign orders

mmammmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmumommmmmmmm

THE MARSHES "Fledgling"

NRA "Is This For Rear?", "Fuel", "Access Only"

COCK SPARRER
-Run Away", "Guilty As Charged"LP/CD/VC

FLAG OF DEMOCRACY
Everything Sucks", "Hate Rock", "Schneller", "Down With People"

TONY ADOLESCENT & ADZ
Vhere Were You?"

TOXIC REASONS
No Peace In Our Time" CD ROM, "In The House Of God", "Independence"

SISTER GODDAMN "Folk Songs Of The Spanish Inquisition”

FLOWER LEPERDS "More Songs About Dope Dames

ALLOY "Eliminate" "Paper Thin Front"

3G "New Hope For The Dead" "Punk Machine"

V.A. STRANGE NOTES!
Germs Covers w? NRA, FOD, Dl, Final Conflict, APT. 3-G, Zero Boys etc.

V.A For A Fistful Of Yen!
BC Compilation - 21 bands, 36 songs, 75min.- cheap!

V.A. ”So You Wanna Be A R’n'Roll Compilation?"
' BC Comp of newer releases incJ. rare stuff * cheap! 1.

Coming: >
V.A.: Dutch Hardattack LP/CD H©ifEZ
with NRA, Seeing Red, DeadStoolPldg«<m, Human Alert ptc. St aba

NRA “Surf City Amsterdam LP/CD, Access Only LP postfach 304107

Slime CD/CD Rom
Cock Sparrer new studio LP/CD {10.97) KitplTSe
Send 2 IRC's for a detailed catalogue with cheap offers!

CoGk Sparrer live: 02.10. Hamburg * 03.10. Leipzig* 04.10, Mu richen * 05.10. Krefeld

DISTRIBUTORS, WHOLESALERS, SHOPS - get In touch!

1; ri'li
.

. V
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Rathskeller

Records & StuffWe Sell

:

108. AUTOCLAVE all previously released. ®
107. BRANCH MANAGER * ©
106. LUNGFISH 'Indivisible' * ©
105. MAKE-UP Fine China In London 'After Dark'

104. TRUSTY 'The Fourth Wise Man'

103. FIRE PARTY complete discography SB

102. THE WARMERS self-titled

101. BLUETJf 'Dischord No. 101'

100. THE TEEN IDLES 1 .80 by Dischord’. founder.

95. BRANCH MANAGER self-titled * ©
90. FUGAZI 'Red Medicine' f* ©
40. MINOR THREAT CD has every song! ©
*
5 ^ TUD CC 'Dark Days Coming' album plus 10 unreleased CD fn)
JJ. I rllxCC basement demo tracks (8 have no vocals) only V_y

20. EGG HUNT
14. DISCHORD 1981

^regular CD. price ©I + Cassette, price

NEW Price Guide, including postage, in U.S. $:

'Dark Days Coming' album plus 10 unreleased CD
basement demo tracks (8 have no vocals) only

2-song project from 1986 by Ian & Jeff

Now available on CD !

Teen Idles. MinorThreat

SOA,Gl
s

, Youth Brigade

' "^CD single, price ©

®
©
©
©
©

7"

LP

CD
MaxiCD
CD single

U.S.A.

3.50

8.00

9.00

1 1.00

4.00

SURFACE
& CANADA

4.50

10.00

10.00

12.00

5.00

Airmail

6.50

13.00

12.00

14.00

7.00

We accept Visa / MC / Discover - Call (703)351-7507 or E-mail or Fax us

http://www.southern.com/dischord/ dischord@ dischord.com

Stores: We deal direct Write us or fax us at (703) 351-7582

Illustrated CATALOG

!

please send one US $ or

4 US Stamps or 4 IRC5
.

For a plain but complete

LIST of records, send

us a US stamp or an IRC.

3819 BEECHER ST. NW, WASH., D.C. 20007- 1802

PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED RECORDINGS BY
SWINGIN UTTERS • DROPKICK MURPHYS -THE LOWDOWNS
THE OUTLETS • HELLBILLYS -BASTARD SQUAD
DEMON ICS - THE SHOWCASE SHOWDOWN
THE REDUCERS -THE FREEZE • THE MUTILATORS
THE UNSEEN - THE ^ RANDU MS-ALL SYTEMS

,

STOP
THE DUCKY BOYS • THE WORKIN STIFFS
CD COMPILATION SEND $it PPD USA $12 PPD WORLD WIDE
WELL CONCEALED CASH OR CHECKS PAYABLE TO KEN CASEY
“NOT TO FLAT RECORDS”. ALSO AVAILABLE
DROPKICK MURPHYS / DUCKY BOYS SPLIT 1 INCH

*3 50 PPD USA $4.oo WORLD WIDE
MAIL TO:

, A

FLAT RECORDS • PO BOX 7504-QUINCY-M A-Q2269

NINE
SONCS

out now

DAIMLP/CD;
'GAUZES”

HISHEROISGONE LP/cd

FIFTEEN COUNTS OF ARSONWk
,

TV BABY _

'civil dissdentLP
MF.N7IE5 CRACK

hishemisgone 7”

DEADOF NIGHT...

UUTUUS7’’tS;®

i

(Sd|d ouCaiiMusSra-iiim.*.
donated to thewestern shoslione
defens.- «ko,er:« - thanks)

NEW
WORDSALAD?
I

’SPECIMEN

HAILMARY 7"
I glop10^5Morning
hailijun orttout nowinthe
midwest And south

U.S. DATESJULY jH7
iitA-iatti Columbus Ohio Fost

14th Indianapolis, IN

18th Chicago, IL with Rosin

18th Mllwaukas, Ml with Raaln

17th Madison, Wl with Rosin

18th Eu Clairs, Wl with Rssln

18th Mlnnsspolls, MN with Rssln

20th Mankato, MN
21st Off

22n4 Croat Falls. MT
23r4 Spokans, WA
24th Soattfs, WA
2Sth Vancouvor, B.C.

28th Victoria, B.C.

27th Portland, OR
28th Eurska, CA
28tf*31ot OFF

1st San Francisco, CA
2nd Borkoloy at Gilman
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Bottlenekk

d i s t ribution
Chocolate River Deconstructions

Damaged Goods
East Bay Menace
Gern Biandsten

Gravity

GSL
Guided Missile

Hangman's Daughter

Havoc
Hopscotch

Kill Rock Stars

King of the Monsters

Life is Abuse
Mountain

Nervous Wreck Kids

Polyvinyl

Prank

RE-Search

Reservoir

Rugger Bugger
Satan's Pimp

Slampt
Sound Pollution

Subjugation

Teenage Kicks

31G
Tree

Tribal War
Troubleman
Vermiform

Whirled

XMas
and nearly 100 others

Stores / distros - our wholesale list awaits

rT1

jujyic
Send a dollar for our most recent up-to-the-minute,

I state-of-the-art mailorder experience. Or get it free:

I

http://members.aol.com/iemsay1 0/bnekk.html

New stuff in stock NOW:
The Unheard Music (Photos by Chrissy Piper, 91-97) 12.00

(inc. Fugazi, Avail, Gameface, Heroin, Angel Hair, many more)

Dystopia "Socialized Death Sentence" 7" (LIA) 2.75

Rye Coalition / The VSS Remixes 2X7" (Super 8) 5.50

The Heat S/T 7" (Gravity) 2.75

Milky Wimpshake "Bus Route to..." CD (Slampt) 13.00

Man With Gun Lives Here LP (pre-His Hero is Gone) 6.50

Laceration / Agoraphobic Nosebleed 7" (S. Pimp) 2.75

Brother Inferior "Anthems for Greater Salvation" LP 6.50

A few pending releases to get excited about only to have them

delayed indefinitely due to lack of funds, human error, etc.: T Tauri

"Ending Deconstruction" LP (GSL / Stickfigure), Fisticuffs Bluff LP

(TMU), Angel Hair "Pregnant With The Senior Class' CD (Gravity).

|

Month of Birthdays CD (Subjugation), Sawn Off 7" (Ebola members)...

POSTAGE:
US 4th Class: 1.50 first item, 1.00 each additional book, .50 each

add’l LP/CD, .25 each add'l 7" (double 7" counts as 2 items!).

For priority mail ADD 2.00 TO REGULAR MAIL TOTAL.

FOREIGN Surface: Double rates for US 4th class

Airmail: Double surface rates.

Bottlenekk
|

P.O. Box 11794 Berkeley, CA 94712-2794
Fax: (510) 540-7937

ZOUNDS
THATCHER ON ACID
MOB
PEACE & LOVE
FULL LENGTH
CD ONLY
$10.00 @PPD.

ME FIRST

CINN IMPS
T $3.00 @ PPDfclte

NO EMPATHY
CDEP $6.

BROKEN
REKIDS
POB 460402

S.F. , CA. 94146-0402i mpu it® w »m

HARDCORE HAS DEEM TMEH 10 THE NEXT LEVEL" - (HOOD

BRING .

.YOURSELF

BACK UP
i*. ******

I $8 fROm TH€ miGHTM STRIVING FOP TOGETWfiPNESS RECORDS
|
L.P0 BOX 564571

,
COLLEGE POINT, NY 1 1 356-4571

.
(71 8) 747-1 806. CASH OR MONEY ORDER

P3YABLET0 KEVIN Gilt. NO CHECKS! FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS, CALL (215) 203-VERY.

"'SEND $1 FOR CATALOG & PROPAGANDA. CHECK OUT WWW.STRIVING.COM

FUR0PC: LUITPOLDPLATZ 1 5A, 95444 BAYREUTH, GERMANY.



Fine Artists

format USA Surface/Canada Airmail

VIDEO 1 SCO 17,00 20.00

Send stamp or IRC for FREE Catalog • To order by mail send check or m.o. (pp)

P.0. Box 67A64 • Los Angeles, CA 90067 • Check out our other shit at www.byorecords.com

pinhead
CIRCUS
"Detailed

Instructions ?or

The Self Involved

cdAP/ca

IK STORES JULY -

A Musical & Literary
Heritage For Young

America

CRANK #6
Bitter, irreverent guffaws. Worth the $3.50/$5/$6

THE MATCH #91
Anarchism with intelligence - $3/$4/$5

SECOND GUESS #1 2 - $2 .50/$3 .50/$4.50

SECOND GUESS #11 - $2/$3/$4

That’s me...poopy, etc.

ZINE WORLD
The new wind in zine critiques and gossip - $3/$4/$5

+- 1
-

s
we
•a

s
Bft

„ GRAPEFRUITHawaiianfavorites
T-shirt (L, XL) - $7/$9/$l 1

“Dorkabilly Stew” CD - $9/$10/$12

‘Loopy...” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

THE INVALIDS Calif three-chordpunk
T-shirt (L, XL) - S7/S9/S11

“Out ofMy Head” CD - $9/$10/$12

“Wiseguys” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

“Johnny K...” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

g JON COUGAR CONCENTRATION CAMP
So. Cal. devil music

T-shirt (L, XL) - $7/$9/$ll

“Victoria’s...” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

“Live...” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

MY PAL TRIGGER Fla. emo-pop

“Riverview” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

Two-song 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

Split 7” with Discount - $3.50/$4/$5.50

NARCISSISTIC FREDS “Hot Pone...” 7” - $2/$3/$4

N. FREDS/BLUNTS/DE 7' - $3.50/$4/$5.50

PUNK = SC/C# T-sNrt (L, XL) - $7/$8/$9

SECOND GUESS T-shirt (L, XL) - $7/$8/$9

UNDERHAND Stonerpop-punk
“Desire” 7”,- $3.50/$4/$5.50

“Connections” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

“Under a Glass” 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

ZOINKS! Dr. Strange pop-punk

“Panorama” CD Ep $6/$7/$8

“Panorama” 10”w/sticker $6/$7/$8

Zoinks! “Panorama” promo CD - $3.50/$4/$5.50

Split w/ManDingo 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

Split w/The Gain 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

Split w/No Empathy 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

Split w/No Empathy CD Ep - $6/$7/$8

“Soap Factory 7” - $3.50/$4/$5.50

“Bad Move Space Cadet” CD - $10/$ 11/$ 13

“Bad Move Space Cadet” LP/Cass. - S9/S10/S13

“Stranger Anxiety” CD - $10/$ 11/$ 13

T-shirt (L, XL) - $10/$12/$14

Sticker - $l/$2/$2

26”x38” color promo/tour poster - $5/$6/$7

Prices = U.S./Can.-Mex./World

All prices are postage paid.

Well-concealed cash or Money Orders

(in U.S. funds) only.

Always list alternates or suffer my bitchy whims.

Send a stamp or an IRC for a complete catalog

(that means put one or the other inside

the envelope and then you get the catalog).

STORES AND DISTROS: Get Second Guess stuff direct from:

Fax:(541)753-1997 0 _
Phone:{541)745-7862 * Revolver

Rhetoric, etc.

Second
Guess

Records
PO Box 9382- Reno, NV 89507

Fox: 702.329. 7033 - E-mail: bobc@scs.unr.edu



USA S3 EACH 2 FOR S5

5 FOR S10. WORLD S5 PPD
CASH ONLY

HEIST
PAIN IS CAUSING LIFE" 7"

BLAZING HIGH SPEED HC ATTACK

INFEST MEETS RUPTURE

PROTESTI 7" EP
15S3 PROPAGANDA STYLE FINNISH

HARDCORE KAAOS. BASTARDS

N.O.T. A./BROTHER INFERIOR
Tulsa hardcore old and new
FORCEFUL. CATCHY ANTHEUIC

DISTRAUGHT 7" EP
B^ JTAL HARDCORE FROM NYC EX

WARNING HELL SPAWN JESUS CHRUST

MURDERERS 7 EP
LEGENDARY CHAOS PUNK. DISORDER

f.
ir ETS fiEGATIVE APPROACH MARBLED

CODE - 13 THEY MADE A
WASTELAND...: 7"

FURIOUS PUNK/HARDCORE FROM

BENEATH THE STREETS OF MPLS

H-100'S
" TEXAS DEATH MATCH" 7"

FAST. SNOTTY. EARLY 80 S STYLE

HARDCORE PUNK. WHITE VINYL

MASSKONTROLL
"WARPATH" 7"

HEAVY AS HELL SWEDISH STYLE

HARDCORE. EX-RESIST. BLUE VINYL

CODE- 13
"DOOMED SOCIETY' 7"

BLISTERING HARDCORE PUNK. POLITI-

CALS UNCOMPROMISING. EX-DESTROY

BRISTLE "SYSTEM" 7"

POWERFUL DRIVING OLD SCHOOL PUNK

DESTROY "BURN THIS
RACIST SYSTEM DOWN" 7"

RAGING HARDCORE IN THE VEIN OF

DOOM. ENT. DISRUPT

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE "IN A
FEW HOURS OF MADNESS"
POWERFUL POLITICAL PUNK SIMILAR TO

CONFLICT. GOLD VINYL

AUS ROTTEN
"FUCK NAZI SYMPATHY' 7"

ALL OUT PUNK ATTACK IN THE

VARUKERS. DISCHARGE TRADITION

SEND FOR OUR FULL
CATALOG OF HARDCORE
T-SHIRTS AND TAPES

USA -SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED LONG
ENVELOPE. WORLD-SI OR 2 IRCS

HAVOC RECORDS P.O.BOX 8585.

MINNEAPOLIS. MN 55408 USA

a NeW PUNK record For tHe KidS

DROPKICK MURPHHS
THE RANDUMBS

THE WORKIN _sriFFS

ONE MAN ARMS

IC^rPHtTT HTrfWIT
FECOEDS u

INSUFFICIENT FUNDS” 7” COMP
one man ARMS SHootiisg bLaNKS" 7

TICiER ARM 'I 7 IpSycHobiLLv}

THE UNDEFEATED "N° place bKe H°N|e 7
"

ALL 7 S $3.50 US $4.50 WORLD ^ pprjjR^
'^

3

*""

or

r _SHIRT $10 US $12 WORLD raNDUMBS/DEAD TREE SPL'T 7

SASE FOR ^TICKERS AND LIST rHE RANDUMBS T-SHIRTS L/XL ONLS

FAsr meats west four
ALL SHOWS WITH/ DROP KICK MURPHYS, THE WORKIN STIFFS RANDUMBS

7/12 S-F CA :W/ ONE MAN ARMS) 7/24 SANTA ROSA CA/. -STIFFS)

8/1 WORCESTER MA 8/2 PROVIDENCE RI 8/3 CAPE COD MA

8/6 PORTSMITH N-H 8/7 NS CITS^vv 8/8 NEW HAVEN 8/9 BOSTON

CHAPTER ELEVEN RECORDS
PO BOX 132 SONOMA CA 95476

BEER IS GOOD WWW.VOM.COM/GHAPTERll

The g7\In

THE DEBUTALBUM
5IIMGREADY5TEADY5MA5H
Gatefold lp&cd outnowon

lp $9.DO, co *11. PPD
[Money Orders or Cash Only, No Personal Checks)

P.D.Bx. 1833, Los Angeles, Calif. 90078
mighty@wavenet.com / 213.851.5557

Distribution: Cargo, Caroline, Dutch East,
Revolver, Subterranean, Lumberjack, Rhetoric,

1DDD Flowers, Detour U.K. & Munster

© 1997 Mighty Recording Corp.



*(Name
With-
held),

I
’ m

writing you this let-

ter to explain

some things to

you. I realize that

you don’t give a damn about anyone else

besides yourself, but humor me if you will.

You may have noticed that I don’t return

your calls or hangout in Fort Worth that

much anymore. This is because of the

situation that occurred between you and I.

Let’s go back to the night that it occurred. I

was very drunk (being that I’d only been
drunk two other times in my life, this is

understandable.) The point was made that

I was a “lightweight” and (Name Withheld)

was introducingme to mixed drinks. So you
knew that I had not drank much in my life.

I was also talking about my relationship

ending all night. This made me vulnerable

and I guess you saw that. I thought that you

were attractive. But had I not been drunk,

would have not kissed you, l was seeing

(Name Withheld). But we went to your

house and being in the state I was in,

decided itwould beOK ifwe messed around.

Had I been sober, I would have never

kissed you because I would have seen the

type of person you were and that would

have instantly killed any attraction to you.

In any case, we were messing around, well

basically I was passed out or passing out

while you did stuff to me.
But I don’t remember giving you

permission to have intercourse with me.

was in no way able to make that decision

Before I knew it, you were having sex with

me. My realization of this came slow being

that I was about to pass out or had already

done so, I don’t remember. Regardless of

this you did not wear a condom. This says

that you don’t even care about yourself or

me to protect either of us.

Being that you already have a dis-

ease already, maybe your body and health

don’t matter to you, but if I contract it from

you- it could effect my whole life. (It is

despicable that you denied have any dis-

eases when I asked you.) It definitely was
not worth it for one night with a stranger that

I can’t even remember. Being sexually

molested as a child, I didn’t argue. This is

something that you can’t understand un-

less it happened to you. My mind said, well

I might as well go through with it, it has

already happened.

I recall asking you to wear a condom
or if you were wearing one, something to

that effect. But it was too late, you had
already begun to have sex with me, unpro-

tected. I don’t remember getting home or

much about that night. But for a while I told

myself it was my fault and denied feeling as

if you’d taken advantage of me. So I tried

I tried to like you, think that you “weren’t that

bad”, but you were worse. When I mentioned

that I felt you had taken advantage of me, you
laughed. You said that it was “Just my inhibi-

tions being played out.” If that night was
totally innocent in your eyes, it wasn’t in

mine. No matter how either of us see it

doesn’t matter, what matters now is that this

does not happen again. Neverhave sex with

someone who is intoxicated or under the

influence of any substance. And wear a

fucking condom!

!

I’m not going to spend the time to

attack your character, there are plenty of

others to do that. And it is plain to see what
you are all about. Forsomeone who claims to

be so intelligent and working toward change
you certain prove yourself to be arrogant and
self centered. You enforce the same societal

norms that you claim to be against.

It is time to look at yourself and ask

why you are so sex driven and why you seek
to use others. We should all be working

toward change and if we continue to act as

thoughtless animals, giving no thought to our

actions or the ramifications on others, noth-

ing will change. You can read many books
(Name Withheld), but when it comes to peo-

ple the experience is foreign to you. The trust

factors that provide fora sense of unity is void

in you. Why must you hit on every female

who is a sister in a common struggle? There
can be no change without women and it will

not come to anything if you value others as
less than yourself and as something to seek
to use.

I don’t wish to hear from you. Your
reaction to this letter is unimportant to me. I

simply wish for you to be aware of your

actions and how they affect others. I can
hope that this letter has somehow reached

you and that you can recognize the predato-

rial and selfish/self centered nature you ex-

hibit. People like you destroy everything our

scene has worked so hard to build up. I can

only hope that you’ve listened to something

or anything I’ve said and will not be so self-

righteous not to consider it.

For everyone in our scene and else-

where this letter contains some truths that

should be shared. Unite and work towards

the truth and what we envision for equality.

Anonymous

Dear MRR,
Are you trying to ruin me?

My zine,
“
Your Privilegef, finally

gets a full length review in #169, and you
print the wrong address? My correct address

isn’t “1022 Marvin Rd.”, but: Zach Blasphe-

my/ 10422 Marvin Rd./ Harrison, OH 45030.

Please print this and to anyone who
had their letter returned, write back, please!

Many thanks to Mary Jane Weatherbee for

the good review, and I'm not pissed, just

disappointed. Bye,

Zach Blasphemy/ Your Privilege ‘zine

Pi

Hey Tim (and Jen I guess?),

What’s up? I wanted to

say that I hope you’re doing
^^F better (health-wise) and I also

have some comments about your

latest column. I really appreciated pt. 1,

which I find can be applied to my school.

Now in my school, you’ll find a minority of

nationalist, xenophobic kids, with the ag-

gregate intelligence of a (really dumb) goril-

la (and similar characteristics, most of the

time). There’s also a (much smaller) minor-

ity of people with some capability of inde-

pendent thinking. And then, of course,

there’s the “non-political” bunch, which cov-

ers the bulk of the student body. Their

behavior, in general, is kinda like “we don’t

care about your political talk”, but their

outlook and attitude towards certain situa-

tions betrays a revolting conformity to ac-

cepted standards, as well as an instinctive

dislike of those who stray from these stan-

dards. Well, I have to go now (it’s a school

night and it’s 3 AM), I just wanted to get that

off my chest.

John Paleologos/ 63 Democratias Str./

Palaio Psychico, 15452/ Athens/ Greece
P.S. I recently read a 2-page piece in

a major Greek newspaper about Chom-
sky’s recent trip to Latin America and his

meetings with various activists groups and
people. I bet he didn’t get that coverage in

the U.S.

P.P.S. Took me a while, but I figured

out that the lyrics to the latest NoFX album
are actually quite inspiring (to me, at least),

although the music is kinda weak. Bye.

€»;

MRR and fans of oi!,

I hate to be one to drag

out one of these punk soap op-

eras, but I feel that Gerrard from

Bottom of the Barrel and Lee from

Sound Views are leaving something out

when they defend themselves against

claims of being racist. I have no clue as to

what their actual ideologies are, but having

read through Gerard’s web page, I think

these issues need to be brought up.

First off
j
Gerard is quick to put down

claims that he is a Nazi, but he doesn’t

address the issue of listening to White

Power music. The fact is, Bottom of the

Barrel cover the Skrewdriver song “Back

With A Bang” in their live show. As Lee said

in ashow review on-line “Gerrard and friends

put out an exellent (sic) show and it was
really cool to see ALL the crowd supporting

them, especially when they did Back with a

Bang!”

At the same show being reviewed

(this time by someone else), Urban Riot

“played a good violent set including a cover

of “Pulling on the boots” from the movie

Romper Stomper.” Romper Stomperwas a

movie about violent Nazi skinheads in Aus-

tralia. The bands on the soundtrack were



racist bands.

Gerrard uses
another skin-

head’s words to

describe his posi-

tion on “Why skin-

heads listen to

R.A.C.” (Rock
Against Communism, what boneheads call

WP music): “Every traditional skin I know,

white and non-white, listens to Skrewdriver

and various other WP bands. Anyone that

knows what good music is can tell that

Skrewdriver was a great band. This is the

way I look at it, most of WP lyrics are just

like oil, skinhead, working class, patriotic.

The Nazi shit is so dumb it cracks me up.”

This same person goes on to say,

“No one ever said you had to be a conser-

vative to be a skin but you PC shitheads are

a fuckin’ joke, along with all you faggots

claiming skin. They’re always saying oil

99% of oi! bands have been right-wing and
hated gays. Just a few examples, Con-
demned 84, Cbmbat 84, The Last Resort,

The 4 Skins, Anti-Heros, Stormwatch, Ox-
blood, The Templars, etc.”

I think I should mention here that

this guy is speaking for those bands, and I

don’t know that all of them are homophobic
(I know some are); what’s important is the

idiotic notion that by listening to right-wing,

racist music and putting down left-wingers

and homosexuals, you are somehow being

apolitical*. This is the biggest crock of shit!

First we had all these straight-edge bands
claiming that homophobia and sexism was
part of sXe, and now the oi! scene is again

falling prey to these scum who want to

rewrite history and cover their hate with the

“apolitical/traditional/aggro” label.

The days when the skin scene was
divided between racists and SHARPS is

gone, and the lines are blurred as more and
more bald idiots start “sleeping with the

enemy” to quote The Oppressed. I happen
to love a lot of oi! music (The Business, Oi

Polloi, Cocksparrer, etc.) and it sucks for

me to go to a show and hear tirades against

“faggots”. Wake up! Being homophobic is

political as fuck! The idea that there are PC
skinheads is a joke, too! Just because
you’re not a hateful bastard doesn’t make
you leftist or gay - or hadn’t you heard? To
call what Gerrard and his ilk are doing

“confused” is right. The punk scene has no
room for fence-sitting morons who won’t

own up to their own lack of conviction. Stay

vigilant, boycott these wishy washy skin-

heads. Fuck Nazi sympathy!

J.Walker (yes, I DO exist)/ Box 991/ Gro-

ton, MA 01450

MRR and Raimundo Murguia,

Thank you for the good
review of my zine (Silent Major-

ity) in issue #166, I’m glad that

i

you liked it. I just wanted to clear some things

up though. The point of the article on Rage
Against the Machine wasn’t that I liked them
because I really don’t, even though they

make okay music. The point was that they

are using a different style and avenue, wheth-
er intended or not, by which they can influ-

ence other people about leftist anti-govern-

ment ideals, that may not be entrenched in a
sociopolitical sub-culture like punk. I was just I

saying that it is good that they are spreading I

the word to a different group of people even I

though I don’t agree with many of their meth-

1

ods; such as being on MTV and a Sony I

subsidized label. As far as Total Chaos goes,
[

I may disagree with some of the things they I

have done, but they have been very helpful I

and nice to me in the past. I also did think the

new album was okay, although different,!

because l really like street-punk. Thanx for
|

everything,

Preston Majority

P.S. I have a new address, it is below. I

I have also started a distribution. Send a
S.A.S.E. for a catalog. Silent Majority/

P

0|
Box 901/ Salida, CO 81201

One thing I noticed in almost every

I town was how ga-ga everyonewas overthe
I Donnas and also how much “Monkees”-like

gossip surrounded the hype. I love the

I Donnas and the Monkees and don’t even
I care who writes who’s songs. The Donnas
I rule, and if agree you should check out an

j
even better band, the Eyeliners. These

I three chicks outta Albuquerque write and
I record their own songs, put out their own
I first record, book their own tours, etc... But

I most importantly is they are amazing both

1 live and on record. If you like the Ramones,

I
the Pandoras, the Go-Gos or the Muffs

check 'em out. They take elements of these

[groups and just kick ass.

See you in your town soon,

I Jesse K ./ The Automatics/ Portland, OR

w
h

Dear Tim Yo,

J' I must ask you one ques-

1

tion. Why in the fuck is MRR going

on and on about Lookout? I mean who cares? |

I don’t.

It seems like a couple of years ago I

MRR went on and on about Mr. Ben Foster’s
|

punk faux pas. Yet now (again) MRR is Mr.

Weasel’s champion. What kind of message
|

is MRR sending to its readers? (Oh I forgot, I

most readers only read the music reviews.) 1

1

guess it’s just a matter of who is the lesser of
|

two evils: Ben or Larry? /

Don’t get me wrong, I like Ben Wea-
sel. (My girlfriend says I have a crush on I

him.) And like everyone else in the world Mr. I

Weasel makes mistakes. And like everyone
|

else he should be forgiven.

As for Larry, if he is really fucking I

people over, don’t buy Lookout. Spend your I

money elsewhere. This will send a big mes-

1

sage to Lookout’s change purse. I never!
thought punk was about money, but money

[

has made punk about greed.

I wrote this letter to voice my opinion I

on how petty the bickering between Mr.

Weasel and Lookout is. I would think there

are much larger issues for punks to rally

behind than personal greed. Punk was here

before Ben and Larry and I’m sure it will be
|

long after they’re gone.

Tim LeMoine/ 612 Kentucky St./ Columbia, I

SC 29201

®
Dear MRR,

We just got back from our I

first US tour this summer and it

went great. I’d like to thank every-

one who helped out. Hope to see
|

you next time.

MRR & readers,

Let me tell you about

Sweden. The land of milk and
honey. The model. Full employ-

ment and increasing public welfare.

I Yea right. That’s all over now. Since the

beginning of this decade the unemploy-
ment’s been around 10%. It means that

I every eighth fit for work is out of a job. And
[since the beginning of the decade before

[that the government’s begun cutting down
[the public welfare. As a result the masses
real wages haven’t risen since the middle of

|the 70s.

In spite of this I still hear people, after

|

traveling around the world, talk about Swe-
den in a glorious way, saying: “Sweden is

still the best country in the world.” I don’t

know. I guess it depends in what way you
look at it. I’ve seen a little bit of Europe and
a little bit of the United States. And ‘cos l

went to the same kind of places like I do in

Sweden, the same scene, I’m not really

sure I noticed that much difference. I think

I know that a difference exists, anyway
that’s what I’ve been told by the Swedish
authorities. And it makes me believe that

we’re one step behind countries like the

U.S. or England. ‘Cos I know it’s gone bad,

I and its going faster and faster in that direc-

tion. This I know ‘cos I lost my job just to

I keep on working in the same place, but now
as employed by the hour, which only means
I work more for less. This I know ‘cos I’m

living with my girlfriend and none of us are

able to pay the rent alone, tho’ the rent in

comparison is low. This I know ‘cos it’s the

beginning of the month and I’m broke ‘cos

of electricity bill. This I know ‘cos half of the

I people I know are on unemployment bene-

fits or welfare. This I know. And all of this

1 ‘cos the authorities are saying that there’s

no mpney. Somehow I don’t hear the rich

bitching that much about the income taxes

anymore. Neither the industrial leaders.

Instead I hear politicians representing Swe-
den in the European Union saying that their

(own) wages are a bit high. Among the
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groups who’s suf-

fering from this are
|

the youth.

There is a well I

spread rumour!
that the scene!
here in Gothen-|
burg is dead.[

Gothenburg, the second largest city in the

country. Here’s no bands (there’s really

around ten of them) and there’s nobody
coming to the gigs. But why’s that? And
how come there’s always a lot of people at

gigs with free entrance. The explanation to

this is simple: it’s the lack of money. No
money, no gear. No money, no going to

gigs. And the main reason why the ru-

mour’s around is that there’s been few

record releases from the bands here. Swe-
den’s got nearly 9 million citizens, the scene
there is after all not very big. So there’s few

record companies around, and all of them
are small and commercialized. The lack of

money and the exploitation is making it into

a downward spiral. On top of this the Goth-

enburg city council recently closed down
the youth house at the same time the

organizers for the second place for such

activities were asked to leave. This is not

something special for this town, it’s the

same all over the country in the shadow of

the authorities cutting down the public wel-

fare. The political establishment all

agree that this policy is necessary, the

unions too, so there’s very little organized

resistance. The demonstrations are get-

ting more numerous, but little has come out

of them. There’s a big dissatisfaction among
the workers, but they worry more about the

risk of being unemployed. And there’s rea-

son for them to. Anyway, the real change,

in Gothenburg, came last autumn, so I

guess if it didn’t come anything out of it

then, it won’t come anything out of it now.

The situation in Gothenburg can be

seen in the scene. Every punk band is

politically involved, both lyrically and indi-

vidually. And this is unfortunately what

makes this scene different from the rest of

the country’s.

When I’m sitting here writing this,

feeling frustrated as usual, I cant help from

thinking of my hometown, Landskralla. A
small town in the south of Sweden, a cou-

ple of miles from the country’s third largest

town, Malmo. The authorities once popu-

larized Landskrona as the Swedish model
in miniature, the heart of Sweden. They
said that the changes in Sweden in general

could be seen in this town a number of

years ahead. So the town grew in the 60s

economic prosperity, due mostly to the

harbour business. In the same manner the

authorities stopped talking about Landsk-

rona as little Sweden in the 70s depression

which hit the town hard. Instead they shut

down the harbour business, later the whole

countries harbour business. The little town
I died slowly. I remember my father losing his

|

I job and moving away from there. Now Land-

I skrona also won the Swedish league as the I

town with most drugs compared to numbers I

of citizens a couple of years in a row. Soon
after this I left this town too. I didn’t know it I

then, butwhen the town died, everything else I

[died too. For every time I went back to visit

somebody new had died, gone to jail, to

some mental institution and so on. And those
who’re still there are unemployed, junkies,

drunks, or just fucked up in general. Mostly in

some combination. I still can’t believe it.

Once upon a time this town was strong. The
|

scene was huge. There was a lot of activities.

I remember hanging out for days and not I

being bored a second. We were so infamous I

that very few bands from outside wanted to I

come and play there, even visit. We didn’t!

care about those sissies, we had at least ten

bands of our own at the same time. And now
there’s no scene at all, nothing. And its going

more and more time between my visits to this

town. Last I heard from it was that every

second fit for work were unemployed, in little

Sweden. And I’m sitting here in Gothenburg, I

feeling helpless, and the only thing I can do I

is wait for it to come. If it hasn’t already!

arrived. This is Sweden 1997.

[Puma

Ted Rail,

I read yourMRR column a
lot, and I like your cartoons inZ In

^^^your column this month you were
bashing Germans a bit, and l thought that

was a bit unfair. I mean, I have to admit that

I have never been in Ohio before, and I

wasn’t really aware during 1 980, even though
I have memories back to 1978. I know this

anarchist guywho hangs out at the Black Cat

who is from Columbus, and he is always

muttering about the Nazis being out to get

him, and I usually tend to think he’s paranoid,

but I guess this paranoia is probably rooted

in some bad experiences from his childhood,

so maybe things are bad in Ohio. But I am a
citizen of Germany, and I have to say, the

Germans under the age of 65 (my mother is

65 and she was only 1 3 when the war ended
and her house was firebombed) were not

responsible for any decision making or pas-

sive acceptance that permitted the Nazi era

crimes to happen. Rather, younger Germans
have spent their whole lives being constantly

reminded of the country’s past and they are

all pretty much neurotically center liberal,

and the east Germans seemed to all still be
pretty much socialist or communist when l

stayed in a hostel for foreign (sexist male)

workers from Poland in East Berlin for a
month (that image of all the people from the

ex-Soviet bloc suddenly becoming these ra-

bid capitalists is usually false. They were
fighting totalitarianism of Russia, but east-

erners aren’t all these blank-slate impres-

Pi

sionable childrenwho are ready to be taught
how things should work by wise western-

ers. They are much more cynical than that,

and most seemed pretty leftish to me). Most

Germans are positively allergic to patrio-

tism, and while over the skyline of any small

American town you will see all the Ameri-

can flags flying from the parking lots of the

McDonalds and Burger Kings, you won’t

often see a German flag at all; they fly the

UN flag and they can’t deal with a Boy
Scouts type organization with uniforms and
stuff like that. There is a segment of the

German population which is very rightwing;

a lot of them are in Bavaria (the south of

Germany seems to correspond to the deep
south of America). But the % of the pop.

which is right wing is much smaller than in

the USAwhere you can be fascist in opinion

without consequence. There, you cannot

be passively right wing. I think a lot of the

right wingers are doing this psychological

thing like the people in line outside the

opening of Niketown stores where we go
and protest on the behalf of the workers in

Indonesia, and then they in turn make it a

badge of honor to get into the store and
spend hundreds of dollars on shoes for the

whole family and wave them in the protest-

ers faces to piss them off. Every time a story

from Germany makes it into the small inter-

national news section of the paper, it is

always about events like in Munchen a few

weeks ago, when a few thousand neo-

Nazis had a big march. But at the same
time, foreigners in first world nations (and

some third world) do not have the same
rosy patriotic picture thatwe have about the
US being the envy of the whole world*

Instead, they are reading about Tim
McVeigh blowing up the Oklahoma gov’t

building, the Atlanta Olympics bomber,

Rodney King, etc. My relatives had all heard

about David Duke almost winning an elec-

tion and were really worried about us. In

bars (so cool, all over Europe they let under

21 yr. olds drink, and thought wewere crazy

for our drinking laws) people would see that

I was American and (they wouldn’t put the

same question to French or English peo-

ple) they would perk up and start askihg

accusing questions about stories they’d

heard about how in America we drive our

old parents out into the woods to leave

them to die because we can’t afford health

care.

Anyway, I just think that Americans

really aren’t in a position of eternally cursing

Germans (the lesson ofWWI I wasn’t: watch

out for the Germans and Japanese, it was
a demonstration of what humans can do).

Look back in most people’s family histories

and you won’t find many civil rights activ-

ists. Maybe most people were passive ac-

ceptors who weren’t direct slave owners or

oppressors, but still, even the Republicans

now act as though they have been against



racism forever,

when it was only

those few people

who pushed the

boundaries for

what was accept-

able who allowed

moderates to now
still be moderate, and also non-racist or

sexist. Most Americans totally reject the

idea that they are to blame for any 2nd half

20th century crimes such as segregation or

Vietnam or the Khmer Rouge coming to

power due to our bombing the shit out of

Cambodia for no reason (they didn’t even
mention the name ‘Pol Pot’ at any time in

high school history. I’ve heard people try-

ing to decipher “Holiday in Cambodia” lyr-

ics and they had no clue who he was talking

about. High school history devotes 2 months
to the revolution, a month to the civil war, a
month to WWII, then a quick 1 -week jaunt

through the 20th century ending at the

‘successful’ civjl rights era, all the while the

teacher spends half the time screaming at

and punishing people). Like, go outside

with a map and ask someone to point to

Timor (or Rwanda). See if they recognize

the name Allende from Chile or realize any
of the involvement the U.S. has had in

propping up dictatorships in Central Amer-
ica, Indonesia etc. People are also unfamil-

iar with genocides in Armenia and the

Ukraine. The summer I was in Berlin (’95),

I took the train to Hannover during this

annual event that the punk rockers have
called Chaosdays. This is sort of an exam-
ple of how the Germans have this fear of

allowing any sort of police state due to their

history, although, I hear this in 1996 they

finally did crack down and didn’t allow any
color-haired or non-straight looking young
people enter the town at all via the train).

For the past ten years, during the first week
of August all the punk rock kids have gone
to Hannover and declared war on the po-

lice and have had these full blown riots.

When I got there at first during the day
when nothing was happening, I couldn’t

imagine that it would be possible for them
to do anything this year due to the dozens
of police vans and police (about 1000 of

them) standing around all over. But there

were about 8-10,000 punks who showed
up and in the evening in the University

quarter, they all were digging up cobble-

stones and throwing bottles, and they

dragged beds and wood and stuff into the

street and making big barricades that they

set on fire (I of course, didn’t do this, but I

have pictures of this, and some mass ar-

rests of 50 people). In Germany, there is

just no pop punk or guitar oriented alterna-

tive music. All the people oriented towards

that sort of scene are into tekkkkno, which

is massively popular. Almost all punks are

of the crusty variety (called autonomen)

and are seriously hard core and live in sub-

ways and such. Then after this would break

up for the night, they would all go sleep in the

park (we were nerdy and stayed in a youth

hostel) and walk around during the day, and
then they’d have another riot the next night,

for four days total, and the police weren’t able

to stop it because their hands are semi-tied

in terms of being able to abridge people’s

civil rights. If this were the USA, they would
call in the national guard and be shooting

people, I’m sure. It definitely wouldn’t be able

to become a yearly event. Also, the regular

people of Hannover including old people

going about their shopping were able to

come downtown and felt secure as curious

onlookers. Except for one sausage market,

no stealing or attacks against people other

than the police went on (better than that

Resist and Exist fest in Eugene last summer
where someone was killed and several peo-

ple gang raped). People are just civil over

there. There is ten times as much graffiti on
all the walls because people are willing to

tolerate social disorder in exchange for a

peaceful society, while over here people

start proposing laws to have taggers flogged

after somebody writes just one piece on a
building somewhere.
Christine Petersen

MRR and all readers,

I’ve been reading MRR for a few
years now of and on. I think the first

one I bought was the one about

“punks over 30 and still giving a shit”. I saw
the cover in a record shop and it made me
realize punk was not just a style of music but

a whole attitude to life. In fact, the music has
always interested me much less than the

openness and willingness of punks to deal

with issues that mainstream society ignores

or hides away from. Well, the real point of this

letter is to make a suggestion, and that is to

start a new column in which an organization

/ collective / group of individuals who are

working to make changes in society in some
way can inform readers about what they do,

and maybe how readers can help, or just

make people aware of some new issues, or

shit that is going on that should be public

knowledge. I am sure that there are a lot of

punks out there who support charities, or

pressure groups, revolutionary organizations,

or whatever, and they could tell people about

the kind of stuff they do. As well as making
punks aware of some issues and what they

may be able to do about them it will also help

get some support for the organization con-

cerned. A different organization could be
featured every month. We need to educate

ourselves, not be dictated to by society.

Duncan Carson/ England

Hello MRR and readers,

I have been thinking about

N
writing this or not for a long time and finally

I have decided to do it. I’m gonna talk about

one of the most polemical labels: Lost &
Found. And I would like to know what to do

with them... They are probably the biggest

rip-offs in the world, but at the same time

they have put out releases from great bands
like Ignite, re-released ahundred80’s bands
(Project X, Up Front, Uniform Choice...)

and give an opportunity to a lot of European
hardcore bands. And all this stuff is not

available from any other label (well., not

all. ..) so the only waywe have to get it (here,

in Europe) is buying it through L&F. We
han’t buy these records originally recorded

15 years ago if it is not through L&F and I

think every kid into hardcore must listen to

these classical bands who had the real

hardcore spirit. Apart from that, some of the

best European bands like Rykers, Back-

fire!, Brightside... and a hundred more are

in L&F, so... Are we gonna stop supporting

a big part of our European scene only

because they are on L&F???...???

Ivan Sainz/ Islas Canarias 23/ 09006 Bur-

gos/ (Spain)

Ivan,

You act like somebody’s twisting

yourarm andmakingyou buy records from
a companyyou acknowledge is rippingyou
(and the bands?) off. Trading tapes is how
I’ve heard a lot of records I’ve never even
seen, never mind had the $15 to buy (in-

cluding “Screaming For Change” and the

U.C. demo), get into that It’s cheaper and
gets you writing to people you otherwise

wouldn’t know. Besides, there are plenty of

bands outnow who ragejust as hardas the

classics ofyesteryear, only they’re on D. I. Y.

labels—just like those classics were origi-

nally. Are the “best bands ” displaying the

“real hardcore spirit” by hooking up with a

greedy, shitty label? Fuck no! Flush your

money and get played for a sucker if you
want, oryou can do a little looking and find

something better. Jeff M.

Dear Rob,

The new issue (June) of

Maximumrocknrollfeaturedyour

column again. I haven’t read it

when I type this. This letter is a reaction to

the header you use. What’s on my mind?
I can be wrong, but I’m pretty sure

that the Heresy photo you use is from “their”

double CD on Lost And Found records. And
that’s where the trouble starts. I’ll try and
explain this briefly.

A few years back I found out Lost

And Found used a Heresy picture I took on

one of their re-releases of Heresy songs. I

wrote them a letter asking them to give me
a photo credit on future pressings and to

send me a couple of records for my archive,

mom and friends. They (Lost And Found)

sent me a couple of albums.
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Only a fewl

months later I got
|

aletterfrom Bernd I

(founder of Lost!

And Found!
records) asking!

me to print all Her-

1

esy pictures I ever I

I took because he lost the ones he got from
[

1 Kalv (Heresy’s bass player) and he wanted I

I to send them back. So I did, Lost And|

|
Found covered all my expenses.

Another month or two later I got a I

lletter from Kalv asking me to print up all

I Heresy pictures I ever took because Lost

IAnd Found lost them. After I wrote him I’d

[already sent them out to Bernd, Kalv re-

[plied that he never got those pictures and

[that he doesn’t want to deal with Lost And

]
Found or Bemd ever again. So I printed up

j

I another bunch.

On a trip to Germany with Seein’|

I Red I noticed the Heresy double CD (Voic-

I es of Fear) in a Berlin record store. I saw the I

ICD because it features photographs by me
Ion the cover. Upon looking through the

I booklet I found out that the majority of the

[printed pictures are taken by me. Even]

(though Bernd (Lost And Found) knew ex-

actly who had taken the pictures he (they) I

didn’t give the appropriate photo credits
1

1

|had asked for after the first incident.

I wrote Bemd asking for an explana-

1

Ition and a few copies of the CD, the only

(thing I got was a few CD’s. Recently l sent

(Lost And Found an invoice for the work

((photographs) they used. Needless to say
j

|they never replied.

Despite all the sob stories featured I

[above I’m flattered that of all the pictures

[you could have used for your header you

(choose one I took. Thanks, it makes taking
|

(photographs a gratifying thing.

(Theun K/ Terletstraat 117 a/ 1107 RM|

|Amsterdam/ The Netherlands

,

Dear MRRers
I’ve been reading MRR,

I more or less, since it started

> and the letters column has al-

|w a y s been one of my favourite fea-

tures of the zine. Having said that l must

[admit to usually skipping though the whin-

ley, backstabbing, he/she said/did type stuff.

|
So it’s unfortunate that this, my first letter to

|
the zine, mightseem to fall into that catego-

jry. OK here’s the story. We’re a non-profit

[collective putting on punk and hardcore

[shows in Brighton, England. A few months I

[ago we booked a show at our usual venue

[for FYP and Crispy Nuts. We booked the
|

[show through Ben Shrimpton of Cowpat

(Records. We also agreed that Ben’s band

[Savage Malignant would also be on the bill.

(So far so good. About a month before the

[show we got a flyer that Ben had put out at

la London show. We discovered Ben had,

without our knowledge, added another band

to the bill. Normally this wouldn’t be too much
of a problem but as this was to be a Sunday
show it meant the bands would have to start

very early as the venue must shut down
music by 10:30 p.m. The manager of the

venue is very supportive of our collective and

of the underground punk/hc scene. He actu-

ally went to court to obtain a special late

license so the show could run over time ‘til

1 1 :30 pm. While all this was going on we
heard that one of our favorite bands, MU 330,

had lost some shows in mainland Europe I

and would be coming back to the UK to play

a few shows. They particularly wanted to

play Brighton again as they had such a good

time when they played here before. We
jumped at the chance to see them again and

added them to the bill. As they had become
so popular here and wouldn’t arrive ‘til late

evening we put them on last. On the day of

the show it was clearthat Ben and his brother

Nick were not happy about MU 330 playing

on the bill. None of the other bands seemed
to mind and I later learned that FYP wanted

to leave early so they could get ready to fly

home the next day. The show was packed

with people who had seen MU 330 before or I

had heard how good they were, a lot of

people had also come to see FYP and Crispy

Nuts. The show kicked off at about 8:00 pm
as the first two bands were only going to play

twenty minutes each. The Potato Heads, the

band Ben had added to the bill played first

and were splendid, they can come back and

play their wild and kooky garage punk any
|

[time they want.

Next up were Ben and Nick’s band I

I Savage Malignant who were hands down
Arse Factor Nine. They were quite possibly

the worst band we’ve ever had on a bill. The
crowd made a bee line for the door to stand

outside in the spring evening sunshine. Luck-

ily they only played their amateurish preten-

tious crap for twenty minutes. Crispy Nuts

and FYP played next and both were awe-

some. The show was sold out and we had to

turn away a number of our regular punters

who had come late. Towards the end of

FYP’s set MU 330 turned up after traveling

ten hours to get here. FYP finished their 30

minute set and MU 330 set up. Nick, Ben’s

brother came and told us they and FYP were
[

leaving and could we sort out their money.

Despite the fact we were trying to set the I

stage up for MU 330 we said of course and

counted up the door money. It came to just
|

1
over £425.

We wanted give the first two bands I

I £25 each as they were unknown and hadn’t

come far, Crispy Nuts £50 as they are at

college in London and not doing a real tour as

such. The remainder of the door money
would be split between the two touring Amer-

ican bands who had come such a long way
and played such great shows. Unfortunately

Nick wasn’t happy with this and demanded

more money as he and his brother had

come down to Brighton in two cars despite

the fact their band is a two piece. We told

him how we were splitting the money but he

said that Crispy Nuts probably wouldn’t

want anything.We thought this was strange

but as he knew Crispy Nuts and had put out

their single we upped his bands share to

£40 and gave him £140 to give to FYP
which I believe is more money than they’ve

been paid for any of their UK shows. Ben,

Nick and FYP then left.

During MU 330’s set Crispy Nuts

came up to one of our guys who was doing

the door and asked if they could get paid

then so they could catch the last train back

to London. This was no problem and when
asked how much they needed they replied

that Ben had promised them they would be

on a £50 guarantee. This was a shock to us

as we never give guarantees; the only

money we have to put on shows is what

comes in on the door.

We take nothing out for ourselves

and each member of the collective pays to

get into our own shows; also the venue is

free to use and even provides a p.a. We felt

really bad about what Ben and Nick had

done and gave Crispy Nuts the money
they’d been promised out of the cash that

was left for MU 330 and the Potato Heads.

Crispy Nuts then left. MU 330 finished their

set; they played 45 minutes despite travel-

ing so far and being dog tired. We still

managed to give them around £1 75 and the

Potato Heads were happy with what little

was left and said they’d had a great time.

We atJustOne Life Collective were shocked

at the attitudes of Ben and Nick Shrimpton

and the way they had tried to rip off Crispy

Nuts, a band who had trusted them to put

out their single and book shows for them.

We will have no further dealings with the

Shrimpton brothers, their band Savage

Malignant or their label Cowpat and we
advise anyone thinking about dealing with

them to reconsider.

We will admit that we were warned

by some prominent London scenesters

about the Shrimptons but 1
guess we had to

find out for ourselves what parasitic scum
they really are. We have in the last fourteen

months put on shows for bands including:

Locust, Jenny Piccolo, Blanks 77, Battalion

of Saints, Squat, Snap Her, the VSS, Sys-

tral, Carol, Lovemen, Blew, DOA, Voorhees,

Horace Pinker and many others without

any problem. Before I finish I’d like to thank

The Potato Heads, Crispy Nuts, FYP and

MU 330 for the best show we’ve ever put

on. I’m sorry that my first ever letter to MRR
has had to be so long and on such a

negative subject.

Thank you for your time.

Buz, Just One Life Coordinator/ 1 42 Spring-

field Road/ Brighton/ East Sussex/ England/

1

UK/BN1 6BZ



MORE FAYE NOW!
NEW STUFF FROM HONEY BEAR

HONEY BEAR RECORDS
PO BOX 460346
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POINT BREAK. RECORDS .• via Matteotti, 4 : 20030
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BugsyJSd cd/ep excellent new

school melodle i.C. (BBR 03)
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Middle Finger Response cd/ep
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SPEEP KILLS

FILE UNDER MUTANT POP
SoNic SwiRl RecorcJs

OUT NOW!

God damned right, NorbieH! Pop-punk is nothing more than

sugar-frosted

LEUKEMIA!!! candy-coated

slSwtenedANEURYSMS!!!
BRAIN TUMORS!!!
...and I fucking love itlll So go listen to your 1 37 TEENGENERATE
records, Mr. Garage Punk... I’ll take THE LILUNGTONS and AF-

TER SCHOOL SPECIAL any day of the fucking week over that

crapolalll The cow’s outta the bam: YOU HAVE NO TASTE!!!

IIMP-502

AFTER

SCHOOL
SPECIAL

CD

$10.00
WHY BUY? 1 . Because the album fucking rocks. 2. Because

AFS is one of the greatest bands in the pop-punk pantheon. 3.

Because your local record shop is probably too slow to stock it

and mailorder is your best hope. 4. Because Norb hates it and

he doesn’t know shit from shinola, so yer safel Trust me!!!

Brilliant lyrics, mind-numbingly great hooks. AFTER SCHOOL
SPECIAL has produced an underground pop-punk classic from

the SCREECHING WEASEL food group while retaining their own
character and sound. Five fucking stars, get it right now!!!

And here’s a new release from a band that jams all their songs

together and doesn’t gesticulate on stage. Norb hates them, tool

You want a pretentious 90 minute double CD live album, check

out BORIS THE SPRINKLER... You want 20 kick-ass tunes in a

shade over 21 minutes, then indulge in Earth’s greatest band...

The AGGRAVATORS: Just for Fun ep7”
Straight in your face punk from Cleveland’s Aggravators.
Third release and maybe their best? You decide...4 trax!,

The AGGRAVATORS: Stuck in the 80 s ep7"
Cleveland’s snottiest bastards punch-out 5 trax
of fast, aggressive punk-rock. A Pagan cover, too!

The AGGRAVATORS: Pissed Again ep7"
5 fast-pounding trax of raunchy, aggressive,
hard hitting punk rawk. Cleveland n"nks.

Distributed by: Get Hip! (412) 231-4766

or direct: Sonic Swirl (216) 954-4277

Write for a free catalog!

MUTANT POP RECORDS
5010 lUW SHASTA * CORUALLIS, OR 97330

If you like vinyl better than CDs, you can get THE AUTOMAT-
ICS “10 Golden Greats!" and THE AUTOMATICS “10 More
Golden Greats!" for three bucks each and give the CD a miss...

Of course, you will also want THE AUTOMATICS “Kala! Kala!

Kala!” at the same time, that’s a $4 import EP.

If you’re a pop-punk geek, write for a free catalog today! I’ve

got hundreds of titles, good prices, very fast service! —T.C.

AFTER SCHOOL SPECIAL self-titled CD $10

^ AFTER SCHOOL SPECIAL “Wrong” EP $3

AUTOMATICS self-titled CD $10
AUTOMATICS “All the Kids Just Wanna Dance” EP $3
AUTOMATICS “Makin* Out" EP $3
AUTOMATICS “10 Golden Greats!" EP $3
AUTOMATICS “10 More Golden Greats!” EP $3
AUTOMATICS 20 Golden Greats! CD $10

BUGLITE “Sorry to Disappoint You" EP $3

CONNIE DUNGS “I Hate This Town!" EP $3
CONNIE DUNG5 “No Chance” EP $3

0
V
t)

EVERREADY “County Transit System” EP $3
EVERREADY“Kalifomla”EP $3

JCCC “Victoria’s Secret Sauce” EP $3
JCCC “Rink Explosion!” EP $3

MORAL CRUX “Victim of Hype” EP $3

MUTE-ANTS “Planet of the.. EP $3

PULLOUTS “A Lot of Power Tool in a Little Space” EP $3

ROUND NINE self-titled EP $3

SCRATCH BONGOWAX “Dogpile on Liz” EP $3

SICKO “Three Tea” EP $3

SLACKER A Day In the Life of... CD $10
SLACKER “Covering the Bases” EP $3

STINK “I Don’t Want AnythlngYou’ve Got” T $3

UNDERHAND “Desire" EP $3
UNDERHAND “Under a Glass" EP $3
UNDERHAND “Connections” EP $3

ONEROUS POSTAGE CHARGE: Please add $1 postage per or-

der to the U.S. or Canada and $2 per item elsewhere on the globe.

r s are *j.ou ea. ppa. u.s. / $t>.uu ea. ppa. wona (u.5>. Tunas)
Accept checks, M.O. or well concealed cash. Payable to:

Sonic Swirl, P.O. Box 770303, Lakewood, OH 44107 U.S.A.

IITHE V.S.S.
(“Nervous Circ uit” CD $10™MTOtom
PREGNANCIES

mBcinnamon
If IMPERIALS

HHspiitr $3.50

TRAVIS CUfTswoB
sacs as.

GhBHBIE PEE 7 $3,501

isrt&aa

ItaffimHC. bark

one.

All prices are post paid.

Make all checks out to LANCE HAHN

and that’s all...

Send a stamp for the entire catalog or

for the J Church newsletter (which now

includes a complete list of J Church

i mailorder records').

«*wnielo<iic on'the other (ORR 02) -v

11; great melodic H.C.

£*-Cassetteil songs * with old school influences (ORR 01)
^'KORR 03) * ;^ ****** HEVIEWED oft MRJH60

A*----'* * 4.
'

' X
_.»TRADERS/LABEU5 GETJN..TOUCHIII- -

“CD-*$\60 ppd-* OD/EP «7>ppd • 7"/C8 *3.78 ppd
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"EEEEH, What's Up Punk?*

OMlbURNOW: JOfootFAlL

. 8f6W6 - ubMoty
BLOUNT

DRUNKTN PUBLIC

TTie FEARLESS ||LU$H COSWPlfR V/A

Contains 24 Songs and to onrelwwd Songs

...vXlwiiilltliatejw^R

SOfootFAU.

ACME-143 - 60/Cass

SAMPLER ONLY ‘^
:$3;0Q AT SHOWS

1

BS9KSFI
SfRWfiBt FACED

BROKEN - CD/Cass

CD Sampler - $5.00

CD -$10.00

Cass |€ - $7.00 PPD

FOR M^KECATALOG
SEND A STAMP OR 2 fBC

„ „ T.wfweWrax,6om.feariess

§§§1 lsartacoftf@aol.com

13772 GOLDENWEST ST. #545

WESTMINSTER CA 92683

Send two stamps^
for a catalog:
NEW RED ARCHIVES!
P.O. Box 210501
San Francisco,
CA 94121

Part I of the Subs’ 20th
Anniversary reunion set
featuring one of the ear-

Pittsburgh’s most popu-
lar punk rock band on
full length CD, “Die for

the Gvf.” “So punk they
shit safety pins!” (Roctober)

NRA70CD 12 Bucks

Part II of the UK Subs
20th Anniversary set
from “one of the pio-

neers of punk rock”
(MRR).
^LP9929-2 12 Bucks

Re-issue of the Peace/War
comp of the 80’s on CD.
Over 60 bands including
CRASS, DK, DOA and
more. NRA68CD $15

Sing along street punk
from Santa Cruz, CA.
This is their first full

length. NRA50CD
$9 LP $12 CD

AND DON'T
FORGET

:

Samiam
NUFAN
Snap-Her
MDC
Kraut
Loudmouths
Reagan Youth
Jack Killed Jill

MAIL-ORDER*DISTRIBUTION
PH: 352-379-0502 • FX: 352-375-904 1

P.O.BOX 14636 • GNVL, FL 32604-4636

NO IDEA fanzine #12
CD / 2xLP ($3.75 / $6.25)

Bands on ,

t

he comp.:
Hot Water Music, Floor, No
Empathy, Ash County

Sluggers, Brutal Truth,

Christie Front Drive, Cavity,

Pung, V-Card, Floodgate,

Against All Authority,

Serpico, Elmer, Gus (Can.),

Moonraker, Bruce Lee

Band, Horace Pinker, Car

Vs. Driver, Locust, Hope
Springs Eternal, Jack With

Killer, King Friday, Braid,

Lisa Killers, Rhythm
Collision, Sideshow,

Skankin’ Pickle, Crunch,

Threadbare, End of the

Century Party, Still Life,

Bombs of Cheese.

HOT WATER MUSIC
“Fuel for the Hate Game”
LP / CD ($6) Their best yet!

(special “crazy" vinyl for mailorder only!)

PANTHRO U.K. UNrTED 13
—7” ($2) Amazing, hard-

hitting, melodic punk, ala

Naked Raygun + V.Card!

AAA / PIST -7’ ($2.30)

ASSUCK“MI"-LP/CD($5.50/$6 60)

ASSHOLE PARADE -7" ($2.00)

BLOODLET “Husk" -T ($3.00)

BLUEPRINT -CD ($6.50)

BOY SETS FIRE -CD ($3.05)

BRAID / POHGOH -7” ($2.30)

CAPITALIST CASUALTIES -CD ($10)

CHISEL “Set..." -LP/CD ($4.90/ $7.45)

CLAIRMEL -97 CD ($6.00)

COLEMAN -T ($1.95)

ELLIOT “In Transit" -T ($2.70)

400 YEARS -LP ($5.20)

FRANKLIN “Go Kid Go” -CD ($7.15)

GET UP KIDS -77CD ($2.60 / $5.50)

GIANTS CHAIR /E. MESER.-7”($2.60)

GRADE “Chancre + 2” -T ($2.60)

GRADE / BELIEVE -CD ($3.60)

HANKSHAW -LP/CD($6.15/ $9.40)

HARRIET THE SPY/ 3SFAC-7’($1 .95)

I HATE MYSELF “4 Song” -12" ($2.40)

IN/HUMANITY “Nutty ’-LP ($5.20)

INK&DAGGER -77CD ($2.70/$9.25)

INTEGRITY Taste Every Sin”-CD ($8)

JENNY PICCOLO “Info
” -LP ($5.20)

JIHAD ‘Old Testament" -CD ($6.80)

JOY DIVISION “Love" -12" ($5.20)

KARP “Self Titled" - CD ($9.65)

KING FRIDAY “Haldol / N.C.” -7" ($2)

MONORCHID “Let Them Eat” -CD ($8)

OKARA -LP ($5.20) • -T ($2.60)

PALATKA / END o/l/c PARTY-7" ($2)

PARKA KINGS “Bienvenidos!”-CD($6 80)

POHGOH "Resolution” -T ($2.30)

RADON “In Your Home" -T ($1 .50)

SPANAKORZO “Drama" -LP ($6 15)

SPARKMARKER “500 Watf -LP/CD

($6.15 / $9.40) • “Products" -CO ($7.15)

THE STRIKE -LP / CD ($5.55/ $9.10)

SWING KIDS -T ($2.30) • Button (75*)

TEAM DRESCH “Captain" or “Personal

Best” -LP/CD ($6.45 / $10.00)

TIRED FROM NOW ON -LP ($6)

UNBROKEN “Proverb" -T ($2.30)

VANPELT“Sultans"-LP/CD($4.90/$7.45)

VOORHEES -LP ($6.00)

This is a sample of what we sell! For a com-
plete catalog (32 pages: 1,500 different

records, CDs, zines, shirts, etc), please send
$1 worldwide.

7"= 2 oz. • LP= 10 oz. • 2xLP= 13 oz. • CD / 9” = 4

oz. • T-Shirt, #12+CD= 8 oz. • #12+2xLP=17 oz.

16 oz.= 1 LB.« ADD 6 oz. to the total weight of

your order for a mailer.

These prices DO NOT include shipping!! USA :

(Special 4th) $1.24 for the first LB., 50c each

additional LB. (Priority) $3 for 2 LBs or less, $1

each additional LB. Overseas : please send $1 for

our catalog with postal options.

Stores : Ask for our WHOLESALE catalog!

i



Kill The Cool
CD LP

Available now
U.S. TOUR IN AUG:

Aug.7th-So.Cal,8th-No Life,9th-Tuscon,

10th-E]Paso,1 1th-Austin@Emos,

1 3th-Dallas@E1bow room, 1 4th-Houston@Emos,
1 5th-New0rleans, 1 6th-Memphis,

1 7th-Nashvi11e, 1 9th-Atlanta,

20th-Savannah,2 1 st-Maryland/Va.,

22nd-Boston,23rd-PiUsburg,

24th-StateCol1egePA,25th-lndianapo1is,

26th-KansasCity,27th-Co1o.Springs,

28th-SaltLakeCity area,29th-Sacramento CA.

ARASITBS®LIVE AT WFMU
MENTAL PYGMIES
"Martinez"®0
send a stamp far a
complete catalog «;a:

BERKELEY. CA 94709
worship satan

PANORAMA

ALTA L°m , CA AIK)!

Spider Babies Engine Boo Morning Shakes Tonight

VA/“ Watch For Me Girl—Tribute to DMZ” 10”
The McRackins“ Get Crackin’’ 7” Breadmakers/Puritans 7”

MAH ORDER: T =$6.oo ppd world/Aii, Add.7" $ $5.oo ppd each, 10” =$10.oo ppd worid/Air, only cash

WALLABIES:2-15-1 9F. Fuj i m
i , Chuoh . Ch i ba. Ch i ba, 260, Japan FAX(81)43-225-6441

LP S7ppd. U.S. - S10 elsewhere
CD $10 ppd. U.S. - $12 elsewhere
10-inch $6 ppd. U.S. - $8 elsewhere
CD Ep $8 ppd. U.S. - $10 elsewhere

foR A HuGE CATAL9&

of Punk stkpf Send
dp- strange. Records

?0 P>ox too° -iit
?ANOl?AMA

WMcf Wm World Of

WALLABIES

- OUT NOW!
NEW BOMB TURKS



TURKEY BASTER RECORDS

s.A.s.i -: For Blanks 77/Quincy PunX split I

7"s-$3 l o"-$6 Postage Paid

/\-f) A m / *// COMPLETE INSANITY FROM CLEVELAND
• K/AW "/ w/ 8 PAGE COMIC ILLUS. by DEREK HESS

GRADY *7" SUPER POWER / POP / PUNK FROM PHILLY
COOL PRODUCTION & RAD VOCALS

KRHiSSy-io
HUSKER DUie or CRIMPSHRINie, SCRATCHY &

//TIMELESS, Better than anything on Dizzy records. If You
Don’t Like It..? I’ll give your Friggin Money Back!

•TEEN IDOLS /KRHI$SY~p't7

• STARKWEATHER/:

// A MUST OWN!
Punk, Melodic, Fast

A K.C. Band with a 3 word name that cant he In i

MRR because they were on Sony 1.5 years ago sPnr #
BRAND NEW UNRELEASED STUFF, CRAZIEST VINYL EVER, DEREK HESS COVER!

ALL 7”s - $3. SI exceptCRAW - $4.51 KRHISSY IQ”-$6.00 wht vinyl

Picking A Fucking Fight With Everybody In Your Crappy ‘Zine!

Fuck You! we’re Super Model Records @ 215-462-5480
Oh Yeah, buy some Records! 6 1 4 S. 8th St. suite 377 Phila. Pa 19147

The PROSTITUTES
“Can’t Teach Kids Responsibilty”

New 14 song LP/Cd out late July. CD will

be out a bit later & have more songs.

FRANK My Uncle’s Band
“SEX SELLS”

Max R&R compared it to the Stitches so

you knows its good!! 77 meets 81 punk!

BLADDER BLADDER BLADDER
& the Dimestore Haloes

Hear why so many people think Bladder is

one of the best bands around right now.

Also get the Thunders/77 sounds of the

Dimestore Haloes.

The BRISTLES
“This Bombs For You”

Very few left so get yours now!l

The PROSTITUTES
“GET ME SICK”

Still a few left. This was one of 1996 best
7". Fast, Loud, Snotty 77 style Punk!!

DEAD END KIDS
“ELVIS”

Still some left!!! 79/80/81 Punk Rock!!!

I also have some non Pelado stuff like the

DICKHEADS from France & more so write &
I’ll tell ya.

Bands I might put out one day-Bladder,

Moral Crux, the Cuffs, Dead End Cruisers

the Undefeated, Workin’ Stiffs & more.

PRICES-CD/LPS8 U.S, $9 Can/Mex, $10
others. 7"=$3.50 or 2/$6, $4, $5.50 or 2/$10

U.S funds only Cash or money order to

Patrick Grindstaff.

PELADO RECORDS
521 W. Wilson #B202 i

Costa Mesa, CA 92627
USA

Dist-Got Hip, Choke, lOOOFIowers, Rotz,

Revolver. Rhetoric. Soda Jerk. Sounds of Ca



RATIONAL INQUIRER #B

2050 W 56 St 5te 32-22 1 , Hialeah. FL 330 1

6

Finally out. 140 pages with articles on DIY, columns, interviews

with The Cows, Blanks 77, Discount, Youth Brigade, The
Queers, Dayglo Abortions, Rocket From The Crypt, Let's Go
Bowling, Fun People, Frodus, Kreamy Lectric Santa, etc.

Issue #8 comes with a CD comp by The Freeze, Skankin’ Pickle,

Funeral Oration, Nobodys, Sunny Char, Parasites, Discount,

Tiltwheel, Boris the Sprinkler, Against, RF7, Rebel Truth,

PEL ME
, Gotohells, Pink Lincolns, etc.

The zine has a full color glossy cover and comes in a polybag
(made of plastic - FUCK YOU) with the CD packed separately

inside with an 8 page booklet.
,

| In stores everywhere! I hope?!|

$4.50 Cash Only! / $6.00 World / stamp = zine distro catalog

I ONLY 300 MADE

(like last time!)

U.S.: tt-SO

|
WORLD: SS SURFACE

$6 AIR

&

B088V ZEIGER

PO BOX 1410(4

CLEVELAND, OHIO

44114 - 6014 USA

also available:
new 7 song 7 inch on h.g. fact records - $3
split 7" with thomas jefferson slave apts - $3

fat day will be touring the’u.k. this august

look for us there



OPINIONS EXPRESSED ARE SOLELY THOSE OF THE COLUMNISTS
AND (THANKFULLY) ARE NOT MRR EDITORIAL POLICY

Part 1

RECESS MONKEYS
So, there I was, standing outside The

I Lab, the recording studio where we were

finishing up our new album, "Furious

George Gets A Record". It was cold out,

and everyone around me was getting im-

patient.

"Can we go in yet?" whined Evan,

my bass player, "I'm cold and my stomach

|

doesn't :feel so good."
"What's going onGeorge?" asked our

|

roadie, Dave.
"Yeah?", said his sister, Ericka.

I told them to hang in there for a few
I more minutes, and then everyone could go

I

in and sing the chorus to "Gilligan".

"Why can'twe go in now?v asked my
3al Dean Dean, The Sex Machine, roadie

through all our songs at every rehearsal,

ones like "Phasers On Ten", "Sorry Ass

) pr;

hits. "Gilligan", "Betty Krocker, Punk Rock-
er", and "Abduct Me".

Finally we are ready to record.

I book time in the same studio where
we recorded "Furious George Goes Ape!",

otherwise known as The Lookout Records
Fiasco®. The engineer, Dan, is the bestman
for the iob, and has the best ears I've ever

worked with. His new partner, Mike, is

also great, so we know we are in good
hands.

The first day of recording we are so

comfortable at their studio. The Lab, that

we finish up all the basics. That means all

the bass and drums, for sixteen songs, got

done in one day. That only left guitars and
vocals. Which took the rest of the time.

My old pal from college, Aaron, flew

in for the sessions, and actually played

guitar on some of the tracks. When you
hear the album, you'll hear him.

Anyway, things went really smooth-

ly. l oo smoothly. That is why, on that cold

day outside, when JoeyRamone was late to

the session, I knew everything was going

too good to be true.

We had done some of Joey's vocals

e session
QY

pal uean uean, ine ^ex iviacnme, ruauie already, but I wanted him in on the sv«ivii

for the Blanks 77 and baby-sitter for Renee, with everyone else, so that we could all

"Cause HE is gonna show up," I said, sing along with Joey. As it turns out, every-

loud enough for everyone to hear me. thing worked out just fine. HE eventually

"HE?" said Michael, our drummer, showed up and hung out with Nick, my
oblivious to everything around him that step-dad, and Mr. Harrison, Dave and Eric-

was going on, except for the Diet Pepsi in ka^ father. As well as everyone else there.

HE sang perfectly
I

his hand, and Camel Light in his mouth.
"Yeah, Michael, HIM!" I shouted. what he says

"Oh no, George," said Evan, "We are the song.

I not gonna go through THIS again?" So that's it. Short and sweet. Unlike

I just shrugged my shoulders and The Lookout Records Fiasco®, this was a

I nodded to Evan. On the first E.P. Dee Dee pleasure. Recess has been totally cool with

was late. Now it was HIS turn. The tall one. us, and the artwork looks as good as the

I

With the little rose colored glasses.

It was Joey's turn to be late.

But let me back up a bit...

About a month after the Lookout
I Records Fiasco®broke, we. FuriousGeorge,

were asked to do a record for a label called

Recess. At the time I didn't know much
about them except that The Quincy Punx
were on the label, as well as some new
Dwarves stuff, and stuffby this band called

F.Y.P. It turns out that the singer guy from

I

F.Y.P., Todd, also runs the label.

Anyway, Todd sends me a bunch of

I stuff that's on Recess, and I listen to it and

£i
u

and wait till you hear

he Skipper" at tne end of

album sounds. Todd, Hal, Julie, and every-

one at Recess has been a pleasure to work
with, and in fact, we like them so much, we
are flying out to California in August to do
a tour with F.Y.P. for two weeks.

Weird, huh? How things in life some-
times work out. Joey Ramone is the nicest

guy in the world to work with, and having

him on our album is a dream come true.

And the studio. The Lab, is the best in the

business. Punk Rock!
Part 2

LOTS O' ENDNOTES
1. The Recess album is gonna be available

really like it. He also sends me a picture of on CD/LP and cassette. One of the for-
~ ~ ... i ^ .i mats is gonna have a Furious George tem-

porary tattoo. Yee-Haw!
2. You can still e-mail me at

a Cub-Scout feeding a deer. Over the pic-

I
ture he wrote "Subliminal message for Fu-

I

rious George.. .join us!

That there was enough to make me
I want to be on the label. The fact that the

next day we negotiated the contract and

everything else in about fifteen minutes

I

didn't hurt any, either.

It was much easier than the Lookout

|

Records Fiasco®.

So we sign up with Todd, and start

I rehearsing like crazy for the album. We go

horary

ou can still e-mail me
furygeo@aol.com. Write us at P.O. Box

2044, Canal Street Station, New York, N.Y.

10013.

3. Played a couple of shows with The
Criminals lately. These fucking guys rock

the motherfucking house and you should

definitely check them out. They are way
punk rock.

4. Did a show at The Coney with Mykel

Board and Rev. Norb. I'm sure you'll read

about it in their columns. I just wanna say

thatwhen both thoseguys were dryhump-
ing me, I really didn't enjoy it. That muen.
5. Speaking of Norb, his band, Boris The
Sprinkler, were a pleasure to tour with. All

the guys in the band, Paul #1, Paul #2, and
Ric#6, are awesome. We spent three days

with them, and I can't wait to play with

them again. The band was lots of fun, and
great to hang out with. And Norb? Mykel
asked me if he was on drugs. I replied,

"Yeah, The Punk Rock!".

6. Super Model Records is an awesome
labH out of Philly, and the guy who runs

the label, Mike, is really cool. He recently

ut on a show for us right next to the

utterMuseum, in Philly, and itwas awe-
some. Not only did we get to see babies in

jars, and rotting corpses, we got to play

with some awesome bands anahave a hell

of a fun time. Mike, you go! As does your
pals, Khrissy!

7. 1 eot a really awesome zine called "Im-

becile Digest^ from a girl named Jackie,

we met at one of the shows. She's only 13

but has more brains than mostNew York-

ers I know, and more brains than the entire

state of Florida put together. I guess that's

not saying much. Anyway, for info on
how to get the zine, please e mail her at

semiok@aol.com, or snail mail to Jackie

Imbecile/636 General Weedon Drive/
West Chester/PA/19382.
8. Got some new records that rock. Of
course the New Boris, but also Ben Wea-
sel's new Riverdales single is great. As is

thenew Blanks 77 album. Also rocking are

The Slobs, John Cougar Concentration

Camp, Flatus, The Automatics, The Con-
nie Dungs, No Fraud, YumYum Tree, Go-
Go Rays, Drug Czars (with my old pal

from Roach Motel, Jeff), Sea Monkeys,
Humble Beginnings, The Manges, The Liz-

ards, and get this, the new Dick Army E.P,

out now. It's called "The First Four Beers"

and I can't believe Maximumrocknroll is

running an ad for it, especially since it is on
"A Major Label". Ha!
9. Dave, our 16 year old roadie, almost

scored with a chick in Manassas. He goes.

10. Dave, our 16 year old roadie, fed me a

cherry-slurppy mixed with malt liquor

after a terrible meal at an IHOP. He doesn't

go.

11. The Lookout Records Fiasco®. I just

love saying that.

12. Wendy, our in-house artist, needs to be

thanked really well for all the work she's

done for the Furious George record. Wait

till you see it. It's A-Maze-Ing!
13. The Martians, from upstate New York,

rule. As do The Severed and Injections

from Connecticut, The Johnnies from Bos-

ton, and Nerotiks from Washington D.C.

14. Oh yeah, check out our website at:

http://www.edgeglobal.com/jason/
furious.html , it totally rules. Thanks Rat! !

!

15. And once again, thanks Recess! And
also thanks to Tim Yo, for believing in us

in the first place!



Do you remember the Cylons? Oc-
curring in the late 1970's television series

Battlestar Galactica, these chrome plated
interstellar robots existed for one purpose:
the elimination of mankind. In the world of

fiction, they are not alone. From the film

Modern Times, where Charlie Chaplin finds

himself literally caught in the mechanical
wheels of industrialism, to the original Ter-

minator, where a Cyborg hunts the film's

female protagonist, many artistic expres-
sions, notably those of the nineteenth and
twentieth century, have suggested a fear of

technology destroying what it means to be
human. Why should this be the case? After
all, hasn't technology increased our life

span, made our lives easier, and brought us
all closer together? What is it exactly about
technology and progress that obviously
scares some people so much?

Here is a war machine, look at it. It has
six wheels, and is armored. A camera is

rising from an apparatus on its body to

scan the terrain, to search out any unusual
movement. Look, a person has risen in

front of the device, poking their frightened
head from behind a fallen tree trunk. The
camera on the machine has noticed them
too. In an instant the human's form has
been sent through the camera and into the
machine's central computer for analyses.
The verdict: the person's intent is hostile;

the remedy: destroy the person. The turret

on the device swivels and a machine can-
non pumps round after round into the tree

trunk ana the person behind it, obliterating

them both.

The vehicle is called the PROWLER
(short for Programmable Robot Observer
With Logical Enemy Response) and is a

product of the US Army's research in the

field of "AI" (Artificial Intelligence). Ap-
parently, machine guns, tanks, planes, mis-
siles, atom bombs, and every other war
implement created and used in this centu-
ry are not enough. The military has decid-
ed to work on new toys to stock tomor-
row's battlefields, toys capable of function-
ing without human interference, toys de-
signed to think for themselves: kill-bots.

Since the beginning oforganized com-
bat, the human element has always been a

problem in the mind of a commander. If the

morale of troops was somehow weak or
low, entire armies could desert at any mo-
ment, even in the heat of battle. However
mechanized the fighting forces of this cen-
tury have become/however technological-
ly advanced, they have still relied for the

most part on human beings as the lifeblood
of their apparatus. This has left military
forces worldwide with the one tried and
true method of dealing with their troops:
they must saturate them with a regime tnat
is mechanical; they must beat them into
proper shape as part of a greater machine.
This sort of philosophy can best be ob-
served in the training employed by such
organizations as theUS Marine Corps,who
routinely deprive their soldiers of sleep
and rest while driving them to perform
near super human feats. According to one
ex-marine friend, Troy Youngblood, ma-
rines are trained to fight on after receiving
a mortal wound; they will forget that they
are dying until the objective is reached,
after which point they may allow them-
selves the privilege to expire.

No matter how effectively a military
indoctrinates its troops, even in organiza-
tions such as the US Green Berets, there has
never been a complete success in eliminat-
ing the uncertainty ofhuman nature. There
have alwaysbeen examples ofsoldierswho
for one reason or another malfunction and

?
o against the standard military protocol.
his reality must have played into why

both the US and USSR placed so much
emphasis on centering their nuclear weap-
ons complexes around computers. In the
case of the latter, they chose to place most
of their nuclear missiles in land based silos

rather than on submarines because they
didn't trust the crews of such vessels: itwas
thought that in the advent of a nuclear
conflict submariners would not carry out
orders involving the deaths of millions of
human beings.

As shown by the emergence of such
devices as the PROWLER, many in the US
military seem to be asking the obvious
question: why not just eliminate the hu-
man soldier altogether? Obviously ma-
chines would operate without fear, with-
out pay, without need of sleep, and with-
out the need of Bob Hope to come and
entertain them. Wars around the globe
could be fought without the worry of los-

ing American soldiers, without drafts, and
without such issues as whether or not ho-
mosexuals should be able to enlist. Since
the best functioning military is one which
does so like a precisely engineered clock,

why not simply get rid of the flesh and
blood which has been aping the role of cogs
and pinions? Well, why stop with the mil-
itary? Why not admit that the best troops
for any system run with optimum efficien-

cy in mind are not people but mechanisms?
Imagine, ifyou will, "Technopia," the

possible earth of the near future. In Tech-
nopia, there are no wars as we know them
now. Whatever disputes which can't be
settled with diplomacy are fought by giant
machines smashing each other into worth-
less piles of circuitry and microprocessors.
There are no longer hordes of drunk driv-

ers ramming into innocent pedestrians, cars
have become devices which drive them-
selves to destinations chosen by their own-

ers. No longer do people stress themselves
working in production jobs, factories have
become entirely robotic facilities, continu-
ously belching out more products for the
citizens of Technopia to consume. What
are these citizens like?

Here they are, look at them. They are
a happy lot, living in houses automated for

convenience. Most of the time they barely
come out of their comfortable fortresses.

When they want to talk or meet other den-
izens ofTechnopia, they simply park them-
selves in front of a computer console and
type up codes which allow them to speak to

one another. For entertainment they place
themselves in virtual reality champers,
where every pleasure they hunger for can
be satisfied electronically.

The only threat which possesses a

remote chance of disturbing the carefree
lives of Technopia's citizens comes from
the criminals and various political miscasts
sometimes found wandering the streets*

Against these deviants, Technopia has a
robotic police force which hunts and neu-
tralizes any opposition with EM (Electro-

magnetic) pulse weapons, devices which
the US Army had worked on well before
the 1990's, devices which disrupt a per-
son's brainwaves, "stunning" them.

Perhaps this scenario of "Technopia"
seems a bit farfetched. Still, for many peo-
ple, historians or not, there is wisdom in

trying to predict the possibilities for the
future from the realities of the present. In

our world today, no matter where you
look, technology is being touted as some
sort of a cure-all, a golden ticket to an easier

life. Most notably, the Internet has been

f

>icked up and carried as a flag by seeming-
y all aspects of society, progressive and
conservative alike, as a sort of information
producing savior.

Some of us aren't buying it. We have
learned that when anything is being sold
continuously for its benefits then there must
be a detriment conveniently pushed under
a carpet somewhere. We watch this me-
chanical progress around us and wonder
what it's going to bring, why is technology
being crammed down our throats?

To us the future seems less like get-

ting on a direct flight to paradise than a

forced adventure to an unforeseen conclu-
sion. It's like being pushed onto a plane,
finding out it has no wings, and being told

not to worry because it's being controlled
by scientists. Although most of the passen-
gers might be happily placated by the var-
ious computer screens in front of them,
happily "Wired," some of us remember the

negative consequences of technological
advancement. We know what it's like to

live in fear because science had to give us
the atom bomb. We know what it's like to

live with a polluted environment because
science promised us convenience at the

cost of a healthy planet. Since we can't do
anything about the mistakes of progress's
past, perhaps we can question but loud
where it's taking the future. We can stand



up on the plane anddemand toknowwhat's (musically or otherwise). Or, if there's a

happening before it takes off, explodes, or band you would really like to read an inter-

lurches us into some questionable destina- view with, drop us a postcard and we'll see

tion; demand to know at least where its what we can do.
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creators intend to take us. And, of course, a DIY column onhow

Some people are currently doing just to do a good interview would be very wel-

day. I haven't decided yet if I want to use

this column to talk about personal things,

which is what I spend a lot of time doing in

my own zine (which is on hiatus at the

moment). However, much of what I want
to talk about or what I have been going

that but they are certainly not the first, come, ilany ofyou out there want to volun- through is personal in that moving 2,000

i
Next time we'll take a closer look atsome of teer. I'm pretty disappointed that I got so miles away from my home is the most|

those who have fought and questioned the few responses to my call for suggestions stressful experience I ve everbeen through,

machines, thosewho have stood in theway and criticisms in the last issue, so I would It's hard to not talk about something which

of progress. We'll also take a closer look at like to repeat my invitation to everyone your life is completely immersed in at the

the other side of the spectrum: we'll look at who reads this zine to send in their com- moment. I guess the one thing 1 will say is

the powerful institutions of the techno- ments/criticisms/suggestions to me here that moving has made me realize, among

|
philes and the road they've lead our spe- at the MRR address. Come on, now's your other things, how utterly^inane it is to not
philes

cies on. Until then, stick around!

Part One. Business.

OK. The Jen Angel words of wisdom
for the month are this: if you're sending in

an interview with your band, remember
that this is your one chance to be noticed by

chance. Don't wimp out.

Part Two. The Column.

There's a lot of stuff between Ohio
and California, and I never really realized

it. That may sound dumb, but if every time

you ever crossed the Mississippi it was in a

plane on the way to the West Coast, maybe
you would understand what I am talking

about. Having recently made the drive, I

had a chance to make some observations

aboutwhat makes up America. There were
two important ones.

First, in the drive from Ohio to Mis-

souri, the landscape remained unchanged.

That's four states worth of homogeniza-
tion, and it was really disappointing. Of
course, in a security sense, it meant that I

be^completely honest with people. I guess

this is the easiest to understand in the con-

1

text of crushes.

Here's the situation. The night before

I leave we're having a small friends-only

get together. We all hang out and as one

friend is leaving, I tell him, "You know. I've

always had a crush on you." And he looks

atme and says "I was going to say the same
thing." And of course I kick myself. I've I

known this guy for a long time, and what if

either of us had spoken up a year ago? We
could be happily dating now. Whatever.

That mean? we're both dumb. You would
think since we're both grown up we'd be

over this kind of high school awkward-
ness. This wasn't the only experience like

this. It seemed like since I was leaving and
the potential to see me face to face in the

iiiuiiiuyi^ could go pretty far and be in an environ-

thousandVof readers. Do you really want ment pretty close to the one I had just left,

to spend your precious few pages making which is entirely unpredictable and in near future disappeared, a lot of people telt

inside jokes or talking shit? Do you really which I am comfortable and unchallenged the need to come up and tell me how im-

think that bathroom humor or dropping on any level. Strip malls, fast food joints, portantmy friendship was to them or what-

names is going to impress anyone? Re- car dealerships, whatever. This means that ever their true feelings for me were /are.

member that the point of an interview is to except for in extreme circumstances like Even though this in some ways brings me

either let people who know about your the rare big city with a distinct personality closer to some ofmy friends, I wish it could
,

r ~ openness of rural America, we don't have happened a lot earlier, bo 1 learned
band have a little insight into you as peo-

ple, or it is to impress people so much that

they will go out and listen to your record.

The point is not just to see your name and
photo in print.

Have you noticed that there aren't

many (or any at all, for that matter) repeat

interviews in MRR? It's this rule we have,

about only printing interviews with a band
every couple of years. If you want to waste

your one chance on a crappy interview

with out of focus photos, well, maybe that

says something about your band. I go

through this inner battle sometimes where

I think I should print all the interviews as is,

with no spelling or grammatical correc-

tions, with all the dumb-ass remarks left in,

so that everyone who reads the interviews

I

will know how dumb the band really is.

I would also like to encourage more
I people to send in interviews, especially

or the openness of rural j

get any diversity or range of experience at my lesson

all. This is both a testament to Americans
surrounding themselves with thingswhich
are familiar and hence secure, and to the

influence and domination of corporate cul-

ture and a society which reflects the televi-

sion world. It's pretty pathetic when you
see it first hand.

The second is that Utah is the most
beautiful place on earth. You never really

hear people say, "Utah is beautiful, you
should see it," like they do Colorado. The
landscape there was so completely differ-

ent and foreign to what it is like anywhere
in the Midwest that the whole experience

seemed surreal. It makes me think about

how that culture, the dominant culture

which blankets the US from Missouri east-

ward, is so self-contained and detached

from anything that is not the same. (And

non-

/it ill iinv-niw. 7
,
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band interviews, or interviews with how it is possible to completely bypass any

bands who have a lot to say, whether it's

funny stories or political ideology. Maybe
some people are under the impression that

we have regular people we rely on to send

them in. I wish that were the case. Instead,

we just see what gets randomly thrown our

way, and sometimes we get good things

and sometimeswe don't.We really depend

on people to send in interviews with bands

that they care about or think are important

of that would-be new experience by flying

over it or by driving straight through it on

the highway, which itself seems designed

as a connection between two far away plac-

es, instead of as an access to the places in

between).
I have much more to say about what

I think of the punk scene here in SF in

contrast to what I know as punk in the

Midwest, but that will wait for another

DEATH TO FALSE EMO!
For too lone those claiming or being I

burdened with the label emo, have been I

getting away with quite a bit with no criti-

cism from the inside. Oh, sure, there is no
|

end of finger pointing from others notine

the resemblance with emo hairdoos ana

the Vulcan, Spock butwho from within the I

ranks is holding their nose and saying

"P.U."? Well, I'm doing it right now. So, get

comfortable and get ready to read: Ten
ThingsWrongWithEmo.Orjustflipahead
to the classifieds.

1. "Nation"-ism
Roughly five years following the de-

mise of theNATION OF ULYSSES theemo
scene is awash with those who either ape



N.O.U. fashion, promote their bands as
organs of nonsense disguised as revolu-
tionaryjargon, or go nuts on stage (increas-

ingly when the music hardly warrants it).

Hey, the NATION OF ULYSSES, great as
they were, should be allowed to rest in

eace. Get your own schtick.

. Won't Call a Duck a Duck.
Why do I review records I don't like

in my column when the other music col-

umnists stick to what they like? Because
there is so much utter shit in this genre and
its smell is overwhelming people's other
senses. When bands suck they need to be
told, especially when they are ex-member
bands who are only applauded and given
the time of day because of past triumphs.
3. No Shame.

Peoplehavebeen expressing their love
for such groups as the CURE and the
SMITHS with much to much ease. This has
got to stop. We're punks, we've got to keep
up appearances! Yeesh, next thing you
know folks will be putting out zines with
no music coverage, just reflections on their

personal feelings.

4. Posers!

Look around at a show and there's

tons of 'em! They've stopped posing as
workers from the local gas station ana are
now pretending to be astrophysicists. Well,
word on the street is that a lot of those nerd
glasses have clear lenses in them. Maybe
people should start roughing these folks
up for their lunch money, so they can get
the full nerd experience.
5. Phony Issues.

While clearly discussing politics
seems to be beneath most emo bands, they
don't mind taking a stand on important
topics. . . like playing on the floor! Friends,
playing on the stage isn't about hierarchy,
patriarchy, or imperialism, it's about being
able to see the performers.
6. Indie Rock Wannabes.

Emo is connected to punk rock. Indie
rock isn't. Emo might not be all that ugly,
and at times it might get downright pretty,

but it is not the totally wimpy alternative
rock of JOAN OF ARC and
BROKEN HEARTS ARE BLUE and the
countless otherbandsbeingwelcomed with
open arms and no heckling.

7. No Dancing.
We've got D.C. to blame for this one.

As the natal form of emo crept across the
land it brought with it FUGAzI's prohibi-
tion on dancing. Sure a pit is hardly an
appropriate reaction to most emo tunes.
But is this scene so much about being cool
that we can't tap our toes, wiggle our butts,

and do something with our arms besides
fold them? Could this be the first music
culture with no dancing to accompany it?

8. Eight. . .Eight. . . well, I forgot what eight
was for.

9. Acoustic Groovin'
I have one major concern with the

current eagerness to belt out tunes without
amps. Playing acoustic music starts one
down the slippery slope of considering

music "art." Let's leave art to the new
wavers.

10.

Skin And Bones.
Let's hope that all the skinny emo

boys and girls are naturally so, and not
starving themselves so as to fit into thrift

store clothing that is ever so rarely avail-
able in extra large. Natural or not, I say
packon the pounds, ifonly to prevent sure
tragedy should a big gust of wind blow
through an outdoor emo show.

Just a few things as I see it folks. Here
are some reviews.

In the dumb band name department
is CHRIST who have two CDs out, "Only
Every Other Day" with 5 songs and "Page
15" with two songs. Their sound alter-

nates between a SHIFT crunch-lite hard-
core sound and slow, smooth post-hard-
core. The songs are way too lone, all but
one over 4 minutes, and some hitting 9
and 16 minute marks. Trimmed down,
some of the tunes would be great 7"s.

(Temperance, PO Box 685, Northfield, NJ
08225)

It turns out that MONOCHROME,
whose EP was reviewed a few months
back, was DAWNBREED without the
singer. I learned this from the DAWN-
BREED "Aroma" LP, which I'm quite hap-

py tobe reviewing. Thisband has changed
quite a bit since their fiercer days on their
split with MINE. There's still a lot ofpow-
er here, just in a different form. Extremely
tight musicianship, but avoiding math
rock, and they've been able to add saxo-
phone and trumpet without getting weir-
do on us. Findingthis may be difficult, but
worth the time. (Trans Solar, Bismarkstr 6,

56068 Koblenz, GERMANY)
More goods from Boston, in the form

oftheHUGUENOTS EP. Throughoutmost
of the 4 songs here they are right on the
verge of total spasticness but never quite
hit it. That's good cause you can hear
what's going on, not a muffled mess. They
sound something like early IGNITION
using just a bit of the current emo tech-
niques like attention to rhythm, soft to
loud parts, non traditional instruments,
and guitar picking. This is good shit. (Push
Pull, PO Box 471, Allston, MA 02134)

BLANK'S been around a bit, but their

"Many Will Play" EP is the first I've heard
so far. Well, they've got some hooks that's

for sure, and overall this is pretty rockin'.
Its got a dark edge likePAWN, or a gloomy
MONSULA meets DAG NASTY. I know
I've used that reference before but itworks
here too, chumps. (Reptilian, 403 S. Broad-
way, Baltimore, MD 21231)

The PONYBOY CURTIS/SUPER-
STAR split is from Memphis, a town I

usually associate with the murder core
sounds of COPOUT and HIS HERO
IS GONE. However, both bands here re-

mind me a lot of the HATED, which will
likely remind others ofHUSKER DU. This
is especially so with PONYBOY CURTIS
who have the dual deeper nasal vocals
and mellow guitar. SUPERSTAR is a bit

higher pitched in vocals and guitar, and
are more quick paced. I'm really favoring
the PONYBOY CURTIS side and not just
because of the Outsiders reference. (Jive
Turkey, 3627 Malory, Memphis,TN 38111)

I've been looking forward to hearing
the HARRIET THE SPY "God Gave Us
Music" 10" because I thought their split

LP with THUMBNAIL was great (even
thoughTHUMBNAILS stuffblew chunks)

.

With the exception of two really long,
drawn out snoozers, these folks have kept
it up. My best description is some combo
of GREAT UNRAVELING (when they're
good, as on the EP) with repetitive tweak-
ing of guitar and something hectic like

SLEEPING BODY. They're hard to put a
finger on. (Double Agent, 210 Lewisburg
Ave., Franklin, TN 37064)

The HEY, DUMMY "Fall In Line" EP
is a welcome review because it is one with
politics at the center and music builtaround
that. The discussion throughout the EP
boils down to spotlighting white male
privilege which was definitely the flavor
of the month on the hardcore fest circuit

last summer. Still, it's a topic that merits
continued awareness (duh), though I think
there needs to be discussion which goes
beyond self flagellation, which HEY,
DUMMY seems to push towards. Musi-
cally, its as emo as it gets, with pained
vocals mid paced to rast paced tempo
changes. (Saturnalia, PO Box 501, Bowl-
ing Green, OH 43402)

There are two songs on the OBJEC-
TION "AtArms Length'^EPboth ofwhich
are really harsh sounding. Two vocalists
who shred their throats at two different
pitches over music which is like a slowed
down FINGERPRINT influenced by the
chuega-chugga of the metal hardcore
bands. (Red Jagwire, PO Box 8317, Aus-
tin, TX 78713)

I'm a bit disappointedby the IN ANO
side of their split with PARTY OF HELI-
COPTERS. Musically, I think its top notch,
very smooth and chunky at the same time.
The lyrics on one song are essentially just
"nothing" repeated, and on the second,
and better song there are just samples. The
PARTY OF HELICOPTERS are way rad,
mixing some fairly low tuned music (emo
violence?) with vocals quite similar to
SHUDDER TO THINK in their delivery.
I'd like another helping please! (Ape
Records, PO Box 1584, Bloomington, IN
47402)

I had thought STATE ROUTE 522
would sound like their North West neigh-
bors JOUGH DAWN BAKER and
NINE IRON SPITFIRE, but they aren't
packing the hardcore punch at all. This is

easy on the ears, almost midwest a la

PROMISE RING but no off key vocals and
this is a bit grittier. Also, some nice direct
lyrics (or as direct as emo lyrics get). (Hen-
ry's Finest, 16128 NE 145 St., Woodinville,
WA 98072)

There's an awesome comp out bene-
fiting Food Not Bombs on Anima Records



jy
out of Canada. Most of the bands are emo
while the others are really harsh hardcore.

I ANOMIE have been described as emo

|
crust which is dead on, and a combo that

I works well for me. PALATKA do their

I fast thing with screams and slight breaks

I and get the gold star for their lyrics in "The

Truth About San Diego." I hope there are

I other INSO GREY releases because their

I mid paced harshness with female scream-

ing is rad, and they appear to have broken

I up. SIXPENCE, who got big thumbs up a

I couple of columns ago are back and still

excellent. There is still a hectic FINGER-
PRINT influence but it is a bit more con-

I trolled this time. There are great songs by
SWALLOWING SHIT, DRIFT, and HO-
LOCRON as well. (Anima, 1416 Amber-

I croft Ln., Oakville, Ontario, CANADA)
|
Endnotes.

1 1. When in the mood for tattoos in Frisco,

I I highly recommend Scott Sylvia at 222

I Tattoo.

2. 1 bought a huge batch of hardcore zines

I recently, the majority of which made me
I want to jab a fork into my eves. One,

I however was awesome, Dwgsht, which
had cool articles on relevant historical

I events as well as good interviews. Send

I two bucks to PO Box 701, Annapolis, MD
21404.

3. Looks as if I've got the Hated 2x7" I've

beenbegging for. Still looking for old skate-

I boarding videos. 1950 McAllister #1, S.F.,

CA 94115.

NetPunk

Mark
IlHanford

. Another month, another 30 days of

surfing the net to find interesting, enter-

I taining, and informative links foryou desk
potatoes out there. Actually, I've been

I spending very little time at home surfing

I the net, as I recently found a job with an

I internet service provider that allows me to

spend my working hours surfing, while at

I the same time trying to tell people on the

phone exactly what they are doing wrong
I that makes their internet account notwork.

I You know, I had a pretty bad opinion of

j
the human race to begin with, but doing

I tech support has really confirmed this. On
I well, on with the column.

From my old haunts of Boise, Idaho

I comes a new scene page with the terribly

I original name of "The Boise Valley Punk
I Page" (not thatmy "Boise Punk Page" was
terribly creative, but whatever) . While this

I still seems to be a work in progress, it

definitely blows away my old scene page

I by far. Flere you'll find upcoming shows

in Boise, a page of people who can help

you book a show if you're from out of

town, a page where you can discuss what-

ever you want (unfortunately, most peo-

ple don't seem to be able to say anything

here but dirty words), and a few other

goodies. Hopefully they'll have added
some pages for more Boise bands by the

time you read this, but rightnow it doesn't

look too bad. You'll find the page at http: /

/home, rmci.net/kgb/ .

Moving to a different scene, Mike
Blur has put up a killer page about the

Lawrence, Kansas punk scene, from 1978

to the present. Mike seems to have ap-

pointed himself historian for the Lawrence
scene, which is cool by me. I think every

scene should find someone to archive and
remember the punk bands, venues, and
happenings of the past. Stuff like that can

be a lot of fun to read (or remember, if

you're an old fart). Anyway, if you have

any interest in the Kansas scene, http:/

/

www .idir.net/-mikeblur/ framehom.htm
would be a great place to start.

I got mail from Kevin Doughnut the

other day asking me to check out a couple

of sites that he is involved with. First off is

Bowling Doughnuts, which is an online

zine with a lot of cool departments includ-

ing record reviews, sound clips, Food Not
Bombs and Poetry Not Poverty pages,

interviews (including a recent one with

The Candysnatchers!) and more. You'll

find Bowling Doughnuts at http://
www.geo-cities.com/SunsetStrip/Alley/

3196/ .

The otherpage thatKevin is involved

with is the Punk/HC/Indie Tour Dates

page at http:/ /wwwjpipeline.com/
-bowlingdoughnuts/ . This page is a re-

sourcewherebands (including those with-

out their own web pages) can have their

tour dates posted, so that hopefully you'll

be able to find out when they are coming
to your town. Bands with e-mail access

can mail Kevin at tourdates@
geocities.com, and he'll stick them up for

you. My only complaint with this page is

that he doesn't include an address where
you can send him a (non-electronic) letter

with your dates, in case you don't have

any net access whatsoever. Maybe by the

time you read this, he will have posted

one.
Another project in the works is Fed-

Up.Com (http://www.fed-up.com)
wnich is intended as an online resource

for zines and other writers to get their stuff

published on the net. If you do a zine and
would like some of your stuff published

for the world to see, or if you are a writer

looking for a place to publish your stuff.

I'm sure Fed-Up.Com would love to hear

from you. Check out their website and get

involved, or mail them at Fed-Up E-Mag;

c/o GMH Productions; 735 Delaware Rd.

#318; Buffalo, NY 14223-1231.

The Godwalker is a decent site that

looking for tunes, the audio portion of this

site wiffprobablykeep youbusy for awhMe.

Music here from Born Against, The Boll-

weevils, FYP, Naked Raygun, Rorschach,

and more. Remember, to hear this stuff,

your computer has to have a decent sound
card. Anyway, you'll find The Godwalker
(I don't exactly get the name, but whatev-

er) at http://www.cps.msu.edu/~walk-
erma/

There are so many online zines now-
adays, it is hard to remember what I've

mentioned and what I've forgotten. I don't

think I've told you about False Sense of

Security before, but even if I have, it de-

serves another mention. Interviews, chat,

a flyer archive, and several other links are

at this site. Look it up when you get a

chance http://www.geocities.com/Cap-
itolHill/7857/ .

Rocket Fuel fanzine is also online,

and those of you into bands like Earth

Crisis and Kerosene 454, or record labels

like Caulfield should check out their sec-

ond issue online. Interviews, photo ar-

chives, links, and other stuff you might

want to read. Rocket Fuel is at http:/

/

www.ilstu.edu/~ddreed/ .

Let's see, what else this issue? Oh
yeah, I wanted to tell you about the home-
page for Wrench Records, whose bands
include the incomparable English noise-

meisters Rancid Hell Spawn. Ifyou haven't

heard RHS, you should... they are high

speed, tinny, drum machine noise that

sometimes hurts to listen to. Just my idea

of a good time.' Wrench also has a page

about Sacramento's Lil Bunnies. All in all,

a rather deranged labeled. Wrench Records

are on the web at http://www 3.mis-

tral.co.uk/wrench/index. html.

Finally, I got an interesting piece of e-

mail from Jerry at Insurance Scam Records
(whose homepage is at http:/ /isr.base.org

, but really isn't complete yet). He wrote to

tell me about this web organization called

Monolith that will give you your own
domain name (of sorts) for extremely

contains a few pieces of writing, and a

whole bunch of music files. If you are

cheap. Without going into too much tech-

nical detail, what Monolith does is pro-

vide you with an alias to your web site so

that, (using my site as an example) if you
wanted to go to the netpunk web page,

instead of typing in http*./ /www.
cruzio.com/~hanford/max-imum.html to

get there, you could simply type http:/

/

netpunk.base.org (go ahead and try it, I set

it up with them). If you send them 5 bucks,

people can put in your shorter address L

and get to your homepage immediately. If I

you don't pay them, there is a 5 second I

delay (you'll notice I haven't paid them
yet). Anyway, if you are interested in

Monolith, you can check them out at http: /
'

/ww,w.ml.org .

I think that's gonna have to do it this

month. Next month, I hope to take you on

a WWW tour of the history of punk, but

we'll see what happens. Until next time, I

canbe reached athttp://netpunk.base.org

, or via e-mail at hanford@cruzio.com. Of



course, you can also write to me at PO Box
8059; Santa Cruz, CA 95062. That is all.

NATHAN BERG
LAt!

9500
IT'S A SUGARY, SWEET WORLD!

I was a pretty damn weird kid. I

hated Kool-Aid. All my friends used to

drink jugs of the shit like it was a pail of

water in the middle of the Sahara. They
would go to the grocery store with their

parents weekly and sit in front of he dis-

play going "OK. I need 6 packages of

grape, 6 of cherry, 4 of black cherry (as if it

tasted a lot different from regular cherry),

4 of lemon-lime, and 1 of orange." (Did
ANYONE like the orange?!?) Since we
have all grown up, (physically, at least),

my friends' addiction to Kool-Aid hasbeen
transferred to pop. (That's right, it's not
"soda" or "soft drink," it's "pop!") I hate

pop too. Well, I don't like rootLeer but I

also don't consider root beer a pop. It's

beer. Anyhow, pop is huge. You can't go
anywhere these days without someone
either drinking it or advertising it. The
'soda' industry is largely ruled by two
companies, Coca-Cola and PepsiCo. (As if

you didn't already know that.) Like the

large percentage of multi-nationals, these

companies suck, so, without wasting any
more time. I'll start talking shitabout tnem.

Punk rockers drink pop. So do hip-

pies and ravers. Businessmen and women,
lower-class workers and welfare recipients,

blacks and whites, some weird ass dog that

I saw on David Letterman; they all drink

pop. In fact, the average American drinks

750 cans a year! That's two cans a day for

you numbers buffs. It's funny that every-

one refers to Coke vs. Pepsi as the "cola

wars." This apparently is the onlywar with
both sides winning. Sure, you'll see a story

or two about how Coke is beating Pepsi in

Asian markets or something to that effect

but the truth is that they're both buried up
to their necks in profits. PepsiCoCEO Rog-
er Enrico even once admitted that most of

the "cola war" gibberish is abunch of"damn
silly stuff." Funny. I think Coke and Pepsi

is damn silly stuff. Want proof?

The most annoying thing about these

guys is their advertising. Stupid little gim-
mick phrases that are supposed to make
them sound like they coula save your life.

Be young, have fun, drink Pepsi. It's the

choice of a new generation. (Or is it Gener-
ation Next?) Ain't nothing like the real

thing. The funniest one I've seen of late is

the new commercials for Surge, which is

Coke's new soldier designed to do battle

with Mountain Dew. These Surge ads show

kids jumping over couches (in the middle
of a city street nonetheless), climbing dirt

mounds, and rolling down hills in barrels

to seewho can get to the can first. However,
Surge is not as funny as its ads. Coke is

engaged in an all-out media blitz to pro-
mote this shit. You had to have noticed all

the coupons. For two months, they were
practically giving itaway and in many cases

they actually were just giving it away. My
mom left the house one day and found two
cans and a coupon sitting by her mailbox.
Apparently, the whole neighborhood got
them. Or what about Sprite? This wholje

"Obey Your Thirst" campaign had me
laughing from the very start. Here's a drink
trying to convince people not to buy into

other ads that use celebrity endorsements
that was using fuckin' Kris Kross in their

ads just two weeks prior. Silly bastards. We
are also on the brink of a $500 million

advertising blitzby Pepsi so theycanchange
the color of their labels to blue. This is

gonna be a riot. Needless to say, they spend
endless amounts of cash trying to convince
us thatwe can fill voids inside ourselves by
inserting 12 oz's of carbonated, syrupy
sludge.

These two companies have practices

that aren't quite the laughing matter that

their ads are though. Most noted is Pepsi-

Co's involvement in Burma. Burma, now
called Myanmar by the military junta that

runs/destroys it, has been a beacon to large

companies that are looking for cheap labor

pools and less stringent trade and tariff

laws. The SLORC (State Law and Order
Restoration Council) has come undermuch
fire for their human rights abuse records.

They allegedly have over 3,000 prisoners

that have no scheduled trials and nave also

been killing masses of women with the

HIV virus. (Geez! We spend all this money
trying to come up with a vaccine for this

terrible disease when we could just kill

everyone who has it. It's cost-effective

health care. Someone tell Clinton.) After

threats of boycotts from all over the globe
for dealing with these bastards, many com-

P
anies began pulling out of Burma. Not
epsi. They stayed and justified it with

statements like, "Over the long term, trade

and investment help promote democra-
cy." (And make lots of money!) Simon Bil-

lenness, an activist trying to get companies
to pull out of Burma says, "The Burmese
military has stayed in power, in part,

through the support it has received from
foreign corporations." Finally, when an
international boycott began to work, Pep-
siCo said goodbye to Burma.

Although not as serious. Coke and
Pepsi both have contracts with any imagin-
able organization they can. They both have
contracts with many fast food chains (In

Pepsi's case, they own the Taco Bell, Pizza

Hut, and KFC chains. They are planning to

get rid of them later this year, though, so

they can concentrate on selling pop and
chips. They also own Frito-Lay) (I'm not
even going to get started on these fast food

chains. Not yet, at least. I mean, come on!

Rev. Norb is only a four-hour drive away
from my house, so if I start ripping on Taco
Bell, I'm a goner.) Coke currently has a

cross-promotional deal with Blockbuster
(rieht-wing, censor-happy jerks) to sell

Coke products at Blockbuster outlets and
will eventually lead to co-branding ven-
tures. However, taking the cake is Pepsi's

new deal struck with the Toronto School
Board that gives Pepsi exclusive rights to

the vending machines in all the city's

schools. I don't even know how they can
come up with shit like this much less pull it

off. Hmm.
You know, Coca-Cola was originally

founded by drug store owner, John Pem-
berton, way back in 1886 as a cure for

indigestion. I could use such a product
rightnow because the practices of modern-
day "soft drink" companies is making me
sick. Fuck 'em!

It really shouldn't be that hard to find

alternative things to drink instead ofpop. If

you're seriously having problems thinking
of some, don't fret! I've taken the liberty of

coming up with a few suggestions. Water,
tea, coffee, orange juice, grapefruit juice,

grape juice, tomato juice, pickle juice, whole
milk, skim milk, soy milk, almond milk,

goat's milk, lemonade, beer, wine, cham-
pagne, urine, blood, battery acid (Actually,

I think battery acid could pass as a perfect

alternative to both Surge and Mountain
Dew. Ha ha.). Anyhow, I think you get the

point. Per usual, the true alternatives aren't

going to be found at your local Safeway-
type grocery or convenience store. Their

alternate beverage selection consists of

brands like Nestea, Minute Maid, Fruito-

pia, Powerade, Hi-C, and Lipton which are

already owned by either Coke or Pepsi
anyway. I don't mean to be repetitious but
the truly-alternate products are to be found
at local food co-ops. (Or the faucet in your
own kitchen.) Remember, it's our choice to

stop supporting the things we hate so we
should start by paying attention to where
our money is going.

SOME QUICK BLURBS 1. You can
mock and belittle meby writing to P.O. Box
504, Chippewa Falls, WI, 54729 (There's

the address Rose. Now write to me, fuck

er!) I'm pretty damn irresponsible so I can't

guarantee I'll write back but I CAN guar-

antee that I'll read it. Send me anything. 2.

There's a few bands from my neck of the

woods you should probably check out.

ASININE SOLUTION plays some of the

fastest, catchiest, and loudest hardcore
around. Get their newest 7” on Beer City

Records and see for yourself. Despite the

flogging they received in the review sec-

tion of this very mag, STRAY BULLETS are

real d^mn good. If you get a chance to see

'em, do so. In the meantime, buy theirT as

well. It rocks and rocks and rocks. Also,

don't hesitate to pick up anything by the

following: THE STRIKE, DILLINGER
FOUR, BITCHSLAP, U.S.V., and URBN
DK. That's all the ass-kissing for now. 3. A



big "poop-on-you" to the band DRAINO.
They played a show that was set up by a

couple of meatheads a week back in my
hometown. They were booted off stage for

not having the appropriate sound (I told

you the guys running the show were meat-

leads), but instead of saying "fuck off" and
leaving, they proceeded to start the place

on fire. This is the 3rd venue we've lost in a

year and we're pretty much fresh out of

other places to have shows. I hope they

think about thatwhen they're sitting in jail.

See ya.

Volunteering is absolutely the worst

thing you can do.

I thought the summit or rulers had in

Pennsylvania a month or so ago was auite

interesting. While Clinton, his liberal co-

hortsand the Republicans are allbusy slash-

ing the social wage and doing away with

everything thatworkingpeople in ourcoun-

try have fought for to get and keep over the

past sixty years they expect today's work-
ing people to make up ror it.

Volunteering seems to be "cool" or

something these days. It seems that people

the punk/hardcore scenes see it as a way
of changing the world for the better. I guess

it goes along the lines of that misguided
"Change yourself to change the world."

I've fallen into this trap before. I became
disillusioned with political movements and
sought to make myself a better person to

change the world. I'll tell you it doesn't

work. Read your history, because it re-

peats. Capitalists acting like capitalists

didn't bring down feudalism, and acting

like you live in a utopian society won't

make it so. Neither will reading irresponsi-

ble anarchist drivel like "Working Sucks!"

It seems to me that " sucks" is the

only argument an anarchist can get out.

Being negative will point outwhat iswrong,
but it offers no way forward.

Back to volunteering. Tell me that this

was not thought up by a capitalist. As if

some worker was sitting around years ago
and said "Gee... I already work fourty-six

hours (when I'm lucky) a week... my boss

screws me and other people... he keeps

people homeless... starves people... why
don't I clean up his mess?!"

Let's take two thatseem to be popular

around here. Food Not Bombs and Habitat

for Humanity.
I'll save the best for last. First of all...

Habitat for Humanity is run by Christians.

Home of the "If you work hard you'll get

everything you need" school of thought.

People need houses, granted. But why
should I work for free to build them. I call

on organizing workers, the poor, the home-
less and youth to fight to force the govern-

ment to pay poor people to build low-

income housing. It works. How do you
think we got welfare? Despite what you
may have heard from your friendly neigh-

borhood English teacher, good ole FDR
came in slashing budgets, kind of like "aus-

terity measures" these days. He quickly

changed his tune after workers (employed
and unemployed) occupied Welfare Offic-

es around the country and made him help

people. It can happen again today, the only

thing that's stopping it is your inability to

see a real solution. While you're at it, take

the people in the low-income housing and
tell them to demand their civil rights back.

Let's next take Food Not Bombs. This

seems to be the punkest thing in town these

days. I think they ought to serve spikes and
leather instead of food. It falls into the same
category as Habitat for Humanity. Usually

led by politically ignorant anarchists, they

feedpeople food that they pay for. For free.

My mend Jen tried to explain this to me
once but I just don't get it. Her argument
fell along the lines of "We do it make our
own world free of money." Sounds like a

good idea. But don't pretend that you're

going to get there, slowlybut surely through
a course of moralistic resistance to the sys-

tem. How do you feel millions of starving

people? You round them up into a work-
ing-class political party and give them a set

of politics which will enable them to fight

back. If that fails- give them guns. What
you don't do is spend your money and
work for free. Demand that they govern-

ment pay people to feed the homeless.

The jobs connection is very real. Right

now I believe unemployment floats some-
where around 4.9%. Now, I bet we could

employ at least another 2% of these people

feeding the homeless, building low-income
housing, fixing roads, etc. Of course, the

ruling class will never let us have true full

employment- just their shitty little 4.5%
unemployment is full employment. But
think of what a difference it will make to

the other 2% who have jobs. Think about it-

we have all this shit that needs to be done
and there are layoffs?

There are some who believe that we
shouldn't call on the government to do
things like that. Let's do it ourselves.

Wake up and be realistic. What is the

government? The playing field of capital-

ism. It no wonder that in all the "democrat-

ic" revolutions two of the key demands
were a "free market" and patent laws. The
government is a government by, for and of

capitalists. My suggestion is that we make
the prick bastardswho make the mess clean

it the fuck up.

If someone came to your house and
wrecked your shit, would you clean it up?
Hell no, you'd try as hard as you can to

force the person to clean it up themselves.

The analogy is real. People see an increase

in state power as necessarily a set back for

them. Wrong, Prudhoun. When you force

the government to provide a service, you
force capitalism to clean up after itself.

Sure, things like the Crime Bill and the

Anti-Terrorism Act suck- so combat them.

Don't see all increases in state power as the

rise of fascism.

A does not always equal A. Stop see-

ing all things that are somewhat the same
as totally the same. Start thinking material-

ENDNOTES:

1.

^Send me anything you think I'd like

(letters, tapes, whatever) to 404A South
Main Street, Attleboro, MA 02703.

2. People I'm trying to get in touch with
again- Chris from Apt213, Jessika Braun-
stein, Adam from Yum-Yum Tree (we can

work it out, baby), Christine Nabhani.
3. Sorry ifmy mail's been slow lately- 1 have
a lot of shit going on right now so it might
take a while.

4. No more patch orders.

5. Anyonewho wants to sell me Nintendo/
Genesis games, black metal records, or Jap-

anese comic books can write me.
6. Does the spleen person wan't their prize

or not?

TIME, BACKWARD
richard/
rich/
rick /

rieky/
dick/
dicky
owens

The preceding Time, Backward! dealt,

at length, with the origins of the over-used

epithet 'angry young man/ a phrase most
Americans, particularly punks have been
brow-beaten by their parents, should be

familiar with. John Osborne, author of Look

Back in Anger, coined the term on a BBC talk

show in the late fifties while discussing

contemporary British literature, specifical

ly the Kitchen Sink Writers. The circle of

writers which came to be known as the

Angry Young Man Club as a result of Os
borne's BBC interview were in England's

literary vogue during the fifties and sixties,

every AYM writer except its sole creditor,

Allan Sillitoe.

Sillitoe, an impressively productive

writer with no less than forty-two pub
lished works under his belt, was the only

man lumped into the AYM by England s

literary pundits who had a genuine work-
ing-classbackground

. John Osborne, Kings-
ley Amis, Colin Wilson, and other writers

associated with the AYM were, by and
large, university students discontented by
the abrasive texture of theworld once they'd

left school. Many of the writings—novels,

plays, short stories—published by theAYM
focused on the limited degree of career



opportunities and social mobility accessi-
ble to university graduates in England's
post-war welfare state. Sillitoe's work on
the other hand contended head on with the
trials of working-class life in the factories,

the tenements, the schools, and on the
streets of Nottingham.

Since Sillitoe is among the only work-
ing-class writers to emerge in England
during the fifties, and his early writings are
substantially autobiographical, an under-
standing of his life lends tremendous in-

sight into his work.
Bom in Nottingham in 1928, Sillitoe

had a rather difficult life as the child of a
man unemployed for the larger part of the
thirties, during the economic maelstrom of
the Great Depression. By the age of four-
teen Sillitoe found himself on an assembly
line at a local bicycle factory, which then
lead to a string of factory jobs as a teenager.
The experiences of protagonist Arthur
Seaton, as a lathe operator in Sillitoe's first

novel Saturday Night, SundayMorning, were
largely based o.n the author's own experi-
ences as a capstan-lathe operator as a teen-
ager.

By 1946 Sillitoe was summoned for

service in the Royal Air Force (RAF) and
was stationed in Malaya. And, much like

the writers of the 1920's Lost Generation
(Gertrude Stein, Ernest Flemingway, F.

Scott Fitzgerald, et al.) Sillitoe's earlyworks
were written abroad, in Malaya and conti-
nental Europe.

Not until a military doctor diagnosed
him with tuberculosis in Malaya did Silli-

toe begin his first attempts at writing. Giv-
en eighteen months convalescence, Sillitoe

began for the first time reading literature

critically and writing seriously. Over the
course of seventeen days he produced a
four hundred page novel entitled By What
Road. Despite the novel's rejection by an
intimidating number of publishers Sillitoe

persisted in writing, even going so far as to
declare his occupation 'writer' on his pass-
port after being released from military ser-
vice.

After his stint in the RAF, he spent the
following year, 1952, in the south of France.
The next five years were spent in Majorca,
Spain, where he periodically taught En-
glish to support himself. It was during
these years in Spain that his first successful
short story was written, 'Kedah Peak.' The
story, though unpublished, was accepted
by BBC radio ana to be read by Sillitoe on
the air once he returned to England. Due to
traveling expenses, however, the writer
was forced to delay the reading four years,
until 1957.

Upon the advice of War-time poet
Robert Graves, whom Sillitoe met at a bar
in Majorca, he changed his writing style

from fantasy to realism, setting most of his
work from that time forward in Notting-
ham. By August of '57 his first novel was
complete. Initially titled The Adventures of
Arthur Seaton, the novel Saturday Night,
Sunday Morning was accepted by a pub-

lisher, though only under the humiliating
condition that another manuscript be sent
in to validate that Sillitoe was not a fly-by-
night writer incapable of producing anoth-
er novel. A deal for the printing of the novel
was agreed upon once MacGibbon & Kee,
his first publisher, received a rough draft of
his second novel. The General

While England's journalists and liter-

ary critics searched frantically for a strong
voice whose work could lend credibility to
theAYM club, Sillitoe's first novel went by
unnoticed. When the novel was made into
a film, however, Sillitoe received an abun-
dance ofkudos from both press and public.

Sillitoe's film debut culminated in the
form of an attack by Nottingham Conser-
vative MP Colonel Cordeaux. Cordeaux
berated publishers and producers alike for
wittingly 'giving the impression that local

workerswere 'ill-behaved, immoral, drunk-
en teddy-boys.' Screenings of the film were
banned in Nottingham and later Warwick-
shire for its allegedly lewd and explicit
scenes. Nevertheless, orperhaps in spite of
these institutional attacks, the novel sold
over five-million.

Ironically it is Sillitoe's portrayal of
working-class youths that distinguishes
him from his university contemporaries
hailed by the press as the AYM, though it

was principally in retrospect that Sillitoe

was added to this exclusive group of writ-
ers. The fate of his characters as victims of
Prime Minister Anthony Eden's post-war
Welfare State of the fifties, characters stub-
bornly unable to transcend class divisions,
is the primary sign of his work and precise-
ly what the literary pundits were foolishly
searching under the wrong rocks for.

Simply taking the two works which
gained Sillitoe widespread recognition, his
first novel and the short story 'The Loneli-
ness of the Long Distance Runner,' its sim-
ple for the reader to see the despair, hope,
angst, and resignation that marks work-
ing-class life in nineteen-fifties England
and, subsequently Sillitoe's early fiction.

'The Loneliness of the Long Distance
Runner,' perhaps the writer's most popu-
lar story and the Muse behind the creation
of a killer Iron Maiden song (for those who
remember or even care), introduces the
reader to a young hoodlum, a teddy-boy
who lives the carefree life of a hoodlum
youth until he is sentenced to time in borstal
(an institution akin to American juvenile
detention centers) for robbing a local bak-
ery. Once in borstal the youth, referred to
as Smith by the borstal governor, joins the
cross-country team and quickly becomes
the leading athlete who could possibly win
'the cup,' an athletic award much desired
by the governor.

A rudimentary antagonistic, general-
ly Marxist, relationship between 'us' and
'them' emerges in Smith's narrative as he
frantically jots the story down for us in his
cell with a small bit of pencil. Smith tells the
reader that disdain for 'the man' is perva-
sive among friends and family. Everyone

pokes fun at the Tories and other untrust-
worthy political incumbents.

Similarly, Smith tells the reader of his
peculiar notion of honesty, which becomes
a loyalty of sorts to his own class. While the
governor falsely builds Smith's hope for a
promising future within and without
borstal if he wins the race, a future of pros-
perity not even conceivable for a working-
class youth like Smith, the erstwhile runner
holds nothing but contempt for these lies

the governor spews. The (iovernor is dis-
honest and trying to fool him. Smith tells

us. However Smith is an honest character
who, at the close of the story, retains his
integrity by throwing the race a few yards
from the finish, even though he under-
stands the following time in Borstal will be
made difficult for him as a result. The dif-

ficulties are a marginal issue for Smith; it is

his honesty, his integrity, that's key here.
Arthur Seaton, possibly Sillitoe'smost

cynical character, the protagonist of Satur-
day Night, Sunday Morning, exudes nothing
less than venomous contempt for govern-
ment and his consequent lot in life. It is a
coming of age story wherein an adolescent
sews his anger and contempt throughout
Nottingham and eventually comes to terms
with his position as a worker slaving away
from the cliche 'can't see in the mornin' till

can't see at night.'

In one scene, while working over his
lathe, Arthur thinks to himself: I'll never
let anybody grind me down because I'm
worth as much as any other man in the
world, though when it comes to the lousy
vote they give me I often feel like fellin' 'em
where to snove it, for all the good usin' it'll

do me.' And while some might venture to
argue that Arthur has matured and moder-
ated his loathing of state and work by the
close of the novel, Arthur clearly under-
stands his life as an unending struggle
against the power.s that be until his dying
day: 'And trouble for me 'it'll be, fighting
every day until I die. ...misbegotten into a
strange and crazy world, dragged up
through the dole and into the war [WWII]
with a gas mask on your clock.. ..Slung into
khaki at eighteen, and when they let you
out, you sweat again in the factory, grab-
bing for an extra pint...' Thus it is this

perception of life that Sillitoe believes is

partand parcel of nineteen-fifties England's
working-class mentality.

Anger and resistance were the main
components in Sillitoe's literature, the emo-
tional impetus behind the actions of each
character. The uppity nature of each novel
or story's hero, according to Sillitoe, was
intended to be a 'hidden persuader.' Art
was to serve a propagandist end, purport-
ing his own anarchist convictions. In a let-

ter to an intimate friend, Sillitoe expressed
slight dismay at the critic's perception of
'The Loneliness of the Long Distance Run-
ner' as a story of working-class angst: 'The
Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner
wasn't taken in the way I hoped it might be,
though there's still time for the poison to



work/
Understanding the motivationbehind

the writing of each story, then, ultimately

raises the question that the author could
possibly have exaggerated working-class
resentment, anger, and economic condi-

tions. Regardless, it is this motivation that

should've attracted the critics and journal-

ists to him like insatiable consumers to a

strip mall. He was genuinely an angry
young man whose literature focused on
that angst.

So, why write about the AYM last

month and Sillitoe this month? Firstly, while

Sillitoe's early fiction might be rough
around the edges, the man has surpassed
virtually insurmountable odds in becom-
ing a respected writer whose stories have
been accepted into the English literary can-

non and highly anthologized in literature

texts used within and without colleges na-

tion and worldwide. The odds, for Sillitoe,

were seemingly insurmountable because
he is an autodidact, a self-educated man
who picked himself up from a factory and
a slum and endeavored to enlighten him-
self and produce laudable works of litera-

ture loyal to his beginnings. The man's
hero, that's it. And in a time when reverent

characters aren't easily found.
For those interested in Sillitoe's life

and that of his contemporaries, literary

historian Harry Ritchie*s Success Stories

(Oxford University Press) provides a thor-

ough but concise look into the emergence
and hard fall of the AYM club. Also, Silli-

toe's early works are engaging and enter-

taining for the angst-filled kid in need of a

'hidden persuader' to get them off the turn-

table and into the streets.

Send comments and inquiries ifyou'd
like to contact me directly to Rich Owens,
PO Box 1223, Montague NJ 07827. Thanx.

Here I am, back again. Sorry about
last month's hiatus- 1 couldn't do my col-

umn on account of a slight case of jail. But
I'm out, now, and ready for another month
of reviews.

This month I got a lot of great tapes-

lots of straight outgood old fashioned hard-

core. I was very happy about this, since

that's my favorite stuff, but I became dis-

tressed when I realized I was having a hard
time giving each band a separateana unique
review. Hopefully I don't repea t myself too
much.

So, we start off this month with THE
SKUMFUX, who have a real thick, heavy
sound that's pretty cool. The music's kind

of along the lines of 'Age of Quarrel' CRO-

MAGS- mid paced metally streetpunk. 11

songs, good production. P.O. Box 5617, San
Clemente, Ca. 92674. MORALTHREAT do
that great, generic mid '80s hardcore, not
real fast, and a little sloppy, but give them
some time. 12 songs, decent production.
3427 Via Palma, La Mesa, Ca. 91941.
SHEESH! play the same kind of stuff, but
they're pretty tight. 4 chords, fast beats,

screamed vocals, 2 MINOR THREAT cov-

ers, good stuff. 12 songs, good production.
75 Bemis St./ Berlin, N.H. 03570. P.C.'S

UNDERWORLD play pretty average pop
punk of the sort that was pretty popular a

year and a half ago. If you miss that stuff,

here you go. 5 songs, decent production.

P.O. Box 2510/ Pt. Charlotte, FI. 33449.

NOCOMMON SENSE kind of make
me think of M.D.C.'s first LP,jammin hard-
core with interesting breaks. 8 songs, good
production. 1163 Olive Ave, Redding, Ca.
96001 . THE CO DEPENDENTS are kind of

like olderNEWBOMBTURKS/ STIFF LIT-
TLE FINGERS type punk, with several oth-

er influences thrown in here and there. 4
songs, good production. 908 E. Charman
Ave, Fullerton, Ca. 92631. NO CLASS do
the generic punk/hardcore thing pretty

competently. Fairly tight, with original

flourishes thrown in here and there. P.O.
Box 6165, Rome, Ga. 30162. SLURR play
thatFACETOFACE/ JAWBREAKER hard
rock meets punk stuff, with lots of break-
downs and singalong choruses. 5 songs,
good production. 235 S. 11th Ave, West
Bend, Wi. 53095. POLYABUSE have a pret-

ty heavy sound, which compliments their

metal edged hardcore and gruffvocals well.

5 songs, good production. 218 Seaview Ave,
Jersey City, N.J. 07305. POLITICALLY
CHALLENGED are another great mid '80s

sounding generic hardcore band with an-

gry muppet vocals and lots of energy. 10

songs, good production. P.O. Box 71, Au-
dubon, N.J. 08106. NEXT STEP have a

straight edge sound, though no straight

edge lyrics. Kind of old YOUTH OF TO-
DAY influenced. I like it. 6 songs, good
production. G.P.O. Box 2233T, Melbourne
Vic, Australia 3001. NOWPIEREFAST play
fast, crunchy hardcore with good, snotty

vocals, and pretty cool breakdowns. 12

songs, good production. P.O. Box 1984,

Eugene, Or. 97440.VETERAN FLASHBAX
play fast, generic hardcore with a lot of

leads and cnanted choruses. 3 songs, good
production. 6135 Hedgewall Dr., Westlake
Village, Ca. 91362. DEATH THREAT play
crusty, fast hardcore. Pretty vicious stuff.

12 songs, good production. 2529 Yale,Mem-
phis, Tn. 38112.

I like a lot of different kinds of music-
punk/hardcore is pretty much my favor-

ite, of course, but I delve into lots of other

realms, as well. I get a lot of tapes from
bands that I like, but that don't really fit the

format of the mag, so I don't review them.
One kind of music that I like o.k (I'm actu-

ally pretty picky about it) is goth. In the

beginning, goth and punk were kind of

twisted together- you didn't really know

where one ended and the other began.
Then, of course, they started getting segre-

gated, and in came hardcore, new wave,
etc. Of course, the main problem with lik-

ing goth, is the people. I've found that a

large amount of goth*s followers are trendy,

shallow, materialistic, pretentious, snobby
jack-asses. This tends to turn one off to their

scene. However, I've also met quite a few
who are deep, intelligent, artistic people
with a good sense of humor, so that kind of

makes up for it. Anyway, the reason for

this little speech is that the next band, DI-
VINE LOVE MISSION, sounds like the old

goih/punk hybrids like THE DAMNED
and 45 GRAVE. So if you're more open
minded, you mightcheck them out. They're
pretty good.. 5 songs, good production.
1388 Avon Ln. #212, North Lauderdale, FI.

33068.

And that's it for this month. As al-

ways, my address is: P.O. Box 2584, Con-
roe, Tx. 77305. Send in those punk demos,
orjust write if you're bored. I'm easy. Later.

Hapwi

How To Get Advertising From Labels
By Someone On The Other Side

by Chick
(who works for a well known

punk rock label)

Needless to say, I get loads of letters,

flyers and otherpropaganda from loads of

zines. Some are humorous and refreshing,

some are nauseating, some banal and some
just downright offensive, the latter ofwhich
I received twice in one week and it really

pissed me off.

I'm a big fan of zines. Just to name a

few: Static, Rad Party, Giant Robot, Girly-

head, Chin Music, In Whores We Trust and
yes, even MaximumRockNRolL I'm also a

big advocate for nurturing the "zine scene"
by supporting it as bestwe can. And by that

I mean supporting each other, which is to

say: If one has a zine or plans on starting a

zine, one should buy or subscribe to other

zines.

There are two main reasons for doing
so.

One, as I said before, is to keep the

whole scene alive. Zines are vital to small

punk labels, like the one I represent. As
rocknrpll, and particularly punk, becomes
harder to keep stocked in the larger chains,

magazines are sparing little-to-no space
for it within their pages. "Cutting edge"
magazines are focusing on world music,

dance, and what I like to call, "rocknroll

killers," otherwise known as "college mu-



sic." So, the only chance for a punk label to

get their name out is (you guessed it) zines.

Zines also let you catch a glimpse into

the lives of other nobodys or more (some-
times equally) bizarre and creative indi-

viduals, ^ines provide a launching pad for

inspiring writers to get in the back door or
just to practice. And most important, zines
are the only vehicle (besides underground
comics) for ideas, humor and information
that would be censored from major maga-
zines with corporate sponsors.

The second main reason for zinesters

to support the "zine scene," which applies
only to zine editors or potential zine edi-

tors, is to see what else is out there—if only
to check and make sure that the material
you are printing is original. That is not to

say that if you'd like to, for example, write
a "how to" article on zines, and you've
already seen dozens of articles written on
the subject, you shouldn't do it. But the

easiest way to come off like a complete toss

pot is to fain that you're the first and only
zinester to conceive of the idea. You can
also cross reference your data with some-
one else's data on the subject. You can
quote other writers who may be more elo-

quent than yourself (filling up more space
with less work), also helping support the
zine world by giving other zines more ex-

posure.
When I first started my zine (called

Your Butt) three years ago, in my ignorance
I thought of all other zines as being compe-
tition. So I never read Fadsheet 5, never
went to zine fairs, never read zine reviews.
Rejecting what I thought was the competi-
tion was like a marathon runner never
entering a marathon. He or she could be the

fastest runner on the planet, but no one
would ever know it. Conversely, he or she
may boast to all their friends saying, "I am
the fastest runner on the planet." And
would appear (and, in fact be) very foolish.

To use an example closer to home:
What if a musician never listened to any
music other than his or her own? A musi-
cian get his or her inspiration from other
musicians, from the time he or she buys the

first 7". Hence the overused interview ques-
tion, "Who were your biggest inspirations,

musically?" Just like any one who wants to

improve their craft or sport, a zine editor or
writer has to be keen to others in their field

.

So, back I circle to the point of this

piece. Almost every flyer I get from zines

proposes that that particular zine is the best
candidate for your advertising dollars. In

few cases it's true. But the most likely case
is that only people in their "scene" or city

and sometimes evenjust their closest friends

give the zine more than a flip-through,

which is not a bad thing. That's what zines

are for - select people. It's the very thing

that separates zines from magazines (on
the positive side, the negative being lack of

funding). If one idea were for everyone it

would be mainstream, no matter how "al-

ternative" it is. Case in point: Beavis and
Butthead and The Simpsons.

So, one of the best ways of hitting

labels up for money is to say, 'This zine will

give your kind of music exposure in...",

say, ' ...Ottumwa, IA."

So, in the fine tradition of many a
teeny bop rag, I present to you, the Do's
and Don'ts of recruiting printing funds
according to Chick.

Do's
Be nice for krysts sake. You know the

proverb: Honey draws more flies than vin-
egar. Course shit draws more flies, but that
doesn't really apply in this case.

Keep your ad prices reasonable. The
bestway to price ads is to decide on a price
for the page and divide it up accordingly.

Considerchargingsomething foryour
zine - even if it's just a few cents. Giving
our zine away for free does not mean
igger readership. Often, when people get

a free zine, they assume that they're getting
what they pay for. Also, often times clubs,

cafes and retail stores will say they'll put
your free zine out, but often at the ena of
the day, they'll just chuck what's left over.
Charging your readers will help keep your
advertising down.

Seek out distributors. Send each and
every issue to every distributor, even if

they turn you down several times. Most
likely your zine will improve with each
issue and many times, they'll eventually
take you on. Distribution by companies
like Very and AK Press will impress poten-
tial advertisers.

Be as creative with your rate cards as
you are with your zine. The more DIY your
zine is, the more persuasive you have to be.

Even if you can't afford to make your zine
slick, a charming rate card will show your
potential to grow with your zine.

Consider doing a "promo issue," of-

fering potential advertisers a free ad. Many
record labels won't advertise until they've
seen a sample. To get around that, you can
offer three or four labels free ads in the first

issue. Then the labels that you didn't solicit

for free ads will see that other labels placed
ads and will be more inclined to pay for

one. They won't know that the other labels

didn't have to pay for theirs. You can also
offer trades for ads.

Grow your zine. Slowly increase cir-

culation and page count. Seek out interest-

ing artists and writers. Stagnation will cause
readers and advertisers to get bored and
move on.

Dont's
Be an asshole straightaway. Saveyour

snotty behavior for club security. A bad
attitude will land your flyer in the rubbish
bin, wasting more trees and sliding our
planet one step closer to our eventual ex-

tinction.

Try and fool advertisers. We always
find out through the grapevine how much
of an impact your zine has, no matter what
you say your circulation is. Also, don't get
too greedy. Expect this to be a labor of love.

You'll be lucky if your zine pays for itself.

Print more copies than you thinkyour

community can absorb, just to fool poten-
tial advertisers. Just because your
zine is free and has an exceptionally large

circulation, does not necessarily mean it's

worth payine high prices for advertising.

A lot has to do with content.

Give up on distributors. See "Do"
section. Decide how much you want to

charge the public and work frpm there,

don't shy away from going through dis-

tributors just because they pay you less. If

you can get good distro, you can make up
the difference by bumping your ad prices a

bit.

Say things like, "If you don't adver-
tise in this zine, it's your loss." This usually
results in a glance at the 3 foot pile of zines
in the tray followed by a rousing "FUCK
YOU," and a quick flick of the wrist, land-
ing the entire shebang in the rubbish bin,

where it most likely belongs. Remember,
the fact that there are literally thousands of

zines out there

means that, in most cases, advertisers don't
need you as much as you need them, unless
you've already established a niche. That's
not to say you have to be a kissass, just

persuasive.

Get too upset with labels if they can't

advertise. Often behind what feels like a

cold shoulder is a frazzled publicist with
little or no ad budget.

Grow too fast. Growing too fast will

cause burnout, and filling your pages with
fluff will lose readership and, consequent-
ly, advertisers.

There are dozens more helpful hints I

can think of. But I'll save them tor another
time. Perhaps. Til then. I'll be waiting to

taste the fruits ofyour labor. Your zine, you
pervert. For more advice on doing a zine,

read Fadsheet 5 and anything else by Seth
Friedman, anything by VSearch or Vale, or
scan the isle of your local zine shop for

dozens of other books on zines.

WITLESS TO A MURDER:
Being at the Wrong Place

at the Right Time
There I was, cozy and warm in my

six-floor Harlem walk-up, enjoying a

wholesome Christmas Eve repast of pizza
and Rolling Rock as the snow covered the

criminals outside, when Chris came home
and fucked everything up.

"I heard about this great place up on
133rd Street," he said. "They don't sell you
that oregano shit like at the Blue Door on
Amsterdam... this is da real sheet, because
it's the Rastas themselves who sell it." Since



Bob Marley was the only Rasta guy Chris

had ever heard, he sort of said it like Marley
would have if Marley had been white and
stupid enough to buy weed up in central

Harlem.
'That oregano shit has been good

enough for you for two years, Chris," I

reasoned, changing the channel as an event
;ponsored by theWWF came on the screen.

'You can't go up to 133rd Street. That's the

middle of Harlem, not some lame fringe

area undergoing gentrification. Living in

the barrio is one thing, but this is another.

You'll be killed, obviously." I figured that

this was merely the latest in a continuous
stream of brainless schemes that Chris

would invent, talk about at length, and
quickly forget as his drug-addled brain

movea on to the next equally-stupid topic.

Chris was a guy who talked about his job

processing bond-trade tickets for $20,000 a

year like he was Gordon Gecko. Our other

roommate Dan and I routinely pissed in

Chris' bong, but Chris had never ever no-

ticed. Chris smoked in the shower, and
according to his girlfriends fell asleep dur-

ing coitus. Chris had once stolen a wheel of

cheese and passed two hours outside the

American Savings Bank at 1 1 1 th and Broad-

way trying to sell the thing for $20. Chris

had difficulty recalling his sexual orienta-

tion. He'd put this latest thought-fart aside

quickly enough.
I looked up from the TV, where the

Anschlusshad succeeded and Panzerswere
crossing the Polish border. Chris had his

jacket on. He was struggling with his shoe-

laces. He was serious.

"Chris, you stupid fuck, you're really

going up there, aren't you?" I said.

"Ofcourse I'm going! Didn'tyou hear

me before? This is da sheet , mahnnn—really

strong stuff. That other crap doesn't do it

for me anymore. These guys must be seri-

ous—they only sell in quantities over $100!"

I was about to let him go—now the

blitzkrieg was underway as Alistair Cooke
intoned dramatically about the Nazi men-
ace to the entire world—when I remembered
the $283 a month that represented Chris'

share of the renton our two-bedroom apart-

ment. If Chris died on this expedition to

northern Manhattan, Dan and Iwould each

have to come up with $425, not to mention
the utilities. Since Chris owned nothing

worth selling, we'd be fucked.

"Chris, wait," I said, like, or rather as,

an asshole. "I don'twant you to go up there

by yourself. It's nine at night. Anything
could happen to you. I'll go with you." I felt

all warm and fuzzy. The Christmas spirit

was coursing through my veins. So was the

Rolling Rock. I threw on my red-and-black

hunting jacket—forsome reason, they were
the rage that winter—and off We went.

The ride uptown went uneventfully.

We took the C train uptown to 135th Street;

the stairs let us out at the entrance of Saint

Nicholas Park, a dilapidated block-wide

strip filled with shabby trees and fierce-

looting young men milling around up to

God-knows-what. Unsurprisingly a few
guys checked out the two of us, being both
6'2" and terribly, terribly white, but they

hung back and didn't talk to us. Relieved,

we scooted off down 135th toward Chris'

legendary Rasta drug emporium at Adam
Clayton Powell Boulevard between 136th

and 137th Streets. Amazingly, the place

was right where his source had told him it

was. It was a tiny store festooned with
yellow, red and green crepe paper, blink-

ing red Christmas lights and a couple of old

Yelloman LP sleeves taped to the window.
A few amazingly tallmen with those round
Rasta hats on hung out outside, talking

quietly. I waited outside, feeling relatively

self-confident that everything was fine.

Then Chris reappeared, smiling his insipid

grin, and whispered: "I got it."

Chris ana I walked back to the sub-

way next to an enormous housing project,

made the diagonal left across Saint Nick
and entered the station. I noticed peripher-

ally that the same guys who'd checked us
out before were now staring at us dead-on,
but I decided to ignore them. Halfwaydown
the stairs, we heard running footsteps; in a

second, the four were on us, two ofthem on
each one of us, throwing us up against the

tiled wall.

"Don't move, man! Don't fuckin'

move!" the leader, who looked maybe 16,

yelled at us.

I looked at each of them. The tall kid,

who wouldn't stop telling us not to move,
and his shorter friend, were black, but I

couldn't figure out the ethnicities of the

other two. Maybe they were Hispanic,

maybe Amer-Asian. They looked 14 or 15,

ana were about 5'5" to 5'8", probably about
130 to 150 pounds. In my mind, I was
already answering questions for the police

report.

I looked at Chris, but he was smiling

at the tall guy. Then I looked down, and
noticed that there weren't any weapons,
not even knives. I looked at Chris again,

and this time he was looking at me. He

f
lanced quickly down and then up, and I

new that for once, we were both thinking

the same thing. More accurately, for once,

we were both thinking. If these guys had
anything that could hurt us, they would
have shown it.

Chris yelled "Now!" and we both
lunged out at our assailants, punching one
with each fist as hard as we could, then

kicking at their knees orwhateverwe could
get. Since we were both much bigger than

they were, they all went down. Without
looking behind us, we ran down the stairs,

Sed the turnstiles and ran down the

Drm until we realized we didn't hear

sneakered feet behind us. In the movies,
the train would be coming. In New York
City, on Christmas Eve, it was nowhere in

sight. Still, we caught our breaths and re-

laxed. The guys were gone.

Just to be safe, we walked to the other

end of the platform and waited next to the

token booth at the north entrance to the

station. Aside from an ancient token-booth
clerk fighting off sleep, we were alone.

A minute passed. Then, those four

fucking guys were back, having run above
us on the street and then down the stairs of

the entrance where we were waiting. Chris

and I stayed close to the booth, crouched
down, waiting. The four guys circled, ap-

parently confused that we weren't making
any moves. They kept dogging us, saying

shit like, "Whatsa matter white boy, can't

you shoot us like Bernie Goetz, come on,

come on, you know you kill black boys like

us," but we just kept quiet, hoping that the

passage of time would present some op-

portunity.

When none occurred after a few sec-

onds, I began pounding on the booth.

"What?r the geezer squawked.
"What do you mean, 'What'?!" I

screamed. "Call the police! These guys are

trying to kill us!" It's always important to

make the situation clear, and to exaggerate
it as much as possible in your favor.

"How do you know they're going to

hurt you?" he squawked.
"They said so!" I yelled. "They said,

'We are going to kill you.'"

"That's bullshit!" the chief mugger
yelled. "We're just talkin ' to them and shit!"

"For Christ's sake, call the police!" I

yelled.

Finally, the dipshit picked up the

phone.
Just then a downtown train sped into

the station. Chris made a leap for the turn-

stile and disappeared around the corner

after it, leaving me alone. One of my tor-

mentors said to his comrades, "This is

bullshit! We don't need shit with the cops!

Let's go!" With that they took off up the

stairs. An instant later, Chris returned with
a cop he'd found on the train by pulling the

emergency brake.

The cop, a stocky young guy with a

buzzcut, held his gun up and shouted,
"Where'd they go?" It was very exciting.

This was going to be fun! We ran upstairs,

but they were already gone, no douot run-

ning through the park. Inexplicably, a van
stuffed with eight beefy transit policemen
screeched to a stop. "Get in!" the driver

ordered.

We started driving uptown at maybe
5 or 10 miles an hour, searching for the

muggers. As we went, call after call kept

coming in about assaults and robberies

committed by four guys matching the de-

scriptions of our Fab Four, working their

way uptown at the rate of perhaps one
every three minutes. We sped up, and at

139th Street one of the cops in the van
pointed out the window ana said, "Look!
At the corner on the park side of the street,

two bare legs stuck out of a trash can. I

thought it was a mannequin until I noticed

a hand on the other side, twitching reflex

ively. "Man upstairs saw it," the raaio said.

"Four males, two black, two Hispanic,

stabbed an adult female walking her dog.
"

I looked up and saw an old guy in the



window of his fourth-floor apartment

—

arobably the guy who made the call. Chris

and I had been wrong about them not

having weapons. But why didn't they use

them when they tried to mug us? Why
didn't we end up like her? An ambulance

lied up and we let out two cops at the

scene. We kept rolling. 1

"The next time you guys wanna buy
drugs," our cop told us, "buy downtown.
Amsterdam Avenue, you know, in the 100s.

That's for college kids like you."
"We weren't buying drugs," Chris

volunteered. "We were visiting a friend.

He lives on 141st Street." I nodded half-

heartedly.

"You don't have any friends here.

You can'
t
play up here—this is serious black

shit. Have some respect for these people.

Don't go where you don't belong.'

Chris, his pocket bulging with mari-

juana, kept going. "It's a free city, right? I

pay taxes for these streets, too!"

I elbowed him in the pot. "Shut up,

asshole," I said.

We cruised all over Harlem in the

transit cop van. Every now and then we'd
see four youngish guys walking. The cops
would stop them, hurl them against the

van and frisk them. "You know the drill,"

they'd say, and they did. They looked both
oppressed and bored at the same time, or

maybe just bored by their oppression. I'd

say, "It's not them!" but it didn't matter.

Every group of four was automatically

3pped and fucked with. After a few hours,
we did a tally of our four guys' big night

out: 14 muggings, including us, plus one
murder. The dog-walker, a nurse who was
studying at City College, died a minute
after they pulled her out of the trash can.

The cops brought us back into the subway,
this time to the transit police station buried

in the bowels of the 145th Street station, to

look at mug shots.

There were binders filled with head
shots of everyone arrested for robbery in

the New York City subway system, in all

four boroughs (Staten Island's SIRTOA
system doesn't count), during the previous

year. Black males took up eight binders

worth of photos. There were one-and-a-

half each for white males and black fe-

males, and half a single sheet for white
females. I asked to look at the white fe-

males. Most were hard-faced middle-aged
types, but onewas a preppy-lookingblonde
chick wearing a red monogrammea sweat-

er. "We always laugh about that girl," our
detective said. "Looks like she just got off

the bus from Connecticut. What the fuck

was she doingmugging people on theNew
York subway?" I really wanted to meet that

woman, maybe to eo out with her, definite-

ly have ^sex. She'd be fierce.

I flipped through the black-male bind-

ers twice (Hispanics included with the

blacks, for whatever reason), but it was on
the second go-through that one facejumped
out at me. ft was the leader of our Gang of

Four. I was sure of it. The guy's nasty face

had been maybe ten inches away from
mine in that stairwell. The detective asked
Chris if he recognized him. He couldn't be
sure, he said—maybe it was, probably it

was, but he couldn't be absolutely certain.

Fucking stoner.

The detectives drove us back home.
Chris broke open the stash of Jamaican pot
he'd scored and declared it the best damn
shit he'd ever smoked. "I would go again,

in a second!" he said. "Maybe a little earlier

in the day, of course."

After that night I had the same dream
every night for months. Chris and I were
stuck in front of the dimwitted token-booth
clerk, surrounded by the four thugs. The
scene would rewind, and now Chris and I

were there, waiting for the train thatwasn't
coming. I heard the footsteps on the stair-

well. Tnis time, I had a gun. Itwas a Brown-
ing semi-automatic pistol, square and cold

and dullish copper, perfectly balanced. I

loved that gun. As each kid came around
the corner, I aimed at his head and squeezed
off a shot. The first three guys all went
down, pop-pop-pop, falling and tripping

backward and dying, and the fourth one
came around to find his friends all like that,

dead or dying. Then we looked at each
other. He smiled, and I shot him in the face,

in the chest, over and over and over. I

counted off the 20 shots in the clip—even
though I didn't know how many it would
really have—as I offed them all. Now those

fucking bastards wouldn't kill that nurse,

21 years old, who was only trying to take

her dog for a walk, and whose death was
only considered newsworthy enough for

page 5 of the New York Post.

A little more than a year later. I'd

finallymoved on to other nightmareswhen
the detective called me at work. I recog-

nized his voice, and found myself instantly

transported back to that shitty little room
with all the mug-shot books lined up on a

shelf above a metal desk piled high with
wanted posters and yellowing crime re-

ports. "We found your guy," he said. "I

couldn't get that nurse out of my mind. It

tookme all this time to find he was living in

the Rockaways, but it was worth it."

I decided to confront my fears by
taking the C back up to 145th for the line-

up. Chris didn't have to go since he hadn't

been able to recognize the guy from his

photo anyway. I looked through a peep
hole in the door, where there were four

guys who looked like no one I'd ever seen

before, and my guy, who was exactly him,

but now with a goatee and a year older that

reflects the accelerated way in which teen-

agers age. "That's him," I said.

"We'll let him sit in jail for a while,"

my detective explained. "Then we'll see if

any of his frienas come to see him. That's

how we'll get the other guys."

A few months later, it was apparent
that the former gang leader had ceased

socializing with his former associates. All I

had to do, said the detective, was place him
at the scene of the crime in court, and

they'd nail him based on his unfortunate
tendency to brag to the wrong people. I

hadn't witnessed the actual murder, so my
testimony was merely circumstantial. He
had mugged me a few blocks away from
where the young nurse had been, mur-
dered.

Theymademe wait outside the court-
room on Centre Street for about ten min-
utes. They calledme in, and I looked around.

There were about twenty spectators. I

walked up, got sworn in, ana explained

what had happened to me. Then the de-

fense attorney cross-examined me. "What
were you doing up in Harlem that night?"

he asked. "I was with my asshole room-
mate," I said. "He was there to buy drugs,

and I went with him to keep him from
getting killed. Now I wish he had." The
lawyer looked surprised—later theDA told

me my honesty had helped the case. Then
he told me to stare at the defendant and
identify him again, which I did. It was
strange. Nothing passed between the ac-

cused killer and me. I wasn't scared that he
or one of his friends was going to come and
kill me, and I didn't feel sorry for him, and
I didn't hate him. He was obviously alone

in that courtroom, it was obvious that he
was going away for a while, and he more
than deserved it. He knew it; I knew it.

"Yeah, that's him. I'm absolutely certain of

it," I said.

They gave him 8 years. I've had that

dream a few times since then.

to the vmxvmim

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
BVM World Tour '97

At the beginning of June a 12-inch-long

mark appeared on the floor of the Hidalgo
Metro stop in the heart of Mexico City's

subway system. The mark resembles the

image of the Blessed Virgin Mary and its

details suggest the flowing robes surround-
ing her that are found in traditional artistic

renderings. Thousands of believers have
been visiting the image daily, touching and
kissing it and leaving candles and coins. As
expected the Archbishop of Mexico has
declared that the "Virgin of the Metro" is

"not a miracle."

Lorena Bobbitt, call your office

According to police in Bangkok, Laong
Paerfhong cut off the penis of her hus-

band, taxi driver Prayoon Ekklang, 47,

following an argument. Laong then at-

tached the member to a bunch of helium-
filled balloons and sent it soaring. [Edi-

tor's note: Cases of wives severing hus
bands penises have become socommon in



Thailand that Thai surgeons have actually had vastly improved and a judge ordered Ten Commandments in public schools:

developed advanced techniques for reat- him sent to a group home. The man had "Screw the Buddhists and kill the Muslims,
taching them.] told psychiatrists that he had experienced And put that in the minutes." Jordan, a

[Thanks to J. Hayes, York, Pa., for this one.] vivid hallucinations years ago and that he Republican who ran for lieutenant gover-

The Animal Liberation Front claimed re- then believed that books and music con- nor in 1994, said later that he didn't mean it

sponsibility for the release of 8,000 to 9,000 tained messages intended just for him. literally. "What I want to do is promote
minks from their cages on a fur ranch in Among his beliefs was that certain songs Christianity as the only true religion. This

Mount Angel, Oregon, in June. Although written and performed by Stingwere send- nation was founded to worship, honor and
multiple reports seem to be sketchy about ing him cryptic messages concerning the glorify Jesus Christ, not Mohammed, not

the exact numbers involved, most suggest apocalypse. Buddha."
that about 2,000 died or remained missing Officials in the Netherlands sentencedWim Police in the Brazilian town of Jaguapita

after the incident. In published reports deNijs, a pilot, to four months in jail for an said that Carlos Eduardo Gomes was in-

officials of the fur industry attributed the incident in March 1996 in which he used jured after he tried toblow open a bank safe

deaths to theminks fightingamongst them- the radio in his small plane to tie up a radio but instead blew the roof off the building,

selves and to death by exposure to the frequency used by air traffic controllers at The 32-year-old Gomes tried to blow open
elements. the airport in Groningen. De Nijs prevent- the safe by filling it with cooking gas and
Sign, sign, everywhere a sign ed controllers from contacting other air- then lighting the gas.

In Kfar Hasidim, Israel, a red heifer, 10 planes by repeatedly singing, "Flintstones, In Fort Lauderdale, Fla., a bank robber

months old at the end of May, is at the meet the Flintstones, they're a modern walked into a bank and handed the teller a

center of a controversy among those at- stone-age family" for 20 minutes. note demanding money and warning that

tributing religious significance to herbirth. Life in the other Superpower he had a pipe bomb. The teller asked him to

The heifer. Melody, is believed to be the According to a report in June, in the previ- wait so he gotback in line and waited for 20

first red heiferborn in Israel in two millen- ous 15 months, at least 49 people died in at minutes. Finally, the teller handed him a

nia. "The red heifer is one of the most least 14 reported cases in which a Russian bag with $1,500 in cash inside. He ran from
important signs’ that we are living in a soldier ranamok on a killing spree firing an the bank and straight into waiting police,

special time, said Gershon Solomon,who automatic weapon. The incidents among His pipe bomb was a tube from a roll of

heads a group dedicated to rebuilding the the poorly fed and unpaid troops are be- toilet paper.

Temple destroyed by the Romans in 70 coming so commonplace that some news On June 2nd an Army private walked into

A.D. The Temple would be rebuilt on the bureaus are no longer reporting them. the Fort Belvoir Federal Credit Union in

site where the Dome of the Rock now sits. According to an army report, during 1996 Fort Belvoir, Va., and handed the teller

According to cult expert Margaret Singer, more than 1,000 Russian soldierswere killed $2,900 in cash which he wanted to deposit

75, a clinical psychologist in Berkeley, Cal- under a variety of circumstances and more to cover a wire to Texas. The teller thought
ifomia, there are now more than 1,100 than 500- committed suicide. that she recognized the man as the person

active groups that are fixated on the com- Police in Plymouth Township, Pa., arrest- who robbed the bank on May 21st. [The

ing "end-of-time." Of those, one recruits ed three young men aged 18-, 19-, and 20- robber did not wear a mask.] The serial

tradesmen to prepare to fix spaceships it years-old for a two-week spree of blowing numbers on the bills he tried to deposit

expects to begin landing on Earth soon, out more than 200 car windows with a BB matched those of the ones stolen in the

Another group believes that the Chinese gun and slingshots. When apprehended, robbery.

takeover of Flong Kong this July will be their car was littered with BB pellets and As reported months ago, self-proclaimed

the start of Armageddon. rocks. Police said that the threeunemployed Indonesian sorcerer Nasib Kelawang con-

The technical term is "Wack Job" men told them they busted the car win- fessed to killing 42 women to increase his

Police in Toronto arrested Peter Lerat, 33, dows because they were "bored and stu- magical powers. In late May, the police,

in May, for two incidents in which he held pid." orieinally skeptical of his claim, dug up the

hostage a Canada goose and a baby rac- In Canada a judge acquitted a Shegiuan- 42 oodies. Nasib said that he originally

coon, parading them around Toronto dah Indian of manslaughter because he intended to kill 70 but was arrested after

streets and into shops, threatening to kill accepted the defendants testimony that the 42nd. He said that in each instance the

them unless passersby gave him money, the man he killed was actually an evil spirit women had paid him to perform spells that

In the case of the goose, a passerby went to known as the "Bearwalker. " Leon Jacko, would keep their husbands and boy friends

a money machine and paid the $50 ran- 19, said that it was self defense when he hit faithful. Fie took each woman to a field

som. No one would pay for the raccoon Ron Thompson, the "Bearwalker," with a where he buried her waist deep as part of a

but police apprehended him before he ceremonial walrus bone. The judge agreed magic ritual. He then proceeded to strangle

could harm tne animal. that Thompson was known for violence each woman.
In May, an Israeli court convicted Avigdor and was thought to have the power to put Update:

Eskin for violating the Terrorism Act. Ac- curses on people. Several months ago I reported on the case

cording to news reports, Eskin had stood According to a report in China's Workers ofan Ontario family that appeared to be the

outside thehome ofPrime MinisterYitzhak Daily newspaper, Yang Li, a 41-year-old target ofan intricate campaign of electronic

Rabin on the eve of Yom Kippur in 1995, eye surgeon confronted his wife's lover harassment by an unknown figure who
one month before his assassination, and and killed him in a scuffle with a knife. Li called himself "Sommy." Despite investi-

cursed Rabin with the ancient cure of "pul- had just learned that his wife had given gations by police and telephone and elec-

sa denura." His curse asked "angels of him a venereal disease, had taken an eight- tronics experts, the identify of the person

destruction" to kill Rabin. Eskin said that day trip to Hong Kong with her lover and who periodically interrupted the family's

the curse usually took 30 days to work, had aborted the man's child. Li hid the telephone calls, deleted things from their

Approximately one month later Rabin was man's corpse by cutting it into more than computer, changed their television chan-

murdered. A spokesman for the court said 100 pieces. He stashed the entrails in the nels and turned the home's electricity on
that the curse violated a section of the law freezer and cooked the head in a pressure and off, went undetected. In late April a

that forbade encouraging violence. cooker after which he threw it into the television station revealed that a letter sent

Once again. It's STING!!!!! ocean. to them by the family admitted that their

A 24-year-old Bethesda, Maryland, man Henry Jordan, a member of the South Caro- 15-year-old son was behind the activity. It

was released from a psychiatric hospital lina Board ofEducation, speaking at a meet- started as a joke that got out of hand,

three years after killing his mother with a ing of the board's finance and legislative In Discovery Bay, California, police issued

hammer. Psychiatrists said that the man committee, on the subject of displaying the an arrest warrant for pilot A1 Vieira, 52,



after he was accused of stockpiling thou-
sands ofboxes ofcremated human remains
in a public storage facility. Vieira was un-
der contract with several mortuaries to re-

lease the ashes over mountains, rivers and
the Pacific Ocean. The storage unit was so
packed with about 2,000 boxes of remains
that its sides "were bulging out," said po-
lice.

Sex, lies and violent bloody death are

on this month's agenda, so, lets start with
the violent death kiddies. El Duce, singer of

THEMENTORS, started out one night a few
weeks back with a small dilemma. Since all

tracks must lead to heroin the bie El fol-

lowed em "smack", no pun intended, dab
into the 8PM express to Louisville. L.A.P.D.
had trouble correctly identifying the body
since his face was missing and what re-

mained was mostly fat. Sickie Wifebeater
came down to identify the body and pro-

nounced the fallen felon as El Douchee.
The authorities requested that the face

be found, felt, formaldehyded and forgot-

ten. I have a pretty sad feeling that all the

scary, smelly mental patient leftovers from
the late seventies/early eighties are all go-

ingto be gone by the year 2000. GG, Donny,
El Duce, it'll be no time at all before people
like Johnny Stiff, Tommy Rat and Jim Testa
of Jersey Beat are ready to kick. Note: All

members of Letch Patrol still live with the

uncertainty of the whereabouts of Chicken
John.

Some minor scuffles in the New En-
land pop punk scene as the singer of the

retins caught the bass player sniffing his

used butthuggers. Thiswould seem enough
to start a fight yet tensions mounted when it

was revealed that yes, the singer was using
the bass players underarm deodorant in the

crack of his arse.

More fights! The Ramones all figured

out how to use a computer and have been
calling each other names on AOL, One un-
named Gabba Heyer referring to Marky as

The Baldy Ramone.
Weston kicked their lead singer/bass

player Chuck out for running a teenage
porn ring.

Brendan Rafferty of SFA was beaten
up by skinheads while bouncing at CBGB.
He insisted that the "Skinheads are Homos"
T-shirt he was wearing had nothing to do
with it. He managed to collar one of the

goons with his beergut and call in the NYPD.
Theologian Records signed the

Dwarves. Some overlooked flaw in the
contract allowed them to seek other labels

so, you guessed it, Epitaph bought them up
for $100,000 and a lifetime supply of Leggs.

It seems like everyband and their little

brother are getting off Lookout like rats

from a sinking ship. The Queers seem to be
the last to give in as they fly over to talk to

Epitaph for a third year in a row. King Joe
Queer only could state that even though
he's in a punk band from New England and
having admitted to every other imaginable
substance entering his body he just wanted
to make it clear that he would never wipe
underarm deodorant in his arse.

After his successful performance on
the TV Tunes record. Toad Bridges from
Different Strokes signed to Lookout. We'll,

he did until he held up Chris, Mollie and
Larry and stole a whole bunch of Ts from
the warehouse. Lookout is quite upset be-
cause they are now almost out of Yeastie
Girlz records. A lage stack of Potatomen

you'll agree. Guess I'll start

^ularly on my mind....

roc

singles showed up again on the stoop the
next morning. Dana Plato also signed a split

EPbutGary Coleman signed to Epitaph and
plans to join the Dwarves.

FYP signed to Capitol. They also went
on a fox hunt while touring through En-
gland, Well, actually theyjust ran around in

the woods like a bunch of goofs and pissed
on trees to confuse the hounds. Sean saw a

jolly bad teeth limey mothafucka and
chucked a big stink his way. The stick hits

the horse in the arse (it was a wood stick not
a deodorant stick) and the horse goes buck-
ing and flings the poor chap off into a tree

stump. Sean, showing some heart goes up
to the poor shithead to see if he was ok.

Turns out the big eared space-cadet is the
future king of England. They got outta

there pretty quick.

Katon of Junk Records was spotted
trying to pick up young boys at a bus stop
offering cneap wine in trade for a night of

desire.

The post-operative Jane/Wayne
County has sold her old penis to a needy
Henry Rollins.

The Pink Lincolns broke up with no
deodorant involved. I've smelt 'em, this is

for sure.

Thanks for all the girls that wrote to

ive me some encouragement as an active

oudmouth bitch in the scene I love you all.

annerkey@msn.com

buying, dumb early punk obscurities, gen-
eral collecting BS, show reports where ap-
plicable, shameless self-promotion, and
records records records. This column will

be nothing particularly creative or new and
may at times be downright boring, but I

won't steer you wrong, baby. If you have
good taste, you'll agree. Gu
with a subject re^

KILLED BY DEATH compilations. These
compilations changed my listening habits,

my collecting obsessions, and I reckon
they're the best thing to happen to punk

k since the four-track recorder. The past
has seen a glut of LPs with the Killed

y Death title... l've run into a number of

people who are understandably confused
about which, if any, volumes to pick up.
Allow me to get you started on the rignt

foot.... the series began around 1988 at the
hands of a crazed Swedish transplant to the

States. Imagine one Swede with one Mo-
torhead song title doing so much for you.
Killed By Death #1 documented and exac-
erbated an obsession with punk singles

from '77-'82 that continues tobecome more
compulsive, and that's the way I like it. Uh
huh. Since then, no less than eight parties

have used the name for compilations that

are sometimes as good or better than the
originals, sometimes not worth the plastic

they're pressed on. The volume numbers
were sequential for awhile but have recent-

ly become intentionally ridiculous. Incred-
ibly, no volume number overlap has oc-

curred despite multiple parties releasing

the LPs over the years. The following guide
is the result of lengthy, girlfriend-aggra-

vating conversations with the likes or foil-

ley Bar, Mr. B, and D.A.D. Thanks, ya'll.

I've grouped the comps, into categories of

necessity created by yours truly. The rat-

ings reflect general musical greatness and
the level of obscurity exposure. On to my
jaded, conflict-of-interest opinions....

CONSUMER REPORTS:
KILLED BY DEATH

RATING: A — ESSENTIAL. PROSTI-
TUTE YOURSELF IF NECESSARY.
KBD #2

best one. All those unversed inKBD should
buy #2 first. If you don't like this one, you
should give up and listen to Barry Ma-

Ah... Peer Pressure. You better listen.

Everybody cool is doing it. This unfocused
column will focus on new releases worth

This volume is, in my humble opinion, the
' KB~

' ' *

3t. If you don't like t

S1

nilow. The repress is a straight re-issue of

the original except it's on red vinyl. High-
lights: Eat, Mad, Machines, Freestone. . . fuck
it, almost every song. The first four vol-

umes get bigbonuspoints for just being the

first to expose overlooked, underrated ob-
scurities from this era. The challenge for

latervolumes is digging up greatunknowns
which, once again, score points since the

field g^ts smaller with every volume.
KBD #7
This LP was comprised solely of records
from the want list of the guy who did
volume #5 and #6. Talk about a cruel joke.

The thought of it still makes me laugh. At
least we know the feller was looking for

some winners. I remember cursing the fact



VERY MAILORDER
p.o. box 42586, Philadelphia pa 19101 usa.

108 Three Fold Misery cd (Lost & Found, import only) $14

108 Curse Of Instinct cd (their final release, import only) $9

ABSINTHE 10" (ex-Groundwork, awesome!) $7

ABSOLUTION Discography cd (pre-Burn) $12

ACME Discography lp/cd (Rorschach meets Slayer?) $7/$9

ANTI-MATTER comp, lp/cd (Lifetime, Gameface, Sensefield,

Mouthpiece, Snapcase, Threadbare, Garden V, & more

)

$10/$13

ASSUCK Anti-Capital cd or ASSUCK Misery Index lp/cd.$8/$10

AVAIL 4 A.M. Friday lp/cs/cd or Dixie lp/cs/cd $8/$12 *

OUNCING SOULS Maniacal Laughter lp/cs/cd $8/$ll *

BOY'S LIFE lp/cd or MINERAL lp/cd $8/$12

BREAKDOWN Blacklisted cd (new!) $9

BROKEN HEARTS ARE BLUE lp/cd (ex-Ordination Of A)$8/$l(

CALL FOR UNITY comp, cd (NYHC w/ 25 Ta Life + 22 more)$12

CHISEL Set You Free lp/cd $7/$9

CHOKEHOLD Content With Dying lp/cd $8/$8

CHRISTIE FRONT DRIVE s/t lp/cd (on Caufield) $8/$10

CIRCLE STORM Character Assassination lp/cd (ex-Chain).... $7/$9

CLIKITAT IKATOWI Live cd (mostly new songs) $10

COALESCE A Safe Place 7" (new on Edison, awesome!) $3.50

COMIN' CORRECT Knowledge Is Power cd (Rick/25 Ta Life)...$12

CREEPY CRAWL comp, lp/cd (H20, Murphy's Law + 17)$10/$12

DAMAD Rise & Fall lp/cd (on Prank) $8/$10

DEVOID OF FAITH Discography cd $10

DISEMBODIED Diablere cd (awesome evilcore!) $10

EAST COAST ASSAULT 2 double cd (over 40 NYHC songs!)$15

ELEVEN THIRTY FOUR Reality Filter lp/cs/cd $8/$ll *

FINGERPRINT Discography cd (awesome French emo!) $10

FRAIL Make Your Own Noise cd (discography, on Bloodlink) $8

FRANKLIN GoKidGo cd (early stuff + first lp) $10

GREAT UNRAVELING lp/cd (ex-UOA, Moss Icon) $8/$ll

GROUND RULE DOUBLE comp, cd (25 bands, incl. Shellac,

Mineral, Promise Ring, 88 Fingers Louie, Bollweevils, etc) $12

HANDS TIED 7"/cd (ex-Mouthpiece, old style XXX)...$3.50/$9

HARVEST Living With A God Complex lp/cd $8/$10

HEROIN Destination cd (complete discography)......... $10

HIS HERO IS GONE 15 Counts Of Arson lp/cd $8/$10

HOT WATER MUSIC Fuel For The Hate Game lp/cd $8/$10

IT'S FOR LIFE lp/cd (1993 sXe comp w/Unbroken + 8)...$8/$ll

JIHAD Old Testament cd (complete discography + live) $9

KEROSENE 454 Came By To Kill Me lp/cd (Dischord)....$8/$10

KISS IT GOODBYE lp/cd (ex-Rorschach, Deadguy) $8/$ll

LESS THAN JAKE Pezcore lp/cd $8/$10

LIFETIME Hello Bastards lp/cd or Background lp/cd $8/$U
LIFETIME Seveninche

s

cd (both 7"s + unreleased) $9

LUNACHICKS Pretty Ugly lp/cs/cd $8/$ll *

MAKE-UP Make Up After Dark lp/cd $8/$10

MAN IS THE BASTARD / LOCUST split 10" $7

MANLIFTINGBANNER Discography cd $12

NEUROSIS Short Wave Warfare bootleg lp (radio shows) $10

OVERCAST Expectation Dilution cs/cd (cd has 1st 7") $8/$10

PROMISE RING Horse Latitudes cd (early 7"s + unreleased) $9

RORSCHACH Discography or ECONOCHRIST Autopsy cd $9

SCREW 32 Resolving Childhood Issues lp/cd $8/$10

SEVEN STORY MOUNTAIN Leper Ethics lp/cd $8/$10

SEVENS lp/cd (ex-Soulside, Hoover, & Rain Like TSOT)$8/$ll

SHEER TERROR No Grounds For Pity cd (early demos) $12

SNAPCASE Progression Through Unlearning lp/cs/cd $8/$ll *

SPARKMARKER 5Q0wattburner<®seven lp/cd $8/$ll

SPAZZ La Revancha lp/cd , $8/$10

SPITBOY / LOS CRUDOS split lp $7

TEN YARD FIGHT Hardcore Pride 7" /cd (cd has demo).$3.50/$9

THREADBARE Escapist 12"/cd (new on Doghouse) $7/$9

TRANS MEGETTI Steal The Jet Keys lp/cd (Art Monk) $8/$10

UNIVERSAL ORDER OF ARMAGEDDON Discography cd..$ll

VAN PELT Sultans Of Sentiment lp/cd $7/$9

VISION One & The Same cd (both 7”s + bonus stuff) $10

VISION OF DISORDER Still cd (bonus tracks not on 7") $9

XANADU comp, cd (w/ Weston, Sinkhole, Boris, Plow, etc). $11

WESTON Real Life Story cd or Splitsville cd $8

note : minimum order is now $7 due to rising postage costs,

pa residents please add 6% sales tax. sorry kids.

* 1st price is for cassette/vinyl, 2nd price is for cd.

always try to list alternates, credit slips otherwise.

postage: U.S. postpaid via 4th class, add $2 for fast priority mail:

Canada: $1.00 per 7"/cs, $1.50 per cd, $3 per 12"/lp
Europe: $2.00 per 7"

/

cs, $3.00 per cd, $5 per 12"/lp

World: $2.50 per 7"/cs, $4.00 per cd, $7 per 12"/lp

We also take Visa/MC/Amex/Discover cards now, so call

(215) 203-VERY from 12 noon to 7 pm (orders only). There is a $15

minimum and all orders must pay for priority mail & insurance.

If you think that this is all we have, then you are sadly mistaken.

Send us $1 (US) or $2 (World) for our descriptive 80+ page catalog

full of records, tapes, cds, zines, sclothing, & more. We hate to be

egotistical, but our catalog rules! We've got lots o' stuff by

Dischord, Victory, BYO, Gem Blandsten, Dr. Strange, New Age,

Jade Tree, Gravity, Edison, Bloodlink, Reservoir, Revelation,

Ebullition, Doghouse, Initial, Caufield, Art Monk, Moo Cow,
Lost & Found, IJT, Striving For Togetherness, Rhetoric, & plus

hundreds of others that aren't so big nor so lucky....plus imports!

Stores! we do wholesale! drop us a postcard or fax 215.426.966^

for a catalog, we offer a wide variety & convience & low markups,

labels! write for trades for Edison Recordings stuff...

rogfaj

o. nken4

MDO-LA-IA RECORDS of Sacram-
Into, Gk PRESENTS

a. JOSH REYNOLDS SFEAKSl/a
4^

,_orta like Dru>-

^ rabar^oxC^ot mac-

g
ho Rollins crap or arty intro.

I soective drool, Funny punk
5 antropology itravels, $3 aval)

4 lable in July.

-v YahKos-Off Yr Parents ep has

5 beenrepressed. 5 great anth-

3 ems of angst. JSSSSr
g
Bivd ftpric Trio-Civic Fride ep

great instros by 3 YahKos. _
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HELEVATOR MUSIC
jTEATURES RELEASES
FROM THESE OTHER
FINE BANDS:
• THUMPER
• THE SHOWCASE

|

SHOWDOWN
Uthe pist

• JIKER

•THE INVADERS

ELM OI6 CD- SIO

TEDIO BOYS
"Outer Space Shit!”

This is a new sound

option’PorkabmY".

Man or Astroman

meets the

i Vf ~ Cramps!

l, T-shirKs still availab-

le, ////Also stuff by Los Hue*

)5ros, Bananas, TikiHen, MJ12,jH

| etc, EP are *3 for 1st, $2 for

»ea. thereafter per order, sh-

*£irts $5. Cash or M0 (to Scott)

1 onlyi, , ,1UU 21 St./Sacramnto,
|

^CA 9581U USA. , ,Distribed by
^Subteranian, Ebulition, Get
hip, X, Revolver or me, fuck.

I1HEDEGENERICS

US
R

ELM 013 CD EP-S8
DISSOLVE

"Dismantle’’

Explosive New
: y York Hardcore!

"Shove your face into
the truth!"

ALL STARS

fti

ItJ m.

ELM OI5 10” Ep -S6

SUPERMARKET
allstars w/

INJURY
Punk-SKA/Punk

Don’t mess with

S
ELM 021 CDEP-S8
the independents
"Stalker"

Dark, evil. Ska
from the grave.
Turn up your .

stereo and pray
!

for daylight.

It*

c
Cc

ELEVATOR MUSIC
POBOX 1502

NEW HAVEN, CT

¥0% 06506 * USA

FOR ORDERS OUTSIDE
K"

j
THE USA ADD $3.00

SEND ^pE'fOR A CATALOC
STORESTWE DEAL DIRECT!

08831 ;



"EAT MORE POSSUM" regular LP $6.00

"EAT MORE POSSUM" purple vinyl LP with

silk screened cover- 300 pressed $10.00

"EAT MORE POSSUM" cassette $6.00

"EAT MORE POSSUM" import CD $10.00

SPLIT T W/ BLUE GREEN GODS envelope

sleeve- 200 made $3.50

SPLIT T W/ BLUE GREEN GODS handmade hard

cover sleeve- 10 made, numbered $20.00

"ANTI- SEEN CONQUERS THE NORTH" 8

TRACK CARTRIDGE with bonus cuts never

released elsewhere $5.00

"HELL" ID' EP out of print, colored vinyl $10.00

"HERE TO RUIN YOUR GROOVE" LP $8.00

SPLIT T WITH SEDUCER $3.00

SPLIT T WITH RANCID VAT "Deeds Of The

Damned" $3.50

SPLIT 7" WITH RANCID VAT Terry Funk/ Bruiser

Brody Tribute $3.50

"THE EVIL ONE" T Roky Erickson tunes $4.00

"PSYCHO KILLER" T $3.50

"HAUNTED HOUSE" T out of print $4.00

"VIOLENCE NOW’ 7' collaboration w/ GG ALLIN

$3.50

"LAYIN" UP WITH LINDA" 7' Jeff, Steve, + Greg

collaborate with GG ALLIN $3.50

TPOS mail order catalog + 30 minute

sampler tape $1 .00 ($2.00 foreign) postpaid.

SHIPPING U.S. $1 .00 1st item, .50 each additional

FOREIGN $2.00 1st, $1 .00 each additional

NO CHECKS
TPOS 12 MILL PLAIN RD.

DANBURY,CT 0681 1 USA (203)792-1 630

Got These Yet?
No? Then what are you waitin' for?

V/A - 20 Bands Trash 20 Songs to

Find the Way to Sesame Street LP - $7

V/A - Boise Punk comp LP - $6

Your Mother - One Big Inside Joke CD
(48 songs of geeky fun punk)- $8

Mosquitones - Toilet Bowl Epiphonies

(SKA-rock from Idaho) 8-song tape - $5

Static - Heresy & Treason 8-song tape

(kinda like early Haggis - GET IT!) - $2

Ringwurm - Domesticate IT CD - $8

The Adversives - ...Roger Ferris 7" - $3

Red #9 - No Hope? 10-song 12" - $7

KPF - Peasants by Birth... 12" - $6

Make checks / M.O.s payable to Mark Hanford,

not Screwball. All prices are postpaid to North

America. Others add $2 per item. Bands or

labels interested in consignment, get in touch.

screwball productions

po box 8059

santa cruz ca 95061

For a complete catalog, please visit

http://www.cruzio.com/~hanford/screwball.html

South SF Bay or Santa Cruz punk bands -

Need a bassist? I'm looking for another band to

play with. You must have experience and be at

least somewhat intelligent. E-mail me at

hanford@cruzio.com or write me at the address

above if you’re interested.

m wh o? mm doisnt rm mvm*

SUMMER um i\. AMERICAN TOUR

7\1 1 PITTSBURGH, FA* INFO: 1 12.7,1 1 .23 1

7

7\12 DETROIT, MI* INFO:3 13.843.0803

7\13 CINCINATTI, Oil* INFO:513.281.2703

7\14 LIMA, OH* IXF0:513.«84.9824

7\15 MADISON, II I*

7\l(i CHICAGO, II INFO:773.342.7400

7\1 7 MINNEAPOLIS, MN* INFO:6 12.8 13.0882

7\1« FARGO, ND INFO:70 1.24 1.4145

7\10 LINCOLN, NE INE'0:402.438.7242

7\20 COL. SPRINGS, CO INF0:7 18.385.0236

7\2 1 S. LIKE CITY, UT INFO:«0 1 .044.032:1

7\22 POCCATELLA, ID INI 0:208.232.5 1 43

7\23 MOSCOW, ID INFO-.208.882.1937

7\24 PORTLAND, OR INF0:503.77 1 .0873

7\25 BERKELEY, CA INFO:510.524.8I80

7\20 S. FRANCISCO, CA
7\27 AV. PHOENIX, AZ INFO:002.007.240!

7\28 EL PASO, TX INFO:8 1 5.850. 1 80!

7\20 BONNIE BRAE, TX INI 0:8 1 7.484.280

7\30 NEW ORLEANS, LA INFO:504.283.40

1

7\31 PENSACOLA, FL

8\1 DOTHAN, AL INF0:334.702.0 1 3!

"vitii the rwTKiuus ueu.ins

AND WE’RE ROOKING UP THE EAST COAST
UNTIL 8\0! PLEASE CALL IF INTERESTED!

JEREMY/C.I. RECORDS:? 1 7.30 1 .PUNK

6100U.5 SU&MA6HIN6 'Mindleee Device’ T
61001.5 SU&MA6HlNe/RLTH split T
610126D VISION “On* the Same” i4 S0N61 6D

612.001 6. P-6A6i^NS/PlS60 6P4SIS split T
61001 V/A "Let's Tq Something Newer' comp I0“

6toi4 Sep.?l60 Tm Not bead' T
61014.5 V10L6NT S06I6TY 'Not Cnjo-jin' It' 60

61015 VIOLENT S06I6TV 'The F4se...' >0'/6P

$3.5o/PPD

*3.5o/PPD

$6.00/PPD

$?.5o/PPD

$U.oo/PPD

$?.5o/PPD

SU.oo/PPP

40.00/FPP

fcFAND N6\M!!!

610)0 VIOLENT S06IETY 'Times of Distraught” LP/6D $6.00PPD

61Z002. 6.p.yMlLH0USE split T i?.5o/PPD

612.00? VIOLENT S06IETV/SUSTE6TS split T $?.50/PPP

60MlN6t SOON!!!

6(016 TOWN HENP-Y (em-Tofcen Entr'f/E.T.Tactc) $?.50/PPD

61016.5

? STEPS UP 'Mother's Paf T $?.5o/PPD

61011 ? STEPS UP LP/6P $6.00/PPP

(C660|y>S 3-SIDED XL or L W all 6.1. bands! $io.oo/PPD

4-SIDED Longsleeve *6oming baetc” T $IZ.00/PPD

4-SIDED Longsleeve "Mindless” T $i2.oo/PPD

6HE6KS PAYAbLE TO 6.1./SEND A STAMP FOP- A FULL 6ATAL06!!!

T51 MMJOP- ST/LANCASTep., ?fr/nU0?

INFO:802.997.2489

1X10:815.853.1803

1NF0:8 17.484.2835

INFO: 504.283.401

1

INFO:334.702.3 1 33

LABYRINTH MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL

LABYRINTH RECORDS SPLIT 7" LOUD
NORTH AMERICA PUNK SERIES • VOL 71: OUT

>F PRINT • VOL #2:THE BOLL-
WEEVILS (U.SJ & RIPCORDZ
'Canada) • VOL # 3: QUINCY
UNX (U.SdA RESIN SCRAPER

£ana<faj VOL 7 4 MXPX (U.Sd &
HE MCRACKINGS (Canada).

X V : $3.75 IXJiT $6.50 -

X7»": $10.00- 4X7*": $13.75

PPD (CANADA/MEXJOO ADO $1 .50

>T Of THE WORID ADO $3.00)

APOCALYPSE HOBOKEN
SUPERINCREDIBLEHEAVYDUTYDUDES

CD - $10 PPD

FOR A RJU. MAILORDER CATALOG Of OUR EXCLUSIVE PUNK AND SKA I

STUFF, SEND 2 X 1 ST ClASS STAMPS TO ADDRESS BELOW.

STORES . CALL ROTZ RECORD DISTRIBUTION

P.O. BOX 578960
'

1 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60657-8960



HEWS or KRKV

DROOLER 4
•'Myself

Tardcore IroffBj

DISTRIBUTED IN THE U.S. BY

THE SPIDER BABIES
/ THE PERVERTS

Split 7
” E.P.

A double dose of pervert-

ed garage punk from each
of these powerhouses!

GI009-7

THE DECIBELS
Self Titled 7” I.P.

Mod Power-Pop at it's finest!

Three originals and a cover of

"Windy" by the Association!

GI011-7

THE SPIDER BABIES
"Adventures In Sex £ Violence" CO

Their third and best by far full-length!

Features the hit song "Jr. High School
Cuties" as well as >1 other perverted tracks.

Banned from MAX1MUMROCKNROLL!
GI013-2

[rPECiBELS ^1

mcl.the
ex-s'nger

of New York s

VITAL MUSIC MAILORDER
1958...DWARVES-Everybodies Girl and Throw That Girl

Away B/W You Gotta Burn 7’* EP. Tight, well produced
and with a great looking cover to boot. Solid catchy stuff

on Theologian Records. 1997 Black Vinyl. ..$3.50

5710...LIFETIME-Jersey's Best Dancer LP. Long
awaited follow-up to 1995 Hello Bastard LP. Solid,

rebellious tight as hell singalong punk on Jade Tree.

Great stuff? Black Vinyl.. .$8.50 (CP#7590 $10.00)
1842. ..ANTI-FLAG/BAD GENES-Split 7" EP. 2 songs
from each of these 2 Pittsburgh, PA bands on Selfserv

Records. Good songs. Score another one for

DIY! Black Vinyl. ..$3.50

1946..

.ANTISEEN/RANCID VAT-Split 7" EP. Confederacy
of Scum approved release paying tribute to pro
wrestling. Don't mess these boys(and one gal) otherwise
they might be "planting a bootshot up you ass" Solid

scummy stuff with fun insert on Ruff-Nite

Records White Vinyl...$3.50

5698..

.YUM YUM TREE-Glittering Prizes and Endless
Compromises picture disc LP. 10 songs from this over
the top NYC 3/4 grrrl band on Intensive Scare. Harsh,

solid, and pissed-off. Cool picture disc with full lyric

sheet and patch . Picture Disc. ..$9.507588..

.V/A-Hot Curly Weenie comp CD. Recess Records
sampler with Dwarves, F.Y.P., Propagandhi, Pud,
Berserk, I Spy, Crumbs, Quincy Punx, Criminals, and
more. 31 songs Only $4.50!

8200..

.ZINE GRAB BAG-Grab Bag full of 2 pounds(now as

much as 2 14 lbs!) of assorted zines sent priority mail or

surface outside USA. That’s a lot of fuckin’ zines so come
on! Some of the zines you’ll get are HeartattaCk, Spank,
Slug & Lettuce, Sty Zine, Canvas, FOE, Spooky Poop,
Skratch, Go Metric, Sea Monkeys New of the

Routine, No Rules, Spleen a Zine, Shoelace, Fist City,

Big Bang, Mylxine, Skull Session, S-854, and Wasted
Youth amongst many others. Sorry if I forgot some of you.

But remember, it’s a grab bag so you can’t choose! It’ll be

great, don’t worry. If you have a zine that you want
included send a sample and we’ll send you the zine grab

bag info sheet. Stickers, flyers, patches etc can be included

as well. We always need stuff so don’t be shy. We finally

got the supply of zines up to the demand so the quality and

quantity of zines is way up there.. .Price for grab bag. ..$5.00

Vindictives Music Label(V.M.L) has this great series of

live 7” EPs called V.M.L. Live. There have been 27 of

them done to date and Vital Music has them all!! They are

generally well over 10 minutes in length and vary in

sound quality from shitty to great and are usally

recorded from an audience placed DAT.. Here are the

titles to date with catalog number first, then band name.
They are $3.50 each. 5 or more only $3.00 each!

Atew/. .1870 BORIS THE SPRINKLER, 1869 XEROBOT
1868 THE FREEZE, 1871 TOTAL CHAOS

1 727-MEATMEN, 1 723-AGAINST ALL AUTHORITY
1726-EFFIGIES, 1733-FACE VALUE, 1850-QUEERS

1 504-PARASITES(VOL 1), 1826-SICKO, 1728-SMEARS
1511 -SLOPPY SECONDS, 1513-SUBMACHINE

1829-TEENGENERATE, 1834-YOUNG PIONEERS,
1857-SWINGIN’ UTTERS, 1858-3 BLUE TEARDROPS

1859-PINK LINCOLNS, 1860 QUINCY PUNX
1877 GOTOHELLS 1878 LYNYRDS INNARDS

1879 MIGRAINES 1894 J CHURCH, 1468-BLANKS 77

1896 PARASITES(VOL 2), 1895 NAKED AGGRESSION

Make all checks(US orders only) or money orders out

to Vital Music Mailorder or be a punk and send
cash(we!l concealed). A full catalog will be sent with

all orders or send a buck to get one & a dollar credit.

All orders sent 1 st class or surface mail except one
LP goes 4th class. For airmail to Canada add 1 .00 per

item or 2?.00 per item for overseas airmail.

Fast dependable service since 1989!

Vital Music’s website is up and running and has the

most up to date listing of records plus other fun stuff

and links. The address is:

http://www.panix.com/~grape

PO BOX 210 NEW YORK
,
NY 10276-0210

THE DRACS &
THE PEECHEES

"Radio Disappears” Split 7
Both bands cover the others’

"hit" song!

GI005-2

THE BOMB BASSETS /
THE McRACXINS
"Trip” Split 7” E.7.

The Bomb Bassets feature the MTX gang
with members of the Hi -Fives £ Sweet

Baby. The McRackins contribute their

final two tracks to this split.

Gt010-7

VM Birr THE M£AXLES!
Compilation 7 E.P.

The gatn. The Kindred, and The
Decibels pay homage to the Fab
Four by butcheTing their hit

songs! First 200 on Red Wax!
0014-7

G.I. Productions USA!

P.0. Box 6948 San Jose,

CA 95150 USA

p«(408)295-760I fa x(408)-295*7695

G. I. PR0D«IX. NETC0M.COM

Mm-ORO£R Pacts: tpostam pa/d)
Mm*

' *&so ?~ • >5.00
LP • 'MO CP * fO.OO
CO • 'tOJOO CD * 5/3.00

PtKMfTV AAA/l AM ZOO f*TAA Pf» SfAfT SUAfACt -AH. ffOA An
OACtA OTHfAWrU fTU V SfVT 4TH AOVf.00 Aft Z~ AM> ZOO A

V CD / IP) jF
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Center
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HI. DONT ORDER ANYTHING
FROM ME THIS MONTH. I’M =

WAY BEHIND BUT I’LL BE i

^CAUGHT UP SOON. SORRY TO
’EVERYONE WHO’S BEEN
AVACTING A LONG TIME FOR
'THEIR STUFF. I’LL SEE YOU!
'NEXT MONTH! GO BUY THE
FIRST TELEVISION PERSON-;

• ALITIES RECORD INSTEAD. =

CoMjufr $ceN
.0 [Ajluiosi Qemlocs' '

v/uw*A»Jas)EST- • •

r - 1

^

.
Xu$T /|s/ CASc... ' 4 V

:4f: 1008 10th st. 1277

sacramenti ca 95814
^

>V£V CD
fKELEAS&- t
/ •

BLANK EXPRESSION "Bom to Skate" -7" S3

DEAD END KIDS "Punk in Public" -7" S3

DRATSAB "Songs to Kill Parents" -7" S3

FANATICS "Better than Fried Baloney" -LP...S6

STRYCHNINE "Fucked up Inside" -7" S3

BLANK EXPRESS I0N "O-Town Punks" -Cass S4

FANATICS "Kill all Wankers" -7".. S3

PAY NEUTER "Give up the Ghosts" -7" S3

tK-How To OrAer'Q
Make mcne> orders payable to

Herber t , or send well hidden

cash. Aid $L for postage and

25c for each extra item. We

welcome trades from distros

ail

1 GENOCIDE S.S.

|
ASOCIAL

I AGATHOCLES

1 CRUDITY

HAIL THE NEW STORM CD

TOTAL ASOCIAL (57 TRACK) CD

BACK TO 1987 EP

TO THE END (1983 H.C) EP

$12

$12

$3

$4

$2:50

$I0/$I0

$ 1 0/$ 1

0

$4/$l2
|

$10

$6

CRACKED COPSKULLS NO FUCKING TEARS EP

ASTA KASK ALDRIG EN LP/CD

ASTA KASK MED IS I MAGEN LP/CD

DISRUPT SMASH DIVISION EP/TS

DISCLOSE TRAGEDY LP

DISCLOSE VISIONS OF WAR PIC DISC

DEFENDERS OF THE OPRESSED V/A 2 CD

(INCLREFUSED, SKIT SYSTEM. TEDDY BEARS STHLM, PROPAGHANDI+12)

DOOM MONARCHY + 45 MIN LIVEMCD $8

DOOM DOOMED FROM THE...+ 8 CD

DISCLOSE/HOMO MILTIA ATTACK THE ENEMY EP

DISFEAR SOUL SCARS LP/CD

CHAOS UK/RAW NOISE MAKE A KILLING CD

HEAVY H.C HEADROOM V/A (JAPANESE IMPORT) CD

(W/DISRUPT.DROP DEAD.HAIL OF RAGE,DISFUSE,ETC)

HIATUS DOWN WITH THE BALLOT MLP

HIATUS EL SUENORO... LP

ENGLISH DOGS MAD PUNX & ENLISH... MLP

THE CROW STORMS OF DESPAIR (JAP) MLP

MAN IS THE BASTARD ABUNDANCE OF GUNS EP

CRIPPLE BASTARDS YOUR LIES IN CHECK LP/CD

RIISTETYT S/T (WWOOAARRGGH!!) CD

SKIT SYSTEM PROFITHYSTERI EP

SKIT SYSTEM ONDSKANS ANSIKTE 10”

DEFORMED CON/E.O.WLIMBO OF CONCRETE LP

GREENSCAB LEFT THE END BEHINDCD

DISABUSE DISRUPT/ENT CO-WORK MLP/MCD$8

DISTRESS THE POWER EP $4

FLEAS A LICE GLOBAL HOLOCAUST MLP $7

FLEAS A LICE/HIATUS POLISH BASTARDS EP

HIASTUUS/TOTUUS SPLIT EP

IMPACT 82-85 LP

INTENSITY BOUGHT A SOLD (OLD SC)CD

ITS ALL SO QUIET ON ... V/A LP

(INCL. LARM, EU'S ARSE, C.BASTARDS, BATTLE OF DISARM, ETC...) I

MOB 47/PROTES BENGT GARANTERAT MANGEL CD $12

RATTUS RECORDED WORKS 81-84 CD

TERVEET KADET KUMJA JA VERTE... CD

RAJOITUS HISTORIA KUSESA EP

SPAZZ/RUPTURE SPLIT EP

POLICE BASTA/DEFIANCE SPLIT CD

SHIT LICKERS NO SYSTEM WORKS (LTD)LP

UNCURBED/SOCIETY GAN SPLIT EP

TERVEET KADET SIGN OF THE CROSS CD

SLAKTMASK ON THE DESPERATE EDG EP

(INCL DOOM/WARCOLLAPSE MEMBERS, LTD. COLOURED VINYL) I

VARNINGHFOR PUNK 52 BANDS & I46TRAX! 3CDBOX $30

(Incl. Asta Kask, Anti Cimcx, Head Cleaners, DTAL, Avskum, Missbnikama, Etc...)
|

SUBMERGED FULCRUM EP $3:50

WOLFPACK A NEW DAWN FADES CD $12

(Anti-CImex Pack leader Jonsson return with yet. another brutal slab of mayhem!)

WOLFPACK BLOODSTAINED DREAMS CDEP $5

VARUKERS STILL BOLLOCKS (LTD.) LP $12

WARCOLLAPSE CRUST AS FUCK MCD/TS $6/$ 1 0 |

DISRUPT UNREST (COLOURED WAX) LP $10

DOOM RUSH HOUR OF THE LP $10

TOTALITAR/DISMACHINE SPLIT LP $8

EGG MANGEL V/A LP $8

(Ind. legendary live takes w/ Krunch, Disarm, Raped teenagers, Svart Parad.Etc...) I

$16

$12

$3

$8/$ 1

0

|

$12

$8

$7

$10

$8

$7:50

$4

$9/$ 1 3 |

$14

$3:50

$9

$11

$10

$3:50

$4

$9

$12

$11

$18

$8

$4

$6

$12

$10

$3:50

$8

$3

and labels so send samples.

PO B°x 739, Walsenburg,
Colorado, 81089.

TOTALITAR NEW!!!! FEB -97 CD

SAUNA/DISRUPT SPLIT LP

SVART PARAD SISTA KRIGET CD

EXCREMENT OF WAR CATHODE RAY COMA CD

BALANCE OF PAIN LP/CD

$12

$12

$12

$12

$8/$ 1

0

E-MAIL: distortion@swipnet.se

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE POSTAGE &
PACKING !!!

I LP = $10 2-4 LP = $20 5-8 LP = $35
1-2 CD = $7 3-4 CD = $12 5-8 CD = $20 9-

16 CD = $35
1-2 EP = $7 4-7 EP = $12 8-15 EP = $20

Send cash only in reg. Envelope, no checks!!

DISTORTION RECORDS, Box 129,401 22
Gothenburg, Sweden. Fax:+4631-150424

Stores/Distr fax +4631-150424 for our latest

wholesale list!

Please, list alternative, it really speeds up things!

TOMNOHJlIinCOHE
watt to teii^oa. dioat tke, repressing ofi

tkeirfirstEP. .

.

>

ninehardcoresongs 7 !

0
nehardcoresongs 7" too.

one copy • $4 Europe / $5 others (air)

distibutors • $ 2,7 (surface) / $3,7 (air)

» all prices are PPD «

Traders are welcome!
Write to:

CRUNCH c/o Federico Lisfera

via Rocciamelone 13 - 10090

Villarbasse - TORINO - Itaha

new CRUNCH 7 <Estrema-mente»
• 4 unrefeased + 7 live HARDCORE songs •

P.O. Box 0709 - Hampshire College

Amherst - MA 01002 - USA

mu
interbang records

&2.0 west spruce street

raVenna o\i\o 44266
u4a

"back asswards" cd

compilation featuring
vvynona riders, the unknown,
the twerps, teen idols, show-
case showdown, rhythm col-

lision, parasites, moral crux,

mcrackim, hickcy, gus, fyp, far

day, donuts n glory, discount,

connie dungs, boris the sprink-

ler, automatics, all you can cat

and more.... $8 / SIO ppd.
US / World. . . Few left....

Coming soon: INEPT Ip

ARA-Kent benefit

Zincs - lst=Sl, 50 ca. add.

Big Bang #1, Interbang #3 - #5

Big Bang #2 and Interbang #6 out soon.



never mind the melody...

...here's Sound Pollution

STIKKY out Aug. 8th!

"Spamthology" CD $8

Includes the revamped "Where's My

Lunchpail?" LP, "Cuddle" 7VI&I&
That Guy Over There" 7", compilation

tracks, and 5 unreleased songs!!!

49 tracks in 72 minutes!

STIKKY out Aug. 8th!

"Where's My Lunchpail" LP $7

The classic sounds of SF's fast-and-

funny spastic HC legends available

again! Re mastered and now includes

ail the crazy banter between songs.

PISSPOORf out now!

|UMGRATEFUL split LP $7

Pisspoor tear through their side like a

Texas tornado, while Ungrateful play

raging HC sorta like Civil Disobedience.

{Austin and Lexington outlaws do battle.

S1NK/HELLNATION
7" $3

3 songs from SINK and

6 from HELLNATION.

Pummeling HC! Best from both.

PAINDRIVER
"The Truth..." 7" $3

Raging 9 track debut 7" from

x-Ulcer members.

THE 14tl)T I I ...

ASSUCK
"Misery Index" 12"/CD

1 5 songs.../
r

0tf*/’

ASSUCK "Anticapital/Blind.../ +3" CD $8

ASSUCK "Anticapital" LP $7

HELLNATION "A Sound Like Shit" CD $7

GAIA "This One" LP$7CD $8

SPAZZ "La Revancha" LP $7 CD $8

3 WAY CUM "Killing The..." CD $8

SPAZZ/ROMANTIC GORILLA CD $8

MCR Co. Japan

GRIFFIN "Age Of Innocence" 7" $4
Their best 7" yet!

MAJESTIC FOURfSMOL 7" $4
Fast paced Japanese HC meets Swedecore with members from 3 Way Cum

RESULT "I Can Go Die" 7" $4
Takeshi (x-CFDL) new band... raging he punk, totally amazing!!

SLIGHT SLAPPERS "Change" 7" $4
Blistering fastcore from Tokyo. Their Best yet., ass kicking!

send a stamp for a complete list of available titles & info,

overseas send $1 or 2 IRC's

no checks! use a money order

All prices ppd. in U S.

surface world/air Canada & Mexico add $1 per 7
H
/CD & $2 per LP

Air Europe add $2 per 7"/CD & $5 per LP

Air Asia add $3 per 77CD & $7 per LP

e-mail address: pollute@fuse.net

SOUND POLLUTION
P.O.Box 17742/Covington,KY.41017/USA

SIX SCN0SM!
7" EP
$2.00

PUNKRCCK!!!

OTHER 7" EPS STILL AVAILABLE

$3.00 PPD U.S. / OVERSEAS ADD POSTAGE

DEAD END KIDS "PUNK IN PUBLIC"

DEAD END KIDS "ELVIS"

DEAD END KIDS "DEAD END KIDS”

V/A "SKANKING SKULL SAMPLER-

WORK SHIRTS $10.00 PPD

SEND CASH OR MONEY ORDERSImade out to cash)
OR IF YOU HAVE TO SEND CHECKS
MADE OUT TO ERIC NATHANSON TO:

SKANKING SKULL RECORDS
40101 SHERYDAN OLENN
LADY LAKE FL 32159

c^AfWlNG-yutL- k*co*qs

DISTRO: ROTZ, GET HIP, & RHETORIC

TRAUMA

4 energetic kids • mainly HC • an interesting

message • a little bit ofska • Mex-northern

origin • cool layout • Mex-punk scene exposed •

usual themes lyrics • lyrics into english • some
portions of pop-punk • force and expression •

Mex-political/economics situation • until grindcore.

tape: " Suenos de un Verano Irreal"

$ 5 ppd worldwide, well concealed cash

KITSCH DEL ALMA Distro

Apartado Postal 1879, 64000, Monterrey, Mexico

Finally Out
in between bouts with
various illnesses

come s • •

•

The Slobs > Down the Tubes
Seventeen tracks of released

frustration !

!

LP/CD - $7 ppd US $9 Canada
$10 foreign

From
The BasemeriT

Blasts From the Basement v/a
Featuring The CandySnatchers, The
Krabs f The Syphilitics, and The

Chinese Millionaires.
7" - $3 ppd US $4 Canada

$5 foreign

Archie and the Pukes

Their debut 5 songer.

-$3 ppd US $4 Can $5 foreign

Centsless Productions
5945 Monticello Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45224

,
Astros?

ClNi$|ES$
PRODUCTION! •Buoaqo ou aee©-[d



The Statics- Sold Mv SoulT
-Yep, my boys the Statics laid down a few extra
tracks when they were in the studio recording
their new album for Rip Off Records. Crazy
Supercharger-esque hella lo-fi punk rock. 3 new
ones from Seattle’s finest!!

The B-Movie Rats- Teenage Queen T ^
-After a self released 7” on the bands own label, The 70

B-Movie Rats are back with 3 new ones for this thing. «—
Hyper as hell alcohol induced garage Punk N Roll.

Nope your mommy and daddy ain’t gonna like it so «>

you know it’s fuckin’ good. LP/CD out soon on Dead 3
Beat, so check these beeyatches out now!

Still Available:
DR 01 J CHURCH- SHI* HAS NO CONTROL 7”

Dll 03 V/A- VIVA LA VINYL LP
1)B 04 J CHURCH- SIIB NEVER LEAVES 7”

DB 05 WHATEVER...- JABBERWOCKY LP/CD
DB (Mi PADD13) CELL- THAT PUNK NEXT IMMHl 7”

DB 07 J CHURCH/SERPICO SPLIT 7”
DB 08 THE GAIN- YOU SHOULD KNOW 7”

DB 09 STATICS/PRIMATE 5- SPLIT 7”
DB 10 WHATEVER... SOCIALLY RETARDED 7”

1)B 11 GOAT BOY- STRUGGLE FOR POWER 7”

DB 12 PADDED CELL- 1 DON'T NEED NO ARMS 7”

DB 13 V/A- VIVA LA VINYL VOL. #2 LP
DB 14 PADDED CELL- S/T LP/CD
1)B 15 LESS THAN JAKE/J CHURCH- SPLIT 7”

Other Shit:
Patciii’s- aij. logo's ($1 w/ ou»im):

Tin-: Gain, Padded Cell & Dead Heat Records
T-Shirts- Padded Cell- L or XL ($10 PPD)

MOs
payable

to

Tom
Spencer

USA Canada World

7” $3 $4 $5

LP $6 $7 $8

CD $9 $10 $11

Dead Beat Records
PC Box 283
LasAng^CA 90078
Ph. #(213) 962-3065

Fx. # (213) 962-3065 - #*7
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Fall of the House

of Ruin CD by

The Walking

Ruins available

by mail for

$11.00 postage

included, or

$13.00 overseas

postage included.

Order from:

Ruined Records

P.O.Box 1785

Bloomington, IN

47402
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7”s

Abuse - Mordare $3.50

Blanks 77/Submachine $3.50

Cluster Bomb Unit - Realitat $3.50

Cripple Bastards - Frammenti Di Vita $4.

Disrupt/Warcollapse $3.50

Doom/Hiatus $4.

Ebola - Imprecation $4

Fit For Abuse - s/t $3.50

Forca Macabra/Crocodileskink $4

Forca Macabra /Homomilitia $3.50

Gauze - s/t $4

Health Hazard - Not Just a Nightmare $4.

In/humanity - Your Future Lies ....$3.75

Injustice System - No Reality? $4

Katastrofialue/Freak Show $4

Life’s Blood - Defiance $3.50

Man Is The Bastard - Uncivilized live $3.50

Nailed Down/D.P.P.S. $3.50

Opstand - s/t $3.50

Pain Driver- The Truth $3.50

Pink Flamingos - Poppin’ Eye $3.50

Skrupel - ...No Lie $3.50

Spite - Last Orders $3.75

Stack - Mondonervaktion $3.50

Stapled Shut - World of Noise $3.50

Voorhees - What You See...$3.50

v/a A Tradition Of.... $3/50

LP's/CD's

Amen - Memento Mori LP $9.50

Ouster Bomb Unit 10” $9.

Cripple Bastards - Your Lies CD $11.

Damad - Rise and Fall CD $10.50

Devoid Of Faith - Discography CD $9
Dissension CD $8

Doom - Rush Hour of the Gods LP/CD $10.50

Dread/Adversives split 10” $6.50

Dropdead - Discography CD $12

Dropdead - Live 3” CD $6.50

Ebola- LP $8.50

Failure Face /EBS split LP $8.

Hiatus - Brain ....LP $9.50

Immoral Squad - Discography CD $9.

Messed Up - Total Control 12” $7.50

Nailed Down - Violent Distortion 3” CD $7.

Phobia/Phallocracy LP $7

Pist - Ideas are Bulletproof LP $8.

Scatha - LP $8.50

Sedition - Earthbeat LP $10.50

Svart Sno - Smock and Roll CD $10.50

Ulcer - Indignation LP $8.

Unhinged -Win Our Freedom In Fire LP $8.50

v/a Japankore Omnibus Vol 2 12” $4.50

v/a Network of Friends CD $10.

Ordering info:

Prices are post-paid. Minimum order is $10! Foreign

orders add S3 to each item. Please list alternates.

Labels get in touch. Please send a stamp for catalog

Send cash /money orders (made out to Judy Holmes)
to:

P.O. Box 1001

Providence, Rhode Island

02901 USA
ph/fax (401)272-8866

email: fastfwd@ids.net

visit my website/catalog!!

http://www.ids.net/fastfwd
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ARAGON ROJO

Little Lisa # 109 b/w Tell That Girl

the latest single from Oakland’s finest

STILL AVAILABLE
the Tito O’tito band
rude,crude & socially unatractive 7”

i The Fondled

Hey Hey We’re The... CD
.also... the yah mos- right on 7” (repress!!)
1

electric frankenstein- electrify me & get off

i
my back singles 7”=$3 CD=$8
make “pay to the order of” part

blank on m.o.s—NO CHECKS
Toast Records

P.O. BOX 833

LAWNDALE, CA 90260

[ShoWcPI

Blanks *77 Summer Tour 997
July 10-Philadelphia. Pa-The Killtime Warehouse
July 11 -Washington. DC-The Kaffe House
July 12-Gamer, North Carohna-The Caboose (w/Patriot)

July 13-Columbia. South CaroUna-Rockafellas

July 14 -Jacksonville. Flahdah-TBA

July IS-St Pete. Rorida-JoMochas
July 16-MiamL Florida-TBA

July 17 West Palm Beach Florida-Happy Pays
July 15-Pensacola. Florida-The Nite Owl
July 19- Somewhere between Florida and Georgia

July 20-Atlanta. GA (w/Anti-Heroes until August 6)-The Masquerade
July 21-New Orleans, LA-Dixie Tavern

July 22 -Houston, TX-The Abyss
July 23-Austin. TX-Voodoo Lounge

July 24-Drive through Hell

July 25-Mesa. AZ-The Nile Theatre

July 26-San Diego, Ca-The Showcase Theatre

July 27-Corona. Ca-The Showcase Theatre
July 25-Santa Barbara Ca-Emerald City

July 29-San Francisco. Ca -The Trocadero

July 30-long ass drive to Seattle

July 31 -Seattle, WA- RCKNPY
August 1-Portland. Or-Suburbia

August 3 -Salt Lake City. Utah-TBA
August 4-Denver, Co-Astlan Theatre

August 5-Lawrence. Ks-The Bottleneck

August 6-St Louis, MO-The Hi-Polnt

August 7- day off to do nothing, finally!

August 5-Cincinnati. Oh(w/ The Showcase Showdown until S/\9hS.OB/sV.
August 9-Cleveland. Oh-The Euclid Taverp

August 10-Pittsburgh. Pa-Lucianos

August 11 -Buffalo. NY-VFWHall
August 12-Manchester, NH

-

The Savoy Theatre

August 13-Portland. Me-Zoot*

Thats it for now. Kids, we also have upcoming shows in Sept, and Oct
w/The Misfits , call Sue Blank at 905-654-0535 for info. And updates or write the
Blanks '77 at 1303 Myrtle Ave, Hillside, NJ, 07205. Send us nude pix of underage
punks for discounts on merchandise. Haha.

August 14 -Albany, NY-The_QE2

August-15-Cape Cod. Mass-VFWHaU

August 16-Boston, Mass-The Rat

August 17-Norwalk. CT-The Tunejnn

August 15-Long Island. NY-TBA
August 19-Westchester, Pa-(w/ The Boils)-VFW \

August 20-Home at last!

August 2 1-Newark NJ (w/ Violent Society)-TheJ



that everybody would be looking for the

great Absentees 7in. which I hadn't man-
aged to locate at the time of release.... near-

ly five years later, that hole in my collection

remains. Fuck. Oops, getting off-track a

bit... anyway, many great debuts of impos-
sible-to-find classics Tampax, Guilty Ra-
zors, Village Pistols, Maias. This volume
has become increasingly hard-to-find, but
word on the street is that a repress is in the

works.
KBD #9
My vote for the silver medal just behind
volume #2. With an unabashea nationalist

bent, this volume is packed solid with U.S.

punk hits. A charming mix of more known
stuff (La Peste, Vains, Accident) and the

terribly obscure. (Tapeworm, Hammer
Damage, Corpsicles, Nothing). Worth it

for Tapeworm alone. Two pressings of this

volume exist, one with black & white cov-

ers, one with black & blue.

RATING: B — DAMN GOOD. SACRI-
FICE PART OF YOUR PAYCHECK.
KBD #1
Of all the original pressings, this one is by
far the most difficult to find. It should be
revered by anyone fancying themselves as

true collector scum since it began the ugly
trend. Though it has been repressed (white

vinyl), the re-issue leaves off a number of

tracks (the Wipers, FU2, and the entirety of

Beastie Boys A
Polly Wog Stew" EP) mak-

ing it particularly collectable.

KBD #3
This was the first volume I picked up, and
it's quite good except for John Berenzy
Group... still can't figure out what pos-

sessed the compiler to include that one.

This particular volume blew the Queers
wide open (no pun intended) taking them
from total unknowns to a classic obscurity

to a re-formed supergroup. Other high-

lights include Lewd, ShocK, Ebenezer &
The Bludgeons, and the dubiously named
New York N******. Repress is blue vinyl.

KBD #8 1/2

Numbered with the extra fraction appar-

ently to avoid number overlap. Two num-
bers eightswere rumored tobe in the works
at the time. The first volume to ax the

international scope in favor of an "All

American Punk, No Foreign Junk" vol-

ume, the first of four (#8 1/2, #9, #10 [not

quite "All American... I'll explain later],

#12). This one highlighted a smattering of

Midwest obscurities (Haskels, Turnbuck-
les, Latin Dogs), some of which appeared a

couple months later on the Bloodstains

AcrossThe Midwest alongwith great tracks
by Toxin III, Cosmetics, Snuky Tate. Two
pressing as with #81/2.
KBD #5
This volume gets points for being the first

volume done by someone besides the mad
Swede. One Aussie with a vision appropri-

ated the name and ran with it. Downright
punk says I. Number five was terribly dis-

tributed and is at present difficult to find.

Points for comping some rockin' obscuri-

ties by the Molls, Cowboys, Nubs (CA),

Maggots, Neo Punkz.
KBD #10
The third in the "All American Punk" se-

ries, butwith three Canadian tracks thrown
in as an apparent reaction against the lame-
ness of the Canadian volume (#26), that is

according to the liner notes. Canadian tracks

include Gentlemen of Horror, Dischords,
and 63 Monroe and some American killers

such as Red Squares, Vomit Pigs, Grim/
Klone Band. Solid but a little shorter than
usual.

KBD #12
Points for diggingup some crazy unknowns
so late in the game. Though not every track

is a killer, this volume does indeed deliver

the goods. The law of diminishing returns

stood at bay on this volume, though the

same cannot be said more recent volumes
of European origin. Obscurities include
Cardiac Kidz, Rejects, Lubricants, Nubs
(NH), and the hilarious Teenage PhDs. The
last volume by the same compilers of #8 1 /

2, #9, and #10.

RATING: C — DECENT EFFORT. RE-
QUESTASBIRTHDAYPRESENTFROM
A CHEAP-O FRIEND.
KBD #4
The last volume of the original series... the

Swede appears to have lost some inspira-

tion. Great tracks by Filth, Rotters and oth-

ers, but without the punch of its predeces-
sors. The multiple Zero Boys tracks points

to a barren selection bin. Repress is on
green vinyl.

KBD #77
The beginning of a format change for the

worse as far as KBD goes. Originating in

Germany in a pointlessly limited edition of

300 copies, this LP has some great material,

but departs from the ime-tested KBD for-

mat by including the entirety of the singles

by Ice & The Iced, Guilty Razors, and so on.

All are good singles, but the comp, should
be called something else if the compiler
isn't stuffing in at Yeast 15 songs by the

same number of bands. So there! Nonethe-
less, it's a good volume.
KBD #6
The second and final volume of Aussie
origins. Less poorly distributed than num-
ber five but still rather hard to find. Filler

and repeat tracks seem a bit more obvious,

but you can't complain about tracks from
Insults, Next, Dirt Shit and so on.

KBD #17
A very recent installment. This one ap-
pears to be a "Killed By Death B-sides"

comp, which is pretty cool. Most of the

tracks are inferior to the original KBD ap-
pearances by the bands, but that doesn't

mean they don't rock. Victims, Mad, Men-
tally 111, Reactors, Shock, Stimulators.... no
points for creativity or newfound obscuri-

ties, but a toast to good taste for the compil-

ers.

RATING: D — UNIMPRESSIVE. BUY
FROM A MARKDOWN BIN ON PAY-
DAY.
KBD #13
A compilation of tracks from early West

Coast punk demo tapes. Definitely some
winners here (Snot Puppies, Der Stab), but
overall kind of fizzles, bet a bad precedent
for volume #16.

KBD #26
An attempt atan all-Canadianvolume gone
bad. I mean haven'twe all heard DOA and
the Viletones before? For Canadian obscu-
rities, the only way to go is Smash The
State. A volume three is expected some-
time this year.

KBD #69
Includes the entirety of singles by Pack, Art
Attacks, Features (NZ), Mollesters, etc. Not
bad, but low on the necessity list.

RATING: F— BOMB. ACCEPT AS GIFT
AS YOU WOULD WHEN GRANDMA
GIVES YOU COLOGNE OR PERFUME.
KBD #11
A fake volume recorded by a band called

the Frothy Shakes. While this gets points

for humor (the notes and bogus sleeves are

hilarious), it's a challenge tomake it through
a side. Snooze.
KBD #16
Avolume comprised of mostly live materi-

al from two early California bands. The
only bonus is some decent liner notes by
ML which attempt to balance out the lame-
ness of the record. Cover art is a slightly

doctored version of KBD #1 artwork. Ter-

ribly uninspired, but I'm sure a lot of soon-
to-be-disappointed people bought it.

OK, this column went on for way
longer than expected, but — as you will

discover— every word I wrote is essential.

HA! Anyway, there's a brand spanking
new KBD #100 (this numbering thing is

out of hand) which looks to be pretty good,
but I haven't picked it up yet. Some of the

newer volumes are stupidly expensive and
hard-to-find, but luckily most of the good
ones are readily available. Similar comps,
worth checking out are early Back To Front
volumes. Feel Lucky Punk, and possibly

somevolumes of the now-numerous Blood-
stains (which have two or three different

compilers to date). Weaker KBD-style
comps, of late are Kick Your Mama's Ass,

England Belongs To Me, and Screaming
Fist. There is definitely a regurgitation fac-

tor on late 70s punk compilations these

days, but don't let the shit steer you from
the gold, baby. Till next column.

I'm madder than Alfred E. Newman.
Here I stand, outside CONEY ISLAND
HIGH on St. Marks Place. Otto to my right.

Gavin to my left. Evans sulking at his lack



of recognition as a jazz great. It's the first

ARTLESS show in three years. A reunion at

George's request, despite public demand.
And there's the poster:

TONIGHT AT CONEY ISLAND
HIGH: A NIGHT OF MAXIMUM
ROCK'N'ROLL with FURIOUS
GEORGE, BORIS THE SPRINKLER and
THE CRIMINALS. i

Huh? Aren't we forgetting some-
thing? Did we spend two whole hours
rehearsing to be left off the bill by some
California wannabe?

THE CRIMINALS??? Those fuckers,

they're on LookoutRecords, for God's sake!

A purged company! Banned from MRR,
declassed, thrown aside, given the stamp
of sell-out, culture-traitors. Here they are

calling themselves more MRR than me!
OK, buckaroos, lets buckle up the heckle
belts, because they're gonna get more shit

than the elephant cage sweeper.
Inside the club, this blond athletic-

looking guy walks up to me. All friendly,

he smiles and shakesmy hand like he wants
me to vote for him.

"Hi," he says as ifeverything is honky
dory. "I'm sorry I missed you a Gilman
Street last time you were there."

"You're in that band!" I shout at him.
"Huh?" he says, all Mr. Sweet and

Innocent.

"The Criminals," I say, poking my
forefinger into his chest. "That band that

just happened to leave ARTLESS off its

posters for "a night of Maximum
Kock'n'Roll."

"What are you talking about?" he
says, "I don't know anything about any
posters."

"Just wait," I tell him, "you will."

He walks away puzzled. Sure. He
thinks he can brown nose me after pulling

a stunt like that.

George passes and I grab him by his

black leather lapel.

"Did you see The Criminals poster?"

I ask him.
He shakes his head. I drag him out-

side.

"Look at that," I say pointing to the

color poster with THE CRIMINALS in big
print on the top, "anything missing?"

"Mykel," says George, "that poster is

just a standard tour poster. The otherbands
were cut from another poster. Look."

He's right. The Criminals had generic

tour posters. They just cut the bottom of

another poster to list the bands they were
playing with.

"Here's the original poster," George
oints to a black and white xeroxed flier. A
IGHT OFMAXIMUM ROCK'N'ROLL is

That offmy chest, I want to talk about
more serious matters. To do that, we need
to go back in time. It's many years ago, three

when I'm more boy /less man than I am
now.

I'm beginning to enjoy this more.
"OK," I tell her, "try finger number

I'm in my apartment. On my loft bed.
I'm naked, kneeling in a baby-crawl posi-

tion.

She is not naked. She wears a FILTH
t-shirt. She also wears a cloth belt cut to

support a seven inch dildo— as thick as my
wrist.

"You got it well-lubed?" I ask, "make
sure it's really greased up."

*

"It'd slide across sandpaper, Mykel."
she says, "You ready?"

I clench my teeth and let a tentative

"ummm hmmm" out my nose.

I can feel the knobby head slosh
through the KY dripping along the crack
down over the back of my balls. I can feel

the pressure against my sphincter. Instinc-

tively, I tighten against it.

"Relax, Mykel," she says, "You're
puckering like your asshole just sucked a

lemon. Ifyou wanna do this, just loosen up,
okay?"

I try to relax. To think calming
thoughts. The moon over the ocean. Ha-
waiian music on a warm Caribbean beach.
A beautiful girl with a strap-on at my ass-

hole. It doesn't work.
The tip nudges in. Just to the edge of

the helmet. It hurts.

"Stop!" I shout. "It hurts too much."
"Mykel," she says, "this is not very

big. It's almost as little as you. I've had
twice the size."

"I'm not ready," I tell her, "try a fin-

ger first."

So she rubs the KY on her middle
finger and slowly pushes it in. It feels pret-

ty good, actually. Just touching the right,

places.

"Now wiggle it around a bit." I tell

her.

She moves it back and forth. It still

feels pretty good, hitting the right places.

I'm glad she's got short nails.

She then slides it in and out, like a

piston in a racing engine. I don't like that

very much.
"Keep with the wiggle action," I say,

"skip the sliding."

"And while you're at it," I add, "stick

a second finger in there."

She does. Both.

Her finger presses tightly against the

others. She tries to make it's way into the

same nest. Involuntarily, I clamp up.

"Ouch!" she says.

"Whaddayamean ouch?" I ask,
"YOU'RE fucking ME!"

"You're squeezing too hard." she says,

"you're hurting me."
"I'll try to relax," I tell her, "jerkme off

some more, maybe that'll help."

She speeds up her other hand. Upspe
down, up down, like milking a bull. I can
feel my sphincter loosen. But I also feel my
prostate loosen.

"Stop! Stop!" I shout.

Too late. I'm spewingwhite and sticky

onto the bed. That's the ignominious end of

my deflowerment.
Much time haspassed since that initi-

ation. Hes, shes ana I-donno-whats have
since travelled down the trail blazed that

night. I haven't thought about that at all

until recently when discussing child-sex

with the internetbisexual discussion group.
[Note: if you'd like to subscribe to the

bisexual discussion group list you should
send a message to: listserv@brown
vm.brown.edu. The message should say:

"subscribe bisexu-1 <your name>" No
quotes in the message, of course. Also,

your name should not be in brackets. It

should be your real or stage name. It should
not be the letters: y-o-u-r-n-a-m-e.]

One person, who always signs her(?)

mail "Joan Crawford/Mommy Dearest,"
somehow steers the conversation to decid-
ingwhat exactly are the differencebetween
children and adults. Then, it became more
specific,when does a "boy,"become a man.

Donny and I used to argue aboutmen
having to prove their masculinity while
women dia not have to prove their femi-

ninity. That was his point of view. I said

nobody had to prove nothing. I was right.

But there's a difference in proving some-
thing to someone and coming to an under-
standing yourself.

Let's break here for a bit of linguistic

theory. Words have meaningbased on con-
trasts with other words. A "hotel" means
"not apartment" as it's a more temporary
accommodation. It means "not motel" by
having more floors. It means "not hostel"

in being more expensive. When we know
what "hotel" contrasts with, we can under-
stand what the word means.

In the same way, "man" gets its mean-
ing in more than just "not woman." Man
also means "not boy.

7'

I have written before about the lack of

difference between male and female. I've

written about how there is no clear divid-

ing line between the sexes. Actually, there

are billions of sexes. Each person has her

own gender, somehow different from the

gender of every other person.

In contrast to "man" and "woman,"
there is a clear difference, between "man"

P
c

N
in big letters at the top. Boris the Sprinkler,

Furious George, and The Criminals are un-
derneath. No ARTLESS.

"Where did THAT poster come
from?" I asked just as pissed, butnow at an
unknown target.

"That's Norb's flier" he says.

The Sprinkler put those up."

"Uh! Uh! Uuuuh!" I bury my face in

the pillow, lifting my ass high in the air,

pressing against her fingers. Slowly, I re-

lax. I breathe deeply. It's not so bad.
"You got two in there?" I ask.

"Yep, middle and ring." she says.

"Did you take the ring off first?' i ask.

She laughs, but doesn't answer. I hope
if she went in with it, she comes out with it.

With two fingers now in deep, she
reaches forward and between my legs.

Grabbing my hardness she rubs her KYed
Boris hands up and down while pressing in with

her fingers. Not bad.



and "boy." It's shown in a specific way.
My pal Mark once said, "You are not

a man until you've both taken a wife and
killed another man."

Since those two acts (especially the

first) are personal abominations, I suggest-

ed that ^being a man" means "having a

large credit card bill and prostate prob-
lems."

I've now come to another conclusion:

This is an absolute. There may be
other requirements, other considerations.

They're open to debate and variations. But
this much is clear and unequivocal.

YOU ARE NOT A MAN UNLESS
YOU'VE BEEN FUCKED IN THE ASS.

Of course, you can be a woman and
fucked in the ass, but you cannot be a man
and NOT fucked in the ass. The act ofbeing
penetrated, of facing your fear, facing the

pain, facing the immediacy of the chal-

lenge to your identity. All of these bring

about the end of boyhood.
After that, sex becomes different. Sex

between kids— no matter how old they
are— involves simply rubbing against each
other. Boys have no concept of the reality of

sex. They're not really involved in it. Men
do have such a concept because they've

been penetrated. For them, sex moves from
it's simple genital stimulation (babies mas-
turbate in the womb), to its (literally) deep-
er meaning.

There's been much valid criticism

about macho posturing in punk. But it is

only posturing. It's boys who think they
canbe menby struttingaround with tatoos,

clenched fists and angry looks. That's no
man, buckaroos. You wanna be a man?
Bend over, boy.
ENDNOTES:—> Bruce vs. Joey dept: I should write more
bout the MRR show itself. All the bands
weregood . That includesTHEJERK-OFFS,
a new punk band that avoids the la-de-da

pop cliches.

Fortunately, I learned about the post-
er in time NOT to heckle THE CRIMI-
NALS. They were good. Jesse moves on
stage like a happy Iggy. Their set was as

much fun as a good fist-fuck.

Itwas the second time I've seen Boris.

During the first thirty minutes, they were
great. Norb's got more energy than a bot-

tle of mini-thins. During the next hour,
however, they moved from being great to

only being very good. That move repre-

sents a long-standing debate I've had with
members of my own band. I call that de-

bate:

RAMONESISM vs. SPRINGSTEE-
NISM. Here are the two sides:

One side (mine) says that you should
play at your peak energy level. A show
should be a wham bam, punch to the jaw.

Leave 'em happy, butwantingmore . Bore-

dom is the greatest villain. Tne Ramones
play 30 minute sets, and that's the way it

should be.

The other side (Gavin's, Otto's,

Norb's) is that as long as there's one mem-

ber of the audience applauding, you keep
playing. The goal is to wear them down,
grind them into the ground. Play until

nobody wants to hearyou anymore . Bruce
Springsteen plays 5 hour sets. Boris did
eight encore songs. Too much, I think, but
then again, Boris does NOT have a song
called Kill Bruce Springsteen.
—> The French Election, along with the

Tory defeat in England, harkens the start of

the fall of thewOrld-wide rightwing. Weird,
just yesterdaywe thought tneywere taking
over everything. Now it looks like the two
sides are only taking turns.

I don't know what to make of it. Too
often the so-called left is right about (some)
economic issues, but fucks up on personal
freedoms. I'm a pessimist about these
things, considering how the world gener-
ally doesn't get better. (The last time I can
remember things "getting better" in the US
was when Jimmy Carter was president.)

But, we'll see. At least it makes life more
interesting!
—> 1984 IN 1997 DEPT: According to the

ACLU, the Clinton Administration wants
to set up a national computer database on
all Americans. This includes a huge inter-

locking government database that contains

the name, address and SS number of every-
one employed. A "health identifier" num-
ber that makes personal health records
available to anyone with that number, a

travel record database that requires airline

passengers to give their social securitynum-
berswhen they travel, a national registry of

convicted sex offenders which includes
people convicted of things like homosexu-
ality and skinny dipping, a wiretap bill

eliminating the need for a warrant, and
plenty more.

You can find info on the web from
www.aclu.org. Butyou probablyknow this

stuffalready.By the way,who did you vote
for in the last election?
—> Digging ditches dept: Jeff in SF sent me
an article about how a UN study says,

"Governments should do more to encour-
age sales of pollution control technology."
Yeah, right.

tentive (POB 218174,ColumbusOH 43221)?
It's a Country & Western record (the most
unfairly maligned musical style sinceshow-
tunes!). There are ten songs on it and half

are duds, but the others WOW! There's a

plaintive plea to a girl to hold me now that

the heroin is gone. Another, Son of Evil, is

a variation of the old blues "Born Under A
Bad Sign." Oh yeah, the band is called THE
CRIMINAL QUARTET, the singer? GG
ALLIN—>Scam of the Month Club: At ABC NO
RIO, I got this leaflet that says "Have you
eyer wanted to be a big time heavy hitting

record producer?... Well... Now you can
be! Make Our Album!" Then the band will

sell you the right to "produce" their record.

If you don't want to produce, you
could just contribute. $5 enters you in a

drawing to win a cheap album by a differ-

ent band. $10 gets you a 60 minute live tape
of the band. $250 gets a song named tor

you. $500 gets the entire album named for

you (or your mom, dog, pony, hometown,
etc).

I hope they get it! It's the marketing
of the decade. Right now the band is

called THE DAN EMERY MYSTERY
BAND, but I bet you could change that.

Write to 'em at POB 20528, NYC 10009.

Enclose a dollar for postage and handling,
ok?—>1 guess there are more people than me,
Luk Hass, and Esneider. If you're one of

that select group that loves music that isn't

in English and aoesn'tcome from a normal

ploy <

callec

lace, then GRITA records is for you!
gc

'

‘ w ,
try, Brazil, Spain, and who knows where

P ]

T]hey've got Argentina, the Basque Coun-

So we export our Nike sneaker plants

and Exxon Oil refineries. They pollute oth-

er country's water, air and land. Then, we
SELL them the technology to partially clean

the shit up. How productive!
In France, before WWII, the govern-

ment paid people to dig ditches. They then
paid other people to fill them in. This was
called "public works" and was based on
the idea that work is good and it's better to

pay people to work than stay home and
*'do nothing."

The same logic applies here, instead

of keeping the shit out in the first place, we

else. You can find 'em at website
www.grita.com.

Started by Jay B. Ziskrout, former
Bad Religion drummer, they assure me
there is no relationship between GRITA
and EPITAPH. I wouldn't care if there was
(were?)! I LIKE Epitaph, remember?
—> Oh yeah, thanks to BAD BRAINS/
DEFIANT ONES Daryl and Gary for let-

ting us open for them in Woodstock NY.
Woodstock! ARTLESS at Woodstock! Yes!

The only thing that could improve on that

would be to have the plug pulled on us at

Woodstock. Guess what happened! Some-
thing to tell the grandkids... YOUR grand-
kids!

export it, then clean it up, so we can make
more shit. Each step makes money. I guess
that's okay though.We wouldn'twant peo-
ple to just sit around and do nothing, would
we?
—> Last man sensitive dept: Heard the CAR-
NIVAL OF EXCESS CD out on Vinyl Re-

No Gettin Out!
The friggin STITCHES, thosebad boys

from southern California, have a red hot



COIVMM5
ERS are gettin' the national respect they

deserve! These fucks have more oi/ street

rock feeline in their

mostbandsn,

single out on Duane Peters new label, Di-

|
saster Records. This fucker has (gasp) two

v songs! They both are pure punk rock

I with plenty of bad behavior and shitty

attitude. In the first song, "2nd Chance",
Mr. Lohrman screams "Iwanna come back
dead,... Iwanna beyour miscarriage" Punk
rock you motherfuckers! In "Unstuck",

THE STITCHES blare out "If you want
some trouble with me, youTl get some for

free..." These fucks really are not social-

ized correctly! Recommended treatment:

drugs and alcohol - no that's been tried

already, perhaps frontal lobotomy com-
bined with electric shock. This punk rock is

I

not for cowards. It is all bad and will only

lead you further down the path to perdi-

|
tion - one can only hope! Try to find the

newest STITCHES record!

THE DUCKY BOYS are back with a

vengeance! The new DUCKY BOYS CD
No Genin' Out" on GMM Records from

Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. is one punk rock

motherfucker! I know you will recall the

reat DUCKY BOYS/DROPKICK MUR-
HYS split EP, well this fucker takes that

street punk urgency to the next level!

The band is one of the best of the new
breed of punks with street wisdom and

I pride in theirworking class roots. In "Cross

To Bear (Walk Proud, Stand Tall)" THE
DUCKYBOYS sing: "I'vewatched inshame
from outside in to all the stupid games they

play, enough I say; today's the day I rise

again and stake my claim..." This entire

CD is quality punk rock with strong guitar,

bass, singing and drums fromMSSR's Mike
Marsden, Mark Lind and Jason Messina.

You must listen to some of this raging comp over and you hear IMP.

er finger than
ave in their whole line-up. On

the new split THE BRUISERS do two cov-

ers one ofwhich, "Main Liner", is a "tough-
as-overcooked-bear-meat" rockn' rollnum-
ber. These men are bad, bad, bad!

The DROPKICK MURPHYS do "Bil-

ly's Bones" and "Denial". In "Denial" the

DROPKICK MURPHYS sing: "In the face

of all that's obvious I continue to wreckmy
life. . .I've tried so hard to heed the warnings
my heart is trying but the wheels keep
turning..." the DROPKICKMURPHYS are

going to deliver new recordings for you
soon on Cyclone Records. Keep an eye

peeled.

The fuckin' TEMPLARS, proud Oi!

standard bearers from Bayshore,NewYork
are represented on two great records this

month.
The first is an excellent TEMPLARS

45 on Headache Records called "La Noche
De Los Gaviotas" EP. This record has a

fuckin' great "A" side entitled "Just Like

Them". The "B" side is a melodic piece

called "Night of the Seagulls". Very good!

Buy this one now!
The TEMPLARS are the first band on

a new compilation on D.S.S./Longshot
Records. This comp is called "Urban Sol-

diers, A Tribute to the OPPRESSED" the

TEMPLARS cover "It Aint Right" and what
an amazin' job they do! Then you have 12

POINT BUCK from Kamloops, B.C., Cana-
da doing a fine cover "WorkTogether one

street punk! It all starts out with a bang
with the first two cuts "I'll Rise Up" and i

Don'tGiveA Shit" and plows right through

I
excellent tunes with a big fuckin' finish in

"On My Own", "What's Wrong" and
"White Slum". Hey punk! Go get this CD!

I It's great. If ya can't fina it, write

GMM Records P.O. Box 15234, Atlanta,G

A

30333. Phone/Fax 873-5484 or the DUCKY
BOYS at P.O. Box 564, Cambridge, MA.

1
02142,phone 617-242-9325, Tuesday-Thurs-

5:30-7 pm.

of the best OPPRESSED songs. Flip this

p o

Joe Hawkins", and THE UMPIRES out of

gs. Hip
ACT plaaymg

day 5
The always brilliant DROPKICK

been cornin' out the woods in the "Live

Free or Die" state to play amazin' shows in

the Boston area for years! If you are lucky

you can find a copy of Bird records #00/

from France circa 1996 called "Clobberin'

Time". This EP includes songs from the

original BRUISERS recording session in

1 1988 . The BRUISERS do "Overthrow" and
"No Truce" which are great and to cap it off

|
the BRUISERS cover "Work Together", the

I OPPRESSED classic. Also look for the 45

"American Night" on Nirvana Records

with the tough songs "American Night"

and "Brown Paper Bag". Strong vocals by
A1 Barr and serious guitar playing sup-

plied by Jeff Morris. Finally THE BRU1S-

Winnipeg doing "Riot". Great! TheTEM-
PLARb show again that they are one of the

premier oi/street rock outfits in these Unit-

ed States. You must obtain all the TEM-
PLARS product. Contact the TEMPLARS
with a stamp/IRC at P.O. Box 602, Bay-

shore, New York 11706-0660. or through
Headache Records, P.O.Box 204, Midland
Pk., N.J. 07432 or get the shit through Vul-

ture Rock P.O. Box 40104, Albuquerque,
N.M. 87196.

Vulture Rock has new product. The
LP is THE REVOLT "Strength thru Amer-
ican Oi" - it's 9 tracks of hard Romper
Stamper style music. Fast and powerful
Oi! with straight edge influences. Upcom-

Vulture Rock releases include the

npi
VIRUS 27,

COMBAT-

WESTSIDE BOYS LP, and a compilation

"Un Crito De Unida" featuring

HISTERIA, andBANDERIA DI
TE.

THE BRISTLES and the WORKIN'
STIFFS share a punk rock EP this month on
Beer City Records. This label hasbeen givin'

you consistently good music for a while.

THE BRIbTLES from Sussex, New
Jersey have a rockin' punk approach for

you in "Live and Loua". THE BRISTLES
sing; "I'm a loser from a small town, a piss

drunk part of the American dream.. .Don't

bow down to the plastic idols, just get the

Bristle youth together." This is good me-
lodic punk rock! On the back side the

WORKIN' STIFFS deliver one of their hard
hitting originals "Security Wars" and a

fantastic cover version of "Give Me Fire"

by GBH. The WORKIN' STIFFS remain
one of the toughest street punk outfits in

the U.S.A. . We nope to hear a lot more from
the WORKIN' STIFFS both live and on
vinyl in the near future.

As you read this punk rockers will be
rushing out to the store to get the strong

undiluted street punk sounds of the "Boot-

legger Son" 7" by ONE MAN ARMY on
TKO Records. This new material carries on
ONEMANARMY'smomentum from their

top-notch live shows and a solid release on
Chapter Eleven Records. Contact TKO
Records at 4104 24th St. #103, SF,CA 941 14.

Look forward to a Chapter Eleven compi-
lation featuring DROPKICK MURPHYS,
WORKIN' STIFFS, ONE MAN ARMY,
RANDUMBS, and more. Write to Chapter
Eleven at P.O. Box 132, Sonoma, CA 95476.

The LOWER CLASS BRATS straight

outta Austin, Texas have some bumin' oi/

street rock music for your beer guzzling

pleasure this month. This 12" EP on Punk-
core Records, Boot Boy 002, is a good exam-
ple of a band that's punk enough for cred-

ibility with the kids on the street but ac

complished enough musicians to make a

good record. The new 12" from LOWER
CLASS BRATS is called "Punks, Skins,

Herberts and Hooligans" and it's avail-

able, $8 postpaid, from Punkcore Records,

P.O. Box 916, Middle Island, NY 11953.

This slab has some rockin' songs on it. On
the first side, ya got "Bite the bullet" and
"Working Class Protest" to sink your teeth

into. Flip her over and listen to "Orphans
Don't Run" and a great cover of "Russian
Roulette" by Austin punksTHECHUMPS.
Good shit!

The REDUCERS, San Francisco's

rough and ready oi punks have a good
record available for your immediate con-

sumption. This Pair-O-Doc's Records re-

lease "We Are The People" features Jim
Martinez vocals, Kevin Doherty on guitar,

Glen McHenry, guitar, Mike Crowell, bass

and Greg McEntee on drums. Since this

recording in September 1996, Mr. Glen
McHenry has assumed the singing chores.

I am here to tell you that Glen is a great

singer and this band will now take a giant

step forward and continue their growth
into one of the finest oi/streetpunk outfits

the Golden State has to offer. We are anx
iously anticipating new vinyl by the RE-
DUCERS with the new line-up. You will be

very impressed with Mr. McHenry's sing-

ing and as always Mike Crowell's

writing

P-
ressed with Mr. McHen
as always Mike Crowell's song-

rig is excellent!

Trie new stack of Bootleg Compila-
tions unveils one called "Oi the French
Cennection" featuring some good 80's oi

such as: LANTERN ROUGE's song "Oi

Bondage", SNIX doing "Madou",KOMIN
TERN SECT'S "Tous Ensemble", L' IN
FANTERIE SAUVAGE playing their song



"Je Peuse a La Russie", the TROTSKIDS
punking outwith "Le Soupeur", and one of

the stronger cuts, BB DOC! doing "Oi". It's

an interesting compilation ofhard to locate

French oi and even with some mediocre
tracks it's still a better value dollar for

dollar than the originals.

The FUCK UPS from Oslo, Norway
continue the sabotage on your mind. The
new EP is called "On The Road" and it

combines RAMONES zaniness with oi

punk energy. These crazyFUCKUPS have
clearly demonstrated that you can have
fun and still play punk rock as raw and
tight as the most serious poseurs around.

Smashing out of Minneapolis, Min-
nesota comesDEGENERATION withsome
blood-curdling oi music! The title of the

record's "Oi! For the Kids" and believe you
me this is rough-hewn street-punk for you
uncivilised louts .This has some crushing
vocals with very well placed guitar licks.

You better order this one immediately from
C-City Records, 6066 Shingle Creek #127,

Minn., MN 55430.

THE UNSEEN outta Boston are

screamin' inside yer skull with a smokin'
new CD called "Lower Class Crucifixion"

this is a massive attack of authentic punk
rockwith shouted vocals, killer guitars and
overwhelming drum and bass attack. This

is how the punk rockers in Boston give it a

go full on assault with spikes brandished!
Get this fuckin' CD!

In the continuing thrill of reissues

Lonsdale Records of Germany has a cd
compilation out called COCKSPARRER
"Rarities". It fuckin' rocks! There are great

versions of "We Love You", "Trouble On
The Terraces", "Running Riot", "Sister Suz-
ie" and "Chip OnMy Shoulder" (three ver-

sions). COuKSPAKRER formed in mid'
1974 with vocalist Colin McFaull, guitarist

GarrieLammin and Micky Beaufoy, drum-
mer Steve Bruce, and bassist Steve Bur-

gess, all natives ofLondon's East end. Their

set consisted of speeded up covers of

STONES songs as well as even faster songs
of their own. Shows with MOTORHEAD
and SLADE tuned up COCKSPARRERS
live set. Even though they signed to Decca
in 1977with their deout45 "Running Riot" /
"Sister Susie", the record never made the

charts.

Those fun-loving deviants from Oslo,

Norway TURBONEGRO have a cd avail-

able on Sympathy that includes many of

their best tunes from records released in

the last couple of years. The title is "Ass-

Cobra" and it includes such gems as "Mid-
night Nambla", "Bad Mongo", "Mobile
Home", by the LEWD, "I Got Erection"

and two great covers: "Reggare is a Bunch
of Motherfuckers" by the RUDE KIDS, and
"Young Boys Feet" by the DICKS. Mighty
fine!

Rude A. and the lads fromJAKKPOT
have a new single out on American Punk
Records, 802 S. Broadway, Baltimore, MD
21231. These guys put out reliable punk
rock and the

WA" side "Hit Or Miss" is

ballsy punk with unwavering rock foun-
dation. Great song. WARNING DO NOT
PLAY THE "B" SIDE. It's some of that

reggae/ska crap! Play the "A"side again!

Good shit!

THE SLOBS, Ohio's premier pervert-

alcoholic punks have a bitchin' chunk of

poly vinyl chloride for you cretins! Andy
Slob and his always amusing Centsless

Records label have dropped a load of beer
infused RAMONES slop on your noggin.
You simply must give ^'Tired of Fucking
You" a try! This record illustrates why the

SLOBS are banned from all clubs in the tri-

state area! Absolutely no redeeming social

valuewhat-so-ever ! TheLP is called
wDown

the Tubes" and it rocks! These assholes

know how to consume toxins and fuck shit

up! Try it! You'll like it!

The BOILS, from WestChester, Penn-
sylvania have some fast tempo shouted
sing-a-long punk cornin' out a mile a

minute. The BOILS new EP on Beer City is

called "Anthems From The New Genera-
tion" and it rocks from start to finish. You
should also check out the BOILS/GOONS
split EP on Torque Records from Arling-

ton, Virginia.

In the hardcore/punk division two
LPs beg for attention. dROTHER INFERI-
OR from Tulsa, Oklahoma just shreds like

a motherfucker on "Anthems for Greater
Salvation". This entire LP kicks ass and the

politics are right on the money. Listen to
f/Land of the Free". Great!

You gotta check out the blazing fast

punk onURBAN DK's Beer City LP, "Inno-
cent Victims". This punk shit is brutal and
relentless with good lyrics. Pay attention

to the words on "One Nation Under a

Fucking Lie". Very appropriate.

Till next month... See ya round... See
ya in hell!

I believe it was Rosa Luxemburgwho
once said that "socialism is democracy ex-

tended into every sphere of life." Wnat a

ghastly thought. It's enough to make me
renounce socialism.

Actually, I'm a pretty good meeting
chairperson when I set my mind to it. I can
run a meeting, maintain a speaking order,

prevent interruptions and arguments, cut

off people who talk too much, encourage
those who don't talk enough, summarize
points and move an agenda, etc. Trouble
comes when I have to sit through a meet-
ing. Meetings are so fucking boring, it's

like elementary school all over again. I start

whispering with and passing notes to my

neighbors. Pretty soon we're conducting
our own secret conversation or snickering
over private jokes or drawing pictures in

each other's notebooks or otherwise goof-

ing off, inevitably disrupting things. I've

never had to "sit at the back of the class" in

Leftist meetings though. That's because
most people who voluntarily inflict such
meetings upon themselves agree with me.
Meetings are a fucking bore.

Further the more democratic, the

duller the meeting. No matter what demo-
cratic process is followed—Roberts' Rules
oLOraer at one end, consensus decision-

making at the other—the arcane ins-and-

outs of the democratic process itself usual-

ly escape most people, who would rather

be doing anything else. Nor are folks inter-

ested in learning such procedures when
just about anything else is more exciting.

Arguing politics over drinks at a bar.

Bullshitting with friends while tinkering

on a car. Getting into a fight over who is or

is not punk. Even bad sex is better than a

good meeting. The person who first called

voting a "means of expression," compara-
ble to writing, singing, painting, dancing,

etc., should have been snot. AtYeast in the

parliamentary Roberts' Rules ofOrder style

system there's a vote, the majority wins
and thingsmove on. The interminable hours
sometimes required to get everybody to

agree, to achieve a consensus, can be dead-
ly-

This attitude in turn disturbs the true

democrats among us. They want the rest of

us to come to even more meetings and get

much more involved. Tell you a little se-

cret. Many of these folks actually get off on
meetings. Where other people's eyes glaze

over, their's light up. Phrases like i second
the motion" or "I stand aside so consensus
isn't blocked" are second nature to them.
They become experts in democratic pro-

cess. Such people are meeting junkies. And
every time they suggest that where I work,
where I live, where I shop, where I go to

shows will all become one big absolutely

democratic, absolutely boring meeting un-
der socialism, I start looking for a gun.

Most of us who go to dull Leftist

meetings do so because we consider them
"necessary evils." Meeting junkies do so

because they see democracy as a supreme
good. It should be obvious what happens,
rower in meetings eventually falls into the

hands of these 'True democrats" because
the rest of us are always so busy looking for

the nearest exit. How ironic that democra-
cy produces bureaucracy. The solution to

this problem is notwhat the meeting junkie
advocates, i.e. learn to love democracy, get

good at it and apply it to-every aspect of our
lives. Instead, we need to limit democracy
to where it is completely unavoidable, and
find something much more interesting to

do with the rest of our lives.

It's like the tired old Leftist attitude

towards work. Full employment! Jobs and
justice! Democratic self-management!
Workers' ownership!



Utter, complete crap!

The point is to abolish wage labor,

and to rectuce necessary work to an abso-

lute minimum so that we can find some-

thing much more interesting to do with the

I rest of our time.

We need to go beyond democracy as

I well.

In my own work with comrades,

we've tried to minimize the impact ofmeet-

ings by combining them with other activi-

I ties. Work parties, where you get out some-

I thing you really enjoy doing, like a news-

paper, and also discuss what needs to be

done. Dinners at cheap Mexican restau-

I rants where everyone shares chips-and-

salsa, most folks eat, and a meeting eets

done in the process. Ultimately though, if

my entire argument against democracy is

that it's a bore, then that seems like a very

small price to pay. Before you start quoting

I Winston Churchill at me, understand that

I this is only my opening salvo. We'll begin

I with the most abstract argument and work
1 our way down to the more concrete.

An interesting thing happened in the

I history of Marxism. Many of Marx's early

[writings, in particular his Economic and

|
Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 and with

Engels the German Ideology in 1846, were
never published until almost a century af-

ter they were written. Many Marxists, Le-

nin included, formulated various political

approaches without being informed by the

ideas developed in these texts. The distinc-

tion between on the one hand what Marx
called humanity's "free, conscious activi-

I ty" or praxis and on the other hand theory

I and icfeology was misunderstood. Lenin

I and other Marxists claimed that theory

was actually a special form of praxis and on

I this basis the pre-eminence of ideology

I was built. For Lenin, ideology refered to

I the political consciousness, the basic world-

view of a particular class in society. The

I capitalist class had an ideology, as aid the

|
working class, and thus Lenin placed a

|

premium on having the correct political

fine, configuring his notion of the van-

guard party around the necessity for accu-

I rate proletarian ideology. Upon reading

I Marx's earlier works, it was discovered

that he placed theory and ideology in op-

I position to praxis, which was "the practical

I construction ofan objective world, thework
I upon inorganic nature." Marx considered

icfeology alienated "false consciousness,"

I insisting that theory could only be re-

|
deemed by putting it into practice, and

I then by honestly changing it based upon
the results of that practice.

I Just as theory and ideology were

|
wrongly considered crucial aspects ofprax-

1 is, so too democracy was incorrectly de-

fined as the essence of socialism. Champi-
oning one form of decision-making above

all others is not what socialism is all about.

Instead, eliminating the separation of pol-

itics from other aspects of society is one of

socialism's primary goals. I'll argue below

that this means, not the hegemony of de-

mocracy, but rather the proliferation of

political forms, not to mention their func-

tional application strictly to where they're

socially required.

The founding Port Huron Statement of

Students for a Democratic Society made
much of decentralized, direct democracy,

which it termed "participatory democra-

cy." Democracy does involve more people

in the decision-making process, yet it's not

by nature any more participatory. A facto-

ry is not run democratically. The workers

in a factory have a democratic meeting

abouthow to run the factory. Democracy is

thus one step removed from actual prac-

tice. It's kind of like those high school Driv-

ersEd classes. Sitting in class learning about

driving a car is not driving a car. Using one

of those videogame driving simulators is

not driving a car. Driving a car is driving a

car, and tnere is no substitute for direct

experience.

The problem with anointing democ-
racy as the "holiest of holy" decision-mak-

ing processes is that this retishizes democ-
racy. Itbecomes the solution to every prob-

lem; the universal panacea. Experiencing

some social conflicts between economic

classes? Try some democracy. Having a

little civil war a la Yugoslavia? Apply more
democracy. Problems with complete social

collapse as in most of the old Soviet Union?
Democracy is the ultimate remedy. De-

mocracy doesn't always work however.

democracy had been in effect prior

the southern white majority would have

voted to increase, not diminish the system

of segregation against southern blacks. It

took the mass rebellion of the black minor-

ity against segregation first to challenge

and then to overthrow that system of en-

forced racial separation.

Not only can democracy be wrong,

it's never the only acceptable method of

deciding things. I've pointed out before

that, during a social revolution when the

working class expropriates the means of

production, or perhaps socializes all pri-

vate property, this amounts to a dictatorial

act taken against the capitalist ruling class

which owns both the means of production

and private property. It can be argued that,

had this decision been put to a vote, the

working class majority would have won
and imposed their decision on the capital-

ist minority democratically. This is tyran-

ny by majority rule, a hazard of democracy
but not as such undemocratic. So let's use a

clearly controversial illustration.

The February 1917 Russian Revolu-

tion created a political situation of dual

power. The parliamentary Provisional Gov-

ernment, led by Kerensky and comprised

of Russian liberal forces, existed side-by-

side with a system of proletarian soviets in

Russia's major cities, industries and facto-

ries, as well as the army. This amounted to

having two entirely different forms of gov-

ernment vying to run the country and thus

dual power was inherently unstable. The
Provisional Government quicklybecame a

center for efforts to repress the soviets, a

compliment which the soviets returned.

The Provisional Government suppressed

the popular uprising of July 1917 and sup-

ported Kornilov's military coup against

the Petrograd soviet in August 1917. The
Bolsheviks, having won temporary major-

ities in most Russian soviets by October

1917, initiated the preparation of a Red
Guard military contingent to seize key ur-

ban locations in Petrograd, storm the Win-

ter Palace and arrest the Provisional Gov-
ernment. Even though this was a minority

political action, essentially it was the right

thing to do. Somebody had to get rid of

Kerensky's reactionary regime and the

nondemocratic methods used were quite

suited for the job. But while it was the right

move at the right time, it was the wrong
player to make the move.

The Bolsheviks were not content sim-

ply to overthrow the Provisional Govern-

ment. They seized power by declaring a

Revolutionary Government ofWorkers and
Peasants, which the Left Social Revolution-

aries joined in November 1917 as a minor-

ity party to constitute a brief coalition gov-

ernment. The Bolsheviks retained electoral

majorities in the soviets for several months
after October 1917, at the same time they

championed the nationwide election of a

Constituent Assembly to maintain their

popular support. The Constituent Assem-
bly was intended to replace the Revolu-

tionary Government, butwhen the Bolshe-

viks achieved only a small minority in the

November 1917 elections to the Assembly
they disbanded it's first meeting in January

1918. The Left SR's abandoned the Revolu-

tionary Government by March 1918. The
Bolsheviks in turn experienced marked elec-

toral losses to the Mensheviks in the soviets

by spring, 1918, and there was widespread

working class discontent with the Bolshe-

viks by summer, 1918. Only the Bolshevik

base in the army remained which, aug-

mented by the Bolshevik controlled secret

police, the Cheka, was used repeatedly to

overthrow soviet electoral results that did

not favor the Bolsheviks. Ultimately, to

prevent losing soviet power, the Bolshe-

viks banned the Mensheviks and Right

SR's from the soviets' governing bodies in

June 1918, turning the state's Red Terror

against these parties. When the Left SR's

finally revolted against Bolshevik party

dictatorship in July-August of 1918, they

too were banned from the soviets, and the

entire soviet system came under de facto

one-party rule. Bolshevik rule. By 1919,

1

Lenin proclaimed: "Yes, the dictatorship of

one
%

party! We stand upon it and cannot

depart from this ground, since this is the

party which in the course of decades has

won for itself the position of vanguard of

the whole factory and industrial proletari-

at."

Harkening back to the importance

Lenin placed on ideology, the Bolsheviks
|
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justified their actions by claiming that they
alone possessed the correct political line on
the issues of their day, and thus had the
historic right to rule in the name of the
working class. For Lenin, theworking class,

as a class, was only capable of realizing

"trade union consciousness," requiring the
intervention of the vanguard party of pro-
fessional revolutionaries from outside the
class to bring to the working class true

"socialist consciousness." In Lenin's vul-
garized Marxist "scientific socialism" there
could be only one vanguard for the work-
ing class because only one party could
possess the ideological equivalent of "2 + 2
= 4." The Bolshevik party was that party. It

alone expressed the will of the proletariat

through the party's political formulations,
program, analysis, etc. As such, the Bolshe-
viks were entitled to govern. We are well
aware of the consequences of Lenin's logic.

Instead of the direct social rule of the pro-
letariat, the Bolsheviks substituted the po-
litical rule of the party over the proletariat.

Eventually, this led to the dictatorial rule of
one individual—Stalin—over the party.
When the theory ofsocialismbecomesmore
important than the practice of socialism,

the potential for actually realizing social-

ism is severely compromised.
Hold on there. Didn't I just get done

singing the praises of certain dictatorial

actions? Why then should I object to the
thoroughly dictatorial practice of the Bol-
sheviks?

The Bolsheviks did exactly what I

accuse true democrats of wanting to do.
They made politics preeminent in society,

and elevated one particular political form

—

that of party dictatorship—over all others.

In contrast, socialism multiplies political

options instead of limiting decision-mak-
ing to a single form, at the same time it

sustains a much broader, more important
social sphere within which politics is en-
tirely integrated. Let's review some history
a little closer to home to underscore this

point.

Marxistssometimes discuss hypothet-
ical post-capitalist, modern communist so-

cieties in terms of historical pre-capitalist,

"primitive communist" societies. The Iro-

quois Federation in north America prior to

trie establishment of the United States is

often cited to bolster not only the argument
for "primitive communism" but also the
contention that democracy is essential to a

socialistic society. Yes the communal Iro-

quois, also known as the Five Nations, did
have some profoundly democratic institu-

tions. The decentralized federal structure
of the tribes that made up the Iroquois was
said to have inspired America's first na-
tional form of government, the Articles of

Confederation. Yet thevery democratic trib-

al councils of the Five Nations existed right

next to other, equally important political

structures. Clan matriarchal and kinship
organizations were crucial. Shamanistic
religious authority had its place. Tribal war
chiefs would gain leadership during times

of conflict. Democracy was never seen by
the Iroquois as the be-all and end-all to
tribal decision-making.

What's more, most of the time the
Iroquois did not engage in what we call

olitics at all. They hunted and fished,

hey foraged for plants or tended to small
gardens. Theymade love, raised kids, hung
out with friends, told stories, fought with
enemies and took care of the elderly. Only
a small fraction of their efforts were devot-
ed to whatwe might consider politics. And
only a small fraction of their politics were
spent in democratic meetings. The Five
Nations had a rich, varied political life

beyond democracy, and they had a rich,

varied social life beyond politics. Not that
the Iroquois made such distinctions be-
tween political and social life. If there is any
lesson to be learned from "primitive com-
munism" for modern socialism, this is it.

Can't think of a decision-making pro-
cess that isn't either democratic or dictato-
rial? I can think of three off the top of my
head. One is drawing lots; decision made
by chance. The second is autonomy as was
practiced in Europe in the 1970's. "Political

autonomy is the aesire to allow differences
to deepen at the base without trying to
synthesize them from above, to stress sim-
ilar attitudes without imposing a 'general
line,' to allow parts to co-exist side by side,

in their singularity." (Sylvere Lotringer,
"The Return of Politics, Italy: Autonomia)
The third is the informal decision-making
that goes on between friends. When you
and your friends want to decide what to do
for an evening, it's unlikely you'll either
vote on the options or submit to the will of
the group's strongest individual. The dy-
namics of this process are far more com-
plex. In turn, if you've got a project that
you'll need help getting done, you have to
convince enough of your friends to assist

you to make it work.
Now that wasn't so scary, was it? .

I'll conclude with a tangential argu-
ment that'ssometimes raised, one that lauds
absolute consistency of principles (as op-
posed to just having a few important prin-
ciples, which I talked about last column).
According to this position there is some-
thing to be said for, say, the civil libertarian

who promotes free speech as an absolute
and defends the rights of mass murderers,
Nazis, serial killers, etc. to speak their mind.
The willingness to hold on to certain prin-
ciples such as democracy whatever the cir-

cumstances is considered noble, an ideal to

be emulated. Yet such purity always pro-
duces absurdity.

"Okay, I'll give you a sniper rifle with
a scope and I'll send you back to 1932." I

once told a pacifist friend of mine in 1972,
after I'd stopped being one. "All you have
to do is assassinate one person. Adolf Hit-
ler. If you do, the guarantee is that the Nazi
party will never rise topower and that the
second World War will never happen. Six
million Jews, five million Soviets, three
million Poles, hundreds of thousands of

Gypsies, homosexuals and communists will

not die in Nazi concentration camps. So,
would you do it?"

"I'd change history." He tried a dodee
learned from Star Trek. "My family might
not exist in the changed future, and I might
not be born."

"That's another guarantee." I fudged
the point, knowing full well the fallacies of
"what if" arguments. "Things don'tchange
all that much, just more people are alive.

Fewer historical bad memories. You, your
family, your friends and neighbors are all

stiH there when you get back to the future."
"No." My friend finally responded.

"Every human life is sacred. I wouldn't go
back. I couldn't pull the trigger."

One life in exchange for millions. Sure,
my friend's devotion to his principles in

the abstract is admirable. Concretely
though, it's also pretty stupid. By notblow-
ing away Hitler my friend keeps his hands
clean. lie maintains the purity of his prin-
ciples. Yet millions of innocent people die.

One life for millions!

I'll describe how I lost my early paci-
fist ideals in a future column. The thing to
remember is that perfectlywonderful prin-
ciples, taken to their logical conclusion,
become absurd. And, in the case of democ-
racy, boring as well.

This critique of democracy was in-

spired by Marvin Garson's 1960's writings,
in which he analyzed the New Left and
proposed revolutionary gangs and an in-

choate workers' underground as alterna-
tives. Samuel Farber, in Before Stalinism:

The Riseand Fall ofSoviet Democracy (Verso),
describes the Bolsheviks' increasing reli-

ance upon party dictatorship between 1917
and 1924 from a more sympathetic but
ultimately no less damning point-of-view.
Keep sending me your newsworthy items
and interesting news clippings c/o MRR.
You can also contact me at hool-
igan@sirius.com. Next column I'll discuss
how actual social change occurs in these
here United States.
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There was this crazy girl named Anit
who used to write me these crazy letters

abouthow she worked at Burger King after

she was fired from the Green Burrito, but
was fired again for doing too much crystal

meth, so now she works at Wendy's. She
told me about how she would go through
women's purses looking for cash ifpeople
were dumb enough to leave them behind
and how she once met the guys from Dan-



zig (except Glenn) when they stopped for

burgers after a San Diego show. They invit-

ed her to check out the tour bus but she felt

like a dork because she was wearing her

uniform.
I checked my PO Box one afternoon

and immediately recognized a letter from
Anit, only this time her return address was
La Colinas Women's Detention Facility.

Shewas arrested afterbeing caught follow-
ing my instructions on how to scam free

copies from Kinkos. The instructions were
simple and widely known. Steal one of

Kinkos blue, rectangular copy keys and
run all the copies on that key, but run
maybe $1 worth on a store key. Along with
the satisfaction of knowing you're burning
Kinkos, $20 worth of copies for $1 is a great

deal.

Okay, okay, no one would actually go
to jail for stealing photocopies. She had a

warrant out for theft and when she was
ught at Kinkos and the cops arrested her.

_ _nd if you think going to jail after being
caught scamming Kinkos is dumb, how
she got caught is even dumber. Anit liked

to talk. Mayoe it was all the speed she did.

She used to sit up front on the bus and talk

to the driver on her regular route. One day
she told the driver about how she was
making copies of show fliers to send to her
friends for free and described how easy it

was for her to steal from Kinkos. She even
told him which branch she made all of her
copies. The bus driver told both Kinkos
and the cops and now Anit's dressed in the

county blues.

Scamming is essential to for most
zines. If I actually paid for everything (sup-

plies, printing, postage, etc.). I'd have to

charge $5 an issue even with advertising.

Some zines, such as Scam, Hinge Fat, Stat-

ic and probably most issues of Cometbus,
I'm sure are printed 100 percent through
scamming. Countless other zines are print-

ed by others slaving away at Kinkos, Office

Depot and other copy shops.

But you don't have to work at an
office supply store to scam necessary sup-
plies. Is your work really going to miss a

couple rolls of tape, a pair of scissors or a

box of staples? Trunk for a second before

shoving a box of pens in your backpack.

The answer could very well be "yes/' and
you could get fired, or in the worse case,

sharing a cell with Anit.

One scam that everyone can do is to

re-use your stamps to save money on post-

age. This scam is well-known ana there are

a couple of varieties. One method is to coat

your stamps with glue or soap before drop-
ping the letter in the mailbox. That way
when the stamp is canceled by the post

office, the ink never touches actual stamp
so the personwho receives the letter can re-

use it. The glue or soap can be scraped off

with your finger nail and glued to another
envelope. I never liked the soap /glue meth-
od because it never worked well for me.
I've destroyed a lot stamps trying to get the

glue off. Besides, the stamps would get

pretty beat up if used more than once and
post office seemed pretty successful at

marking the stamp with ink despite a heave
coat of glue.

The method that works best for me is

to use rubbing alcohol to soak the post
mark off. For this to work, the stamp has to

be lightly inked. If the ink soaked all the

way through the stamp, it won't work.
What I do is I tear the corners off of enve-
lopes with lightly inked stamps. Once I

have approximately $50 dollars worth of

stamps, I throw them all in a sink filled

with water. This gets rid of the glue that

holds the stamp to the envelope. I soak
everything for aoout 20 minutes then gen-
tly peel the paper from the stamps. All the

stamps go into a large cup and I fill it with
enough rubbing alcohol to submerge the

stamps. I let those soak for about 4 hours,

then drain the alcohol and rinse with wa-
ter. The stamps like to stick together, so I

pour everything back into the sink and
gently collect the stamps and place them on
a towel to dry. The stamps are really frag-

ile, so be gentle. Once they dry, I check for

postmarks. My average is 50 percent are re-

usable and the rest go in the trash. For an
90tf bottle of rubbing alcohol and maybe an
hour of labor,youhave $25worth ofstamps.

Besides selling CDs, another way to

get some quick cash is to sell the promo
photos that come with the CDs. After being
reviewed in so many zines (especially Fact-

sheet5), major labels will start sending you
promoCDs that can fetchbetween 25tf to $5
at your local music store. But if the band is

really popular and has rabid fans, you can
sometimes unload the promo photos for

$1-3 each. I sold a bunch of Bjork, Madon-
na, Sisters of Mercy, Morrisey and a bunch
of other garbage pictures for around $25.

I've got another batch I'm going to try to

sell soon too. This time it's Everything But
the Girl, Butthole Surfers, and Alanis Mori-
sette. I hoping to get at least $20. And to

think I used to throw them in the trash.

I can be reached atPO Box 15237, San
Diego, CA 92175. Email me at <har-
monl@mail.sdsu.com>.
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A recent query crossed my desk re-

garding the earliestknown use of the phrase
"I'm a ,

baby" (Sure, said query was
from a fellow MRR columnist, but he's also

the composer ["except for the stolen stuff"]

of the lawn-disfiguring smash hit "I'm A
Mole Man, Baby'^and therefore has a vest-

ed interest in the matter; who are you to

make a moral judgment?]. His original

notion that Bo Diddley's "Roadrunner"was
a possible contender was shattered when
he noticed that Mr. McDaniel actually says
"I'm a roadrunner, honey" and he there-

fore pegged "I'm A King Bee" as the earli-

est example of aforementioned phrase
known to him.

I'm not certain what degree of im-
portance should be attached to the use of

aforementioned phrase as the first words
spoken or sung and how important the

animal (or were-animal, as a degree of hu-

manity’ enabling speech is apparently re-

tained by whomsoever might be stating

that he or she is, in fact, no ordinary human
but, rather, a or facsimile there-

of) imagery might be, so I will present my
raw data and allow you, the reader (singu-

lar, strongly implying that you are the one
and only such) to make the appropriate
judgment call (as well as get an inside peek
at the fun which is possible with an un-
wieldy record collection, or perhaps a

glimpse into...insanity? Moo hoo ha ha.).

I grabbed a few handfuls of the first

records to come to mind, as well as those
necessary to double-check the information
which I already had (any fan of Sherlock
Holmes and Napoleon Hendrix would
know the importance of doing as much).

Bo Diadley's "Roadrunner" (1959),

is indeed a case of the rather inferior "hon-
ey" supplanting "baby" (although "baby"
is uttered in the course of the song, such as

in "move over, baby;" this is hardly re-

markable, however, notwithstanding that

I've just remarked upon it).

I still had a vague, troubling notion
of someone, at some time, putting "I'm a

roadrunner, baby" to wax. rerhaps on the

comparatively unknown world master-

g
iece of out of control rock 'n' roll, "Bo
iddley's Beach Party" (recorded live at

the Beach Club in Myrtle Beach, S.C. on
July 5/6, 1963)? No, his wild reworking of

"Roadrunner" therein omits it entirely; the

roadrunner in question is, in fact, an actual

roadrunner that Bo chases down the high-

way by his house, only mentioning rather

casually that "I'm a roadrunner myself"
midway through the song.

No doubt some beat/garage/punk
band. The Pretty Things' version comes
immediately to mind, of course, but it's

doubtful that their attention to detailwould
allow them to substitute a "baby" where a

"honey" had been (a quick and eminently
satisfying playing of said version confirms
my suspicion). Table this matter and get

back to the leading suspects.

With Slim Harpo^s "I'm A King Bee"
(1957) I am shocked, deeply shocked, to

find no "baby" until the main body of the

song. And I was sure it started with "I'm a

king bee, bab" - what gives? Once again, I

think somebody in the "baby" crazed Six-

ties (the Bad Seeds, of "Taste of the Same"
fame, perhaps? Did the Stones, in their

version? No matter, for we are travelling

back, back, way back).

A brief sidetrack into the general
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vicinity of Western Swing winds turns up
nothing except the opportunity to relate

that even though Smokey Wood's Mod-
ern Mountaineers version of "Pipe Liner's

Blues" (circa 1940) features "Honey" in-

stead of "Baby" (not to mention the uncer-
tainty of the importance of animal/were-
animal identification rather than skilled

laborer/were-skilled laborer identification
in this puzzle) they nonetheless receive a

consolation prize for clearly saying "Ev-
erybody's fucking" throughout "Every-
body's Trucking," which must have
seemed hilarious to them, hopped up on
loco weed as they were.

Back to brass tacks. With (as always)

f
reat pleasure, I pull out some Howlin'
folf LPs and settle in for some serious

research with a couple/ three fingers of
Dickel. Bingo! "I'm The Wolf" features
"You know I'm the wolf, baby!" as the first

thing out of his glorious pipes. March,
1954, motherfucker, and don't tell me that

the definite rather than indefinite deter-
miner is crucial to this issue.

But what about "Crawlin' King
Snake?" (what about it, indeed?) Fortu-
nately, all of my John Lee Hooker LPs are
inmy twoJohn Lee Hooker sections (What
can 1 say? The guy's prolific. And no, I

don't have the two sections are not the
good and the awful, since I don't have any
of the J.L. Hooker albums with hippie
guest "stars"- fuck that shit, I want to rock)
so it's a simple task to find the various
compilations ofhis earliestrecordings (any
"I'm a , baby" on Vee Jay being
out, since we need to beat March, 1954)
produced by Bernie Besman (at United
Sound, Detroit, 1948-1952), who was nice
enough to "co-write" all the songs (as

explained in the liner notes of one reissue
of some of this material, he "suggested"
what to sing about, such as "Sing a song
about Abe Lincoln," thereby earning "co-
writer" status [and royalties] on the song
that John Lee subsequently pulled out of
thinnest air, "They Shot Him").

And what should I find but that the
record containing "I Rule My Den" (a.k.a.

"Crawling King Snake") is fucking miss-
ing from the set. Well, it's around here
somewhere. Then I read on the liner notes
to a Charly reissue ofVee Jay material that

John Lee learned the song from Tony Hol-
lins. Tony Hollins? Are they sure it's Tony
Hollins? And who is he, anyway?

Following up on this lead, I wind up
at Down Home music and secure a disc

which not only contained Tony Hollins'
"Crawlin' King Snake" (6/3/41) but a

handful of early, unreleasedJohnny Shines
as so that I don't feel as though I'm going
to too much trouble and expense over a

rather academic matter, which is a good
thing because it turns out that Mr. Hollins
starts off with "I'm going to crawl into

yourwindow, baby, crawl into your door"
and doesn't even mention being a snake
until after the first verse. But note the

correct use of "Baby."

Then I read in the Tony Hollins lin-

ers that he "may have originated" the
sone "even though Big Joe Williams re-

corded it not long before him." I smackmy
head.

Don't I have an album of early Big
Joe Williams somewhere, I ask myself.
Yes, I answer, it's in the "unplayed records
being saved for a rainy day*' section. After
removing the shrink wrap, I ascertain that
not only did Big Joe extol the pleasures of
being a "Crawlin' King Snakef' (3/27/41),
but he set to lacquer the notion that he was
a "Rootin' Ground Hog" as of 5/5/37. In
both cases, he (perhapsknowing, with the
fabled prescience of ground nogs, the
shape of things to come) beeins with the
chorus, so that he immediately states "I'm
a..." (crawlin' king snake/rootin' ground
hog, as the case might be), but he doesn't
use "baby" until he repeats the first line

("I'm a rootin ground hog and. I'm a roo-
tin's ground hog, baby") and I'm not even
going to entertain the thought that the
verbal adjective action might be signifi-

cant.

It's interesting (well it is tome at any
rate, but maybe that's just because I've

already put somuch effort into the matter)
to note that not only was it a long and slow
process (much like this article) to develop
and perfect "I'm a , baby" but that
Big Joe Williams' first were-animal song
concerned a were-lawn disfiguring ani-
mal (rather than a lawn disfiguring were-
animal, since I doubt that the ground hog-
ish traits that Big Joe emulated included
igging up his neighbor's yards and get-

ting his suit dirty, butwho can say?) song,
a concept which lay fallow (playing opos-
sum, perhaps?) lo these many years since

(J.L. Hooker always made it clear that he
was not and had never been a ground-
hog/were-groundhog, but that he fully

intended to kill any of the little critters/

were-critters for disfiguring his lawn/
messing with his significant other).

Case closed (except for the aside
that Big Joe lived with Bessie Mae Smith
[not to be confused with Bessie Smith] for

a number of years before recording "Roo-
tin' Ground Hog," so it's entirely possible
that he got his "I'm A " schtick from
her. Anyway...)

Late breakingnews! The genius, glo-
ry and grandeur of Wade Curtiss, pio-
neering rock and roll guitarist and wres-
tling manager/mastermind is widely
available again (actually. I'm not sure that
the "Rock and Roll Not From Cincinnati"
comp that featured Wade prominently a
number of years ago was all that widely
available) on two 45s from Norton records.
"Puddy Cat (Mama-Meow-Mow)" is an
answer song to "Surfin' Bird" that makes
the Trashmen sound positively sane by
comparison, while "Bright Lights'" (with
Dixie Dee singing) is one of the all-time

coolest rockers that has hitherto been un-
burdened by a Cramps cover). Solid rock-
ing instrumentals on both flips. Don't hes-

itate.

"If you make it here, you'll make it

everywhere..." The Big Apple; Soho; The
Village; Harlem; Broadway; off-Broadway
even. Where bagels werebom and Cats has
been selling out since 1980. Home of THE
5th Avenue, The Met, MOMA, Guggen-
heim and Jewish delis. I've been told that I

would love New York City. Finally a city

that moves as fast as I do. Where what you
see is what you eet. There's no time for

small talk - do ya know what you want or
what? In your face attitudes and a whole
lotta bridges. Plus you can drink til 4 am
and buy your drugs at the clubs! My best
friend and I ate thin crusted pizza, climbed
to the top of the Empire State Building and
haggled for shoes. Unfortunatelytwoweeks
before, I went through invasive surgery in

order freeze pre-cancerous cells offmy cer-

vix. Allow me to share this memorable
experience with y'all. I was escorted to this

cold sterile Dead Ringers-esque room where
I was told to sit ass naked on a huge De-
pends diaper, putmy feet up in stir-ups so
my cunt couldhe held wide open with this

carjack and then they had the audacity to

tell me to relax! Without a hint of foreplay,

not even a drink or a happy meal, three
"doctors" climbed up into my uterus,
(which has a preferred occupancy of one)
and started an archeological excavation for

any cell changes. Suddenly, they hauled in

a huge tank of liquid nitrogen and started

freezing my cervix til I got the feeling of a

York Peppermint Patty. They let it thaw,
froze it once again and rode the ski lift out.

When it was all over, only two doctors
climbed out my now cramping womb. I

demanded that they goback in and forcibly

remove the third, but they kept insisting

that there never was a third doctor and the

feeling of fullness was all inmy head. Scuse
me, but I've had that full feeling before so
it wasn't MY head I was worrying about. I

know he's down there, but for what? Dig-
ging forHomo Erectus or something? Now,
in addition to the wonderful winter thaw
rushing down my legs like the Colorado
Rapids, I've got Doctor Leaky demanding
squatter's rights of my womb like it's a

rent-to-own. My only hope was to wait
until my cervix completely expires and
hope he flushes out with the tide. Of course,

the day after I get to New York, the dam of

dead cells broke loose and I hemorrhaged
so severely that Doc Holiday was led out of

mywomb by Moses himself. I lost so much
blood that I oegan to look like one of those



dancin' California raisins. Alas, I left a very

special part of me in the streets of Soho
where I painted the town red, blood red.

My contribution, "Still Life of Cervix" re-

vealed my deepestand darkest internaliza-

tions which added new color to the already

famous Bohemian art community
Despite all the hype. New York City

even with all those cute brownstones, cob-

ble lined streets and Stonewall, still does

not even compare to my beloved San Fran-

cisco. All the clubs were shut down cuz the

Mayor's niece complained that the ecstasy

she bought at the Sound Factory didn't

make her more attractive and she went
home alone; those coveted Soho artist lofts

are always occupied and outrageously ex-

pensive if you find an open one and you
can't find a decent avocado anywhere! If

that's not enough. New Jersey is just one
tunnel away. Nuf said! The scariest thing

about my vacation had to be staying; at the

Paramount Hotel in the Theater district.

You can tell that the lobby really was some-
thing in its day, but the rooms upstairs are

so small, there was only space for one of us

to move around at a time. The other had to

scrunch up in a tight ball on the bed hoping
that they wouldn't get hit by bathroom
door opening and closing. The piece de resis-

tance was a wall-size portrait looming over

our bed depicting a young Amish woman
sticking nails into a big nunk of yellow

cheese. Now I'm a vegan to begin with but
despite that, the last place I appreciate the

presence of cheese is in my bed, especially

if I paid 200 dollars a night for it.

But if you're ever in New York City, I

recommend stopping for dinner and drinks

at Le Nouvelle Justine, the first SM restau-

rant in the country. I met Master Jake

through friends and it turned out to be a

very beneficial meeting. Dressed in street

clothes, Master Jake is as cute as a button. I

was harshly chastised for calling him a

bottom... Mea culpa, Darling. He recently

found the scene, but tapped into his top

energy pretty rapidly. Anxious to meet
someone in the scene, he shared his adven-

tures and questions withme quite unabash-

cameras, eye examination equipment and
portraits of proper English corporal pun-
ishment. My only complaint is that the

bartender was such a high-Barbie faggot

that he couldn't recognize prime time pus-

sy when it was in front of him. My girl-

friend and I sat at the bar for a good twenty
minutes before we could tear tne boytend-
er away from the thirsty boy bottoms. If he
had a collar on, I would have chained him
to my chair cuz he was oblivious to the

needs of two may I add very beautiful

women. But no matterhow beautiful, a fish

is still a fish to a backdoor leatherdaddy.

I have much more to say about the

special hors d'overs menu, but that'll have
to wait until next time. I best be off to start

the celebrations; Pride Week is just around
the corner. See ya at the leather shops;

playing harder than usual...

SCREAMS
FROM
THE

CUTTER
Rob Coon$

edly. Apparently he just went home with

the NY Daddy Mac who had more toys

than Santa Claus himself. And then he
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him to top NY Daddy and his eyes lit up
like a little boy having his first wet dream.

Now, I love that look cuz I know what it

feels like. It feels like Chicken in a Biscuit! I

made plans to meet him at Justine's the

following night to talk a little more but

especially, to watch him in action. I first

walked in and noticed that everything in

the restaurantwas perfect. Very gothic look-

ing and black, black, black. Barbed wire

along the windows outside and gold-guid-

ed mirrors around every table inside. The
chairswere covered in leather and the walls

decorated with tasteful SM scenes. The
black velvet curtains that separated the

restaurant from the bar were thick, dark

and luxurious. In the bar you found video

With all the reunion tours going on
there is finally one that I am dying to see.

AGNOSTIC FRONT will be playing in the

Bay Area soon! Yeah, I have seen them once
before, and it was quite an experience. I

saw them in Chicago with LUDICHRIST.
(with two other bands, but due tomy senil-

ity I can't remember who) Beingmy antag-

onizing self, I decided that I would wear a

GUNS & ROSES t-shirt to the show. This

obviously didn't fly too well, because the

minute I got into the show the heckles

started from all of the boots and braces

boneheads.
Nevertheless, I meandered my way

up front and settled in for the evening.

During one of the first bands this guy
jumped on the stage and did this huge
stage dive. He jumped right over the top of

everybody and landed smack on his head.

He immediately jumped up like it was no
deal, and this brilliant red fountain ofbig.

blood began to sai

the most blood I had ever seen. He took off

running for the door, and everyone let out

a hearty chuckle and resumed watching
the band. Then just a few songs later I

sensed somebody fall behind me. I turned

around and saw this guy completely cover

in dirt laying on the floor. I looked above
me and noticed the gate of an air vent was
hanging open. It turns out this guy had
climbed up onto the roof of the building

and crawled into an open air vent. He
crawled in over the floor, kicked the door
open, and fell about 12 feet to the ground.

No more than two minutes later a couple of

cops came in and grabbed this guy and
took him to a back room. Somebody had

ratted this guy out, and now hewas getting

his ass kicked by the man. It was really

fucked up. Then these nazi skins showed
up, and got bumrushed at the door by a

bunch of wild eyed anti-racist skins. Fortu-

nately there was no show-halting fights,

and the naziswere properly escorted out of

the building.

So finally after much waiting
AGNOSTIC FRONT took the stage, and it

was complete crossover heaven! The high-

light of the show had to be jumping on
stage and singing "Blind Justice" with Rog-
er's little brother Freddie (who went on to

be the vocalist of MADBALL). Surprising-

ly enough nobody really fucked with me
over the GUNS & ROSES shirt till almost

the end of AGNOSTIC FRONT'S set. It

started with a few hits that seemed harder

than usual. Then some skinhead ran up
behind me and threw me to the floor. While
I was trying to get up his buddy tried to

kick me in the facejust missing by a inch or

two. By that time I lmew that the odds were
stacked against me, and that it was my cue
to vacate tne premises. So Iwent to the back
of the room and watched ^the rest of the set

with all the’other geeks who were too terri-

fied (or smart) tobe up front. As soon as the

last note was struck I bolted formy car, and
drove home with a permanent grin plas-

tered to my face. Hmm, I wonder wnat I

could do to piss off the skinheads this time

around?
Anyway lets move on to this horrible

noise they call punk rock. First off is the

AGORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED/LACER-
ATION - split EP - This is one of those

records that could just snap yourbones like

little twigs ifyou turned up the stereo loud

enough. Both bands team up for a on-

slaught of jackhammer grind. LACERA-
TION cooks up a fine mess, with wonder-
fully silly lyrics like "I like to go so high on
the swing that it hurts my butt.. ..pack a

picnic and go!". But in the end,
AGORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED take the

cake. I think it was the hellbent speed of

their music that won me over! (Satan's

Pimp, PO Box 13141, Reno, NV 89507)

BENUMB/DUKES OF HAZZARD -

split EP - This is just what the kids wanted.
BENUMB toss out three untitled tracks of

blindingly fast thrash. It is really thick and
meaty,but unfortunately the recordingwas
a bit muffled. On the other side Roscoe P.

Coltrane sings an ode to his dog Flash that

will bring tears to your eyes. Yes, this is for

real, and no you will probably never see it

because it is limited to 600 copies. (No
Address)

CARNAGE - "Beast To Bastard" EP -

Someday I may get sick of the majority of

German bandssounding the same, out until

then T will continue to go nuts for bands
like CARNAGE. They take that ROR-
SCHACH derived style similar to ACME,
and create their own twisted noise. Let

there be no mistake, the pounding metal

mixed with the acidic vocals totally rulely i

This is completely devastating! (Holger



Wolsing, Jahnstr. 45, 40764 Langenfeld
,GERMANY)

DAMAD - "Rewind" EP - Georgia's
own DAMAD lay down two tormented
tracks of punishingj^rind that just gnaws
away at your soul. These pungent sounds
truly are the soundtrack tor the hopeless.
Could this be the future of death rook? The
cover art by Pushead shows the kids how
it's done with an amazing drawing of Sa-
tan. The cover is so well done you almost
don'twant to touch it out of fear of damag-
ing it. (Bacteria Sour)

DYSTOPIA -
" Socialized Death Sen-

tence" EP - 1 can't tell you how glad I am
these guys are now considered a bay Area
band. Getting to see them live on a semi-
regular basis is quite a treat. The three
songs on this one are whatwe have come to
expect from DYSTOPIA. Pulsating crust
core with lots of tricky guitar work. With
the two vocalists screaming their heads off

with some of the most hateful and hopeless
lyrics around. Awesome to say the least!

(Life Is Abuse, PO Box 20524, Oakland, CA
94620)

FINAL EXIT - "Revenge" CD - This
CD has been out for a while, but it is so
good I thought it should get mention. This
is no bullshit raging haracore with a thick
buzzing guitar sound that just wallops you
upside the head. The lyrics are a ridiculous
tough guy send-up ofstraightedge. And all

the hand members have fake names like

"XKid StoneX". I have heard rumors that
FINAL EXIT are actually a side project of
the Swedish straightedge band REFUSED,
though it sounds nothing like them. I think
it is a sad state of affairs when a so-called
"joke" band pulverizes the majority of
"real" bands! (Desperate Fight Records,
Kemigrand 1, 90731, Umea, SWEDEN)

GOB/WINK MARTINDALE - split

EP - This record upholds the battle Be-
tween the forces of good and evil. GOB
(USA) whips out a song of churning punk
rock called^'Demonic Bondages" thatcould
only of come from the horned one himself.
Wink Martindale empowers the forces of
goodness with two tracks, including abeau-
tiful number called You Can't Run Away
From The Lord, Jonah". I am not sure who
won this battle, but I can almost hear those
angels getting their wings torn off and
those halos crushed. This is pure comedic
genius! (No Address)

GORYMELANOMA/EMETIC - split

EP -Fuck 625 Productions does it again. He
takes two relatively unknown local bands
and puts them on the map with an amaz-
ing record. Don't kid yourself, this is sear-
ing metal fueled grind. Both bands hit

Mach two with incredibly fast drumming
layered with maddening guitar work. Both
bands totally annihilate, but GORY MEL-
ANOMA stood out with a little thicker

production. Catch the vibe, this shit is for

real. (625 Productions, Menlo Park, CA
94026-1239)

^
INTEGRITY/KIDS OF WIDNEY

HIGH - split EP - Let there be no mistake.

INTEGRITY is probably my favorite hard-
core band today. So when this showed up
for review I was absolutely elated. INTEG-
RITY clocks in with a new one and a re-

vised version of the previously released
Overwhelmingbru-
EY HIGH is a group
from Los Angeles.

Their music is simple dance tracks with
silly lyrics about pretty girls and partying.
I am sure most people look at tnem as a
novelty or a joke, but I bet those kids have
more sincerity and energy than the major-
ity of bands that fall into these pages. This
records comes with the new Blood Book

Long live HERESY!
4. If you want to reach me directly, my
address is PO Box 641576, San Francisco,
CA 94164.

making new friends with

grown man t

co/ttfruies to fH'&ernbfo a
gigantic gr&s&hoftpvr'
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zine, and you should definitely check it

out. (Blood Book, PO Box 770213, Lake-
wood, OH 44107)

POWERHOUSE - "No Regrets" CD -

Who would of ever thought that in a mil-
lion years the Bay Area would become a
hotbed for the NYHC style? I think the
majority of the bands that have been
spawned from this local scene suck shit.

But this is where Oakland's
POWERHOUSE stands out. This is high
velocity hardcore that rises above sheer
brute power with enough catchy hooks to
keep things interesting. The guesswork is

left out of the lyrics with simple one word

exciting pastimes such as

rowertnp , and Hypocrite .

cover art of the guy rolling dice
;o, but overall this kicks it hard!

titles like ^Powertrip", and "Hypocrite".
The cheese

has got to "go,

(Blackout,PO Box 1575, New York, NY)
SCALPLOCK - "Things to Poke You"

EP - This is sick grind that alternates be-
tween full tilt ana a crawling pace. Their
stylewedges nicelysomewherebPAZZ and
APT. 213. There are no lyrics listed, but
from the look of things murdercore is in
effect. You know how it is, if you don't like

it kill it. I think these guys hail from South-
ern California, so I hope they make there
way up to the Bay Area soon. (Satan's
Pimp, PO Box 13141, Reno, NV 89507)

TRIAL - "Foundation" CD - This is

Seattle straightedge at its finest. This defi-

nitely has that distinct Northwest sound,
and actually remindsme ofMOUTHPIECE.
Fast potent hardcore with yelled vocals
where you can actually hear the what is

being said. The lyrical content seems really

focused and full of conviction. They dedi-
cate the record to "all those that still believe
change can be made". It seems sincere, but
it is only a matter of time before they be-
come jaded and bitter like the rest of us.

(New Age Records,PO Box 5213, Hunting-
ton Beach, CA 92615)
Endnotes:
1. Can somebody tell me why 5" records
cost more than 1

'

records. I am sure some-
body has got some good conspiracy theory
behind this sham.
2. Hats off to my best friend Devon Morf.
He is getting ready to embark on a year
long journey that will take him all over the
world. Much love and take care!

3. A big shout out to Theun K. for not
flipping out overme using his photo formy
column header (see letter in this issue).

STOP! WAIT! HOLD THE PRESSES!
HEAP BIG NEWS FLASH! I just found out
that A MOVIE THEATRE DOWN THE
STREET IS ACTUALLY GOING TO SHOW
THE ROCKYHORROR PICTURESHOW
THIS SATURDAY!!! And, get this! They're
going to show it at MIDNIGHT!!! Great
heavens!!! Merciful Minerva!!! WHY HAS
NO ONE THOLIGHTOF THIS BEFORE ? ? ?

We've certainly got it all in Green Bay!
With novel ana
these to

inelucta

my band
away from Thrill City, USA this year to
conduct our annual BIG WEEK AND A
HALF LONG BORIS TOUR, but, using all

the steely resolve and hangdog tenacity
our yoga instructors could possibly impart
to us for what we're payin

f
'em, we some-

how managed — probably because i was
desperate for something to write about this

month. We depart after work on Friday.
We went to the East Coast this year.We like

to the East Coast better than going to
est Coast, because ifwe go to the East

Coast, we get to drive past Gary, Indiana.
We fucking LOVE driving past Gary, Indi-
ana. It has never failed to transfix us with
its unholy beauty. We love the huge blue
flames snooting out of the smokestacks
(the big one we call "The Devil's Vent," as
it reminds us of a massive brick toilet paper
core jammed thru the earth into the smol-
dering subterranean rectum of an upside-
down and fiercely flatulent Lucifer [unless
the unholy rectum in question belongs to
the devil-figure of them Asian religions,

who, one would assume, would be seated
with his head towards the Eastern Hemi-
sphere and his ass towards the west, and
would not really be upside-down at all]),

we love the post-apocalyptic horror of the
fumes billowing over the black water, we
love everygoddamn thing about that place,
especially the fact that we don't live within
200 miles of it. I also flatly refuse to believe
humans work there; i figure the tasks are
carried outby strange, Erector-set-and-vac-
uum-tube type cyborgs in S&M garb. Oh
well, enough of this WaltWhitman bullshit.

We get to our terminus for the evening, the
South Bend Motel 6 (yeah, that's right, we
tour one-and-a-halfweeks a year and we stay
in fuckin' MOTELS every night!!!AND WE
DON'TLOSEMONEYDOING IT! Ya wan-



na know why??? 'CAUSE WE'RE FUCK-
ING ROCK STARS, THAT'S WHY!!! PISS
on your goddamn scene! All we care about is

four flat pillows
,
four individually-wrapped

plastic drinking cups , and whether or not our
room gets the Cartoon Network!!! (if it's any
consolation, they usually don't) (seriously,

though, i always love it when people in

bands imply that there is something some-
how "incorrect," or, at the very least, "not
punk" about only touring for under two
weeks at a crack and staying at Motel 6—
like, we should be more like them and tour

for six weeks at a time and sleep on floors

and stuff. I dunno, have these people no lives?

I'm thirty-one fucking years old. I have slept

on all thefloors i care to sleep on. I want climate

control! I want mattress! I want quiet! And,
after a week and a half of goofing off, i

wanna go home! I got things to do! I got a job

to go to! I got bills! I got rent! I got mail!

Touring is not some kinda post-pubescent
outpatient-basis summer camp tning that i

do to get out ofmy mom'n'dad's basement
for six weeks, it's a MISSION FROM GOD.
And God says go home after a week and a

half!), check in, note the demoralizing ab-

sence of any Cartoon Network related

broadcasts in our locale, and hit the sack.

The next morning, Ric— long held in high
esteem by the rest of the band for being the

one guy smart enough to bring his own
illow to Motel 6— is pelted with the black
uckshot of scorn ana ridicule for becom-

ing The One Guy Dumb Enough To Also
Forget His Pillow At Motel 6. We stop at

some lame truck stop in Ohio, where Ric

dumps like seven or eight bucks on some
revolutionary new "orthopedic" pillow, as

seen on TV! When he removes it from its

polyvinyl bag, it turns out to simply be a

pillow-sized hunk of spiky foam rubber.

We laugh til we cry. In tleveland, we find

that, in our moral crusade to avoid playing
the Big Rock Club That All The Kids Hate
which had hosted all previous Boris field

trips to the Brownless Town, we have
booked ourselves into the Big Rock Club
That All The Kids Hate Even More. We are

nothing if not predictable. My favorite part

of the opening action comes when the just-

ly monickered Retard Bus — bookended
between the Clockouts and the Proms —
begin playing their set for a second time,

and have to oe physically removed from
the stage by uniformed security goons. I

mean, they had to take their drumsticks
away and unplug the,ir amps and shit! That
was the real deal! Of course, i laughed in

their singer's face when he asked me to put
out a 7” by them, but, goddammit, i loved
that set ending! During our vaguely more
competent performance, i wound up crash-

ing thru Paul #2's drumset and into Paul
#l
v
s amp, narrowly averting the Tumbling

Marshalls Theory but fucking up the joint

formerly known as My One Good Knee in

the process and, implausibly, somehow
dropping my mic ana kicking it under the

bottom of the little stand for the bass drum
mic as i fell, resulting in a particularly

pathetic variant on the shell game theme,
as i could not fuckingfind where i had lost

the microphone for like, five minutes or so.

I hadda have the crowd give me clues. I am
dignified and suave! Who told you other-

wise? That night, at the Youngstown Motel
6 (the Canton location being Booked, thus
putting the kibosh on our aspirations to

make the pilgrimage to the Pro Football

Hall of Fame, though we're sure it could
only be l/30th as impressive as the Green
Bay Packer Hall of Fame), we turn on the

teevee and, unbelievably, almost as if

beamed down especially for us by a whim-
sical and puckish Great bpirit, the first thing
we stumble across is an infomercialfor Ric

s

new, completely useless HUNK OF FOAM
RUBBERPILLOW!We are beside ourselves
with laughter. Ric has already got his eye-
shade on, tossing and turning and valiant-

ly attempting to wring some type of usage
out of his totally useless piece of foam
rubber. We're shouting "Ric! Ric! Watch
this! Your pillow's on TV!" But he just keeps
tossing and turning and telling us to fuck
off and stuff. It was actually quite a riot.

The guy who invented The Hunk Of Foam
Rubber is Chinese, or something, and he's

got this human spine as a prop (where the

spine was acquired is anybody's guess—
probably from some band on Atlantic
Records i spose) which he keeps brandish-
ing vigorously as he emits classic bursts of

dialogue such as "ordinary pillow not sup-
port spine always! My pillow support spine!

Always!" We're in fucking stitches. I mean,
it's a hunk offucking foam rubber! Probably
picked out ofa dumpster somewhere, or swiped

from an Anvil case when a guitar player was
smoking reefer! They show people giving
testimonials. We ask Ric if he's going to do
a testimonial to the benefits of sleeping on
the Miraculous Hunk Of Foam Rubber. He
tells us to fuck off. In the morning, we buy
real pillows and go to Pittsburgh. We're
playing in a basement. I usually don't go in

for house shows (there's something about
standing in a guy's home that somehow
defuses much of the lustre an Antler Hel-
met and a pair of checkered spandex bike
shorts usually generate), but, for some rea-

son, i feel it necessary to play Pittsburgh, if

only to find an answer to the troubling

question of whether the Steelers have two
quarterbacks or none (predictable answer:
Kordell is THE MAN, dude! I say Coach Sgt.

Slaughter oughtta sign Randall Cunning-
ham, put him 'n' Stewart in the backfield,

and move goddamn Bettis to tight end.
Nobody would have any idea what the fuck
was going on! Least ofall Pittsburgh). The
first band is aptly named Disturbed Youth.
They are 13 to 15 year olds, sucking Pabst
from 16 oz. cans. I like them. The basement
gets too smoky too quickly, so i spend
much of the show outside, missingmuch of

the rest of the bands. However, to concoct
a statement of great generality, i believe i

can say with some conviction that i kind of

like many of the bands from Western Penn-
sylvania — if only because they do not

sound like many of the bands from Eastern
Pennsylvania. During the Mud City Man-
glers' set, i go upstairs, to seek out my 2-

hter bottle of Diet Coke™ i have stashed in

the fridge. As i approach the kitchen (at-

tempting to be as respectful and unintru-
sive as possible, since i am treading thru
the private quarters of folks i do not Know
so very well), i hear and smell delicious,

nutritious hamburgers being fried, which,
naturally,.leads me to believe that nothing
out of the ordinary is occurring in the kitch-

en which i need be wary of intruding upon.
As i enter the kitchen, i, indeed, see the

expected Pittsburgher flipping Pittsburg-

ers with his left hand. His rightBand, how-
ever, is on a girl's head. The girl is on her
knees. Description of the rest of the scenar-

io will be left untold as a courtesy to our
hosts. Immediately following the fellatius

interruptus incident, i skedaddled down-
stairs just in time to hear the Manglers
covering "Caught With The Meat In Your
Mouth" oy the Dead Boys. Pittsburgh rocks!
The next day, we boogie thru the moun-
tains (causing my ears to plug up so i wind
up talking like Grampa Simpson) to Allen-
town, where*we were originally slated to

play at a mini-golf course (YAAAY!) but,

alas, wound up playing at kind of a rave
joint (BOOOO!). Throughout the other
bands sets (the Slaphappys, Rob 587's Oth-
er Band, and the Heartarops [who blew us
off the stage that night, and whose label

chieftain, Malibu Lou, has some sort of

mutantpowerwhereby he can leave as long
an answering machine message on your ma-
chine as he damn well pleases without getting

cut off. Malibu Lou can leave a twenty-
minute message on a ten minute tape with
a one-minute maximum message length
setting. I have nofucking cluehow he does it.

He's Malibu Lou, bay-bee!]), they were pro-
jecting movies or videos or some god damn
thing on the screen behind the stage. I

decided that such a thing causes severe
cases of Rock Attention Deficit, and was
this close to telling the soundman to 86 the

multi-media horseshit during our set —
but eventually decided that this would
suggest that i take myselfseriously , and, holy
fuck, we certainly can't have that! Sure
enough, when we play, no one cares. My
part of the stage is composed of a bunch of

separate risers, about a foot wide each, all

pushed together—but not connected. Ergo,
all i gotta do is jump around for like ten

seconds and the stage begins to separate
like an overcooked beef roast. I wind up
not only falling into the drums (again), but
also falling between the meandering risers,

invoking a humongous knot/gash on my
right shin. I lose all crowd support when i

pop the beachball they were playing with
on my antlers. Hey, at least i didn't make
any Billy Joel jokes. The Motel 6 in Wilm-
ington, DE is easily one of the more fright-

ening we've stayed at. After checking in,

we walk across the street to the 76 station

for Rock and Roll Supper— unfortunately,

they only let one person in at a time (osten-
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sibly so the cashier can keep his pistol

trained on the customer without undue
distractions); given the option of either

waiting in line with crack dealers and
whores or procuring sustenance from the

Motel 6 vending machines, we opt for the

latter. In the morning, Paul #1 is proposi-
tioned in the laundry room by a strumpet,
the moral being that clean clothes are an
invitation to immorality! !

!

I am feeling sick-

er, and by now my eustachian tubes have
jammed completely shut. I get thru the

night's show in Richmond by reading lips

(said show set up by the great and groovy
Greg from Sound Hole, who looks like a

Matt Groening drawing made flesh). Rich-

mond is, apparently, "emo," butwe have a

good show nonetheless. North Carolina
appears to be nothing but tall, skinny trees,

which sort of surprises me. I just pictured it

as being some sort of hilly place where
everynow and again one saw the guy from
Antiseen running across the road shooting
at a possum, or some clowns in jodphurs
and handlebar mustaches crashing a home-
made bi-plane on a hillside or something.
We play with the Rehabs in Chapel Hill

(highlight: after some well-wisher tosses

an Inflatable Love Bitch on stage, i fling it

into the ceiling fan, repeating as necessary
[not unlike Dave Edmunds] until i finally

cut to the chase and gore it on my antlers.

Certainly went over better than the beach-
ball), a small college town essentially indis-

tinguishable from any other small college

town one could think of. The only tangible

evidence that i'm in The South (apart from
the guys at the gas stations talking like

Goober Pyle) is that the convenience stores

sell those mysterious staples of WTBS TV
commercials, headache powders. For 37tf,

you get two little wax paper packets con-
taining powdered aspirin and caffeine and
stuff, which you're supposed to either dis-

solve in a drink, or pour into your mouth
like Lik-M-Aid™. I did the latter. Recom-
mend the former. 250 mg of caffeine for

18.5^ is really a great deal, though. The
south shall riseagain! Our nextshow is some-
where deep within the bowels of Amish
Country, PA. We drive for miles down tiny

country roads, overhung with leafy green
treesand shit(Wewant Gary! We want Gary!),

until we come across a little park building
with a few dozen punks congregated in the

parking lot in a display of ludicrous incon-

gruity (most unintentionally funny dia-

logue, ever: Me: "Uh, is this where the punk
show zs?"[like, no shit] Guitarist for The
Criminals: "Yeah." [well, maybe you'da
hadda been there]). The show is small but
fun; however, the water in God's Country
smells like feces so it's a good thing the

Taco Bell™ in York still has the BLTsoft
taco, lest the region's divinity come into

question. On the way to NYC for the highly
anticipated "Night of MaximumRockN-
Roll" show featuring us, Mr. Board's Art-

less, Mr. Tabb's Furiousness, plus the Jerk-

offs and the Criminals, Ric, attempting to

purloin a little van-snooze, realizes that he

has now left his new pillow at the York
Motel 6. 1 inform Ric that ordinary pillow
not support spine always, but he's toobusy
ruefully attempting to get comfortable on
his trusty hunlc of foam rubber to really

care. The show is atConey Island High.We
do not have directions to the club. All at-

tempts to procure same were met with
shrugs and casual erunts of "ah, it's EASY.

"

"Manhattan is a grid,
"
they told us, "made up

ofnumbered avenues and streets. Even a bump-
kinfrom Wisconsin canfind his way around."
I hear this from a lot of people, so, eventu-
ally, i decide itmust be true. St. Mark's Place

(8th St.) between 2nd and 3rd Aves, how hard
can it be? I figure we'll just get belched up
out of a tunnel into Manhattan, find what
numbers describe our position on the grand
and;
and;
the rest. Simple. We emerge
land Tunnel into Manhattan at 5 PM Fri-

day. We begin looking for the numbered
street or avenue which describes our posi-

tion. We are not on any type of numbered
thoroughfare. We drive, aimlessly, for a
while. We still have not seen any type of

numbered thoroughfare. We drive more.
We see nothing. We are stopped at the
lights in front of the World Trade Center,
when Ric, eyes eagle-sharp due to a well-
supported spine, says "Hey, that's the Crim-
inals van!" Sure enough, the East Bay Street

Hockey Fanaticshave turned onto the street
we're on— going the other way, of course.

"FUCK THIS!" i veil, "HANG ON!" Mus-
tering all the nad at my disposal, i wheel
our van around for an attempted U-turn in

downtown Manhattan, Friday 5 PM style.

My band begins making queasy noises of

trepidation, likegoddamnJerryLewis stunt
doubles or something. When it becomes
clear that the turning radius ofa 1986 Dodge
Ram Van is not sharp enough to negotiate a

U-Turn in downtown Mannattan at 5 PM
on Friday, and that the light has changed,
and that the oncoming traffic is now barrel-

ing at us hell bent for white leather and i'm

backing up directly into it, the band begins
screaming like a buncha old ladies. Mirac-
ulously, not only do we survive, but i am
able to catch up with the Criminals and tail

them all the way to the club. Punk Rock!
Figuring that i had barely broken into tri-

ple-digit spending the night before in PA
as i depleted promoter Scott Punker Than
You'S fine stock of 70's Britpunk items,

after we unload and the van is parked
(ITEM! Parking in downtown Green Bay now
up to FORTY CENTS AN HOUR!) , i de-
camp to neighboring Venus Records to

dump some more yucky money on the
almighty VINYL. I find aboutseventybucks
worth of stuff i need, including a replace-

ment copy of the Damned's "Machine Gun
Etiquette" LP — something like the 9th

best album of all time— which somebody
swiped from me like ten years ago. It's

twenty bucks. That's too much. I gotta have
it, though. I gotta have that innersleeve
where Mr. God Awful Ugly the Famous

Pig Rustler shows YOU the chord shapes to

"Smash It Up!" I'm sure you understand. I

go to wheel'n'deal with theguy working the
vinyl room, and, lo and be-fucking-hold, i

know him. It's Ned from the False Prophets,
whom i got falling-down drunk with at the

bar when the FP*s first played Green Bay,
circa '85/ '86 (so drunk, in fact, that to this

day i don't remember meeting Ned's band-
mate George Tabb that night, but i guess i

did). That oughtta certainly be worth five

bucks offmy Damned record! "Ned! Ned!" i

holler,
"
It's me! Norbfrom Green Bay! We got

drunk at the VFW together when the False

Prophetsplayed there back in The Day! Remem-
berf?" Ned looks a bit unfocused after this

sudden gush ofsentiment. "Oh yeah,NORM,
I remember you!" Uh, of course you do. Neb.
He continues: "Boy, the stage was really shak-

ing that night!" Uh, no, Ned, you played on
the floor. Can i have this Damned album for

$15? Didn't think so. However, Neg does
helpfully inform me that there is a copy of

the "New Rose" single behind the counter if

i am interested (which i am), though he
must call upstairs for a price. While he waits
for The Word, we make more small talk. He
asks ifmy band is playing in town. I inform
him, why, yes we are— and, in point of fact.

we're playing with his old colleague's band.
Furious George. "Oh, GEORGE..." he mut-
ters, kinda rolling his eyes. The Guy Up-
stairs comes back on the line. I hear Ned say
'ten? Are you sure? It's a picture sleeve!" then
he hangs up and tells me it's $15. Thanks,
pal. Holy fuck, dropping George Tabb's
name cost me five fucking dollars! Good
thing i didn't say anything about knowing
Mykel! Before the show, Otto, Artless' bass
player and expatriate Wisconsinite, proud-
ly showed me his Packers wallet. While
Mykel was in fine form for the Artless re-

union gig, i couldn't help but think that the
presence of the Packer wallet, snugly hid-

den against his bass player's buttock, some-
how subverted his entireplatform. Yukyuk!
Furious George were, of course, great. For
their grand finale, Georgesummoned Mykel
and myself on stage for a rousing rendition

of "Gilligan."Ido not clearly recollect exact-

ly what happened, but our guitar player put
it thusly in aphone call back home the next
day:

"
First they just stood there calling each

other a bunch ofhomos. Then they startedwres-

tling." That seems about right, although he
left out the part where i sang "Free Bird."

We played, and it was totally swell, one of

our hest shows ever, although this was a

helluva time for us to be out of both "I Gave
BorisMy Panties" and "I Kissed Rev. Norb"
buttons (the greater New York metropoli-
tan area has, i believe, the most Chicks I

Wanna Do of any locale in the Western
Hemisphere. Someday, when i implausibly
become very desirable, i'm gonna comeback
toNYC with a big cube van orbread truck or

something, scoop up all the babes and trans-

port 'em across state lines for immoral pur-
poses; the chicks i just wanna bang can ride

in the cargo area, feasting seductively on
cherry Saf-T-Pops™ while lounging on the



wheelwell-to-wheelwell zebra-print fun-
fur i'll have thumbtacked to the floor, while
the chicks i sorta actually dig can sit up
frontand work the stickshift or something)

.

New York's alright. I like saxophones. Af-
ter the show, we attempt to nead up to

Boston. We wind up in New Jersey. Nit
pick, nit pick. We play at the Middle East
(we almost learned "Young Fast Iranians"
for the occasion, get it?) (actually, since
hardly anybody recognized "Get Off The
Phone" in NYC, maybe you don't) with
the Furious Ones, the Johnnies, and the
Dislexics. During FG's set, i decide thatmy
caffeine levels have dipped dangerously
low, and request that the promoter— odd-
ly enough, a nubile Asian female— deliv-
er me unto a house of caffeination (which
winds up to be Burger King). It is during
this caffeine retrieval period that Furious
George see fit to summon me to the stage,
for more "Gilligan" related hijinx. When
my non-response brings to light the fact

that i have left the premises, and not alone,

there beginneth rampant speculation that
Norb + Asian chick = ACTION. Norb +
Asian chick = TRACTION, more likely, as
her boyfriend knows where i live! Burger
King is dead and so am i! (actually, i just got
coffee. No cream. I'm not really into Asian
girls anyway, you know that— although
we did slow dance during "Free Bird" fas
i was unprepared to couple skate]). Before
we even start playing, some vocal member
of the crowd informs me that i can shove
the Vince Lombardi Trophy up my ass. I

inform him that, yes, i CAN shove the
Vince Lombardi Trophy up my ass, on
accounta i come from Green Bay, where
we HAVE Vince Lombardi Trophies to
shove up our asses. The show somehow
concludes without my disembowelment
anyway. The final show is in scenic New-
ark, in a neighborhood where homies walk
down the street puffing on joints the size of
cigars, yelling things about how they're
gonna be high 'til they die. Right on. Soul-
ful Grand Poobah! The bill is Furious
George, us, and Blanks 77. We are expect-
ing hundreds of kids in liberty spikes and
studded leather to show up ana yell stuff

at us like "get thefuck off the stage,faggots!"
Happily, less paying customers show up
than band people, so this is not a concern.
I wind up on stage with Furious George,
George winds up on stage with us, then
Chad Blank winds up singing our Kiss
cover with us. Punk Rock! I decide that,

since nobody called me a faggot, i am
actually really manly, and i am going to
drive the thousand miles back to Green
Bay myself. I make one stop per state (un-
less you count the two hours we were
stuck in Chicago traffic as a second Illinois

stop), one coffee per stop, and it takes me
eighteen and a halfhours to get home, with
my fitfully slumbering bandmates farting

horribly every fifteen minutes or so. A half
hour out of Green Bay, i smell the now-
familiar stink of shit, and i roll down my
window to abate the stench. When the reek

only gets worse, i realize that it is not
caused by flatulence from within, but by
cowshit from without, spread across the
Wisconsin countryside like some type of
mad nitrogen-rich free fudge sample give-
away gone hideously awry. With the last

dregs of my 6th coffee, i toast my home-
land. It's no Gary, but we try.

I come to sing the praises of Kenny
Kaos. This short little fucker, DJ extraordi-
naire, leads a secret life as an insurance
agent (that's right, Mykel, only somehow
KK is cool), as well as being a dedicated
single dad to two wild and crazy kids.

But it is his role as insurer that I single
out here. Not only does he work miracles
for MRR's insurance, but as insurer of last

resort, Kenny has recently saved the ass of
two worthy Bay Area punk institutions.

After Epicenter experienced the Great
Flood of '96, things looked dire. They were
being sued by the store downstairs and
their old insurancewas canceled as a result
of that claim. To the rescueMr Kaos, some-
how finding somebodywho would insure
those hapless punks at a reasonable rate
(or any rate, for that matter). Epicenter
survives! (at least that crisis).

Then, just this month, out of the blue,
924 Gilman got notified by their liability

insurer that the policy was heretofore can-
celed, even though there was no claim or
suit against Gilman. Ta da!!! Kenny Kaos
flies in to save the day, quickly finding a
new policy for Gilman, who once again
will be able to promote ill-attended shows
on a regular basis!!

So, let's all stand up and drink a toast
to this unsung hero, the guy who has a
glass of beer tattooed on one arm (even
though it looks more like carrot juice) and
"Chinese food to go" tattooed on the other.
What a dude!

P.S. Goodbye to Matt Average and
Erin Cullen, heading to the Southland for
the next few years, or perhaps forever.
Thanks much for all your help the last few
years—Matt as zine assigner and record
reviewer, Erin as typist and setting up all

the subscriptions on 'new issue day'. Good
luck kids.

P.P.S. Larry Livermore, you disap-
point me. Your recent 'expose"' of my life

was only about 6% accurate. Well, I guess
that's a step in the right direction since the
last time you did one of those it was only
about 5% accurate. Keep trying (I know
you will, cuz it's the only way you can try
to deflect attention from what you did
with Lookout.

MOTORCYCLING WITH
THE MONSTER

" Hey, Hey you. Want to go to a punk
rock show on a motorcycle? Let me intro-

duce myself. I stand 6 foot 6, weigh 245,
kinda broad at the shoulders, thin at the
waist. In my last guest column in MRR
#162, 1 carefully explained the many simi-
lar traits that punk rock has with motorcy-
cles. Things like leather jackets, combat
boots ana thunderous engine/guitar/
drum sounds. I mentioned that going to
witness live shows should be the number
one priority for any person. No video orTV
or computer can capture the sights and
sounds and smells of any live show.

All right then, we know when and
where the nextpunk show is going to be, so
how do we get there by motorcycle? The
next step might be the hardest part. Put
down this magazine and announce to ev-
erybody in the room that your buying a
motorcycle. Go ahead, shout out to every-
body that you're buying a motorcycle.
Watch the worried expressions on their
faces as most people view motorcycles as
"death machines . Convincing your girl

friend, parents, band members, loved ones
and others, that you must own one, might
actuallybe harder than getting together the
cash to buy one! Watch them plead, beg,
petition you not to own such a machine.
Now that you have heard their facts, it's

time for them to hear your reasons for
owning one.

Do you know what the number one
environmental /health problem is in the
U.S.A.? Air pollution. Air pollution from
cages (cars). Air pollution from too many
cages commuting to work. Let's look at the
facts. Most motorcycles have engine sizes
between lOOcc to 1500cc's. (cubic centime-
ters). Most cages have engine sizesbetween
1600cc up to and beyond, 7200cc's! When
ou hear that somebody has a cage with a
.2 or 3.8 or 5.7, they're referring to engine

size in the thousands. When you nearsome-
body say that they have a 650, 750 or llOOcc
motorcycle, again this refers to engine size.

So clearly you can see that motorcycles
have engine sizes 2, 3, 4, 10 times as little as
any cage. This in turn results in less air

pollution because the smaller the engine,
the less air pollution it creates! Physical
space: It takes 6 motorcycles to fill the
parking space one cage fits into. Imagine
your city with 6 times more room, not only
on the roads but the whole surroundings if

only people would ride motorcycles!



In MRR#167, Brian Zero mentioned
the fact about the high cost of owning a
cage with its registration, insurance and
maintenance costs. Hey, we all need a way
to get to work especially where there is no
mass transit and owning a vehicle is a
necessity for most of us. It's up to us to

make the choice of owning a vehicle that

delivers lower total costs! Registration: In
most states, motorcycle registrations are 2
to 3 times lower than cage registrations.

Insurance: motorcycles have insurance rates

much lower than cages. Unless you're buy-
ing a new motorcycle with a bank loan, (1st

time riders should never buy a new motor-
cycle), insurance rates are not a problem.
Maintenance costs: since most motorcycles
have air cooled engines and chain drives,

maintenance costs are greatly diminished.
People can perform their own repairs since
motorcycle maintenance centers around
these 5 parts. Tires, battery, oil and filter,

spark plugs, and brake pads. The motorcy-
cle aftermarket is filled with these parts
and more, to accommodate all of your
motorcycle needs. Just like great punk
bands, these companies need to found ! Lots
of them are probably located within your
the local neighborhood.

Gasoline: Most cages get somewhere
between 10 and 25 miles to the gallon,

motorcycles get 45 to 75 miles to the gallon.

Almost without fail, the larger the engine,
the more gasoline it consumes, which in

time, consumes yourhard earned cash fast-

er! Performance: When it comes to perfor-
mance and motorcycles, one outcome is

unmistakable—just about any size motor-
cycle can get up and run away from any
cage! It doesn't matter if it's the 1 /4 mile or
top end speed, motorcycles can stomp cag-
es! How can motorcycles do this, if cages
have larger engines? On the street, it really

comes down to this simple physics princi-

ple. How much horsepower do you have
and more importantly, how much weight
do you have to move. This is known as
"power to weight" ratio. Since motorcycles
have much higher "power to weight" ra-

tios compared to cages, this results in in-

creased performance levels. I could never
figure out why somebody would want to

pay $40,000 dollars for a Corvette or Z-28 or

some other overpriced cage, when some
400cc motorcycle that costs $300 dollars

will outrun you at the next stoplight!

Now that you've convinced every-
one you need to own a motorcycle, how ao
you learn to ride it without crashing it?

Good auestion. The best place to start is

probably lying around your place right

now. A bicycle. Yes, a bicycle is the best
place to learn how to ride a motorcycle!
Since both have 2 wheels and most nave
chain drives, these 2 machines share simi-

lar distinctive characteristics. One is called

"countersteering". This principle involves
leaning your bike (motorcycle or bicycle)

to the left or right side and watching the
way it quickly can turn the other direction.

Cages on the other hand, lean to the right

when turning to the right. In other words,
cages lean the wrong way! You can actual-
ly see this principle working at the Indy
500. Watch theway the vehicles turn slight-

ly to the right, when they are driving into
the left hand oval track turns. They are
trying to reproduce the same principle that
happens naturally with 2 wheel machines.
Probably the best thing you can do before
riding a motorcycle is taking a class at a
motorcycle safety school. Most states offer
them and I strongly recommend that you
take one! Buying your first motorcycle:
check out your daily newspaper or weekly
Buying Digest for current prices for used
motorcycles. Like I mentioned before, first

time riders should always purchase used
motorcycles. This will help you learn the
basic rules to riding without having to
worry about damaging it and running up
big costs during theYearning process. Bruis-
ing a new motorcycle can be very expen-
sive, so stay away from them. Look for
motorcycles that have engine sizes smaller
than 700cc's. Look for "on/off" motorcy-
cles. Smaller motorcycles tend to behave
similar to bicycles. Smallermotorcycles tend
to cost much less than larger ones.

Now that you've bought one and
learned to ride it safely, we can ride it to the
next punk show. We'll put on our leather
jackets, combat boots and ride single file

out to the highway. Always wave to other
motorcycle riders heading in the opposite
direction. Oh, by the way, ifyou pass a club
or punk show and see a motorcycle parked
outside, it's probably me... the Mon-
ster

End notes: I do a Punk/ motorcycle zine
called "Rapid Fire". Issue #15 contains over
100 liveband reviews. Writeme aboutyour
motorcycle or send me $2.00 cash for a copy
to: Rapid Fire,RD #1, Box 3370, Starksboro,
VT 05487-9701.

Face it, your politics are boring as
fuck.

You know it's true. Otherwise, why
does everyone cringe when you say the
word? Why has attendance at your anar-
cho-communist theory discussion group
meetings fallen to an all-time low? Why
has the oppressed proletariat not come to

its senses and joined you in your fight for

world liberation?

Perhaps, after years of struggling to

educate them about their victimhood, you
have come to blame them for their condi-
tion. They must want to be ground under

the heel of capitalist imperialism; other-
wise, why do they show no interest in your
political causes? Why haven't they joined
you yet in chaining yourself to mahogany
furniture, chanting sloeans at carefully
planned and orchestrated protests, and fre-

quenting anarchist bookshops? Why
haven't they sat down and learned all the
terminology necessary for a genuine un-
derstanding of the complexities of Marxist
economic theory?

The truth is, they know that your
politics are boring to them because they
really are irrelevant. They know that your
afitiquated styles of protest-^-your march-
es, hand held signs, and gatherings are
now powerless to effect real change be-
cause they have become such a predictable
part of the status quo. They know that your
post-Marxist jargon is off-putting because
it really is a language of mere academic
dispute, not a weapon capable of under-
mining systems of control. They know that
your infighting, your splinter groups and
endless quarrels over ephemeral theories
can never effect any real change in the
world of their day to day experiences. They
know that whoever is in office, whatever
laws are on the books, whatever "ism"s the
intellectuals march under, the content of
their lives will remain the same. They

—

we—know that our boredom is proof that
these 'politics" are not the key to any real

transformation of life. For our lives are
boring enough already!

And you know it too. For how many
of you is politics a responsibility? Some-
thing you engage in because you feel you
should, when in your heart of hearts there
are a million things you would rather be
doing? Your volunteer work—is it your
most favorite pastime, ordo you do it out of
a sense of obligation? Why do you think it

is so hard to motivate others to volunteer as
you do? Could it be that there is even a
sense of guilt driving you to fulfill your
"duty' to be politically active? Perhaps you
spice up your'/work" by trying (conscious-
ly or not) to get in trouble with the author-
ities, to get arrested: not because it will
practically serve your cause, but to make
things more exciting, to recapture a little of
the romance of turbulent times now long
past. Have you ever felt that you were
participating in a ritual, a long-established
tradition of fringe protest, that really serves
only to strengthen the position of the main-
stream? Have you ever secretly longed to

escape from the stagnation and boredom of
your political "responsibilities"?

It's no wonder that no one has joined
you in your political endeavors. Perhaps
you tell yourself that it's tough, thankless
work, but somebody's got to do it. The
answer is, well, NO.

You actually do us all a real disservice
with your tiresome, tedious politics. For in

fact, there is nothing more important than
politics. NOT the politics of American de-
mocracy and law, of who is elected state

legislator to sign the same bills and perpet-



uate the same system. Not the politics of

the "
I
got involved with the radical left

because I enjoy quibbling over trivial de-

tails and writing rhetorically about an un-

reachable utopia" anarchist. Not the poli-

tics ofany leader or ideology that demands
that you make sacrifices for "the cause."

But tne politics of our everyday lives.

When you separate politics from the

immediate, everyday experiences of indi-

vidual men and women, it becomes com-
pletely irrelevant. Indeed, it becomes the

private domain of wealthy, comfortable

intellectuals, who can trouble themselves

with such dreary, theoretical things. When
you involve yourself in politics out of a

sense of obligation, and make political ac-

tion into a dull responsibility rather than

an exciting game that is worthwhile for its

own sake, you scare away people whose
lives are already far too dull for any more
tedium. When you make politics into a

lifeless thing, a joyless thing, a dreadful

responsibility, it becomes just another
weightupon people, rather than a means to

lift weight from people. And thus you ruin

the idea of politics for the people to whom
it should be most important. For everyone
has a stake in considering their lives, in

asking themselves what they want out of

life and how they can get it. but you make
politics look to them like a miserable, self-

referential, pointless middle class/bohe-
mian game, a game with no relevance to

the real lives they are living out.

What should be political? Whether
we enjoywhatwe have to do in order to get

food and shelter. Whether we feel like our
daily interactions with our friends, neigh-

bors, and coworkers are fulfilling. Whether
we have opportunities to live each day the

way we desire to. And "politics" should
consist not of merely discussing these ques-

tions, but of acting directly to improve our
lives in the immediate present. Acting in a

way that is itself entertaining, exciting, joy-

ous. Because political action that is tedious,

tiresome, ana oppressive can only perpet-

uate tedium, fatigue, and oppression in our

lives. No more time wasted debating over

issues that will be irrelevantwhenwe must
go to work again the next day. No more
predictable ritual protests that the author-

ities know all too well how to deal with; no
more boring ritual protests which will not

sound like a thrilling way to spend a Satur-

day afternoon to potential volunteers (clear-

ly, those won't get us anywhere). Never
again will we "sacrifice ourselves for the

cause." For we ourselves , happiness in our
own lives and the lives of our fellows, must
be our cause!

After we make politics relevant and
exciting, the rest will follow. But from a

dreary, merely theoretical and/or ritual-

ized politics, nothing valuable can follow.

This is not to say that we should show no
interest in the welfare of humans, animals,

or ecosystems that do not contact us direct-

ly in our day to day existence. But the

foundation of our politics must be con-

crete; it must be immediate, it must be
obvious to everyone why it is worth the

effort, it must be fun in itself. How can we
do positive things for others if we our-

selves do not enjoy our own lives?

To make this concrete for a moment:
an afternoon of collecting food from busi-

nesses thatwould have thrown it away and
serving it to hungry people and people

who are tired of working to pay for food

—

that is good political action, but only if you
enjoy it. If you do it with your friends, if

you meet new friends while you're doing
it, ifyou fall in love or trade funny stories or

just feel proud to have helped a woman to

cutdown her hours at her snitjob by easing

her financial needs, that's good political

action. On the other hand, if you spend the

afternoon typing an angry letter to an ob-

scure leftist tabloid objecting to a colum-
nist's use of the term "anarcho syndical-

ist," that's not going to accomplish shit,

and you know it.

Perhaps it is time for a new word for

"politics," since you have made such a

swear word out of the old one. For no one
should be put off when we talk about act-

ing together to improve our lives.

And so we present to you our demands,
which are non-negotiable, and mustbe met
as soon as possible—because we're not going
to live forever, are we?

1 . Make politics relevant to our every-
day experience of life again. The farther

away the object of our political concern, the

less it will mean to us, and the more weari-

some politics will be.

2. All political activity must be joyous
and exciting in itself. You cannot escape

from dreariness with more dreariness.

3. To accomplish those first two steps,

entirelynew political approaches and meth-
ods must be created. The old ones are out-

dated, outmoded . Perhaps theywere NEV-
ER any good, and that's why our world is

the way it is now.
4. Enjoy yourselves! There is never

any excuse for being bored... or boring!

Join us in making the "revolution" a

game; a game played for the highest stakes

of all, but a joyous, carefree game nonethe-

less! For more ammunition, please contact:

Crimethlnc.Anti-Ennui Revolutionary Strike

Force, 2695 Rangewood Drive, Atlanta, GA
30345 USA .

The most interesting thing has hap-

pened sincemy band's interview appeared
in MRR at the beginning of the year. I have
received a disproportionate amount of mail

from straight-edge males. I find this very
curious being that I would seem to typtify

everything that straight-edge is against,

it's not that I shoot heroin or anything that

extreme, it's just most of the views I ex-

pressed and most of the information given

about my band, in the interview, would
hardly connect us to the whole straight-

edge thing. So now I have, surprisingly so,

a few straight-edge pen pals.

Something that I have discovered is

that most of these men consider themselves
a type of "Christian" and a couple are ex-

skinheads. Now I am not trying to create

some sort of generalizing-conspiracy-the-

ory because I am the first to demand that

judgements be made on an individualized

basis. But, I am very nervous about a

movement so closely associated and inter-

twined with "punk rock," so seemingly
intertwined now with Christianity. (Ifany-

one would care to enlighten me or respond
to my comments, please do so.)

To the matter at hand, this month's
five minute interview was conducted over

the phone with one of my straight-edge

pen pals. Since this man is a straight-edee,

spiritual, ex'-racist skinhead, can't leave tne

state right now-type of guy I thought this

would make for a very interesting five

minute interview. The name has been with
held out of respect for his honesty and
willingness to do the interview.

MRR: When and how did you become a

white supremist skinhead?
Pen Pal: I was an Oi skinhead at first, then

Ibecame a White Nationalist. Then I joined

the Old Glory Skinhead gang in 1989. It

was all about ideals. It was about the vio-

lence. A very violent thing. I started as a

punk in the early 1980's. Society gave me
so much shit, I just wanted to strike back
violently. So I shaved my head for battle. I

committed a lot of violent actions. I got in

a lot of fights, depending on how much I

drank. I looked for fights, to get laid and
get drunk. It was a working class thing, a

f

)ride thing. It gave me something to be-

ieve in and to be proud of. It was a family

thing. Skinheads were a family. Anyplace
we went we took over. I always felt safe. I

had a shitty home life, the skins were my
family. Being a skin was the love of my life.

It was everything. It was more important

than girls. I was a skinhead for ten years

from 1985-1995.

MRR: How did you get out of the move-
ment?
Pen Pal: I was dating a girl who was not a

skin and did not share any of the beliefs.

After we broke up I got into trouble. I got

into a shootout with the police, got shot,

and went to jail. I had to go to rehab. In

rehab I examined my life and the people

that I hurt. Being sober helped me examine
it. I took it day by day and had time to think

about my spirituality. After I got shot I

decided I should not have survived that. I

know I have a higher calling. Skinhead

ideas are not apart of that. Now that I'm

not a skinhead 1 can hang out with anyone.



As a skinhead you are always on the out-

side looking in. Now I feel free and not so
seperated from the rest of the world.
MKR: How did you become straight-edge?

Pen Pal: I was always anti-peer pressure. I

always went the other way, out of step.

Both ofmy parents were alcoholics. When
I turned 21 I started drinking. Once I

turned 21, the peer pressure was gone. So
I drank just to drink. Once I was in rehab I

sobered up.

MRR: Do you think that straight-edge and
Christianity go together?

Pen Pal: A lot of kids get into it because
they can identify with straight-edge. It is

completely seperate from punk. Straight-

edgers look down on punk. Most S.E. kidsE up as Christians.

: Why can't you leave the state now?
Pen Pal: I am on probation. I got in a fight

with this girl. I kicked in the front door. I

had a gun. The girl had called the cops. The

copscame and I started firing. The cop shot
me six times.

MRR: What advice do you have to those
skinheadswho want to get out of the move-
ment?
Pen Pal: Be very careful of the music.
Music is a very dangerous tool. White pow-
er music had a lot to do with it, playing it

over and over again. It engenders feelings

in you, for your race, country, and heritage.

It motivates you to do violent acts. OI
music is pro-violence, it makes it seem
okay.
MRK: Is there anyway to reason with a
racist person?
Pen Pal: Not really, unless it's a friend andKalk while everyone is sober.

: The end.
If you or someone you know has a

problem with violence you can write the
Oakland Men's Project, 440 Grand Ave.,
Suite 320, Oakland CA 94610, or call

(510)835-2433, this group may be able to

refer you to a group
near you.

Now for news in So. Cal.: 1) River-

side has itsown Food Not Bombs collective

feeding the homeless in downtown River-
side, home of the Mission Inn historic land-
mark (909)785-8387, 2) Tang from KUCI
and Dave Liberation have started, the long
overdue. Southern California Scene Report,
borrowing
somewhat from the format of the long
standing "List" ofNorthern California. This
So. Cal. List is more like a mini-zine, with
ads, etc., but still very important and useful

for ourvery segregated scenePO Box 17746,

Anaheim CA 92817, 3) X-Records, Norco,
hosted the first formal Riverside Food Not
Bombs benefit. The show was very sucess-
ful in raising money and awareness.
Renae Bryant, 5 min. int., PO Box 251 Nor-
co, CA 91760-0251.



P.O. BOX 17746
ANAHEIM, CA 92817
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Excellent Melodic punk similar to BAD RELIGION
meets the DESCENDENTS. These Texas folks are

All-Guys, contrary to the obvious implication of the

band name. They 3lso have a 7" on Liberation for $3ppd.

A reissue of the classic 10" pop-punk comp, featuring

mostly ungettable tracks by: 88 FINGERS LOUIE, FYP,

THE VINDICTIVES, SQUIRT GUN, NONSENSE,
PROPAGANDA, THE BOLLWEEVILS, SICKO,

DONUTS N GLORY, THE PARASITES,

RHYTHM COLLISION, AGAINST ALL AUTHORITY
St way more !!

** *

'Y •

Pop-punk with Ska from these Orange County, CA
clowns. Kinda sounds like a cross between NOFX

(

SCREECHING WEASEL and OPERATION IVv

r»» - if'-jiTl /SNikV.'’ fif/CftSf/mrnv’mm
This debut CD from one of the coolest bands I know!
Fast, melodic punk rock with great lyrics! These guys
are Southern California's answer to PROPAGANDA,
but better! HA!

RED TAPE RECORDS
THE NEW FACE OF CONNECTICUT PUNK ROCK!

385 SECONDSOF

KITTYBADASS’
BAST COAST PANIC- 4 songs, male+female
vocals, angry 80’s style hardcore punk,
ex- Pist and Vomit Punx!

$3 each ppd

.

make checks out
to A1 Ouimet

distributors, give us
a call (203)573-9021

RED TAPE RECORDS
394 WOLCOTT ST.
WATERBURY CT . 06705
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rK7)ustopbo MQonA Records

P.O. BOX 1516
MONTAGUE NJ
07827 USA

KITTY BADASS - 5 songs, female vocals,
melodic but raw old style punk in the
vein of X and The Avengers!

BAD RELIGION
Maximum hardcore!
#2
MINOR THREAT/*
MINUTEMEN
Video for the
thinking punker.
#3
DEAD KENNEDYSJ
DOA
A lot to say and
they mean it!

#4
MDC/DICKS^
A big punk boot
up fascist buys!

# 5 \

SEVEN SECONDS
YOUTH BRIGADE
60 minutes of positive
hardcore from the masters!

OutNOW: #6!
DICKIES/WEIRDOS
Available in your fave store or order direct

PPD: $13 US/CAN/MEX $15 overseas (PAL too!)

FLIPSIDE VIDEO P0 BOX 882944
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94188-2944
Distributed by MVD, Rotz, etc.
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CALL (5(0) 658-PUNX

GRIEVING EUCALYPTUS "Just Plain Rock 'N' Roll" LP CD

Let the debut album by PA*s finest (and I

don’t mean Weston!) kick your ass like a
12 of Yeunglingl This is hard, raw garage
pop at it's finest. Vinyl is numbered ft

limited to 600. Look for their new single,

"You’re So Lame b/w "Dance” later this

summer on Just Add Water, home of the

fucking hits. On tour this July/ August!!!

CD: $9 USA/ CAN
LP: $9 USA/CAN
7: $4/ S3 each additional USA/ CAN
t-shirt: $10 USA/CAN
WORLD: add $2 per item!!!

cash or money order to Jason Duncan

DIGIPAKS: $.65 hooray!

1,000 FULL COLOR T
SLEEVES, CD'S OR nX!7

POSTERS: $60 TO $250

WE NOW HAVE COLOR
VINYL STICKERS!

CALL JUX, BRIAN OR GABE

(510) 658-PUNX OR 763-9432

FAX (510) 654-6766

E-MAIL JUX@HETC0M.C0M

P0 BOX 326 BERKELEY CA 94701

trash you need!!!

Rehabs "Motor City Weekend" 7

Rebate "King OF Hearts” 7”

Rebate "Butt Naked, Butt Wild" t-shirt large only!

Beltones "My Old Man" 7”

Nobodys "Polltcally Incorrect" 7”

Nobodys "Minus One”
Heromakers "Shoulda" 7"

Heromakers ”201” 7”

Heromakers "Here Come.." t-shlrt large ®n|y

V/A "1 Can’t Believe lt’» Hot Water*’ comp. LP/CD

iu
J - © -
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distributed by 1,000 Flowers, Rhetoric,
|

Get Hip, Rotz, Choke, Skull Duggery,
Underground Medicine, Dr. Strange,
Lumberjack, Revolver, Soda Jerk

uunfm
POB 16102 • SPARTANBURG SC * 29316
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Buttafuoco-Post Mordem 7"

Farmhouse #10 $4PPD
AIIYouCanEat / Useless i.D.(lsrael) T
Farmhouse #12 $4PPD

Comjng Soon: K.P.F. - Everything Seems O.K. '90-’93 CD / Red #9 - New 7"

Submission Hold - Flag+Flame=Fun 7" / Fuckboyz - Collection CD+miniCD

Ajso Available: Curbs - Slacker 7” $3PPD / K.P.F. - Peasants... 12" $6PPD
Red #9 - No Hope 12” $7PPD / Adversives - Search For Roger... 7" $4PPD /

Roil - Mother's Day 10" $7PPD/Tribute To The Fuckboyz - Comp.2x7"$6PPD
(All You Can Eat / Red #9 / K.P.F. / Your Mother + More) Apeface - s/t 12" $6PPD

We also distro Punk/H.C. stuff from all over the globe. Send a S.A.S.E. fora

complete catalog & Bands/Labels send samples. Stores/Distro's we deal direct!

'RECORD^- 448MAGiSoN DJ?. Sfltf#)$£,
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Records
«*y *>/».' tHifffc*

My Pal Trigger - "The Riverview Mentality 7

"Super cool kids with o promising future. Get

this record." Muddle *9

Discount - "All Too Often" 7"

"Discount are easily one of the most exciting

bands to emerge in 1 996" Spank *
1

8

Everready- "All Time Low" 7"

"If you haven't already checked out

Everready by now, then it's high time, my

friends" PP*15

Also Available: The Rockstar Comp

Rockstar Records compilation featuring

Discount, My Pal Trigger, Gob, & more!

OUT SOON: Bigwig cd-ep

u/e(> $r-le -u<,r

Gob/Another Joe - "Ass Seen on TV"

Split CD &LP
These crazy canuks finally made it across the bor-

der bringing 9 songs each on the CD and 1 1 each

on the vinyl. They only brought a limited suppy

(hint hint) of the vinyl, so snag one while you can!

This release is licensed from,

landspeed 386-1027 Davie St.

Vancouver, BC / Canada V6E 4L2

I f

.

Geeks: midy@ix.netcom.com

These records are also avaiable through these fine distros: 1000 Flowers

7" $3.50 ppd. $5 ppd world

LP/Comp $7 ppd. $9 ppd world

CD $9 ppd. $11 ppd world

all releases come with a sticker

http://www.webtrax.com/mightyidy

Rhetoric • Lumberjack Choke • Rotz • Blindspot and others

RECQRDJ
P.9. B9X 7756 • CLEARWATER • FL 3*1618

WM^nnSriT

THREE NEW PLATTERS!

Jolt: Old MilwaukeeT
Jolt: Emily b/w Eiffel Tower HighT
Mulligan Stu/Teen Idols: splitV

Seven inches: ?3 US, *5 WORLD

*1 Money Orders or Checks to Rhetoric

— Send l Stamps for a HU&E mailorder catalog

/ Stores: We deal direct 5 carry over 150 labels!!!

RHETORIC RECORDS
P.O. BOX 82 MADISON, Wl 53701
FAX: 608.259.0803

Long Awaited Compilation

"It Smells Like Spring" Out Now
on Double LP (CD Follows)

Featuring :Candy Snatchers, Pleasure Fuckers.
Spaceshits,Loudmouths,Stisism,Spent Idols,

Turbo A. C.'s, Stitches,Terrorgruppr, Squat,
2lit Cops,Resin Scrapers,WAY P, Yellow Scab,AD2
Sonic Dolls,Jet Bumpers,Suicide King, Furious
George, Electric Frankenstein, Dicky B. Hardy,

3risteens,Cynical,Jakkpot,Cunt Au Go Go,Acell 4

Hellacopters,SteelMiners

$15 PPD US, $18 PPD World

$4 PPD US
$6 PPD World

1st 7" from
Intensive Scare

Germany
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Make Checks Payable to

Cherry Blossom Enterprise

For Catalogue S.A.S.E:

PO Box 142 NY,NY 10002-0142



SlapA Ham Records
“Making Power Violence a cheesy catch phrase since 1989

"

NO MAIL DURING MAY, JUNE AND JULY

[
Spazz is touring and I'm not going to be around.

I Vacuum runs the fastest, most reliable mailorder

|

in the fucking world. They have all my releases

f plus a 500 tilte catalog filled with foreign and

|
domestic hardcore, gnndcore. fast-core, and

I everything extreme. Write to them for prices

(or see their ad in MRR for prices). All mailorder

will now be done through Vacuum (except for

i Spazz T-shirts)

,
New for the month of May

.

EL GUAPO REPRESS LP
.^Remastered and with a new cover.

[A 23 band comp that features Apt 213,

f
Charles Bronson, Agents Of Satan, ETO,

Spazz, No Less, Benumb, Slobber + more I

EMETIC / GORYMELANOMA - Split EP^

Two bands that break the speed barrier. Not

for the meek.. .for lovers of true grindcore only
j

POSSESSED TO SKATE COMP LP \

A Full Length LP comp dedicated to

Hardcore music and skateboarding

With: Despise You, Charles Bronson,

Asshole Parade, Unanswered, Spazz

and Palatka

"excruciating TERROR - Live EP

If you've never been so lucky to see the

mighty E.T. live, this will make-up for

your sorry ass missing the kings of

no bullshit grindcore. Fucking insane shit.

[begird
VACUUM
PO Box 460324

San Francisco, CA
94146 USA
(Send a stamp or IRC)

1

625 Distributed through Revolver, Rhetoric and Choke.*

f
Distros get in touch, labels too for trades.

Come see SPAZZ on tour and say what's up. Can't
wait to meet all ya face-to-face Hirax Max

/ SPAZZshirtS!

[For Distro prices. Spazz shins, or tradesl

t-*irts are $9LB,$lIvjcrId/ and $15 jap/ausl

625 productions

PO BOX 1239

MENLO PARK, CA
94026-1239 USA

whcrufl ¥ntc scnc* somc flyers. .i'll do the same..looking to

trade tor sXe. black metal, hardcore, grind ...but no emo shit.

Down to trade 1 for 1 for your releases too. just write to see what s

up., if it s got melody I don t want it

"Sweatin’ To
The Oldies”

S3 in

rs4

PHOBIA!
‘Enslaved’

PHOBIA
CAPITALIST
ICASUALTIESI

64 song CDl
5 song 7*

74 song CDl

Slap A Ham direct mailorder is back!

All prices postpaid / US currency only
|

US/Can. Surface Airmail 1

7*= $3.5O 4 6

CP= $10 11 13
\\s>L

1

Dfstro: Revolver USA / Scooby Poo|

STiCKER. GOlfl
702 Secnrtis

PO BOX 204
RENO NV 89504
APATHETIC STATES OF AMERICA

PH: 702-324-7865
FX: 702-324-5899

stickerguy@powernet.net
www.powernet.net/ ~ stickerguy

in666
.666
.666

SPAZZ/GOBS" SCARED OF CHAKA s/t LP/CD

BIG THANKS TO
ALL WHO HELPED
WITH SOC EUROTOUR!
Coop, Black Bolt Bruce, Annie, Kees, Joachim, Barny,

Sonne, Tiberiju, Petr, Anderz, Martin & Thomas, Brudi,

Krzyzstof, Bozo, Gianluca, Andrea, you all fucking rock!

bands wanted for comp 12' benefitting the Western Shoshone

Defense Project. So far we have LOS CRUD0S, FALL SILENT, and

SCARED OF CHAKA. you don’t have to be a political band, you

just have to give a shit as individuals, get in touch!

702 is distributed by: Rhetoric, 1000 Flowers, Subterranean,

Lumberjack, Choke, K, Revolver, Get Hip, Surefire, Revelation, Smash.

Incognito, Slow to Burn, Helter Skelter

quit puttin it off you goddamned slacker! do it! get***

your sticker design
printed for as low as

C
V?NYL STICKERS—-CSffiEE PRICELIST!$2.0
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The Coolest ,
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ALSO AVAILABLE: PUNCROCK FANZINE no • 3 , 4 , 5 - SCREAMINO BLOODY M|RYS

LIVE 3-D 7" - DRUNK t DISORDERLY COMP 7* - CANDY SNATCHERS/
screaming bloody marys split 7* - spider babies "Vieb of hate lp.

p.o. BOX 130 ARDSLEY. NY 10502-0130 - TJ.S.A.
S^rtvi -,a.::h or Money Order« ma.dc out to MICHAEL OKU

'
”
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PROP 13
IGE IS GOOD
'rewed-up

-Ox Magazine
71 On tour

this summer!
CD $10, LP S8

98 MUTE
SELF-tmED 0 . t o<

Catch them on
the Warped lOur
CD S10. LPS8

g* \ $4 »
«
%' P p

i

Stay tuned foe killer new releases from..

DIVISIA, WAR CALLED PEACE, CHEATER,
DESPISE YOU/MAN IS THE BASTARD, & 16

M prices postpaid In US. In Mexico and Canada
add SI per Itam. The mat of die World add $2 per V,
S3 per CP. cas*, $4 per U>, Send well concealed
cash. check*, or nwws payable in UjS. funds to*

Theologian Records pob 1070
Hermosa Bch. CA 90254

http://theologlanrecards.cdm
Send for a bee catalogue and stickers.

\&S&i fife
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LL t £7d
Charier0 Is good.



admission is

free.

If you

look for these

bars you're on

the right track.

From there on

you'll probably

discover all the

Well you asked me to write some

sort of scene report about

Antwerp city. Well I'm glad to do so and I'll try

to give you

something different. First of all, Antwerp is a

big city where lots of different stuff happens

and you will find something that will please

you for sure. It's always been a city of night life

and this brings us to the fact that there are

many subcultures. But in a way the heart of

these subcultures always seems to mingle.

Enough bullshit, kere's the scene report.

It seems over the years Antwerp’s

old city center always attracted the young

outcasts, hippies, punkies, and spunkies. Also

a lot of the so called alternative small shops

are down there, fashion shops, bars, restau-

rants, records shops, etc. Here is a list of some

goodies for when you are around.

Old city center is near Big Market

(Grote Markt) and Groenplaats. From

Centraal Station hop tram 3, 10 or 1 1 (you

can get away with it without paying ) until the

Melkmarkt stop.

Thirsty? Well there about a 1000

bars around Antwerp's old center, most of

them with no curfew, open 2 4 hours. Here are

some special ones worth exploring:

Bars: Hemeltje or heaven ( though

I'd call it the hell). This is a small cozy

drinkers bar with lots of punks and mostly

street wear kids into US hardcore. But above

all it’s a drinkers bar famous for its Disco

nights and dancing on top of tables. Hemeltje

“Oude Koornmarkt Antwerpen ”.

SpagghetyWorld urban culture cafe

is nice with a special interior decorated by

urban artists. It serves pastas and other food

and is not expensive at all. Once a month they

do special parties with occasionally my hum-

ble self as a DJ. The last party was Vampire

Night by us creatures of the night. Oude

Koornmarkt Antwerp.

Cartoons Cafe is a small indepen-

dent film theater with their own bar down-

stairs. It has a cavey interior in the basement.

Every Thursday night live bands play and

rest.

F o r

cheap meals
check out Spag-

ghety World
(above). Grin-

gos Cantino
Mexican food

has veggie

plates and is lo-

cated near Har-

bour Ernest Van

Dijck Kaai. At-

lantis is veggie and vegan ( Melkmarkt ) . Also

don’t forget Belgian chips are the best.

Venues: Lintfabriek Mechelsesteen-

weg Kontich has all sorts of punk/garage/

trash on a regular basis. Monty Montynistr

Antwerpen has some bigger bands but is

mostly alternative. Sorm j.h. Autonoom center

has info and gig nights at Victor de Langhe

Straat 73 Deurne Antwerp and every Friday

they have People’s Kitchen, real cheap.

Bands bands bands around these

days: SCALE SHEER SURFACE are from Antw-

erp and play crazed lunacy. Their music is in

the same vein as NOMEANSNO and VICTIMS

FAMILY in theirown interpretation, with former

band members of THE SCOUNDRELLS. They

have their first 7 inch out now on Conspiracy

Records called“Speakerkiller''. You bet it does.

Contact: Buds/Pots Oudebaan 1 3 Ekeren Donk,

Antwerp Belgium.

KIN WITHOUT THE BLOOD is an

Antwerp band evolved out of the former

band VAIS. With a new drummer and 2

guitarists, in the same direction as VAIS but

with a bit more aggression. Though the old UK
punk/grind influence remains it is melted

down with their metal sound. New demo out:

Blow 971. They're looking for a record deal,

labels! Contact: Ingrid/ Everaertsstraat 112/
Antwerpen 2060 Belgium.

RUBBISH HEAP is a new young band

from the Ekeren area. They kick ass live! With

a strong sound, powerful vocals, and hard-

core influences all over from RORSCHACH to

AGNOSTIC FRONT. Strange guys. Their debut

7 inch sold out rapidly but a repress is now
available

called“Path of Lies'out on Conspiracy Records.

RUBBISH HEAP. Watch out for them, they're

hot Contact RUBBISH HEAP: Lindelei Antw-

erpen Belgium or at Conspiracy Records.

NOISE REDUCTION is a crust as fuck

band from Kontich Antwerp.

Their influences are punk as fuck and so is

their sound. It is worthwhile to get in touch

with them. They have wide political interests

and also run a tape label ( Kurt does ) called

Filth Ear.

They're a d.i.y. band in the true meaning of the

word. Contact NOISE REDUCTION/Filth Ear

Distro: Heldenstr 53 Edegem Belgium.

8 BALL is Antwerp crew hardcore in

the American meaning of the word, CRO-

MAGS and LIFE OF AGONY stylee. They get the

house jumping with believe it or not Markus

offormerEARDAMAGE/ZYKLOMEA. But don’t

expect them to sound anything like that. They

gig a lot and have gathered a following in

Antwerp of street wear kids. They've got a

good debut CD out “Where Gravity Ends

.

Contact 8 BALL Markus/ Anuciatenstr Merk-

sem Antwerpen Belgium.

TACHEN has EARDAMAGE and ZYK-

LOME A members and a bit of VERDOMDE
IDIOTEN. In a punky style of the good old

days, take these former bands and mash it up

with hardcore and ska. They've played a few

gigs so far and have their first demo out of

their ska/reggae/punky/blow your horns

stylee. Contact TACHEN: PO Box 2 7 Borger-

hout 1 Antwerp Belgium.

OFNIOFWA This Kontich based band

plays weird nonsense music with 2 drummers

.1



and lots of cacophony though they're brilliant

and original. I love them. They sound and

remind me of THE RESIDENTS, drunk and
drugged up with all they can score. No record

outyet, just playing live. Contact: OFNI OFWA/
Lintfabriek Mechelsesteenweg Kontich Bel-

gium.

ZENTORPEDO. This new Antwerp

band comes from ex-ELOAHIM people with

old BADDIES member Thomas. They dress up

and act weird. Their music is described as a

danceble festy sound with a hell of a lot of

HELIOS CREED influences. Contact: Thomas/
Everaertsstr 102/ 2060 Antwerp Belgium.

M.0.S.S.( Marginaal Onder Drukte

Speedsnuivers ) Antifa Antwerp hardcore from

former drummer Zen of drunk punk band

SKATTA. Yes they did exist before the Scottish

SCATHA. They have 2 bass players and no

guitars and crusty vocals all over, this anti

fascist punk band. Zen also runs a tape label

of Antwerp Antifa hardcore. Contact: PO Box
27 / 2410 Borgerhout 1/ Antwerp Belgium.

HUGG SHOT. THIS new band to the

scene did one live show so far. They were
extremely loud and had a good time on stage.

They reminded me of old school h.c. with

crusty squealing vocals. Their bass player used

to play in a Brussels h.c. band OUT FOR
BLOOD.

KISS MY JAZZ IS best described as A
pseudo jazz band with loads of room for

experimental nightclub music. They are at

their best in sleazy bars, out of it. swallowing

whiskey. THEIR first CD “3 Docs Place Friday

Evening" IS a masterpiece believe me, totally

worthwhile getting- cold frenzy jazz. They

remind of TOM WAITS, or James White of

ATMOSPHERE. They have a new 10 inch “In

Coffee We Trust" out now.

BAD INFLUENCE have been going

for 1 2 years now and have a few releases.

They tour a lot ( if they are not hassled by line

up changes) and are still playing their own
desperate paganpunk. Their haunting riffs

and massive grooves generate pure intense

power from the heart. Their latest release was
“Afterbirth," a 10-inch/CD. They just did a

small tour of Europe ("End ‘96 with Pain").

At the moment they're working on all new
songs. They are a four piece again with KISS

MY JAZZ and RUBBISH HEAP members. They

plan to record/release new stuff soon. Con-

tact BAD INFLUENCE: PO Box 590 Antwerp 1

2000 Belgium.

MAYA, a collective or a family, have

been around a few years already. They pro-

duce spacey stuff in the style of OSRIC TENTA-

CLES mashed up with some heavier guitar/

noise work. They ex-

periment a lot, all 9

off them, and love

bands such as AM-
BUSH, CONTROPOT-
ERE, and COUNTER-
BLAST but don't

sound anything like

that. They have a CD
out on a brand new
Antwerp label by

people (Joris) of

B.O.F. Conspiracy
Records for SPACE-

MEN 3 fans on acid.

Contact MAYA: Tho-

mas/ Lange Leem-
str 388 Antwerp Bel-

gium.

KARMA is a new band of NOISE
REDUCTION with vocalist crust all over. You

would not expect this truly great anarcho

punk band with female vocals and 2 bass

players. Check em out (see NOISE REDUC-
TION). They released their first 7 inch on

their own label.

NOT YET is an all female band in-

spired by Kim Gordon’s KITTEN, Lydia Lunch,

and other hard hitting female bands. They've

just started to gig around these days. They

have an original approach live (whips &
chains) and kick ass. They supported BAD
INFLUENCE and RUBBISH HEAP last time and
did not drown. Totally check em out. Contact

NOT YET via Conspiracy Records later in this

report.

BAD H’ASH, formed out of members
of ASHBURY FAITH, BADINFLUENCEand KISS

MY JAZZ, started as project band (and still

is). They have one track out on the compila-

tion CD Cannasistance (read further). For

this number they mix reggae with heavy bass

explosions and hard-hitting tribal drums,

squealing guitars and raw vocals. Contact

Cannassistance/ Kapucinessenstr 43 2000
Antwerp Belgium.

EXHAUSTED reformed the band from

people of the Sorm venue. They put on a great

fucking live gig when i saw them, weird shit

with FUGAZI influences and covers in their set

and the madness of FRANK ZAPPA. Contact:

Victor de Langhestr 48 2100 Deurne. Antw-

erpen Belgium.

CAGY are a brand new band and
have released one demo so far. They've played

quite a few shows and are best described as

oldschool hardcore with a twist of the nineties

new school. Hi ha.

THUMBSDOWN are another band copycatting

the whole old school thing. They have mem-
bers of CAGY and their first 7 inch is on the

way.

New bands in the Antwerp area who
I missed out live so far or haven't heard

anything of music-wise are: ORANGE BLACK
( PAVEMENT style), GWYLUONS ( pop punk
rock), RAIN (old school, INSIDE OUT influ-

ence), FACEDOWN (metalish, xxx),

S.Y.C.f hardcore), SHORUM (death metal),

HEADSTRONG ( old school US h.c. ) . SUSPECT
(first 7 inch out, h.c.), UNSURE (pop punk
rock), BETWEEN THE LINES (old school

h.c. ) , BRAVEYARD ( ex EXHAUSTLESS REVOLT )

,

DIECAST MACHINEHEADS (anarchopunk),

DYSURIA ( doomy ) . and INSANE YOUTH ( an-

archo h.c.).

Zines//zines//zines// Fogbound
zine has reviews, an interview with FACE-

DOWN personnel, etc. Contact: David/ Provin-

ciestraat 64 Kamer 21 2018 Antwerpen
Belguim. Freedom zine is a diverse zine strug-

gling for decriminalization of soft drugs and
various info on underground stuff happen-

ing. It contains the Fuck Pages. See Cannasis-

tance for a contact address. Ultra Eczemazwe
plus tape compilation (with MAYA. SCALE
SHEER SURFACE, FLEAS AND LICE, BAD IN-

FLUENCE. RUBBISH HEAP, etc. ) . This zine has

interviews of RUBBISH HEAP, BAD INFLU-

ENCE, BLACKHOUSE and more. Contact U.E. at

Dorpstraat 64 Stabroek Belgium. Dying World
Newsletter has info on the global scene and

it’s free. Contact: Vinny and Deef/ Albertdreef

25 2950 Kapellen Belgium.

News news//news out of the un-

derground//news news. Some more hot news

of the needle.
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Blah Blah Blah Tattoo and Piercing Studio/

oogie boogie. Run by people out of the under-

ground scene dedicated and devoted to their

own style with lots of tribal and symbolic

tattooing. Address: Munpie.st. Jacobs Markt

69 2000 Antwerp. Open tu/sat 1500 hrs

until 22 hrs. Tel. 03 226 42 79.

Old re-issue news: ZYKLOME A. No
they are not doing a reunion

But they are releasing everything they ever

recorded plus more on some American label

soon. So stop paying ridiculous prices for their

first LP. Mark says so!!!!!!!!!!!

Radio Centraal is a 24 hrs radio

station with lots of different shows. It is a

pirate station where BAD INFLUENCE people

do shows and punky shit on it like Horny Hour
Kicks, Shockreport. Kralenspel, etc. and much
more. Contact Radio Centraal/ Ernest Van

Dijckkaai/ Antwerpen Belgium. Any bands

that want their stuff to be promoted send

your stuff to BAD INFLUENCE PO Box 590
2000 Antwerp i Belgium. You will get air-

play. Punk as fuck!

New label alert: Conspiracy Records

of Joris of B.O.F. They give new Antwerp bands

some opportunities such as RUBBISH HEAR

MAYA, SCALE and also international bands
like KURORT. They will start a new 10 inch

series in the beginning of 1997 with releases
*

from AMBUSH, TRIBES OFTHE NEUROOT, and
more. Out on Conspiracy: MAYA, ESCAPE CDs,

KURORT 7 inch, OSLO. RUBBISH HEAR and
SLOW DEFEAT demos, and 7 inches by PATH
OF LIES, SCALE SHEER SURFACE, and
SPEAKERKILLER. Contact Conspiracy Records/

Lange Leemstr 388 Bus 12018 Antwerpen.

B.C.C.B. ( Belgium cannabis consum-

ers org.) is fighting for the legalization and
decriminalization of soft drugs such as can-

nabis. They put out a brilliant newspaper

every month and organize “blow-ins" and
squat houses for parties, etc.

Cannassistance ( organized by drug

war victims and the music mag Freedom )

have released a CD as a benefit for themselves

with contributions from SCALE SHEER SUR-

FACE. ZEN TORPEDO, ZION TRAIN, OSDORP
POSSEE, MAYA and loads of project bands
such as THE ANTI NARCOTICS LEAGUE peo-

ple. THE HEMP AID BAND, a reggae version of

MASSIVE ATTACKS Free the Herb with ten

vocalists on it, BAD H ASH, a project of BAD
INFLUENCE/ASHBURY FAITH/KISS MY JAZZ
( a weird combination indeed ) , trance fuck-

ers ES BLENDER ( SCALE and STARFISH POOL
and mastermixer De Labie), NEVEN. PER-

VERTED BY DESIRE, TASSILLI PLAYERS and
many more. The CD is out now. Contact Canna-

sistance/ Kapucinessenstr 43 2000 Antwerp
Belgium.

There is a new squat in the center of

town squatted by homeless people. A second

squat at the Vogeltjesmarkt is squatted by 4 0

people who declared themselves indepen-

dent from the Belgium state and laws. They

call themselves “Vogelvrijstad” (outlaw city).

They were squatted for only 1 and a half

months when they were evicted, and then

they returned the battle continues

Upcoming releases of independent

books about subcultures are in the works. The
first release is a photobook about people. All

pictures are accepted but we're looking for

special weird pictures, sexy pictures, funny

pictures, ugly pictures, shocking pictures, love-

ly pictures, any pictures really. Write your

name and address on the back of each picture

you send us and you will relieve a copy of our

book if your picture is in it.

The second release is a mag about

punx. goths, outcasts, and fetishism. Send all

your ideas, pro and con articles, anything.

Stones, photos, art, fantasies, ideas. Tell us

about your fetish. Could be tattoos, piercings,

toothbrushes,

combat boots, socks,

undies, rubber, nylon, scent of armpits, any-

thing really. Everything serious and interesting

will be used. Both books will be edited by me
and two mutual friends into the bizz. Send all

your stuff to BAD INFLUENCE c/o H. Herwin/
PO Box 590/ 2000 Antwerp 1 Belgium.

Don't be shy- 100% safe and honest as a

rubber.

The Fuck Pages newspaper first is-

sue is in the making and will contain the first

six Fuck Pages of the Freedom zine plus

extras and interviews and brainfood. All ads

are welcome: labels get in touch for rates. It

will be printed newspaper, slug and lettuce

format/stylee. It’ll be handed out free and
distributed in 5000 copies. Contact BAD IN-

FLUENCE (address above).

There are lots of art centers with

wacko exhibitions of Antwerp underground
artists. At the moment there's an expo in the

homeless squat and every year there are art

gatherings such as Bunker- art exposed in old

war bunkers, Fabrick Right- old fabric used as

exposing space, and Black Box- squatted pack

house with weird expos and live gigs. THE EX,

BAD INFLUENCE. VAIS and others played

there.

In the summer there are full moon
events, big raves with live bands such as

metal/punk/house/etc., all the typical UK
Festival stuff, piercers, bodypaint, chill out

zone, and more different DJ crazy shit for the

children of the night.

Antwerp square Groenplaats has

punx meetings that happen especially in sum-

mer. Do watch out for junkies- don't let these

bastards fool you, they're worthless tossers.

Well this is far from complete but

the most important things are said I guess. I

left out some stuff I’m sure but heh. my brain

ain't perfect. That's it for now. I hope you like

it and if you're traveling through Europe

come down and have a beer. Go wild.

Greetings, H. Herwin. Disobey the

fuckers.



FINN PUNK IS BACK TO THE MAP
PROFANE EXISTENCE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY

DIY PUNK NOCK &
SERVITUDE S/T 7" « 1|\RC ifAMCERS /

DEFIANCE NO TIME 7" Ml
1 ft# li*!.1*B MPa

SERVITUDE S/T 7" III

DEFIANCE NO TIME 7" Ml

PROFANE [XISTFNCF #31 (SUMMER ISSUE PT. 1 ) II

PROFANE EXISTENCE #32 (SUMMER ISSUE PT. 2) II

HEUKRUSHER DOOMSDAY HOUR IP VIM

V/A WHISPERS DOUBLE LP AND 7" XII

SATE OF FEAR THE TABLES WILL TURN... IP VIM

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE INVENTION EXTINCTION IP VIII

ASSRASH S/T LP UMI

COPROFILIA LATINAMERICA AH UNTIRING STRUGGLE 7" III

CHILDREN OF THE BARREN WASTELAND 7" III

DISAGREE/UNGOVERNMENTAL SPLIT 7" III

MISERY NEXT TIMET' Ml

CHRISTDRIVER EVERYTHING BURNS LP/CD VIII

COUNTERBLAST BALANCE OF PAIN LP/CD/CS VIII/VIII/V

FLEAS AND LICE GLOBAL DESTRUCTION 12" VII

ASSRASH/FLEAS AND LICE 7" Ml

HIATUS S/T 12" VII

COPROFILIA 7" Ml

S.S.T. SHUT UP AND BRINK LP VIII

PUBLIC NUISANCE CHEAP SEX AND BOOZE EP III

DOOM FUCK PEACEVILLE DBL LP / CD X/VIII

PROFANE EXISTENCE MAGA2INE #29/30 WITH FLEXI IV

STOREY PUNX VIDEO WITH S.S.T.. DREAD MESSIAH. VIII

& COITUS (VHS / NTSC SYSTEM ONLY!)

STATE OF FEAR WALLOW IN SOUALOR EP III

ASSRASH SAVE FOR YOUR DOOMED FUTURE EP III

DISKONTO A SHATTERED SOCIETY EP III

DEAD SILENCE HELL., HOW CAN WE MAKE ANY... EP III

STATE OFTHE UNION EP Ml

SEND WELLCONCEALED CASH OR MONEY ORDER •

W*m ^WPImTlME E.p.l
1 1 . Ji V - iWPJk>* wri»irir~ -~ «; mum: li—ilf

MISERY WHO’S THE OMH...LP/CB VIII

DEPRIVED & RESIST FUCK ALL GOVERNMENTS EP III

PISSED S/T 7" Ml

HIATUS WAY OF DOOM EP Ml

NAUSEA EXTINCTION IP VIII

DOOM POLICE BASTARD EP III

AND THE FINAL SKULD RELEASES ONL Y RELEASE:

DIRT BLACK & WHITE DOUBLE LP (DISCOGRAPHY) XII

POSTAGE PAID PRICES

CODE: II III 111+ IV V VII VIII X

US $2 $3 $3.5 $4 $5 $7 $8 $10

CAN / MEX $2 $3.5 $4 $4 $5 $9 $10 $12

WORLD AIR $4 $5 $5.5 $6 $7 $12 $13 $15

$T FOR FULL LIST OF OVER 600 O.I.Y. PUNK TITLES
•JLIIU WILL WWHWfcHfcfcW wnvi. — * _ _ _ __

PROFANE EXISTENCE PO BOX 8722 - MINNEAPOLIS, MN SS408

HUQH0
KQnBA

BRILLIANTNEWMELODYMAKER FOR
ALL 70 S STYLE PUNK FANS " MCD

US$10 / DM 15 / UK£7 / FIM40
PUNKROCK.HARDCORE & CRUST

AH Prioes Airmail PPD Everywhere
& Fucking East Same Day Servioe.Trv Uelllllllfll

CASH or I.M.OTfrom poatoffice )

KAAOS :Total Chao* CD (Cult HC) $16
TERVEET KADET:Sian Of The Croee CD
(Lateet studio album .raw as hell llim $16

TERVEET KADET:HC Brutality CD (63-songs) $16
HARDCORES:Mesaenoer CD (Best new RNN Killer) $ 10

BASTARDS:Wortd Burns CD (82 HC Killer) $16

BASTARDS,SEKUNDA,RIISTETYT eto 82 HC) CD $ 16
NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS IN 1994 Cornu
(TERVEET KADET.UNBORNSF.THE BRATS,

HYBRID CHILDREN.GOREDOCTORS & GND.AH unre
leased songs,brilliant killer punk/HC) LP $13 / CD $16

MASSKONTROLL:Reovole Or Die EP (OOP Rare Crust) $6
HIATUS :Fashioned Shit CD (MEGACRUSTIII) $16

RATTUS Here Comes Death CD (24-song attack) $16
ASOCIAL.Total Asocial CD (Cult Swede Crust) $16
MI$FITS:Qet s A Stage VHS VIDEO (Brilliantlll) $26
MOB 47 :Qaranterad CD (82-songs.Swe Crust) $16

TERVEET KADET:Rubber & Blood CD (26 HC hits) $16
VARUKERS :Nothings Changed EP (Ciit UK HC) $6

HARDCORES :Edens Burner CD (Killer HC Massacre) $10
KURO : 1983-1986 CD (Jap Crust Gods) $18

fl:Splrt EP $7
rj:Sexist Sooiety EP (Ultracrust) $6

$:SplitEP(+ Patch) $6
ANWL .PIg Iron MCD/10" (80k Punk Legend) $10/$ 12
ANTI CIMEX/SHITLJCKERS :Sollt EP (82 Swede HC) $7
AMEBIX :Beginning Of The End CD (UK Cultlll) $20

KAAOS.Nukke EP (85 Rnn HC Classic) $6
KAAOS :Valtlo Tuhoaa EP (Rough as Helllll) $6
ROT Intense Noise Core CD (Jap HC Gods) $ 16

RIISTETYT:39-sonc CD (Ctassio HC) $16
RAMONES:Unreleased Tracks CD (Brilliantlll) $20
ENOUSH DOGS:Bow To None CD (Great Punk) $16
RUPTURE :Lust & Hate CD (40 Crust Hits) $ 1

6

FEAR OF GOD rSiauchter EP (Aaarrgghhlll) $6
REVOLUTION X :Zaoata EP (Mexican Crust) $6
SCUM NOISE :Chaotic CD (Raw Brazil Crust) $16
APPENDIX:Suomineito MCD (Rnn Ciit HC) $10
KUQLUEET KUKAT.Tavastia EP (ex-KAAOS) $6
Our massive new catalogue includes

over 3.600 Punk,HC,OH,Crust,Mod etc

releases absolutely something for everyone!!!!!

send $2 cash / 3 x IRC (or free w/ order!!!!!)

We need also contaots from all around
Ihe JNeild so conectors.labels.distributora

St stores get in touch.We deal directly!!!!!

We re also soeoialiet of old PUNK/HC and have
classic rarities ala; EAT,STAR CLUB,000,D0GS,
BALONEY HEADS,BRIARD,WIDOWS,EBBA GRON,
FRESH COLOR,FILTH,RATSIA,MAGQOTS,STALIN,

XTRAVERTS,DESTROY etc etc 1

A.A.R.MAILMURDER (mrr)

P.O. BOX 174
FIN-11101 RIIHIMAKI

FINLAND
tel + +358 40 5481267

tel/fax + +358 19 721328
email jukka.sateri@aar.inet.fi
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UNION CARBIDE PRODUCTIONS - THE GOLDEN AGE OF

U C P Legendary Carbide recordings mixed with a few hard-to-get

gems. ind. a couple of trax from their Steve Albini recordings. CD-$I2

THE ODD NUMBERS - A GUIDE TO MODERN LIVING (LTD

ED PICTURE-DISC) The European picturedisc-version of this sure-to-

be-classic is limited to 500 copies!" PIC-LP-$I0

ODD NUMBERS-MOVE ON UP/I AM ONE

Ltd 7" for the Dolores Singles Club made in 500 copies. Covers of Curtis

Mayfield and The Who. 7
H
-$4

STARMARKET - SUNDAY’S WORST ENEMY

Starmaket returns with a brand new record filled with powerful pop-

tunes. Supported Texas Is The Reason on their European tour. Pic-disc

is limited to 500 copies! CD/PIC-LP-$I2/$I0

STARMARKET-UNSAID Superhit from the latest album with three

unreleased demotracks. CDS-S7

STARMARKET- T-shirt "Sunday s..."-cover on white TS-$I2

RANDY-THE REST IS SILENCE Ultra-fast and socially aware

punk. Rave reviews in MRR, among others. CD/LP-$I2/$I0

RANDY- Tour T-shirt "The Rest..."-cover on white TS-$9

MONSTER-DEBBIE Soul/SKA-influenced 77-punk. 7
M
-$4

BRICK-SUOMI Chicagosounding HC-mayhem. Look out for their

upcoming album produced by Shellac's Bob Weston! CD-$I2

ift isomm USA mcoros (SxE ho
FRODUS - 22D-I0

Spazz-core from DC-trio feat. Battery-member. CD-$I2

OUTSTAND - WHITE CANE Beautiful debut 6-song mcd with

emotiolal, energetic post-HC. MCD-S9

NINE - TO THE BOTTOM Angry HC with emo-tyrics. MCD-S9

N L B- Label-Hood Label-logo on blue hood HOOD-545 (We also

carry tees for the NLB-bands like Ultimate Concern, Nine, Outstand.)

CRY - WRONG ATTITUDE Longrunning Swedish garage-punkers

with a 7" for Ken Rock. 7"-$S

IDYLS - DOWN WITH IDYLS Fundamentalist garage feat, a

member with a Phd in Garage-Rock (No joke!!). 7"-$5

X-RAYS - GROWN UP DRUNK English punkers release a 7" for

Ken Rock. 7"-$5

UPPERS RECORDS (Mod Label)

THE SOUNDTRACK OF OUR LIVES - WELCOME TO THE

INFANT FREEBASE The amazing debutalbum from this band

featuring the coremembers of Union Carbide. This special vinyl

edition is limited to 1000 2-LP-5I3

V/A - THE ROOTS OF SWEDISH POP VOL I -MOD

YEARS A compilation of early, Swedish Mod-pop from the 70's to

'80s. GREAT stuff! CD-512

V/A - THE ROOTS OF SWEDISH POP VOL 2-GARAGE

YEARS Fantastic Swedish garage for those who aren't lucky

enough to have all those obscure vinyls. CD-512

SUPER EIGHT GROUP - LADY OF THE SUN

A perfect blend of 65/66 mod/psychadelia. CDEP-59

GWEN STACYS - 1,2,3,GO!

Reincarnation of The Jam; but this group hail from Soderkoping in

Sweden. An instant hit! CDEP-S7

ROADRUNNERS - S/T

Garagepunk/R A B with a singer who sounds like an angry, young

Van Morrison. CDEP-S7

UPPERS- Label T-shirt Target-logo on white! TS-SI2

ALL PRICES EXCLUDES POSTAGE A PACKING !!!

Weights Classified: Ep/7" = 60 g I2"/Lp = 200 g CD = 1 15 g

Airmail prices: 250 g = 56, 500 g = 512,1000 g = 525,

2000 g = 535

(Ex. 3xLp, 5 Cd A 3 Ep = '355 g = rate 535 ,
got it ?)

Send cash only in reg. Envelope, no checks!!

Dolores Records AB
Box 129

401 22 Gothenburg
SWEDEN

Fax:+4631-150424
E-MAIL: dolores@algonet.se

Labels/Bands get in contact-we will carry your stuff!!!

Stores/Distr fax +4631-150424 for our latest wholesale list!

Please, list alternative, it really speeds things Ufli

ATTENTION
LUMBERJACK DISTRIBUTION AND MAILORDER IS MOVING

Hey kids. Lumberjack is moving to the hip rock capital of north western Ohio. That* right, Toledo. Why, you ask? Cheap rent,

good food and a new centralized location to provide better service to both mailorder kids and store farts alike. So check out

all things to come. If you thought we sucked before, you’ll hate us even more now. With our new virtual store, www.lumberjack-

online.com, taking mailorder and wholesale orders over the net and our new feature packed catalogs and advertisements, we

aim to be the best, most efficient distributor in the world. Hold onto your hat and keep on truckin. Lumberjack* pissed!!

PO Box 434 Toledo, OH 43697-0434

WE ROVE AUGUST 1ST. USE THE OLD ADDRESS TILL EARtY JUUf, 199Z THEN SWITCH TO THIS ONE. THE WEB SITE WILL BE UP IN LATE AUGUST. NEW E-MAIL AND PHONE NUMBERS WILL BE POSTED SOON.

Brand new trom Little Deputy Records the first in a series of Comp 7” featuring bands hailing from the great state of TEXAS!

LONESmSHOWDOOT
Volume 1

Cash, check or Money order to Joey Edwards please If you live olitside the U S please send a little extra dough.
It you just want a catalog send a stamp. Coming Soon Mike and the Molesters T. Coward/ SAP spilt IP and more.

Little Deputy Records Po Box 7080 Austin Tx 73713

Distributed by
. Subterranean, Rhetoric, 1000 Flowers, Get Hip, Revolver & direct at (512) 467 6135.
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SACKS/Oe A FRAGMENT ARC TWO SPANISH

-Write for a free catalog

-Straight Edge bands send song for a worldwide sxe

CD compilation that will he out out next September,

WRITE FOR WHOLESALE PRICES & GENERAL f

:

DISTRO PRICES.TRA0ES WELCOME!

four song
7” out now!

Sound Idea Distribution

POBox 3204

Brandon, FL 33509-3204
Phone (813) 653-2550

Fax (813) 653-2658

ORDERING INFORMATION.
MINIMUM ORDER IS $10 or it

will be returned. Fm not kidding.

PAYMENT IS TO BOB SUREN.
Prices are postpaid in the US only. Add $3 for

first class postage in the US ifyou want it

Can. and Mex., add SI per item for surface.

Can. and Mex., add $1 per item plus $3 for air.

World, add S2 per item for surface.

World, add $4 per item for airmail

PLEASE LIST ALTERNATIVES or you may
get a credit slip. Big orders get FREE STUFF!
CATALOGS: Send $1 US, $2 world.

Discharge "Fight Back + Decontrol" 7" $5

Spazz/Lack Of Interest 7" $3

His Hero Is Gone "15 Counts" CD $11

Capitalist Casualties "S/T" CD $12

Final Conflict "Re-birth" CD $12

Resist "Endless Resistence" CD $13.50

Totalitar "Multtoationella Mordare" 7" $3

Disrupt/War Collapse 7" $3

Slight Shippers "Over Come Pain" 7" $3

Fit For Abuse 7" $3

Stack "MondonervakUon" 7" $3

Aus Rotten "The System Works" LP $8

Aus Rotten "Fuck Nazi Sympathy" 7" $3

Plutocracy/Phobia LP $7.50

Seein Red/Opstand 7" $5

Seein Red "Marinus" 7" $3

Clusterbomb Unit "Greetings from the USA" 7" $5

Forced Expression/Apt 213 7" $3.50

Christ On Parade "Sounds of Collection Discography" CD $9

Samhain "Black Dream" CD $15

Rotten Sound "Losin face" 10" pic disc $9

Cripple Bastards/Suppression LP $7.50

In/Humantty "You Future Lies Smoldering" 7" $3

Iron Cross "Skinhead Glory" 7" $3.50

Crudity "The Total End" 7" $5

Confuse CD $12

Excrement ofWar "Cathode Ray Coma" CD $13.50

Totalitar "Ni Maste Bort" CD $13.50

Totalitar "Sin Egen" CD $13.50

Zyldome A "Noise and Distortion" CD $1

1

Voorhees "Smilin at Death" CD $11

Raw Power "Burning The Factory" CD $11

Terveet Kadet "Hardcore Brutality" CD $11

V/A "The Furious Years of Italian Hardcore" CD $13.50

Wretched "Lotta Per Vivere" CD $13.50

Dropdead "Drop On" 3" CD $7

Dropdead "S/T" LP $9 (Dutch pressing)

Spazz "Tastin Spoon" 5" picture disc $5

Masskontroll "WIU You Ever Learn" LP $8.50

Masskontroil "Warpath" 7" $3

Social Infestation 7" $3

Cripple Bastrads "Best Crimes" CD $1

1

Naked Raygun "Basement Screams" 7" $5

Descendents "It Sux Being Single" 7" $5

Asshole Parade "Bury You" 7" $3

Crucifix " Dehumanization" CD $13

Crudflx "Dehumanization" LP $8.50

Doom "Fuck Peaceville" 2xLP $10

Subhumans "The Day The Country Died" CD $12

Subhumans "From The Cradle" CD $12

Subhumans "29:29 Split Vision" CD $12

Subhumans "EP-LP" CD $12

Subhumans "Worlds Apart" CD $12

Overcast "Begging For" 7" $3.50

Outpatinets "Hardcore Outcasts" CD $8.50

Svart Parad "Sist Krlget" CD $13.50

Pist/Half Empty 7" $3

STORES: GET IN TOUCH
FOR WHOLESALE RATES!

And be sure to visit the

Sound Idea Store

113-H East Brandon Blvd

Brandon, FL 33511

Open 7 days — noon til 8 PM
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State Route 522 (

"Samson Is Apollo"

NB CD. $6.00

4 new songs. Limited Edition

of 500 numbered copies and
that's all. Split release with

Henry's Finest.

"All About Friends"

$8.00Hardcore Maniacs

Comp. CD.
1 000 numbered copies.

With Botch, CR, Trial,

Threadbare, Indecision,

nineironspitfire, Impel,

Coalesce, Screwjack,

Jough Dawn Baker, and
State Route 522

Botch
"The Unifying Themes

of Sex, Death, and

Religion"

9 song CD.
The "John Birch..." and "Faction"

7"s plus their track from the "I

Can't Live Without It" Comp. 12"

The Excursion
Compilation
14 band sampler CD

Only $3.00 All good stuff.

Some unreleased.

Send stamp. Get catalog.

Prices are postage paid in the USA. Can/Mex add $1 per item.

Europe add $4.00 per item. Asia add $5.00 per item.

$7.00

rxcursion
IjP.O.BOX 20224AjP.O.BOX 20224
SEATTLE.WA 98102

Katatanlc TFLaLl QjideJt

VIA, Goode Tyme Jhambhoree
LP only

CD&LP

The Go Nuts, World’s Greatest

Snak Rock Superhero and
Gorilla Entertainment Revue
CD only

Calling all freaks!

Calling all freaks!

Your attention

please! Katatonic

Mail Order is

proud to

announce that we
will sell to

absolutely any-

one. We want to

sell you not only

our records, CD's,

t-shirts, etc., but

we also want to

sell you hope,

cheap! Convicted

felons welcome.

The peeping tom,

purse snatcher

and mattress tag

ripper are our

friends. Death

Row inmates

please ask us

about our special

rush service!

Featuring Planet

Pimp, Lookout,

Estrus, Rip Off

and a bunch of

other labels.

The above items are $10.00 LP, $13.00 CD ppd US.

Send orders and make checks payable to:

Katatonic

1032 Irving St. # 970
San Francisco, CA 94122-2200

Phone/Fax: (415) 661-9183

Service Without Psychosis™

VIDEOS
Punk / Hardcore / Industrial

Free Transferring

AVAILABLE TO ANY
WORLD SYSTEM

Send a SSc stamped self addressed

envelope, or $1 for a BIG LIST

!

Call or Write: Peter De Mattia

8 Haddon Rd. Hewitt, N.J. 07421

USA Phone: (973) 853-4420

e-mail: peterd@warwick.net

THE STITCHES
3.50 Talk Sick/Beat x 3 (Vinyl Dog) Black

3.50 Second Choice/Stuck (Disaster)

3.50 Sixteen/In Heaven (Vinyl Dog)

4.00 Two New Cuts (Vinyl Dog) 800 copy

press, clear vinyl with red blotches

7,25 8 X 12” (Vinyl Doel White Vinyl

U. S. BOMBS
9.50 Put Strength In The Final Blow CD

incs. tracks from the 2 x 7” (Disaster)

8.50 Garibaldi Guard LP (Alive)

8.50 Never Mind The Open Minds LP

4.50 THE NO-TALENTS-New

?. 5'O (Va.cl - Yootjtr 4<v(/u) '~p

3.50 THE STARVATIONS-Shut Up Sirens

staight on punk (Vinyl Dog)

3.50 STATIC 99-S/T (Disaster) O.C. Punk

3.50 SPOOKY-S/T (Disaster) Misfits types

9.00 Various-Punk Rock That’s Real CD
12.00 V/A-lt Smells Like Spring 2 x LP

Tons More Cool Shit Available-Send Stamp

or $1 Shipping U S. per order: 1st class $3

4th class $1.50 Foreign write first

Cash/Check/M.O. Payable to:

UNDERGROUND MEDICINE
P.O.Box 5075

Milford, CT 06460-1475

Fax (203) 937-4585 Phone (203) 932-0070

% SOCIAL 4L-

RETARDANCE
MAILORDER
Stuff on our label and other local crap:

NEW>
SORE 09 The Impossibles

“Absolute Po\ 100% Go” 7” EP

Three teengenerates stick their stiff little fingers up a

toy doll’s ass. 6 songs of genuine AZ punk *97. $3.OOppd.

SORE 08 Snap Krackle Drop

“No Love” 7” EP Red Vinyl!

4 songs. 1996 Tempe band with a true vintage

old school punk rock sound. $3 OOppd.

SORE 05 V/A

“Too Precious To Be Disposable” 7” EP

Phoenix area punk compilation with Horace Pinker, Generiks,

E.R.D., & Alan’s Fear $3 OOppd

SORE 01 Ernie’s Rubber Duckie s/t cassette album

15 songs of E.R D ’s brand of sillv-core. $5 OOppd.

V/A “Only 14% Defunct”

cassette album (No Theme)

SKD, The Impossibles join 12 other bands from

Tucson, Vegas, Sacremento, and Seattle. $3 OOppd.

» Vomitus ••Sutimov” cassette album (Endustry)

Crust-core with former singer ofGrum $4 OOppd

cash/check/monev order payable to William Tvnor. U S funds only 1

Canada/Mexico add SI. Outside North America add S2

Social Retardance P O Box 25666 Tempe. AZ 85285-5666 U S A

Please List Alternatives! ! Some of this stuff goes quick.

visit our web site yvww.dancris.com/-ganglu



DISGRUNTLED MAILORDER'

*usst
NASHVILLE PUSSY 1369.

Seven inch. Super Raw
garage rock.

ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN Sick

Songs CD - Brand new album by
these punk rock monsters.

THE STALLIONS. Hey
Baby. Its... LP

EATER. All of Eater

CD

THE SUSPECTS. New Dawn...

CD - Great mix of Oi, hardcore &
straight up punk.

LOTS OR STUFF:
CHAOS UK Live In Japan CD • 16 songs
ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN Conquers the World CD
EXPLOITED Live In Japan CD • 19 songs

GBH Live In Japan CD • 1 7 songs

LICKETY SPLIT Volume Won CD
LOS INFERNOS Planet Kaos CD
THE LOWDOWNS Diggin A Hole LP
MANIC HISPANIC The Menudo Incident CD
SHAM 69 Live In Japan CD • 13 songs

SHAM 69 Kings & Queens CD
STRYCHNINE Dead Rats & Oakland Dogs CD
SWINGIN’ UTTERS More Scared CD
22 JACKS Uncle Bob CD
WELT Kicked In The Teeth Again CD
V/A “Independents Day” CD/LP* 20 song SoCal punk
comp with Manic Hispanic, US Bombs, Welt, more!

V/A “It Comes From The East” CD/LP • 11 band comp
with Furious George, Electric Frankenstein, Yellow Scab,

Stisism, Skin Candy, The Helldevils, Trick Babys, etc.

V/A “How To Start A Fight” CD • 18 band comp with

Bouncing Souls, NoFX, Rudiments, Skrew 32, Youth

Brigade, Swingin Utters, Blount, etc.

WORKING STIFFS Dog Tired

CD/LP - Riff driven San
Francisco street-punk.

THE ADZ Hits For The

Gutter 10" ep.

CALAVERA Dead
Love - 7”

SEVEN INCHES:
BRAND NEW UNIT • CANDY SNATCHERS • DIME-
STORE HALOES • DRAG TRIPLETS • FULL FLEDGE
LEDGE • THE HELLDEVILS • THE HUMPERS •

JAKKPOT • MANIC HISPANIC • ME FIRST & THE
GIMME GIMMES • POSITIVE STATE • SPIFFY • STAL-
LIONS • STISISM • SUICIDE KING • SWINGIN’ UTTERS
• THE WEAKLINGS • YELLOW SCAB • ZEKE double 7”

• 22 JACKS /CLOWNS FOR PROGRESS • SCREW
32/MOIST/LOWDOWNS • SEWAGE/HAMMERBRAIN

Lots more. Send for free catalog.

UK SUBS Occupied
CD

CDs- $10, IPs - $8, EPS- $7, Seven Inches - $4 • (Any 3 seven Inches (or $10 plus appropriate postage!)

Postage Info US/Can. /Mex: CD or LP - $1.50 for first, ,50c ea. additional. 7” - .50 each.
International- double above rates

Money order or well hidden cash (your risk) gets same day response. Checks will take longer.DISGRUNTLED MAILORDER
4470 Sunset Blvd. #195, Los Angeles, CA 90027.
« Stores write for wholesale list! » Labels looking for reliable mailorder - get in touch!

Distributed by PROFANE EXISTENCE P.O. Box 8722 Minneapolis. MN 55408
SPIRAL RECORDS and EQUALITY INC. 191G Pike Place #12 Seattle, WA 98101

$4 CRETIN 6 6 -STOLEN CAMA
RO JOYRIDE /ALL THE WAY7"
$4 CAR BOMB DRIVER- 4

SONG 7"EP
ROCK N FUCKIN ROLL YEAH!
TUNNEL RATS-
OUR WAR IS

| NEVER OVE
| CD $ 1

0

j’CASH" OR

j

MO TO
JEFF ? :

SKIPSKI
SASE FOR FULL
CATALOG

(
WATCH OUT FOR

THE CONFEDERACY OF SCUM
SUPERSHOW THIS SUMMER

BALONEY SHRAPNEL
POB 6504

PHOENIX AZ 85005
ALL PRICES PPD N . A.

1

ONLY

[SYNTHETIC
PRODUCTIONS
THE FINEST IN THE BAY
AREAS UNDERGROUND LITERATURE

SHADOWLIES
8 . 0 0 p p
THE LATE
GREAT DAVE
McCORDS
FIRST PUB-
L I S H E DNOVEL
DEALS WITH
DECEPTION

,

DRUGS, SEX,
AND THE UN-
DERGROUND.
WE WILL BE PUB-
LISHING DAVID'S
POSTHUMOS WORK
INTHECOMINGYEAR

OUT NOW - LESS ROCK
MORE TALK $10pp
AN AK PRESS SPOKEN WORD
COMPILATION FEATURING:
MYKEL BOARD, NOAM CHOMSKY,
TOM' LEONARD, JELLO BIAFRA,
JAMES KELMAN, PENNY RIMBAUD,
NORMAN NAWROCKI, M. GIRA,
STEVE POTTINGER, JERME SPEW,
PETER PLATE. BE THE FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK.

1ML BOX 2714 BERKELEY CA 94702



MRR: I know who you
all are and what you
all play so I don't

have to go through
that bullshit, so let

me find the first

question. ...uh. we’re

here in the Violent

Society huge tour

bus. there’s like 9

sound guys, props,

naked girls... OK.
maybe not. but you
are playing the
punkest of the punk
clubs. CBGBs, in the

punkest city. NYC ! !

!

Ooohhh. . . have you
played ABC NoRio
before?
Pat: Yeah. Once about a year ago. Our first

show in NYC was Nightingales in 1994. We
played with Home 33.

MRR: Were people into you guys back
then? Where people dancing and shit?

Mike: Well. no. not until we played the Bad
Brains cover song.

MRR: What's different about this show as

opposed to Nightingales two years ago?
Rich: Dude. I’m here!

Pat: We’re all fatter now. and Mike Blank is

in our van.

MRR: You're headlining now. there’s like a
million people here to see you guys.

Pat: Ahhh. well, we're just happy to be here!

MRR: Cool! Well, lets back up some... Stan-

dard questions: when did the band start

and what about those metal influences...

like the first 7"?

Pat: Metal rules. We started March 27. 1990.

It was me. Mike. Kelly, and we recently

acquired Rich here.

Mike: It started in Religion Class. We used to

write songs making fun of the janitor. Paul.

We still have the song.... We’ve known each
other since 1988. we were into, like, Mega-
deth in high school. . . metal wars. . .

MRR: How about Rich?
Pat: We met Rich at the Adicts show at the

Pipeline. ..he was our first choice when we
lost Dave.
Rich: I like metal, but I love punk rock.

Abrasive Wheels.
Kelly: The Police.

Mike: I like Ween....

MRR: OK. stop, you’re scaring me..enough
with the metal, tell me about the punk rock.

Do you wanna do this for your entire lives,

drop everything and tour forever?

Pat: Yeah! If it comes down to it that we can.

definitely.

Mike: We don’t know how to do anything

else

This interview

took place in the Vio-

lent Society mini-van

in NYC right before
their CBGB s Feb
2nd show . Violent

Society are: Pat So-
ciety-vocals. Mike-

guitar. Rich-bass,
and Kelly-drums.
Also present was
Mike Blank and
Dean. Dean the Sex
Machine , although
they didn’t say
much.

MRR: Well, some bands,
it’s like a phase, they
get to certain point and
then it’s done, it inter-

rupts too much with their

lives and it’s too much
work, so they give it up.

Mike: Oh. God. if it were
a phase it would have
been over a long time

ago! ! ! !We still haven’t

grown up...l guess it’s a
five year phase.
MRR: So basically, if

you could tour nonstop, you would, but

what about money? You’d need more of it to

live, and I know you guys like to sell your

stuff for cheap, or even give it away.
Mike: We know what it was like growing up in

a place where we had to pay. like 12 bucks
to get into a punk show, and we just figure if

you’re gonna have to pay 8 bucks to get

into the show, you shouldn’t have to pay
another 8 bucks for. like, a tape! I mean, we
know inflation, prices are gonna rise, but

we’d like to keep ours as low as we possibly

can.
MRR: How do you feel about punk bands
that do charge a lot of money for their stuff?

Pat: That’s their prerogative, we don’t want

to preach, butwe hope by doing this, bands
will follow.

MRR: OK. I like that idea.... speaking of

touring, what would be the ultimate band for

you guys to tour with? Blanks 77? Motley

Crue? The Exploited? Venom?
Mike: Oh, I’d tour with Venom! ! ! !

MRR: That would be the ultimate??! !

Pat: Oh. that would have to be the Exploit-

ed!

MRR: What about you. Rich?

Rich: I love Abrasive Wheels.
MRR: Yes Rich. I am aware of that. (Rich

wears
t h e
Abra-
sive
Wheels
shirt al-

most 7

days a
week,
that
band
should
pay him
adver-

tising soon)
Mike: I’d like to do something with the UK
Subs, maybe.... anybody really..

Kelly: The Anti-Heros.. and The Blanks 77!

(Mike waves at him from the back seat)

Mike: Stop loving it!

MRR: This is a big issue. ...politics in punk
rock... you guys are one of the top punk
rock bands on the east coast, and when
you get more popular, you run into

problems. .selling out. copyrights,

money. .how do you handle this? How do
you feel about getting bigger?

Pat: If you are gonna label yourself a punk
band, talk about something. Whatever you
believe, it should be in your music, other-

wise it’s just rock and roll and we’ve got

enough rock and roll...

Mike: Selling out. ..it’s how you do it. it’s the

way you do it....

Kelly: It’s the turning away from what you
believe for financial gain. . .they can sell

our shft in Tower as long as they sell it for

five bucks!
Pat: Selling out is too broad a term... I mean,
we’ll play with whoever we want to play with.

. . we are never going to not associate with

a band just because we don’t agree with

what their politics are. it goes way beyond



food.
What
about a
s e mi-
major.
like Epi

that.

MRR: So. do you ever want to play and
make really really high guarantees and live

off this?

Mike: Well. I guess if there was a way we
could do i*

that. like, ev
eryone coulc
be happy.
MRR: Oh. nc

one’s evei
happy! Has
anyone evei

called yoi
sellouts?

The whole
band: Oh
yeah! O
course!
Kelly: People
call us sell

outs because
we aren’
playing tc

four people
anymore!
Mike: I don’
know wha
their problerr

is because
we’ve onli
gotten a lo

better as c

band ....

Pat: Our song
writing has
definitely gotten better....

MPP: From the days of the janitor songs? I

don’t believe it! Well, what about C.I.? (Cor-

rupted Image Records from PA) How long
have you been with them?
Mike: We’ve been dealing with them for

about a year and a half.

Pat: Everything they put out has some sort

of a message, y’know.... oh my god!
(We are momentarily interrupted as this

punk guy known in NYC as “Angry Stuart”

walks by displaying his enormous orange
mohawk.)
Pat: That thing just keeps getting higher
and bigger!

Mike: That is the hugest thing I have ever
seen!(Everyone starts cracking up.)

MRR: Well, the kids wanna know. . . when
is the new album coming out?
Mike: Hopefully by the summertime, we
have it half written right now. we work on
it about six hours a week.
Pat: There’s only. like, four or five peo-

*'

pie that work at C.l and they get things

out really quickly, they’re really efficient,

especially for a small label.

MRR: That’s hard to find, I know! Any plans
to go to Europe or go on a big US tour?

Mike: Oh hell. yes. Anyone wanna help us
out?
MRR: Will C.l. help you go to Europe?
Pat: Oh. sure, Jeremy from C.l. toured there
with a band called Serpico. so he’d proba-
bly know how things work and shit...

Mike: They have to be into the music and
they don’t care what style it is. as long as it’s

good and they’re into it. they’ll do it. and
they’ll do a great job.

MRR: That's awesome, but what if a big

major label came to you with an offer?

Mike: If they could meet our terms of low

costs and theway we wanted to do things...

.

Kelly: Then we'd never sign to a major cuz I

don't think they’d ever want to meet those

terms!

Mike: Well, we have no complaints with C.I.,

so I wouldn’t see any reason to switch to a
big label. I’d hear them out though, espe-
cially if it involved free food.

MRR: It's

a l l

about
the free

Kelly: Anyone who has been into the scene
for at least a year or so realizes that it takes
a certain amount of money to keep a band
going, especially when you have a van. etc.

The naysayers are the ones who don’t un-

derstand the expenses.
Mike: It’s now a successful band, a self-

sufficient unit since we don't have to dip into

our own pockets as often. Which is a good

/ taph?
Pat:
That’s

just a stepping stone to a major label, which
isn't for us. so why bother?
Mike: We're not gonna sit here and
say we hate bands on
major labels,
cuz I don’t

listen to
bands,.;
o n ?j

:

m a - $

thing, because we’re getting older and I’ve

got bills cornin' outta my ass.

Kelley: The more you play, the more money
you spend, the kids don’t understand that.

Mike: It’s funny, because now pop-punk
seems to be on a bit of decline, and west
coast labels are taking an interest in the
east coast sound, it's becoming very “in"

these days....

MRR: Green Day out. Violent in?

Pat: Uh. well.. not. .exactly.

MRR: Well, let's go to a sex question. Who is

your Punk Rock Goddess?
Rich: What's that?

Mike: The girl from X.

Pat: Mike Blank. Rich
likes black leather

girls.

Rich: Yeah,
dude.. I don’t

know. I

don’t
have
one.
have a
tattoo

chick.

though.

jor
la -

bels. . .

so. I’m not

gonna be a
hypocrite.

MRR: Do you think

money and punk is an evil

combination?
Pat: If there was no money, there would be
no equipment to play punk!

here
on my
leg.

Mike:
o l y

Sty-
rene is

cool. I

like her...

Pat: She
had brac-

es!

MRR: On her
legs or her

teeth?
Pat: her teeth.

MRR: You drink,

you drink, and you
drink. .and you don’t drink

(pointing to Pat) are you
straightedge?

Pat: Yeah, it’s something I got into a long

time ago. I like a lot of the music, I guess. It's

not my favorite, but I definitely like it a lot.



We don’t have any straight songs but we do
write about friends of ours who have had
substance problems. I wrote “Wake up and
Die” about a friend of mine with a cocaine
problem. To make kids aware of this, that it

can be a shitty thing to live with.. .

MRR: Is that the person that you dedicated
the record to? (at the bottom of the 10”)

Pat: No. that was Keith, he died of heroin.

He was the bass player for the Decepti-
ons. He was only 18. it was a real waste.

Mike: He was nice guy. really harmless. . .

and the whole thing about heroin is such
bullshit, so media-oriented....

Kelly: When the guy from Smashing Pump-
kins OD’d on heroin, everyone in Philly ran

out and bought the exact same kind of
heroin that he had done. It’s fuckin’ sick...

Rich: Or when that Kurt Hambone guy died,

they had suicide hotlines and shit.

Pat: Kurt Who?
Rich: Hambone or Kobain or somethin' ... it’

s crazy. . . people trying to kill themselves
when someone else dies. .it’s

nuts. .it’s. .it's.. it’s.. uh...

MRR: I get the point. I think. Well. Rich, what
if someone in your band got a really bad
addiction? Would you drag him. kicking

and screaming to rehab, or say fuck it. and
keep playing?
Rich: I can’t even see that happening to

begin with.

Kelly: It’ll never happen because we don’t

interfere with the band. I’d try to help him.

but if you don’t wanna listen...there ain’t

nothing I can do. .he’d still be my friend and
all

Kelly: A problem becomes a problem when
it affects more than the individual. When it

affects the kids, the label and the music,
then it's a real problem.
MRR: Hmmm true, well, I think I have one
more question. I asked you all the basics
and standard shit. Our
scenes are so ridiculous,

it's like high school, with

cliques, rumors, who’s
selling out. who’s getting

beat up.... it’s like a soap
opera, you waste all your
time and energy on
bullshit, when it's really all

based on the music which
gets thrown to the side a
lot . . . What places seem
more ideal that you’ve
played?
Kelly and Pat: Washing-
ton DC!
Rich: Connecticut.
Pat: Chicago’s great, as
well.

MRR: Finally, what does
"The Rise of Punk Doesn’t
Mean Anything” (the
name of the 10“) mean?

and "Society”

.

Mike: Our original name was W. S. Stands for

“We Suck.”

MRR: Oh boy. That’s horrible. You do like

Special Duties, though?
Kelley: We were gonna name our 10” "Spe-
cial Duties” which would have been confus-
ing

as hell.

MRR: But kinda funny

have any money to buy drugs cuz we sell

our stuff so cheap!
Pat: I’d never turn my back on anyone I

cared about. If talking to him didn’t work. I’d

convince him to go into rehab somehow,
they've gotta want to go there, in a way. .

.you can only help someone so much, you
can’t force it down their throat.

Rich: It's kinda weird. I think people can do
whatever they want as long as it doesn’t

here way af-

ter that, so the rise and fall doesn't mean
shit.

MRIR: Did you or did you not get your name
from the Special Duties song, "Violent Soci-

ety”?

Pat: No! Everyone asks us that. I came up
with the name. I was reading through mag-
azines around the time of the Persian Gulf
War and kept seeing the words "Violent”

Kelley: Oh. yeah.
MRR: Well, that’s

it, anyone got
anything to add?
Kelley: I love
Limecell....

Pat: Aba-
lienation, Urbn
DK
Rich: Chapter 13

from Kearny!
Mike: Disen-
chanted. The
Goons. The Sus-

pects. Quincy Punx
Mike B(ank: What about some bands you
hate?
Mike: Bush. The name says it all.

Violent Society can be reached
through C.l. Records. 739 Manor St. Lan-
caster. PA 17603. phone 717-391-punk, fax
717-391-6550.



Interview by Mundo
What to say about this band? A great bunch of guys who 2

play no frills hardcore. Ladies and gentlemen, I give you
Strychnine... Well, three of the four members anyway. Derrick a , ; i „

~

was in L.A., but that's par for the course with this bunch. Jimi-
J (vocals), Lenny - L (guitar), Markley ~ M (drums).

MRR: The usual name and what you do. d: Yep.
J: I'm Markley and I play drums. MRR: Did you ever play an instrument
M: I'm Little D (Derrick) and I play bass. them? __ . T7

L: I'm Lenny. I play guitar'. J: (laughing) I smashed stuff m Hells
M: I'm J imi. guitar cases.
J: I'm Jimi and I play with myself. MRR: Was that part of the act?

MRR: Are you all originally from the Bay Area? J: I was just... whatever, you know. I i

L: Yep. played. I had a little guitar that I d pi

j: I've been here for ten years now so I guess I am with every once in awhile. I can play l

now. Mo, I'm from Fresno. L and M: Shit! (laughter)

M: Texas and Arkansas and I've been here a while. MRR: What about you, Markley?
L: You've been here a long while. M: My last band was Zero Hour and
J: Seven or eight years. Econochrist.
L: Since I was eighteen, fool, and I'm twenty- eight MRR: What happened with Zero Hour?
now. You've been here ten years! M: Uh... a bunch of flakes.

.

M: Jesus L: Christopher went camping, daughter
J: Damn. Give it up. J : Yeah, Christopher went camping.
L: Derrick's from Concord. M: Yep...Christopher went camping.
J: Concord and Atlanta. Where else? MRR: Anything prior to Econochrist?
L: San Diego. M: We had different names for that sam<

J: Yeah, he's from all over. He's a citizen of the much,
planet. L: kick em down.
MRR: Why did you decide to move to Berkeley, Jimi? J: Father Motherfucker!
J: Kind of happened. It wasn't really a conscious M: Me and John from Econochrist pla^

decision. I had the chance to move up and I took it. bands for about ten years before we i

MRR: What about you, Markley? J Wasn t one or em Father Motherfuc)
M: I was sick of living in Arkansas and needed a M: Father Asshole (laughter). Criminal

change. L: That s the one I was thinking of.

L: Econochrist just wanted to play Gilman Street! M: Neglected Youth.
(laughter) MRR: So what drew you to punk?
M: Yeah, came for Gilman Street. Stayed for the M: I just heard the music and feel in 1

drugs, (laughter) L and J: Ahhhh! That s nice.

MRR; Since you brought up Econochrist, let's talk M: I found a Black Flag tape,

about your old bands. Let's start with you, Lenny. J : Is that what started you?
L: Sure. My last band was Filth. My very first band M: Nah. I was listening to the Pistols an
was Isocracy. So what. "Fuck you" anybody that's before that but I found a Black Flag
laughing about that, (laughter) That's about it. Filth blown away,
did a bunch of tours and I met Markley through MRR: What about you, »-imi.

Econochrist and all this happened when I got back J: Oh God! I don t know,
from Santa Fe. L: Hell, he don't remember! (laughter)

MRR: What about you, Jimi? JL It: wts or '80 when I first started.

J: Uhm... Hells Kitchen for about two years, I guess, that when I first started listening to it.

Capitol Punishment for two years, and this. MRR: Do you remember your first show?
MRR: vou Sana for both those bands? J: Yeah. I went to see Social Unrest, UK Decay

Kitchen. Like



that band with old Joey Shithead?
L and Ms D.O.A.
MRR: Was this in Fresno?
J: Yeah. I guess that was '80 or '81. It was at a place
called The Belmont Ballroom. It was crazy back then.
That's when like all the hippies were still around
and you'd beat them up because you were a punk. It
was kind of fun, actually. I mean, you know, it's
something to do when you re fifteen.
L: Landlocked in Fresno.
J: Yeah. In the valley there was nothing to do but
pick grapes or go to punk shows, which were few and
far between back then, too. I've seen some good old
bands. Like I saw Minor Threat and there were like
twenty people there and they just fuckin' rocked.
Personality Crisis, same thing. Twenty or thirty
people. Shows like that. I'll never forget 'em but
that's what got me into it. Also The Ramones and the
Sex Pistols.
MRR: Lenny?

L: Jimi's got a few
5

years on me, so I
didn't-really get
into it until about
'84 or '85. About
the time a lot of
the good bands
were polishing up
their shit and not

. doing anything
anymore, like
Black Flag. X
missed a lot of
good shows by
about a year in
the city. All the
big good shows. I
saw some good

*
.
bands though.

•
‘ Actually, I was a

'a > shitty little red*-

.

*
. neck kid and had

>
>

^ * some underlying
,

4

. racist values. I
4 **-***•<% * - * T was with one of my

bud- dies when we were
little kids walking home for lunch one day in high
school and I said a pretty fuckin' nasty thing. He
basically verbally slapped my face. We went back to
his house and listened to his records because he was
already into punk and I got into it. I started off with
7-Seconds and Black Flag and all the stuff that came
before that, the Ramones and the Sex Pistols and all
the way back to the M.Y. Dolls. That was it. I've been
with it ever since. v
MRR: What about your high school experiences? Did
you get fucked with for being a punk?
L: Nothing like getting beat up by a redneck, (laugh-
ter) f

"
• -

. :

J : Nothing like the sound of "punk rock faggot"
coming from a, four wheel drive.
L: That's right. I still know the sound of a four wheel
drive coming up four hundred yards behind me. I
still get tense when X hear that sound, (laughter)
J: AhhhhJ .

' -

M: I think El Sobrante and Little Rock, Arkansas are
on about the same level.
L: I grew up in a little suburb by Richmond (El
Sobrante) about thirteen /miles from Oakland.
MRR: It sounds like you guys are just a bunch of
goddamn yahoos. I mean you've got Jimi from Fresno,
Markley from Arkansas. I'm surprised you didn't
start a country band, (laughter)
L: High school was cool for me. I didn't really go and
I still got to graduate. I just Skated around. Stole
wood from lumberyards. Built skate ramps and got
stoned a lot. It was really easy to get booze in those
days. I had a blast. Broke into video games to buy my
first instruments, (laughter). Ripped off a whole bag

of quarters. That's how I got my first Fender amp and
guitar.
MRR: Do any of you have any formal musical training.
Drum lessons? Guitar lessons? Band in High School?
M: I played drums for The Marching Cherokee's,
(laughter) T took one semester of jazz drumming.
J: Did you understand it?
M: Yeah, but my instructor was a total pothead and
never showed up. (laughter)
L: I took guitar lessons, for about six months when I
was eight or nine years "old and I don't remember a
-fuckin thing about how to read music or anything
like that. Everything I know I taught myself.
MRR: How did the idea for Strychnine come about?
L: I went down to Santa Fe, New Mexico to hangout
with the guys from Logical Nonsense and I lived

' there for about seven months. I couldn't take it down
there though, way too slow for me so I came back up
here. I had decided a long time ago that if Markley
was freed up from Zero Hour and stuff that I wanted
to jam with him. We just started hanging out when I
got back and ended up getting a place together not
too long after that. Then we started Strychnine with
a couple of other guys.
J: We were all couch surfing together.
L: Yeah, mine and Mar'Kiev's original thing started
with Mike-OPsycho from Filth.
M: It was Greg, actually.
L: Oh yeah! Greg from Li Dopa. He quit, then Mike*0
came m. Then I met Jimmy. We started hanging out
and, to make a long story short, I asked him if he
wanted to give it a shot. He was still singing for
Capitol Punishment at the time and he said sure. He
started doing both for awhile until Capitol Punish-
ment died.
MRR: Why did Mike~0 leave the band.
J: Uh, Mike was going through a lot of shit at the time
and we just got into it one night while we were

, _ playing and he quit.
I

j

1 MRR^Where did youfind Der-

mW I 1 jL ^ J: He was in the front rowm ^
#

at the Nightbreak.
L: The night Mike quit.

J : I turned around and said "Derrick, do you want to
play bass?" He said "yeah."
L: He played a show two days later with us.
M: My mom asked if we found him at The Gap. (laughter)
MRR: Do any of you feel any
pressure to live up m —
to your past ^ ~ ir

achievements? I
mean coming from ~ *1

Filth and Econo- ^
Christ in particu-
lar, a lot of peo- k

jifeL - —-~

pie were and * j® I

still are really
into those jjjCi
bands. w-

M: A lot of kids - v 1 £

disappointed Lkr
when they^saw ^ „

pecting a lot
more out of me. r - ~ r-
MRR: In what
ways? *
M: Just the era- . .

v
Tic

zy drumming
stuff I guess. It - WrL -TCL
(Econochrist) '

^
*

was more technical music. We're t
(Strychnine) just a basic punk
rock band.
J: Taking it back to the roots, (laughter)
L: I don't feel any pressure about that shit. This is
what I do now, no matter what it was before. This is
actually the best band I've been in, to tell ya the

strychnine



truth. Fun-wise and accomplishment- wise. In two
years I can't believe all the shit we've done.
MRR: What types of things do you sing about, Jimi?
J: Just day-to-day bullshit. Whatever emotion I'm
going through is what I write about. People just
pissing me off.

L: All the way up to drinking with your buddies. We
cover all the bases and stay pretty much to person-
al politics.
MRR: So Jimmy, you write all the lyrics?
J: Yeah.
MRR: What about the music?
J: Mostly Lenny. Derrick's starting to help out and
Mike-0 wrote a lot in the early days. Markley does/
some of the arranging, (laughter)
MRR: "Arranging." I like that. Let's hear some tour
stories. What happened in Germany?
L: Pottsdam.
J: Yeah, we had a bomb scare in Pottsdam.

It was at this squat that's been up for about' two
years and they'd had the

\ -fire pit in the same

-

<«/ l< J? j
.5’

* * X'

X

.. i
* place for the

L r i it' U4 last two years...
: X ‘ M ,Jp f*-\ !*'

.

They didn't
I ? Jlfe X know what it was
r

I

r 4/
Jjf > / but there was aS m

'

/ »
little pipe look-

ila m U .ing thing com-
bi|X ojl '

r. ing out of the
k %

'

* mM ft , ground and the
jr ^ ^5fg :

»i/ fuckin' thing
r|*’ v ‘1 just ignited
’

1 )
J

v while we were
|

r ;• there. There
< X

;; )
was flames and

n j|L h J: It was an in-

. h I ’! cendiary bomb...

irMUL ' War Two. It was

* British or
md it just got
r detonated.

«
7

;

jjf. tri
,

»
ill

« ;{ f \ ei-
* *' ther British or

Ameri* ' ^
< P‘ can and it just got

lodged in the mud and never detonated.
They're all over the hillsides there.
J: Ten more minutes and we'd all been blown up!
MRR: Any other stories?
M: We almost got arrested in Mexico.
MRR: What happened with that?
J: It's a. sore subject.
M: Well everybody was asleep except for me and
Lenny and we thought, what the heck. Well go park
down by the border and walk across like we could in

Tijuana. X
J: Fuckin' explorers, man. Vv

-

M: We took this street that said Juarez and all of a
sudden we

:

st the Mexican border.
I,: We have to drive over at this point.
M: So we're like "ok, we'll just go through and turn
around". As soon as we get into Mexico they (the
Mexican border guards) tell everyone to get out of

the van and they said if they found one marijuana
seed we were all going to jail and all of our equip-
ment would be impounded.
L: We're talking "Joe Jackass Cop."
M: And earlier we were rolling a joint and the weed
got blown out and went all over the van We were
sweating our asses, (laughter) But it all worked out
and we got through.
J: Chalk one up to experience.
L: We didn't have a very good time in- Pensacola
either, but that show wasn't for us. We just got
slapped on some crazy ska koo-koo show.
MRR: You played with ska bands?
J: We played with the Suicide Machines and Automat-
ic-7. Those guys are awesome, (laughter) Love those
guys. Sheeeet.
M: Mo hard feelings, guys in the Suicide Machines.
They wanted to kill me on Halloween.

MRR: Why is that?
M: We went to one of their shows in Cleveland. I got
really drunk and was heckling them. Telling 'em to
"pick it up."
J: "Play more metal!"
M: More metal and I tried to pull the singer's pants
off. (laughter)
J: But we played with them in Pensacola and they
were really fuckin' cool guys.
M: Yeah, but I heard people saying they wanted to
kick my ass in Pensacola. It was Halloween so I was
wearing my death rock wig. (laughier)
L: Tried to pass it off like it wasn't him. (laughter)
M: I was incognito. . \ f / :

MRR: Let's change gears. I've got to ask what was it

like being in the East Bay when it all exploded, you
know with certain bands getting money thrown at
them and what not.
L: It's up to the bands. I'm not going to mention any
names but it's up to thebands to takethe money. The
money part isn t what pisses me off, it's the selling
out of the scene and the things we built. There's not
one of those bands that anybody can think of—
without me mentioning names- that could've made,
not what they're making now, but they could've done
well on an, indie label ana didn't have to be on MTV
or walking into Tower and seeing their eight-foot
cutouts stuck up saying "appearing at" and all that
bullshit.
J: Yeah!
L: I thought a lot of what the scene was based on was
making up your own rules and doing it the way you
wanted to. Once you start playing major corporate
rock hardball then you shouldn't be involved in the
underground scene.
MRR: What's the East Bay scene like these days?
J: It's pretty drug induced.
L: There's a lot of bullshit going on with drugs these
days.
MRR: What about Gilman? Do you guys have much to do
with that place?

-n _ _ _ J: I don't ever go.

Cc w\TJmT I? L: I had a lot to do with it in
I L# i a

^ 1 I iml 1 1\| mi the beginning, not as much
KJr JL Ft JLV I 1 K ^ as some people, but I was^ there a lot in the begin-

n i n g , but not anymore. That place, has al-

ways been swamped with crazy politics and

. wj êrY

" ’

^

MRR: So where do you see yourselves in five or ten
years down the road?
L: Broken down in Fayetteville with no show,
(laughter)
J: Wow! I don't know. Sitting on this couch with a beer,
bitching about going to work the next day.
MRR: Markley?
M: Doing whatever I feel like doing. Taking it day-to-
day.
MRR: Closing comments or thank you s?
L: Yeah, thanks to Profane Existence, Muckspreader,
Chaos UK, Pete and Paula the Roadies, One Common
Voice, Spite, Kieran from The Restarts, Bristle , The
Generiks and everyone who came to our shows and
put us up.

. , «...

Oaklanc
fchnine can be reached at: P.O. Box 3313,

CA 94609 or (510) 654-5124.
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Svery tijne I see the IDIOTS, I come
rome with high spirits, beer soake

J

hair and raging, adrenaline. FnckL
punk rpck is what the IDIOTS are £_

ibout, it s good old hardcore at it's

trashiest best. Crazy frontman
Knp runs around like a lunatic (I

:e it best when he decks out as a
y Scout myself), Alike hammers

away on his guitar with a somber
fury, Matt wrangles his bass with a
fierce sneer, his pointy little

mohawk drooping as the set fires up
and Jeff pounds away on the skins,
sweat flying. Look out, cause these
boys have been recording, and mayK; to a town near you.

id by Beth I Hear You
mona Loudmouth somsome-

rioted. Read on to hear all about
Boom s dad-LarryJflvnt!, Mike s big
screen debut at a KISS concert,
Matj^s^job^as a hot dog boy, and

MRR: Why is your name Boom King?
Boom: King is my JAKS messenger name
cause I worked for King Courier. I gave up
messengering for piulk rockism.
MRR: What do you do besides being an
Idiot? How do you support yourself?
B: GA. I’m hopefully gonna get SSI.

MRR: On what premise?
Boom: Dyslexic nvperactivitv, short term
attention'span deficiency.
MRR: Were you a Ritalin kid?
Boom: Yeah!
MRR: Are you a Ritalin adult?
Boom: If I wouldn’t have ever
told mv parents I

was get-

MRR: What other bands have you guys
been in?

Jeff: I’ve got no claim to fame.
Boom: Bullshit! You’re born and raised
native!

Jeff: This is mv third interview for MAXI-
MUiMROCKNROLL!
MRR: Oh really? So what other bands were
you in?

Jeff: Monsula and Fuel.
MRR: Weren't both of those bands - more
“serious’?

Jeff: Very serious. Very PC. Don’t drink,
don’t smoke, what do you do? I was the
black sheep
MRR: So ao you feel more at home with the
Idiots?

Matt: You smoke, vou drink, vou partv.

Jeff: Uh.... (hesitates)

MRR: Or are you the black sheep of the
Idiots, too?
Jeff: I’m just the black sheep in general.
Matt: He showed his dick at the last show!
MRR: What? I didn’t see that!

Matt: At the Transmission show.
Mike: You missed it.

Jeff: I pulled my pants down, knocked a few
drums over. Boom said it was my birthday,
but actually it wasn’t, and I was waving to

the crowd and everybody was going, veah,

yeah, do it, do it. so I pulled mv pants down
and everybody liked it.

MRR: So did'you get a lot of hot date
offers?

6

Jeff: Actually, a lot of girls did come up to

me after show, and...

Matt: “I never saw one

heads before!”

MRR: Is that when they
all found out you were a hermaph-
rodite? (laughing

)

So what other
bands were you other guys in?

Mike: Neglected, Positive Outlook.
MRR: Positive Outlook!? That’s
funny!
Matt: We play one of their songs still.

“Mental Prejudice”.
Mike: We toured with Special Forces and

a
on the
shit I would still

probably be taking it! I’ve been hit bv cars
being a*bike messenger and I’m sick of
doing that. I got hit bv a car really bad in
’93 and it almost killed me.
MRR: Did you get doored? (Where a cvclist

is riding and a car ojyens their door as they
go bv and nails them. Happens a lot to mes-
sengers in Saj\ Francisco.)
Boom: Yeah.
Matt: Show her the scar! (Boom lifts up his

shirt and shows me his gnarlv scar, like a big
triangle on his chest)
Boom: The door went into mv heart and all

my muscle and stuff. Thev Had to do emer-
gency surgery.
MRR: Shit!! Bo the Idiots were a band before
Boom was in the band?
Matt: Me and Mike have been playing
together for three and a half years now.
Like two years ago we hooked up Jeff after

looking for a drummer for a while and like a
year and a half ago we hooked up with
Boom, and that’s when it reallv started.

MRR: Were you always called*the Idiots?

Matt: Me and Mike originally were in this

terrible band called Headlock.



shit, back in the earlv 80’s.

Boom: I’ve been in a lot of bands. I’m the
only one who’s not from California, I came
out here in ‘89/’90 with The Legion of
Doom, Boom and the Legion of Doom, with
Jang and the Mentors. The Cheetah Chrome
Motherfuckers brought us all out here. Mv
band came out here, but me and a girl ended
up moving to New Jersey and I lived in
Jersey for a while. I ended up getting in a
band called (?)(german word) and a band
called Grinding Teeth (a Dictators tribute
band) while I was there, it was fun. Those
are my Jersey roots. I was flving back and
forth cause I was still a member of Legion
of Doom. Then life

in Jersey became
too much for me.
There was too
much cocaine and
too much.... too
much work (laugh-
ing). So I moved
into the Fang
house in West
Oakland and that
was cool. I was in
these little side
bands. And now
the Idiots, the best
band I’ve been in.

I answered an ad
at the Horseshoe
coffee shop on .

lower Haight.
MRR: What did
the flyer say?
Matt: “San
Francisco hardcore
band looking for a
fucking idiot to
cram the shit

down the pop
punk being forced
on us.”

Boom: And they
had these names
of bands I like.

Jeff: It had a
Crucifucks logo on
it, Negative
Approach, all this

shit in the back-
ground.
Boom: It was all

bands I either
grew up with or
bands my friends knew or bands I was in. I

had a short stay in the Crucifucks.
Jeff: From what I understand, Bob had to
tell vou to call us up.
JERK: Your stepbrother Bob?
Boom: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Me and Bob were
flipping out. What made me answer was the
Negative Approach and the Crucifucks logo.
Matt: It was fucking meant to happen cause
Boom was the only person that answered the
ad!

MRR: So you were already called the Idiots?
Mike: It was Fucking Idiots at first, but then
we changed it.

MRR: well, you coulda been A Buncha
Fucking Idiots and then you could have been
AFE
Boom: I heard that AFI changed their name
from A Buncha Fucking Idiots -
Matt: To Asking For It. That’s what thev
are.

Jeff: But if you do notice with the name, we
dropped “the” in front of Idiots so it’s just
Idiots.

MRR: Why?
Mike: We’re not the idiots, it’s everybody
else!

* *

Jeff: It’s not being derogatory, it’s not saving
you’re the idiot or we’re the idiot, it’s just
we’re all idiots together!
MRR: So you’re hot laughing at someone,
you’re laughing with them.

laughing) Actually, I was too old for the
MTV bike messenger guv and so thev chose
Puck.
JpS^You didn’t try out, did you? For the
Real World!??
Boom: Yeah, veah I did.

Matt: They talked to him like three or four
times.
MRR: REALLY?
Boom: Yeah. I was trying to lie about mv
age, cause you could only be 24, it just didn’t
work. We tried out and I’m glad he got it. A
lot of people don’t like him, but I like the
guy I’m glad he did good cause about that
time, me and him were going out with two

different girls that
were strippers at

Mitchell Brothers and
thev bdth lived
together. So me and
him, we were like

buddies. He’s in

Hollywood now, I

don’t talk to him that
much.
Matt: He’s in

Hollywood now?
MRR: He’s got
offers! He got offers
for fashion ads and
shit-
Matt: Damn! MTV,
the stepping stone.

Boom: His life’s got-
ten a lot better. A lot

of my friends think
he’s a sellout, I don’t
think he’s a sellout.

If MTV would have
taken me, I would
have done it in a
minute, are vou kid-
ding me? Given me
a place to live in

North Beach, in the
Marina.
MRR: And a bunch
of losers to sit and
pick on all day?
Boom: Well, veah, I

think thev made
Puck look like a real-

ly bad person, he’s

not that bad of a per-
son. I don’t know... I

thought Rachel was
cute, vou know... and

she kissed me a couple times!
MRR: Did that ever get on TV?
Boom: No, no. She was miked

and wired one time when we
were talking and I got upset about that -

she didn’t tell me that she was wired and I

didn’t like that.

Everyone: Eeeewwww!
Boom: I was on one episode for a minute

1VIRR: What were you doing?
Boom: Getting drunk with a bunch

of JARS at the Chameleon and
seeing Tribe 8 and watching
Soapbox Derby movies.
Matt: I saw that episode.
Boom: I used to kick myself
for not making it, but Tdon’t
care anymore.
MRR: Well, they’re supposed-
ly doing a Boston version, so
you can move to Boston and
try out again!
Boom: I can’t move to
Boston, I like California.
MRR: Who is the band mom?
Mike: It’s a team effort. We all

do something.
MRR: I was trying to imagine
which one of you guys took
care of everything and I

couldn’t figure it out.

Matt: It’s like a basketball

Jeff: With us. Yes.
MRR: That’s such a good brotherly love,

Matt: It’s San Francisco. Peace, love and -
Jlike: The Crucifucks!
MRR: Dll a little disappointed! (laughing)
Someone was saying yoil should make a
soapbox car with square wheels. And go to
the soapbox races with the Idiots car!
Matt: JAKS skates, 731 Florida, had a soap-
box derby car and put Idiots stickers on the
side of it.

Boom: I’ve been racing soapbox since it

started, I was at soapbox before Puck was.
MRR: Did you knowTuck from way back?

Boom:
I met Puck
nobody.
MRRflsn’t he still?

Boom: (laughs

)

I liked the
guy cause he tagged. Me
and him were into tagging
way back. I met him South

were you spray

of Market outside the C&W
and he was grafitting and I

was grafitting.

MRR: What w

Boom: 7 was sprav
painting “Boom”, he
was painting Tuck”!
MRR: (/aligning) Are
you serious?
Boom: Yeah, I’m seri-

ous! That’s how we
met. and he had a pair
of checkered flag vans
on, and I wasJust...
those shoes! What
closet did vou get them
out of?

*

MRR: And you thought
he was kinda cute, huh
(more laughing,)?„
Boom:Well, he was
cool, and we kinda
look alike... (more



team, we all do something... booking, shirts,

stickers. Jeffs got the van.
Jeff: I finance the studio, which is a pain in

the ass. Well, people pav me for monthly
rent, but -
Boom: We’re getting better with it now cause
we’re getting shows.
Matt: We can pav for the studio with shows.
Whether you like him or hate him, evervone
knows Boom. And we weren’t getting t*hat

manv shows till Boom got in

the band. It’s reallv picked up.
We didn’t have a front man
before, it was just us standing
around playing our fucking
instruments, you know,
Boom puts on the show and
shit.

MRR: Does that mean he’s

the biggest Idiot?

Boom: 1*0! We’re all equal I

mean, we’ve onlv been togeth-
er for a short time. We’re still

getting used to each other.

We have our times when
we’re happy with each other,

or we veil at each other, but
basically we have reallv good
chemistry.
MRR: So you’ve never had a fist fight at
practice or anything?
Jeff: Only at the bar.

Boom: Of the bus stop!

MRR: It’s funny, my asking you guys who
takes care of things cause ft seems like at
your shows, at least recently, things get real-

ly crazy and drunk and shit gets thrown all

over and that’s why I wonder who takes care
of things.

Mike: Well, it’s vour fault, at that last show,
you started it!

MRR: (laughing) I did not! Somebody put
that box of cereal on stage and...

Mike: About a year ago, I remember vou
spitting lieer all over me!
MRR: Hey, it’s more fun than someone who
sits in back!
Matt: We’re not complaining, we’re not com-
plainingat all!

MRR: What’s your favorite place to plav?
Jeff: Paradise* but Eagles Drift In was the
ultimate! (a bar that has since taken a hiatus
on live shows, getting licenses straightened
out).

MRR: Wasn’t it an Idiots show where that
mirror got broken there?
Matt: They veiled at us.

MRR: Hey, wait, that’s right, I saw you
Boom, headbanging the mirror!!
Boom: It’s reallv hard for me to sing and
look at a reflection of mvself!
MRR: Well, you’ve played Transmission
Theater! Ire seen them show live videos of
the bands like 8 feet high on the side walls,

while the band’s playing. I mean, Jeff, you
ae you plaved there,flashed everybody last! „

didn’t you see your dick swinging?!
Jeff: Iwoulda loved it man!
MRR: It was four feet long!

Jeff: Three feet wide!
MRR: Yeah, right!! (much laughing)
Boom: Speaking of big screens, the onlv big
screen we’ve been on was when I saw Mike
at the KISS show in San Jose! That was
great! He was on like five big screens at

once, his big face, and there was Gene
Simmons in the background! I was goin’, no
wav!!

Mike: Yeah. I was in shock, I was just star-

im up at Gene...

MRR: Did you see your face on the screen,
with a big, shocked expression?
Mike: NoT I was too busy watching KISS!
(Boom imitates what Mike's face looked like,

evervone is cracking up!)

MRR: (To Mike) Why don’t you talk about
your record label a little.

Mike: It’s expensive It’s check to check...

It’s called A iVIinoritv Productions. Attitude

along and everybody plavs together.
Alcoholocaust Scott* has *done a lot for the
scene. We talked about this for years. I

remember me and him standing *on lower
Haight across from the Midtown smoking
pot and iust talking about this dream, about
getting all the banns together and putting a

MRR: How long ago was this?

Boom: Probably like two years ago.
MRR: He’s been working hard putting on a
lot of cool shows and stuff. He’s really the
only person who really busts ass, I mean, it’s

the most grass roots underground thing
going oa And the shows are cheap too.

Jeff: He takes chances too with new bands.
Boom: We call him Scott Graham, (laughing)
Matt: He gets shut down though when peo-
ple get hit in the head with crowbars or OD
in tne parking lot.

Boom: Teah people not from our scene, not
from our citv do that. It’s very unfortunate.
People who live in the East Bav who think
thev re from New York, it’s not*very cool.

Bu£ back to the CD. I think it’s a really good
thing. Scott did it all out of his own pocket,
Depth Charge Records. And there’s gonna
be more. He’s brought a lot of people
together and I think that’s good. Positive
outweighs the negative in a major wav. And
speaking of that, let’s talk about the review
itjrot in MAXIjfUMROCKNROLL.
MRR: It said the songs were “polka metal”...

Jeff: ‘Polka metal funk thrash.
’

Matt: “It’s on mv all time shit list.”

Boom: Evervone has their own opinions and
stuff musically and I’m not against that, but
I wish it had been
more in-depth,

been a little

more thought
out. That’s
what hap-
pens when
vou got a lot

of people
working
somewhere

Adjustment is the first, a split with Rise
Above It Records. I’m doing the Idiots sec-
ond, and I got a couple other bands after
that.

MRR: What about the new Idiots stuff com-

Mike: We’ve been talking to a lot of labels,

we’ve got like 17 songs recorded and I’m
gonna do whatever I can do but we’re gonna
give everything we can out. I can’t afford to

do it all mvself.
Matt: Beer* Citv!

MRR: Beer City would be a
good label for you guys!
Boom: Yeah, Beer Citv! We
sell their skateboards *at work.
(Talk goes to professional
athletesj
MRR: So are you pro-sports
or anti-sports;

B: I’m pro-sports, I love
sports.

Matt: Boxing! The Raiders
paid for mv trip to London. I

was a vendor for the Raiders.
MRR: Like a hot dog boy?
Matt: Yeah! The good thing
about that job was that if

someone’s being lazv in the
room where you pick up vour load* like the
person who’s* supposed to* check your box of
stuff to sell, vou can get one on *vour own
and you get Tike $100 in vour pocket in like

10 minutes. You’re supposed to sign vour
name and everything every time vou* get one,
but if vou don’t -
Mike: So vou're a thief!

Matt: Yeah! I made like 800 dollars that
way. I went to London for like ten days.
MRR: So what did you do in London?

*

Matt: I went to that show with GBH, the
Exploited, and Snap-Her... it was 6 months
ago. I went and sold Eagles Drift In CD’s at

Reckless Records in London. Thev said, how
manv do vou have? I’ll buy them all!

MRR: Really? How many did you have?
Matt* Three
MRR: Whewwww! You're a really good
entrepreneur businessman! You go to
London with 3 CD’s!
Matt: Well

~

when it ci

Boom: Sc<

MRR: So
about the
tion CD.
Boom: It’s

called ‘Eagles
Drift In’’ and
I think it’s a
good CD and
I reallv like

all the* bands
on it, every-
body
gets*



everyone has different ideds, and there’s

nothing wrong with that, we need that, but
don’t Siam something locallv and especially
something where you’ve got 10 bands in the
area and there’s probably like 3 to 5 mem-
bers in each band - that’s like 50 people
mad at vou!!

MRR: How would
you guys describe
your sound?
Jeff: Polka punk
metal.
Boom: With a little

added flavor of
street punk
Mike: It’s all rock
and roll.

Jeff: Straight up
hardcore. Nothing
fancv.

(Talk goes to other
shit)

MRU: Are you a
feminist?
Boom. YEAH.
MRR: Right on!
Boom: And mv
dad’s Larry Flvnt,

I heard that
rumor, so let's talk
about it. Cause you
know what? You
look exactly like .

him. (much laiigh-

ing) It’s so fucking
weird. Does he
know he’s our dad?
Boom: Yeah, veah

,
veah. I met mv mom and

dad three years ago "in Cincinatti. I got flown
to meet them.
MRR: So you were adopted?
Boom: Yeah, I was adopted. I grew up in an
adopted family where my whole past was
authored. Then all of a sudden I got a phone
call...

MRR: So Larry Flynt’s your real dad, and
who's your mom?
Boom: (undisclosed) She’s a madame. She
ran five brothels for mv dad back in the
60’s.

MRR: So you got to hang out with them?
Was it cool?

Boom: I cried for three weeks. It answered
a lot of questions I had about my life. It

was great seeing mv mom. I love having
two moms. Mv adopted mom and mv bio-

logical mom are both Christians and stuff,

like born agains, and they have a hard time
with each other. It’s goo"d seeing two
Christians going at it... like at

Thanksgivuig -
MRR: was Larry there too?
Boom: No, no, I onlv met him briefly.

MRR: Have you seen the movie?
Boom: No.
MRR: Do you want to?

Boom: Yes and no. I wanna see it, I don’t
know.
MRR: Did you ever read "Hustler" when you
were a kid/
Boom: Yeah! I like "Barely Legal" myself
though, that’s mv favorite." That rocks.

Jeff: That’s on the top of my list too!

Boom: That’s a great magazine. But it

(back to Lorrv) just answers a lot of ques-
tions. That’s "my dad. And that’s probably
the way I am tlie way I am, I don’t know."
Up until now, that’s probably whv I went out
with strippers all mv life. Stuff like that.

MRR: That’s weird..", you’ve really gone out
with a lot of shippers?
Boom: Yeah. I have...

MRR: So what do you think of GG Allin?
Mike: He’s dead.
Boom: I hate him.
Matt: He should have killed himself on stage
like he promised.
Boom: I wish I woulda killed him. I hate

him. He raped and assaulted some female
friends of mine in Michigan and New Jersey.
I hate his guts. Whether thev wanted it or

"

not, I hate that kind of shit.

"

Mike: (pointing to GO poster on mv wall)
...and I ve got that poster too!
MRR: Wen, you know my last name’s

Allen... and uh,
GG’s my dad.
I mean, Larry
Flynt’s your
dan, so uG’s
my dad! (Lots
of Groans)
Boom: Well,

vour dad
bought mv
dad^ stuff!

(lots of laughs,

more groans)
I wrote to GG
back in the
day when I

was in

Michigan and
we were pen
pals

,
and I

think Legion
of Doom
played with
him in

Chicago, but
I’m not sure, I

was prettv
drunk. But I

do remember
drinking Jim

Beam with ex-lax in it. And I passed out
andjust pooped everywhere. Some guv, I

think it was GG Allin, gave it to me to
drink.

MRR: Did you shit your pants?
Boom: Ahhnh.... I used my underwear for
toilet paper!
MRR: So if you were a pom star, what
would your name be? (silence) You have to
all think of one! (silence) Come on guys!

«
ilence)lm are idiots, huh!?
oom: When I first moved here I was going

out with stripper girlfriends and they were
making lots of monev and I thought" it was
really cool so me and mv friend Cupcake, we
both tried out to be strippers at a local strip

club.

MRR: What??!!
BooM: Yeah, I tried out to be a male strip-

per. And thev refused me cause I had too
many scars arid tattoos, and it wasn’t an
attractive look! I thought it’d be cool vou
know - mv girlfriend’s a stripper, I’d be a
stripper! Then they wouldn’t hire me and I

got really fucking pissed off!! Thev didn’t

think I was gooa enough! And then I had to
be a bike messenger after that. I was reallv

offended!
MRR: But you’re not telling me your pom
star name!
Boom: I don’t blow, I would probably be
Boom Boom King!
Jeff: Richard Head!
Boom: Boom Boom King and Dick Head!
Jeff: Jeff Gism shooter!
MRR: Come on Mike.
Mike: I don’t blow...
MRR: Someone’s gonna think of one for
you!
Mike: Yeah they could.

Boom: Bob Morehead!
MRR: Well is there anything else you guys
want to say?
Boom: Lots!! There’s lots of shit. We’re just
up and coming and we’re new and we’ve
been playing a lot of shows... and if wasn’t
for the rieople at the shows, we wouldn’t be
here. That s the most important thing.

Matt: Sex, drugs and rock and roll!

Boom: That’s stupid man, that’s hippv shit!

MRR: Hey, I agree with Matt man, what else

is there? How can you condone Sex, drugs

and rock and roll? I mean come on!

Matt: It’s true, we do it like, everv dav!
MRR: Look at your life! Hmmmi..strippers,
playing music and drinking!!

Boom; It’s the quote, "sex, drugs and rock
and roll", it’s 7(Ts, it’s too hippv.
Matt: But IT’S TRUE, it’s totally true!

MRR: So what’s the meaning of life then
Boom??? In one sentence?
Boom: The meaning of life? Hmmm...
MRR: If it’s not sex, drugs and rock and
roll, what is it?

Boom: It’s just life. Life. life...

MRR: Life is the only thing worth living for!

Boom: Life is great, life is what vou make of
itl don’t blow!
MRR: Talk about hippy shit!!! (laiighing)

Boom: It’s being a good person, living m full,

doing the liest. It’s Tike...OK, all of life is the
Loudmouths, Bar Feeders, Infested,

Oppressed Logic, help me, help me... there’s

more bands! Fuck 1 ace, Hickey. Mensclub,
Aaron Nudelman!!! He’s recordea a lot of

good stuff! Towel, Space Bov...

MRR: You’re gonna leave someone off
Boom!
Boom: There’s bands everywhere -
Wretched Ones, Working Stiffs, Electric

Frankenstein, uh
,
uh....

Mike: We don’t even have a tape out!

Boom: We have no promo kits, we have no
glossv photos, we got nothin’ and we’ve got-

ten far with nothin’ and that's against the
grain, not too many bands can do what we
did vou blow.
MRR: Which is what?
Mike: Have nothing out! And we’re going to

San Diego bid Las Vegas and -
Matt: - and we have three jobless people in

the band.
MRR: Who’s jobless? You know, you all

never really answered my question about
what you do besides being in a band.
Matt: Sex, drugs and rock and roll... except
for Boom.
MRR: How do you pay your rent?
Matt: I live witn my girlfriend, (everyone
claps)

Boom: Pin-up boy!!

Mike: I work.
MRR: What do you do?
Matt: He’s a painter, an artist.

MRR: You paint houses?
Mike: Uh-hiih.

MRR: And what do you do?
Jeff: I’m a driver. Unemployed. I used to

deliver groceries.

Now I’m on
unemploy-
ment.
MRR: Do

say
anything else?

Boom: Yeah, I

wanna sav
JAKS team!
JAKS Boards,
731 Florida St.

647- JAKS.
And the JAKS
conventions’
this summer in

San Francisco.
Mike: We have an
email address:
IDIOTS96
@aol.com. And if

vou wanna contact
us, 2555 46th Avenue. SF
94116. 415-665-1861.
MRR:'What about 1-900-

Idiot??

Boom: Anybody out there
interested in punk rock or
the Idiots material, drop us a
line, we’ll definitely get back
to you. We’re DIY all the
way, to the grave!



Coming from a small town just 1 5

minutes north of Portland, Oregon, the

Knuckleheads are 4 intelligent kids rang-

ing in age from 17-19. They've been play-

ing an amazing array of East Bay influ-

enced pop punk for about 2 years. With
the release oftheir first CD entitled “Ain’t

That America” on Ransom Note Record-
ings, the Knuckleheads are off to conquer
the world.

MRR: Who are you and what do you
play?

Glen: I

play
drums.

Russ: I

sing.

Tory: I

play bass.

Robert: I

play gui-

tar.

MRR:
How old

are you?
Glen: 17

Russ: 19

Tory: 19

Robert:
18

MRR:
Where
are you
from?
We’re all

from
Vancouver,

Washing-
ton ex-

cept Russ

who was
born in

Naples,
Italy.

MRR:How
long has
the band
been to-

get h e r

and how
did you guys meet?
We’ve been together a little more than 2

years. Well, growing up in the same area we
all skated atthe same places and played in local

bands. One thing led to another and we found

ourselves heading in the same direction. Sick

and tired of the same old shit we formed the

Knuckleheads.

MRR: Has your lineup changed and if so

how?
Our old guitarist left the band and we got a

brand spanking new one (pointing to Robert).

See, ain’t he great! This change has forced us

to become a much tighter unit, both musically

and as a group. Most of all it has become a lot

more fun.

MRR: What caused these changes?

Jonah, who use to play guitar with us had

conflicting musical interests. We had already

added Robert into the lineup as the second

guitarist. Not to long afterJonah quit showing

up, so we continued on again as a 4 piece. The
new and improved Knu&leheads.
MRR: Who writes the songs?

It’s agroup effort, one ortwo people come up

the ideas and the band shapes them into

songs. The reality is that if the band didn’t

write the songs as a group effort it would be

boring.

MRR: Why would it be boring?

The group as a whole shapes the

songs and makes
them what they are. It seems to be better

when ideas aren’t left to a single individual.

The songs seem to have more to say.

MRR: What are you influences when
writing lyrics?

The songs are personal to us. For some
reason it’s like therapy, it lets us take out our

frustrations without killing anyone. Basically,

it’s our slant on life in general and what’s going

on.

MRR: Tell me something interesting

about yourself.

Glen: Well, I’m 140 lbs. with blue eyes and

sandy blonde hair. I live at home and I like to

read.

Russ: I like new school music, skating and

want to fight for the contras against the

sandahistas.

Tory: Enjoy skating, blowing things up, tattoos

(I collect them), dance clubs and recycling.

Rob; Smoke cigarettes and play the guitar, I’m

just not that interesting.

.MRR: What happened in your lives that
made you this way?
Glen: I think it’s a Freudian thing.

Russ: Didn’t want to be like every one else,

bored.

Tory: I don’t know,

early on
skateboarding with friends I got into the

scene.

Robert: My dad dropped me on my head as a

small child when I was growing up on a farm

(true story).

MRR: What’s your darkest secret?

Glen: When I was a small child a had an

accident and I don’t have anymore testicles.

Russ: I shave my chest.

Tory: I masturbate profusely with a vibracane,

my mom’s caught me twice.

Robert:‘l was sleep walking one night and my
mom caught me peeing on my brothers bed.

MRR: Who’s going to be the first band
member to die?

Rob unanimously!!!!!

MRR: What’s your greatest tempta-
tion?



Tory: Chocolate covered raisins and to have

people listen to our music and get somthing

from it.

Russ: To take defense against govermental

aggression and to live with naked savages in a

card board box.

Glen: A new pair of shoes every day and

committing great sacrilege against smokey the

bear.

Robert: Drop the band and go to bartending

school.

People spend way to much time trying to fit in

and be part of the crowd. Being focused on
yourself all the time doesn’t let you enjoy

what’s going on around you.

MRR: Who are some of your favorite

bands to play with?
Blank77, Rickets, US Bombs, Hired Goons
and Behead The Prophet

MRR: What has been your best show?
Probably with

Robert: Sexy new intern on the hit TV show
ER.

MRR: What is your favorite band? al-

bum?
Glen: Bouncing souls, Propagandi’s new al-

bum
Russ: Fifteen, Propagandi

Tory: Stiff Little Fingers, Grimple “Up Your
Ass’’

Robert:Lag
Wagon,
Green
Day’s first

album be-

cause I like

love songs.

MRR:
Would

play on
Ameri-

stand or

Why?
Solid Gold

MRR: Have you ever released any thing

else besides the stuff on Ransom Note?
We released 3 demo tapes with the old

lineup. This is the first release with the new
lineup and we got a song coming out on a new
comp on NRA.
MRR: Are you happy with the new al-

bum?
It sounds good and we had a great time

recording it. It has definitely opened new
doors for us.

MRR: What do you think of the Port-

land scene?

The scene’s all right, but there seems to be to

much competition and politics . It makes it

hard for everyone to enjoy the music and the

scene when the politics of looking good get in

the way.

MRR: What do you mean by “the poli-

tics of looking good”?

the US Bombs. We played really well

that night and the crowd was cool.We played

with the Piss Drunks one night in Portland,

there was a killer turnout and the crowd was
into it.

MRR: What was your worst show?
We were supposed to play with this band on
the Hood River, about two hours away from
where we live. The band played there set

twice and bumped us off the bill.

MRR: Do you ever fight?

Yes, when get around each other to much and

Tory gets offended when we don’t want to

use the bathroom after him.

MRR: If you were to do a guest appear-
ance on a TV show what would it be?

Glen: Conan O’brien

Russ: Jerry Springer

Tory: I’d never be on TV.

easy...
The danc-

ers duh?

MRR:
What’s
your fa-

vorite
disco
tune?
Glen: The
theme
from Shaft

Russ:
Funky
Town
Tory: Sat-

u r d a y
Night by

the Bay
City Roll-

ers,

Robert:
The Hustle

MRR:
What do you want to be when you
grow up?
Glen: I’d like to write books and play drums.

Russ: I want to be a guerrilla fighter.

Tory: A musician and work with music.

Robert: A musician or studio work.

MRR: What are your future plans?

Well, we are getting ready to go on tour.

We’d like to earn enough money so we can

live under the same roof and practice.

MRR: ^ny last comments?
Buy our records and write us at Ransom Note
Recordings. Thanks to our friends and theJBA
crew for their support. Thanks to the minister

of propaganda.

Ransom Note
PO Box 40 1 64

Bellevue, WA 98015



Whether you agree or disagree with them, whether you like them or you hate them, no one can deny that this band is responsible for getting people to talk (or

yell or argue) about political issues, particularly a much needed dialogue about race issues and revolutionary politics within punk. This interview was conducted

in January by Mike S. Racetraitor is, Dan, Brent, Mani, Karl (not present), Andy (new member not present). Apologies to Dan and Brent who’s voices sound the

same on the tape. Jen Angel MRR: I haven’t seen you guys since last summer, and at that time there seemed to be a really strong contrast between the intro

duction to the songs which were really simple, direct, plain English which you can understand, and

the lyrics to the songs, that seemed like they were more ....abstract. I don’t know

if that’s something you thought about consciously,
,

or if that was on purpose at all.



Dan: I had this question before, like if we’re trying to use our band as a tool to raise

consciousness or to politicize or whatever, to get across idea, however abstract...

always felt, and it’s changing somewhat too, with coming more together, there’s less of

a gap between how. abstract the lyrics, I think, and what they’re explaining. They’re

becoming more straight forward even though they’re still abstract. They’re still more

direct in a certain way. But I always felt like the band and the music is an artistic expres

sion of the way the ideas make us feel. That’s why we have long ass song explana

tions. And when our CD comes out there will be a booklet that will explain our ideas

and explain our songs. That’s the part that’s about... I don’t want to say education, but

communication, so...that’s what I think about it. Mani: I kind of agree with that. Most

of the lyrics you read I think I wrote, and Brent’s written some lyrics, and Karl’s also

written lyrics. With the lyrics I think they are abstract in some ways coz the design is

to be metaphoric, to put some emotion behind it and some potency. With the song

explanations, or at least when we explain them songs, you get more academic, I would

almost say. Not really, more like plain English explanation of it. It’s kinda like using the

artistry to supplement the politics and vise versa. Dan: And also that time I think it

would be hard to explain anything we were trying to say in thirty seconds. MRR: That’s

actually the next question. When I saw you last summer you were sorta doing two

minute introductions, one minute songs... Mani: 15 second songs...(laughter)

MRR: But, it sounds like that’s changed, has that also been conscious over time?

Brent: I think ... we’ve been trying to consolidate what we’re saying. A lot of times, at

a lot of shows.... every time before a show we plan out what we’re going to say. And

a lot of different shows bring up a lot of different issues. So if the show, a certain issue

comes up, we’ll be sure to touch on that. And when we sit down to plan it out we just

get talking and we could go on for hours. So we sit down and think, here’s what we

want to say, how do we do it in under ten minutes? Consolidate a little mote, so peo-

ple, honestly, aren’t thinking Shut the hell up! Which is sad that that happens.

Mani: I do a lot of the speaking, and this is totally true for me, but there’s a lot of intel-

lectual masturbation going on. Well, if you understand the dialectics of dadadaduh..

which is like total crap... that’s not the focus. Now, I think we say just as much by stay-

ing on point, and there’s just less filler in a sense. It’s more plain English, straightfor-

ward, honest. And it’s not, whatever, being a sign that I’ve had too much bourgeois

education or whatever. So that’s why the explanations are shorter and the songs are

longer, it’s a matter of taste.

MRR: I have another question for each of you, are you “white?”

Dan: I guess I should start out by defining what I understand whiteness as, which is

the social construct that was created to justify the rape and pillage of Africa, Latin

America, of basically, the non “white” world, non-European world. It was created as a

way to say that it is OK to take human beings as slaves and to torture them, and to

take their resources. So, I guess, if I understand whiteness as something that doesn’t

have anything to do with pure Aryan blood or whatever, I mean, I look white. When I

go into classes and when I go into jobs or whatever, they think I’m white. Like my like

my last name is Binaei, but the American way it’s pronounced people think I’m French

or something. So like, in that sense, I am white. I benefit from whiteness. I grew up

with my mom, and her side of the family is from the south and totally fucked up and

racist, they see me as white. With no consciousness of what they're saying. But my per-

sonal identity, I’m half Iranian, and half - whatever. Hick. Kentuckian. Mani: I’m full

blooded Iranian, and I guess the way... We understand the key question, really, in what

race is, really...we don’t believe in race nationalist politics in the perspective of., ifs all

about you’re white or you’re this or you’re that. “White” is a stake in imperialism. That’s

the way we understand it. Being white means being part of... united with the imperi-

alist process. Reaping the material rewards of it. In that way, I’ve united with being

white. My parents have moved the the United States, and though they may not be con-

sidered white, nevertheless, they are neo-colonialists., they’ve united with the concept

of imperialism and that’s what’s important. It’s not that oh, you’re this white honky, it’s

more what it comes down to is., and what we mean by Racetraitor, I guess... is what

stand are you going to take with imperialism? Are you going to unite with it? Or are

you going to uphold it? Or are you going to take a principled stand under the leader-

ship of colonized people? Which in this country we address as the National People's

Democratic Uhuru Movement. Whiteness is an economic relationship. Brent: And I’d like

to say yes, I am white and I benefit from whiteness. And what it hink Mani explained

well is that a lot of people would be, I’m not white! My great great grandmother... Mani:

It’s not as much about whiteness being this thing that is imposed on you and you have

this white skin privilege. We hear people saying, well, we’re denouncing our whiteness.

Whiteness isn’t this thing that you can denounce... you don’t denounce it until you act..

until imperialism is over. Until the system that created it is overthrown. The other thing

is, I do want to get off the idea of thinking of it as an issue of racism. It’s not as much

about if white people tolerate Africans or Latinos, or if you can go to the same schools.

It’s not about that, as much as it is about determination of your life. Dan: And having

the power and the control. That’s what the struggles have been defined by their lives.

They want power over their lives. If people have control over their lives, it doesn’t mat-

ter if that guy doesn’t like you or not. Mani: The thing about multicultural, is a way to

delegitimize the issue. But if white people say that we really like your heritage. That

food you eat is really cool, and that colorful clothing... then they can say, we’ll accept

you for that. But we’re not going to give you back your land. We’re not going to give

you reparations. We’re not going to stop a war on your people, sending them to pris-

ons or whatever. Because we’re multicultural now, this place where we all get along and

accept each others heritage, ultimately, what Dan was saying... either you use what is

called the Civil Rights Movement which was actually the African Liberation struggle in

the 6o’s, the original cause wasn’t for “Hey Honky, like me,” it was for black power!

That was the first thing set. It was the African workers that was saying we want black

power. And it was the white bourgeois forces saying “Holy shit, this is getting gout of

hand.” And you know, paying people like the priests in the south, and paying these

petty bourgeois African doctors and lawyers to say, “It ain’t about black power, it’s

about integrationism.” That’s not what it’s about. Because the basis of this is the

exploitation of colonized people. That’s why the US exists. That’s what imperialism

exists for. You can’t integrate into imperialism. Dan: If we understand that capitalism

and the economic system which we live in in this country and in Europe is also about

colonialism, and dependence on colonialism, we understand why you take it to the

issue of acceptance, because it’s like, as long as it doesn’t undermine that pedestal on

which everything rests, it can’t hurt the system.

MRR: A lot of stuff you guys are saying, reminds me of Noel Ignatiev [of the zine



Racetraitor]. Dan: well, I don’t think., there’s a few things which I found problematic in I

Racetraitor. And correct me if I’m making a wrong assumption or something. One is that
|

it seems like he is calling on the denial of whiteness. That’s something actually in com-

plete opposition to what we’re saying. Coz what we’re saying is to accept whiteness, and I

accept responsibility for whiteness, not to deny your white skin privilege. Because fori

one that’s completely patronizing, and it’s a white power decision. I can choose to be I

poor. I can choose to be oppressed or have my boss not like me. The thing that we I

choose to stress ... one of our significant influences has been the National People’s I

Democratic Uhuru Movement, and one of the things that they’ve laid out theoretically is I

how white people can participate in the anti-imperialist struggle. One thing you have to I

understand is that all white society is built off of colonized people’s labor and exploita-

1

tion.. So all sectors of white society benefit from colonialism. So if we want to reverse I

the role that we have in this relationship, we have to find a way to have principled unity I

with these struggles, and take responsibility for the fact that all of the resources are I

being stolen from all over the world and being used by the white community, which 1

1

have access to. I may not be ... I might be middle class or working class but I have I

access to a lot of shit. So what this organization is calling for is to take the resources
|

that we have access to and put them toward the struggle which is being led by colo-

nized people. A lot of revolutionary organizations might hold up the struggle, but we’re I

talking about struggles which are being led by colonized people, their struggle for self!

determination. That is the way that we can become a Racetraitor. That’s the way to sell I

out whiteness. And also the second thing that I think is problematic about the zine I

Racetraitor is, if I’m right, is that you have a group of white people who are defining the I

question of race, or the solutions to whatever you want to call it, colonialism. And we I

feel that those issues need to be defined by the oppressed and not the oppressor. Again,
|

it puts white people in the center of everything, which is what white people have a ten-

dency to do. There’s a lot of interesting things in there, and I’m not completely putting I

it down or whatever, but those are the things I found problematic. They’re very different I

from what we believe. Mani: I think one of the critical things that we’re very different on I

is that the zine has the political line that is typical of white leftist movement in general, I

this line of radical integrationism, which is... Let’s find a way a way to erase race ten -

1

sion so that the workers of the world can unite on this equal plane, and fight back I

against the boss. That’s completely missing the point. In a lot of ways, That’s this total
|

white nationalist, colonialist stance, because Capitalism and colonialism are para-

sitic. It’s parasitic in the nature that’s what being sucked out of the bowels of all colo-

nized people goes into the white world. It’s spread across the entire white world in that I

all white people are benefiting. What that means is, if you can erase these race tensions, T

is what, some people call the white worker, versus the colonial worker or the African
|

worker, can there be this equilibrium? That they could be this united proletariat? And I

that’s not true, because the parasitic relationship still stands. What Racetraitor is trying
|

to do is have this working class struggle of all working class people... but it’s an unprin-

cipled relationship. Racetraitor has this thing that, the white worker is being duped by I

the white boss... is being tricked, into being a tension between the class allies. But we
|

understand is that historically the class allies of the white worker is imperialism - impe-

rialists. Dan: So you can have workers at GM making like $30 an hour, when workers in I

Asia or Africa are making like ten cents an hour. They’re making ten cents an hour, so
|

that this guy can make $30 an hour.

MRR: On this one, I think you guys are just wrong. Because I have read a bunch of stuff I

that Noel has written from the .60s onward, and on that particular issue he wrote this I

long economic piece in the early eighties, that demonstrates, in Marxist terminology,

that what American workers actually make more than the exchange value of the goods
|

they produce. That they are not economically exploited, they are in fact, basically,
|

exploiters, in their production. The issue that you brought up before, the working class
|

unity issue, is one that he’s been pretty strong on since the 6o’s, is that the way to ere-

1

ate unity, the only way, is first, before we get anywhere else, is to dismantle white!

supremacy. And the other criticism, I think you’re closer to being on the mark. The thing I

about being duped by the bosses, though, is something he explicitly rejected. It’s the I

wrong way to go about getting white workers to be radicals. Because they’re not duped I

at all. Dan: Yeah, that’s why I was saying, from my understanding. But I’m impressed that I

he was putting that out. And, again, I’m not exactly sure where he’s coming from, but I

the difference in what we’re saying is that the key question isn’t really... We don’t agree I

with the key question being the worker and the boss. Again, the white working class is I

completely different then the colonized worker. We understand as the primary contra -

1

diction in the world as colonialism. And we think that the way to overturn white suprema-

cy, or we would call it white power, is through the anti colonialist struggle. The way that

we understand white unity with the colonized struggle of the world is under the leader-

ship of colonized people, and the understanding reparation work that can happen in the

white community. Mani: and the other thing is, ultimately what dismantles white power,

is colonialism falling. Dan: So it seems like you’re saying it’s a separate thing, that first

white power has to go and then there’s a class struggle, but we’re saying that the dis-

mantling of white power is a white struggle. Mani: And the other thing is that African

people shouldn’t have to wait for white people to get their shit together.

MRR: The idea of white people defining the trend (?) and placing themselves in the cen-

ter of liberation struggles, versus accepting the leadership of colonized people or peo-

ple of color, I think it's a real disagreement between you and the journal. I think that to

a certain extent, the idea of .... the centrality of third world peoples makes sense,

because obviously, you’re right, they’re the people who have the experience in oppres-

sion that I’ve never had. At the Same time, I’ve always felt like it’s, even to the extent

of being a patronizing application (?) of my critical interaction with people of color, to

deny my part in determining how things are, and how things can change. Just because

I haven’t experienced the oppressed end of things doesn’t mean that I’m not involved in

the situation. If I’m involved, then it seems like I should also be involved in the solu-

tion. But obviously, in a particular way.

Dan: We’re not trying to say that a good idea can’t come from white people, but there’s

things that, I don’t mean this .... it’s something that you can’t see. There are things you

cannot see as a white person. We cannot see. We can have a really interesting analysis,

I’m sure, as white people, contributing to like whafs going on in society and what we

need to deal with, as far as organizing people to end this shit. But we still have to under-

stand the centrally and the significance of the the struggles being defined by the colo-

nized peoples.

MRR: That’s realty ... I was just going to say that when I talk with you guys ifs simi-

lar to when I talk with Noel from the journal, in that, it’s much more helpful to me to

talk to you and get a full explanation, which is more in line with the way I think. Where

as when I read the journal and when I listen to you guys in other conversations, I felt

like it was too cut and dry and too simple - in different was in each case. But that, it’s

nice to get interaction, I think ifs a bit of a risk, that everyone takes on when they’re

engaging in one way communication, like when you’re on stage talking or they publish

a journal, that they have to be aware that not everyone gets inside their heads. And,

your audience doesnt always know the full extent of what you’re thinking..

Mani: Of course.

Brent: I think that we realize that. Because people come up to us, and I think that we

just need to try to consolidate what we’re saying and make it more straightforward, with-

out going off On alt these tangents. Dan: That’s part of the new thing that we’re doing.

Because one thing that I’ve come to understand in my political work, in organizing and

activism, is that when you have the one-way scenario, all you can do is put out things

to bait people. To get them interested and to get them thinking. Even saying things that

are reactionary, to get them pissed enough to get them to come up and talk to you,

which is a strategy that we’ve done, on purpose. And then, to try to engage them in this

kind of conversation, because this is where ideas come out. Brent: because you can’t

say everything on stage. There has to be something that people can touch. And we have

to be someone you can talk to, because if we just go up on st§ge and then go home,

then... Dan: and pat ourselves on the back, well... Mani: I do kinda want to get back to

what we were talking bout earlier... but, we played this fest in North Carolina, which was

like, it was just nuts. People were like: “you’re just a bunch of generalizing assholes..”

Dan: It wasn’t like everyone walked away from us, everyone got closer... Mani: It was

just fucking crazy, we were like totally hated by a lot of people, but then other people

really appreciate us being there. And it really opened up struggle where like, certain peo-

ple were taking up conversations on there own, totally separate from us which was awe-

some. But, if we played that show in NC, and some of the people were so hostile toward

us, coz we ended up being like “You guys are fucking crackers,” we ended up being hos-

I tile to them. Some of them saw us four or five month later, asking questions and being

cool. As much criticism as we get from people about not getting through to people,

because we shut them up or whatever^ yeah, we do shut them up. And that’s the price

we pay. But we also have a big enough impression on certain people that they don’t for-

get about us.

Brent: Seriously, a lot of criticism that we get has to do with stuff like that. And that has



not been the reality. The reality is that people will be pissed off at us at first, but then

we’ll see them later and we’ll discuss things with them, and...

Dan: It’s funny what people do. Because first of all it’s already been proven, that it’s

bullshit. That the aesthetic we’ve put out has pissed people off so bad. Like when we
played that NC fest, after we opened up a dialog, and made it so you can have these

arguments in the middle of when a fucking band is playing, that the whole fest, it set

the tone for the whole thing. The bands were done. It’s funny, because a lot of people

who come up with criticisms about violence and ask us why we’re doing it this way, we
found out in a few cases, they have an underlying political line, that what we’ve said,

undermines.

MRR: YouVe already talking about confrontations with the audience but I wanted to

particularly ask about the Columbus incident - I imagine it was not on purpose that

you got into a fight - but is that something you had ever considered would happen?

Brent: When we got to that show and there were skinheads... we knew we were fucked.

But as far as I can say...

Mani: ...a lot of times it’s really surprising, too. We’ll play these total redneck towns in

the middle of nowhere Iowa, and I’ll walk in there, and think we’re fucked. I’ll jump to

this conclusion, but that’s my contradiction, and my being a totally pessimist, and

thinking you have to be from the city to understand, a preconceived notion, because

anybody can be into the politics. But I’ll just walk in and think, “Holy shit -we’re going

to get our asses kicked!” And those will be the audiences that will be the most

open....And since last week, if anyone wants to fuck with us., we’ve established official

Racetraitor security... Gaughter)

Dan: yeah, we’re security conscious, and we understand if this gets, like ... escalates,

we’ll have to be more conscious of it.

Brent: But I think also recently in talking, we’ve calmed down a bit in the way we talk

to people. I think people get pissed off at what we say and not how we say it.

Mani: Right.

Brent: So, regardless, there’s going to be shit that’s going to happen.. Like I said before,

if we’re scared of a few skinheads, or whatever...

Dan: We should just fucking stop right now.

Brent: And Dan’s tough so we don’t have anything to worry about..

Dan: Yeah, I’m badass..

Brent: And my bass turns into a machete...
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new DIY label last year with the release of the highly-praised time. I told them

-debut T'hy The Prostitutes. Since then, the Southern California what records to

president has continued to release rootspunk records bya variety get, and I kept

liofbands. Pelado aims topromote '77punk, oi/streetpunk, early them up on all

j80's style hardcore punk, punk rock'n'roll, 3-chordpop-punk and the new bands. I've had

Tother older styles of punk rock. In addition to the acclaimed bands on and off since 1 983, and I hadn't had one

I
Prostitutes (snotty '77-styled punk from Harrisburg, Pennsyl- in quite a while (This was due to drummers not knowing what real punk

|
vania) T\ Grindstaff has released 7"s by Dead End Kids (old rock was). So I said I was going to start a label. I have to be involved in the

school punk/hardcore). The Bristles (East Coast oi/Brit punk), punk scene somehow, so that's what I did. I also felt that a lot of people were

and Frank My Uncle's Band (snotty, raw, early
J
80s-influenced doing labels and only doing pop-punk stuff, so I wanted something

Patrick: I want evei

young*

wnk from Michigan), as well as the Bladder Bladder Bladder/

Jimestore Haloes split 7" (Pure ’77 punk rock). Grindstaff, a

scene veteran whose punk roots go back to the early 80's, has

:rented a forum for old school punk

)ands to get their music out to an

iudience thatmay ormay not be famil-

iar with the sounds of "classic" punk.

Grindstaff does not choose to con-

stantly reminisce about the "good old

days" or lament the demise of old

choolpunk. Instead, he focuses on keeping

>he older sounds alive and in the public eye. He

Relieves in the musiche puts out, andhe runs the labellike a punk

ock fan, not a cold-hearted capitalist. This past March, Grind-

staff and I discussed his label andmany of the issues surround-

ng independent punk labels in this day and age. Interview by

IJosh Rutledge

MRR: So, how did Pelado Records begin? What possessed

you to start putting out records after 1 2 or 1

3

years' worth of involvement in the punk

rock scene?

Patrick: Pelado began due to the

fact that I said, "Why the Hell

can't I do a label?" I

worked at a record

different.

MRR: What did you set out to accomplish with Pelado? Were

you concerned with the lack of support for roots punk today?

Patrick: When I set out to do

store part time,

ond other-

wise

the label, I wanted to put out

bands that play the type of

punk that I like, which is 77

style, street punk/oi (not the

bonehead or nationalist type

stuff), punk rock'n'roll, early

80's punk, and punk pop. When

I say "pop," I don't mean Face To

Face and stuff like that; I mean stuff like Moral Crux. I wonted to do a label

that peoplewho are into the stuff I am will have a place to buy from. I didn't

really set out to accomplish anything special. I just wanted to do it, really.

MRR: Musically speaking, Pelado seems to cover the roots punk

spectrum quite well. Your releases have ranged from classic '77

bands to snotty, offensive punk rock. Is

street punk the

it just has that great rock'n'roll feel, the

parts, etc. And he turns his friends on to

type of punk, a lot of them would like i

MRR: Talk about your own musical

to play punk rock, and what kept

Patrick: I started my first bond in 1 983,

called King City in the Salinas Valley/i

listened to Cheap Trick, Cars, Oevo, ant

'82, 1 bought a Ramones record and I

same. The reason I started a punk band v

play anything else, and I sawThe Clashw

well, that was better than not at all, I si

or 4 of 1 983 and I was blown away. It

me, and amazed me also. Coming from i

a big deal and left an impact. My pan

about it all. Of course, they hated the i

they actually met some punk kids, the)

been) very supportive of it. Death Trap p

in Central California. We played Fresno

that variety by design? Is there any par-

rdvticular style of record you are trying to get

out to the listening audience?

Patrick: Yeah, I guess the type of bands I have put

out is by design, in a way . I love 77 punk. The first

punk LP I bought was the Ramones. And I also love the early 80's stuff

where it still had a 70's punk feel, but was hardcore. When you listen to

early Black Flag, it's like, "holy shit." I don't think the stuff I'm doing is

retro. I think you hit it when you say "roots," because every band I've done

so far likes the same bands I like. I just want to put out stuff that rocks and

has roots, and isn't like every Fat band (I do like Swingin' Utters and

Screeching Weasel).

MRR: Have you been surprised

by the success of the Prostitutes

PDTRICK GRMDST

further up the state to San Jose a coupl

a promoter, and we got to play with the

Unrest, Rizby, and one of my all-time I

I moved to So. Cal for a year, and thei

Second Chance. We played Gilman Strei

(Costa Mesa), I haven't done much ba

can't do without it.

MRR: What's the big<

7"? Do you think the band's pop-

the

1mm
a bit. I think it has

ularity is an indication that

interest in old style punk is still

there?

Patrick: Yeah, in a way I'm surprised. And

in a way, no, because it's a damn good 7".

I just hope they will stick with me. I've been

very fair with them, and they ore cool guys.

They have a 7" coming out on another label,

then I will be doing an LP with them. The

people who have bought that 7“ range in age - -
appeal to old timers and kids because it does have an early sound, as well

as kind of that Blanks 77 snottiness that kids seem to love. It's funny,

though. As good as the press and stuff have been, it hasn't sold 1 000

copies. So what does that tell you? I guess I don't have the power of a

Fat or Lookout! to push a band, but I try. ,

MRR: Straight-edge hardcore, emo. Epitaph punk, and other remember going to shows not knowing

genres of "new" punk seem to be doing quite well at this Even up to the late 80's, you didn't kn

point. Do you think that a kid that listens to Earth Crisis or

NoFX is a potential fan of old school punk? Are you trying

to turn a kid like that on to the older stuff, or are you

marketing your records to an older crowd?

and the punk scene of 1 987? H

changes in the kids or the music'

Patrick: I think there are a few differei

Central Coast, ifyou saw someone with

on, you knew you had something in c

unless they thought everyone was i

*- ,vm w r ~

—

t i

the band was showing up or there wo

kicked (Thank God I never did). I kno

cool, but it made it more fun. It wasn't

:

didn't buy you hair dye. I think people
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MRR: Musically speaking, Pelado seems to cover the roots punk

spectrum quite well. Your releases have ranged from classic '77

bands to snotty, offensive punk rock. Is

well, that was better than not at all, I suppose) on January 3

or 4 of 1 983 and I was blown away. It scared the shit out of

me, and amazed me also. Coming from a small town, that was

a big deal and left an impact. My parents were pretty cool

about it all. Of course, they hated the music itself. But after

they actually met some punk kids, they didn't mind and were (and have

been) very supportive of it. Death Trap played with some really good bands

in Central California. We played Fresno, SLO, Monterey, Santa Cruz, and

that variety by design? Is there any par-

of record you are trying to get PATRICK GRINDSTAFF
> began due to the

said, "Why the Hell

I do a label?" I

forked at a record

store part time,

and other-

ticular style of

out to the listening audience?

Patrick: Yeah, I guess the type of bands I have put

out is by design, in a way. I love 77 punk. The first ......
, ,

punk LP I bought was the Ramones. And I also love the early 80's stuff further up the state to San Jose a couple of times. We were lucky. I knew

where it still had a 70's punk feel, but was hardcore. When you listen to a promoter, and we got to play with the Vandols, Battalion ot Saints, Social

early Black Flag it's like, "holy shit." I don't think the stuff I'm doing is Unrest, Rizby, and one of my all-time faves, Social Distortion. After that,

called my parents and sail

But I don't need to. I have

my first two, and now they

into i

don't

OF PELADO RECORDS
“

wise
retro. I think you hit itwhen you say "roots," because every band I've done

so far likes the same bands I like. I just want to put out stuff that rocks and

has roots, and isn't like every Fat band (I do like Swingin' Utters and

Screeching Weasel).

MRR: Have you been surprised

by the success of the Prostitutes ^

I moved to So. Cal for a year, and then back to King City where I was in

Second Chance. We played Gilman Street, San Luis Obisipo, etc. Down here

(Costa Mesa), I haven't done much band-wise. I just love punk rock and

can't do without it.

MRR: What's the biggest differ-

com|

flake

name for myself. Ithasal

want to keep putting out

out after the compilation.

I don't think it's bad to g

change as a per- son

7"? Do you think the band's pop-

thi

still

1

ularity is an indication that

interest in old style punk is

there?

Patrick: Yeah, in a way I'm surprised. And

in a way, no, because it's a damn good 7”.

I just hope they will stick with me. I've been

very fair with them, and they are cool guys.

They have a 7" coming out on another label,

then I will be doing an LP with them. The

people who have bought that 7" range in age

appeal to old timers and kids because it does have an eorly sound, as well

as kind of that Blanks 77 snottiness that kids seem to love. It's funny,

though. As good as the press and stuff have been, it hasn't sold 1000

a bit. I think it has

ence be-

tween the punk scene of 1 997

and the punk scene of 1987? Have you seen any significant

changes in the kids or the music?

Patrick: I think there are a few differences. I remember, especially on the

tnougn as gooa as me prey, unu mum nuve ueen, .. — Central Coast, if you saw someone with a Black Flag or Dead Kennedys shirt

copies So what does that tell you? I guess I don't have the power of a on, you knew you had something in common. Usually, you would say hi

Fat or Lookout! to push a band, but I try. unless they thought everyone was a poser except them. Also I can

MRR: Straight-edge hardcore, emo. Epitaph punk, and other remember going to shows not knowing what the hell was going to happen

qenres of "new" punk seem to be doing quite well at this Even up to the late 80's, you didn't know if a show would even happen, it

point. Do you think that a kid that listens to Earth Crisis or the band was showing up or there would be a riot or you'd get your ass

NoFX is a potential fan of old school punk? Are you trying kicked (Thank God I never did). I know some of these things don t sound -

to turn a kid like that on to the older stuff, or are you cool, but it made it more fun. It wasn't so safe and happy, and your parents everything by myself,

marketing your records to an older crowd? didn't buy you hair dye. I think people 10-15 years ago were more out to myself. This way, I kno

Patrick: It is a little h

so I can just send it from

day. I fucking hate waiti

my shit out the next day

out Monday. I don't thin

to send it out to them. Rei

a guy sent me a letter si

in for in November?", (

computer list, and I save

from him, but I wasn't g

records even though I'v

money, send it again." I

If it was for a large ord
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I moved to Southern California, going to shows at Fenders with Dickies,

Uniform Choice, and Agression on the same bill, or Youth Of Today playing

with bands that had druggies or whatever. I do think there was more

violence then, which sucked. But it added that element. Especially in

Southern California, shit sometimes was out of hand. Punk rock has become

accepted, and now rave is back and punk is not cool anymore to the masse'.

I do like the fact that today, there are more great new bands. There hasn't

been this many great new bands in a long, long time.

MRR: How "big" do you see Pelado growing as a label? You've

put several releases out in a fairly short amount of time. Con you

keep the pace up?

Patrick: Well, I'n

ice up:

run K*. I'm not sure how big it will get. But to be honest, I would like

to be able to quit or work part time at my current job and be able to pay

Patrick: I want everyone to like my stutt, especially

younger kids. My 1 9-year old brother

likes some of that Epitaph

stuff (as do

I), but he

loves

hadn't had one 1
1 J

S
'^j

Irummers not knowing what real punk -
r ~~

~x.

„

start a label. I have to be involved in the street punk the
,

ne

ot I did. I also felt that a lot of people were it just has that great rock'n roll feel, the cool guitar

op-punk stuff, so I wanted something parts, etc. And he turns his friends on to it. I think if kids knew about this

type of punk, a lot of them would like it.

to accomplish with Pelado? Were MRR: Talk about your own musical career. What motivated youbm wmmm
J

f punk that I like, which is 77 '82, 1 bought a Ramones record and have never been the
with ,he bands. I

I style, street punk/oi (not the same. The reason I started a punkband was because couldn t

don't have some-

I bonehead or nationalist type play anything else, and I sawThe Clash without Mick Jones (Oh

I/ stuff) punk rock'n'roll, early well, that was better than not at all, I suppose) on January 3

80's punk, and punk pop. When or 4 of 1 983 and I was blown away. It scared the shit out ot

I say "pop," I don't mean Face To me, and amazed me also. Coming from a small town, that was

tuff like Moral Crux. I wanted to do a label a big deal and left an impact. My parents were pretty cool ^
|<now ' jf

tanmesas
punk rock. Is

one backing me.

It's all me put-

ting up the

money. I
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iiiiu my niuucy. ii i nvi jiwy'a 1 v,, 7 I

don't want to get to be where people can't talk or write

to me. I've been in a band, so I see their point of view,

where as some labels may not. I am doing a CD

compilation next with some great bands (Some have

bands I have put
flaked out), and I hope this helps me make a bigger

in^Aiidh^o

1

love the etllly !0's stuff furlhe, up Ihe Ito^josW

Fat band (I do like Swingin' Utters and (Costa Mesa), I haven't done much band-w.se. I |ust love punk rock and win me g « .. . J.

can't do without it.
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rat the

is still

irised. And

in good T.

e. I've been

re cool guys,

mother label,
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1,000Shit, I can't even sell

records right now!

MRR: I know you work really

hard at filling orders and pro-
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viding quick service for your

mail order customers. Is that

becoming increasingly difficult

to sustain as the label gets

bigger? Do you still do all the

label work yourself?

Patrick: It is a little harder. But I am lucky that I work in a mail room,

so I con just send it from work and not have to go to the post office every

day. I fucking hate waiting a long time to get a record in the mail. I send

M
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ence be-
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; and stuff have been, it hasn't sold 1000
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is to an older crowd? didn't buy you hair dye. I think people 10-15 years ago were more ouHo^ myself. This way ,
I know it gets done.
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compilation next with some^great bands (Some have Patrick: Yes, I think you can s
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® right 1
flaked out) and I hope this helps me make a bigger at Dr. Strange. I don t really like the bands on his label, but he all ngni

/ith the Vandols, '
. wlftfaLnilLn nn!t then wait a counle of months and do more, lose touch, but you can avoid that by being part of a label andnotWaming

it kept you going?

in 1 983, Death Trap, in a small hick town

Valley/Central Coast of California. I had

evo, and the Plasmatics. And then in

rd and have never been the

ik band was because I couldn't

6 Clash without Mick Jones (Oh

it all, I suppose) on January 3

away. It scared the shit out of

ng from a small town, that was

My parents were pretty cool

rted the music itself. But after

known band on one side. I want to Keep ir going ana expunu™ mm
.^

me busy and interested. Like I said, I want to stay true to form I know

you've all heard it before, and then the label fucks bands over or whatever

.

But I hope I never get that way. Oh, one thing: a lot of your favorite bands

.

out there have fucked over labels. Just ask Dr. Strange. So it's not all evil

labels. I would like to be able to give my family jobs they like. I think that
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back ^ scene rra not sure how at this time. I probably never will be

Shit I can" even sell 1,000 in that boat. But you know, help out dubs with legal problems or whatever?

records right now! The labels, just like the bands, can't forget where they came from and what

MRR: Do youthink people will continue to remem
J®

r^s

hJ^-
viding quick service for your os time goes by? Ten years from now, will peopleknow who The

PatrickActually no! ! Shit^more than half of these kids don't know who the

to sustain as thetabel gets Dead Boys are, or the Buzzcocks or Boys or Chelsea or the Avengers. Some

biaaer? Do you still do all the have never even heard the Ramones or The Clash. So ten years from n0

^

Patrick: It is a little'hmde^Bu!

1

1 a^luckyThat I work in a mail room,

Sssssst
igTn common. Usually, you would say hi in for in November?'', and I freaked out. o I went through my

was a poser except them. Also, I can computer list, and I save all the letters I get. couldn t n
,
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lowing what the hell was going to happen, from him, but I wasn t going to say No you didn t so ' en' ,h
,
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In'* know if a show would even happen, if records even though I ve heard other labe s say, we didn get he

e!e would be a riot or you'd get your ass money, send it again." I didr t want that k,d oU who
_

I know some of these things don't sound If it was for a large order, that might have been different. ! strlI do

vasn't so safe and happy, and your parents everything by myself, and I will until I absolutely can not do by

people 10-15 years ago were more out to myself. This way, I know it gets done

...
ence be-

tween the punk scene of 1 997

87? Have you seen any significant

music?

rairicx: i wouia nice iu wun* ™
for their support, especially my parents, family,'

Josh, and all the people who have written and

bought records. Hi to everyone on the East Coast,

South, Midwest, and Japan! Look for lots of greats

punk rock from Pelado Records. Don't be afraid to i

seek out bands you haven't heard!

For a current Pelado catalog, please send a

stamp to address at left. ]



Interview conducted op March
28. 1997 outside G/Wn street after
their shou benefiting Frank De-
pression Records. Paul

MRU; S? where ffre Mffrk Ond Scott?
Nicfc; They probably uent to buy
SMpkes Or soMethin9.
MRR: so who Make Up The Misanthro-
pists?

Allen; it’s Kick on vpcffls, Mffrk On bffss,

Scott Pn drhMS and Me Pn *uitffrs and
vpcffls.

MRR; Didn’t yPu Viffve Another drUM-
Mer whenypu first started

out?

hunch of cheesy Metffi hands.

MRR; YPu *uys planning to play any
M?re ShPwS?
Kick; Yeffh, with Kffked AjjressiPn
ffnd Finffl Conflict ffnd spMe other
touring bffnds.

MRR; D? you *uys reffiiy hffte peo-
ple?!

Alien: Yes, Mpst people ffre stupid
they suck.

MRR: Are yPu guyS rffeist? It sffys Pn
the sleeve of ypur split 7 with God-
stpMper to “Fuck RffciSM, tfffte every-
one e*uffiiy!f .

Kick: Does thfft sound like it’s racists?
Allen: it has

Kick;A Split 7" with Christian prohibi-
tiPn, soMe cool coMpilfftiPns

MRR; Anythin* else?
Kick:we are not west Say ?r Effst Say
Or ffny of thfft shit.

Alien: we ffre ffffte Say.
Kick; we are fr?M our pwn area of
nPhodies sowe don't cffre whfft anybody

MRR: is punk refflly dead?
Kick: Yeffh. it’s really dead.

MRR: Does hffrdcpre ppuervipience
have any influence in the punk rock
scene?

Kick; Sort of, because it is the only
thin* thfft is *OOd thfft is COMin* Put
ri*ht nPw.

MRR: Is it ff trend?
Kick: TP ff extent, ff lot of peo-

KiCk; We hffd ff *Uy nffwed Edwin On
drUMS.

MRR: Whfft hffppened to hiM?
Allen: When we stffrted to *et shows
he stffrted fIffkin* ff lot so we *ot rid

?f hiM.

MRR: So is he in ffnPther hffnd thfft you
would like to prpMpte or spMethin*?
Allen: Oh no he’s in no other bffnd he’s
just ff re*uiffr person who likes to *0 to
school ffnd likes to *0 to work ffnd he
likes tO plffy with hiS diCk.

MRR: Where ffre you *UyS frOM?
Alton: south City, Dffly City. Redwppd
City.

MRR: is there a scene or other
bffnds?

Kick: kp, ue ffre the scene. There a

nothin* to do with KKK ?r Kffzis

skinheffds, why hffte one rffce for sOi*e-
thin* stupid?we hffte everybody, peo-
ple ffre the wPrSt.

MRR: Whfft should we do to solve this
prObleM?

Kick: Kill everybody, just drop ff hydrO-
*en bPMb.

Allen: Thfft sounds *opd.

Kick:An the coot people cffn hide sPMe
where so they won’t *et killed

MRR.- Whfft do yOta like?

Allen: 1 like ln*rid (his *irlfriend).
Kick; I like GPdstPMper.
MRR: Any props to ffnybPdy?
Kick; I *ive props to ChriStiffn “prohibi-

tion, Ron in Finffl Conflict.

MRR: Any upcpMin* releases?

pie, there ffre MPre com-
m* to see a hand like Spffzz ffnd stuff
who weren’t there before, if your
spMe new kid who found Put fffaout

spffzz IffSt MPnth, thfft S cool, but ifypu
dissed theM last yeffr ffnd nPw you like

spffzz then thfft S fuckin* stupid ffnd

you’re hoppinj on the trend.
Allen: Yeffh, fuck people who think
they were bPrn punk, Mffn, Pr think
theyre into hffrdcpre..

Available: The Misanthropists/
(rOdstOMper split 7 $3.00 frow Cess-
pool Records. 98sSidueiiAve. Sunny-
vale, CA 91086 Send correspondence
to Nick Or call (its) S89-878S.



Trans Megetti "Steal the Jet Keys"

LP/CD (AMO 7)

Seven Storey Mountain "Leper Ethics"

LP/CD (AMC1 6)
I

7”/$3, CDep/$5, LP/$7, CD/$9.
send $i for a catalog of records and shirts.

Art Monk does not support the recent onslaught of mediocre music. Please tell someone to knock it off.

Art Monk is disributed through Lumberjack (703)533-2 1 75 and just about everyone else.

...and don't forget these fine selections: Frodus "f-Letter" LP, the Trans Megetti/Frodus split 7 ,
the Trans Megetti Rent a Rocket

7", Seven Storey Mountain s/t 7"/CDep. New stuff soon by the Van Pelt, Shoutbus, Rosa Chants Well & Mancake.

Art Monk Construction. Rost Box 6332
(
Falls Church Va. 22040

KILL THE HOin ...KILL THE SOUL

new 7 on S.U.M. On tour this summer
Brutal Fucking Holy Terror with Rash of Beatings,

from Arkansas

BROTHER
INFERIOR

•^tntBeras for Greater .SaPvation

new Full Length LP!!

Look for them on tour this fall!!

on check / m.o. s please leave write for a current catalog of other
the pay to., line blank 7” £3 (

us)/$4 (N.Amer)/$5 (World) * l M. releases, shirts, patches etc..

LP $7 (us)/$9 (N. Amer)/$1 3 (World)

OUR APOLOGIES FOR PUTTING

INCORRECT PRICES IN THE PREVIOUS AD

-SensaaP Ur?3ergoan3 Ministries
PO. Box 8545 TaPsa, 0^ 74101-8545

0/-T'e9

\
Vi*

v>*-

A Compilation CD starring:

Falling Sickness
y^gQ

Rhythm
Co|||sjo„

The Automatics John Q Public Xl>e Fairlames

fc\C0(iite$ The Decibels The tlercmakers

Shoegazer Overlap The Bartii Alto rtjatic?

Knife .kl^tieacf AJ|riraOM B Movie Rats

The Smokejumperfl Pink Collar Jobs *'f«n spy

Spys Like Us Ladder Day Saints

Kid With Man Head Nothing Cool
LflBfshat

Showdown 76Belvedere

For $9 Pom Seud c ash, money orders,
eheeks (allow «-l«*iarln£ time*)

Send everything to:

John Dorsey
PO BOX 1492

Kin* Cliy, CA 93930

i Orders, please irtqmirr*

| WORMHOLE

1 RECORDS &
Aforrnc 1

Tomafol

split

Make chcclu aodl woary orders oat to Jolut Dorsey

lit tpt//www.aevoppsta tc.etl a/ -jk J 3#75/eooap.htnl



Distributed by Beernut and Subterranean.

WOUNDUP
PO BOX 3695
Kansas City

Kansas 66103

PLUNGER

HAND MADE WORDS
A TWELVE INCH COMP.

FEATURING

EMBASSY I

SLOWSIDEDOWN

Atf-ASARCA
j

GEAljy

STRICTLY BALLROOM

feverpitch

Harriet the spy
BAREMINIMUM

bubble JUGI

$5ppd I

Toyland
P0B0It363
Sacramento rCA9581

2

also avail:;
Set Vector 6 song demo;
$2: ppd

[coining someday from
somewhere: Set Vector 7"

HOT & NEW • HOT & NEW • HOT & NEW

Tlinnel Rats
OUR WAR IS NEVER OVER

CD $9.00pp
featuring ex-Queers vocalist Wimpy

THE LOUDMOUTHS
Cotta Live Fast 7" EP

NEW 7" EP

CRETIN 66
Gonna Do It Tonite EP

THE Queers Fatso EP
Sex Offenders/ Breakups Split EP
Cocknoose All Jacked Up 7

M

Tunnel Rats Goin' To Marty's EP
All RECORDS $3.00 PP no checks

SWITCHBLADE RECORDS

m&m vw vV&fe'

r y* / J'

Still available: Link 80 / Subincision Split 7" - $3.00
Make Checks & Money Orders out to Don Yonker

Add $ 1 postage per item

Switchblade Records
PO Box 42 Pedricktown NJ 08067 euros



MAINSTRIKE
QUEST FOR THE ANSWERS CD

I
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THE DUCKY BOYS DEBUT CD
™0 GETTING OUT” 12$ POST PAID^

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

GMM RECORDS, P.O. BOX 15234 /
at. amta GEORGIA. 30333 USA.
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REAL PUNK ROCK ALBUMS & 12"ers All are
original and are Mint /Near Mint Condition
4 SKINS The Good, Bad & 4 Skins $25

4 SKINS A Fistful of 4 Skins $25

AFRIKA KORPS Music to Kill By $35

AVENGERS 4 song 12" $20
BATTALION OF SAINTS Second Coming $18

BEDLAM Lost in Space 12" $12 NJ hardcore
BODIES IN PANIC NJ hardcore $18

CAPITOL PUNISHMENT Slum w/ A View 12" $12

COCKNEY REJECTS Great. Hits Vol 2 $25

COCKNEY REJECTS Great. Hits Vol 3 Live $25

DESCENDENTS I Don't Wanna Grow Up $14

DICKIES Incredible Shrinking Dickies $18

DICKIES Dawn of the Dickies $18

DIODES First LP $20 Canada
DRONES Further Temptations $25

DMZ Relics $15 Voxx original
D.O.A. War On 45 12" $15
EATER History of Eater $14 (early 1980's

Delorean label issue w/ bonus 7" single)

EFFIGIES We're Da Machine 12" $18

FLYIN SPIDERZ Let It Crawl $18 rare 2nd LP

GEARS Rockin at Ground Zero $35
GERMAN SHEPHERDS Music for Sick Queers $18

HUSKER DU Land Speed Record $18

LAST WORDS 1st LP $16 Aussie band 1980

LOST CAUSE Forgotten Corners 12" $14

MENACE Screwed Up/Insane Society 12" $12

OUTCASTS Self-Conscious Over You $30

SAINTS Prehistoric Sounds $20 3rd LP

SHAM 69 Tell Us the Truth $18
SHAM 69 That's Life $20 gatefold
SHAM 69 Hersham Boys $20 gatefold
SLAUGHTER/DOGS Edgar Allen Poe 12" $15

SUBURBAN STUDS Slam $25 classic!
SURF PUNKS My Beach $16 1st LP '79

VIBRATORS Batteries Included $16
v/a BACK TO FRONT Volume One $16

v/a BURIED ALIVE $18
v/a BUSTED AT OZ $30
v/a CAN YOU HEAR ME? DEAF CLUB $15 sealed

v/a HELL COMES TO YOUR HOUSE $15

v/a MASTER TAPE Volume One $18

v/a WHERE BIRDMEN FLEW $20
WARSAW PART Needle Time $20
WILLFUL NEGLECT 1st LP $18
Please write first to reserve JIM RUSSO
7314 ROCKWELL AVE . #2 PHILA. PA 19111
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ABC NO RIO BEATS
EVICTION BUT
NEEDS $$$ NOW!
by Jane Guskin
and Steven Englander

ABC No Rio is a non-profit

community arts center which is also

New York City’s only consistent

all-ages DIY space for punk and
hardcore music. Now, after 17
years of ongoing conflict with its

landlord—New York City’s Depart-

ment of Hous-
ing Preserva-

tion and De-
velopment
(HPD) —
ABC seems to

have won the

battle to buy
its building at

156Rivington

Street on
Manhattan’s
Lower East Side and expand it into

a permanent five-story arts center,

performance space and gallery with

a silkscreen studio, a darkroom and
more.

Since June 1995 HPD has
been actively fighting to evict ABC.
ABC fought back in the courts, and
was able to get some eviction pro-

ceedings dismissed. But HPD kept

coming back with new ones.
Knowing that public pressure was
needed, ABC gathered over 2,500

signatures on petitions, and hun-

dreds of supporters sent letters di-

rectly to HPD.
Around fall of 1995, a group

of committed people moved into

the upper floors of the building

—

which were vacant—to provide
regular maintenance and safeguard

it from eviction. The upstairs resi-

dents helped strengthen the links

betweenABC No Rio and the Low-
er East Side squatters community.

On December 7, 1995, the

New York City Council declared

the building at 1 56 Rivington Street

a blight on the community and ap-

proved HPD’s plan to “develop” the

building by evictingABC and turn-

ing it over to Asian Americans for

Equality (AAFE). Despite its pro-

gressive-sounding name, AAFE is

a real estate development group
which has been involved in a num-

ber of other shady deals. HPD won
over AAFE by lumping 156 Riving-

ton Street into a package deal with

other buildings that AAFE wanted
for its “Harmony House” project. In

April 1996 ABC went to court to try

to nullify the City Council ruling,

using the argument that it was a vio-

lation of free speech—that HPD was
trying to si-

lence ABC in

retaliation for

ABC’s contin-

ued critical

and militant

stance against

city policies.

In Jan-

uary 1997, a

core of activ-

ists from ABC
and the squat scene started staging

radical protests and sit-ins at HPD
and AAFE’s offices in an effort to

build public and political pressure

against the eviction. On January 16
fiveABC supporters were arrested in

a civil disobedience action in which
they shackled themselves with locks

and chains inside and outside
AAFE’s offices.

Meanwhile, legal efforts to stop

the eviction were not looking hope-
ful. The only thing keeping HPD
from taking over the building was a

light bulb: ajudge had ruled

that HPD must fix the light

in the entryway of the build-

ing before she would pro-

ceed with the eviction.

On February 5, more
than a dozen ABC support-

ers broke past HPD securi-

ty and staged a sit-in at HPD
Commissioner Lilliam Bar-

rios-Paoli’s office. Expect-
ing mass arrests, the protest-

ers were surprised to be in-

vited by the Commissioner
into an HPD conference
room. After a two hour con-

versation, Commissioner
Barrios-Paoli held off the

eviction and scheduled an-

other meeting to resolve the

conflict between ABC No
Rio and HPD. On February

10, ABC No
Rio representa-

tives and the

residents of 156

Rivington
Street met
again with the

Commissioner
and her staff

and reached an

agreement.

In a letter

of intent from
the Commis-
sioner received

several days af-

ter the meeting,

HPD said it

will not proceed with the eviction

and will enter into a “Use and Oc-
cupancy” agreement withABC No
Rio for the storefront and basement
space the arts center currently oc-

cupies. In exchange, HPD will be
allowed to inspect the entire build-

ing. Within six months the residen-

tial occupants of the building will

voluntarily vacate andABC No Rio
will provide HPD with a plan to de-

velop the entire building into a

community arts facility under
HPD’s Community Works Pro-
gram. Under this program, HPD
will sell ABC No Rio the building

for as little as one dollar. Then
ABC plans to expand the space
available for music and other per-

formance; create a silkscreen stu-

dio and photographic darkroom;
and provide workshop and meet*
ing spaces. Other ideas will be dis-

cussed as the renovations are be-

ing done.

The biggest challenge ABC
faces right now is MONEY. The
building is in decent condition; the

renovations it needs are not major.

But ABC needs to raise at least

$100,000 to pay for building reno-

vations, and the biggest chunk of
that needs to be raised this year

—

hopefully by September. (Some
money may come from grants, but

only a few foundations give grants

for capital repairs, and none of that

money will be available until ABC
actually owns the building.) IfABC
can’t show that it can quickly raise

the money needed to renovate and
operate the building, then HPD will

have an excuse to back out of the

deal. If the deal falls through, ABC
will be evicted and there won’t be
another chance.

There are lots of ways people
can help. First, you can send mon-
ey out of your own pocket. Checks
and money orders should be made
out to ABC No Rio (these are tax-

deductible to the extent allowed by
law because ABC No Rio is a char-

itable arts organization with
501 (c)3 status) and mailed to ABC
No Rio at the address below. Sec-

ond, you can hold a benefit forABC
No Rio (and send the money to the

address below). Third, you can tell

everyone you know that ABC needs
money, and encourage them to

make a donation. Fourth, you can
reprint this article in your zine to

spread the word, or write to ABC
to get camera-ready ads if this arti-

cle is too big for you. Fifth, if you
have a band, you can offer to play a

benefit for ABC. Sixth, you can
donate artwork forABC to sell at a

benefit art sale. Seventh... got any
other ideas? For more information,

get in touch: ABC No Rio, 1 56 Riv-

ington St, New York, NY 10002,
phone 212-254-3697.



commercials, where ideas, con-

cepts, and social movements,
have been co-opted by big busi-

ness to sell their products’ Re-
member Nike borrowed the

Beatles song “Revolution” a few

years back? Or, recall Mercedes
Benz utilizing Janis Joplin’s

song “Mercedes Benz” to sell

their cars? Janis’s song was anti

consumption, yet it was used

to sell expensive, conspicuous

cars. These examples, and most
importantly, the "Tiger Woods”
example, were facets of anti-

establishment movements, and
are now used to attract~custom-

ers to buy, buy, buy.

Should we care that corpo-

rations are co-opting ideas at

the expense of history, to make
a profit? Hell yes. It is not up
to big business, or anyone to

re write history, especially the

history of the people ana the

struggle for justice.

commercial.
After Hampton’s murder, a

Black Panther Party Member
was talking to members’ chil-

dren about Fred, trying to con-

vey to the kids what Fred
meant to all people in struggle.

At one point, a child stood up
and said, “I am Fred Hamp-
ton”, then another stood up and

said “I am Fred Hampton”,
until every child was on her/his

feet, exclaiming that she/he was

Fred Hampton. In one inter-

view segment from the “Eyes

on the Prize” documentary
with the man who was talking

to the kids, he stated, that he

didn’t proceed, because the

kids were aware of the good
Fred had done in his short life,

anti-poverty programs, school

lunch programs, and protests

against the racist Chicago po-

lice department. But, most im-

portantly, Fred gave black peo-

ple a sense of pride, and self

esteem, and instilled in all

people the right to struggle for

justice, against institutional-

ized racism.
The fact that Nike has uti-

lized this moment in history

to sell their shoes, and athlet-

ic gear, is deplorable. It is an-

other example in a series of

The following is a list of

upcoming events. Because of

space restrictions, only contact
Commentary by Lisa

I know you’ve seen the new
Nike commercial. The one with

the young kids, of all races, and
both genders exclaiming “I am
Tiger Woods”, “I am Tiger

Woods”, conveying the idea

that they have the ability to

achieve greatness, and have

equal opportunities, just like

Tiger Woods. In essence, the

spirit of Tiger is in these kids.

information is list* Remember
that the bands and styles vary

greatly for each music/punk

fest, so contact the promoter

for a current lineup. Please

write in with any information

you have of punk, zine, or

Columbus Ohio:

More Than Music Fest

Mike THorn, 1579 indianoia
from a dark moment in Civil

Rights History.

If one watches the excel-

lent award-winning series

“Eyes on the Prize”, document-
ing the various stages of the

Civil Rights movement in this

country, in particular, the sec-

coiumbus oh 43201, (614)

421.1269
• July 12
Bloomington IL:

Dummercon Ezine Confer-

ence
dto@op.net (mogei),

phuckeib@sun.iwu.edu

http://www.dto.net/
dummercon
• July ±5-20
Olympia WA:
Yo Yo A GoGo Music Fest

Yoyo A Go Go, Post Office

THE NEWS NEEDS XOU
MRR is always looking fornews items,

articles, newspaper clippings or cal-

ender events to supplement theNEWS
section. We need you to be the eyes

and ears and topass on any leads that

you come across. We also like politi-

cal cartoons and comic stops. Send

them ini
neral, one miAt see where
Nike co-opted the idea for their

MRR Columnists Ham it

Up at Coney Island High

A legendary meeting of the minds: Rev. Norb (Boris

the Sprinkler). Mykel Board (Artless), and George

Tabb (Furious Georoe), embarrass themselves

during a night of “Maximum Rock N Roll" this past

May. Photos by Wendy Waxman.

Box 2462, Olympia WA
98507.
http://www.olwya.net/yoyo

yoyo@olywa.net

.July 25-27
Chippewa Falls Wl:

Punk Fest

Erik, 715 W Willow St

Chippewa Falls Wl 5472!

Jasper: (715) 720-1573

• Aug 15-17
Boston MA:
Riot Grrrl Convention

riot grrrl boston c/o madhu,

48 r.f. higgins dr, norwell

ma 02061
RGBoston@aol.com, http

members.aol.com/
RGBoston/rgb.htmi

* Aug 15-17
Greenville NC:

Hardcore FEst

Alex, POBOX 3871,
Greenville, NC 27858,
(919)757-0843
• October 5
Toronto Ont CANADA:
Zine Fest

info: halpen@interlog.com
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ACME
To Reduce The Choir To Just One Soioist

Ip/cd

*ba complata discography from thi* critically

acclaim** 0«r»an Killing machine Thi* is wbafc

would happen if Kerry King join#* Rorschach, than

you fad ttum glass, sot thorn on fira, & lot thorn

loose in the studio. Kfoise* emotion, power, angst,

& pure chaos fuse together to bring you

something liXe never before. you've boon warned...

timing,mmltettt lorAQm. Coalne*. Edison. & Overem
t*8hlrts » $10, longsleeves * $14, hooded sweatshirts = $25

Canada: $1 per77csfcd, $2 per 12’Tlpfahirt, $5 per hood
Europe: $2 per 77cs/cd, $5 per 1 27lp/shirt, $1 0 per hood
World: $3 per rVcs/cd, $7 per 127lp/shirt, $13 per hood

tioin. Lumberjack, Carotine*

Rtiiz. Rhetoric, & others. .

,

:

Jon Cougar
Concentration Camp

"Hot Shit" » r*
10 song 10"^^

'V? :*»

V
' /

Checks payable to Frank D'Amato

Foreign orders add $2.

Also available: Carter Peace Mission's

"Disco Stu" CD $9 PPD

Mullethead Records, PO Box 20515
El Cajon, CA 92021

new 7" from...

THEE
HEADCOATS

messerschmitt pilot's severed hand

b/w

i've been fuckin' your daughters &
pissing on your lawn

$4.00 post-paid in USA
Mexico & Canada add $1.00

Everywhere else add $2.00

well concealed cash or

money orders to cash only

SMARTGUY
RECORDS

530 Divisadero#108

San Francisco, CA 94117 USA
smartguyy@ aol.com

Skeptics, Mystics and Blind ldolaters...7EP

*KATHona
We Are Anti Nazi, Anti National War 7EP

Europe
CanadaU.f.A.

3
GO

>
fi

No Checks No Cheques
Only Well Hidden U.S. Cash To

Yoshiyuki Takahashi

Japan
Australia

Keeper Of The Seven
Bass Players 7EP

Bad hribte are caay to get, aad hard to get rid of

c/o Yoshiyuki Takahashi
3-5-12-106 Hashigadai

Narita-SHI Chiba 286 Japan
Please send your demos. Custom ad. #8

•diton 004

COALESCE *V
A Sofa Place

US residents add $2 per order for US priority mail, limited colored vinyl

for ail mailorders. Credit card orders, call <215) 203-VERY. Kids, send $2

for our huge 80+ page mailorder catalog of over 200 other label’s stuff.

by

1000

Flowers,

Rhetoric

and

Revolver



IT’S COMING
THE CONFEDERACY OF
SCUM SUPERSHOW 97’

AUGUST 29TH & 30TH
AT THE OUTHOUSE IN

LAWRENCE, KANSAS
FEATURING:

ANTISEEN
COCKNOOSE
RANCID VAT

BUZZCRUSHER
HELLSTOMPER
CONQUER WORM
AND SPECIAL NON C.O.S GUESTS

LIMECELL
ZEKE

NASHVILLE PUSSY
CRETIN 66

AND MORE....

FOR INFO CALL:

(816) 561-3673

(913) 843-2381

EMAIL: revcroc@idir.net

WOUNDUPMAN@AOL.COM

This August,

iPvirj'j

One Nation Under . .

.

4th gradePothine

sn.i i sfvi n ivin s 01 rrw* hi \<:k vi\m.

ithtr Stud Ml Apotiy Press:
%W'

|Jre»* JEUctirh#

pn box sstx tfrw nine
00000 tnn 55369
(V*!) Aa«»AJ^
Hf*\ore X>»T*Yi 4U**

j days vf hardcore and hospitality

III II Heui in a northern

UUL I VlJ Z.I ujisccnsin forest

AGATHOCLES
MISERY einnn
DISTRAUGHT S1 ° 00

NINE SHOCKS TERROR
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
DISAGREE music and

UNGOVERNMENTAL free camping
DREADNOUGHT
ELDOPA
praparation-h ;; ; :l'*TZVZT.Xw
SERVITUDE .

larvae ,

:

o

L;:t ;v:,;Vreeo
1

»"

THE DREGS
CODE 13 ‘'in*!* 1(o *aiVf n

LEFT IN RUINS ^,-n.rrr

URBN DK
THE SPIDER CUNTS
OPPRESSED LOGIC

plus more

/W ^
Y go

FROM 94 (GOING EAST)
Exit olf 94 onto HV.'Y 53 N into cau Cloi

go approx. 4 miles to HVVV 12 E.

take 12 to Fall Creek (9 miles)

then thiough Augusta (9 miles trom Fall

From edge of Augusta go approx. 3 milt

take a 'oft on M approximately 10 m.los

FROM 94. (GOING WEST)
take 94 to Black River Falls (approx. 140 miles lr,

trom there take county highway 12 (27)

take 12 approx. 23 miles to 10.

turn left on 10 and go 3 miles to cty. hwy H

go north on H approx. 10 miles to Channcy road,

take Channcy road 2 1/2 miles, take a right then

i go 2 miles down to the test.

'BROADCASTED LIVE ON 91.3 Fn niLWAUKEE PIRATE RADIO



BLITZ BABIEZ

"thought spawn'

Ass-kicking rhythms that'll make you

want to dance on broken glass! A little

like No Use For A Name with female

vocals.

avulsion/foiced expression-split 7" 4.00/6.00
agathocles-thank you for...lp 12.00/18.00
agathocles-distrust and... 7" 4.00/6.00
apt. 213/forced expression-split 7" 4.00/6.00
agoraphobic nosebleed-s/t 7" 3.50/5.25
blood sucking freaks-s/t 7" 5.00/6.75
brutal truth-kill trend suicide 10" 9.50/15.50
blood/dead infection-split 7" 5.00/6.75
cripple bastards/carcass grinder-split 7" 5.00/6.75
cripple bastards/senseless apocalypse-7" 5.00/6.75
cavity-some time sweet susan 7" 4.00/6.00
drop dead-s/t lp 9.00/15.00
discharge-realites of war 7" 5.00/6.75
dwarves-are young and good...lp 8.00/14.00
doom-monarchy zoo 7" 5.00/6.75
disclose-visions of war pic 7" 5.00/6.75
disagree/ungovern-mental-split 7" 3.50/5.25
ent/patareni -split 7" 5.00/6.75
enemy soil-casualties. .

.7" 4.00/6.00
eca/deadbaby-split 7" 3.50/5.25
embitte red-chocked 7" 3.75/5.75
el guapo comp lp 9.00/15.00 (w/eto, apt. 213, agents of
satan, and lot's more. 1st pressing too!!)
exit 13/hemdale-split cd 5.75/8.00
failure face/ulcer-split 7" 3.00/4.75
f .o.d./ninefinger-split 7" 4.00/6.00
grind in the mind comp. 7" 4.00/6.00 (w/enemysoil,wadge +)

gut/morphea-split 7" 5.00/6.75
hated principles/cuff-split 10" 7.50/13.50
human remains-using sickness. .cd 10.00/16.00
hemdale-demo cass 5.00/6.75
hiatus-way of doom 7" 3.50/5.25
havohej-unholy darkness 7" 4.00/6.00
impiety-salve the goat 7" 4.00/6.00
impaled nazarene-latex cult lp 13.00/20.00
in crust we trust comp cd 9.00/15.00 (w/disfear, heresy, +)
immortal-blizzard beasts lp 15. 00/22. 00( ltd 1500)
locust/jenny piccollo-split pic 5" 5.00/6.75
locust—s/t 7" 3.50/5.25
loadstar/gob-split 7" 3.00/4.75
multiplex/exit 13-split 7" 5.50/7.00
marduk-heaven shall burn lp 15.00/22.00
merzbow-akasha gulva cd 13.00/20.00 (ltd 1000)
.i.t.b./aunt mary-split 7" 3.50/5.25
ui.t.b. -abundance of guns 7" 4.00/6.00
mi i.t.b. -uncivil izedlive 7" 3.50/5.25
monster x-demo '93 7" 4.00/6.00
monster x-s/t 7" 4.00/6.00
malicioushate-consumed by hate 7" 4.00/6.00
ninefinger-s/t 7" 3.50/5.25
nunslaughter/bloodsick-split 7" 4.00/6.00
noothgrush/no less-split 7" 3.50/5.25
noothgrush/dUbe-split 7" 4.00/6.00
neurosis-short wave warfare lp 11.00/17.50
order from chaos-live into distant... 7" 4.00/6.00
out cold-lost cause 7" 4.00/6.00
pile driver-s/t 7" 3.75/5.75
rot/intestinal disease-split lp 9.00/15.00
stapled shut-world of noise 7" 3.50/3.25
spazz/jimmie walker-split 7" 4.00/6.00
spazz/brutal truth-split 7" 3.50/5.25
spazz-tastin' spoon pic 5" 5.00/6.75
ssd-power dbl lp 10.00/16.00
sarcasm-s/t 7" 3.50/5.25
3 way cum-killing the life lp 7.00/13.00
usurper-diabolosis lp 16. 00/22. 00 (ltd)

ultimo rausea/chickenshit-split cd 9.00/15.00

violentheadache/carcass grinder-split 7 5 . 00/6 . 7b

venom-black metal (velvet poster) 9.00/15.00
Q0

v/a:patareni-obrade: tribute to the patareni lp 11.50/18.00

(w/cripple bastards, rot, violent headache mr‘ r®'

white-s/t 7" 3.00/4.75
wadge/praparation h-split 7" 4.00/6.00

POSTAGE :u.s.a. /Canada

1.50 1st LP .50 ea additional
.75 1st 7" .25 ea additional

$ 1.00 1st cd .55 ea additional
$ 10” records are the same as Ip's
$ 1.50 per item WORLD ( surface)
$ 3.00 lst/1.50 ea. additional AIR( world)
$ 2.00 lst/1.00 ea. additional AIR^u.s.Jr

1st price u.s/2nd Canadian funds

payment by money order or WELL concealed cash.
(world u.s. funds only)

consider EMAILING me first to see if i have it in stock.
otherwise please list alternates.
make payments out to LOST IN THE FOG RECORDS.

LOST IN THE FOG records.
P.O. BOX 48061
BEDFORD, N.S. PH/FAX (902)832-1553
B4A 322 EMAIL LOST. FOG@ns . sympatico . ca

CANADA send, email, for free catalog! I

r;<fin’a p****;M
|

\pU NX,'/
\\ ...That's two
4\frfKLS SfRVMMM

. ONDfl SiH6fN s &
1 0Ne GiA on traps I

AHS OR&AN/fr

ORDER
NOW!

M.SOflVAiLftBLC:
MORAV3NS 7” „

CASH,,
»I6 New PLAID7>3 ...ea- $3.oo ppo. only!

GRIST-MILLING
PO BOX 771402

LAKEWOOD, OH 44107

SCHIMLL EECORK
P0 Boh 42346 Philly, PR 19101
,skill@op.net

VlOtEWT SOOETV

tKe BOILS SPLIT?"
$3.50 ppd, stores write us

Rizzo Machine Demo $3
S-KILL Records shirt $5
Rizzo Machine shirt $7

shirts 1 00%cotton, L&XL

Oil! SOOffe: Philly Punk

comp.,Rizzo Machine 7",

SKABS/Anal Sausage 7"

http://miimi.op.net/~skill
Philly Shreds patch
& catalog with SASE

PHILLY SHREDS

FUNBOX
513

Pure energized punk rock with influences

by classic bands such as ALL and

Pescendents!

LICK 57 S

, and the band played on!"

Catchy hardcore outta Florida. Best

described as Face to Face meets Avail!

THE TIE THAT BINdS

slowly sinking under

'

Formerly known as Badger, these Texas

kids play melodic emo-core in the vein

of Samiam, Lifetime and Jawbreaker.

Fresh, well crafted punk rock!

CRANK
"picking up the pieces"

Combining melody with the hardcore

edge of bands like Poison Idea, Black Flag

and classic Bad Brains! These guys deliver

the goods!

THE 0NEF00T COMP
"check this out, baby!"

1 8 songs by 1 8 Onefoot bands! A whole

lotta punk for not a whole lotta dough.

'CKCKTm OUTLAW

Also available . . .

BUGLITE - "love and other sorrows"

FIVE BY NINE - "recognize

'

HORACE PINKER - burn tempe to the ground Mailorder.

ONE COOP EYE -
"let go my e.g.o." N, America MO ppd

PEP RALLY - deadline Elsewhere MZ ppd

RACER TEN - "melodies and memories" ^
MIGRAINES - "shut up!"

STEADFAST - sixteen reasons why"

STONEd - "ed's diner"

ADHESIVE - "sideburner" po box 5854

distributed by.

MS, Rotz, Smash & Cargo Canada

po box 5854
cherry hill, nj, 08054 0592

fax. 609 665 4764
email: onefoot&onefoot.co.nz



FLAT EARTH RECORDS
nthenewstirff^

1*1
HIATUS / DOOM - EP^

PINK TURDS IN SPACE / S

HARD TO SWALLOW / MANFAT - EP

4**^ V EBISlaV- "IMPRECATION’" C-Vfcvc TW*» fhfVu-

CRESS - "MONUMENTS

SEDITION - "EARTHBEAT” - LP
....also:

LOS CRUDOS CANCIONES PARA LIBERA NUESTRAS..." - LP
(U S pressing on Lengua ^Armada recs)

WITCHKNOT
WHIRLING PIG DERVISH -

DAMAGE (PRICES POSTPAID)

EURO /WORLD world

EP/CS

LP/CD

12 $4 $5

£5 $10 $12

!

WITCHKNOT •
"SQUAWK" LP

[

DOOM - "RUSH HOUR OF THE GODS" - LP/CD/CS

reBffLA -"INCUBATION" - LP ^
l^CATHA - ."RESPECT,PROTECT, RE-CONNECT" LP/CS

SUFFER - EP (U.S pressing on Crust recs..)

HEADACHE / RECUSANT - EP

VR - "DREAMSTATE” LP
j

"SUCK" EP 4

I OR CHEAPER FROM YOURLOCAL D.I.Y.DISTRIBUTION

"BRADFORD MUSIC?", P.O BOX 169, BRADFORD, BD7 1YS, UK.

HUASIPUNGO & Profits of Misery TOUR ’97
all ages/DIY/$5 or less/no indoor smoke*/...toda edad, hazlo tu mismo, $5 o menos, no furnar adentro*

WED 7/9 - State College, PA - 7:30pm ® VFW
hall, N. Barnard St. (Dave 814-867-2568)

THU 7/10 - Pittsburgh, PA - ® 335 w/Rent
America. (Tad 412-621-0743)

FRI 7/1 1 - Detroit, Mi - 8pm ® Trumbull
Theater, 4208 Trumbull, 313-831-6150

SAT 7/12 - Yellow Springs, OH - 9pm ® dance

space, Antioch College, 937-767-6427

SUN 7/13 - Bloomington, IN 3pm ® Rhinos,

325 Vi S. Walnut, 812-333-3430 w/Walking Ruins

MON 7/14 - Chicago, IL - 7pm ® Calles y
Suenos, 1900 S. Carpenter in Pilsen w/Los Crudos
& Youth Against Fascism. (Martin 312-733-1564)

TUE 7/15 - Minneapolis, MN - 7pm @ Extreme
Noise Records, 2524 Nicollet Ave, 612-229-3663

WED 7/16 - Lincoln, NE - 8pm ® Wagon Train

Project, 704 S 7th St. (Andrew 402-438-7242)

THU 7/17 - CO Springs, CO - ® brown house,

430 W. Pike’s Peak w/The Fanatics, Sbiteh.

(Lorenzo 719-385-0236)

FRI 7/18 - Roy, UT - 7pm at com.lab.l w/ Spazz,

Calabash Case, Aim, NSC?
SAT 7/19 - Boise, ID - 5pm ® 1471 Leslie Way
in Meridian. (Kris 208-286-9226)

SUN 7/20 - Spokane, WA - 7pm (Rolene 509-323-

0925)
MON 7/21 - Seattle, WA - 6pm ® Black Cat
Cafe, 4110 Roosevelt Way NE, 206-547-3887 w/
Behead the Prophet NLSL, Submission Hold?
TUE 7/22 - Bellingham, WA - 9pm ® Show-Off
Gallery, 1210 C Street, w/BTPNLSL

WED 7/23 - Portland, OR - 8pm ® The O, 214 W
Burnside. (Kelly/Sara 503-235-5627)

THU 7/24 - Eugene??
FRI 7/25 - Berkeley, CA - 8pm ® 924 Gilman
Street, 510-525-9926

SAT 7/26 - L.A. ,
CA - 9pm ® East LA

Community College, 1301 Ave Cesar Chavez in

Monterey Park w/Calavera, Los Madrazos. (Marco
213-413-5538)

SUN 7/27 - L.A., CA - (Heric 310-904-0887)

MON 7/28 - Las Vegas, NV - 7pm (Chad 702-263-

0081)
TUE 7/29 - Flagstaff, AZ - 6pm ® Fort Tut Hill.

(Shaunya 520-214-5075)

WED 7/30 - Tucson, AZ??
THU 7/31 - El Paso, TX - (Alex 915-598-8327)

FRI 8/1 - Austin, TX - 7:30pm @ Oakland House,
504 Oakland Ave, 512-481-1862

SAT 8/2 - Houston, TX - 3pm (2nd day of

Eclectica festival) ® Scout House, Uvalde &
Woodforest in North Shore. (Theo 713-455-8771)

SUN 8/3 - New Orleans, LA (Tommy/Art 504-

887-2355)

MON 8/4 - Atlanta, GA - @ I Defy House
TUE 8/5 - Greensboro, NC - ® Broken Window,
726 W. Lee St. (Brian 910-379-1231)

WED 8/6 - ??

THU 8/7 - Baltimore, MD - (Jordan 410-653-1224)
SAT 8/9 - New York, NY - 3pm @ ABC No Rio,

156 Rivington St, 212-254-3697, w/Nekhei Naatza

& USF (anti-Zionist political hardcore from Israel)

for more information, call the numbers listed above or 718-478-2609..
.
para mis informaci6n llame a los numeros arriba

o al 718-478-2609 (en espanol o inglSs)... new Huasipungo CD “Nucanchic Huasipungo” out for tour, plus records,

t-shirts, books, information... ya sale el nuevo CD “Nucanchic Huasipungo”, ademis tendremos camisetas, discos, libros,

informacidn y mis. Huasipungo/Profits of Misery, 80-50 Baxter Ave #125, Elmhurst, NY 11373, 718-478-2609

< esn@blythe.org > < nicajg@panix.com > * en algunos de los conciertos fumar adentro seri permitido pero sin embargo

pedimos que nadie fume adentro porque sufrimos mucho del humo. gracias. at some of the shows smoking may be allowed

but we ask that you not smoke indoors because the smoke makes us suffer a lot, thanks.

NEW GO NUTS CD OUT NOW!
Only $10 ppd US

/vA $11 Canada

IJFU $13 World

NEW RDDRESS
PLANE! Y PIMP HLC0K0S

825 - 22nd St

San Francisco, CA 94107

svenerik@sirius.com please write for a free catalog

HEY kids!

^

JB# <

a.k.a. the

in 1" button co )

is moving i

I just wanted to let all of you past,

present and future button/rubber

stamp purchasers to know

where to find me.

ES Ml
bloomington, in christen carter

825 22nd ST

San Francisco, CA 94107

voice mail (415) 789-8232
(I'm keeping this # forever)

(415) 206-1219

just send your black and

white art (It's better if I reduce it),

your address, and check or

money order (payable to C. Carter)

to the above address.

I print black on white unless you tell me otherwise.

color paper doesn't cost extra.

Call or write for a free catalog
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Ask Dr. Mueller • Cookie Mueller

294 pages • $15.99

Serpent's Tail • 180 Varick Street • 10th floor • New York • NY • 10014

"Cookie Mueller was a writer, a mother, an outlaw,

an actress, a fashion designer, a go-go dancer, a witch

doctor, an art hag, and above all, a goddess." So sayeth

John Waters and so showeth this book. Ask Dr. Mueller

contains a joyful jumble of Cookie Mueller's wacky

anecdotes, bizarre fiction, art and advice columns, and

travel commentary. The book is entertaining and I

recommend it heartily. But I would like to take this

opportunity to issue a warning to those among you

who are susceptible to over-romanticizing the

bohemian lifestyle. Be advised: Mueller makes starving

artistdom seem like a lot of fun. In fact it's enough to make you want to quit

your job right now and run out to apply for food stamps. But I'm here to tell

you, welfare ain't what it used to be. Think carefully! If you're afraid you

can't hack it as a struggling bohemian, don't buy this book. But do at least

give yourself the treat of a surreptitious peek at the back cover, which features

a Nan Goldin photograph of Cookie with her pants pulled down, peeing in

an alley.

Cookie Mueller came of age in Baltimore under the early Waters

administration and starred in such cinematic classics as Multiple Maniacs

and Pink Flamingoes. As part ofJohn Waters' raucous royal entourage, Mueller

naturally has plenty of outrageous anecdotes to share. She describes

hilariously the winter of 1970 in Provincetown, when she and her starving,

freezing friends frequented the local garbage dump looking for food, fuel

and things to sell. She recounts Divine "standing in his full-length mink coat

on top of mountains of garbage, his head crowned with circling, screeching

seagulls." At holiday time they hankered for a Christmas tree but were too

impoverished to buy one. Instead they snuck out like grave-robbers in the

night to dig up a prize Blue Spruce from the neighbors' yard. Then they

decorated it with Cookie's earrings. However for me the true charm of this

story lies not in the crafty treenapping but in Mueller's final note that Divine

eventually purchased and planted a baby Blue Spruce replacement.

Of course any underground film lover will lap up these tales with all

the onscreen enthusiasm of Divine lapping up dog shit. But Mueller's writing

has more to recommend it than mere Divine inspiration. She has the warm

chatty style of an eccentric gum-cracking diner waitress. Because of this,

some of her best anecdotes are actually about life in Baltimore prior to her

becoming "sort of famous." As an intrepid eleven year old, she wrote a 321

page novel, bound it with beer-case cardboard, "smuggled it into the library

and put it on the shelves in the correct alphabetical order." In "Dogs I Have

Known," she explains how she acquired her dog Beauty. Having been the

pet of a bar owner, Beauty turned out to be literally a boozehound She

turned up her snout at Alpo but happily gulped down beer and potato chips.

While reading Mueller's stories, you’ll sometimes find yourself looking

for the evidence of a slight crack where fiction has been reattached to fact.

Exaggeration works like a Wonderbra to bolster up reality in her tales. But

this propensity for invention and penchant for the absurd serve Mueller

well in her fiction pieces. One of the best stories is "Fan Mail, Frank Letters

and Crank Calls," in which, among other things, an Italian woman struggles

over whether to tell her lover about her job, reuniting male statues with

their penises. (The penises were ordered removed by a former pope who
was either particularly prudish or seized with size envy.)

Cookie Mueller lived mainly in New York in the eighties, until her

death of AIDS in 1989. During this period she wrote "Art and About" for

Details magazine—before Details' frightening reinvention as a GQ clone.

The columns reprinted in the book do give you an idea of the New York art

world in the eighties, but are just as likely to take an erratic turn into some

subject such as the chances of separated-at-birth twins having the same

sense of humor.

In the early eighties Mueller also wrote a health advice column for

the East Village Eye (hence the name of the book). Mueller's medical

credentials are questionable, but she makes up for it by answering a question

about impotence with "I make house calls for this one," and wryly quoting

Chris Isherwood on STD’s: "If you don't have one you’re not trying hard

enough." However, I was vaguely disappointed to learn that Mueller

apparently made up the questions as well as the answers. Ah well, maybe

those were lean years and letter openers were expensive. — Melissa Klein

Destroy: The Definitive History of Punk • Alvin Gibbs

280 pages • £12.99

Britannic Press Publishing • no address

I have a natural aversion to terms like "new and

improved," "manufacturer guaranteed," "maintenance

free" and "definitive"—especially this time around.

What is it that makes a book rise from "ordinary" or

"merely adequate" to "definitive?" There are enough

books chronicling the rise and fall of punk to stock

an entire shelf at Barnes and Noble, and there are

probably many more finding their way into print. Some

of them are educational, others are entertaining, some

are just a little misguided. Destroy: the Definitive

History ofPunk manages to fall into all three categories

simultaneously.

Alvin Gibbs has earned his scene credentials from his tenure in

geriatric punk rock favorites the UK Subs, and was in the right place at the

right time when the Sex Pistols, the Clash and the Damned were first making

headlines and offending teatime television audiences in Britain. He relates

the sense of religious epiphany he experienced first glimpsing the New York

Dolls on the BBC in the early seventies—"They were musically and visually

exciting, evidently degenerate, and authentically sleazy. They were perfect..."

Personal asides like these are the bright spots of the book, and there aren't

enough of them for my liking. This is the definitive history of punk, remember—

that's a lot of degeneracy and sleaze to cover—and Gibbs gives his

autobiographical notes short shrift in the process.

The bulk of the narrative is a compressed encyclopedia that traces

the “roots of punk" from its beginning with the Velvet Underground, the

Stooges, and the New York Dolls—all familiar stuff, especially if you've read

at least one New Yorker article on the subject. Names are dropped, band

histories are quoted, and twice-told tales are told once again. The Adverts,

Eater, Chelsea, the Boys and even the Hammersmith Gorillas are all given

mention in the text. The fast life and quick demise of the Sex Pistols is exhumed

and examined—a gruesome snapshot of Sid even made it to the book's cover,

though that might have more to do with product recognition than artistic

purity. Tribute is paid to all the worthy subjects.

Throughout all of this Gibbs is writing about what he knows best,

namely British punk rock from the late seventies to the early eighties

(understandably so—it was the UK Subs, after all), and much of what falls

outside is touched on only lightly, or is loaded with embarrassing inaccuracies

At one point the membership and discographies of Discharge and G.B.H. are

combined into one nonexistent band. American punk and hardcore after 1977

is neatly dismissed in three pages, most of them torn liberally from the old

Hardcore California (Last Gasp) book that came out years ago—hopefully some

of the glitches will be pulled from future printings, but they still make a
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trivia hound like myself cringe All of this is minor stuff, of interest only

those without lives—but when a reference work boldly labels itself as

“definitive," mistakes like these come as a surprise.

When Destroy is at its best, it's a funny, low-key account of playing in

bands, putting on shows, and experiencing the music world first-hand. The rest

of the time it's like a Reader's Digest guide to Punk Rock ioi

—

you might walk

away a bit more educated, but don't think that you're getting the complete

story. — Jeff Heermann

Death Blossoms • Mumia Abu-Jamal

158 pages • $12

Plough Publishing House • Farmington • PA • 15437

1-800-521-8011 in North America • 0800-269-048 in UK

"Their sermons aren’t particularly cerebral. Nor should

they be. They preach to congregations whose spirits

have been beaten down and battered all week long."

So says Mumia Abu-Jamal, discussing the black Baptist

preachers he saw in his youth. Those lines, which come

fairly early in Death Blossoms, could be taken as useful

advice for how to approach the book itself. His first

book, Live from Death Row, was a collection of

commentaries on daily life among men condemned

by the state to die. No one could expect such a

politically motivated inmate as Abu-Jamal to refrain

from setting his observations in a wider social context, nor should they—and

Live from Death Row definitely had its share of social commentary. That

book’s strength is in its engagement of the heart and the head: here are the

tragedies, here is the system that creates them. All of this made for a powerfully

coherent, incendiary call-to-arms.

From the beginning, Death Blossoms is clearly different. The table of

contents lists some three dozen short pieces, not subdivided into sections or

seemingly structured in any way. It opens with three introductory pieces

(including a brief foreword by Cornel West), all of which approach Abu-Jamal’s

political problems from a perspective laden with spirituality. Typical quotes:

"Mumia’s life forces are sealed off and preyed upon by a carceral onslaught

tantamount to hi-tech slavery," "Here, then... are the flowers of his spirit."

Frankly, I was prepared for the worst after these pieces. I’m not a big believer

in spiritual solutions to political problems. But Live from Death Row was so

good that I put aside my misgivings and read on with as open a mind as

possible.

On balance, I’m glad I did, there’s much here that can stand alongside

the first book. Whenever Abu-Jamal tells his story, or those of the men on

death row with him, this book packs a punch, albeit a subtler, more considered

one. "The Search," "Hate’s Unkind Counsel," "The Spider," and particularly

"Remembering Moser" are gritty and reflective at the same time, building on

tlTe best of Live from Death Row.

"Men of the Cloth" is an expertly constructed telling of a real-life

parable but illustrates one of Death Blossoms problems: it’s an elegeiac tribute

to the superior spirituality of John Africa, founder of MOVE. I don’t know
enough about MOVE to comment either way on their politics, but pieces like

"Men of the Cloth" and "The Wisdom of John Africa" sound an awful lot like

standard-issue true-believer drone.

The book’s other main flaw is even more problematic: most of the

social commentary rings somewhat superficial, and has a definite

pronouncements-from-on-high quality. At their best, these pieces ("Objectivity

and the Media") don’t really say anything new. At their worst ("Politics,"

"Violence") they trade in such banal generalities and pious declarations that

I felt like I just picked up some shitty "political" zine. I really can’t hold this

against him, for obvious reasons: he’s got a few other things to worry about.

I just wonder why these pieces are in the book and if Abu-Jamal has attained

such status that no one dared to edit this stuff.

The other major category of selections in Death Blossoms, which could

be loosely grouped together under the rubric of "spiritual reflection," are

decent. Accompanied by quotes from the likes of Elie Wiesel and Kahlil Gibran,

these pieces are occasionally thought-provoking in their ruminations on the

weightiest of questions ("Life’s Religion," "Thoughts on the Divine," "Children").

Even if, like me, you don’t approach the world spiritually, it’s hard to condemn

this side of Abu-Jamal. These reflections ring truer and deeper than most of

his political pieces, and give us a better picture of his moral and philosophical

self.

And that, after all, is why any of Mumia Abu-Jamal’s books receive the

attention that they do. The important thing isn’t necessarily what he writes,

as powerful as that may be; it’s that he writes. The world wants a chance to

get beyond the heated rhetoric and look at the man himself. To that end,

Death Blossoms wisely ends with a 30 page interview with Abu-Jamal that, by

itself, would have been far stronger than the book as a whole.

In an interesting move, Abu-Jamal chose to have this book published

by Plough Publishing House, the press of the Bruderhof Community. A self-

described "moneyless, nonviolent Christian communal movement of

approximately 2,500 people," they publish titles dealing with social problems

"from a New Testament perspective." However that sounds to you, it’s

preferable to Addison-Wesley, publishers of Live from Death Row. It also

means that Death Blossoms will be much harder to find Use the 1-800 number

at the top of the review if you have trouble finding it in stores. (By the way,

the graphic design of the book is excellent.)

I would have to admit that, at first, Death Blossoms was pretty

underwhelming. But the stronger parts stuck with me, followed me around

for a few day and in some ways, haunted me. If you have any interest in Abu-

Jamal’s personal beliefs, his case or the American prison system, at least

some of this book is essential reading. If not, you should still read Live from

Death Row. — Jason Useless

Millennium • Hakim Bey

112 pages • $ 7

Autonomedia • POB 568 • Williamsburg Station • New York • NY • 11211

Thef
potential for hyperbole is very high here. Hakim

Bey is a pen name, a guise, an apparition through which

an author speaks. Leaving his intentions untouched,

Hakim Bey has made himself very well known, and is

seen as quite a spokesman for the Anarchist movement.

His book T.A.Z. (Temporary Autonomous Zone) could

even be seen as a theoretical backbone for a variety

of grouplets, from the Rainbow Gathering to the

individualistic anarchist scene. He has been

interviewed for Time magazine, High Times, and a

variety of foreign news programs. As a spokesman we
could do worse, as he is articulate, interesting, and humble, but having such

a role filled by anyone is truly problematic. That has little to do* with

Millennium.

Millennium is a fine book, a short read that wouldn't be misplaced by

the ceramic throne or coffee table as it is filled with tidbits of reading, but no

"greater" whole. An interview and four essays which start some interesting

(and not so interesting) threads fill Millennium. The interview allows Bey to

answer questions that are naturally going to’be asked when style dictates as

much as it does with him. I find Bey to be more evocative in his essays but he

does appear to be engaging in the face to face. The title essay really brings
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the most thought to light, as it regards the ending of the old and the beginning

of the new century, but the thesis is that the new century has already begun.

With the fall of the Russian version of Communism, the rise of reaction against

neo-liberalism (that is specifically seen in the Zapitista struggle) and the call

of yet another "End of History," Bey refers to the new century as already

being here. In other words, whatever cultural/economic paradigm that is going

to shape the 21st century, like the rise of the United States did in the 20th, is

already visible. And it is!

On some level this is the bulk of what I got out of Millennium. Not to

say that there are not some other pleasurable moments within, but that these

had to do with an appreciation of Hakim Bey's style as content and not

necessarily with the new ground that he covered. A theme of much of Bey's

work has been the idea of a poetic terrorism, one that is tactically non-

violent and that uses literature as its politics (as opposed to the general theme

of the anarchist/left of using "others" politics as its politics). This technique is

inextricable from its rarefied context. Put another way, Hakim Bey is explicitly

interested in the connection between theory and mysticism, his writing is

largely a display of where these connections take him. Therefore it is as

likely that the Sufi religious practice is seen as inspirational as the Paris

Commune, that marijuana smoking as devotional as active "rebellion," and

potlatch as a (more) exemplary economic relationship. Generally, this entails

some level of knowledge of anarchist history, classical European philosophy,

and Middle Eastern religion. Aesthetically this can be quite a lot of work with

the back panel of the book advertising "The blind panopticon of Capital

remains, after all, most vulnerable in the realm of 'magic'—the manipulation

of images to control events," hermetic action at a distance' quite a mouthful.

Bey is the practice of filtering your own meaning out of an authors use of

language. Not a bad thing, but a commitment not many will make.

The struggle of maintaining a human position within the context of a

one world system is where the tension of Bey's thoughts lie. The argument has

been made before that in modern capitalism, in the gaze of power, there is only

two choices, join or live in fear of being crushed. In T.A.Z., Bey explores the way

that we can carve little spaces in which to breathe, in which to be human(e). In

Millennium, there is no more quaint optimism, there is only the honesty of

getting kicked over and over again by the united forces of this world. There is

no way to face the machine on its own terms, unless you would like to lose.

There are really only sophisticated ways to hide from it. — Aragorn

Snitch Factory • Peter Plate

18o pages • $12

Incommunicado Press • POB 99090 • San Diego • CA • 92169

In his taut novel, Snitch Factory, novelist Peter Plate

writes from the perspective of a woman, his protagonist

Charlene Hassler, a social worker slinging food stamps

to the needy in San Francisco s darkest days. A male

writer using a woman protagonist is a laudable but

risky proposition, but Plate makes Hassler a convincing

character throughout much of the book. Even when
he fails to do so, Snitch Factory moves powerfully

through a world Plate has both documented and

apparently lived in.

Hassler works at the Department of Social

Services (DSS) as a caseworker responsible for distributing food stamps and

sorting out the lives of a million different indigent people who harass and

shoot the ones who are helping them eat, i.e. the caseworkers.

This is a clever premise for a book, but unlike many recent hip, young

writers, Plate does not seem content with a clever idea. He actually tries to

make it a good book, and succeeds. Snitch Factory is filled with effective

literary techniques and descriptive writing that transcend mere entertainment,

it asks universal questions about trust and betrayal that go beyond a debate

about welfare and the bunker mentality that exists among those who work at

distributing it.

This is not to say Hassler doesn't have a bunker mentality, besides

literally dodging bullets at work she is harassed about her husband because

of his incredible good looks ( he is said to be pretty enough to be a gay porn

star) and his rap sheet. On top of it, she has been betrayed by her mentor, the

head of the DSS, who appears to be leaving her behind as he jumps ship for a

cushy post elsewhere. These factors combine with the inter-office rumors,

spread by her nemesis and co-Worker Lavoris, that she is stealing food stamps,

and that her pretty-little husband has been seen selling them for cash.

These plot-lines clearly outline Plate’s fascination with betrayal, which

is a reoccurring theme in the book—the clients are betrayed by the system,

and they in-turn betray the trust of the caseworkers, who then in turn betray

one another. Plate stakes out a gray area as the moral high ground. The good

can steal and lie, while those who plot and spread rumors are clearly evil.

Killing does not seem to register morally, rather it seems to only be a symptom
of the greater problems at work in the novel. Normally, I consider nihilism to

be rather overwrought in music and literature, but if its going to be appropriate

anywhere, the DSS office Plate has created is the place.

Does Plate feel any hope for his characters? In the first few paragraphs,

he gives the reader the impression that this book is a flashback to a few years

ago when, "Every other person in San Francisco had been on the dole." But

today, this isn't the case. "Now you could hardly find anybody, not at the

Young Kwang Presbyterian Church, not at the Tai Fung Trading Company or at

Los Portales Pharmacy, not their skeletons, nor their ghosts, not a trace of

them, as if they’d been disappeared." Plate doesn't give you much of a reason

to feel like the future will get any better throughout the book, except for this

paragraph on the second page. This suggests a certain sense of inevitability.

While Hassler has been a caseworker for fifteen years, and will probably be

one for life, Plate hints at the possibility of a future despite the bleakness of

the present.

Plate’s writing style is brutal and direct, much like Hassler, the narrator.

She observes and speaks to the point, never dwelling on subtlety. Metaphors

are the same way. The buffalo goes extinct, just like the welfare clients do.

This is an effective style for Plate because of his skill in making Hassler so

likable as a character, her affability comes through when she’s being a coarse-

mouth co-worker, or a loving wife and that keeps the style from becoming

too blunt. — Mitchell Prothero

The Mammoth Book of Pulp Fiction • edited by Maxim Jakubowski

1,586 pages • $9.95

Carroll S Graf Publishers • 260 Fifth Avenue • New York • NY • 10001

Yes, Tarantino’s film splashed the name recklessly

on marquis and review pages, but pulp fiction has

persevered on its own terms for seven decades

without anyone’s help. Its name taken from the cheap

stock it was printed on, pulp fiction has long been

associated with the sensational, tawdry, and overly-

dramatic. What pulp really had going for it was a

commitment to hook and hold the reader. As Maxim

Jakubowski points out in his introduction to The

Mammoth Book of Pulp Fiction. “The pulps had one

golden rule which unsung editors insisted upon and

alike religiously followed: adherence to the art of

storytelling. Every story in the pulps had a beginning and an end. sharply

etched economical characterization, action, emotions, plenty going on."
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The stories in this collection reflea that mission and then some.

Wartime paper shortages put a literal end to pulp, but was made its

post war revival in the form of paperback books, the offerings we re most

familiar with. But the short pulp story is a form all its own, and the one

represented in this mammoth anthology. Jakubowski's selections run the

gamut from big pulp names like Jim Thompson and Mickey Spillane, to

Donald E. Westlake and Lawrence Block. Some of these stories stand out as

prime examples of great storytelling and others for those descriptive one-

liners we'd recognize anywhere as the signpost of pulp. The tough deteaive,

renegade cop, hard bitten reporter, social drop-out, and hard luck girl

crop up in endless variation, but every one of them is ultimately a hero,

and every story offers some kind of resolution. There's something to be

admired in the slick, racy, glibness of prime pulp, where the women are as

tough as the men, but dressed better, and at least one hard case per tale

has a heart of gold.

James Cain's "Cigarette Girl," first published in Manhunt in 1952,

serves up the full pulp menu. Here we have the detective/ musician/jack-

of-all-trades who pulls into the Here’s How night club on Route 1 and a

whole lot of trouble—a girl with a rich family, a dubious past, and someone

who wants her dead. The private eye will stick around for her sake; he’s

got no choice: "... 1 smiled back, and with that I was on the hook. A smile is

nature’s freeway: it has lanes and you can go any speed you like, except

you can’t go back."

That kind of fatalism drives a lot of pulp stories, a belief that the

cards are stacked one way or the other, and whether you're headed towards

love, murder, or both, there's no use arguing about it. The opening of

Robert Leslie Bellem's "Preview of a Murder," the author offers what has to

be the epitome of pulp description: "Drifting past in second gear, 1 watched

a mangy alley cat in the doorway licking its chops and working on a bird it

had killed. That was the only visible movement, the only sign of life. It was

just as much a sign of death, if you thought about it from the bird's viewpoint;

only the bird was beyond caring. The Chaple Arms didn't seem to care,

either. It was that kind of hotel. One more stain on the steps couldn’t

possibly matter."

In nearly every pulp story, murder and mystery is the name of the

game. Bodies show up everywhere in these tales. From the stiff in one

private dick's office in Howard Brown’s "So Dark for April," to the junkie

prostitute killed in her apartment in Frederic Brown’s "The Wench Is Dead”

and the many victims of William Campbell Gault's "Hibiscus and Homicide,”

who all expire with a single blossom in their hand.

Sometimes, however, the bodies don't show up at all, as in the case

of Charles Williams' admirably deceptive "Flight to Nowhere,” where a

lifeless ship docks with warm coffee-cups, the faint smell of perfume and a

log that ends with the lines, "the blue, and that last, haunting flash of

silver, gesturing as it died. It was beckoning. Toward the rapture. The

rapture..." Dead people who won’t stay dead appear in Jim Thompson’s

creepy “Forever After," Harlan Ellison's "Killing Bernstein," and the odd

gothic chiller "Death is a Vampire", by Robert Bloch

Every story in The Mammoth Book ofPulp Fiction is notable. There’s

Bruno Fischer's "We Are All Dead,” Mickey Spillane's classy and well-turned

tale of revenge, "The Girl Behind the Hedge,” and Day Keene's masterfully

tight, "The Bloody Tide." All of them good mysteries, and till the last

paragraph.

Representing commercial fiction in its heyday, pulp fiction, like

pre-television radio, transported people out of their hum-drum lives. Few

would argue that film history was changed forever when these low grade

pages were brought to the screen. The French avant-guarde for one, was

originally motivated by the influence of Noir. Without Mickey Spillane,

there would never have been a Jean Luc Godard, let alone the scores of

writers who learned their storytelling craft from the zines with exotic names.

As Jakubowski notes, "Pulp fiction is a state of mind, a mission to entertain,

and literature would be so much poorer without... its zest, its speed and

rhythm, its unashamed verve and straightforward approach to storytelling."

This collection helps make sure we never forget that. — Emily Soares

The Hidden History of Sex and the US Patent Office: American Sex Machines

Hoag Levins

280 pages • $9.95

Adams Media Corporation • 260 Center Street • Holbrook • MA • 02343

In 1787, when the Constitutional Convention invented

our present system of government, they created the

Patent Office as one of its central institutions. The

patent system was designed to encourage inventors

to share their mechanical, chemical and agricultural

discoveries as a way of accelerating the growth of

America. In return, the inventors retained exclusive

control of it's manufacture and sale for a period of

seventeen years. Any identifiable need or marketable

opportunity fueled the process of invention,

especially in entrepreneurs who were driven by their

desire to make money. American Sex Machines is a compilation of every

patented sex invention, each complemented by amusingly descriptive

illustrations.

Since the patent records are meant to be used as teaching documents,

the inventor is required to specify not only the design's exact dimensions,

but also, describe its function and necessity for society. As a result, the

Patent Office houses an invaluable record of the prevalent social,

psychological, moral and technical attitudes and aptitudes throughout

American history. From a historical perspective, each invention brings new

insight, gradually revealing the evolution of American sexual attitudes and

practices.

In addition to introducing the inventions themselves, Levins recounts

the history these records provide, revealing the evolution of American sexual

attitudes and practices which is both disheartening and remarkable. Think

about all those people who have never embraced masturbation to the extent

that we do today. Or the women who endured having their wombs fall

completely out of their vaginas. Sadly, attitudes toward sexuality, especially

female sexuality, has not changed much from the puritanical days of branding

sex for procreation and familial purposes only.

While certain devices such as condoms, breast implants, cock rings

and vibrators are commonplace, many sex inventions can only be found in

the Patent Office's archives. Functions range from preventing unwanted

pregnancies; improving sexual function; increasing sexual pleasure; stopping

rape; to facilitating safe-sex in the age of AIDS. The first patent was given

to Dr. John Beer's Gold Ring Diaphragm—a contraceptive device that

prevented conception while allowing sexual relations to occur. It’s

remarkable that in 1846, a patent was granted for a device facilitating and

encouraging non-procreative sexual intercourse.

Unfortunately, most of the inventions that followed were intended

for the control and suppression of human sexual desire and instinct,

advocating practices that easily rank today as cruel and unusual punishment.

Despite how bizarre or unbelievable these may seem, each and every one

completed and passed the rigorous application process necessary to attain

a United States Patent. But since patents only document innovative concepts

and idealized uses of the invention; information tracking effectiveness,

safety or commercial popularity is missing.

The Viaorian age brought a tight control of all human sexual conduct,



most specifically, masturbation. The common belief was that masturbation

damaged the nervous system and caused insanity. Devices that covered the

sexual organs, garments with metal spikes or electricity to "prevent

longitudinal extension" and restraining clothing were introduced at this

time. This was closely followed by Anti-Nocturnal Emission technology and

Penile Coolers, both intended to win the war against wet dreams. Women

were not excluded by this move towards improvement; electric, stem and

ball, syringe pessaries were patented at this time. Intended to alleviate the

excessive wear and tear of frequent pregnancies, pessaries held sagging

wombs, known as "prolapsed" or fallen wombs back in their proper places.

These same designs made way for the first patented contraceptive devices

in the late 1840s. Medicinal inducing pessaries as well as vaginal barriers

were common inventions until about 1873 when Congress outlawed the

distribution of information or goods relating to abortions or the prevention

of pregnancies. Inventions were still being patented, though public

references to such products were far more cryptic.

Inventions that follow, such as condoms, silicone breasts and bras

are the more commonplace of all the sexual devices depicted in American

Sex Machines. The most interesting ones I found were those specifically

created for women to defend themselves from unwanted sexual advances.

Studded wedding rings and other spiked jewelry were the first attempts to

make women feel safer. But in the late 1970s, extreme measures were taken

with the anti-rape vaginal spike and the Leavesque's penis locking and

lacerating vaginal insert which not only allowed the victim to escape but

also left the attacker “at the scene of the crime, with evidence in hand, to

be picked up by the police.” These inventions made it clear that although

there was increased public attention to rape, the judicial system plus the

"psychological constraints imposed by our society" have caused women to

take matters in their own hands rather than have their reports of rape go

largely ignored.

Sex and money. Desire and greed. The most powerful compulsions of

American society can often be found in conduction with one another. American

Sex Machines graphically demonstrates the intersection of human sexual

behavior with the ubiquitous drive to profit from mechanical innovation. But

with a whole new outlook. I love when l find books like this one. 1 immediately

have an affinity for any author who devote themselves entirely to researching

the unusual or bizarre side of human sexuality. Especially if they include

drawings. Pleasure and sexual desire were once considered taboo subjects

that even physicians and other health care practitioners were unwilling to

discuss with their patients. This stifled view on sexuality was then further

perverted by religious zealotry and controlled by fear. Interestingly enough,

a degree of ignorance and emotional insecurity is considered extremely

favorable for the marketing of unnecessary and sometimes even dangerous

devises to an already sexually confused public. What is most upsetting to

note is that not much has changed in the last two hundred years, especially

in attitudes about female sexuality. Thankfully, many recently patented

inventions focus on improving sexual function and increasing pleasure,

showing a hopeful trend towards a more tolerant and open-minded society.

Access and education about sexuality are the most necessary ways of changing

archaic value systems, with the aid of new inventions concerning sexuality.

Since the US patent office is so conservative and meticulous about

their data-gathering methods, with only highly trained engineers and legal

professionals for examiners, 1 can only imagine what it must have been like

for the inventors of the more imaginative sexual aids. And you thought buying

a vibrator was tough! Try justifying society's need for a Coital Couch or the

"Self-stiffing condom." Despite the fact that many inventions were created

through greed, we should thank those that came before us, or as in some

cases, didn't come, for their visions and efforts devoted to converting their

frustrations, into mechanical form. — Catherine Cook

Transient Ways • Jessica Erica Hahn

96 pages • $5.99

Passing Through Publications • POB 604 • Na’alehu • Hawaii • 96772

This is a collection of fiction and essays by Jessica

Hahn, a trainhopping, self-described gutter punk.

Transient Ways is a small book, pocket-sized actually,

and it seemed like it was going to be very interesting.

The cover has some train riding pictures, you know,

"view from the train” sort of thing with crushes and

their various sacks of gear. Looked like a cool little

book.

Boy, was I wrong! The book heaves into motion

with ghastly poetry and a whiny story about a lone

dreadlocked squatter-hero who is shot by police then

makes a Hollywood-style death scene on Market Street while the crowd parts

before his writhing form. Very melodramatic, very self-victimized.

The book continues to unconvincingly extol the crusty version of

"freedomTbody lice... herpes... scabs,... and bloody gums") through journal

entries. While being a relief from the embarrassing indulgence of the

melodrama, this part of the book is a different kind of bad:

"We got food stamps today under false name and with no I D., have

met many people who ask us to come back to their homes and stay, and we re

gonna get library cards (we already have Seattle ones). I saw my pal, Genevieve,

15 minutes ago, and she wants Dan and I to take photos of her band in some

industrial area..."

So what? A punk goes to all the trouble to write a book, get a fucking

government ISBN number and UPC code, charge six bucks for it, and that’s all

you have to say? It reminded me of how ex-punks try to cash in on their "wild

years" by writing it up later for the straight world to consume and be wowed

by. Who else is going to be impressed by the most mundane details of any

punk's life?

Non-punks, that's who. I’ve always had a special dislike of products

which try to translate the punk experience for the approval of outsiders.

Transient Ways? press page, after proclaiming Hahn to be a new Jack Kerouac,

says "This young author has compiled stories, journal entries, and poems

about hopping freight trains and "squatting" abandoned buildings." No shit, it

has the word squatting in quotations, like it’s a foreign word. The book is

filled with superfluous detailed descriptions that will have punks impatiently

skimming past them, it’s stuff we already know. I wonder why Hahn, with all

the self-righteous manifestos in her book about "Live Free" is so interested in

the bourgeois rat-race that she wants to spoon-feed them her fucking life.

If this is not the case, then would the "Live Free" crusty be expecting

punks to pay six dollars for a book that, at 90 quarter-sheet pages, adds up to

a 20 page fanzine? This does not reflect the going fanzine economy, if you

know what I mean. That figures out to three pages for a dollar. A dollar for a

three page fanzine would be the most pompous rip-off, you’d get laughed out

of the party. Unless it was really good writing, which, sadly, is not necessarily

happening in Transient Ways.

The book works the best when it takes the reader out of the gratuitous

freight train parts and into an actual story, as with "In The Valley of the

Ultravixens," about a guy’s non functioning relationship with his father, and

both of their relationships to snorting speed. The story is original, creepy,

interesting and seems like it was Written by a different person than the rest

of the stuff. It’s the only part of the book that does not compare unfavorably

to the average punk travel zine. Maybe the author has more distance to the

subject matter here, but whatever the reason there is more attention to the

story and less space wasted trying to prove that it's authentic.

We punks have already been exposed to really good writing about
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the punk lifestyle, writing that does not patronize us, writing that doesn’t

insult our intelligence or showcase us as freaks for exotic content. The irony

is that if the writing is good, then non punks can always hook into it if they

want to. Not because it's diluted enough, but because it’s potent enough.

This might sound extra harsh, I realize, and it’s probably a lot of nice

people who got together and decided to do this punk publishing project. I

aggressively support books by punks, but there has to be more to it than just

an overpriced version of what we already have. Maybe the reception will be

better from a scene where you can’t get Cometbus for a dollar and Scam for

50 cents, Tales of Blaarghh for trade. We punks have very high literary

standards. — Greta S.

Pogographie 4: German Punk and Hardcore Discography 1977-*989

Ralf Kirstan

86 pages • $15

Himmelsbreite 17 • D-37085 Gottingen • Germany

Kgogrzpbk
Another of the discography books becoming popular

in the last couple of years—with the general rise in

punk, hardcore and record collecting in particular, I

imagine we'll be seeing more in the near future.

As with most of the other attempts,

Pogographie

4

is geographically focused, concentrating

mainly on German stuff, although the editor has made

some effort to include Swiss and Austrian punk from

1977 through 1983. It's been proven important to limit

the editorial focus in some manner, the most common

criticism of discography books in the past has been

their spotty coverage.

The layout is basic while entirely functional—organized primarily

by band, with information on any particular band's recorded output,

including compilation appearances and a short stylistic description for each

record. Each record is individually characterized with song titles, year of

release, format, label name and label catalog number. Worth mention is

the fact CDs are included as well—many discographies in the past have

limited themselves to vinyl releases only. There’s no record cover artwork

included, which is certainly unfortunate. While it’d obviously be a huge

undertaking to try and include cover art, the discographies that have

included them have also managed to appeal to more than just the most

diehard record collectors.

The cover requires some comment—it’s unbearably ugly. I'm

uncertain how anyone could spend so much effort on compiling something

of this nature, then care so little about it’s first impression. Often times we

have pretty ugly covers here at Maximum, and this certainly overshadows

most of those. I’m both surprised and disappointed more care wasn’t placed

with the artwork selection.

Obviously, checking for inaccuracies, omissions and other factual

errors in something of this nature would be huge amount of work—the

cursory check between this and the magazine's record collection showed

some discrepancies, not in the factual (dates/song titles/etc) arena but more

in matters of taste. To the books credit, on the more clear cut examples of

punk/hardcore, the book often listed records not contained in the

magazine's database.

All that being said—it’s commendable that someone would take the

time and effort to compile something of this magnitude. It’s obvious that

there’s never going to be a discography that satisfies everyone’s needs, but

every time one is released, it adds to the information available. Hopefully

any future printings of Pogographie 4 will address the cover—it'd remove

the only serious criticism I have of the entire project. — Timojhen Mark

f

Uood of Mugwump: A Tiresian Tale of Incest • Doug Rice

40 pages • $8.95

Black Ice Books—FC2 • Campus Box 4241 • Illinois State University

formal • IL • 61790-4241

Imagine Jimi Hendrix and William S. Burroughs

collaborating on a punked-out vampire novel about a

family of incestuous gender-shifting Catholics and you

come close to feeling the heat of Doug Rice's wicked

novel, Blood ofMugwump. Get out the whips, this book

unleashes wild, nearly psychotic, horrors in mosaic-

like routines that are hilarious, perverse, and erotic.

Kathy Acker says that Rice's prose is a kind of poetry

desperately desiring discipline and punishment. Rice

fractures normal sentences into explosive moments of

painful insight. While there is no escaping the madness

Df this novel, there is also no way to ignore the comedy of Rice's cavalier

attitude towards pla(y)giarising past writers and musicians as he digs deep

into the buried psyche of this twisted family.

In some ways this story is impossible to read. It hops from one

dreamlike vision to another in an almost distracted manner The novel seems

to have begun without the reader. There is no "real" linear movement (no

:omfortable beginning, middle and end). As the book opens, Doug (the central

zharacter) is being raped and apparently cannibalized by his younger sister,

Caddie. In a kitchen distorted by surreal images, Caddie slams Doug's flesh

around the way that Beowulf banged Grendel into submission in order to

teach him history.

As Caddie attacks him, Doug's body becomes schizophrenic. He changes

into his grandmother, then into his mother, then into a reflection of his sister.

‘Caddie began again the penetrating of me. ... Punished my mouth. ... Stealing

me, making me into a woman. She made me out of her blood, out of her

mouth, out of her cunt, her words. ... Gang banged by the ancestors of our

delirious past."

Throughout the novel, Doug is uncertain of what his flesh is up to.

Still he desperately tries to tell his story from inside the confusion of his own

tongue. In this way, Blood ofMugwump is an attempt to put the meat of the

Dody into language. In one scene, when the police arrest him—in Boulder,

Colorado, of all places—for wearing women's clothes and trying to seduce

zonvenient store clerks with cynical smiles and tales of brave Ulysses, he

does not understand why they cannot see that he is just kidding. It is as if

face is retelling "Little Red Riding Hood” with a bunch of insane twists. He is

Finally released only to be attacked in his home by a police officer while a pot

Die burns in the oven.

My favorite routine, though, is the one where Grandma Mugwump

turns into a werewolf to rescue Doug from the clutches of a fireman who is

getting a bit top friendly. While Doug's mother stands at the kitchen sink

Dabbling, chewing on black mud from the Monongahela River, drooling over

this strong fireman who has taken a "licking” (not a liking) to her son, Grandma

literally pulls herself out of the earth—hair, "tangled up and blue" (one of the

many songs that Rice uses throughout the book), carpenter ants falling out of

her bones—to save her favorite grandson/daughter. Another delightful episode

Dccurs when Doug's "older" neighbor Suzie punishes Doug for stepping in her

mother's garden. The punishment is a bizarre sort of poetic torture that Suzie

Derforms on Doug's tiny body while a Flintstone's episode plays on the

television in the background.

If Rice's book is "about" anything, though, it is about Doug's desire to

understand blood--the blood of his family and the bleeding without death of

women. In order to explore this blood, Rice has unearthed a courageous new

language. Rice's language breaks biological laws as he burns the flesh of his
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characters. With the way that Rice wears language and abuses clothes, he

must (in reality) be a fraudulent medieval nun run amuck.

Finally, the photographs that illustrate this perverse fairy tale and

their wired captions are uncomfortably funny. The last one is supposedly

of the author, Doug Rice "himself'. It is a photo of a mini-skirted Doug

Rice dancing to a Cuban beat. His hand is in front of his face so it is not

clear if this is "really" Doug Rice or some woman striking a pose as the

author. (Rice's breasts in the photo seem more real than any silicon-induced

fantasy and his legs appear to be feminine.) This gender dystopic photo is

just one final hot blur of Rice's body trapped at a kind of crossroads—

a

body at odds with his desires. Perhaps, Doug Rice in real-life is a woman.

In fact, it is rumored that he has been known as a woman who goes by the

name Rose Selevay. — Livia Namredef

Pirate Radio Operations • Andrew Yoder G Earl T. Gray

376 pages • $19.95

Loompanics Unlimited • POB 1197 • Port Townsend • Washington • 98368

When something first starts to happen, like punk rock

for instance, those who are involved in it at the

beginning are almost all participants. Participants put

on the original shows, or form the initial bands, or do

the pioneer publications that get everything going.

Even when all people do is go to shows, they're active

participants in creating the new scene. Then come the

nerds. Nerds don't act, they observe. They don't make

music, they collect records. Nerds catalog and preserve

what the participants create. The participant knows

that so-and-so lead singer for such-and-such band fell

off the stage while taking a swing at a security guard because he or she was

there in the thick of the fight. The nerd knows about the incident because he

saw it from the safety of the back of the hall or, more likely, read about it in

a zine.

Pirate Radio Operations, published by Angry White Man Press (that

is, Loompanics Unlimited), is a book for pirate radio nerds. Yoder, the nerd in

question, uses the expertise of radio pirate Gray to write this fact-filled, yet

uninspired and uninspiring effort. If you're really interested in becoming

involved in the pirate radio movement, and unless you have money to burn,

I don’t recommend that you purchase this book. The 48-page pamphlet The

Complete Manual of Pirate Radio by Zeke Teflon ($5, See Sharp Press, POB

1731, Tucson, AZ 85702-1731) is the much preferred publication for active pirate

radio participants.

Consider the overtly political purpose assigned to pirate radio by

Teflon in the introduction to his pamphlet: “So, if you want to provide an

alternative to corporate-controlled newspapers and magazines, the insane

howling on religious radio and TV stations, the reactionary pap on commercial

stations (designed to offend neither advertisers nor corporate owners) and

the innocuous animals-and-British-accents programming on public'

(government-owned) stations, read on." By contrast, Yoder/Gray strip the

political content out of pirate radio in their effort to make it feel safe for

their nerd audience. Yoder/Gray write:

"Put simply, [pirate radio] is unlicensed hobby broadcasting [...] Pirate

radio is whatever the operator of the station is. That's the beauty of it—it's

free, unrestricted, and it represents the opinions, concerns, musical tastes,

and creativity of whoever runs the station in question."

How liberal, how safe and how fucking boring.

Further, Pirate Radio Operations purports to be DIY, supposedly

providing the reader with step-by-step instructions on how to set up, run

and maintain a pirate radio operation. Yet, except for some build-it-yourself

antenna instructions, the thrust of this book is having sufficient funds to buy

what you need. The Complete Manual of Pirate Radio has an entire chapter

debating whether "To Buy or Build" and then provides simple instructions on

how to construct, not just your own antenna, but your own transmitters as

well. While the former gives the "dos and don'ts” of public relations and gets

into "studio techniques and production," the latter tells you how to scavenge

parts and updates Free Radio Berkeley's situation with an appeal to support

them financially.

Like typical nerds, Yoder/Gray are ultimately only concerned with their

own safety. "With the FCC fines and threats steadily increasing throughout the

1990s, the future of pirate broadcasting in the United States is from unmanned,

fixed outlets" they write. Teflon, though also concerned with security, is much

more creative and daring, posing the alternative of mobile operations to keep

things exciting. Finally, in the extensive, technical and somewhat self-serving

bibliography offered by Pirate Radio Operations, The Complete Manual ofPirate

Radio is not even listed. No doubt Yoder/Gray found Teflon's publication too

politically street wise, and not technically nerdy enough. After all, Teflon does

not drool over Johnson Viking Ranger II transmitters, nor does he seem interested

in such quaint radio traditions as QSLs. For Yoder/Gray the shiny toys and

‘playing DJ" are more important than pirate radio's spirit and potential.

Save yourself $15. Don't buy Pirate Radio Operations. Get what's still

the best basic DIY publication on pirate radio, The Complete Manual ofPirate

Radio. If you still have the $15 to spend, send it to help defray Free Radio

Berkeley's legal expenses fighting the FCC at 1442-A Walnut Street, *406,

Berkeley, CA 94709. — "Lefty" Hooligan

Lord of Dark Places • Hal Bennett

285 pages • 14.95

Turtle Point Press • 155 Avenue of the Americas • New York • NY • 1001
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Ha * Bennett is kack Seems ^ose publishers got wise

I. — and have now re-released this masterpiece, a novel

that explodes with the unraveling power of paradox

i-; I as much as it ambles comfortably between an eclectic

2 JHJ1 array of genres. Parable, religious myth, blues,

J
detective thriller (to name just a few), all seem to

Hi coalesce like errant strings of steel suddenly

j
magnetized and molded into the iron fist that is Lord

ofDark Places profound commentary on race, religion,

and sex.

Bennett writes like a truculent, frustrated

preacher who has found Christianity to be a fun house. Skewed and oblique,

refracted and contorted, Lord of Dark Places is the fugue-like exit in which

absurdities become truth at the bitter expense of reality. At turns starkly

humorous then tragic, Bennett traces the wayward life of Joe Market from

the equivocally sexual renderings of his father, Titus, to the bitter and cynical

wise' man fraught with a life-long obsession with his cock—a thoroughly

encompassing character of its own that gives a whole new meaning to "thinking

with your dick."

You may be wondering where the hell I'm getting off here. Just stick

with me.

...Actually, know what? I'm leaving it at that. As much as I've been

lauding this book to friends, I'm going to let curiosity (as well as a nagging

confusion concerning where to begin in relating the story—great books do

that) take over from here. What can I say? I'm a fucking bush league reviewer

Just read it, baby. It'll release you:

“The very fact of being human panics us into the most grotesque play-

acting imaginable, and we deal in absurdities to keep life from being a total

waste, like one constant jacking off party. Now please suck my dick. AH you
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slimy motherfuckers, black and white alike."

So goes Joe Market: quasi-Savior, misfit, hustler, patriot, prostitute,

and many other titles that find him wearily claiming, "I've done everything,

I've done nothing. It's as simple as that." Not quite, but by the time he's

uttered these words he indeed toured the shithouse that is America from the

50s into the late 60s.

Raised in the rural South, Joe is one day taking a leisurely dip in the

river when his father appears to tell him he's just killed Joe's mother, Ramona.

Actually he's fucked her to death, a legacy of well-endowed males-Joe

included—has allowed such a nefarious act to occur. But now Titus sees that

he can pursue his life-long dream to found a whole new religion based on

the second coming of a black savior And it's now up to Joe to help him carry

out the plan, er, con. Toss in a grave Christ paradigm, a symbolic Judas figure

in Titus, and some other ribald aspects and you come away with the mere

beginning of what Joe's addled belief in the power of sexual persuasion. The

details are frighteningly powerful, and mark Bennett's ability to weave some

masterful storytelling. Thus the saga begins, as Joe, though the reflexive

quandaries of his age and his unique experiences, extrapolates and seizes us

with a vexing struggle between acceptance and disavowal, loyalty and

disloyalty to the metaphysical horrors to which he's been errantly thrown

like raw meat at a lion's Roman feed.

The dualities become a maverick attempt at grappling with one's

conscience, forced as it was upon him by a greedy and lecherous legacy of

fools and half-wits. Even through his minor triumphs in so-called correct

behavior —school and marriage— he systematically revels in inverted forays

into the "dark places," evoking complex questions concerning the meaning

of his existence. It is here that his cock elaborately answers for him. It is

here that his cock elaborately answers for him, it being both a blessing and

an indignant figure Bennett wields as a matter of course through Joe's constant

flux between the essential question of good and evil, as well as the juxtaposing

thereof

As I mentioned, Lord ofDark Places is a saga. First published in 1970,

it hit with a force virtually unparalleled in Black literature. Written straight

from the vest and within proximity to the era presented in the book, Bennett

took control of the tumult and disparities thriving in America at that time

and heeled them into an unsettling and chronic look into what is essentially

the strife of the black race, its myrid complexities and taboos rendered with

a tacitly bitter pill that exists to this day. It's a book you'll read again and

again. Keep it. — P C. Simonelli

Memoirs of a Sword Swallower • Danniel P Mannix

125 pages • $15.99

V/Search Publications * 20 Romolo #B • San Francisco • CA • 94133

"I probably never would have become America’s

leading fire eater if Flamo the Great hadn’t happened

to explode that night in front of Krinko’s Great

Combined Carnival Side Shows." It would be hard for

most writers to top an introduction sentence like that,

but Daniel P. Mannix manages to fill every page with

similar colorful material. In Memoirs of a Sword

Swallower, Mannix tells his tale, a young man, raised

in a well to do family, who becomes enamored with

the traveling carnival. Mannix, who was watching from

the crowd the night Flamo exploded, saw his chance

to be part of the carnival and took it

This book is a reprint, originally entitled Step Right Up! and released

by Harper in 1951. The folks over at V/Search have found it in their hearts to

reissue this rare title in a much improved format, featuring over 50 photos of

the cast of characters that Mannix encountered in his travels with the carnival.

And what a cast of characters it is, Krinko, the fakir, Captain Billy and his bed

of nails, Jolly Daisy, the fat lady; Lu and Bronko, the cowboy act, Mohammed

Ali, the sword swallower, The Human Ostrich, who swallowed live mice; and

of course Mannix himself who attempted to master every act that the carnival

had to offer.

Mannix’ interest in the carnival started out innocently enough, as a

youth he dabbled in some magic tricks he had learned about in books. As he

got older he and a friend developed a magic act and made some money

performing at clubs and parties. His interest in magic and the occult carried

over into college where he pead extensively on the subject. Upon graduation

Mannix wanted to pursue a career in some way linked to the occult but had

no idea how to break into such a business and then he stumbled across his

dream, the side show.

The day that Flamo blew up was also the day that an old friend of

Krinko’s walked into the sideshow and he, The Impossible Possible, set about

showing Mannix the ropes of fire eating.

The training that Mannix received from The Impossible is spelled out

for the reader,making this somewhat of a reference book for would be side

show acts. Be warned, the people performing the acts in the books are trained

professionals, don’t try this at home. But Mannix did try and succeeded in his

attempt to become a fire eater as well as later attempts at sword swallowing

and neon tube swallowing. His attempts at becoming a fakir and a mentalist

met with a little less success. The Impossible also imparts his knowledge of

how to work a crowd for a profit by showing Mannix his rigged game board

and its intricacies.

As the book progresses, Mannix looks at every person he meets in the

carnival in depth, explaining their role in the show and what they mean to

him. He finds out that carnival life is very insular, a community that travels

together and sticks together through thick and thin. But the carnival is divided

upon the lines of who you work for and who you work with. Mannix points

out that there is not much interaction between different groups on the lot,

each sticking to their own act. That is until they are met with a single adversary

bent on the destruction of the entire carnival.

The carnival is sometimes harassed by suspicious townsfolk and a

fight can break out. Mannix offers a truly amazing story where all the carnival

bands together to attack the outside force. He compares these fights to an

unpredictable storm, you don’t know when or how severe it will be when it

finally comes.

Mannix describes the inner workings of the carnival; the differences

between the ’truck show," the "rail show" and the "rag show." He tells of

how sites are selected and the problems that sometimes arise when more

than one carnival attempts to use the same site. Mannix writes in a style

that is neither too simple for the initiated or overly technical for the

newcomer to the carnival. Also included is an index and descriptions of

carnival slang which coupled with Mannix’s true love and respect for his

subject matter helps draw the reader deeper into the book.

By the end of the book, Mannix is hoping to realize his original

dream, that of having a career in the occult as he and the Impossible are set

to play as mentalists in Chicago, but the booking goes bad when the agent

finds out he’s been taken. So, although Mannix never acheived his dream of

becoming a true occultist, so he packed his bags, gave up his carnival life

and started a new career as a writer; his first job, writing about carnival

life for Collier’s.

Memoirs ofa Sword Swalloweris a behind the scenes look at carnival

life; a sort of literary version of the film “Freaks." Mannix shows you a bit

of his life and the people he encountered in the carnival trade, warts and

all; this book is a worthwhile ride back to a time that has all but disappeared.

— Trent Reinsmith



PROBE #6 OUT NOW

“This is the *best* zine the world has to offer, no

kidding. Great writing, probably the best fuckin’

writing I’ve ever seen. You definitely will want to

read another issue of his zine after you check this

out, believe me... If I was going to tell you which

zine or CD to buy I’d tell you to buy the Probe

because it is better than anything you will ever pick

up.” -Agree to Disagree #3

“I’ve probably read Probe #5 cover to cover at least

10 times since I got it, it’s that good.” -Schtufff#6

“The Probe is probably the thickest, best written,

best laid out, best magazine circulating today.” -

Manic Deppressant #4

“The zine with most guts award has got to be given

to The Probe.” -All the Answers #

4

“...several enlightening articles. A right mixture

anyway you cut it.” -Shredding Material #10

“The best damn zine I’ve read in my life...

Incredibly well done.” -Glossolalia

“The Probe is one of the most indispensable zines

of our time.” -Jersey Beat

“One of the most important zines in the world

today.” -Thicker

Voted 3rd place for best zine (behind MRR and

Punk Planet) Flipside reader’s pole ‘97

You can get Probe #5 and #6 for $7ppd or $4 for

either one. No other back issues available. Free

stickers and naked photo (specify gender preferred)

on request. No age statement required.

PRSBE
Checks to:

Aaron Muentz
P.O. Box 5068
Pleasanton, Ca.

94566

(The Probe is distributed through Fine Print, Rhetoric, AK Press,

Pack Plant, Desert Moon, See-Hear, Subterranean, Last Gasp, Get

Hip, Dutch East (no longer, pay up you cheap fuckholes!). The Bin,

Ubiquity, Lumberjack, No Idea, Vacuum, Surefire, Tower Records,

Farmhouse, Choke, Scratch, Duh, Flight 13, Rational Inquirer, Too

Many Records, and many others. Mailorder help from: Kris Rockass)

Jp* RECORDS

Send check or money order plus

$1.00 postage per item to:

Poverty Records, 915 Cole Street,

BOX #115, SF, CA 94117

(California residents add 8.25%

sales tax)

FUGPAGS

' I •

qjp
Various States of Disrepair

$9.99 (C.D.)

Don’t Hate Us ’cause We’re.

$3.00 (
7
”)

Also: ThunderChimp Scary 7” $3.

Osgood Slaughter Take This All of You. ..(C.D.) $9.

The Muggs Sour Grapes 7” $3.
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Mf transc pot’
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MINORITY

PRODUCTIONS
“This high quality

i| 7” smokes with

fc HC ferocity similar

Tfc to early AF or

Poison Idea.” -

MRR #162 $3.00

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT 7”

“True to the Trade”

CD compilation

featuring S.F.’s

best HC. Includes

Idiots, Fuckface,

Bar Feeders, and

more $9.00

THE EAGLES DRIFT INN

CD COMPILATION

POSTAGE-U S $1.50 1st item,

$.25 ea add.. Foriegn surface is

$2.00 1st item, $1.00 ea add..

Send cash only, no checks to:

MINORITY PRODUCTIONS
2555 46TH AVE.

SAN FRANCISCO,CA 94116
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Jinx-Talking Shit
7-inch
(TSMR#2 ) MRR# 167 “This is

fast guitar type, STIFF LIT-
TLE FINGERS /SHAM 69 punk rock
sung and played with enthusi-
asm. " (B. Roehrs)
Boris The Sprinkler/
Moral Crux
7 -inch
(TSMR#1 )

gold vinyl

< 0>ll\<; SOON:
MORAL CRUX 7 -INCH
17 YEARS 7 -INCH

Send chack, cash, or money
order to: Craig Depies.
As always 7 -inches are only
$3.00 postage paid in North
America and $5.00 world 1

THEY STILL MAKE RECORDS
1349 WEST TAYLOR 3R

CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60607

Purchase these records.
[So I can redecorate the mansion punk rock bought me.)

INFERNOS

"Planet Kaos"

VYEU "Kicked In The

Teeth mein”

THE GRABBERS "The Way
I Am" (their good album)

manic Hisr*"1

;
»The Nlenudo incident

CD: $11.50; Cassette, LP: $8.50; (postage paid in US). For a free catalog,

call 1 (800) 45 DREAM or write to 817 W. Collins, Orange, CA 92867 USA.



BACK ON THE STREETS !

JERK SEASON rec presents: I

3available in, june

Thee Autobots

jerk Season records

5 hendrickson pi.

fair haven, ni 07704-3404

make a $3.00ppd. check/m. o. to john
majeski NOT jerk season!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!

lost C*vse
S/T 7"

Music rooted deep in
hardcore with a poppy
edge and female vocals

XWX
Imminent Doom '96 7"

MRR says-
rough and tough

80 ' s hardcore, with
no fluf. Quality stuff."

3$ each or 5$ for both
ppd from :

SNACKT I ME

RECORDS
1816 BELLEVUE AVE #310
SEATTLE WA, 98122

ANTI-HEROS

THAT’S RIGHT!

THE LEGENDARY DEBUT ALBUM
OF "GODFATHERS OF AMERICAN
Oi!" RE-ISSUED ON VINYL IN

ORIGINAL ARTWORK BUT WITH
AN ADDITIONAL BONUS TRACK.
IF YOU DON’T OWN THE
ORIGINAL YOU MUST GET IT THIS

TIME !

AVAILABLE IN THE US FROM
RHETORIC. CARGO, GMM
OR GET IT DIRECTLY FROM US FOR US $ 12.- POSTPAID !

TOGETHER WITH WHAT’S THE BIGGEST OI! CATALOGUE ON
EARTH OR EVEN IN THIS GALAXY ! SEND CASH. MONEY ORDER.
WE ALSO ACCEPT VISA / MASTERCARDS !

WALZWERK RECORDS
BALLINCLOGHER

,
LIXNAW, CO. KERRY IRELAND

PH/FAX ++353-66-32088

e-mail: walzwerk@indigo.ie

http://www. arrakis. es/~walzwerk
WALZ-BROTHERS DEDICATED TO Oi! FOR 15 YEARS !!!

Upcoming releases by VANILLA MUFFINS - The devil is swiss.

THE PRIDE - Forever young. SKINT - Remember the days....

Hal I r a ker
“The Method of...fCP$6
Fast, Intelligent hard-

core punk rook.
Providing a reminder
that the two are Still

related. 1 I

Knuckle
jtanBwich

owitzer
»" CD

.
punk

songs with a CD WtMr orignal

modern feet mlx of ska> P°P> Pb«k
» funk, rep, and goth

^H^Wke you ..happy

Also Available:
as 3 plg ln poop ’

Johnny Too Bad and the Stdkeou^Hii; Do the CT skaUQne TOilShotgun 7” $3:
Rl pHk Rock-wliMllPD $8: CT P#Mp».^npty CD $8: Emotional inide Rode
...Shadow"# Fall Dep> $5...Hypnotic Kick®so $5...Khuckle Sandwich 7” $3: Very

On Dd|k: The Aina§jing

CD ( Filliping: Jil^ihock,
Shado||||gk, Onslauoht

Add

sud"e£,A

J^p«fiiste|^|®i : Hardcore Comp
. Line of Fire, Gandiva, Pushbutton Warfare,

Handoverf1st)

comic book, and
Soon: Sike Metal!

553 Geoier St. Springfield, MA 11128
(41811 8 8- 8212
<www.wwpre.oeiB/slke.htiiil>

t i, t- 4 4 t 4 ^ 4 i #• c c t 9 9 2 (



CD 206 007/Stinkahohc:

Melee (out June 16th)

CD 206 008/Manner f arm:

Oppression & Compassion

7" 206 002/ferd Mert:

I Don't Know

7" 206 004/White Trash Debutantes:

My Guy's Name Is Rudolf

CD releases coming soon

The Throw Downs CD out mid summer

CD $10/ 7" S3.25

T-Shirts

$10 short sleeve $13 long sleeve

Sweat Shirts

$16 no hood $22 hood

Orders of $35 or more get a free 7", WA residents add

8.6% sales tax, Canadian orders add 10% & European

orders add 20% for postage. US Funds only!!!

Distributed By Cargo, Dutch East, Rotz, Smash, Morphius

Record Group, Subterranean, Choke, Sounds of California,

Ivey & Get Hip.

AsSr your local record

store to carry our music

8314 Greenwood Ave. N.

Suite 102

Seattle, WA 98103 /
(206)781-0553 y
twoosix@aol.com

http://www.gusta.com/206/
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And don't Forget: Jihad "old Testament " CD, quixote 7
", Jaks 7", Jihad/lnourselves split 7".

coming soon: trans megetti/quixote 7", thoughts of ionesco LP/CD, quixote/gondolier 7
",

more...distributed by Lumberjack, No Idea, Very, Ebullition, Bottlenekk, Initial,Choke, Vacuum,

others please write if interested.thanx.
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WQUL PUNK .
T^FfT'lL SvWlIPtf

YOVR 5 (7i/L
rj» from--

6W^ neM

$5.00 PFD

(Overseas

)

Send money orders/ChecksfVJeW hidden cash to:

Little Boy'*
Little Soy Records

P.O. Sox 2693
Colo. Springs, CO. 30901
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SCREAMING APPLE RECORDS
Dustemichstr. 14 • 50939 K51n • Germany

Phone 02 2 1 /42 42 1 1 • Fax 02 2 1 /420 25 33

THE BASEMENT BRATS
"Bratbeat" LP
This is the first full-length album by those SO seconds hit

wonders from Norway.They are the missing link between

the RAMONES and the MONKEES.
"Pure enJoyment,totally infectiouslyou're sick If you don't

like this! It's fucking great!" {MRR #158)

THE CAMPUS TRAMPS
"Stick around/I hate the beach" 7"

This wild UK based three piece know how to rock and

whenever they hit the scene, you can be sue that something *

gonna be cooking soon.Think of the DICTATORS and the

SONICS and you get there.Ultra deluxe garage-punk'n'roll!

THE FEEDBACKS
"Pop Invaders EP" 7"

Very much influenced by bands like the PARASITES and

the POINTED STICKS,the Spanish FEEDBACKS play an

important part in this "new wave" of power-pop, creating

uptempo tunes which are catchy as hell.

THE HATE BOMBS
"What a woman wants EP" 7"

Coming from Florida, the music of the HATE BOMBS
reflects their many Influences from garage.to mod, right

up and through 77 styled punk delivery and is heavy and

tuneful at the same time.

THE VON ZIPPERS
-Hot rod monkey/You destroy me" 7"

It's time now to pay attention to Canada s hottest r'n'r

family and leaders of the new german invasion and their

loud “werkstatt punken music", which is somewhere

between the HEADCOATS.the MONOMEN and the

SWINGIN'NECKBREAKERS.Get introduced to the

secrets of lederhosen,schnitzel and sauerkraut.

THE BASEMENT BRATS
"Take care/Trashman” 7"

2 brandnew cuts from the kings of the european pop-punk

secne, which are the best they've ever written Super catchy,

packed with energy and fast as hell(the flip) Exactly how we
need it I

THE BOMBORAS
"Organ grinder 10"
THE BOMBORAS belong to the premiere league of

surf-instrumental bands on our planet.Here you get 8

brand new tracks.this time combining their organ-

dominated instro-madness with 100% pure teenage

garage-punk.This is THE REAL THING!

THE YUM YUMS
"Sweet as candy" LP
Finally we can offer you the long awaited debut album by

this Scandinavian pop-punk sensation, which includes

members of the VIKINGS and the KWYET KINGS.

Putting together the essential Ingrediences of the music

of the PLIMSOULS and the RAMONES, you simply get

here the best power-pop album of this decade.

THE SPIDER BABIES
-Adventures in sex & violence” LP
This is the third album by those crazy garage-punk

monsters from Oregon and It's definitely their best!

Get invited to the ultimate orgy of fuzz! Sick music of

the evil kind. G.G.ALLIN meets the ALARM CLOCKS

dStrIbutedTmTil"dered bTset hip “sa"
COLUMBUS & PREBLE AVES. PrTTSBURG. PA 15233 USA

PH (412)231-4766 FAX (412)231-4777

iHONOLITHICl
Live Videos $15 each

BAD RELIGION: Live Infection

3/8/94, TV Apperances & more.

BECK: Monsieur Beck
Live In England & more. Pro Shot.

DEAD KENNEDYS: Jello...

Live 1 1/19/79 plus Jello T.V. clips.

DEATH BY PUNK: Volume Two
45 different bands live.

J CHURCH: Starfish Room
6/4/97, 10/13/96 & free sticker!

MUSIC TO BREAK THINGS TO
Earth Crisis, Integrity, SOLA, etc.

NIRVANA: Live Crap

Live 1992, 2/27/94 & 1994.

NOFX: Live German T.V. & More
PENNYWISE: Live!

Live 1993, 7/4/96 & 10/2/92.

SCREECHING WEASEL, THE
Q1 TERRS & GUTTF.RMOI JTH:I .ive|

$ 15 per video, plus $2 postage for

orders under $20. $lor 3 stamps for

big catalog or free with order.

P.O. Box 1234-Coquitlam,BC

V3J 6Z9 - Canada
Cash, checks or money orders to

J. Wilson, not Monolithic!!!

e-mail; jgwilson@dowco.com

thug 'life records

720 records]

fhree 'name changes In three years,

|

|
maybe If we change It

[
shit wegotu

[trepanation

not taklmr It back, moving ItJorggJ

[ 100 on white vinyl

|

pretentious asstaoles^^i$2.00pj}d

ngermouse split 7
"J

hardc ore by the kids, for the kldaj

1 ,oo_°n

I
thUg 1^^ecord^

J
42S circle ave

|

r?Lsh or money

I to chris

Lsend a stamp for complete list



If you like the type of pop
music that is masquerading
as "punk rock* (l.e., Rancid,

Greenday, the Offspring)

then we might be a little

hard for you to stomach.

' New CD
out Soon

cr023 Super HI Five/Sacface split 7”

*NEW Super Hi Five CD coming soon!*

cr021 Crop Circle/Mildreds split 7”

cr019 True Zero/Jiil split 7”

cr018 Plow United - Sadi 7”

cr017 Homage - Lots of bands doing

Descendents songs (CD)

cr013 Jake & the Stiffs 7”

crOll Plow Uuited/Weston split 7”

Write or email for a catalog.

Seven inches are $3, CDs are $8, prices include postage.

Make checks out to “Coolidge Records”,

corporate website (heh heh, just a little joke there):

http://www.gis.net/~coohdge

Coolidge Records
157 Coondge Terrace

Wyckoff, NJ 07481
email: coolidgeO’gis.net

SOCIETY GOME MADD 7
H

$3.00
WSJ IN! "NO FATE JIT

COMPILATION DOUGLL CD/

57 BANDS FROM AROUND
THE WORLD INCLUDING US/

$IO

//HFONKXvU

M'GHimWt'A

Brffirf NW/Uw m KXLU Ci

$8*00
Distributed by BOMP!

Other StuffAvailable:

excellent French Hardcore band

Legitim* Dwfortoe

Don't stop the Madness 7" $3.50

YA Basta CD $9.00

excellent Swedish Hardcore band

HtUSHtT “Hellish Hate" 7" $3.50

Toast/Spazz split 7" $3.50

Buy Direct or tell your

... o' ^ mo* ,ocal store to GET ,T!!
All Prices ppd U8A.

Oversees add (2.

VUhle UTTenmce RECORDS
P.O. BOX 7435
BURBANK CA 9 15 10 U.S.A.

e-mail: soaetygone@earthlink.net

Check us out at: http://www.earthlink.net/-societygone

Other StuffBy
Society Gone Maddl:

Live on KXLU 7“ {green vinyl) $3.00

What Do You Care? LP/CASS $4.00

Bright Future? Cass $4.00

Society Gone Madd Shirt L/XL $1 0.00

Cruel Sidewalk Shirt L/XL $1 0.00

FIFTEEN "Allegro" 14 song live CD

Recorded live at 924 Gilman

Street at Fifteen's final show

EVER! Only slightly editted

to save space for the songs

and to avoid any embarrassing

emotional babble about girl-

friends. Graphically laid out

by the master John Yates.

A

tiny stretch over an hour of

rock for 9 bucks, What more

do ya want?

$9 ppd in the USA/$12 ppd anywhere else

Send well concealed cash or make cheeks

or money orders out to "Paul Barger"

For wholesale info eontaet these swell folks:

Revolver @ (415) 241-2420

Rotz @ (773) 862-6500

Bottlenekk @ (510) 540-7937

Rhetoric @ (608) 259-0403

Choke @ (773) 395-0809

PO.Box 14088

Berkeley, California

94712

norecords@hotmail.com



•Pits PuNK HeLe §F FaME
NORTH AMERICA'S 1st
3 ALL-GlRL PUnK BANDS i

:

just released %nHf #8

fast 'n furious -

15 original killers

27 non-stop

party punkers

17 menacing punk rock
bursts. Raw 1i short

21 Brit Invasion-Influenced

pop-punk songs

18 bloody punk
stone-age scorchers
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THE CURSE -1977
21 RAW N PRIMITIVE

RECORDINGS DIALING W THE

DISTURBING REALITIES OF

GROWING UP BORED.

STEREOTYPED, EXPLOITED &
FEMALE!

wild:

THE B-GIRLS - 1977
19 FUN YOU! (NOT FUCK YOU)

POP PUNK SONGS. PRODUCED

BY DEBORAH HARRY, MICK

JONES AND CRAIG LEON.

all-girl:

THE DISHRAGS - 1977
25 BROODING, BLITZKREIG

PUNKERS THAL'Ll PEL THE PAINT

OFF YER WALL. LEGENDARY

VANCOUVER EEN PUNK.

Brandnew

unreleased studio & live bonus tracks, restored & digitally

remastered. Each includes a 12 - 16 page booklet full of rare pix n

liner notes!!! ALL POST PRODUCTION by CHRIS SPEDDING & PETER MOORE
FOR INFO ON FUTURE RAW N POWffiFUL releases from Die

PuNK Hole oF FaME write:

Other Peoples Music • PO Box 227, Station P • Toronto, Canada M5S 2S7.

Distributed by Outside Music-Canada / Mordam Records-USA.

tion with rare Punkrock from 1977 • 1982

Out in July 1997

with:

xTBArtWS mmuAcmw
|

F COMMANDO

ACCIDENT FROM THE EAST LANCS

MASS MEDIA
soTH£

vN

NIDZ NEXT DOOR + much
more

PETER PARZINGER

P.O. BOX 41 1107

tyf 12121 BERLIN

GERMANY
1 TEL + FAX ++49-30-214 39 31

Prices:

1-2LP'seach22DM

more than 2 IP's each 16 DM

D edition marketedbyV2ReB(^^

Newalbumi mmtt

L-ish punk-rock
im across the
antic. Toured the U.S
th Good Riddance a
rope with Satanic W
fers.Getityou I
hy bastards.. 8

oiiui up mien yuu IUUH uir lill Din 10

writs lor a free catalog.

Bad Ta«elecords,St. Sitdergatan 38. 222 23 Lund. Sweden
Pfione: +46 46 - 13 13 15, Fax: +46 46 - 13 13 21 *
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sell direct 803-588-4024/6030 fax

DAMNED FOR
ALL TIME

DAMNED FOR ALL TIME

VOLUME III

21 BAND PUNK

ROCK& ROLL HARDCORE

COMPILATION

$9 ON IP OR CD

HERVOUS CHRISTIANS

RIACK1ACK

HARDSHIP

LEMON GROVE KIDS

SPIDER BADIES

GUNPRO

4Q

PROCRASTINATORS

WEAKLINGS

DETONATORS

APARTMENT 3G

OBLITERATED

DETESTATION

AUTOMATICS

INCINERATORS

LUCKY THIRTEENS

8 FOOT TENDER

ANTIWORLD

JIMMIES

ABSOLUTE ZERO

NEGATIVE WAYS

BASTARD CHILDREN. /HARDSHIP

6 SOHG SPLITT' SI

OUTSIDE US. ADD $2

DISTRIBUTION: LUMBERJACK 17031 533-2175 NAIL 15031 736-3621

PROFANE EXISTENCE (612) 827-2533 NATIONAL DUST (5031 903-0625
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THE BEAUTYSl

I- Sweetheart! Sweetheart! 7"

[Four new tunes from this rockin’ trio]

[from Ft. Wavne, Imiiana^TTieyniixa

|

|

little poppy punk andSur^vfrlHiwnole |

|bunch of garagey punk rock|

OUR SCENE

STILL SUCKS
[Compilation 7”

[
More of Nashville's most promising up|

|and comers. Features

^rwaiTowe^Pro^ssIsDead,
|

IsSStiCT^^Win, The VibesTl

[and Junkie War Stories.
|

STILL AVAILABLE]

KvooDENHORSE l-Titje,

1 THE FIXTURESP
I - Entartete Kunst T

IFUN
mTuTFlLunch Box 7”

I

|Dairy of a Madwoman 7"|

jjTHE SLACKERS Split 7"!

JAVA CHRIST -Songs to Confuse

I Slam Dancers 7"

I

HIGH STRUNG - High Strung 7"]
~~W LOAD -fSleestack* 7J
[Lumberjack fleath Luge

TORTURE KITTY

NATIONAL DUST . P.O. BOX 2454 . PORTLAND OR 97208

P-The Kid With Crazy

1 BERT - Ambient Dou
IPO BOX 120861_

[NASHVILLE, TN. 3721

Eyes



if an alien landed in the middle of Mexico and
bought a burrito and then hopped on a trolley

to travel to Iceland and began making noise

that was half a result of noisy farts and frozen

feet the sound would best resemble

The5notRockets

&
TJAPANBGS FBMAie VOCAL PUNK

Jap

mackle • p,o, box 1 1 1 - model cily-newyork - 14107

send S.A.S.E for more information

THE F.I.D.’S
"LEARN A FOURTH CHORD"

7-INCH F.P. S3 PRO.

"The F.I.D.'s are totally fucking
funny and I love them."

- (JTSDMRR #169

ORDER NOW!!! JUST S3 !!!

MOONA RECORDS
P.O. BOXm

PEACEDALE, Rl 02883

STIU AVAILABLE

BeibND NECROPSY Vg

V-A- /CHLoPoFcRK Lp. CD
AL£RT -

joNl^rflT. cocfc ScMTch . THE KUcctt.
cUGIMP

. Vi£ YcW^ !//

MAIL ORDER PRICE(ppD)
[USA \SohM AIR

n

STINK FOR SALE
swr ip #n MOW™
Wppd(US/CAN.)S9ppd(WORLD-AIR)

THE SPENT IDOLS
&

DEAD END KIDS
(400 CLEAR WAX/600 BLACK WAX!)

THE BEST ALBUM YOU’LL HEAR ALL YEAR!
STILL AVAILABLE: (S3/S5WORLD)
THE WONGS-GET AWAY 7”

ARIZONA SNOT-PUNK! !THIS RULES!
COMING SOON:

STUFF BY THE LAST SONS OF KRYPTON,THE
WONG,AND TONS MORE!

OTHER CRAP WE SELL.(ALL IMPORTS) $« ALL (S3ppd US/CAN. OR SSppd WORLD AIR) o
THE WIMPS-SEVENTEEN 7”(GREAT!) O

-
. SPENT IDOLS-I DON’T GIVE A FUCKT *
CRIPSY NUTS-S/T T’(JAPANESE!RULES! !) —

Y SLOW SLUSHY BOYS-S/T 7”(ITALIAN BEAT)-P
AdiVISADERO’S-FROM THE..T’GTALIAN MC5)^
' NO CHECKS!CASH OR *

BLANK M.O. ONLY! J
(HORRIBLE,BORING AD ‘CUZ I*S LAZY!)

RERUN RECORDS
304 S MORRISON ST

APPLETON Wl 54911-5727

USA

-t-p

CP

f4-.oo

111.00
X7,po

$6. try

ilZsm

||
kC©MBATW©UNDEDVErf3RAN*
*11SONG

Pleo-Se Sertd All Mail Oder
u. a . Morey opders & checks
PoyWe +o Groovy yyay Not M/W$£\J£

MAMQ-RoVE U.S.A.
P.O.BOX 3860 CHICAGO fL

^Cr72)645- o96o Rtf (773) 645- o?6/
LAB^L

/03/ 3 -24-/8, AfawUfMfcijW* AfeHma-k*
-r^lcyo ,rn 7a.fa*

rUNKROCK,
mayhem^

3 bucksUS/4bSksl^,^^ j®
EUR/6 bucksASIA

:WHOLESALE:SEND STAMpTor^I
IRATES/TRADES-MAYrP - FPR

J



/ the end ofbelief
’ final testamimt of

flppi^inetal.

bipolar and blark records each $2 ppd. splinter andtbe pi^a flecords $2.25

each ppd. all 5 7"s for $8 ppd. add a dollar to overseas postage, labels get in

touch I love to trade, we also have old akron punk 77 to 82. bizarros,

rubbercity rebels, hanunerdamage etc. send checks, m.o., or cash to Clint

Bott RCR p.o. box 8349 akron, ohio 44320-0349. send a stamp for a catalog

Now available on

jjflgure Eight "desosloues You”
Jftte eobiw* an9 Bon-helieeBr. fast and

UgM-eafchg pop punk. Singer sound* a Ml Me#

Jeff Ott urteft fie utes M ertrapshrtfie"

7' DnlB 3«Mr.»eS BngriPB soda ulngf f
illll . nr «a»nttn tu/honus song* l$s ppm

0-Cons «cai*«t Pull Mg Strings’'

fr^it-rjditen. gonth fueled anthem* of lone »«
" Of

7”= $3 ppd in USA $5 everywhere else

sendeesft, M.O., or check payable to=Ryan Clark
"

II Miillce«iilt

J4760
Blue Mountain Dr.

lYorba Linda CA. 92887

BRICKHEAD
BRICKHEAD

, BRICKHEAD
BRICKHEAD

| BRICKHEAD
BRICKHEAD
BRICKHEAD
13 songs $ 9. U.S. $ 11. World

Check or

Money Order

2008 18th avenue 8outh

Nashville, TN. 3 7 212



rHERE WE GO AGAINII'I

AFTER LAST YEAR’S

DEBUT COMPILATION (6000

SOLD WORLDWIDE) WE’RE
BACK WITH MORE OF THAT
MELODIC PUNK/HC THING.

WITH PREVIOUSLY UNRELEA-

SED SONGS OF NOFX, GOOD
RTOANCE, HORACE PMKER,
BURNWG HEADS, PUNKREAS,
MWAMPLACE, BASEBALL AN-

NE, PEA WEES, NOT AVALA-
BLE, MANGES, VADBfS, BAM-
FA BAMFA, RESTOS FOSfcES,

HAPPY NOISE, BEAT-OFFS,

DISTRIBUTED BY:J

CARGO, DUTCH EAST, SUBTERRANEAN

cOgok
RECORDS

MANUFACTURED AND DISTRIBUTED BY:

.
Via degli Ausoni, 84 - 00185 Roma (Italy)

Tel. ++39644700257 - Fax ++39644700254

19 -r Ha
DISCOUNT DANCING FRENCH THE MULLENS

LIBERALS OF
J
48

OUT NOW THESE 3 GREAT 7” EP’S!

WE GOT FEAR “HAVE

ANOTHER BEER WITH FEAR”
CD$10PPD

THE COV’RS “EYES OF SOCIETY”
AND “NO CRYSTALS” 7”

$3 PPD EACU.COMING SOON
Caught in mid-spray VIDEO NASTY “SEXY BLACK
A 15-year-oldfrom Warren and a 17-war- VINYL” 7” AND NEWm urn Bristol were caught red-handed

DILLENGER 4 7”

THE OW'KCY PUNX/REJECTS
"<ZL

r
„::Z SPLIT 7” ,s SOLD OUT AND

WE’RE NOT GONNA MAKE
ANY MORE, SO THERE.

ol lT SEjjinfl(j |)S DEMO TAPES
OR WE’RE GONNA SEND JIMMY THE FROG OVER
TO BRAKE YER FIJGGIN THUMBS!

MAKE ALL CHECKS & M.O.’S OUT TO I’IX BE DEAD IX BELL RECORDS

I’LL BE DEAD m HELL RECORDS
Vi) BOX 75483 ST.PAUL MX. 55175-0483

itch
record

8th in san

**>' *'* 4 *>.V
i

august
3us t 9 th in

diego|
tiajuana

‘
murier

c

i apef

1 submission hold

death wish kid

7
111

ya'h^l
bast«<i,

ileus?
the Prophet

Japeface
[gob
|hickey
i'fuckface
‘and " Kho1

' — more.

can/mex world
$4 $5

$8 $9

payable to mike

t'

NEW ADDRESS

po box 55783
Valencia, ca 91385-0783
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Send MRR your release for review. Don't send wimpy, arty, metal, MTV corporate rock shit here. Don't have your label give us follow-up calls as to

whether we received and arc reviewing a record.We want punk, garage, hardcore, and will review all those that fall within our area ofcoverage. Include

ppd price when mailing. If possible, send 2 copies of vinyl records (1 for MRR, 1 for the reviewer). We will review CDs, but just CD-only releases. If

on vinyl and CD format, send us the vinyl. We are review ing cassettes again, so send high quality cassette-only releases directly to: Jason Beck,PO Box

2584, Conroe, TX 77305. No reviews of test pressings. Specific criticisms aside, it should be understood that any independent release deserves credit

for all the work and money that goes into it. Staff: (MA) Matt Average, (BB) Brady Baltezore,(PB) Paul Barger, (TB) Toby Bitter, (EC) Enrico Cadena,

(MC) Mel Cheplowitz, (RC) Rob Coons, (DD) Dr Dante, (HD) Heather Daniels, (JF) Jonathan Floyd, (BG) Brian Gathy, (KG) Karin Gembus, (LH)

Lance Hahn, (CH) Chris Harvey, (JR) Jeff Heermann, (TH) Tom Hopkins, (TJ) Tobia Jean, (KK) Kenny Kaos, (CK) Carolyn Keddy, (MK) Mick

Krash, (RL) Ray Lujan, (TM) Timojhen Mark, (HM) Hal MacLean, (AM) Allan McNaughton, (MM) Mike Millett, (RM) Raymundo Murguia, (SM)

Smelly Mustafa, (JN) Jah Nell, (BR) Bruce Roehrs, (GS) Greta S, (MS) Michelle Shipley, (SS) Steve Spinali, (AT) Adam Tiirk, (LU) Leah Urbano,

(JV) Jason Valdez, (MW) Max Ward, (RW) Ryan Wells, (SW) Shane White, (CW) Charles VVolski, (JY) Jeff Yih, (TY) Tim Yohannan, (RY) Rema

ABALIENATION - “Booze &
Braces” EP

From the title of this EP
you’d think these guys were an oi

band. Instead they churn out grit-

ty hardcore with a somewhat
heavy sound. It’s nothing spectac-

ular, and probably not something
that would receive a repeat listen.

Their lyrics are shallow, and re-

peat the status quo. Such as in the

song “No Such Thing” which they

say you may as well give up and accept the government, no

matterhow bad things get.And the song,“WhatThe Phuck?”,
about terrorism sounds pretty short sighted. Also, all this beer

worship going on is pretty tired and ultimately redneck. (MA)
(Beer City Records, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-

10035)

IABSOLUTION - “Complete Discography” CD
I don’t know that ABSOLUTION was ever all that well

known outside of the East Coast and amongst the more
diehard fans of late ‘80s New York hardcore. I hope this CD
will change that, because I think they are among the better

bands of that era. Not so much for the music, which is good,

strong hardcore, but because of Djinji’s voice that had a cool

nasal tone which played off his New Yawk accent really well.

This CD has the tracks from their EP, and the tracks from the

New Breed tape comp and the “Murders Among Us” comp.

There’s also demo and live tracks. A real plus here is that

rather then put all the studio recordings first and then the live

stuff last, all of the tracks are mixed up throughout which

makes for an interesting listen. (TH)
(Temperance, PO Box 685, Northfield, NJ 08225)

IABUSE - “Mordare” EP
Wow, these guys must listen to a lotofDROP DEAD. Full

I throttle thrash with those screechy larynx ripping vocals just

I like the singer ofDROP DEAD. It looks like the Swedes have

I got tired ofsounding like DISCHARGE cover bands, and are

Imoving on to other things. In all seriousness though this

I fucking rages! An essential addition to your collection. (RC)

I (Crust Records, PO Box 8511, Warwick, RI 02888)

ADAM’S ALCOHOLICS -

“Menace To Sobriety” EP
Now, I’ve heard these guys

before. Don’t ask me how, but I

have. What I first heard from
them was pretty good, but this

time I’m not as fortunate. Al-

though the record itself (gray vi-

nyl), and the packaging (cool in-

sert and neat artwork) are nicely

put together, I’m afraid this was
done to pull the wool over your
eyes. Or should I say ears? Beer
driven punk with a hint of ska. Kinda like the CHAIN JUNK-
IES, if anyone remembers them. Kinda cool if you like crap!

(AT)
(Dirty Records, PO Box 6869, Glendale, AZ 85312-6869)

ANGER - “Juvenile Anthems” CD
Decent release of catchy punk. At times, however, this I

has too much of a polished studio feel to it. Also there’s too I

many samples involved (Darth Vader, Clint Eastwood etc...), I

and they are just really annoying. Am I making sense? Extra

points however, for mentioning MUCKY PUP, the crappy

‘80s thrash band from New Jersey, as well as covering a

fucking RUSH song! (CW)
(Black Pumpkin, PO Box 4377, River Edge, NJ 07661-4377)

APEFACE - “Mindfuck” LP
Wow. I’ve been skipping APEFACE shows out here

because I thoughttheywere anotherband trying todo the slow

metal, doom approach which is saturating the Bay Area.

They’re actually really fast and somewhat intricate, sounding

a lot like ECONOCHRIST. Just listening to these vocals

makes my throat hurt The political lyrics here are well

thought out and well above average, putting this record in the

thumbs up arena, though I wish the vocals were a bit more
prominent in the mix. (TH)
(Farmhouse, 448 Madison Dr, San Jose, CA 95123)

AURINKOKERHO - “En Ole Sellainen” 10”

This band from Finland plays pop punk with female

vocals all sung in Finnish. I can’t tell you what the songs are

about but, the songs are well played and catchy without any

trace of wimpiness. Good stuff, send for it now. (MM)
($8 ppd: Kasarnikatu 18A2, 00130 Helsinki, FINLAND)



ARSON FAMILY - “La Cosa Nostra” CD
They’re punk. They’re fast. They’re a three piece from

Rhode Island. Their songs varyfromFIXTURES-esque to fast
chunka metallic punk. Their covers of “Thirsty And Misera-
ble” by BLACK FLAG and “Forward To Death” by THE
DEAD KENNEDYS give insight to influences. My only com-
plaint is that the packaging could’ve been a little less bland.
With packaging so generically computerized and slick, no one
would ever guess that this was a punk band judging by the
looks of it. Other than that, this band is straight up, blistering
punk. (PB)
(Mobcore Records, PO Box 5177, Wakefield, RI 02880)

AUNTIE CHRIST - “Life Could Be A Dream” LP
The Biggest problem with this record is that the guitars

are mixed way up, and the vocals are mixed way down.
Knowing Exene’s song-writing, you can bet that there are
lyrics here of some import Unfortunately, I could only hear
the refrains ofeach song. The lyric book is nearly inscrutable.
“Not You” is the high point, a kind of melodic plea to junkies
everywhere, to go destroy something else, not yourself (but
“don’t come around to my store!” she sings). “The Future Is
A War” is an MDC-like fast song, about the enemy within.
“With A Bullet” has a rockabilly edge, that sounds good with
Exene’s singing. I was very curious about this record, but it’s

not that great. It’s a continuous fabric of undistinguished
rockish songs. With Exene, Matt Rancid, and D.J. Bonebrake,
there are inevitably expectations based on past projects. I
think it will help rather than hurt this record, because if it were
a first record by a no-name band, it probably wouldn’t get a
second listen. (GS)
(Lookout Records)

THE AUTOMATICS - “20 Golden Greats” CD
Well, the firstsong “Degenerate” sounded like a ripoffof

“I’m OK You Suck” from the QUEERS. But as I go on, I find
that this band is a ripoff of the QUEERS (but not as good).
Twenty songs on four tracks. For you dolts out there, that’s
five songs a track. That’s right, one track has five songs on it
Which means that if your favorite song is number three on
track one, you’ll have to wait till it gets there, or waste time fast
fonvarding or rewinding the damn thing! Which to me is a
pain in the ass! Thanks a lot, jerks! (AT)
(Mutant Pop Records, 5010NW Shasta, Corvallis,OR 97330)

AVSKUM - “Re-Crucified by the System” CD
In continuing with the resurgence of current Swedish

hardcore, and the reissuing ofthe greateststufffrom Sweden’s
past, it seems only natural that we’d eventually get a disc from
AVSKUM. Around in the early/mid-eighties, and now playing
again with some new personnel,AVSKUM were infamous for
their only studio release (the “Crucified by the System” EP),
and highly touted studio demos. It’s ferocious noise, even with
the sound quality fluctuating among different recordings, it’s

all listenable - if you’re a fan of the genre, certainly worth
hooking up! (TM)
(Finn Records, Jarntorget 6, 632 27 Eskilstuna, SWEDEN)

B-MOVIE RATS - “Teenage
Queen” EP

These guys rock but,seems
bein’ cute and suave is the ob-
jective they strive for. The Kaw-
Liga cover was a total throw-
away. Prettysimpleupbeat stuff,

nothing fancy, ‘60s type rock
and roll. I am all for these guys
and their schtick, worth check-
ing out, even if it’s not mind
numbing. (RY)
(Dead Beat Records, PjO Box 283, Los Angeles, CA 90078)

BASEMENT BRATS - “Take Care/Trashman”
“Take Care” is melodic mid tempo pop/punk. It’s dis-

tinctive and good. The flip is fast garagey punk. (MC)
(Screaming Apple, Dustemichstr. 14, 50939 Koln, GERMA-

BEACH BITCHES - “Monekyfuck” EP
Oh, those nutty puddlejumpers... the so-called BEACH

BITCHES feature one “Psychotic Maurice” and “Will From
the Grave” in their line-up, and are desperate to shock and
offend with titles like “Surfin’ Butcher” and “Prosthesis
Night”. Despite all this, their EP comes off like a European
answer to the GROOVIE GHOULIES, leaning more on the
‘60s organ and less on the RAMONES. Fun, trashy stuff that
proves there are decent bands on the wrong side ofthe English
Channel. (JH)
(Dig! Records, 3 Rue de 1’Horloge, 35000 Rennes, FRANCE)

BEAUTIFUL BERT & THE LUSCIOUS ONES - LP
Beautiful Bert looks like David Nudelman if he shaved

his head and/or bleached his fro. Beer City strikes again hard
with some true drunk punk. These guys may just put the
“drunk” in “drunk punk”. Lots ofcovers, like “Bored” by the
STOOGES, “Drunk Tank” by the HUMPERS, and “Wish
You Were a Beer” by the PSYCHO SLUTS FROM HELL.
Yeah! I love it, because I’m a fuckin’ sicko too. When I drink
unusual amounts of beer this is what I wanna hear: stupid,
ugly, mean punk. (RY)
(Beer City Records, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-
0035)

BIG PAULUS - “Bestseller” CD
These guys sound like a European version of THE

PLUGZ. Lots of short, sharp ditties incorporating many pop
punk rock styles. English lyrics, some cool covers and a song
about Sacramento. (TB)
(Bask Records, Kanaalstraat 172-1, 1054 XR Amsterdam,
HOLLAND)

BLANKS 77 - “Tanked And Pogoed” CD
Possibly the best (disputable I realize) of all the ‘97/‘77

groups. Energy, energy, energy, that’s what this is about. I like
this a bit better than the first LP; it’s got slightly more
diversity between songs, assuming of course that this is possi-
ble for this kind ofpunk rock. Totally toe tapping, orstomping
as the case may be. Great! (RY)
(Radical Records, 77 Bleecker St #C2-21, New York, NY
10012)



[BLEW - “You’re Not The Only One” CD
This Japanese combo dishes out some more raw ama-

teurishpop punk. KindaSNUFF meets J CHURCH, although
it’s kinda obvious that these guys worship JAWBREAKER,
considering the frequency of stolen riffs and melodies. A few
less JAWBREAKER-influenced parts and this could be a
really cool combo. (RL)
(Snuffy Smile, 4-24-4-302 Daizawa, Setagaya, Tokyo 155,
JAPAN)

IBLINDSHOT - “Brown Bag” EP
This is seven songs ofmelodic punk with abrasive guitar.

I There’s loads of catchy guitar as well as sing along choruses,
I but at times this release got too poppy and came across as
I corny. Even so, I was impressed with most of this, ifonly for its

I raw energy. (CW)
(Jim, PO Box 531, Wayne, MI 48184)

IBLUE MEANIES - “Full Throttle” CD
When I last heard the BLUE MEANIES, they were a

I total ska-core band. Well, like many of that genre they’ve
Imoved away from the ska influences. Unlike many of their
I early ska-core counterparts, the BLUE MEANIES stayed
Iaway from pop punk sounds and embraced something else.

IThe result is a mixture of punk, ska, and the weird stylings of
ISCHLONG. Hell, half these tracks sound as ifthey could have
been on the last SCHLONG record. I like SCHLONG and I

llike this record. (JF)
I (Thick Records, 916 N. Damen Ave, Chicago, IL 60622)

THE BOILS - “Anthems From
The New Generation” EP

Here you have straight
aheadpunk rock withzippy sing-
along punk vocals and ever-
presentchurning, blitzkrieg gui-
tar. There are some well thought
out lyrics behind this energetic

punk rock. Fans of the CASU-
ALTIES and BLANKS 77 will

find this rightup their alley. (BR)
(Beer City Records, PO Box

s
r*?

m\}} I

m
26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-0035)

[BOTTLES - “Von Einem Der Auszog” EP
This band has potential and at times they play cool three

I chord punk that’s bouncy and catchy enough. They try to get
I too cute however, by throwing ska into the mix and using some
I really fucked off dreamy breakdowns. Ditch the wakka-wak-
I ka shit, turn up the guitars and putyour singer on a steady diet
I of Jim Beam— then get back to me. (RM)
(Scumfuck Mucke, PSF 100 709, 46527 Dinslaken, GERMA-
NY)

I
THE BRISTLES/THE WORKIN’ STIFFS - split EP

I was expecting more from THE BRISTLES who’ve
I been around for a while now. Average, mid-tempo pogo punk
land “sick boy” lyrics. THE WORKIN’ STIFFS knock out two
Isnappy numbers, featuring a GBH cover. (TB)
I (Beer City Records, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226)

BROTHER INFERIOR - “Anthems For Greater Salvation”
|

LP
Aftera couple ofscorchingEPs and a splitwith N.O.T.A.,

this blasphemous foursome give us a twelve inch platter to
further pollute young wayward Christian minds. Let me tell

you, this is their best stuff. The lyrics have always been great,
but these are better, and even the vocals are stronger. The
music sounds fuller withmore going on, and there’s a stronger
punch. The untitled acousticnumber at the end ofthe first side
is pretty cool, and a nice change of pace. Good to see a band
being creative. All in all, a great album by one of the best
hardcore punk bands around. It’s obvious they worked hard
on this one. (MA)
(Sensual Underground Ministries, PO Box 8545, Tulsa, OK
74101-5826)

BURNING DOG - “Psycho Babble Allege” EP
Colored vinyl! It’s kind of a bubble gum color, though

this has nothing to do with the band’s sound. BURNINGDOG
sounds like a cross between a lot ofbands with initials, mainly
DFL and RKL. I wouldn’t pawn anything to get it, but it ain’t
bad. (JV)
(The Edge Records, PO Box 7111, Auctioneered, CA 93031)

THE BUSHMEN - “Quiet” CD
TheBUSHMEN come across like a FrenchSAMIAM (in

prime “Soar” mode). Medium to faster tempo aggressive,
melodic music that straddles the line between pop and emo.
Their accents make for unusual phrasing at times, but it’s

pretty impassioned sounding nonetheless. Good for the style.

(Rock Notes 22, Rue Du Consulat, 87000 Limoges, FRANCE)

C.Z.D. - “Ajajajajajajajaja” LP
C.Z.D. stands for CENTER ZA DEHUMANIZACIJO.

Going from what little information that is provided on the
cover, this group hails from Slovenia. Mid tempo hardcore
that doesn’t break pace, and the over all delivery is really
unexciting. (MA)
(Front Rock, PP 48, 62000 Maribor, SLOVENIA)

C.Z.D. - “On The Red Screen”
EP

Strange stufffrom Slovenia
from a band that’s apparently
been around for awhile. As the
detailed enclosed article mentions
again and again, these guys are
from some semi-isolated rural
region. Thus their reference
points and even their stance are
probably more daring in this con-
text. Musically there’s a certain

iCREl

sturm and drang that seems to manifest itself in certain bands I

ofEuropean descent and it appears to apply here. Along with
harsh European singing, there’s a barrage of synthesizers, I

guitars, chants, all strung along on a very strict rollicking I

rhythm that doesn’t “rock” per se, but is still pretty cool. No, I

I can’t do a band comparison here, and that’s a good thing,
actually did find this pretty satisfying. Check it out.

(Raw Energy, 66 Front St. W. #00116-42, Toronto, ON, M5J
1E6, CANADA)
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THE CAMPUS TRAMPS -

“Stick Around/(I) Hate The
Beach”

This has to be the best
CAMPUS TRAMPS record I’ve
heard. Very catchy garage rock
that rocks, if you know what I

mean. “Stick Around” is a love
song and “(I) Hate The Beach” is

a song filled with bitterness. So
whatever your mood, you can
enjoy this. (CK)

(Screaming Apple Records, Dustemichstr. 14, 50939 Koln,
GERMANY)

ICOCKSPARRER - “Rarities” CD
A collection of early COCKSPARRER releases and

I various other Oi comp tracks. Kinda like the millionth version
lof a COCKSPARRER collection. Certainly not as good as
I“Shock Troops”. The early ’77 stuff sounds too rock for me.
IAlmost bluesy and wimpy. Kinda like those early JUDAS
IPRIEST albums that had some cool tunes but they sounded
shitty on the studio releases. But then when they put out that
(“Unleashed Live In Japan“ LP they kicked ass. That’s what
learly COCKSPARRER was like. The latter era tracks are
great though. (RL)

I (Lonsdale Records, Erlanger Str. 7, 90765 Furth, GERMA-
INY)

COMBATWOUNDEDVETERAN
- “11 Song 7”” EP

A band I’ve followed for a
while now, through several demo
tapes, and I’m pretty psyched that
they’ve got vinyl out Eleven songs,
totally hoarse vocals, and a insis-

tent hardcore pounding that
doesn’t let up. Combine that with
some crazed Press-On lettered lyr-

ic sheet (I’m still trying to figure
out what’s going on with that), and you’ve got more than a
record, you’ve got a puzzle to figure out. Which song is this?
Wait, here’s the handwashing instructions. Get this, and it’ll

all become clear. (TM)
|(PO Box 898, Largo, FL 33779-0898)

ICONNIE DUNGS - “No Chance” EP
I Mutant Pop is quicklybecomingone ofmy favorite labels
I with their own style ofsnot nosed poppy punk and this record
lis no exception. Lexington’s CONNIE DUNGS sound sort of
like label matesAUTOMATICS and AFTER SCHOOL SPE-
ICIALS, except a little bit rougher. Buy this—you won’t be
I disappointed. (JF)
(Mutant Pop, 5010 NW Shasta, Corvallis, OR 97330)

ICURSE OF HORSEFLESH - “Burning Up The Jade” CD
Surf music with a tendency to go rockabilly at sporadic

I points. It kept me on my toes and enjoying this a lot. (CK)
I (Roto-Flex,PO Box 64252, Calgary, AB, T2K 6J1, CANADA)

THE CRUSADERS - “Fat Drunk And Stupid” CD
Itseems every time Icome across a greatband these days I

there’s a damn good chance they’re Aussies. Maybe it’s just I

the cream of the punk rock crop that makes it this way, but
there seems to be talent by the truckload down under. Not
necessarily innovative, (except for maybe their medieval at-
tire) these guys really crank out some fast vicious garage
punk. Remind me a bit of the STEEL MINERS. (RY)
(Swivel Disc Records, PO Box 397, Belmore, NSW 2192,
AUSTRALIA) 1

D-CONS - “Can’t Pull My Strings” EP
Emo-ish melodic hardcore from some smartly dressed I

chaps, taking stabs at the draft and fake punks (“the reason
Mr. Ignorant ever said, ‘Punk is Dead!”’) This is punchy and
catchy, at times reminding me of AGENT ORANGE, DAG
NASTY or FUEL, definitely worth checking out. Six songs.
(AM)

s

(Slow Gun Records, 4760 Blue Mountain Dr, Yorba Linda,
CA 92886)

1

D.M.H. - “Asozial” EP
This is terrible. The A-Side

sounds like a bad attempt at play-
ing “Radio Clash” with a beer
swillingGerman on vocals. While
it makes for a funny first listen,

it’s by no means something one
would want to hear on a regular
basis. On the B-side the first cut
soundsjustlike“Smells LikeTeen
Spirit” after the band drank way
too much with the same German
guy singing. This is followed up by a G. G. ALLIN cover
Funny but... (RM)
(Scumfuck Mucke, PSF 100 709, 46527 Dinslaken, GERMA
NY)

DANCING FRENCH LIBERALS
OF ‘48 - “Ain’t Got a Prayer”EP

This seven inch releases two
new songs, and rereleases two
others. It appears to be a 50/50
thing. Buy two new songs for dou-
ble price get to old songs for free.

This tendency of rereleasing old
songs on seven inches really an-
noys me. Why don’t you just re-

lease a seven inch when you have
four new songs and quit ripping
everyone off? Stupid politics aside, this is really good, so ifyou
want these awesome new songs by the former GITS, you
better buy this seven inch and hope they don’t release them on
their next album. (HD)
(Panic do Helter Skelter, Via Degli Ausoni 84, 00185 Roma,
ITALY)

\



DARVISETTES - “Do The Crop Circle” EP
These UFO obsessed goof-balls have an early ‘80s punk

rock sound with animated vocals. They incorporate a couple

ofnursery rhymes and the AUTHORITIES’ “Radiationmas-
turbation” to compliment their whacked reality. I predict

“The Crop Circle” will be the latest dance craze when these

discs sell out (a limited 300 numbered and “signed” copies

exist), so get this while the gettin’s good. (HM)
(Non-Commercial Records, PO Box 141014, Cleveland, OH
44114-6014)

DEAD BOYS - “Younger, Louder And Snottier” LP
God, what an ugly fucking band!!!!! No, actually Jimmy

Zero is the heart throb yum....! Well, as Carolyn Keddyjust

recently said; “I’ll never be able to figure out the reason fer

rough mix albums....” Basically their whole purpose is to

please die hard fans still living in their parent’s basements

with endless record collections and computer wizz trivia

brains!!!!!!!! But to be honest, I do prefer these cuts to the Sire

album they’re actually at the right speed (the Sire album is

in some off key so you can’t play yer guitar along with the

music)!!! And then on this record you get better cover art and
the classic spurts; “Hey Cheetah/Yeah Stiv/Let’s go pick up
some little girls or somethin’/Alllrightt! !!!!!” (SW)
(Bomp!)

euntamarro
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DEADBOYZCAN’TFLY -“Mio
FrateUo E’ Un Tamarro” EP

It was about time, there’s

finally an Italian punk rock band
who doesn’t totally copy the

QUEERS. Actually, there is a lot

of ANGRY SAMOANS “Inside

My Brain”, which is a plus, and
the guitar has that “chainsaw”
distortion I absolutely like. And,
like theSAMOANS, the songs are

completely demented. (EC)
(Taverna Records do Stefano Righi, Via Cadorna 38C,Meda
20036, ITALY)

(C-City

lis, MN

DEGENERATION -“OiForThe
Kids” EP

This should be retitled

“bore for the kids”. Slow, plod-

ding “oi” that, while having noth-
ing to do with them politically,

sounds like one of those crappy,

heavy-metal, white pride bands
that existed in the mid-to-late

‘80s... or even worse, TAD! More
REJECTS, less grunge please.

(RM)
Records, 6066 Shingle Creek Pkwy #127, Minneapo-
55430)

THE DRAPES - “The Silent War” CD
The DRAPES play tight, fast and intelligent hard pop.

The production and layout are good, also. Not much else to

really say about it (BG)
(Onefoot Records, PO Box 3834, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034)

DETESTATION - “The Inhu-

man Condition” EP
Fast catchy crustcore from

Portland. This reminds me a lot

of NAUSEA, especially the
screechy female vocals. Solid re-

lease. (RC)
(Consensus Reality Records, 1951
WBurnside#1654,Portland,OR
97209)

DISCOUNT - “Her Last Day”
EP

This is the first I’ve heard
ofDISCOUNT,who have put out
a whole mess of vinyl in the past

year. The three songs here are

extremely J CHURCH-influ-
enced without biting off of them.
At first I thought the female sing-

erremindedme ofGOODGRIEF
vocals, but she’s actually a lot

higherand less throaty. I’m quite

pleasedwithmy firstDISCOUNT
encounter. (TH)

SaSSSESSS

THE INHUMAN CONDITfON

(Panic, Via degli Ausoni 84, 00185 Rome, ITALY)

DISLEXIC S/BASTARD
SQUAD -split EP

This isadecent release.THE
DISLEXICS play competent,
melodic punk with enough balls

to keep it interesting. A bit corny
in the lyric department but oh
well. As for BASTARD SQUAD
they’re pretty damn good. Their
first song is catchy but rockin’ in

that “Suffer” era BAD RELI-
GION kind of way. The second
number they offerup is way more poppy (LAGWAGON with

a gruffer singer) but it’s really well done. Not bad. (RM)
(Fat Einstein Records, PO Box 7531, Quincy, MA 7531)

DRAIN BRAMAGED - “Happy Drunx” LP
Sounds like A.F.I. if they were from southern California

and obsessed with alcohol. I like this album enough that I can

even look past the occasional guitar solo. What’s up with the

questionable lyrics of“My True Love”? I have nothing else to

say except recycle something and buy it maybe. (JV)

(Know Records, PO Box 90579, Long Beach, CA 90809)

DRUG CZARS - “Paranoid Delusion” EP
Boring rock ‘n roll with a vocalist who sings flat and a

guitarist who loves to noodle away. Oh did I mention the

cowbell? (MM)
(Starcrunch Records, PO Box 9152, Miami, FL 33124)
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IDROPKICK MURPHYS/THE BRUISERS - split EP

This EP brings together the cream of the crop from the
INortheast Those gnarledandseasoned veteransTHEBRUIS-
lERS from New Hampshire and one of the hottest street/oi

Ibands in Boston right now, theDROPKICKMURPHYS* The
IDROPKICK MURPHYS perform a POGUES cover, “Billy
(Bones”, and an triumphant original, “Denial”* The DROP-
IKICK MURPHYS, along with THE DUCKY BOYS, are
Igoing to appear on your turntable with great frequency in the
Inear future* Boston punk rules prevail! THE BRUISERS are
I clearly one ofthe most influential oi/street rock bands to ever
I rear their ugly heads in the United States*. Play “Mainliner”
land you'll agree this is the real shit Long live THE BRUIS-
[ERS! (BR)
((Pogostick Records, PO Box 354, Midland Park, NJ 01432)

IDRUNKEN MISHAP - “SK8 Life” EP
Like much of the stuff on Beer City, this is fast, punchy

Iand somewhat unpolished hardcore* Unpolished certainly not
I being the insult it mightseem to be - it's raw and devoid ofany
I distracting frills like guitar solos etc. This is fast - like really
I fast. If nothing else, it's sheer speed won me over. Being that
(fast and not totally degenerating is something of an accom-
Iplishment! (TM)
(Beer City, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-0035)

ITHE DUCKY BOYS - “No Gettin' Out” CD
Full length debut out of Boston. If you can get past the

I ridiculous cover art, you'll find some gritty hardcore* Kicks
I offreal strong and sounds better than previous comp trax, but
[soon falls into a rut Lyrics of pride and standing tall. (TB)
|(GMM Records, PO Box 15234, Atlanta, GA 30333)

1st, Waterbury, CT 06705)

EAST COAST PANIC - “No-
where City” EP

This could have been on
Rip Off Records but they proba-
bly used an 8 track recorder in-

stead ofa4which I'm sure turned
Greg off. Male and female vocals
dual it out. The first song, “Close
the Door,” is the highlight here.A
great example of pissed off, slop-

py, East Coast punk* (MS)
(Red Tape Records, 394 Wolcott

(EBOLA - “Imprecation” EP
As I'd been warned - 1 liked this even more than theLP of

I last year, which I loved. They've seemingly sped a bit, and
[added a layer of distortion to the layers that were already
[there. One of the best UK hardcore bands in recent years,
[they've managed to back their musical attack on all releases
I with the kind of contemplative intelligence so often lacking -

[it's often easy to point fingers, and infinitely more difficult to

I ask questionsandseek answers. I especiallyappreciated Karin's
[comments at the end - stuff I've often thought, and it's always
I cool to relate so well to something in a record. Nine songs, nary
la dud among them. (TM)
[(Flat Earth Records, PO Box 169, Bradford, BD7 1YS, UK)

ENDEAVOR/ENVY - split EP
At first glance of Dwayne Dixon's cover art (Satan I

snatching up a baby), I fell in love with this 7”. Thankfully, the
music lived up to the cover. Metal edged HC from ENVY, out
ofJapan, burn it up with sweet metal breakdowns, screaming
vocals in English over a driving HC tempo. ENDEAVOR,
from New Jersey, will reinstate your love of East Coast HC

[

with all its fury—fast and solid. (TJ)
(H.G. Fact, 401 Hongo-M, 2-36-2 Yayoi-Cho, Nakano-Ku, I

Tokyo 164, JAPAN)

ENEMY SOIL/REVERSAL OF MAN - split EP
ENEMY SOIL are brutal hardcore to say the least. They I

rock out in a hard way, watch for these guys. Now I

REVERSAL OF MAN, whoa, now here is a band! Musically I

they kick ass, and are emo as fuck! Not emo in the sense of I

whining and crying, but more like jumping around andf
screamingyourhead off! R.O.M. is great, aggressive, musical-

1

ly driven insanity. I love this. (LU)
(Fist Held High, PO Box 2652, Madison, WI 53701)

ENEMY SOIL - “Ruins Of Eden” 10”

Powerful, crushing grindy hardcore, but neither bad I

nor mindblowing, just sort of mediocre. Remember when I

everyone was trying to do the D.R.I./ACCUSED crossover
|

thing, ten years later here is the crossover for the 1990s.
Political graphics, political lyrics, scratchy evil logo. It’s been

|

done before and been done better, quite frankly. (PB)
(Insolito, PF 540115, 10042 Berlin, GERMANY)

EXCRUCIATING TERROR - “Live At Gilman” EP
As you could probably guess - some ofa live set makes it I

to wax. Unlike most live records though, this doesn't suck.
Solid sound quality is the missing link - you can hear every-
thing that’s going on, which is really how things should be.

[

Seven songsfrom one ofLA's best grind bands - only addition-
al thing you could ask for would be to have been there. (TM) I

(625 Productions,PO Box 1239, Menlo Park, CA 94026-1239)

EXTERNAL MENACE - “Seize
The Day” EP

This is cool. Pretty original

soundingstuffbythisfivepieceout
|

ofScotland.Nooffthehookexper-
i

imental wanking, just different
|

enough to keep it interesting. They
j

use a mix of ‘77 style punk and
bouncy pogopunk with bits ofpop

^
and reggae in their songs, all of

9

which havejust enough cajones to

make it work. (RM)
(Negative Records, 80, Avenue de St Ouen, 75018 Paris, I

FRANCE)

THE EYELINERS - “Confidential” CD
I feel guilty taking this CD from Ray, MRR's CD review I

editor, since it's thathook riddled, rockin' pop punkwith terrific

harmonies that he loves. “Anywhere But Here” and “Broke My
Heart” are clearly the standouts. This slab kicks, and their I

previously released “Broke My Heart” 7” is red hot Watch out
|

for more superb releases from this happenin' trio. (HM)
(Sympathy)



|THE F.LD.’S - “Learn A Fourth Chord EP” EP
Goofy, whinny pop songs from a band that claims Bill

I Cosby is the guitaristfsinger. With songs about being able to

I beat up robots because they drink coke, I don’t think we can
I believe anything they say. Funny. Fast Silly. (HD)
I(Owen Records, 47 Waldo St., Pawtucket, RI 02860)

IFAST FOOD - “Soy Un Ramone” LP
I don’t know ifyou are a Ramone, but you do sound like

Ithem and I am really getting sick and tired ofthird generation
I tribute bands to a group who was decent over 20 years ago.

[Can I have the AUNTIE CHRIST album to review instead?
(EC)

I (Punch Records, Apdo 60167, Madrid 28080, SPAIN)

|THE FIENDS - “She Looks Outta Sight” EP
The horror film record jacket is a good glimpse of

[grooves to come: this is snot-nosed ‘60s trash, heavy on the
[riffs and farfisa organ, with snappy tempos nudging things
I along. All four songs are the same speed (medium-fast), the
Isame style (trash), and after awhile, you think you’re listening

[to the same song over and over again. They’ve got the right

[attitude, but roughened-up production and an occasional off-

Itempo track will help future releases a ton. (SS)
(Dionysus Records, PO Box 1975, Burbank, CA 91507)

FLUCHTWEG - “Le Figur” CD
Varied, eclectic punk, somewhere between YOUR

MOTHER and HALF MAN HALF BISCUIT, although no-
where near as great as either ofthose bands. The songs appear
to be humorous,but withmy lack ofknowledge ofthe German
language I could be totally mistaken. Some of the songs veer
off into totally weird saxophone/keyboard territory, with
deep, gruff vocals. Unusual, although not exactly enjoyable.
This makes for interesting listening, especially when I can
almost understand the lyrics, and I get curious to find out
exactly what’s going on, like in the song “Mannen Mit Briis-

ten.” (AM)
(ToUshock, PF 350126, 10210 Berlin, GERMANY)

FLUCHTWEG - “Arbeitsscheue Ostler” LP
This record is a punk rock bargain at any price. It’s fast

and tight punk, with really strong vocals and harmonizing. A
picture disk, it’s replete with commentary on the new unified
Germany, Utopianism, and the corporate state. Musically,
this record is very gratifying. A healthy diversity of style, all

played and recorded crisply. “Gloria” is a kind of religious

drinking song, and “Radio Moscow” is a sort of sad-sweet
song about the night, with accordions! All thirteen cuts are
strong, and it never lets up. (GS)
(TollShock, PF 218, 10182 Berlin, GERMANY)

|FIFI AND THE MACH III - “Mach a Go! Go!” CD
Imagine if the RAMONES were from Japan and Joey

Iwas replaced by a Japanese chick with a tambourine. Their
[English is a bit off, but this just adds some innocent humor
[when reading along with the lyrics. For example, what does
‘kiss me as reach as my skull” mean anyways? I never figured

[that one out but enjoyed this CD anyways. Good stuff! (MS)
1(1 + 2 Records, Clean Nishi Shinjuku IF, Nishi-Shinjuku 7-6-

[5, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 160, JAPAN)

FIRST ALERT - “T.V. Mastur-
bation” EP

This band first streaked
across my consciousness on the

world-stopping “Chloroform”
compilation from Mangrove
Records last year, where they
played out geek-plus new-wave
of the highest water. On this EP
they play totally great power-pop
with weird droning guitars, mel-
odies that kill and lyrics that con-

Ifound. All good things to keep me pounding the pavement for

|
another twenty-four hours of concrete city living. This is a
damn good 7”. (RW)
[(Mangrove Label, 103/24-18, 3 Chome, Kamishakujii, Neri-
|ma-Ku, Tokyo, JAPAN)

IFIT FOR ABUSE - “Mindless Violence” EP
Fairly straightforward, fast paced, four chord punk

|
that’s quite a relief from all the rehash thrash coming along
[these days. Even though this stuff doesn’t necessarily sound
[innovative, it’s upbeat and fairly catchy. They sound like a
[band that would have played with AGNOSTIC FRONT at

CBGB’s in the ‘80s. (MK)

|
(Crust Records, PO Box 8511, Warwick, RI 02888)

FORCED EXPRESSION/APARTMENT 213 - split EP
Iowa meets Cleveland - not quite the ‘Midwest’ hardcore

explosion you’d expect if you were around in the heyday of
Midwest hardcore - both bands lean more towards the grind
arena. Six more from FORCED EXPRESSION, who contin-
ue to impress with a obvious sense of urgency combined with
tempo changes from sludge to a speed onslaught. APART-
MENT 213 pull the shorter/faster switch, though it doesn’t
end up as impressive as the flip. (TM)
(Clean Plate, PO Box 0709, Hampshire College, Amherst,!
MA 01002)

4TH CLASS - “Good As Dad” EP
Simplistic, snotty, oi songs about selling outand cops and

how your life stands for nothing. Bad drawings of spikey
haired punkers with beer bottles. Has both a side “piss” and
a side “punk”. You know the drill, played out and boring even
for 10 years ago. (PB)
(Beer City, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-0035)

FUCK UPS!
mtimmA

)

FUCK UPS - “On The Road” EP
|

These wild and wacky Nor-
wegians are up to their usual
hijinks, and that does not bode
well for you safe little pop-punk-
ers. The FUCK UPS come out
snarling with a zesty punk/oi nas-
tyness that rocks your little world
from the get-go. The guitars are
all over this fucker, while snotty

vocals abound. This record takes

the macho boot -boy image and
injects some humor into it. Highly recommended! (BR)
(Hit Me Records, Deichmansgt. 17, 0178 Oslo, NORWAY)

i



IFUNBOX - “V XX III” CD
An interesting band from Canada that reminds me at

[times of LAGWAGON, DAYSPRING, and DOWNCAST.
[Now, I’d never thought I’d use all three of those bands in one
[description, but it’s the only way I can describe the sound of

|
FUNBOX. After three listens, I’m not sure if this combination
[of sounds work, but it’s not horrible by any means. (JF)

|
(One Foot Records)

|GANG GREEN - “Back & Gacked” EP
The first time I heardGANGGREEN they were making

Isongs about half as long as these. For my money that was the
[best GANG GREEN. These days, GANG GREEN is still fast

|
at times and much better on their instruments (not always a

|
good thing for bands). I’d say today they sound less like old

|
CIRCLE JERKS and more like THE FREEZE, check out
'‘Rabid Reaction” also on Taang! Records. Just so we’re clear,

I
I like it! (JV)
[(Taang Records, 706 Pismo CL, San Diego, CA 92109)

GLOBAL HOLOCAUST/OB-
NOXIOUS RACE - split EP

Both bands have gota sorta
crust element,GLOBALHOLO-
CAUST polarizing towards the
CONCRETE SOX/politically
correctpeacepunk genreandOB-
NOXIOUSRACE isn’t too faroff
that mark either, but Janice’s
voice reminds me sooo much of
Kirsten’s of NAKED AGGRES-
SION that it plays a big part in

how they sound to me. (If you’ve never heard NA then you
probably wouldn’t be as biased). This is great, standard punk
rock, not too far off the punk guidelines book, but great punk
nonetheless. 100% DIY Canadian punk all the way down the
photocopied (and most likely hand-folded) sleeve. (PB)

I
(Simon Pare, 827 Goldbum, Greenfield Park, PQ, J4V 3H4,

|
CANADA)

|
GOB/ANOTHER JOE - split LP

GOB is pretty damn cool. Pop punk with some bite and

|

snot as well as hooks. Maybe it’s the speedy and briefdelivery.

|
Their full-length on Mint was great and this is right there too.

|

A dying breed; great pop punk. ANOTHERJOE is little more
[punk and fun too. Although I’m kinda biased cause it’s great

|
to hear 10newGOB songs. TheLP has two extra tracks but the

|
CD hassomefunnyANOTHERJOE prankphone calls tacked

|
on at the end. A versatile release. (RL)
[(Mighty Idy, PO Box 7756, Clearwater, FL 34618)

[THE GRIFFIN - “The Age of Innocence/Downtown Lads”
Heavy, anthemic street rock from Japan. There’s a big

[UK influence here, with a unique style and flair that shines
[through. Great production and English lyrics translated into
[Japanese. Check it out. (TB)
[(MCR Company, 157 Kamiagu Maizuru, Kyoto, JAPAN)

I.

*

GOB/MCRACKINS - “Has Fil

Flipped?” EP
Both bands are from Van-

couver and play pop-punk, so
don’t confuse GOB with the bad
American band with the same
name. The twist here is both
bands do an original along with a
cover version ofasong done orig-

inally by the other band. It’s all

real good. Tommy from GOB
used to be a MCRACKIN, small
world ain’t it? (MC) -

($4 ppd: Landspeed Records, 386-1027 Davie St. Vancouver, I

BC,V6E4L2, CANADA)
1

GOODFELLAS - “East Bay I

Skate Rock” EP
Everything about this re-

1

lease reaks of the mid eighties.

The cover is done in a Powell-
Peralta style, with a skullheaded
ghoul with his stick in the grave-

j

yard. The music is also a flash I

from the eighties, with songs
about unity and skateboarding
on your grave. This makes me

|

long for the greatThrashercomps
of yesteryear. Cool stuff. (CW)
(Filter Records, PO Box 4948, Berkeley, CA 94704-0948)

THE GOONS/THE BOILS - split EP
This split is a perfect match up! Both bands come out I

fighting with their high powered kick ass early ‘80s style
hardcore punk and verbal dissections of the government and I

society in general. THE GOONS are pretty catchy, not in a
poppy way, and charge forward without a second thought.
Though they don’t really sound like them, THE GOONS
remind me of THE DICKS. These guys are fuckin’ great! I

THEBOILS area bitmorespeedyand remindme ofTHE PIST
in delivery and structure. The layout to their side of the lyric

sheet is pretty cool. This split will make a nice addition to your I

collection, and one that will spend more time on your turnta-

1

ble rather than on the shelf. Comes on white vinyl. (MA)
(Torque Records, PO Box 229, Arlington, VA 22210)

GOONS,HIRED GOONS -“GJ.
Joke” EP

I love this record. I’ve
played itahundred times already.
From Australia, this band plays
fast, melodic, and at times sad
songs, like JOLT, and the singer
sounds like the HIDDEN RE-
SENTMENTS guy. My favorite

song is “The Hippy Life I Love,”
an incrediblepunk rock tale. “Sa-
mantha Mathis” is about what
could have been, in that movie “Pump Up The Volume” with
the punky girl and Christian Slater and pirate radio. The
lyrics here are great, and the band’s sound doesn’t sacrifice

punkness for its hooks. I do wish it had a lyric sheet, but I’ll
|

figure them all out, eventually. (GS)
(Intent Records, PO Box 679, Dickson, ACT 2602, AUSTRA-

1

LIA)



I
THE GREY SPIKES - “Year Zero” CD

Straight out oftheSUPERSUCKERS school ofrock and
I roll. They grew up on metal, have too much testosterone and
Idon’t bathe frequently, but no one can complain cos the
Imusic’s too loud. Though you’re really not concentrating on
I complaining, you just want another beer. (CK)
1(1+2 Records, Clean Nishi-Shinjuku IF, Nishi-Shinjuku 7-5-

|6, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 160, JAPAN)

HANGNAIL/SLOTH - split EP
Hearkening back to the

days of cut and paste, raw pro-
duction and newspaper clippings
- this certainly isn’t ever going to

be called slick. No complaints, as
HANGNAIL crank out six dis-

torted blasts with such venom it’s

apparent through the fuzz - the
demented ranting further out-
lined on the lyric sheet. I’ll leave
you to decipher those. SLOTH

explain their sexual frustrations in a manner that had me
reaching for the 33/45 rpm switch - 1 go for 33, and make their
Iname come through. (TM)
(Hibachi, 497 Owego St., Painesville, OH 44077)

HATEBOMBS - “One ThingOn
My Mind” EP

Sixties blues influenced
punk rock with a slight psyche
feel. I’m not sure if the HATE
BOMBS have enough bite formy
taste, but I’m sure a lot of people
I know would dig this. (JF)
(Speed-O-Meter Records, 1430
Lake Highland Dr., Orlando, FL
32803)

IHECKLE - “The Complicated Futility Of Ignorance” LP
Slick production is generally punk rock’s ruin these

I days, but from the get-go HECKLE tap straight into the
|SWlZ/DAG NASTY vein... and for the most part, stick with
that formula throughout with only a couple of slips into that

I weakly posedNYHCjock-choir chorus scenario. Considering
I the state of hardcore in 1997, this is solid all the way through,
with more melody and less moshy chunka chunka stuff. The

I only thing that could have made this better would be those
I patented Brian Baker melodic slide chords. (PB)
I (Hopeless Records, PO Box 7495, Van Nuys, CA 91409-7495)

ITHE HECTICS - “Everything I Need” CD
Two women on guitars and vocals, with a guy on drums.

INo bass needed here. Good, basic ‘60s style mostly mid-tempo,
I better than lo-fi garage rock. Sloppy and fan stuff. Ifthey lived
I in a San Francisco, had some strong visual gimmick and knew
I the right band members they’d probably be famous. (MM)
| (360* Twist Records, PO Box 9367, Denver, CO 80209)

HELLNATION/REAL REGGAE- split EP .

Whatcan be saidaboutHELLNATION that hasn’t been
said before? Here are six more tracks of hyperspeed thrash,
which includes a cover of “No Reason” by RIPCORD.
REAL REGGAE, on the other hand, switch things up a bit
alternating between full blown speed, and mid-paced grind.
How any band with “reggae” in their name rocks this hard is

beyond me. Nevertheless, this will rip you anew asshole! (RC) I

(Slightly Fast Records, 303-24 Ogura Maizuru, Kyoto-Pref
625, JAPAN) 1

HELLTONES - “Satan’s Choice” EP
With a name like that, you’d expect these guys to be a

completely psycho, psychobilly band! But that sure isn’t the
case here. This band definitely has the twang for psychobilly, I

but lacks in the crazy ass psycho department! If they’d only
pick up the pace a bit, they wouldn’t sound like the HIGH
FIVES on valium. Nothing good here, except the KISS trading
card they sent with the record. Thanks for the card. (AT)
($3 ppd: Corn Daddy Records, 619 Howell St, Missoula, MT
59802) 1

THE HERMITS - “Chickens, Whips, & R’n’R!” 10”
THE HERMITS will satisfy even the smallest surf fans.

I can honestly say this because I am not the biggest fan ofsurf I

music. This Italian band even make the two surfinstrumental
|

tracks appealing. The stand outs are “Shake It Baby” and
“Chicken Master” which have a garage sound with tradition-
al surf riffs. THE VIBRATORS cover is a bonus. (MS)
(Panic Records, Via Degli Ausoni, 84 00185 Roma, ITALY)

HOODS - “Once Again 1996” EP
This is kind of weird. The HOODS come out of Sacra-

1

mento, but their sound and lyrical style is pure NYHC. They
do it extremely well. The music is crunchy and energetic as
hell. The lyrics are mindless and redundant, like a tough guy I

pounding his chest Essentially, they sing about whooping the
asses ofthosewho cross theirpath inaway they don’tlike. Bad I

ass orjust insecure? You decide. Plus I can’t help but wonder
why bands want to sound like other bands from a different
region instead of developing their own sound and style. (MA)
(Back Ta Basics, 79 Third Ave, 2nd floor, Paterson,NJ 07514)

|

HOUSECAT SIZED FENNE/JUNIOR HIGH - split EP ,

Two thumbs up for this split outtaMilwaukee. HSF play
fast upbeat punk with a slight DEAD KENNEDYS feel.

JUNIOR HIGH sound like a more punk SMALL 23. This
release hit the spot. (JF)
(Captain Midnight, PO Box 27001, West Allis, WI 53227)

ILL REPUTE - “Bleed” LP
Save your pennies because you’re going need ‘em to buy

this one, iffor no other reason than to hear the drummer. This
band’s been around for awhile and they remind me of some-
thing that would be on Fat Wreck Chords. If that’s something I

you can get into, pretend to be a good consumer and get this I

one. (JV)
(The Edge Recordz, PO Box 7111, Oxnard, CA 93031)
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INSULT - ‘T Wanna Be A Burn Victim” CD
There is some story on the cover about the band inciting

a crowd to burn down a building while they were playing. The
resultwas 11 dead and many injured.And two ofthe members
are now in jail. If the story is true (which it probably isn’t), it

is quite amazing. INSULT kickdown 24 punk as fuck cuts, the

longest being 80 seconds long. This is straight up thrash with
great songs like “I Wish I Was Retarded”, and “Choke Your
Grandma If You Want To Be Cool”. Includes a smashing
cover of “Red Tape” by CIRCLE JERKS. Recommended.
(RC)
(Know Records, PO Box 60579, Long Beach, CA 90809)

J CHURCH/DISCOUNT- split EP
Everybody always describesDISCOUNTasJCHURCH

with female vocals. Well, those people are wrong, as this split

demonstrates. DISCOUNT’S version of the punky pop sound
has a lot more melody, sounding like a cross between PICAS-
SO TRIGGER and DAHLIA SEED. J CHURCH, is, well, J
CHURCH. I’m sure J CHURCH will do a split with your
favorite band soon. (JF)
(Liquid Meat, PO Box 460692, Escondido, CA 92046)

HIM

JAKKPOT - “Hit Or Miss/Step-

ping Stone Inside Out”
Motherfuckin

’

cocksucker!!!!! Where the fuck
are these guys from????? I put
the needle down on the side with
“Hit Or Miss” on it and the shit

just knocked me back!!!! Like a
big fucking punch!!!!!!! Fucking
rock n roll with gravely vocal

chords, fat meaty dual guitar
sound and deep low-end bass all

played to a not too fast, not too slow drum beat er-

rrrrrrr!!!!!! Catchy as all fuck fermy little wet ears!!!! Unfor-
tunately, I had to turn the record over to a reworked sorta dub
of“Stepping Stone” which left my cock limp. But who needs a
B side when you got elbow grease on the A side.... (SW)
(American Punk, 802 S. Broadway, Baltimore, MD 21231)

JAMES PUHTO-REN - “Two For The Road” CD
A two song CD EP here, kicking off with a peppy

rendition of‘The Ballad OfDavy Crockett,” rounded out with
a straightforward rock song. There’s nothing wrong with this

disc, it’s pleasant enough, but neither song got me rockin’ out
(AM)
(Kraklund Records, PL 459, 65101 Vaasa, FINLAND)

JERKS -“Jerk Off’ CD
It’s about time for this. Vintage ‘77 punk rock and roll

from the UK. Known mainly for their great “Get Your Woof-
ing Dog Off Me” 45 (which is included here). VIBRATORS,
early WIRE-like. This is a great collection oftheir releases and
un-releases. Punk rock from the initial UK explosion that

unfortunately went pretty much unnoticed by rest of the

world. Better late than never for sure. (RL)
(Overground Records, PO Box 1NW, Newcastle Upon Tyne,
NE99 1NW, ENGLAND)

JENNY PICCOLO - “Information Battle To Denounce The
Genocide” LP

JENNY PICCOLO have been one of the more promi-
nent bands to be playing the new hardcore—fast and gruff,

but with a modern discordance that makes it unique from its

more one-dimensional predecessors. This record translates

well the live experience oftheirshortsong explosions. Surpris-
ingly, the recording quality is much cleaner and more intelli-

gible than most of the bands that play with this hyperdrive
sound. Altogether 21 songs, the pacing provides the ears with
some well-timed although brief breaks from the sound as-

sault. The record has more of a hint of SABBATH than I

remember from their live stuff. A plus to drummer A1 for

trying to bring some politicization to what might otherwise
seem murky lyrics. (MK)
(Three One G, PO Box 178262, San Diego, CA 92177)

JESUS NUT - “Nothing Lasts, Nothing Should” CD
According to the insert this band has gone splitsville. I

hope this is just a nasty rumor because JESUS NUT is really

good. It’s not like their sound is anything new and exiting,

their just really good at playing fast paced hard music. It

really grabs a hold ofyou and makes you rock out. Really, I’m
warning you- you will rock. The lyrics are pretty serious, but
theyseem to havea bit ofa goofy side. (At least I’m hoping that
the intermission music was suppose to be funny.) What else

can I say? TheCD is good. The band broke up. Oh, what could
of been? (HD)
(Jesus Nut, 2159 Dorset St., Shelburne, VT 05482)

JOHN COUGAR CONCENTRATION CAMP - “Hot Shit”
10”

I think this band changed their sound a bit. Real tight

playing, fast songs, some cool and interesting guitar parts,

except when I close my eyes and listen to the vocalist, all I see
is a barefoot singer fora certain EastBay band and it frightens
me. Please make it go away. People who are not afflicted with
Ott Phobia Syndrome like I am will probably dig this record.

(JN)
(Mullethead Records, PO Box 20515, El Cajon, CA 92021)

JUDGEMENT - “Process” EP
This band seems to be all the rage in Japan right now.

The band’s roster reads like a who’s who in Japanese punk.
This is great hardcore with amazing production levels that

most bands only dream about. Both songs on the record were
good, but the faster track “The Situation” was by far a better

listen. I have a feeling their live show would wreck our fucking
world. So I guess the only logical thing to do would be start

begging for a USA tour. (RC)
(HG Fact, 401 Hongo-M, 2-36-2 Yayoi-Cho, Nakano, Tokyo,
JAPAN)

KAYO - “Kayo” EP
Did you ever listen to a new record and once the song was

over you couldn’t describe what you heard because you
couldn’t remember anything? This happened tome on the last

three tracks because I didn’t hear anything that would keep
my attention. The first track, “Formica,” sounded like a BOB
MOULD tune and that’s not a positive thing. Hopefully, BOB
MOULD fans would like it. (MS)
(Tombstone Records, PO Box 1463, Clackamas, OR 97015)



KLAMYDIA - “Perseeseen” CDEP
This 3 song release showcases another band singing in

Finnish. That’s two this issue. Rock, well recorded, but not all

that interesting from this veteran outfit. (MM)
(Kraklund Records, PL 459, 65101 Vaasa, FINLAND)

KNUCKLEHEAD - “????” CD
The name ofthis record, along with song titles and lyrics,

are all written in Japanese, so Ihave no ideawhat this is called.

Ultra intense Japanese hardcore that hits with the destructive

force of a cyclone. The opening track starts off with an
ominous presence and noise seeping through, then builds up,

stalls for a second, then explodes with more force and fury

than anticipated. Purely incredible. The tempo varies from
kind offast tosuper fastwithsome stop and go parts. The level

ofenergy is constantly rising throughout the whole disc. After

one listen you’ll feel like you ran a marathon. Twelve songs in

under fourteen minutes. (MA)
(H.G. Fact, 401 Hongo-M, 2-36-2 Yayoi-cho, Nakano-Ku,
Tokyo 164, JAPAN)

KROOKID LEDDER YOUTH - “A Reminder” 10”

I guess you could call this ‘90s hardcore. It’s something
like a fasterSTILL LIFE, with a coupleyoung guys screaming
their guts out about serious issues, over top of aggro, sloppy,

slightly metal tinged music. It’s got a hand printed sleeve and
long intros. Not bad. Sure to be big with the backpack and
patches crowd. (BG)
(Krookid Leddder Youth, 7601 Lexington Dr, Biloxi, MS
39532)

KURORT - “Oslo” EP
Belgian hardcore that is on the rock/pop side of things.

Four songs sung in Dutch, but they also typed the lyrics in

English on the insert Not a bad release, just not hardcore
enough for my personal tastes. (LU)
(Conspiracy Records, Lange Leemstraat 388, Antwerp, BEL-
GIUM)

LAWNSMELL/ALL YOU CAN EAT - split CD
Both these bands are a reviewer’s nightmare. Basically

they have thatsound that’s punk rock, but doesn’t fall into any
sub genre. They just both play punk rock with a melodic
undercurrent LAWNSMELL has the better vocals, andALL
YOU CAN EAT has the greater humor. A warning though,

this CD carries one of the scariest and most brutal bonus
fmrkc pvpr rprnrripH f

(Blind Records, 118 Ashley St, Chatswood, NSW 2067, AUS-
TRALIA)

LOST CAUSE - “SxE Till College” EP
Basic mid-to-fast melodic pop punk with female vocals.

Has emo-like personal lyrics like: “Eyebrows raised over

vacant stares, fingers point but, no one really cares.” Hey, I

really care, just not about your band. (MM)
(Snacktime Records, 1816 Bellevue Ave. #310, Seattle, WA
98122)

LITTLE PRINCESS - “Song
Collection” EP

The inside of thisEP claims

LITTLE PRINCESS isfrom out-

er space and needs the money
raised from this record to return

home. Well, I suggest you send
money fast, ‘cause this is one awe-
some record. Yep, LITTLE
PRINCESS destroy everything

in sight with a primitive blend of

thrashand grind thatleaves noth-
ing standing. In fact, if this record is any indication, the all-

female trio of LITTLE PRINCESS will soon be ruling the

universe. Oh, “Song Collection” is limited to 200 copies. (JF)

($3 ppd: Punch The Cheese Records, PO Box 427292, San
Francisco, CA 94142-7292)

THE LOMBARDIES - “I Wanna Take Advantage Of You/I
Sha La La Love Her”

Excellent, faster-paced power-pop-punk rock. The ini-

tial description might make you think “gooey”. Not so here -

crisp drums, piercing guitars and raw vocals/screams keep
this more in the punk and power category than the pop. It’s

nice to hear a record that is nicely produced, without being
overproduced. Highly recommended. (KK)
($3 ppd: Shaft Records, 4 Le Baron Way, Mattapoisett, MA
02739)

THE LOONS - “16 Story Reflection/Future Tense”
Mike Stax, creator and editor of the wonderful Ugly

Things magazine, has lent his creative genius to a few great

garage bands in his time, most notably THE TELL-TALE
HEARTS. His latest creation, THE LOONS, has him switch-

ing duties to vocals and maracas exclusively, and I say it’s a
change for the better. He makes a great front man. Their
records (of which there are too few, I’m afraid) capture well

the energetic fuzz and stomp and are worth hunting down.
Now if they’ll only stay together long enough to put out an LP.
(CH)
(Screaming Apple Records, Dustemichstr. 14, 50939 Koln,

GERMANY)

LOST LYRICS - “Man Spricht Deutsch” CD
Twenty tracks of fast, melodic punk, all but the last four

ofwhich are, as the title might suggest, sung in German. They
make occasional use of stop/start rhythms and mix acoustic

guitar into some songs, but for the most part it’s what you
would expect. Fans will love it. (AM)
(Hulk Rackorz, Eichendorffstr 1, 93051 Regensburg, GER-
MANY)

LOWER CLASS BRATS - “Punks, Skins, Herberts And
Hooligans” 12”

Kind ofa cool sound here - almost oi, with a hint ofpower
pop - 1 think we’ll call it power-oi. As you might expect with

oi, this is mid-tempo and very catchy. And unlike most oi, the

lyrics go beyond boot boys and beer - though you will get your
fill of “oi «oi”s. Great sound quality, particularly when you
consider that all five tracks come from their first two demos.
(KK)
(Punkcore Records, PO Box 916, Middle Island, NY 11953)



ILUNG LEG - “Hello Sir” 10”

Scottish girl group. I don’t know how to react to this. I

don’t like it, but for some reason I can’t rip on it. Ohmigosh! !

!

Ijustrealized why...THE SLITS!!!!They soundjustlikeTHE
SLITS’ “Cut” LP. In high school I loved that record. Soft spot

in the heart That doesn’t mean these gals aren’t., freaks! I

can’t listen to stuff like this anymore, I don’t have enough
drugs. But if you do... (RY)
(Kill Rock Stars, 120NE StateAve #418, Olympia,WA 15096)

MAD 3 - “Green Hornet/Too
Kool To Die”

I think I’ve actually re-

viewed every single release by this

band to date... why is that??? It’s

‘cause I’m a faggot, that’s why...

and don’t you dare ferget it

jack! ! ! ! Sowhatdowehave here...

more Japanese instro music
played tighter than any Ameri-
can can... why is that??? Why is it

that every beat and note is just so

I precise??? One of my bed buddies saw these motherfuckers

I play live inJapan and said they were insane on stage, breaking

[their gear up and all... but how are they in bed??? (SW)
I (Time Bomb, Toporo 51 Bldg. 3F, 2-18-18 Nishi-Shinsaibashi,

Chuo-ku, Osaka 542, JAPAN)

IMAZINGA - “Legacy” EP
These guys are from Michigan, just like Iggy , so there’s

Isome wah-wah guitar over the rock’n’roll on this slab. The
[singer does that speak/sing croon thing. The bass player looks

|
like the illegitimate child of Bun E. Carlos and Rick Nielson.

I(MM)
|
(Reanimator Records, PO Box 1582, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-

1582)

MCRACKINS - “Oddities & Eggcentricities Vol.l” CD
Twenty-two poppy-as-hell tunes that you can sing along I

with. Man these guys are good, and catchy. They had me I

tappin’ my foot the whole time. I’m lovin it! Reminds me of
|

SNOTBOY 77 (another awesome band). This CD comes with I

unreleased songs, out of print songs, and best of all... a great

cover of“Surrender”byCHEAPTRICK. Thatjustmakes the
|

whole CD worth it to me! Buy this! Now you idiot! (AT)

(Stiff Pole Records, PO Box 20721, St Petersburg, FL 33742) I

MEDIA BLITZ - “Punk Ain’t
|

Dead!” EP
Foursongs ofAGRESSION I

meetsMETALLICA orEXCEL.
The lyrics are about how punk
used to be dangerous, being

j

“pissed”, and embalming are
kind of dumb, but the music is

rockin’ as all get out. (RM)
(Beer City Records, PO Box I

26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-

0035)
1

PUNKAINT DEAD! E.P.

THE MORMONS - “... On The
Trail West” EP

Fastscreaming vocals. (And
I mean lots of screaming!) Real

mean and pretty damn good. The
Mormon theme is really funny. If

you’ve had too many encounters

with Mormons you’ll love this

seven inch. From what I can tell

by looking at the pictures, they

even dress like Mormons when
they play. (HD)
(Gristmilling, PO Box 771402,
Lakewood, OH 44107)

|MCRACKIN, BIL - “I Am The Eggman” LP
A “solo” record from the MCRACKIN’s guy that pretty

[much sounds like the MCRACKINS. In all honesty, theMRR
[staff “pop” reviewers are worn out by the abundance of

[MCRACKINS releases. Maybe Bil should take a vacation, do
[some traveling, catch up on his reading. Slowdown dude! Like

[other releases, this has its gems amongst the many DICKIES-
[like songs. Alright already. (RL)

|
(Shredder)

IMILKY WIMPSHAKE - “Bus Route To Your Heart” LP
Even by the band’s own admission, their lyrics occasion-

|ally lift bits and pieces from punk classics, which makes
[identification mildly fun. After that, you’re left the music:

[bright pop-punk with sincere sung vocals and a sense that

|
they’re uncertain about their punkness. Their concern is well-

[taken. Love songs, songs about being punk...

[MILKY WIMPSHAKE is wimpy punk with all the punk

|
attitude milked out of them. (SS)

|(Stampt, PO Box 54, Heaton, Newcastle on Tyne, NE6 5YW,
ENGLAND)

MR. T EXPERIENCE - “Big Black Bugs Bleed Blue Blood”

CD
Notjust the EP ofthe same name but also 25 (count ‘em) I

cuts culled from the 7”’s and comp cuts, including the

SHONEN KNIFE song, the Jon Von song done without the

band, also “Spiderman”, the REM cover, and more silly

covers than you can shake an open A chord at What can you

say, these guys were pretty goofy ya’ know. But through

endless, countless nights at Gilman, the Berkeley Square even
|

the old I-Beam, like warm underwear these guys were there.

Excuseme for being a teary eyed nostalgic fuck, but these guys I

were part of my gestalt, even if I couldn’t really say I really

liked them (but that’s besides the point), they were there. Now
in 1997, Mr. Von is still kickin’, Dr. Frank’s still in there—it’s

|

the power of faith, maul (JY)
(Lookout)

THE MULLENS - “Isabel” EP
Good old fashioned garage rock from Dallas, Texas.

Some RAMONES, some ‘60s punk, and lovely lo-fi produc-

1

tion. (TB)
(Panic Records do Helter Skelter, Via Degli Ausoni 84, 00185

1

Rome, ITALY)



MULTI KLAUF - “Laute Musik” EP
Well played, energetic, but generic mid-tempo German

throaty hardcore. Seven songs - all decent, but nothing out-
standing. Green vinyl, if that makes a difference any more.
(KK)
(Fuck Fackts Records do Scumfuck, PSF 100 709, 46527
Dinslaken, GERMANY)

A '

I N.O.EJFLUCHTWEG - split EP
Two great German bands,

with two great songs from both.
This’ll be the first time I’ve heard
FLUCHTWEG, but from what
I’m hearing right now, I wish I’d
heard them sooner! They’reawe-
some! Sung in German, except
for the chorus of“Big Fat Truck-
er” which is a great tune, very
catchy. As for N.O.E., they’re
great as well. This is the second

time I’ve reviewed their stuff, and just like their last EP, they
rule! Both bands are kinda like a German GOOD RID-
DANCE (first album G.R. I mean), which ain’t bad at all. Buy
this even if you don’t understand German. It rules! (AT)
(St Geyer, Steinbergweg 5, 05509 Delitzsch-Schenkenberg,
GERMANY) B

NASHVILLE PUSSY - “P.P.D.S.C.E.M.F.O.B.B.T.” EP
I bet you are wondering what in the hell all those letters

stand for. How about “pill popping, dope smoking, cunt
eating, mother fucker, outlaw biker, biker trash”. I think you
get the picture. This is heavy duty punk soaked in enough beer
to fuel a small army. This reminds me of the NEW
BOMB TURKS on steroids. Buy up and let this little pussy set
fire to your turntable. (RC)
(Reservation Records, PO Box 7374, Athens, GA 30604)

NEKHEI NA.ATZA - “Hail The New Regime” LP
This is excellent! Fast political thrash, sung in Hebrew,

even! Luckily, the lyrics are translated into English and given
lengthy explanations in the handy booklet that’s included.
This proves the lyrics to be totally interesting and intelligent,
a breath offresh air in a stagnant world. A lot ofthe songs deal
directly with problems in the “Occupied Territories,” such as
fundamentalist Zionism, but they have international rele-
vance, and are extremely educational to someone like me, with
a very limited knowledge of the politics of Israel. I cannot
stress how much I enjoyed this LP. How many records in your
collection were recorded in a bomb shelteron a kibbutz? (AM)
(Beer City Records, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-
0035)

NO REASON - “Above All” CD
First off, let me say that I really liked the picture disk.

(I’m a bit of a fan of silly things like neat packaging.) NO
REASON, a threesome from down under, delivers high ener-
gy fast paced music that is at first easy to get into, but doesn’t
really seem to hold my attention for the whole twelve songs.
(HD)
(Spent Music,PO Box 215, Alexandria,NSW 2015,AUSTRA-
LIA)

NICK QWIK - “...Sent Us” EP
The cover artwork of this

EP is something else. It’s got all

these muscle bound,mohawked
punks attacking a Klansman. I

thought it was just the straight
edge scene that depicted them-
selves as he-men in their draw-
ings. NICK QWIK is fairly ba-
sic early 80’s hardcore punk
without ever getting' very fast.

Kind of party orientated. (TH)
(Skanking Skull Records,40101
Sherydan Glenn, Lady Lake, FL 32159)

NO-TALENTS - “Talent Is

Crime” EP
Shoulders back, rack at-

tack, punk rock! No letdown or
frown from the kings and queens
of French gimmick-jive. “We
have no talent!” Okay. Phun in
the shitty Parisian sun, this three-
tracker will disappoint no one
single person who managed to
get the LP. Ordinary black wax

|

is no sin. Includes a cover of a
BLITZKRIEG BOP song Pve
never heard before, perfectly laid-back drone power-cruise.
Don’t lose, pay the $ for this if you see it(RW)
(Royal Records, 7 Rue Tholoze, 75018 Paris, FRANCE)

talent is a erifrig

NOTHING COOL - “The Un-
luckiest Man In The Universe”
EP

S.F’s own NOTHING
COOL offer four blasts of solid

pop punk with an early Lookout
|

feel. While this doesn’t rock my
world, it’s a load better than the
CD they put out on Clearview a
couple years back. (JF)
(Beach Recordings, 1230Market
St. #135, San Francisco, CA
94102)

THE NUTHINS - “One Step Forward” LP
‘60s garage and r’n’b. I assume these guys are British,

from the Anglo-sounding names on the sleeve, but one can
never be sure. Recorded at Toe Rag studios, this full-length
has greatsound quality, but as with somany LPs, the songs are
hit and miss. Most of side one is pretty swinging, with a good
cover of “Hey Joe”. Their originals are pretty good too. Side
two is a bit spotty, but with a good cover of
THE BARBARIANS’ “Are You A Boy? (Or Are You A
Girl?)”. They seem a bit stumped on the songwriting credits,
however, for they have it down as “traditional”. (CH)
(Twist Records, Wiedehagen 56, 48163 Munster, GERMA-
NY)



THE NOTHINGS - “Greatest Misses” EP
Man, this is one fucked up sounding release. Ugly ass

punk that sounds like the bastard son of G.G. ALLIN and
ANTISEEN, with no redeeming social value whatsoever. Five

stars says this critic. (RM)
(DickyMoTonio Records, 47 Pearl St, N. Weymouth, MA
02191)
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I THE OBLIVIANS/THE TWO
I

BO’S MANIACS - split EP
The OBLIVIANS song is

actually an IMPALAS song, and
it’s not real exciting. Just a couple

|

of words and a little guitar solo

|

with some kinda heavy blues riff

behind it THETWO BO’S MA-
I

NLACS song, however, has an in-

teresting progression, and quite a

bit more energy. I praised their

honesty in a previous review for

admitting that their vocals are no more than fake English

gibberish, screamed for effect. A down-to-earth and unpre-

tentious Italian rock and roll band! Bravo! (CH)
(Hate Records, Via Vidaschi 11/b, 00152, Roma, ITALY)

THE 1.4.5’S - “Almost Good!” EP
Yep. The 1.4.5’S are almost good, blues progression,low/

no fidelity style punk. This live recording from Austin’s Blue

Flamingo, really captures that genuinely fun, small club,

drunken fiasco show feel, and it’s hilariously subtitled “The
3rd Annual Last Show Ever, Part 1”. Drunken deja vus to all

who partake. (HM)
(Twist Like This Records, PO Box 540995, Houston, TX
77254)

THE 1.4.5’S - “Ten Gallon Helmet” EP
Bringing garage rock to its poppiest and cutest level,

THE 1.4.5’S present another offering for your welcoming
ears. This record has alot more energy and punch than some
of their other records. They prove that you can actually rock

without taking yourself too seriously. (CK)
(Answer, Hase Bid No.2 Bl, 5-49 Osu 3Naka-Ku Nagoya City,

Aichi 460, JAPAN)

OPPRESSED LOGIC - “Ain’t A Damn Thing Changed” LP
For some strange reason this band seems to have the

those sensitive Bay Area types cowering in fear. This record

has 18 songs of quality punk that preach the gospel of drink-

ing, fighting, and fucking. I always wonder if bands like

OPPRESSED LOGIC that thrive off such high levels of ag-

gression and controversy, are just trying to compensate for

having such small pricks? I mean, look at G.G. ALLIN. (RC)
(Beer City Records, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-

0035)

THE OTHER - CD
Stay away! Stay far away! This stuff has a stench like no

other! Sounds like Brit-pop bullshit mixed withBRACKET (one

ofFat’s bands) and funk. I don’t see much punk here. Although

with all these solo’s I can’t help but think that this band should

be opening ashowwithSLAUGHTERorsome otherpussy-rock
band. Notice I said “opening” a show. Oh yeah, I guess there are

some ex-members of RKL in this band. Whoopee! A prime
candidate for the free bin! You’ve been warned! (AT)

(Honest Don’s, POBox 192027, San Francisco, CA 94119-

2027)

P.E.N. - “Drunk With Power” EP
Mediocre quick four chord songs in simple punk fuckin’

rock style. This foursong seven inch with both male and female

vocals is nothing new or exiting and I have to say it sounds just

like every other four chord fast punk band, boring. (HD)
(C.S. Production, PO Box 29556, Chicago, IL 60629)

P.P.S.H./ BRAIN GENOCIDE -

split EP
This one sounds like it was

recorded in a bathroom, and
that’s the best I can say about it.

Japanese punk always has two
distinct characteristics; it’s al-

ways very precise and it always
sounds much more low budget
than it probably actually is.

BRAIN GENOCIDE has both
down pat and not in a good way,
i.e, too many guitar solos. P.P.S.H. is an improvement, but I

can’t recommend either. (JV)
(Consensus Reality, 1951 W Burnside #1654, Portland, OR
97209)
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PAINDRIVER - “The Truth”
EP

This isn’t anything amaz-
ing, it just sounds like all the

other grind/crust hardcore that

are coming on the scene these

days. Fast as all hell, and deep
vocals. Unfortunately, I was
bored with this one. (LU)
(Sound Pollution,POBox 17742,

Covington, KY 41017)

PENETRATION - “The Early Years” LP
PENETRATION was a ‘77 vintage punk outfit whose

early work seems to have stood the test of time;
PAULINE MURRAY (laterofTHE INVISIBLE GIRLS) has

a great voice, and if you weren’t fortunate enough to nab a

copy of their “Race Against Time” boot long ago, this offers

the same tracks in clearer, less scratchy versions. But instead

of live tracks to fill ou( the B-side, this release opts for an
assortment of tunes from their first studio album— still very

listenable, and preferable in the versions here (their debut

release was on scratchy glow-in-the-dark vinyl). If you don’t

have this, you gotta get it; it’s ajudgement call for anyone who
has the boot (SS)

(Get Back, Viale E. Duse 16/A, 50137 Firenze, ITALY)



|PARANOIDS - “Vintage Piss And Vinegar” EP
Piss and vinegar, indeed. Fourtracks ofwhite-knuckled,

I nails-on-chalkboard hardcore that tears it up with no apolo-
I gies. One ofthose occasional records thatjust materializes out
I of nowhere (or Austin) and makes me an instant believer and
I fan. Guts, style, and plenty of power—a good one.(JH)
I (Rise Records, 2116 Guadalupe St. #210, Austin, TX 78705)

IPETER PAN’S ARMY - “Caged Cries” EP
I Even though this outfit resides in Ventura they sound a
I lot like O.C. peace punk bands from the late ‘80s/early ‘90s, i.e.

IMEDIA CHILDREN. No new ground is broken lyrically or
I musically, but I get the impression their hearts are in the right
place. The production is really murky, which hinders the

Ipower and impact I’m sure they’re capable of delivering.
I(MA)
(Matt, 233 S. Catalina St, Ventura, CA 93001)

THE PILLAGE PEOPLE -

“Shiny Happy People” EP
I was initially intrigued by

their obvious lack of musical co-
hesion, but as I delved further
into this EP I discovered a rare,
raw, untainted energyand anger.
The PILLAGE PEOPLE lay
down the law lyrically, taking is-

sues a step further, to a higher
level, commanding respect from
the “old school”! Who cares if

I they fumble through a song when it coincides with the lyrics of
iPP’s dual screaming assault. Some serious Punk F***in’
IRock! (HM)
I (Sweaty Ballsack Records, PO Box 221, Delaware, NJ 07833)

PLAN A PROJECT - “532 Sec-
onds OfOppressed Anger...” EP

Ohmy god!!! This has to be
the bestRANCID ripoffband I’ve

ever heard in my life! I’m totally

serious, I thought somebody
fucked up and put RANCID on
this record instead of PLAN A
PROJECT! Jason, a new review-
er here, keptlooking at thejacket
to see where Tim Armstrong’s
name was. Now, I reviewed this

band’s lastEP, and it sounded nothing like this,lemme tell ya!
I can say that compared to their last EP, they’ve gotten 150%
better! I just hope they don’t get offended by the comparing
them to die RANCID thing. Buy this! Go on... (AT)
(Records Of Rebellion, PO Box 700215, Goulds, FL 33170)

POP ROCKSI/JERRY DECICCA - split EP
I guess the POP ROCKS! side rescued this one disk I

from non-MRR review oblivion as Mr. Decicca’s side is a
[

pretty baneful piece ofacoustical mournfulness complete with
mandolins (a favorite genre with the editorial folks here).
P.R.! do two tunes here that are in a pretty straightforward
power-pop thing with the now requisite underrecorded qual-

1

ities expected ofall pop groups now. “AfterYou” is pretty toe-

1

tappingly catchy but I certainly wouldn’t get rid of my I

NERVES 7” because of this. The second tune is okay but I

somehow reminds meofaJOHN COUGAR MELLANCAMPl
song. (JY)
(Break Up!, 366 E. 15th Ave, Columbus, OH 43201)

PIZZLE - “Trouble In The Mon-
keyhaus” EP

This is really driving, pow-
erful stuff. PIZZLE is straight-

forward hardcore punk and they
benefit from a fucking great re-

cordingjob. The lyricsdon’tseem
to have much of anything to say,
but they sound great with the
overall delivery. The vocals re-

mind me of a cross between the
MISFITS and the most recent

|

LAUGHING HYENAS stuff. Backwards masking and a
iSTATLER BROTHERS cover as well. (TH)
(Knockwurst, PO Box 193, Bloomington, IN 47402)

IPRESSGANG - “Faith: The Sturdy Backbone OfA Healthy

I
Society” CD

“Pretty” emo melodies and HC outbursts intertwine
Ismoothly with maleand female vocals, whichsometimesworks
I here. Some similarity to ROOSEVELT’S INAUGURAL PA-
IRADE. After the 13 listed tracks they complement some
I movie, news and other miscellaneous dudding with noise.
IThey might want to experiment more with the whole KRO-
INOS QUARTET thing. (TJ)
l(SelfServ Records, PO Box 71466, Pittsburgh, PA 15213)

PUNK LUREX O.K. - “Veljet, Siskot!” EP
Finnish punk I think, although very atypical, very pop-

1

py. Whathappened tobands likeSHITLICKERSorKAAOS?
Eight songs on this single and the standout track is probably I

“Tappajan Silmaat” although I think this is the first time I’ve I

heard an accordion in a punk rock song. (EC)
(Teenage Rebel Records, Gerresheimer Str 16, 40211 Dussel-
dorf, GERMANY)

PUNK LUREX O.K. - “Hatuit Ja Myssyt” LP
After listening to this, fans of rockin’ punk will need I

immediate intravenous doses of TEENGENERATE or
THE SICK THINGS, because PUNK LUREX O.K. ranges
from harmonized girl vocal tunes to catchy pop-punk, and
let’s put a double-underline under the “pop.” That said, the
band handles theirstylewith unusual distinctiveness and solid
songwriting skills, not to mention what seems like a genuine I

feeling for their social causes. Some pretty good tuneage here, I

but even I (who receive yearly inoculations for pop, hence my I

tolerance)found it difficult to getthrough thewhole thing with
|

out gagging once or twice. Good for the style. (SS)
(Teenage Rebel Records, PO Box 211, 33201 Tampere, FIN-
LAND)
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THE QUADRAJETS - “61 Blues/

I

Fortunate Son”
This sounds like it could be

the firstdemo tape, thatmay have
I come out of this band. I don’t
know what happened, I guess
leavingSympathy was a bad idea!

|

Go figure!! I used to like this

I

band’s greasy punk blues noise,

but I fell flat for this one. Sorry.
(RY)

1

(Reservation Records, PO Box

RESIST AND EXIST

RED FLAG ‘77/SPECIAL DU-
TIES -split EP

Bow down before this un-
holy alliance... SPECIAL DU-

I

TIES are an early ‘80s-vintage

UK punk band that offer up a

!

great, sing-a-long original and
great cover of the LURKERS’
“Shadow”. Swell stuff.

RED FLAG ‘77 are sort of the
modern equivalent of that style -

fast, upbeat, catchy, and very,
I very English. I’d figure both these bands have another few
decades left in them. (JH)
I (Knock Out Records, Postfach 10-07-16, 46527 Dinslaken,
IGERMANY)

IRED MONKEY - “Do What You Feel (Feed What You Do)”
IEP

Now this is what punk is all about. Unflinchingly taking
I things into a new direction. Creating a new language to say
Isomething (hopefully many things) meaningful and passion-
late. RED MONKEY’s reference points could include
IGANG OF FOUR and CIRCUS LUPUS. There’s a definite

feeling of pulling from the older styles and pushing towards
future sounds, all at the same time. Lots of gringing tension,
that twists and writhes, yet never quite finds release. This has
creative lyrics and good female/ male vocals. A great listen

after hearing 1,000 too many pop punk bands. Highly recom-
I mended. (BG)
l(Slampt Underground Organization, PO Box 54, Heaton,
(Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE6 5YW, UK)

|THE REDUCERS - “We Are The People” EP
This is great. The musicianship,song writing and record-

|
ing on this release are all top-notch. None ofthat bad, pseudo-

|
metal crap that’s been passed off as oi lately; rather three,

|
catchy and up-beat songs that made me think “SHAM 69”.

|
One to look for. (RM)
|(Pair-0-Docs Records, PO Box 4333, Austin, TX 78765)

IRHODA - “Revolting Sirensong” EP
This band is pretty kick-ass. Punky rock and roll with

(breathy, squealy girl vocals. A couple of kooky guitar parts
(that set it apart from other sexy girl-fronted rock and roll

|
bands. A little bit typical, but completely rockin’ nonetheless.

|
Go get it (JN)
[(Vinahyde Records, 214 N.Blain St #1, Madison, WI 53706)

RESIST AND EXIST - “Vul-
tures” EP

More straightforward po-
litical punk. Even though the aes-

thetic, music, and lyrical ap-
proach are quite reminiscent of
much ofthe British politicalpunk
of the early ‘80s this stuff has a
heart that much music seems to

miss these days. The effort and
thought thesepeopleputintotheir
work helps revitalize these imag-
es and slogans that often seem tired and recycled. This record
is dedicated to Chun Se Young, a 19 years old student who
killed himself in protest against the Korean Government.
(MK)
(Spiral, 1916 Pike PI #12 suite 463, Seattle, WA 98101)

RESULT - “I Can Go Die” EP
I guess the first thing I should tell you about this band is I

that the vocalist is ex-CFDL. But that is where the similarities

end. This has more ofa classic feel, say like early Scandinavian I

thrash. Not the chaotic noisiness offCFDL. This is solid punk I

with tons of flowing distortion that will have you salivary
|

glands flowing in no time. (RC)
(MCR do Sound Pollution, PO Box, 17742, Covington, KY

I

41017)
1

V

RETARDS - “(I Wanna Be
Like)...Ron Jeremy” EP

This Norwegian band
sounds like they’re from Texas. I

guess you won’t find many Tex-
ans named Andreas Wangberg,
unless they play hockey or some-
thing. Not bad mid tempo pop
punk. The playing is good, I guess
it’s the songs that are a bit on the
dull side. After the first track, I

fell asleep. (RY)
(Dead Cool Records, Haugetangvn. 13, 1621 Gressvik, NOR-
WAY)

RIOT/CLONE - “To Find A Little Bluebird” LP
Fast, angry, and powerful, this record screams political I

rants about capitalism, technology, and just plain societal

norms in general. RIOT/CLONE remind me of other English I

bands from that era, like THE VARUKERS or CHAOS UK,
except they are a bit mellower these days. Still their is every bit I

as good, and as a special bonus the record is on cool blue vinyl. I

(HD)
(Bomb Factory Records, PO Box 21, Tenterden, Kent TN30

1

7ZZ, UK)

RUMFORD - “All Night Train Wreck” CD
Garage rock that’s’got the blues. Music that’s meant I

to be heard after last call in an empty bar an hour away from I

the closest town. Late night tunes to get it all out ofyou so you I

can be your peppiest at work on Monday. This is one great I

record. (CK)
(Dubious Honor Records,PO Box 5134, Portland,ME 04101) I



IROTTEN SOUND/CONTROL MECHANISM - split EP
ROTTEN SOUND take the grindingHC thing to a level

I reminiscent of ‘80s metal crossover stuff. Lyrically, they have
Iserious subject matter with what seems to be a healthy sense
I ofhumor—something that seems rare with much crusty stuff.
I Their anti-alcohol song “Apart” comes off quite articulately.
ICONTROLMECHANISM takesamorespeedy,sonic thrash-
ling approach. The music works even though it sounds as if it

Iwas recorded in a toilet. They manage to fit seven songs on
I their side of this EP. Lyrically, they deconstruct politics with
I their criticism ofthe left’s romanticization with Marxist prac-
titioners and their state reliant utopia. (MK)
I (Institute OfDemolition Studies,Mikko Aspa, Imatrankoosk-
lentie 23, 55610 Imatre, FINLAND)

[SCARED OF CHAKA - “Scared Of Chaka” EP
A great new release from this Albuquerque band! The

[usual rough recordings from this fast and catchy punk band.
1The highlight here is “Automatic.” The lyrics are drowned out

|
by the guitarsand drums but that’s nota bad thing because the
[music rocks! After “Automatic” you’ll be hungry for more
[and I’m sure the following two tracks will satisfy you. (MS)
[(Empty Records, PO Box 12034, Seattle, WA 98102)

SCOTT FREE - “Garbage Man” EP
|

The only people in the world I wouldn’t want to meet at
la museum are the guys in this band. Some weird blend of ‘60s
[garage and ‘70s hard rock, but then it goes on to sound like

[
MINISTRY. Lyrics fit right in “Garbage man, when he comes
home I give him a bath.” I’m not really sure what’s going on
[and I like it that way. (CK)

[
(Leather/Western Records,POBox 11980, Chicago, IL 60611)

[SCREECHING WEASEL - “Nothing’s Gonna Turn Me Off
IOf You” EP

The latest from the- ever-popular WEASELS covers
[familiar pop-punk territory - you know, three-chord songs
[about not getting checks — done with snappy tempos and
[hooks in all the right places. “I Don’t Care Anymore” is the
[poppiest, but has the most interesting arrangement of any-
thing here (powerchord guitars, piano!); however, the total
[effect of everything is mild toe-tapping, a warm familiarity,
land a sense that the band’s nasty satiric side has all but
withered away. Slightly above average. (SS)

[(Vermiform, PO Box 12065, Richmond, VA 23241)

SEA MONKEYS -“WideAwake!
With...” EP

More wacky hi-jinks with
these silly retards. This is right on
par with “Pizzaface” and “Vs.
Bigfoot” with crankin’ gems like

“He’s Not Me” and meaningless
but brilliant filler like “Here
Comes The Fat Guy”. Fans will

go crazy for this and everyone
else would be a fool not tojoin the

,
SEA MONKEYS fan club ($5 to

|PO Box 210, NY, NY 10276). (HM)
[(Stiff Pole Records, PO Box 20721, St Petersburg, FL 33742)

SICK TERRIFIC NOSE-
BLEEDS - “No Way!” EP

The title song has a catchy
hooky energy, like QUEERS, to
it The rest are three mid-tempo

|

poppy songs, about troubles in
regular peoples’ lives (no space
aliens or werewolves, or that ilk).

Solid, fun, punk on green vinyl.

(GS)
(Umbilical Records, PO Box 31,

j

Belle Meade, NJ 08502)

SINISTER SIX - “Sinisteria” LP
I am quite shocked to see a new LP from these guys. 1

1

thought they’d dropped off the face of the earth, but I was
wrong. They are sounding more like THE CYNICS with a
tinge ofGAS HUFFER. Guitar riffs, feedback,screamingand
carrying on. Glad to have them back. (CK)
(Get Hip)

“Covering The I

SLACKER
Bases” EP

Another decent pop punk
release from these guys. Some-
where in between a FACE
TO FACE-type sound and
straight pop punk. Nothing here
is overwhelming but this is still

pretty solid. (RL)
(Mutant Pop, 5010 NW Shasta,
Corvallis, OR 97330)

SLACKER - “A Day In The Life Of...” CD
Pretty decent melodic pop stuff here. Lots of good har-

monies and faster tempos. I liked the lyrics, too. Despite all
this, I found my attention waning by the end of it. There are
some definite stand out songs here, though. (BG)
(Mutant Pop Records, 5010NW Shasta, Corvallis, OR 97330)

SLAPPY - “In the Future Any
Idiot Can Be a Rock Star” EP

Hey, why bother waiting...

no really, it’s anotherone ofthose
seminal hardcore debut EPs that
flow through Maximum year af-

ter year, decade after decade.
“Slappy” they are, put away your
breakables, they’vecome foryour
beer and children. Proof positive
that hardcore is alive and flailing

in garages and tool-sheds nation-
wide. (JH)
(TB Records, 407 Highland St., South Amboy, NJ 08879)

STACK - “Mondonervaktio’n” EP .

I’m a sucker for feedback and crashing drums, the type I

ofHC I can accept unconditionally. These (I believe) Germans
give no reason to regret this. Powerful screams round out the I

formula and have me waiting for more. They also utilize EP
space, filling it with 8 hits. (TJ)

”

(Crust Recordss, PO Box 8511, Warwick, RI 02885)

p
In The Future..



THE SLOBS - “Down The Tubes” LP
If you’re like me, you love THE CANDY SNATCHERS

and ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN. So this is the next record
you have to pick up. Punk rock with a great singer. He sounds
kind ofbratty, slightly annoying,and I like it because ofthat The
music is fast and very catchy. I think I’ll only listen to this and
ignore all my other reviews. (CK)
(Centless Productions, 5945 Monticello Ave., Cincinnati, OH
45224)

LES SNAILS - “L’equipage” CD
This is by far the strangest release I’ve reviewed in a

while. What ya got on this here CD is a bunch a Frenchies
playing slightly poppy punk with surfy guitars and a hillbilly
twistTHECADILLACTRAMPS orLOSINFERNOS would
be good comparisons if you’ve ever heard either of those
bands. Anyway, grab your scatter gun and a bottle, cause
we’re havin’ ourselves a party! Yeeeee Haw!!! (RM)
(Made In Heaven, 6 Rue Remy de Gourmont, 75019 Paris,
FRANCE)

SONIC DOLLS - “I Wanna Be a
Punk/Tell That Girl to Shut Up”

Muscleboundpunkand roll

that’ll put hair on your knuckles /

and chest simultaneously. The
SONIC DOLLS are a powerfully
and cleanly-produced rock/punk
band that stand somewhere be-
tween rough-and-tumble Span-
ish bands like the PLEASURE

j

FUCKERS and the current Fat
Wreck Chords catalog. I’m not

totally convinced, but it works at least half the time. (JH)
(No Tomorrow, PO Box 1134, 12080 Castellon, SPAIN)

SPAZZ - “Sweatin’ To The Oldies” CD
Except for the two albums, nearly everything SPAZZ

has recorded is all here (except for the two five inches). Seven
inches, comp tracks, splits, and some stuff that has yet to
surface on vinyl. Sixty four songs in all. It’s kind of weird and
kind of funny to hear how this outfit has progressed through
the years. It’s also hilarious to hear Max yell something about
smoking dust at the end ofone of their songs. Seeing as how he
has wised up to the ‘edge’. I really don’t know what to say
aboutSPAZZ that you haven’t already been told. They’re one
ofmy all time favorite bands, and it seems like they’re finally
getting the respect and recognition they’ve deserved for a
while. Hope to see you guys in L.A. soon. Keep it up!! (MA)
(Slap A Ham)

SPIDER BABIES - “Adventures In Sex And Violence” LP
What the fuck are these jocks doing in here? I want

fuckingMUSIC MACHINE! !!, I want pageboy haircuts, leath-
er pants, and long black gloves. These losers looks like rapists
and sing “Gonna slash your panties”. Pathetic, get a life. (EC)
(Screaming Apple, Dustemichstr 14, Koln 50939,GERMANY)

SPIDER BABIES - “Sex Slave” EP
Now here’saband Icould reallysinkmy teeth into....but I’d

rather use a steak knife. A bunch of (yawn) really inspired,
original, garag... zzzz... garage rock. Oh yeah, and they are also
real mean and naughty cuz their mommies didn’t love them
enough and everyone is real shocked and impressed by them.
Pathetic, hand drawn, beaver shot front cover, etc, etc, ad
infantinum. As a bonus, they put what I hope is their street
address on the back cover. So everybody have fun with that (JN)
(Sack o’ Shit, PO Box 308, Molalla, OR 97038)

SPAZZ/BLACK ARMY JACKET - split EP
I heard this was gbod, so now I got to see for myself. First

off, this record is included with Dogprint ‘zine #9. The SPAZZ
side is rockin’ out with five songs. Three are covers of
YOUTH OF TODAY, STRAIGHT AHEAD, and SICK
OF IT ALL. Join SPAZZ’s release of the month club and add
this toyourcollection! Okay, theBLACK ARMYJACKET side
is also five songs, and these guys are a little different than what
I expected. It is fast and crazy, but it is really upbeat as well. I
like the double vocals too. Lyric wise, it is a mix of topics. One
that hit me funny was the song “Greedy Bastard.” The song
shows a scenario of Bill Florio (Greedy Bastard zine) throwing
White Castle hamburgers at Earth Crisis. This is a great split
release by two extremely nutty bands. (LU)
(Dogprint, PO Box 84, Suffern, NY 10901)

THE SPENT IDOLS/DEAD END KIDS - split EP
First off, I gotta say this is an odd but quite excellent split

EP. THE SPENT IDOLS use most of their side covering some
(pre)-punk classics (HEARTBREAKERS, RICHARD
HELL...). While thiscan beadangerous proposition, these guys
pull it off pretty well, doing the songs justice without simply
replaying them. When you consider THE SPENT IDOLS’
sound relies heavily on the influence of this early punk rock,
that’s even more remarkable. DEAD END KIDS do all origi-
nals, in a similar style. Straightforward, melodic, traditional
punk rock that is well played. Not quite the quality of THE
SPENTIDOLS, but still very good. Highlyrecommended. (KK)
(Rerun Records, 304 S. Morrison St., Appleton, WI 54911-
5727)

THE SPLASH FOUR - “Do The Earthquake Shake” CD
My how this French surf combo has changed in a few

years! I saw them in 1994 at the Ace Cafe here in S.F. From
what I remember they were mostly instrumental, and it

seemed butcheringVENTURES songs was what they did best.
This CD and the last one they put out are damn solid garage
punk rock with only tinges of surf. Kudos to the much im-
proved SPLASH FOUR!!!! And hey... they look better too.
(Lily Z. is also in the NO-TALENTS). (RY)
(1+2 Records, Clean Nishi-Shinjuku IF, Nishi-Shinjuku 7-5-

6, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo, JAPAN)

THE STATIONS/JOHNNY BOY - split EP
There’s a curious (and not entirely unappealing) “rock”

element to both these bands’ songs that, coupled with the clean
but rather thin production, brings some of the second-string
material on the (real) “Killed By Death”s to mind. The vocals
don’t quite do it for me; the,STATIONS’ bassist sings in too
much of a monotone, while their guitarist’s singing is too
melodic (maybe I’m just too hard to please).JOHNNY BOY’s
“Bitch Magnet” sticks a hardcore sounding vocal over a
moderately paced song, while “Miss Teen USA” leans more
towards the peppy pop side. Potentially interesting, if slightly
schizoid. (DD)
(Judas/Stations, PO Box 2583, Roanoke, VA 24179)
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|STINK - “Radioactive” EP
Fourslices ofpretty straightforward semi-melodic hard-

core, with relentless pounding rhythms and soaring vocals.
IThe upfront guitar gives it a LEATHERFACE/MOTOR-
|HEAD-ish sound, but less melodic. Recorded live for a radio
Ishow, so the sound quality is okay, but not great. I’d like to
I either hear a proper recording, or see them live. (AM)
I (Allied Records, PO Box 460683, San Francisco, CA 94146-
10683)

OttHCf

THE STITCHES - “2nd Chance/
Stuck”

Back again so soon? Aftera
long drought we suddenly get a
couple of new 7”s from these So-
Cal derelicts. While theA side on
this one is just OK, the flip is

more ofwhat I expect from these
guys—meaning more uptempo,
more rockin’, a throwback to
good HEARTBREAKERS-type
punk. Don’t miss these usually

limited releases! (TY)
(Disaster Records, 18822 Beach Blvd #104,Huntington Beach,
CA 92648)

STUCK AT ZERO - “I Hate

I

Myself’ EP
Pretty straight forward

punk, on the raw and melodic tip.

This reminds me, at times, ofear-
ly SOCIAL DISTORTION or
LEATHERFACE. I like the en-
ergy that comes through on the
recording, too. This has an older
feel without sounding retro. It

will definitely go into my regular
listening stack of records. (BG)

l(Arkon Records, 848 Gentry Dr #3, Auburn, AL 36830)

|SUBINCISION - CD
Not sure why I got this for review - not only do I hate

Iskapunk (which I was under the impression they did), I don’t
I like melodic stuff either. Surprise - 1 didn’t like it Limp and
Isomewhat uninspired in my eyes - they try a number of
different styles, and didn’t seem to be convincing with any of
I them. It was entertaining to argue about what songs/bands
I they were biting - guess that’s worth a couple laughs. (TM)
I (Beach Recordings, 237 Page St, San Francisco, CA 94102)

I ...
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CSlSUGUS/FAST FOOD
“Ataque Punk Rock” EP

Both bands play fast
thrashy pop-punk, and both
bands have one song in English,
although the one by SUGUS is

so fastyou can’t really tell. (MC)
(Punch Records, Apdo. 60167,
28080 Madrid, SPAIN)

[ATAQUE»RUt4K ROCK*

SUPEREROI - “Piero!” 2xEP
Two seven inch records from this Italian band that serve

up some pretty wild tunes. Yes, this band has sure got some
wild ass shit! Kinda hard to find someone to compare them to,
but ifI had to,I’d say they have a sound quite similar to a more
punk version ofSEPULTURA at times. But get this, they also
sound like the AQUABATS choc full of spaghetti at times! I
don’t know about you but, ska... then grindcore?? Oh, I feel
nauseous! (AT)
($8 ppd: Alessandro Delfanti, Via Venturini 75, 29100 Piacen-
za, ITALY)

SWALLOWING SHIT - “Love
Is The Act...” EP

Wow. Wow. Wow. This is

moving hardcore! Fast, withsome
amazing breaks in between. This
band is musically talented, and
also have a worthwhile amount
of important things to say. Get
this and read the insert. Not only
are the lyrics printed, but also in

depth commentary on what the
songs are about. I am stoked on
these guys. (LU)
(Commode, 1637 Evergreen Hill SW, Calgary, AB, T2Y 3A9,

1

CANADA)

SWOONS - “Hart Aber Herzlich” CD
Female fronted punk rock from Germany that carries a I

early ‘80s L.A. feel. The lyrics rotate back and forth from
German to English, so the record sounds more diverse than it |

really is. Still, I like that old L.A. sound, and I like this. (JF)

:

(Hulk Rackorz, Eichendorffstr. 1, 93051 Regensburg, GER-
MANY) 1

ISUGARSNATCH - “Mad Cows And Englishmen” CD
I Cleanly produced pop-punk, dripping with attitude and
sarcasm. The lyrics vary from pretty funny to fairly moronic,
I while the music can sound like anything from SNUFF to
SCREECHING WEASEL to SLADE! All in all, this is pretty
Igood and gives bands like NOFX a run for their money,
I lyrically as well as musically, although with a distinctly En-
Iglish sense of humor. (AM)
I (Step 1 Music, PO Box 21, Tenderden, Kent, TN30 7ZZ,
IUNITED KINGDOM)

1313 MOCKINGBIRD LANE - “Problems/Drambuie”
I tried hard to like this single, but as soon as the over-

dubbed guitar wanking came in during the middle of side B

I

had to yank the needle off. It’s pretty generic ‘60s crap to start
with, but by the time they’ve finished hanging all the fancy I

trimmings and “look-at-me-go” type shit on it, and sticking
that Farfisaorgan as loud as itwill go rightup front, it’s almost
modem-Italian-garage-band-like in its lameness. Not recom-

'

mended. (CH)
(Cacophone Records, PO Box 6058, Albany, NY 12206)
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TAVFALCOANDTHEPANTHER
BURNS - “She’s The One To
Blame” EP

A reissue of a single that

originallycome outon Tav’s Fren-
zy label in the ‘80s or so. Four
greasy cuts ofAmericana as inter-

preted by Mr. F. All with a certain

shambling,“primitive” (ordrunk-
en as the case may be) quality.

Including interpretations of

CORDELIA JACKSON’s “Date-

less Night” and “Train KeptA Rollin’’. Tav certainly had his

take on the oldmusic which thankfully kepthimawayfrom the

overstudied approach of some of his peers. He took a more
personal approach which resulted in a more twisted yet faith-

ful vision at the same time. Because of this, one can still get a

rise outta this stuffin 1997. And that’s pretty damn good. (JY)

(Sympathy For The Record Industry)

HIRE COMES

THE TEMPLARS - “La Noche
De Los Gaviotas” EP

More of the same from this

New York oi band. Very thin mix
with twangy guitar and tin pan
drums. Overall, sounds better

than previous releases with im-
proved lead guitarand a cool tune
entitled “Night OfThe Seagulls”.

(TB)
(Headache Records,PO Box 204,

Midland Park, NJ 07432)

30SECONDSOVERTOKYO - “All Ages Pie Eating Contest”
EP

This here seven inch EP is purdy mutha fuckin’ good!

Street punk combined with some fast hardcore punk rock

similar to N.O.T.A., and the WORKIN’ STIFFS. Plenty of

‘Oi! Oi!” choruses. Speedy instruments that race up and
down, all around, shakin’ it in the air like they just don’t care.

They keep things fresh and have a good control and direction

to keep the energy constantly flowing and increasing. The
second side is the best. (MA)
(Beer City Records, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-

0035)

THREE IMPOTENT MALES - CD
T.I.M. sound like a Canadian version ofSTRUNG OUT.

Nothing ground breaking, just fast melodic hardcore played

well. Ifyou love this style, buy this. Ifyou can only handle a set

amount of this stuff, there’s better out there. (JF)

(Raw Energy)

TOTALITAR - “Multinational Marauder” EP
This is a rerolls, originally released back in 1987. Fast

and furious by way ofSweden with slightly deathrock sound-

ing vocals. If the lyrics are anything close to the way they are

translated, then rereleasing this was lucky for you! (JV)

(Crust Records, PO Box 8511, Warwick, RI 02888)

THUNDERCRACK - “Here
|

Comes The Thunder” EP
I guess if the SQUARES

wanna break up, that’s OK, as

long as the components all form
bands like THUNDERCRACK.
It’s French, its got the great grit-

ty sound you’d expect from Con-
tinental Childish-worshippers,

and the songs are good ‘n short.

My copy had shitty vinyl, as did

myNO-TALENTS EP. Ifyoucan
get a clean copy then by all means insert it into that really cool

jukebox you keep in the entry hall. Fine. (RW)
(Royal Records, 7 Tur Tholoze, 75018 Paris, FRANCE)

wbcbAcH

TOWN MANAGERS - “13 Lucky Days” EP
Frenetic punk-popsters from Philly do 4 tunes here that

start somewhat good-timey/poppy with the NERVEBREAK-
ERS-ish “13 Lucky Days”, then sort of meander into phone
message recordings ad nauseum and faster very-tight-fancy-

drumming-type punk rock, which if you gather by now, is a

genre I am personally not too fond of. Somewhat strange

transformation here, personally I prefer the poppy stuff on
the first side myself. (JY)
(Shredder, 75 Plum Tree Lane #3, San Rafael, CA 94901)

TRUTH DECAY - “Another Day Wasted” LP
The first thing I thought when I heard this for the first

time was this is the hardest shit to come out of Berkeley in

years, then I realized that this group was actually from
England. Seriously, this is punk the way I like it - hard, fast,

and pissed off. Kind of like the EXPLOITED—buy it (if you
got some extra funds)! (JV)
(Steep Music,PO Box, Tenterden, Kent,BN 7ZZ,ENGLAND)

TURBONEGRO - “Ass Cobra” CD
I gotta say this kicks some serious punk rock ass. Mr.

Roehrs informed me that this is pretty much a collection of old

singles from this Norwegian combo. And I thought they were
from fucking Berkeley! Ragin’ PR that blows away theHUMP-
ERS,NEWBOMB TURKS, and any other drunkpunk combo
(except the STITCHES). Not for rocket scientists but still killer.

(RL)
(Sympathy)

UIT DE SLOOT -CD
Simple, frivolous Dutch punk with some cool pop riffs

here and there. Funny English summary of lyrics included. I

think these guys are herberts. (TB)

($8 ppd: Melle V. A. Boon, Geuzenstraat 85-3, 1056 KB
Amsterdam, HOLLAND)

UNDERGIRL - “3 Some*’ EP
This is three songs, sung by a girl with a voice that’s, like,

atomic powered! The vocal strength of SPITBOY, but with

moodier music, more like the GITS. It’s great, and the lyrics

are really harsh and to the point. (GS)
(Scarlet A Records, 306 Box Elder Dr, West Chester PA,

19380)



UNDERGIRL - “Trade” EP
Sounds a lot likeRED 5. The

female vocals really compliment
the slightly poppy sound that has

enough rough edges to keep me
interested. This is not a thrown
together production. Time and tal-

entresulted inavery tightandsolid

four song release. I’m sure I’ll find

myself playing this EP over and
over. (MS)
(Black Hole Records, 12 W. Wil-

low Grove Ave #130, Philadelphia, PA 19118)

I
UNHOLY GRAVE/ENTRAILS MASSACRE - split EP

Don’t really understand how UNHOLY GRAVE get so

Imany records out - seems like I’m constantly seeing something
Inew from them. Both bands do the frantic, “drum as fast as

you can and scream” bit, although UNHOLY GRAVE work
[some structured breaks in that give the songs way more
I character than the flip. Not going to convert anyone to blurr,

I but to those are already converted, you won’t be disappointed.
IOf note is the fact both of these bands are both coherent and
I intelligent, I think many people assume that stuffof this genre
I is preoccupied with gore, which is thankfully not the case here.

(TM)
I (Nat Records, Shirumei Budding 3F, 7-33 Nishi Shinjuku,
IShinjuku, Tokyo 160, JAPAN)

UNIT 11:74 - “Incurable Spine
Disease” EP

Insane sxe hardcore from
Australia. Their songs are mostly
fast and aggro as fuck, but the

third song on the second side is so

rad! It is slow and somewhat me-
lodic. Most crust/grind bands
could never pull something like

this off, but these folks are rock-

in’! Two thumbs up for diversity

and uniqueness. (LU)
I (Spiral Objective, PO Box 126, Oaklands Park, SA 5046,

AUSTRALIA)

ITHE UNSEEN - “Lower Class Crucifixion” CD
I thought this bands first seven inch sucked but this, this

I is good. It appears that they’ve taken a bit of a cue from
IDEFIANCE or BLANKS 77, in that they look all spiky and
I what not but play catchy street punk with tons of energy and
Ibooming backups. Some of the lyrics are a bit cheesy and next
I time pass on the POISON cover. Anyway, chalk one up for

IV.M.L. (RM)
(V.M.L. Records, PO Box 183, Franklin Park, IL 60131)

lURBN DK - “Innocent Victims” LP
Kicking and screaming, here’s some fast, thrashy punk

I with gruff vocals that will try to open your eyes without being

I heavyhanded. Sing-a-long breakdowns shows that they’re

I doing it all for the kids. Be thankful and go buy this record.

(TJ)
(Beer City, PO Box 26035, Milwaukee, WI 53226-0035)

URINALS - “Negative Capability” CD
I first heard this band on the old“Life Sucks,SoWhy Not I

Kill Yourself’comp LPfrom 1981, then went out and tracked I

down the boots of their various singles. All their stuff reso-

1

nates with the dry-eyed, late-night manic art-punk sensibility I

that infuses other great 1970s ‘punk’ bands like PERE UBU

I

and WIRE that I wasn’t around to see. Oh well, this CD gives I

you all the singles andcomp tracks, as well as unreleased stuff I

and a pile of live versions of their various killer 1-2-3-4 rants.
[

“Ack-Ack-Ack”, “Surfin’ With The Shah”, “I’m A Bug”
these are some of my favorite examples of Ahierican punk I

rock. And, the band has recently resurfaced and is playing at I

least West Coast shows that are getting good responses from I

people I trust Gotta get those TROTSKY ICEPICK stencils
|

off the equipment, tho ... Buy this CD! (RW)
(Amphetamine Reptile)

VARUKERS - “Murder” LP
Intense. Fifteen songs of vitriolic bile in the guise of I

blistering spiky haired hardcore punk. Short sharp blasts of I

raw guitar and guttural vocals punctured by manic overdriv-
f

en solos. When you do something long enough you get really I

fucking good at it, and they’ve been practicing this style for I

years, long enough to get away with injecting a bit of diversity I

into the formula. There’s a lot of this stuffout there these days
but honestly, this is about as good as it gets. There’s even aUK
SUBS cover. (AM)
(Asylum Records, no address)

VERLORENE JUNGS - “Einer Von Uns” EP
While this does have a couple of good songs, most of the I

cuts on this fifteen song release are substandard attempts at I

early eighties oi or speedy G.B.H. type of stuff with a bit of
|

metal damage. “Hi ho, hi ho, to the used bins this disc goes...

(RM)
(Scumfuck Mucke, PSF 100709, 46527 Dinslaken, GERMA-

1

NY)

VON ZIPPERS - “You Destroy
Me/Hot Rod Monkey”

Having played drums for a I

band called VON ZIPPER here
in S.F. a few years ago, it’s hard
for me to objectively review the

music ofthese thievingswine. (We
wereafrnos*famous, after all. I’m
sure theseunderhanded Canucks
must have heard of us.) Anyhow,
they are guilty of the old singing-

through-a-megaphone-like-Bil- 1

ly-Childish-and-Tom-Waits bit and the we-sound-jolly-like-

the-fiicking-MUMMIES-with-our-organ-and-trash-rock-eh-

1

lads? routine. Tired almost, before it even starts. (CH)
(Screaming Apple Records, Dustemichstr 14, 50939 Koln, I

GERMANY)



VIOLENT HEADACHE/EXCRETED ALIVE - split EP
Both of these bands from Spain whip out blindingly fast

grindcore with a heavy slant on the metal side of things. The
EXCRETED ALIVE side obliterates the VIOLENT HEAD-
ACHE side with faster than hell drumming and throat melting
vocals! (RC)
(Blurred Records do Manabu Isobe, 482-1 Naka, Kambara,
Ihara, Shizuoka 421-32, JAPAN)

THE WARRIORS - “Noizy Bollox” CD
Another dose of ardent UK street rock from some ex-

members of THE LAST RESORT. A bit more lively and

distinct than their last release with a touch of metal this time

around. It’s the kind of album that grows on you, and one

cannot deny the presence of the legendary Arthur Kay. (TB)

(Step 1 Music, PO Box 21, Tenterden, Kent, TN30 TZZ,
ENGLAND)

I THE WACKERS - “Tornado Of

I
Beer And Destruction!” EP

With a good list ofpeople to

kill (Pat Robertson, the Pope,

Nazis) in one hand and a beer in

the other, THE WACKERS mix
up a riotous punch of punk rock

full of “oi!s” with an undercur-

rent ofpro queer-core sentiment

Plus a boring speech about why
Pat Robertson should die will

I

make great prank phone call

material, especially to your grandparents. (TJ)

(Better Day Collective, PO Box 3308, Easton,PA 18043-3308)

|THE WAISTCOATS - “The Surfisticated Sounds Of...” LP
What’s with these schizophrenic European surf/garage

bands? First we got the UK’s SIR BALD DIDDLEY, who
alternate between surf cuts and HEADCOATS-like garage...

and now we get Holland’s WAISTCOATS, who alternate

between surf and early KINKS-like tracks. Whatever. Both

styles done adequately, sometimes fun, sometimes ho-hum.

(TY)
(Alopecia Records, 35 Mill Lane, Benson, Oxford, 0X10 68A,

UK)

IWALLSIDE - “Idiot Savants” EP
Using aUS Civil Warframework, let’s think ofhardcore

las the southern states and emo as the yankees. WALLSIDE
Iwould be living in a border state, perhaps Maryland. They
Isound like a much faster, harderICONOCLAST (NJ), mean-

ling they have lyrics you have to interpret, have slightly soft-

lened up choruses, but move straight forward through each

I song. There’s one song here, “Gone Tomorrow”, that I could

I listen to all day. Well, maybe not that long, but close. (TH)

I (Dance Down, PO Box 39037, Redford, MI 48239)

ITHE WILDEBEESTS - “The Lairds OfThe Boss Racket” EP
This is the best I’ve heard from THE WILDEBEESTS

thus far, and it’s good to see a 7 incher delivering good value

forwhat they wind up costing by thetime they get into the vinyl

emporiums.A good cover oftheEYES shagadelic “I’m Rowed
Out,” a solid arrangement of “Parchman Farm,” a cover of

LINK WRAY’s “Dinosaur” (at least it’s one of his least-

covered songs) and a fine original that tips its hat to LINK.
Good work, boys. (DD)
(Corduroy Records And Detective Agency, do the Bakery, 41

Fellows St, Kew, Vic, AUSTRALIA)

WEST END - “The Game We Play” EP
With a gratuitous introduction, WEST END’s “3000”

is the gem of this EP. The intro could really develop some sort

of cool video for this heavy early 1980’s style thrash tune.

They’re hilariously spouting off about how “2000...sounds

like a drag, skip it all what we have flying rats and a futuristic

slag, livin’ out of a garbage bag”. Hella poetic! Their version

of The WHO’s “Boris The Spider” is straightforward and

true to the original, but nothing to be excited about. They

round off the EP with another ‘80s style thrasher. Way old

school. (HM)
(Goon Records, PO Box 35633, Detroit, MI 48235)

WISECRACK - “Jinxed” CD
Twelve really cool songs from this Canadian trio that’ll

rock your freakin socks off, eh! They totally remind me of this

band SELF I reviewed a while back! Fast paced punk coated

with melodic-y goodness! The band is great, eh! But the

artwork is for sucks! Buy it anyway, you hoser! (AT)

(Spawner Records, 19705 Fraser Hwy, PO Box 93046, Lan-

gley, BC, V3A 8H2, CANADA)

YUM YUM TREE - “Glittering PrizesAnd Endless Compro-
mises” LP

I’d be hard-pressed to pigeonhole this band because

their songs are so diverse. Some of them sound like a more
powerful version ofJACK ACID and other songs are oozing

with the sounds of satan with a touch of class NYHC flavor.

Competent playing, raw and trashy, screaming girl vocals

(sometimes the boy grabs the mic, too), fun stuff. A band that

the kids could feel good about rallying around. The only thing

that’s hurting them is that completely lousy band name.

Check ‘em out. (JN)
(Intensive Scare Records, PO Box 142, New York, NY 10002-

0142)

YUM YUMS - “Sweet As Candy” LP
This band is so cool! For starters, they cover JANE

WIEDLIN’s “Rush Hour”. I’ve always wanted to be in a band

that covered this pop great. I won’t even go into my pseudo-

adolescent infatuation with JANE. Maybe some other review.

They also do the best version ofthe POINTED STICKS classic

“OutOfLuck” I’ve ever heard. Throw in countless power pop

punk classics and you have one awesome LP. “Miss You,

Baby” is killer (original or cover?, maybe some Norb type can

let me know). Possibly ohe of the genres best LP’s of all time.

A must for poppers. (RL)
(Screaming Apple Records, Dustemichstr. 14, 50939 Koln,

GERMANY)
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|ZOINKS! - “Panorama” 10”

I saw these guys with THE GAIN (a similar band) a
couple years back,and Iwas thinking the same exact thingthat
I’m thinking right now... SQUIRTGUN! Totally SQUIRT-
GUN! Which isn’t necessarily bad mind you. I like SQUIRT-
GUN, and thePHUZZ which is another band they remind me
of. All of the above mentioned bands are awesome. Great
record. One of the only two bands I like on Dr. Strange. (AT)
(Dr. Strange Records, PO Box 7000-117, Alta Loma, CA
91701)

IV/A - “Act Your Age” EP
Not a bad little comp, featuring 4 Texas poppy bands.

JILL opens things up with a real smooth, catchy song called

“Karyln, Stop Acting Like Verbs”. Next, DIG DUG doesn’t
quite live up to their name (I used to love that game), with a
somewhat predictable upbeat number. Then, SORE LOSER
comes up to the plate, and places well in a style reminiscent of
GAMEFACE. JESSICA 6 rounds things out as the most
original ofthis batch, leaning harderon the pop than the punk,
pulling it off with their unbridled enthusiasm. Good team
playing here. Need I say more? (BG)
(Act Your Age Records, 3244 Locke Ln, Houston, TX 77019)

I
V/A - “Anarchy In The N.J. Volume One” CD

A twenty seven track compilation from the toxic waste
capital of the world (it’s funny and ironic that NJ considers
itselfthe “Garden State”). FELIXFRUMP sound like late era
DAG NASTY.. I.D.K. sound too much like PUBLIC IMAGE
LIMITED, and that’s never good. PLAN A PROJECT con-
tribute two tracks of amazing ska that is both energetic and
catchy. YELLBOY belt out a raw track of melodic pop punk.
There’s also tracks by THE UNDEAD, THE REJECTED,
and BOXCAR. Pretty decent and diverse comp. (CW)
(Umbilical Records, PO Box 31, BeUe Meade, NJ 08502)

|V/A - “And The Rest Is History” LP
This record has the most atrocious artwork I’ve ever

seen, pictures of starving children, dildos, Hitler, Margaret
Thatcher and Frank Zappa (???), what the fuck?? The comp
itself is a pathetic collection of new English bands ranging
from SIOUXEE AND THE BANSHEES type gloom rock to

just bad pop punk. The only groups worth listening to are
PINK CROSS (whosounds likeCASTRATION SQUAD) and
XEROX GIRLS (who sound like the BAGS). I’m going to

quote thosesameBAGS :“We don’ tneed the English! ! ! !” (EC)
(Zerox Records do Sunday School, Rotary Street, London,
UK SE1 6LG)

V/A - “Art Of The State” CD
Sandwiched between some pretty catchy punk bands,

PISS SHIVERS and MIND FURNACE is an odd assortment
ofother musical genres. THEBEATDOWNS being the worst,
serving up white bread ska, truly heartbreaking. Although it

was unexpected here, BEN COWAN QUARTET flaunt their

talent with an accomplished jazz piece. Then THE RON-
DELLS recreate ‘60s girly garage with a fresh hook. In
addition to this strange combination of music, this CD also
contains RADIOFLIER’s “Retarded”EP and their version of
the much covered “Wasted”. Because of its format (CD) and
therefore, having the ability to skip tracks, the good can
outweigh the bad. (TJ)
(Major Label Records,PO Box 2203, Gaithersburg,MD 20886)

AUGUST

SPIES

:

SEs® : Isir

V/A - ‘"Assemble Your Own
Dictator” EP

This split 7” starts out with
SHOWCASE SHOWDOWN
punk rockin’ hard on“Mike Bar-
nacle”. This band always plays

^

punk that’s fastand inspired.You
need to pick up theSHOWCASE
SHOWDOWN catalog! The B
side of this fucker is raw, bloody,
gruffpunk rock with great vocals
andstreetpunk rhythms supplied
by the AUGUST SPIES. This band growls their way through
“Stalin” and “Da Spies”. AUGUST SPIES supply a meaty
dose of rough, brutish punk. Go get this record! (BR)
(Tario Records, 23 Pomeroy St, Allston, MA 02134)

V/A - “Bloodstains Across Sweden” LP
Obscure collector big-bucks items here. For those in the I

know, some of these will sound familiar (remember that
article in FORCED EXPOSURE some years ago?). Bands!
that generally sound more like the PAGANS than the
SEX PISTOLS but with a truly Euro-aggro flair. It’s got lotsa

that “rock and roll” along with the teeth-gnashing so unique I

to the Swedes. You get the frenzied “Silvias Unge” from!
KRIMELLA GITARRER, the classic “Reggare Is A Bunch I

Of Motherfuckers” from the RUDE KIDS. The kooky “Heil I

Hitler” from BUGS. The lurching, Detroitisms of I

VICIOUS VISIONS, also LIKET LEVER, GLO, BRULBA-
JZ, etc. etc. Shit that rocks in away that today’s cookie-cutout I

bands don’t really have a concept of. These fuckers took)
chances, man! (JY)
(no address)

V/A - “Boxcar Free Record” EP
First of all, this is a free

seven inch, which automatically
gives it an edge over all other
seven inches (But don’t be ajack-
ass ifyou do order it and forget to

add a couple bucks for postage).

All of the bands play standard
mid-tempopunk rock.STIZZLE
would’ve been my pick of the
litter except for their ska break-
downs, but I understand a lot of
people are into that. The WOLFDADDYS, FLATSPOTS
(now broken up), and DISCOUNT are also good. Nothing
knocked my socks off on this 45, but it’s all decent Plus, even
though a benefitshow paid for costs, it’s a pain in the ass to put
out a record, so hats off to you, label man. (JN)
(Boxcar Records, PO Box 1141, Melbourne, FL 32902-1141)

|

V/A - “Live At St. Croix” LP
This is a live comp from a club in Norway. The 15 bands I

on here play for the most part ‘60s punk garage rock. Sound I

quality is iffy, but with this sjuff, who cares? The spirit shines

through. Bands that stood out included: VACANT LOT,
SWEETNES, RETARDS, POPPETS and THE BASEMENT
BRATS. (MM)
(Dead Cool Records, Haugetangvn. 13, 1621 Gressvik, NOR-

1

WAY)



I

V/A - “Check This Out Baby” CD
This is a comp of bands from the Onefoot label. It’s

comprised mostly of “safe” pop punk (i.e.-recycled DESCEN-
DENTS and SCREECHING WEASEL). There are a few
exceptions here, though. HORACE PINKER, PEP RALLY,
BLITZ BABIEZ (who sound like BLONDIE on speed), and
ALL YOU CAN EAT, who all play captivating and original

music without pretensions. As far as I’m concerned, the other

14 bands are part of the gentrification of punk. Such by the

numberspop punk is really being driven into the ground. (BG)
(Onefoot Records, PO Box 3834, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034)

V/A - “Food Not Bombs Compilation” LP
This is the first in a series ofbenefit releases from Anima

Records. This record benefits Food Not Bombs, an organiza-

tion that tries to get healthy, no strings attached food out to

those that need it With various chapters around, they man-
aged to feed a lot of people and stay relatively decentralized in

the process This record does a good job of fusing the vision of

direct action with the passion and expression of these bands.

Overall, it manages to be more than just another punk rock

showcase. That’s not to say this record doesn’t feature some of

the more exciting contemporary hardcore bands from the

|North America and Europe. Included are: DRIFT, SWAL-
LOWING SHIT, INSOGREY, PALATKA, KATHODE,
CONSTATINESANKATHI,SIX PENCE, HOLOCRON,and
ANOMIE. The DRIFT track is quite good,my favorite though
has to be PALATKA’s “The Truth About San Diego”. (MK)
(Anima do Swallowing Shit, PO Box 26014, 116 Sherbrook
St, Winnepeg, MB, R3C 4K9, CANADA)

V/A - “Hi Peach!” EP
This is an incredible col-

lection. Each band’s contribu-

tion is different, and of equally

high quality. In general, there’s

a stylish retro thing going on,

starting with CRAC’s “Boy
About Town,” which is a flaw-

less tune straight out of, possi-

bly, To Sir With Love . BABY
BIRKIN’s “Bossa Nova Baby
Birkin” is perfect, as well, fea-

turing spiffy organ stylings. You could imagine Nancy Sinatra

strutting around, singing along, snapping her fingers. BUD-
GET GIRLS’ song is great, too; a “dear john” song with

sparseharmonies and harsh lyrics.FIFIAND THE MACH Ed
cover the GO-GO’s “How Much More” with competence.

SPACE KITTENS raw “I Hate You” is the only song that’s

not catchy and retro. As the last song, its slowed-down COLD,
COLD HEARTS sound is actually a good chaser to the rest of

the fare. (GS)
(NANA Records, PO Box 10849, London NW1 7WH EN-
GLAND)

V/A - “Hodge Podge & Barrage Vol 3” CD
It’s a comp outta Japan, it’s got really good stuff by the

HUMPERS, BUM, REGISTRATORS(I), ACTION FAMI-
LY, JET BOYS, PUSSY CRUSH ... all fine bands working it

to the fullest extent in their respective hole-in-the-wall club

scenes. Two bands on here are making great progress in my
humble opinion, they being EVIL HOODOO and
CAMPUS TRAMPS. The songs are getting past the influenc-

I
V/A - “Gospel Tunes From The Bowels Of Texas” LP

Here’s a bit of the trashier things going on in the Lone
Star State. Most ofthe stuff is kinda slow punk rock’n’roll, but
there are some choice cuts ofTexas prime here. FUCKEMO’s
desecrate a WOODY GUTHRIE classic but with such finesse

you gotta love ‘em. R.E.O. SPEEDEALER profess love for

their state only as Texans can, with a touch of the DICKS.
PUMPIN’ ETHYL may be the FEEDERZ of the ‘90s with

their song “Jesus Was A Homo.” (TH)
(Sutra U Records, PO Box 610146, Dallas, TX 75261-0146)

V/A - “Haistakaapapaska- The Most Volume For the Basic

Treatment”CD
Comp that comes along with the “Ox Fanzine” from

Germany. You get 34 of today’s swingest, hippest, fab-est

bands hailing from Europe, US, etc, etc. Comes across as a K-
tel sampler of bands in that well-produced, well-rehearsed

punk rock genre, with stylistic departures into noise, ska,

experimental and stufflike that. But mostly hook-core as I call

it. Geez, at least 34 bands—the head swims, but good shit

included The FEDS (ex-BOOWEVILS), RADIOBAGHDAD,
LOST LYRICS. Also some big hitters here like

KILLING TIME and HI-STANDARD. But most stuff here is

pre-released and there seems to be a disturbing trend of, if

you’re local, there’s a “pay-to-play” policy for being included.

Decent comp, not really essential if you’re into the stuff

already and way too many bands here. (JY).

(Ox-Fanzine, PO Box 143445, 45264 Essen, GERMANY)

es and finding their own sound. There’s twenty-four bands
total on here, some of ‘em ain’t gonna please everyone, but the

rock is here. (RW)
(1 + 2 Records, Clean Nishi-Shinjuku, Nishi-Shinjuku 7-5-6,

Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 160, JAPAN)

V/A - “Lo-Fi Must Die!” EP
According to this, it’s the

“real Glasgow underground.”
I’m not sure who this is directed

at. I didn’t know there was a fake
Glasgow underground. Anyway,
there’s one song each from four

fairly new bands, and a fair bit of

variety in styles. BONEJACK
play quirky hardcore with a great

sing-a-long chorus, they’ll hate

this but they remindme ofa hard-

core FUGAZI, if you can imagine it THE BLUNTS play

primitive melodic punk with a catchy lead riff. Flip it overand
PH FAMILY still sound a bit likeHELMET but a bit cleverer.

The whole thing is finished offwith PILLOWSLIP with a song

called “Police Cell” that sounds so much like BLACK FLAG
it could have been played,by their alter ego cover band SIX
PACK. And there’s nothing wrong with that. If you’ve been

following the recent developments in Scottish punk (EX CA-
THEDRA, NEWTOWN GRUNTS, QUARANTINE) you’ll

want to get this. (AM)
(Gerritupye Records, Jim Spence, Flat 2L, 36 Otago St,

Glasgow G12 8JH, SCOTLAND)



V/A - “Lonestar Showdown Vol-
ume 1” EP

With thebandson thecomp
I just don’t even have to tell how
great this is, but Ijust can’t resist.

MOTARDS, CRYIN’ OUT
LOUDS, RECLUSIVES and
WORMDIRT. The latter being
the only band I haven’t heard of
previously and they have the best
song on this. Not that the others
aren’t great, WORMDIRT give

you this dirty rock and roll very reminiscent of
THE MOTARDS first single. So buy it for that and get 3
bonus songs. Yay! (CK)
(Little Deputy Records, PO Box 7066, Austin, TX 78713)

V/A - “Maximum Avant Cruelty!” EP
BUZZKILL does a quick silly one about kicking your

parents out of the house. ULTRA BIDE sounds like they
should be on theset list at a Gothic/Industrial Club. THRALL
should be at the club too with their grindy repetitive sound.
PACHINKO dishes out some hard slow grinding lyrics and
music. This is a pretty good group of bands, but I’m not sure
they really play well together. (HD)
(Alternative Tentacles, PO Box 419092, San Francisco, CA
94141-9092)

V/A - “More Lies From The Underground” CD
Eh... There’s not one good song on this thing. The bands

range from punk to grind. The sound production is okay, but
for a CD?!? Anyway, the bands are: U.S. CHAOS, THE
RASH, NEGATIVE REACTION, THE BRISTLES, BASIC
SKILLS, RUMP-LE, and BOHEPHUS. (MA)
(Stink Box Records, PO Box 292, River Edge, NJ 07661)

V/A - “Music Does A Body Good” LP
As the cover sez: “a hardcore/punk compilation” of

mostly East Coast stuff. BOUNCING SOULS, WESTON,
Sweden’s SINDY KILLS ME, and LIFETIME. A good 16
track under-produced comp here. (RL)
(Glue Records, PO Box 320, Verona, NJ 07044)

V/A - “Nation Of Kids” CD
This low-budget, user-unfriendly package cracks me up.

Track one is definitely JOEY TAMPON AND
THE TOXIC SHOCKS. JOEY TAMPON is just as crazy as
heir debut 7” and setting the pace for this comp with the
ingenious “Will Dandy is a Heavy Metal Hippie”. Track two
is definitely the PINK COLLAR JOBS. I can’t match any of
PC JOBS’ songs with the accompanying lyrics, and they’re a
little sloppy, but make up for it in enthusiasm. The remaining
8 tracks contain quality tunes from DA PEEPS!, SHITBOY
FROM OUTERSPACE, JAWAS, 565 BURNOUTS, RAN-
DOM CONFLICT, PROPERTY, and THE SLACKERS, all

proud residents of Huntsville, Alabama. They’re all pretty
much angry, loose, three chord punk rock. It’s the kind of
thing where ifyou like one band, you’ll like the whole CD. This
is good, because there’s only a few hints to whose on which
track. I won’t give it away. I’ll just say that tracks 3 and 7 are
awesome. Nuff said. (HM)
(Nation Of Kids, 1220 McKinley Ave NE, Huntsville, AL
35801)

V/A - “No Border Jam 4 and 5” 2xCD
I was put off by this at first because among the sponsors

of this CD is Levi’s whose logo got placed on the packaging.
I’m not a big fan of bands doing this, which was especially
popular with theVan’s shoe logoa few years ago. There are 21
bands here and both CDs are packed with music, some live
and some studio. A lot of the bands play a plain, no nonsense
hardcore, some with melody, some not WASSERDICHT is
the standout, playing and awesome combo of DROP DEAD
harshness and more moshin’ hardcore. Some other notables
areGOBLENI,NOT THE SAME,andTITO IN EKSN.Ithink
this is a document of some music festival. (TH)
(Front Rock, PP 48, 2000 Maribor, SLOVENIA)

V/A - “Oi! The French Connection, Vol. 1” CD
Well kids, it’s time to roll back the years for a blast from

oi’s lesser known past. All French, all ‘80s, with a variety of
stylesand theoddsaxophonethrown in.SHERWOODPOGO,
WARRIOR KIDS, CAMERA SILENCE, AL KAPOTT, and
KIDNAPstand out.AndTULAVIOK’s“Sac aGnole” sung to
the tune of COCKSPARRER’s “Take ‘em All”, should be
heard. (TB)
(Boucherie Disc, 69 Rue de Booteleg, 75009 Paris, FRANCE)

V/A - “Panic Now” CD
Compilation of Italian and English singing punk bands.

Almost all of this falls in the pop punk vein. BURNING
HEADS deliver a track of decent SNUFF styled punk rock.
BASEBALL ANNIE belt out a track of SOCIAL DISTOR-
TION sounding punk. Also included are tracks by NOFX,
HORACE PINKER, and GOOD RIDDANCE. Unless you
are into these bands a whole lot, there’s nothing too exciting
about this release. (CW)
(Helter Skelter, Via Degli Ausoni B4, 00185 Roma, ITALY)

V/A - “Peepshow” video
A fun collection ofvideosfrom FatWreckChords bands.

LAGWAGON, TILT,SCREW 32,THE UTTERS! and more.
A good punk rock bunch with little production for your
enjoyment. The highlight has gotta be NOFX moshing in an
elevator to a 30 second punk rockin’ tune. Quite charming.
Recommended for its anti-120 minutes feel. (RL)
(Fat Wreck Chords, PO Box 193690, San Francisco, CA

V/A - “Revolution Inside” LP
Now this is a big surprise. This is one of the only comps

I’ve heard in practically years where I actually dig all the
bands on it. There are 12, and they are all German. Most sing
in English, but don’t sound awkward at all. The best thing
about the comp is that almost every band sounds incredibly
fresh and innovative. It’s an eclectic mix of styles, to be sure,
but I can’t recommend it enough. All the bands are great, in
my book, so I will just list who’s on it: ODDBALL’S BAND,
GUTS PIE EARSHOP, CRANK, the PUKE, CRAVING,
IMPACT, LUNCHBOX, FLUID TO GAS, TOO FAR
GONE, POPNAUTS,MY LAI,and FATZO. Heedmy words,
... buy, buy, buy! (BG)
(Sabot, Breite Str 76, 53111 Bonn, GERMANY)



|
V/A - “Riot City” LP

Yet another comp of vintage early eighties punk and
Ihardcore, featuring a whole bunch of familiar names like

IVICESQUAD,ABRASIVE WHEELS, and theVARUKERS,
land some bands I’d never heard before, such as THE EJECT-
IED andSEX AIDS. All ofthese tracks are previously released,

Ibut good luck tracking them all down. Almost every song is a

keeper, the other bands are THE INSANE, COURT MAR-
ITIAL, THE EXPELLED,NO CHOICE,ULTRA VIOLENT,
ITHE UNDERDOGS, and EMERGENCY. The sleeve also

1 features the original 7” covers and track listings. A job well

Idone. (AM)
(Get Back, Viale E. Duse 16/A, 50137 Firenze, ITALY)

V/A - “Total Panne II” LP
A lot of things to like about this compilation of German I

(and Dutch?) bands: 27 songs by 22 bands; the songs range I

from 10 seconds in length to 4:09, with most clocking in right

around the two minute mark. There’s a great RAMONES
cover by PUBLIC TOYS. Other standouts include tracks by

JET BUMPERS, DADDY MEMPHIS, SCHULTEN
BRAUTE,SLAPSTICKERS,DIELOKALMATADORE,and
BRADLEYS. As you might expect, quality ranges from medi-

1

ocre to outstanding. Overall, quality is very good. (KK)
(Ziegenkopf Recordsjc/o Scumfuck Mucke, Postfach 100709,

1

46527 Dinslaken, GERMANY)

V/A - ‘‘Scene Ventage” EP
This Canadian scene has

I some gems and some earaches.

I ULTRA VIRES and RENDER
I

USELESS stand out as what

I

should be the driving force in this

i scene—good solid punk bands.

LET’S PUT THE X IN SEX’s
xylophone and screeching could

I

lead me to murder, I guess that’s

what they’re going for. DA SLY-
ME’s “One Chord Punk Rock
Song” from 1979 is bootlegged

I for a quick bit of Canadian punk rock history. (TJ)

I (Break Even Records, 2185 Amity Dr, Sidney, BC, V8L 1B2,

CANADA)

V/A - “Snarl Out Two” EP
Well, even ifyou ignore the

brilliant label name (I’m still

laughing, a couple years later) -

it’s the lineup that’ll kill you.

I Whenyou hookQUILL,NAILED
DOWN,DISCORDANCE AXIS,
D.P.P.S.,REALREGGAE,CUR-
TAINRAIL, FINAL EXIT and
four others on to one single - most

i people aren’t going to have to

guess what it’s about. Too bad
they’re so hard to find over here...

|(TM)

|
(Slightly Fast Records, 303-34 Ogura, Maizuru, Kyoto-Pref

625, JAPAN)

V/A - “Urban Soldiers,A Tribute

To The Oppressed” EP
This compilation kicks your

ass all the way to London! Why,
you ask? ‘Cause it’s good-to-great

current oi bands performing
songs written by the legendary oi

champions, THE OPPRESSED.
The politics as well as the song-

writing of THE OPPRESSED
were always a good example to

anti-racistskinheads.THETEM-
PLARS, 12POINTBUCK, IMPACT, andTHEUMPIRES all

take a shot at covering THE OPPRESSED. The results are

quite satisfying. Go purchase this record as soon as possible!

(BR)
(DSS/Longshot Records, 85 Paul Rd., Kamloops, BC, V2C
6T1, CANADA)

V/A - “Weird Sounds From A
Small Place” EP

This sampler throws four I

bands from the same small Nor-

!

wegian town into the same deep-

fry. Only theLONETWISTERS
come out with just the right I

amount ofcrunch, the other three

are very average ‘garage’ bands
with varying amounts of twang

|

and yelp.A little too much “Yeee-

aaa-UUH!” (RW)
(Dead Cool Records, Hauget-
angvn. 13, 1621 Gressvik, NORWAY)

|V/A - “Suburban Voice #40” EP
This is the seven inch that comes with the most recent

lissue of “Suburban Voice”. Contains songs by
VIOLENT SOCIETY, HALFLINGS, EVERREADY, and
[NEW SWEET BREATH. EVERREADY contribute a track

lof pop punk that falls somewhere between mid eighties rock

IandGREEN DAY. TheNEWSWEETBREATH tracksounds

I like art punk in the SUB POP (remember that label kids?),

IFLUID vein.VIOLENT SOCIETY make up for the rest ofthe

I seven inch by playing a blistering fast tune ofaggressive punk.

(CW)
((Suburban Voice, PO Box 2746, Lynn, MA 01903)

V/A - “What Are You Looking At?” CD
Well rounded variety ofbands that play everything from I

garage to pop to ska to punk to hardcore. Highlights are THE
TEEN IDOLS (not of Dischord fame), THE TUNNEL RATS
and THE BOILS. Suffers from one sappy pop song, one ska

song and when I heard THE GRUMPIES’ vocals I couldn’t I

help but imagine five year olds with beehives stuck up their I

ass. With so many comps out these days, I can’t say this one’s
|

worth the buck. (MS)
(Switchblade Records, PO Box 42, Fredricktown, NJ 08067) I
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AUCTION #1/97
1st 7”) EX-/EX-

ANTHRAX - Capitalism is cannibalism T EP

(UK ’81,Crass Records classic) EX/EX

APPENDIX - Ei raha oo mun valuuttaa LP

(Finland ’83,original green vinyl) EX-/EX-

ARTICLES OF FAITH - In this life LP (USA

85,original on Lone Wolf Records) EX+/EX+

BASTARDS - Maailma palaa ja kuolee T EP

(Finland ’82,1st pressing,red vinyl) EX+/EX+

CHRONIC DISORDER - The final line T EP

(USA ’83,1st edition 1/300) EX/EX

CONFUSE - Stupid life 12” EP (Japan ’91,

recorded ’89) EX+/EX+

DEEP TURTLE - Deep turtle T EP (Finland

’91,1st 7” weird-/jazzcore,w/ insert) M-/M-

DIRT - Object refuse reject abuse 7” EP (UK

’81,Crass Records classic) EX/EX

DIRT SHIT - Rattenloch T EP (Austria ’79,

w/ 2 inserts,obscure punk release) M-/EX

GAUZE - Live in Scotland LP (Japan ’89,w

/

2 inserts,live august ’89) M-/M-

IMPACT/EU’S ARSE - split T EP (Italy 82,

w/ 2 inserts) M-/EX+

KLAMYDIA - Heja grabbar T EP (Finland

’89, 1st 7” 500 made) EX-/EX

KLAMYDIA - ...ja tauti leviaa osa II T EP
(Finland ’89,2nd 7” 700 made) EX/EX

KLAMYDIA - Heppi keippi 7” EP (Finland ’89
:

3rd 7” 800 made) EX/EX
LAMA - Lama LP (Finland ’82) EX+/EX+

LIXOMANIA Violencia & sobrevivencia 7” EP
(Brazil ’83,w/ insert) M-/M-

NITWITZ - She’s my fan T EP (Holland ’80,

1st 7” from this prc-B.G.K. band) EX/EX

NOLLA NOLLA NOLLA - Oodeja simasuille

7” EP (Finland '81,300 made) M/M
PANDEMONIUM - Wir fahren ins grune T
EP (Holland ’85,w/ insert) EX/EX

RATOS DE PORAO/COLERA - Ao vivo LP
(Brazil ’85,live 17.3.85,green vinyl) EX/EX

SKIT LICKERS - Cracked copskulls 7” EP
(Sweden ’82,testpressing w/ special sleeve)

STALIN - For never-Last live 2LP (Japan '85,

gatefold sleeve,w/insert) EX/EX

SWANKYS - The very best of the Swankys LP
(Japan ’85,w/ insert) EX+/EX+

ALL RECORDS ARE ORIGINAL PRESSINGS

COVERS GRADED FIRST/THEN VINYL
NO MINIMUM BID BUT I SUPPOSE YOU KNOW

THAT THESE ARE NOT THE CHEAPEST
RECORDS AROUND

CLOSING DATE FOR THIS AUCTION IS

SUNDAY THE 17TH, AUGUST 1997

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF EVERYTHING ON
SALE, SEND $1 or 1 IRC

P.TUOTANTO
BOX 69, 40101 JYVASKYLA

FINLAND
TEL/FAX: +358-14-282276

E-MAIL: voitto.vasko@pp.inet.fi
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All 7"s$3 ppd. in the U.S.A. $5 everywhere else

All Lp's & Cd's $6 ppd. in the IJ.S.A. $8 everywhere else

THE BRISTLES/THE WORKIN' STIFFS - SPLIT 7"

ABALIENATION - BOOZE & BRACES 7"

4TH CLASS - S/T 7"

30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO - ALL AGES PIE EATING CONTEST 7"

MEDIA BLITZ - PUNK AINT DEAD 7"

THE BOILS - ANTHEMS FROM THE NEW GENERATION 7"

DRUNKEN MISHAP - S/T 7"

BEAUTIFUL BERT & THE LUSCIUOS ONES - S/T LP
OPPRESSED LOGIC - AINT A DAMN THING CHANGED LP

URBN DK - INNOCENT VICTIMS LP
NEKHEI NAATZA - HAIL THE NEW REGIME LP
THE BRISTLES - LAST YEARS YOUTH LP & CD

Send well conceiled cash or a money order. NO CHECKS!
Foreign orders send US funds only!

Send all orders to

Beer City/P. o. box 26035/Milwaukee, WI/53226-0035/U.S.A.
phone (414)-257-l 5 1 1 Fax (414)-257-15 17

Send $1 for record catalog & sticker.We now sell other lables too...

Beer City is distributed by Profane Existence & Rhetoric Distribution

cool 1+2 seven inches

CAMPUS
TRAMPS &
PHANTOM
RATS SPLIT 7"

Gnat split 7” of UK A Jap's 3
chord RAR punk finasts. Fast,

Powerful and snotty punk rock'n

roll! Recommended!

HIGHLANDER
ll'S

/HIGH SHERIFF 7"

Featuring Mike Lucas from
Phantom Surfers and friends.

But this is not surf records. It's

including his punk rock side.

Raw, nasty, snotty and humorus
RAR! Crime meet Hasll Adkins?

STEP ON GASEP
Amazing debut 4 songs EP by
new Texas garagey punk rock

band. They come from Dallas TX
and play dynamite melodic punk
rock. Highly recommended for all

punk/garaQe fans.

ONYAS
LONDO, PARIS
BRACKEN RIDGE 7"

Great Australian punk trio's

brand new EP. It’s loud, power-
ful, crazy, savage and trashy as
usual. This EP includes 3 great
exclusive cut. They are best
band in Lazy Cowgirls/Cosmic
Psychos tradition.

SATOR
I'M GONE EP
Really great single from Swedish
pop punk kings. Including 3 new
and killer cut. All songs are not on
their CD! If you're fans of pop/
rock'n roll punk music, we highly

recommend this cool EP.

SCRATCH
BONGO WAX
HUMAN BEAN EP
Brand new 3 songs EP from
Thousand Oaks' best punk
band. They are fuckin' cool
trashy punk rockers in the world.

Hard driving and crazypunk rock
here! Also check their debut CD/
LP on 1+2 and killer 45 on Mu-
tant Pop and Dionysus

SHOWDOWN ON
3RD EP
Great new EP from Montreal's

kings of Lo-Fi punk rockers. They
brings amazing snotty and ob-

noxious rockin' punk sound. In-

cluding 3 killer cut! Must have!

also great CD we've just put out.

FiFi & The Mach 3/Mach A Go Go CD
Grey Spikes/Year Zero CD
Splash 4/Do The Earthquake CD
VA/Hodge Podge & Barrage Vol.3 CD

1+2 reocrds Distributed by Get Hip

SPACESHITS

Clean Nishi-shinjuku bldg IF, Nishi-shinjuku 7-5-6, Shinjuku-ku
160 Japan fax 81 -3-3361 -51 69 ®-mil: bam<S>butaman.or.jp

www: http://www.butaman.or.jp/USERS/~optrec

on red, white, or black wax
while supplies last
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DIMESTORE

HALOES
Thrill City

Crime Control"

LP/CD

Poison-penned

arsenic laced

pre/post punk

rockl Produced

by Joey Vindictive

une 21 st atlanta,ga
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THETHUB8S

1P/GD
Hard, Raw. Loud

Punk lust left

ofcantar.

Produced by

Joey Vindictive

attho

Uberstudio

In Chicago

. tine 30th aystiat*.“
‘f let el pa*o be.

/ 2nd aJburqtifcuw tim.

mmm lam.

“jyJ*!L
ca-

| Uly otn Off

Pistol \om
;22nd cirmctoattl ph,

uly 23rd otevreud oh, ,,
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uly 2SUtnewartc fy
uly 2$th allentown p*< LP/CD

Melodic pop-

punk with 50's

like twist'n'shout

along songs.

TheyVecomoto

take you awayl

ITHEBIAt l

SWINGER

IP/CD
From Italy

Come THE

BEAISWIHGEB

with a hook

laden set of

Pasta Punkl

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
Joey Vindictive presents...

"THAT WAS NOW, THIS IS THEN"
CD/LP (A punk rock retro-spectacular celebrating

the 20th Anniversary of 77 punk rock) With:

Crumbs, Showcase Showdown,Violent Society,

Sloppy Seconds, Bil Mcrackin, Hickey, Dillinger 4,

Teen Idols, Chinese Millionaires and more!

the Vindictives / SIoppv Seconds
Split 7” "Pervert at large"/

"Why don't Lesbians Love Me?"
And Four New V.M.Lives!!!

vtoftu* onto* on the towro* *L,

Web: http://vmlrecords.simpfenet.coiT

E-mail: vmlPunx@ix.netcom.com



100% PUNK FUCKING ROCK
Pink Lincolns

Pure Swank- CD/LP
The new 13 song

release. The Kings of

snot punk are back
with a vengance. LP on

white wax. Produced
by Bill Stevenson
LP $8 US&Can

$11 world -CD $10
US&Can $13 World

RHYTHM COLLISION
Crunch Time - LP/CD
15 R.C. Classics
recorded live in

Orleans France at an
incredible show. LP
limited to 2000 on
white wax. CD
available, contains 7
bonus tracks.

CD/LP $8 US&Can
$11 world -

SEA MONKEYS
WideAwake With...-T

Brand new 4 song 7”

from one of New Yorks
longest lived punk
legends. On cool

marble vinyl.

7” $3.00 US&Can
$5 world -

Gotohells
Six Packs & Race
Tracks

13 New Songs about

Girls, drinking, and

Cars. This shit flat out

fucking rocks.

CD $10 US&Can
$13 World

The Spills

Gonna Go Blind... 7”

5 brand new rockin’

punk tunes from St.

Petersburg, Florida.

You won’t be
dissapointed.

7” $5 US&Can
$5 world

McRACKINS
Oddities &
Eggcentricities - CD
22 Songs, all the B-

Sides out of print and l

unreleased stuff remixed *

and remastered on 1 j

convenient disc. I

CD $10 US&Can
$13 World

Set this while It lasts...

Gotohells/Nobodys Tour T Very Limited

$3.00
US

$5.00 1

UJorld I

Check out Gotohells & Heortdrops on o U.S. tour this summer

Check, Cash, or M.O. in U.S. Funds to:

B
'

I Stiff Pole Records^/T r»

P.O. Box 20721
St. Pete, FL 33742 V"

L—JJ S.A.S.E^ for Catalog ’ L 1-

Stores ContacC&^SS(773) 862-6500

httpV/ujuiuj.eQtmog.com/punk^

Yea Indeed kldal ThoJarka ait Soda
Jerkhaveoutdonethemselves with
fills relaaael T*»aThumbs deliver S
ofthe most ripping emo/pop/punk
anthems to have come out In a while!
This Is our best release to date and
mearlya prelude to their full-lenth
out in die falll Fans of early Dag
Nastyand Dllllnger Four will love
this! Qet It today! iTSNEWl@!@l

By Nine
If your not familiar with Five By Nine, you
should be< Straight outta Atlanta, GA, these

kids tip out some of the fittest melodic IsSffJCaflEM 5881
Hardcore to be heard in a while! If you like EW1 JHvwjfcggl
bands like Pennywise, Fury 66. or Strung Out
you will love this! It's Brand New* 4 Songs in

all that'll have you spin kickin' Moms*

Still Available! Nobody's/Pinhead
Clreue 7" Bleed Hot Rod Racer 7"

All 7-e ere $3 U.S./I4 CAN/MEX/*®
world {Cash, Check, or M.O.)

Oomlna Soonl PunKarThanYour MotherCD Comp., The
OotohdU*, and THm aiiuSerai

rcrr vlf Sand aStamp for our Huge Catalog I Or, Cheok out our
\ CpfK Wtbtttd mtwww.0usta.oom/soda|erk

P.O. Box 4056 - Boulder. CO 80300

sixweeksixweeksixweeksixweeksixweeksixweeks
New Record! Food Not Bombs benefit comp. 7"

with: Intifada, The Dread, Fanatics, Scabies, Everskwelch, Gob (Reno), & Bristle!

DETESTATION/ABUSO SONORO SPLIT 7"
: raging anarcho-hardcore from

the U.S. and Brazil! "AMERICA IN DECLINE" comp LP with 26 U.S. bands
like Abstain, Apeface, Bad Genes, Benumb, Brother Inferior, Cease and
Desist, Chopping Block, the Criminals, Disco Crisis, the Fanatics,

Fuckface, Gringo, Humpy,K.P.F. McVeighs, the Misanthropists, Mormons,
Nothing Cool, Old Man Homo, Orange Crotch, Pretentious Assholes, Rash
of Beatings, the Showcase Showdown, Utter Bastard, the Young and the

Useless, and Your Mother. CAPITALIST CASUALTIES/STACK split 7" is

back in print so get it and play it loud! Someone please buy the

FUCKBOYZ tribute double 7" which is pure punk love/worship with 8 Bay
Area bands. DA TODDLERS "Dik Wine Madness" 7" is snot-fueled

hardcore punk. THE DREAD/THE ADVERSIVES split 10" is a raging slab

o' punk, trust me, and we also still have the BLANKS 77/SUBMACHINE
split 7" which is on its fifth pressing already! Also back by popular

demand is THE GAIA "No. 1" 7".

PRICES PPD: 7"s are $3 N. America/$5 Europe/$7 everywhere else

10" and double 7" is $5 N. America/$7 Europe/$8 everywhere else

LP is $8 N. America/$12 Europe/$15 everywhere else

checks & m.o.'s to "Athena Kautsch", not Six Weeks!

!

The Dread tour dates: 8/2: Green Bay, Wl; 8/3: Minneapolis; 8/4 Huron, SD; 8/5:

Chicago?; 8/6: Cleveland; 8/7: The Pipeline in N.J.; 8/8: Providence; 8/9: New Haven, CT;
8/10: Pittsburgh, PA; 8/11 Lehigh Valley, PA?; 8/12: Dayton, OH?; 8/13: Indianapolis; 8/14:

St. Louis; 8/15: Pueblo, CO; 8/16: Reno Call,me if you can help with the ? dates:

(707)795-7585. Do not call me and ask dumb collector nerd questions!

Six Weeks: 225 Lincoln Avenue/Cotati. CA 94931 U.5.A.

write or e-mail for a complete list, official cyber nrrd address: kautsch@sonoma.edu

Also distributed by Revolver U.S.A., Rhetoric, Vacuum, and Sound Idea.

SOD*
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Between The Lions
Reviews by: (JA) Jen Angel, (LB) Lily Boe, (JC) Jeremy Cool, (MD) Mikel
Delgado, (RD) Raphael DiDonato, (TD) Timothy Doran, (GF) Gardner Fusuhara,
(JR Jodi Feldman, (HH) Harald Hartmann, (JH) Jeff Heermann, (MJ) Mary Jane
Weatherbee, (AM) Allan McNaughton, (JM) Jeff Mason, (RM) Raimundo Mur-
guia, (AR) Aragorn, (TT) Travis T, (LU) Leah Urbano, (CW) Charles Wolski, (JW)
Joe Whiting, (KW) Kelli Williams, (JX) Jux, (TX) Trixie. Specific criticisms aside, it should
be understood that any independent release deserves credit for all the work and money going into it

Just a quick reminder, when you send in your zine for review please include the following
information: number of pages, method of printing, and the price. This will help us and you.
We will not review mainstream rock magazines, even in the guise of ftzines (like a few majors
are attempting to pull off), poetry, swim suit magazines, hippie new age politics, etc. The
scope of coverage isn’t as narrow as it sounds, but you have to draw the line somewhere.
Believe it or not, this isn’t an easy job deciding what gets reviewed or listed and altogether
rejected. Consistency is impossible in a situation like this. Thanks a lot, Mikel and Jen.

ABADDON #4 / $2 ppd
7 x 10 1/2 - copied - 32 pgs
This zine has a surprisingly good amount of

solid content. It appears to be a typical

desktop published sxe or hardcore zine, but

it starts off with book re-

views instead of vegan
rants. Included are inter-

views with Overcast and
Catharsis, both bands with

a lot to say, and an old

interview with John Yates
which is still relevent and
interesting (with reprints of

his art/work which I’ve al-

ways liked). There’s an ex-

tremely personal piece on
abuse thrown in to the mix

which almost seems out of

place. With an unusual (and

pretty original) format, this

zine is a surprisingly good
read. (JA)

Jeffrey / 12039 UNCG /

Greensboro, NC 27413

ABSOLUTELY ZIPPO
#26 / 25C
8 1/2x11 - copied - 28 pgs
Yep, Zippo’s still coming
out. Some good stuff, some
bad. Mostly good, espe-

cially the short story by a

former army lieutenant

about an organized dance between former
concentration camp prisoners and British

soldiers. Also good were demo tape re-

views, the pictures of the cute punkers, a

story about cursed songs, and a huge piece

on death squads and U.S. intervention. This

issue wasn’t as fun or funny as earlier

issues I’ve read, but that’s fine, because the

content is solid, and it only costs a quarter

(though you should include $ for postage or

stamps if you send away for it). (TT)

PO Box 4985 / Berkeley CA 94704

ALERT #1 / $1 ppd
5 1/2x8 1/2- copied - 36 pgs
Well, this was a little hard to follow. There
are a lot of opinions contained within this

little dittie. Lots of things translated from

Polish zines which is really time consuming
and cool for the editor to be so dedicated.

There are punk, animal rights, hardline, sxe,

pro-choice, and anarchism ideas spread
throughout this thing. I don’t think that is

wrong, but there

are a lot of things

that I question
about the editors’

standpoint on is-

sues. A pro-

choice piece and
a hardline piece in

the same zine is

great, but there

was no commen-
tary from the edi-

tor about what
stand they take

on issues. I am
against a lot of

things in this zine,

and am wonder-
ing if it is a forum
for great ideas, or

just an editorwho
is confused. This

wasn’t stated in

this zine. Most
articles were writ-

ten by other peo-

ple, and I guess
this zine just has
me really con-

fused on what she actually believes in promot-
ing in her zine. Check this out for yourself is all

I can say. (LU)

Niki / 230 Montmorency Dr. #507 / Hamilton,

ON / L8K 5H2 / Canada

AM I PUNK YET? #2 / $2 ppd
5 1/2x8 1 /2 - copied - 40 pgs
Hmm, let’s see, interviews with zine editors

(from Punk Shocker, Deadboyand MyBody Is

MyDump) and Swedish hardcore band Crook-
ed Cops that ask tough and probing questions

such as "Tell us about yourselves” and “Is

there a lot of nazi scum in Switzerland?’’. A
rant on feminism (maybe I’m an idiot, but what
the hell is gendershema?), some “smash the

state’’ cut and paste, some really bad poetry,

reviews, etc. The mass amount of grammati-

cal errors are forgivable, but annoying none-
theless. It's not a complete waste of paper
or anything, but it’s definitely not neces-
sary. (JC)

Joakim Bergman / Fabriksg. 9 / 745 32
Enkoping / Sweden

ANGRY PEOPLE #14 / $2 50
11 1/2x8 1/2 -offset -26 pgs
From a working-class organization along

the lines of England’s Class War. It’s Aus-
tralian, it’s angry, it’s rather deluxe in ap-

pearance. Articles on Aboriginal Rights,

women’s shelters, and something about
keeping safe in jail without any Jean Genet
bits. Article with names such as “People
demand an End to Political Corruption,"

“Do You Hate Politicians," you get the

picture.(TD)

PO Box 108 / St Peters NSW / 2044
Australia

ANOTHER BORED KID #2 / $1 ppd
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 20 pgs .

ABK is a quick read, the pieces in here are

pretty short. I liked the thing on Iowa City

Free Radio, how to spend your summer,
and the Ernie Pooh ’ s Comeek reprint (smok-
ing = the Man). The not-so-serious stuff,

like the Vegetable Liberation Front, jerkin’

off to Margaret Thatcher, and Mad Libs

were kinda amusing. I wish there was more
substance to this. (JM)
Nick Bergus / 4 1 8 Wales St. / Iowa City, IA

52245

BAD STAIN #2 /

$

1.00

8 1/2x11 - newsprint - 32 pgs
Huh! A right wing conservative punk zine. I

don’t see many of these. Most of this is

pretty standard stuff—a couple of okay
columns, one about raising a child that’s

pretty interesting, and some average inter-

views with The Grabbers and Homegrown.
But then we get to the good stuff: a 2 page
rant of simplistic political arguments. It’s

not so much that I disagree with what’ s said

here, but it's so poorly written that it’s hard

to take any of it seriously. Plus various

reviews and a cartoon that makes no sense.

(JW)
PO Box 6869 / Glendale, AZ 85312



BASIC MOTOR SKILLS #1 / $1 50
8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 30 pgs
This has a nice, crisp, clean layout. It’s got

information on making your own website,

the Kill Zinesters tour, professionalism in

the punk scene, and opinions on the gov-

ernment and liberalism. There’s also some
bad psuedo-porn fiction, personal writing

and lots of zine and record reviews. It looks

good but verges on slightly dull - it’s almost

too neat and computer-y. (MD)
1 5 Churchville Rd. # 1 1 5- 1 63 / Bel Air, MD
21014

BEANS & FRANKS #8 / $1 ppd
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 40 pgs
This zine starts out stating that there’s

nothing noble or worth dying for. I’m not

sure of that, a successful martyr can say a

lot in death... The rest of the issue is in

celebration of living: show reviews first,

then bikes and cars and finally a long and
interesting travel log. That's it. Life, death

and the travels in between. (JX)

PO Box 1851 / Pensacola, FL 32589

BOYCOTT QUARTERLY #14 / $5 ppd
8 1/4 x 10 3/4 - printed - 44 pgs
BQ gives you the dirt on which companies are

scumbags, who called them on it, and why.
This issue features articles on Pepsi’s pullout

of Burma as a result of a boycott, and how US
cigarette manufacturers are gearing up to

protect (and increase) their profit margins in

the face of medical, governmental, and grass-

roots pressure. Also there are news blurbs,

great comics, and the ongoing boycott list. No
ads. Very highly recommended. (JM)
Center for Economic Democracy / PO Box
30727 / Seattle, WA 98103-0727

BRAINCLEANSER #1 / $1 ppd
7x8 1/2 - copied - 24 pgs
Long, pretty good Descendants interview and
some good, if standard, rants on smoking,
race, sexism, etc. Some goofy stuff, and
some photos and an article that did not copy
at all. Reads like a teenager’s first issue, but

off to a good start. No reviews or ads. (JM)
Michael Koshkin / 15314 La Mancha / Hous-
ton, TX 77083

BIG DEAL LOSER #3-4 / $1 .25 ppd
Wow, this is

great. Joey'
certainly had
her shit to-

gether to cre-

ate such a

quality mag
while trapped

in high school

(She’s gradu-

ated now).
Tales of work-

ing at Mc-
Donalds, sex
on the school

bus, why
America
sucks, work-
ing as a wait-

ress, postal

scams, Patti

Smith, Taco
Bell, and the

trials and trib-

ulations of liv-

ing in Ron-
k o n k o m a ,

New York and
going to Cath-

olic school.
Lots of hon-

est, down to

earth writing on every topic imaginable.

Nothing ground breaking, but I look forward

to future, more developed issues of this

strong zine. (TT)

33 Emerald St. / Ronkonkoma, NY 1 1779-

2772

BIG FISH #1 / SASE + a new condom
2 x 3 - copied - 32 pgs
Oh it’s so tiny and cute. Articles such as: 1

0

ways to tell if your friends are turning into

vampires, The spice Girls, Terry Gilliam’s

movies, a recipe and a helpful hint re: dish-

washing hoses. Worth the rubber. (JB)

Bob Kamzelski / 500 W. BeaverAve / State

College, PA 16801

BURNT OUT #4 / 500
5 1/2x4 1 /4 - print-

ed - 20 pgs
A rather cool all-art-

and-very-little-text

effort in black and
white. It’s a sort of

silent urban movie.

Crude but good; I

suspect this per-

son’s artistic talent

will soon be formi-

dable. (TD)

307 Cedar Ave S.

#4 / Minneapolis,

MN 55454

BURNT OUT #5
/ $1 .50 ppd
5 1/2x8- printed -

20 pgs
This is a great com-
ic book document-
ing a trip (fictional

or not I can’t tell)

the creator took to

San Francisco. His

art style is simple

but effective and I

see a heavy Japa-

nese influence or

maybe a bit of Frank

Miller in his work
(lots of simple clean lines and very geometri-

cal). Instead of the traditional balloons seen in

most comics regular text is used in it’s place

and I thought this was a cool idea. I’ll be
looking for future issues of this. (RM)
Jeremy / 307 Cedar Ave. S. #7 / Minneapolis,

MN 55454

CHAIN REACTION #1 / $2 ppd
8 1/2x11- copied - 42 pgs
This is they’re first issue, and it looks pretty

damn good! It is cut and paste style a la

Indecision, or Dear Jesus. Lots of stuff in

here, and the cover states “hardcore fan-

zine." This is not an understatement. Inter-

view with Sick Of It All, that is long and in

Fanzine Reviews^
depth. Also an old school interview with

Judge that dates back to ‘89. Articles on
Lost and Found, and an essay on why
Victory sucks so bad. They also have
tons of show reviews which were the
least liked part of this. Record reviews,

zine reviews, photos and old flyers to

boot! Overall, a great first issue, and the

layout is awesome. Who needs a comput-
er when you have chartpack and a glue

stick? (LU)

Raul / 37 1 7 Big Canyon Ct. / San Bernar-

dino, CA 92407

CHIMPS #2 / $2 ppd
8 1/2x51/2- copied - 32 pgs
I really liked this zine. It’sagirlzinethat’snot

full of riot-girl-posse-l’m-cool unoriginalness.

Although at times it’s hard to follow (no

headers/titles/etc), when you sort it out

you find some really great statements: "I

think this means that this was a great show,
that it could turn a kid who felt like a corpse
into a kid who is emulating the mods in

Quadraophenia, speeded up with no where
to go, except I have not taken any artificial

stimulants.” It’s great to find someonewho
can find excitement in punk, and who is

positive and isn’t afraid to ask questions.

There are interviews with two female graffiti

writers, Vique Simba, and the VSS, but

what I like the best is Layla's writing and
enthusiasm. She has a strong voice and
clear ideas, but not in a lookM’m-writing-

about-feminism! way. I really enjoyed this

zine. (JA)

Layla Gibbon / PO Box 2804 / Brighton /

BN2 2AU / UK

CHIN MUSIC #1 / $3
I I x 8 - printed - 60 pgs
Why go to a baseball game? Where else is

the entrance fee four bucks, one can get

drunk and yell "you suck" at millionaires.

That’s it! The ballpark. And now we’ve got
an outstanding zine that combines punk
with this sport. In this premiere issue there

is an interview with a Padre pitcher about
his fave bands, a discussion of The Big Red
Machine, Royal Trux talks Orioles, Diesel

Boy takes the Parallax Test, and Tim Yo
reveals MRR isn’t based in New York be-

cause he hates the Yankees. If you collect

baseball cards for retirement you’ll proba-

bly want this one. (HH)
PO Box 423657 / San Francisco, CA941 42

CHOLESTEROL JUNKIE #5 / $1 .50

ppd
8 1/2x5 1/2 - copied - 28 pgs
I was almost ready to give this zine a good
review. I had enjoyed the interview with

Rev. Norb, laughed my buns off at the

stories about getting absurdly drunk, and
even dug the school teacher reviews. Then
I got to the interview with Mosz. It seemed
like Nate wanted to call them on their "No
fat chicks" lyrics, but couldn’t get up the

nerve, so instead he journalistically sucked
these frat boy’s dicks while they spewed
bullshit. Mosz: "..and one of our teachers,

Ms. Johnson, was this big fat cow and she
used to piss us off and ever since then, all

fat chix have gotten on our nerves in some
way or another." Nate: "So... revenge



against the big fat cows?” Mosz: “I like that,

we might use it in a song. But basically,

that’s what it is - revenge!! " Hey Nate, why
didn’t you call them on this drivel? I can't

recommend a zine this spineless. (TT)

PO Box 116/ Long Lake, MN 55356

C.H.U.N.K. 666 #1 / $3 ppd

8 1/2 x 7 - copied - 80 pgs

This zine mainly details the activities of the

dreaded Chunk 666 bike gang, and others

such as the Hard Times Bike Club and the

F.L.O. It’s packed with pictures, diagrams

and how-to’s concerning tallbikes, trikes,

and choppers. It’s really so packed with info

and stories it should be considered a book.

Any bikers who pass this awesome docu-

ment up will be left crying in the dust. (TT)

PO Box 20654 / Seattle, WA 98102

CONSTANT AGITATION #3/2
stamps or trade

5 1/2x8 1 /2 - copied - 1 8 pgs

Short zine with a cool concept that may not

be orignal but ends up working out just fine.

Stefan goes to shows, photographs the

bands, posts them in his zine, and writes

about them. That’s all. But what was so
appealing to me was the ultra minimalist

style: random format, crooked layouts, and

handwriting barely deciferable. This issue

he reviews Trans Am, Delta 72, Chore,

Galen, and Nadsat Nation. DIY at its crud-

est and finest. (CW)
PO Box 1 582 / Ann Arbor, Ml 48 1 06- 1 582

DAMYATA #3 / 1 stamp
8x5 1 /2 - copied - 20 pages
I like this one, and it’s a bargain to boot. It

has a nice feel to it. It is personal with stories

of different women, some of them interwo-

ven. Also has zine recommendations, an

essay about fear. Creative and chaotic.

(MJ)
Sera Bilezikian / Box 4056, MSC / 3001
Broadway / New York, NY 10027-6598

DOGPRINT #9 / $3 ppd
8 1/2x11 - printed - 72 pgs

This zine reminds me of Heartattackin a lot

of ways. It’s pretty slick, with great layout

and crystal clear photo reproduction. As for

the content I’m not much into the XXX or

hardcore thing and the first two columns on

how "hardcore means so much to me and

helps me grow... straight edge forever...

yada, yada, yada..." are complete dribble.

That shit was beat into the ground some
time ago, so can we now please move on?

Fortunately the other columns are way more
insightful and thought provoking, covering

such topics as friendship, euthanasia and

losing your faith. Aside from the lengthy

column section there’s some good inter-

views with Black Army Jacket, The Capital-

ist Casualties and others, lots of cool pho-

tos and the standard record and zine re-

views. CRM)
PO Box 84 / Suffern, NY 10901

DRAWSTRING #5 / $?
8 1/2x11 - copied - 20 pgs

Hey look, if you are a big fan of Ensign, Good
Riddance, Furious George, or the Mighty

Mighty Bosstones, you might want to blow

a dollar on this to read the so-so interviews. Or
perhaps you are concerned about the hard-

core scene in St. Pete, Florida, and would like

to catch some dialog on it. Hey, I’m not going

to tell you where to spend your money, but if

you are looking for some challenging, stimulat-

ing, or at least amusing brain food, don’t

spend it on this zine. I appreciate Anthony's

effort and great intentions, but this is just too

boring. (TT)

Anthony Ateek / 3933 Benson Ave. North /

St. Petersburg, FL 33713

DREAM WHIP #9 / $1

5 1/2x4 - copied
- 48 pgs
Let me say right

now that this is

one of my favor-

ite travel zines. It

is full of stories

and comics and
photos that ooze
loneliness, wan-
derlust and des-

peration. Reading

this makes me
feel sad and emp-
ty, but also com-
fortable with be-

ing alone. All

about goings and
stoppings and
breaking your
own heart. CJB)

PO Box 53832 /

Lubbock, TX
79453

DURGA #1 / stamps
5 1/2x8 1/2 - copied - 20 pgs
Cool anarcho-feminist publication chronicling

sisterhood, eating disorders, and discovering

that your favorite band sings sexist lyrics. But

please people, no more vegan cheese recipe!

It was great news years ago, but by now it’s

gotta be the most reprinted vegan item in

zinedom. (TX)

PO Box 5841 / Eugene, OR 97405

EAT DIRT #1 / free (send unsolic. stamps)

5 1/2x81/2- copied - 22 pgs
Written by a 1 5 year old girl who openly admits

her contradictions. Full of good stuff. She is

onto a really terrific start with this zine. Fun

facts, odds and ends re:sex and chocolate,

how to make a Pez gun, pictures of Mr Good-
body and assorted feminist sXe rhetoric thingy

things. (JB)

751 5 So Main #320 / Houston, TX 77030

EVENTIDE #2/ $2 ppd

8 1/2 x 1

1

- newsprint - 68 pgs
This second issue has that ‘still trying to test

the waters’ feel to it. This zine’s primary focus

is on the hardcore scene. Writing quality is

pretty good throughout. There are personal

columns, record reviews, and band photos.

Interviews abound this issue, the standouts

being with Ink And Dagger, Sweetbelly Freak-

down, Brothers Keeper, and Catherine Wheel.

A couple people express their complaints

about Lost And Found records exploitation of

the hardcore scene, backed up with the de-

tails. good second issue, worth supporting

^Fanzine Reviews^
their cause. (CW)
222 Riveredge Rd/Tinton Falls, NJ 07724

EYECANDY #3 / $1 or trade

5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 44 pgs
This is a bit small, but entertaining nonethe-

less, with interviews with J Church, FYP,
and various and sundry rants on jocks,

hypocrites, and cartoons and lots of silly

cut’n’paste art. Nothing groundbreaking,

but a fun little zine that will bring a quick

smile to your face. (RD)
7741 Ohio St. / Mentor, OH 44060

OS FILHOS URBANOS #1

/?
1 1 x 1 6 - copied - 1 6 pg - Portu-

guese
This is in Portuguese, so I don’t

understand it, but if I did I think

that I’d be into it. It’s like a single

jumbo piece of paper with some
pictures, a comic, and a whole
lot of text. But what I thought

was really cool was the super
long skinny envelope it came in.

Maybe I should leam Portuguese,

then I’ld be able to understand

this. (LB)

Av. Getulio Vargas 3729 / Porta

204 / CEP 80240-041 / Curiti-

ba-PR / Brazil

FIRE IN THE SKY #5 / $2 ppd
11 1/2x81/2- printed - 24 pgs
Anti-prison thing with legitimate

calls for prison reform and an

article-excerpt on Errico Malat-

esta’s L’Anarchia and general news on the

imprisonment front. Anarchist in leaning,

revolutionary in intent, probably completely

impotent in effect but no doubt cheering up
murderers, rapists, and your cousin who
went to jail for that Proposition 209 thing in

Sproul Hall at Berkeley and who actually

believes that yanking Affirmative Action is

equivalent to sending Jews to death camps
in Poland. (TD)

PO Box 22774 / Seattle, WA 98122-0774

FORYOUR CONVENIENCE STORE
#1-4 / $1

3 x 5 - copied - 1 6 pgs each

Pick of the month! I love zines that capture

a certain feeling so well. Think of your most
menial job experience and your mental state

shortly before you quit, sparing your em-
ployer a hideous, painful death. You
know,when you start mentally composing
poetry about your job, your day hinges on

getting to choose the radio station, and

your brain fixates on some trivial aspect of

your life from three years ago....That very

moment is this zine. (TX)

EricS/PO Box 30 /New Berlin, PA 17855-

0030

FREE PUNK #10 /Free
11 1/2x9- newsprint - 4 pgs - Polish

This info-sheet is similar to the anarchist

Ecomedia from Toronto in the late eighties.

It is definitely underground. The front page

has a photo of Ted Kaczynski the supposed
Unabomber. This punk zine demands the

defendant receive a fair trial and not be



given the death penalty. But we Americans
know better than that! There is also an

interview with the band Sanctus luda. Send
these guys a couple bucks for postage and
check this rarity out! (HH)

PO Box 1 1 5 / 1 5662 Bialystok / Poland

FROM GREENBACKS TO GREEN
HAIR / $1

8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 48 pgs
Hmmm. Well, I’ve always thought that col-

lege and punk were a bad
combination...now I know
why: the reoccurring use

of “punk" as a thesis sub-

ject. The author has a lim-

ited perspective/experi-

ence of punk and a lot of

the writing seems like it is

trying too hard to convince

us otherwise. She begins

by critiquing various books
of punk history - generally

for inaccuracy, but then

makes completely off tar-

get statements herself.

Part of the problem is that

this was probably written

to be read by non-punks,

and explaining subculture

to outsiders while trying to

sound intellectual is a hard

thing to pull off. Using
bands like Down by Law
and Screeching Weasel as

saviors of the DIY ethic is

even harder. Using the Queers as an exam-
ple of bands' writing about gender issues is

ridiculous. Anyway, if you want to hear a

very thorough rendition of one person’s

perspective of the punk scene, then check
this out. I wish it was actually more analytical

and said something. I didn’t really get what
the main point was supposed to be. C+.
(MD)
Ann Gavaghan / 1940 Stirling Dr. / Lans-

dale PA 19446

GEEK AMERICA #3 / $1 + 2 stamps
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 48 pgs
I'm not sure what to make of this. Some of

this is funny, some is just downright moron-
ic. One article, which the editor claims not to

have written, is simply a two page diatribe

on how fucked up girls are. The writer of this

is going to have some serious problems
later in life. As for the "editor," are you
going to print every article you are sent,

regardless of whether you agree or not? He
has the right to his opinions, but you have
the right to print what you want in your own
fanzine. The rest of the zine features inter-

views with Aaron Cometbusand the Bounc-
ing Souls, the odd page of live band photos
(including the mighty Wat Tyler), and tales

of the wacky hijinks of a suburban punk
rocker. It's nice to know some things never

change. (AM)
22682 Napoli / Laguna Hills, CA 92653

GEE-ZUZ #28 / $2.50 ppd
8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 28 pgs
This issue is largely given over to retelling

stories from the Bible’s Book of Genesis in

a cynical, updated-for-the-90’s style. The

writing is pretty funny and clever, like the

“ads" to come visit Sodom and Gomorrah,
but a lot of the stories seem as long as the

originals, which is too long for my attention

span. Recommended for those who love to

hate the Old Testament. (JM)
341 E. 1 6th Ave / Vancouver, BC / Canada /

V5T 2T7

GOING NOWHERE #2 / $ 75 ppd
8 1/2x11- newsprint - 1 2 pgs

This is a great second try

from these determined
youth. Highlights for me
were the articles on how
to become a total jerk in

only 15 days, howto make
a cable descrambler, 5

ways to get even, and a

classic Milk & Cheese re-

print. There are also inter-

views with Furious
George, Parasites, and
Qualm. I like this mag’s
sense of humor. A very

good effort, keep your
eyes on this one. (TT)

7078 Van Gordon Ct. /

Arvada, CO 80004

GREEDY PIGS #4/ $2
ppd
8 1/4x6- copied - 32 pgs
This is an English zine with

collage art, poetry, a good
interview with Chris from

the Bus Station Loonies who is an enthusias-

tic guy. Also interviews with Jon Doe (not the

guy from X), Set Against, the usual reviews
and some columns. Pretty low tech, and I like

that in a zine. (MJ)
Jonathon Baker / 19 Brindley Rd. / Rugby /

Warwickshire CV21 4BJ / UK

GRINNER #1 / 25p +SAE in England, $1 in

U.S.

5 1/2x8 1/2 - copied - 24 pgs
When .1 first started to read this zine I won-
dered why the guy who wrote it called some-
one a cunt in almost every sentence. But when
I looked at the return address it all made
sense—he is from England! In England it is

totally acceptable to call people cunts, unlike

the whack-ass U.S. where it is like the fucking

forbidden swearword for some unknown rea-

son. Anyways, this zine is rad. It is hell of

funny, includes stuff on swearing and dumb
song lyrics, and you get to hear people being

called cunts as often as you should over here

in the U.S. I highly recommend it. (LB)

Jas Toomer / 75 Winsover Rd. / Spalding /

Lincolnshire / PE1 1 1EQ/ England

HIGH SCHOOL PSYCHOPATH # 1/2
stamps
*51/2x7- copied - 24 pgs

I have to say that I was a bit disappointed by
this, it has a great cover and a pretty good
name, but it starts to go down hill as soon as

the cover is opened. It does have some bright

spots - a parody of a Miss Manners column
and a pretty good story about a spring break

riot, but overall it seems to lack substance.

There’s an aimless story about a boring job

and a predictable interview with The Parasites.

J| Fanzine Reviews~L
Hopefully future issues will improve. (JW)
PO Box 804 / Wayzata, MN 55391

INCOHERENT CRAP #2 / $1
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 30 pgs
A funny zine from Eastern Canada with

interviews with: Dry Leaf, Gob and Another
Joe. Also:an article on being a small town
punk, record reviews, a show review and a

column. Queer sXe underlying tendencies?

Or am I reading too much into this? (JB)

Gerry / 9 Citadel Ct / Eastern Passage, NS
/ B3G 1C5 / Canada

IGNITION #3 / $2 (Singapore) or $3 (US)
8 1/2x11 - copied - 48 pgs
Average effort by some hardcore enthusi-

asts. Interviews with Battery, Positive State,

4-Side, more. Ponderings on Victory’s in-

tegrity vs. Epitaph's, a step by step guide to

veganism, and the usual onslaught of ads
and reviews. Also, an undercover job on
some Christian rock cult that I really could

not fathom. Name some names, dammit!!

(KW)
Cheelip / Blk 1 , Cantonment Rd, #05-169
/ Singapore 080001 / Rep. of Singapore

INTERPOL TIMES #11 / $3
8 1/2x11 1/2 -offset -74 pgs
This issue is huge, with enough reading to

last you weeks. It has interviews with Clus-

ter Bomb Unit, Eversor, Hot Water Music,

Ignite, One Eye Open, and lots of other

entertaining stuff. The best part, though,

was the interview with the hardliner! Defi-

nitely worth getting. (RD)
Emre Atkas / 2 Church Meadow / Surbiton

Surey / KT6 5EW / UK

IT’S ALIVE #15/ $1.00 ppd
8 1/2x11 - copied - 26 pgs
I have a strange obsession with Los Ange-
les. Maybe it stems from reading one too

many issues of Flipside at too young an

age, or maybe because I’ve never spent

any real length of time there. So, when
‘zines like this appear featuring interviews

with III Repute and Aggression and throw-

ing around terms like “nardcore", I get

interested. Basically it’s a good-looking lo-

cal ‘zine by, for and about the show-going
population of Oxnard, California, with a few
straight-edge leanings. The Brian Walsby
cartoons (if that’s what they are) are nice as

well. (JH)

PO Box 6326 / Oxnard, CA 93031-6326

JADE’S RED ROOM #5 / $1 and 2

stamps
5 1/2x8 1 /2 - copied - 24 pgs
A simple zine with personal writing on
squatting, starting a band, and sexual ha-

rassment. There’s also an excerpt from a

Lydia Lunch performance and reviews.

(MD)
3361 Salford Station Rd. / Perkiomenville,

PA 1 8074

LEWD CONDUCT #1 $1 .00 ppd
8 1/2x51/2- copied - 1 6 pgs
Except for the lack of pages, this is a

surprisingly good first issue. 2 interviews

and 4 pages of reviews left me wanting to

read more. Oh well, quality over quantity.



Interviews with Fifteen and The Irresistible

Atoms. CJW)
1214 Hookston Rd. / Concord, CA 945 1

8

LICK #2 / $2 ppd
8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 24 pgs
Another self-produced comic ‘zine that

sheds light on one young artist's grim world

view. All that obsessive detail, almost de-

void of dialogue. Relying on angst-ridden

imagery alone to tell a disturbing tale of self-

discovery and so on and so forth. Nice. (JH)

Josh / 878 Silver St. / Coventry, CT 06238

LOCKDOWN #1 / $1 ppd
5 1/2x8 1 /2 - copied - 24 pgs
Personal zine that mostly focuses on the

traveling and experiences of editor sybille

and her friends. The tone throughout is

somewhat bitter and angry, from the Spo-
kane scene article that seems like one long

complaint, to the horrible experiences of

sexism on the job at a fast food restaurant.

Overall the writing came accrosss as sin-

cere and heartfelt in a very non-emo way.
Pretty good. (CW)
PO Box 1781 / Spokane. WA 992 10

LOVE AND RAGE Vol.8 #2 / $1ppd
8 1/2x11- printed - 20 pgs
This is a really well done and informative

zine that comes from an Anarchist perspec-

tive and deals primarily with women’s is-

sues. I must say this caught me a bit off

guard because most of the publications I've

seen that fit the above description suck.

This, on the other hand, was really inspiring

with solid writing throughout and an easy to

read, clean, newspaper style layout. Packed
with info on everything from prisoner rights

to the history of women on welfare, it’s well

worth a buck. (RM)
1929 S. 5th St / Minneapolis, MN 55454

MAGIC, IMPULSE, AND CONTROL
#4 / $?
7 1/2 x 5 - copied - 20 pgs
This is one of the oddest zines I’ve ever
seen. Half of the pages are blank, and the

other half are filled with random reviews of

things I have little or no interest in, but still,

somehow enjoyed reading about. Every-

thing from "The Preppy Handbook”
, to thrift

stores in the Pittsburgh area. Cool name
too. CJW)
241 E. Prospect Ave. / State College, PA
16807

MY FATHER, THE RANCOR #2 / $1

ppd
5 1/2x8 1/2 - copied - 36 pages
This is a sketchy little zine put out by some
skaters. Unfortunately, the skate content is

sorely lacking. Put some photos in next

time! Anyway, what this zine stresses above
all else, is trying to be yourself. This inspira-

tional theme is highlighted in various articles

on topics such as poseurs, cliques, sexism,

and suicide, although not always intelligent-

ly. Also includes interviews with the Suicide

Machines and Broadway. (AM)
Liam / 636 Coronet / Glenview, IL 60025

NO DIE #1 / $1 ppd
4 x 5 - copied - 22 pgs

A quick little pocket-sized ‘zine that combines
personal politics with editorials and opinion,

music, and a few listings. Musically it leans
more towards the Man is the Bastard / Violent

Anal Death (a listed example) end of the

spectrum, with a nice dose of self-effacing wit.

It’s punk alright. (JH)

Jasen / 1 508 Third St. / Duarte, CA 91010

OINK SKINZINE #4 / $4
1 1 x 1 7 - newsprint - 20 pgs
An apolitical/nonracist skinhead zine. Even
thought I love a lot of old oi!, I must profess
ignorance of the current scene. This has some
scene reports from New Jersey, DC and
Florida, plus interviews with the skin bands the

Templars, Bottom of the Barrel, and Drop Kick
Murphy. There’s lots of reviews and it comes
with a free 7". Personally, I don’t see much
appeal to this whole scene - the whole skin-

head mentality verges on idiocy, and being
apolitical to me means looking the other way.
Oh, they do review one girl oi! band - and what
do they have to say? "The chicks in the band
are good looking. ” Yeah, man, the streets, it’s

not just music, it’s a lifestyle, whatever.. . (MD)
PO Box 46 / Cresskill, NJ 07626

OI-PUNK ZINE #13 / $1
5/12x81/2- copied - 1 8 pgs
One punk’s trip from Houston, TX to San
Francisco, CAwith his trucker dad. Interesting

insights with the same forlorn tone of most
travel zines. No matter how much they love to

be on the road; home is always where they’re

headed. (JB)

PO Box 1 369 / Katy, TX 77492
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ONEWAY
btraightcdgcfonzim;

making enemies fast issue.

ORNERY BOY #7 / $ 1 ppd
11 x 1 7 - newsprint - 8 pgs
It’s somewhat
awkward to read,

but in a good way.

Lots of stuff in here

consisting of opin-

ions and eds, col-

umns, school sto-

ries, record re-

views, an intrigu-

ing story on Jack
the Ripper, and
wrestling and
Waco Texas. Or-

nery Boy is defi-

nitely worth get-

ting. (JX)

PO Box 19933 /

Cincinnati, OH
45219-0933

OUTBACK #17
/ #3 ppd
8 1/2x11- newsprint - 80 pgs
I’m not really sure about this. It seems like they

sorta want to be a major magazine, with they
way the call themselves the “Outback Enter-

tainment Group" and cover some major label

stuff. But it has been going for 7 years and
covers mostly punk stuff. It also covers a

range of other stuff, like hip-hop, a little jazz,

what are supposed to be gay movie reviews

(that is, gay reviews of mainstream, hetero

movies), the usual reviews, recipes, places to

go in Orlando. It’s from Florida, maybe that

explains some of the oddity. All the interviews

are really promo type interviews, but they
interview Fugazi, Baby Ghopal (Krishna shit),

Wizo and more. I can’t really figure it out -

even has Hollywood gossip. Not for the

punk purist types. (MJ)
PO Box 7801 32 / Orlando, FL 32828

PAGES #2 / $2 ppd?
8 1/2x11 - copied - 54 pgs
Well, I thought that this would be really cool

by looking at the cover. Nope! The one
thing that drives me nuts about zines is type

size. This zines is done all in 14 point type!

So, it has 54 pages which can easily be
condensed into 28 - max. Save a tree for

crying out loud! Really short interviews with

Damnation a.d, Jimmy Eat World, Duncan
Barlow, and Hands Tied. The bands that

were interviewed are some really great

bands, and I was expecting a lot more info

on them and their opinions. Also contains

your generic show reviews, record reviews
and lots of ads. (LU)

56 Meadowview Ct. / Shamong, NJ 08088

PARANOY #15 / $?
5 1/2x8 1 /2 - copied - 32 pgs
Wow, this is different. No punk rock, no
reviews, just '80s stuff (much like VH-1 ). It

mostly centers around ‘80s movies, but

there’s also an article on Molly Ringwald
and a fond remembrance of "Another State
Of Mind’’ (the Social Distortion / Youth
Brigade tour documentary) by Spank's
Michelle K. Daugherty. Homage is paid to

"Repo Man", "Heathers", "Breakfast
Club ’’ and all the other great testaments of

80’s cheese except one. Painfully absent in

this trip down memory lane is the holy grail

of punk rock movies, the one around which
our high school existence revolved,

"Suburbia"! I can’t believe they left

out “Suburbia"! The one with Flea,

and that guy that looked exactly like

Billy Joe! The one that had "real

punks" instead of actors! One of the

worst movies ever made! Oh well,

beside that little mishap, this zine is

good and funny and it made me
wanna rent "Say Anything", so you
should write Amanda to find out how
much it is, ‘cause it’ s definately

worth it. (JC)

1 477 Leonard St. / Saint Peter, MN
56082

PARSLEY IN YO' GRILL #3 /

$.50
5 1/2x8 1 /2 - copied - 38 pgs
A pretty simple read, although a

good sense of humor helps this.

Interviews with The Bouncing Souls,

Lost Cause, and Sick Of It All. Otherwise,

it’s reviews etc. with some opinions thrown
in here and there. (GF)

1816 Bellevue Ave. #310 / Seattle, WA
98122

POINT OF INTEREST # 15 $3 00 ppd
8 1/2x5 1 /2 - copied - 24 pgs
A well done zine that focuses on music.

Interviews with The Trots, The Bloodclots,

and The Degenerats, plus a cool punk rock

cassette compilation. (JW)
1004 N. 32nd St. / Renton, WA 98056



POUNDING THE PAVEMENT #1 /$1

ppd
5 1/2 x 8 1/2 - copied - 23 pgs

This is great, a change of pace for what I

normally review! This zine is all writing, and

good writing at that. It contains short stories

from Cindy Ovenrack and Mike Stewart.

Cindy has two pieces right at the beginning,

and talks about life and things. Mike has the

bulk of the zine and three different stories

that are about friends and happenings. This

.

is great, and I am excited to see future

issues. Get this! CLU)

5720 S. Crowhaven Rd. / Langley, WA
98260

POUR SOME SUGAR ON ME #10 /

free

8 1/2x11- copied - 1 6 pgs

Top to bottom it’s crammed with cutouts

and inane anecdotes about revenge, a Toy

Dolls show, an attempt to stop using the “
f

"

word, a failed carjacking, etc. all punctuated

by the editor s mean, sarcastic, wordy and

incredibly clever

prose that left half

of me wanting to

smack her and in-

troduce her to

those miracle

workers we call

quaadludes, while

the other half just

wants to smack
her. Wonderful,
fabulous, and mi-

graine inducing.

(KW)
Erin/ 3 Orchard Dr
/ Yorktown Hts,

NY 10598

QUESTION #1 /

$1
51/2x8 1/2 -

copied - 36 pgs

This is a drunk punk

zine working on be-

coming a political

drunk punk zine.

The cover adver-

tises questioning

homophobia, sex-

ism, government, etc, but the inside is sto-

ries (and pictures) of drunken vomiting and

bed wetting. There are some notes on cops

and veganism too. (AR)

Stuar / 2900 Swisher #206 / Austin, TX
78705

RAD PARTY #13 / $2 ppd for 2 issues

6 x 4 - printed - 40 pgs - French

Zine from LeVesinet, completely in French.

Cometbus-like with stories of going to

shows, etc, rather than straight reviews.

Seemingly all the production of one person;

charming and attractive In this issue she

says she also has been translating Comet-

bus for the French-speaking public. She

discusses punk releases, comic books, and

more. (TD)

B.P. No. 07 / 781 10 Le Vesinet / France

RAZZLE #0 / free

8 1/2x11 1/2 - copied - 20 pgs

Typical first issue fare, done to seem cutesy,

but that quickly gets pretty annoying. By drop-

ping that, this could be a bit more tolerable.

Inside you’ll find interviews with The Invalids,

Speed Racer, jokes, a good column about

shallow attraction, record reviews, and a bit of

cutesy fluff. Entertaining, but nothing worth

seeking out. (RD)

Natalie / 332 S. Rexford #5 / Beverly Hills, CA
90212

ROCKS OFF #5 / $2
8 1/2x11 - printed - 40 pgs

I kept waiting for this one to get off the ground.

It’s funny and brash with a nice layout, includ-

ing interviews with Sea Monkeys and Black

Jesus and a band review of Nashville Pussy.

There are hordes of reviews which take up

almost half of the zine and quite a few ads,

most of which seem to advertise the same
punk rock’n’roll bands over and over. The jabs

at icons Johnny Rotten and Jimi Hendrix were

well deserved and amusing, but in all, Rocks
Off failed to get my rocks off, anyway. (KW)

PO Box 11194 /

Norfolk,VA235 17

SALT FOR
SLUGS #3 / $3
ppd
81/2x11 - printed

- 32 pgs
This zine from Tex-

as’ capital looks

good and has
some interesting

columnists but

could use better

features. I couldn't

get too excited

about dog wed-
dings or an inter-

view with the guy
who performs
them. Nor the talk

with the Burglarz

orthe summarized
Archers of Loaf in-

terview. I did ap-

preciate The Dis-

gruntled (bus) Rid-

er, recommended
kung fu movies,

and the anti-Xena rant. Some reviews and

local ads. I liked #1 so I was hoping for

something better. (JM)

1715 W. 35th St. #21 1 / Austin, TX 78703-

1320

SCREAM #6 / $2 ppd

5 1/2x81/2- copied - 32 pgs - French

Une autre zine frangais, presque tout en

frangais sauf un interview avec Devoid of Faith

en anglais. Nicely done, fabulous cover art.

Interesting article about Basque Nationalism

in which the writer lambasts nationalism alto-

gether (I say duh to that). Zine reviews, record

reviews with the likes of Man is the Bastard

and Opstand. (TD)

2 bd R. Lachepaillet / 64 1 00 Bayonne / France

SCUMBAG TULIP #5 / $1

5 1/2x81/2- copied - 1 6 pgs

It’s good to see things from foreign lands. Not

that Hawaii is all that foreign but damn, that’s

Jfanzine Reviews!
a lot of water. Anyway, here you have a
“ compilation ” zine with a teen-angst feel to

it. The article of note, for me, was the tale of

the recent HI emigre who upon first enter-

ing school proceeded to urinate on some-

one in the bathroom and when punished

pissed on the wall! I only wish I was that

cool. (AR)

Gannon Gilmore / 37 Kuhinia St. / Wailuku,

HI 96793

SCUMFUCK #1 8 / $3
8 1/2 x 8 - copied - 76 pgs - German
This issue has interviews with Eu-Krampf

and the Irish band Boots & Laces. There is

an article on punk in South Africa; the

Wucher News, and loads of new ads and

reyiews. Always an interesting lay-out. (HH)

PSF 1 00709 / 46527 Dinslaken / Germany

SEVENTEEN #1 / $1 .75

5 1/2x81/2- copied - 40 pgs

This is the first issue of the zine formerly

called In the Corner under its new name,

Seventeen. It document the feelings, emo-

tions, and thoughts of a girl throughout

portions of her life and seems to serve as a

huge outlet for her to put her life in perspec-

tive. It was written very truthfully and with

much emotion and was truely inspiring. (LB)

Scout / 201 1 NE 47th Ave. / Portland, OR
97213

SHAT UPON #3/6 stamps or $3 (with

7")

8 1/2 x 1 1 - newsprint - 72 pgs

Aside from the crusty/hardcore slant, and

the too scene-specific nature of it (most of

the articles center around the Missoula, MT
area), this is a pretty amusing zine jam

packed with childhood stories, a Capitalist

Casualties interview, a list of “words that

sound naughty in Norwegian but really

aren’t ’’

,
and a really long article detailing the

Missoula dating scene among other things.

Unfortunately, I could relate to Rusty’s

"Confessions Of A Teenaged Band Fag” a

little too well, but it was still funny (in an

uncomfortable sort of way). No reviews

(aside from those of Rusty's 61 year old

dad) not many ads, just wall to wall writing.

It’s good. (JC)

Smenkanka / PO Box 908 1 / Missoula, MT
59802

SILENT MAJORITY #4 / $2
8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 40 pgs

This is a zine that doesn’t hold in it’s opin-

ion. This issue has a long piece on the

history of anarchistic thought (and action!)

that is the highlight of the zine, along with

interviews with the UK Subs, Mephiskaph-

eles and Falling Sickness, and the obligato-

ry record and zine reviews. Best of all, it's

mostly cut’n’paste’n’typewriter’n’artwork.

(TX)

PO Box 901 / Salida, CO 81201

SLAM #4 / $2
8 1/2 x 1 1 - printed - 20 pgs

This thing reads like a less cerebral Mad
Magazine. The layout makes the entire zine

look like it’s the first few pages of a maga-

zine where they put the credits, table of

contents and all that junk. I kept waiting for



the ‘zine part to start, but the whole thing
was just these odd little boxes. As for
content, there’s a lot about an upcoming
Canadian election, a review of a Russ Mey-
er movie, some really bad poetry, a couple
of poorly drawn comics and a bible lesson
from Sue Doe that unveils the mystery
behind Jesus’ parables, and teaches us
“ submission ”

. The editor says that he hates
people that like Slam. Maybe we could be
friends. CJC)

509 St. Clair Avenue West, PO Box 73585
/ Toronto, ON / M6C 1 A1 / Canada

SLINGSHOT #58 $2 00
1 1 x 1 7 - newsprint - 1 6 pgs
This is your basic leftist radical political

newspaper. Very well done and informa-
tive, with far too many articles for me to
comment on them all. The areas that most
caught my interest were the centerfold
spread on pirate radio in the U.S.

, and some
articles on bicycle rights activism. The writ-

ing is, for the most part, top notch. You may
not agree with everything that’s in here, but
you will almost certainly learn somethinq
from it. (JW)
3 1 24 Shattuck Ave. / Berkeley, CA 94705

SLIVER #1 / $2
8 1/2x11 - printed - 66 pgs
Although the editor is sincere and the effort

is genuine, Sliver epitomizes many things
which I dislike about zines. The glossy cover
and slick content/layout detract from any
kind of DIY/ “I could do this" feeling one
might otherwise get from the zine, rein-

forced by the sometimes too positive writ-

ing about bands—remininiscent of label pro-
mo sheets. No wonder, since the enclosed
form letter says that Sliver aspires to be a
professional quality magazine for today’s
newsstands. Yuck. The politics of this zine
rely heavily on Ayn Rand—the pro-capital-

ist and anti-health care rights articles w6re
pretty scary and make me wonder where
this libertarian trend in sxe and he is coming
from. Sliverwins points for having in depth
interviews with people who aren’t in bands,
and for covering political topics in an other-
wise pretty apathetic scene (though they
lose those same points for reviewing major
label releases). Interviews include Vision of
Disorder, Norm Arenas (Anti-Matter zine),

Zack/Rage Against the Machine, Damna-
tion AD, the Deftones, Duncan/By
The Grace of God, Saint James Infirmiry,

and others. (JA)

2300 Market St #128 / San Francisco
CA 941 14

SMASH ‘EM BOTTLES #1 / 1 stamp or
trade

8 1/2x5 1/2 - copied - 20 pgs
St. Louis thang whose cover sports scary-
looking Mohican (sorry, that’s mohican)
adolescent punks. Candy bar reviews, rec-

ipes, a highly politically-incorrect joke sec-
tion about persons with Down’s Syndrome
(I laughed), a list of a few of his favorite

things.Get it for the cover alone. (TD)
392 1 Hereford #2N / St. Louis, MO 63 1 09

SMELL OF DEAD FISH #41 / $1 ppd
8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 22 pgs

This zine rocks! It’s a personal zine done by a
guy out of Pensacola, Florida and it’s super
funny and interesting. In this issue there’s a
column by a guy on a Smell ofDead Fish bike
tour, horoscopes, lots of stuff about coffee
places, and my personal favorite, "I Got the
Finger at Six Flags. ’’ One of the best zines I’ve
read in a while. Go get it! (LB)
PO Box 484 / Pensacola, FL 32597

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING #35 /
stamp
5 1/2x8 1/2 -

copied - 1 2 pgs
There are too
many columns in

here! Sorry, col-

umns are cool
and all, but when
they take up over
75% of a zine

(and are all writ-

ten by different

people, each
with nothing to

say), they get
kind of boring. I

do have to givd

this zine credit

for having bever-

age reviews,
which are super
cool. I don’t
know, I guess it’s

worth a stamp for this quick read. (LB)
516 3rd St. NE / Massillon, OH 44646

SUB-PULSE #3 / $1
8 1/2 x 1 1 - newsprint - 48 pgs
Sub-Pulse is like a personal zine in the cookie
cutter layout/format of the big ones. It kinda
makes you cringe when you open it up and see
that the columns" section follows right after
“letters" in a style you’ve seen too many
times. I was all set to write this a rather harsh
review until I got to the review section where
Daniel s tastes come pretty close to mirroring
my own. Beyond that, there are some pretty
standard interviews with No Empathy, VGS,
Less Than Jake, and Bouncing Souls (which
could have come straight out of MRR layout/
content wise), and some promising if elemen-
tary political writings. A strong personal touch
adds to this a feeling that Punk Planet et al.

lack. (JA)

2412 Slayback St / Urbana, IL 61802

SUBURBAN VOICE #40 / $3
8 1/2x11 - copied - 1 28 pgs
I have never been one to pat people on the
back for longevity simply for its own sake, but
I must admit I am in awe of zines like Suburban
Voice, still kicking after all this time. Like many
of the long time zines, it focuses more on the
music reporting and leaves all the arty stuff for
the college kids. This makes it consistently
informative, but not terribly exciting. Inter-

views herewith ADZ, Chixdiggit!, Fluf, MDC,
Misfits, NoFX, and a long, long one with Ben
Weasel. Reviews etc. If you wanna read up on
music stuff, you can’t go wrong here. (GF)
PO Box 2746 / Lynn, MA 01 903

SUBWAY POSTERS #2 / stamps
5 1/2x8 1 /2 - copied - 28 pgs

—
—

jFANziNE Reviews
t

Half zine listings (with an emphasis on Ca-
nadian publications) and half zinedom news,
this is a good resource. This issue includes
a listing of US zine libraries, interviews with
the JustaBunchaKids Collective librarian
and the publisher of Empty zine, and postal
scams too. If you get this through stores, it

comes free with the purchase of any other
zine. That’s scene support! (TX)
George / PO Box 523 Station M / Calgary,
AB / T2P 2J2 / Canada

TERRORPOP #5 / $5 ppd
8 1/2x11- offset - 48 pgs - Swedish
Slick and informative music maga-
zine from Sweden. Includes inter-

views with Rancid, J.M.K.E., Cosa
Nostra, Descendents, Chickenpox,
The Joykiller, Agent Bulldogg, Pro-
vokera, Apocalypse Babys, Wisex
Pistols, Svarta Spyor, The Rude Kids
and T-Bo Rockarna. Lots of record,
zine and shows reviews too. (JX)
Storgatan 1 / 582 23 Linkoping /
Sweden

THAT GIRL #8 / $?
4 x 5 - copied - 24 pgs
I liked the cover quote ("I lie a lot. It

helps me control the world.’’), but
not much else. Mainly because this

is an extremely personal zine and
deals with the author’s emotions
(usually anger). Lots of talk about

relationships and some about punk rock.
I’m not the biggest fan of personal zines, so
someone else might like it for it’s frankness
and introspection. There was one rant I

reallydisagreed with but I guess it amounts
to differing opinions. (JA) v

Kelli, PO Box 170612, San Francisco
CA 94117

THE PEOPLE’S SKA ANNUAL #4 /
free

8 1/2 x 1 1 - newsprint - 46 pgs
If you even think you like ska check this zine
out. Not only is top-notch in the looks
department, it’s jam packed with info and
well written too boot. There’s interviews
with The Busters, The Trojans and Judge
Dread; lots of historical pieces including a
ska family tree and a good essay on the
roots of the “rude boy’ subculture and tons
of other articles and record reviews. Hell, if

that's not convincing enough look at the
freakin’ price! (RM)
Noah Wildman / PO Box 1418/ New York
NY 10276

THE WRECKING BALL #1/ free
4 1/4x5 1/2- copied - 48 pgs
This is a zine for anarchists with everything
that such a title would imply. Articles that
should have filled a larger format inform us
that the bill of rights sucks, how to make
bombs, and about anarchism in Albania.
The only real human angle, as I saw it, were
his conclusionarycomments on what “prax-
is" his conclusions have led him to. Great
intentions, some introduction to anarchism,
and no possible future in sketch art. (AR)
CapAnarchy@aol.com (e-mail for a free
copy)



THIS ROOM HAS NO WALLS #2 /

free

5 1/2x81/2- copied - 40 pgs

Mostly scribbly handwritten cut and paste

pseudo political punk beginner’s zine. Frus-

trations with the local police, high school in

general, racism, etc. Lots of ads and re-

views. An interview with Atlanta’s No Class

and Maximum’s Nick Fitt. Famous last

words: “we hate President Bill Clinton... for

the enforcement of new & improved ciga-

rette laws, restricting us minors.’’ Doh !

(KW)
Lauren & Sarah /

PO Box 125 /

Sandusky, OH
49870

TOXIC FLYER
#23 / $2 ppd
8 1/2x11 - printed

- 30 pgs
Not much to say

about this one be-

cause there’s not

much to it. Their’

s

some really cool

photos of various

bands including

Black Flag, The
Suspects and
Scream but other

than that this is a

basic interview,

record and zine re-

view type of zine.

Maybe just doing an

entire photo zine

would have been a

better idea. CRM)
PO Box 39158 /

Baltimore, MD
21212

vision ol disorder \

dellones

TRIVIAL FACTION #1 / $1 + 1 stamp

8 1/2x11- copied - 1 8 pgs
Well written by a 1 6 year old girl living near

Washington, DC. Includes, columns by her

friends and interviews with: the director of

Amnesty, Too Hep and Positive State. Also,

show reviews, a visitor's guide to DC and

some ranting, raving and complaining. (JB)

Monica / 66 1 8 Westbury Oaks Ct / Spring-

field, VA 22152

TROLL TIMES #4 / $3
7 3/4 x 6 - copied - 64 pgs

It’s in German, so what can I tell you? A punk

rock music zine, interviews with Die Toten

Hosen, Shelter (blech) and others, show,

record and zine reviews, and lots of pictures

of short haired, half naked men, either in

bands or holding beers. (MJ)

Haberlstrasse 7/82131 Stockdorf / Ger-

many

TRUST # 63 / $4
1 1 x 8 1/2 - printed - 76 pgs - German
Another great issue of this South German
zine. There are interviews with Food Not

Bombs, The Descendent, and Saturn’s Flea

Collar. There is also a good article on squat-

ting in New York City. Finally, there are

plenty of reviews, ads and an excellent gig

listing. (HH)

Postfach 43 1 1 48 / 86071 Augsburg / Ger-

many

TWITCH HAPPY #3 / $1 ppd
5 1/2x81/2- copied - 1 8 pgs
I’ve always known that artistic types were
sexually frustrated, but this takes the prover-

bial cake. Twisted little comics from various

sources and contributors, most of which fea-

ture carnal misbehavior left and right. Nice

artwork (there’s a connection between this

and Lick, reviewed elsewhere) with lots of

nice words to read along with. Call it a coloring

book for the

isolation ward.

(JH)

Josh / 878 Sil-

ver St. / Cov-
entry, CT
06238

ULTRAVIO-
LENT #1 / $2
81/2x11 -

copied - 1 6 pgs
You can’t real-

ly say anything

either way
about some-
thing that has

“This zine is

raddest
scrawled ac-

cross the cov-

er in inch high

letters. It’s just

too, urn, cute.

Anyway, this is

the first effort

from a pair of

anti-social
Aussie (pre?)

teenyboppers. It’s got interviews with a CA
ska band, Melbourne promoter Scenestar,

and graffiti artist organization Legal Arts Crew
plus some reviews and a rant or two. There's

not much for content here, but they do have a

bit of personality and it should get better with

time. (JC)

41 Tarata Rd / Guanaba Q 4210 / Australia

UNDERDOG ZINE #19 / $1

8 1/2 x 1 1 - newsprint - 52 pgs
The zine from Chicago’s oldest punk/HC zine.

All kinds of interesting articles in this one:

History of tea, the evils of Disney, mid-80’s

movie reviews, What is punk?, cloning and

robotics and an article by some wimp named
Dave Smith, who only ate 16 peeps. Also

other stuff. Underdog is terrific-buy, buy, buy.

(JB)

2296 N. Rockwell St / Chicago, IL 60647-

3004

UNITED WE STAND #4 / free

8 1/2 x 1 1 - newsprint - 24 pgs
A youthful and naive zine focusing on the Long
Island scene, with straightedge as a second-

ary interest. Interviews with By The Grace Of
God, Earth Crisis, Tripface, Black Army Jack-

et and Neil of Tribal War records. Youthful-

ness and naivete aren’t necessarily bad traits,

the overall impression of I get is that these kids

are enthusiastic and want to support their

scene, and that should be applauded. In time,
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the layout will hopefully get less boring and

the interviews more interesting. (AM)
8 Dunton Ct. / East Northport, NY 11731

WAR CRIME #5 / $2
8 1/2x11- offset - 40 pgs

A sparsely laid out zine fusing politics and

music. There’s reports on Mumia Abu-Ja-

mal, animal rights actions,and indigenous

peoples’ struggles in Hawaii, information

on Black Autonomy, the Anarchist Black

Cross in Eastern Europe, a recipe for tofu,

interviews with Adrienne Droogas and De-

testation, reviews, and a cool article by

Howard Zinn about the FBI. As is often the

case with heavily political zines, this some-
times comes across as dry or humorless,

^
which may be abetted by the dull layout.

"Sometimes you have to hit people over the

head to get them to pay attention to this

stuff, and if a few more photos or graphics

make attract people to what you say, all the

better! (AM)
PO Box 2741 / Tucson, AZ 85702

WE AIN'T GOT NO CAR #4 / $2
5 1/2x4 1 /4 - copied - 56 pgs

Yay, a publisher who knows how to edit an

interview! This one’s with Propagandhi -

just to get me to read another interview with

them is an accomplishment in itself. A good
personal zine with lots of opinions on mov-
ing to California, dealing with the corporate

world and being confronted with the pan-

handling homeless. I don’t always agree but

the writing makes this such an enjoyable

read anyway. This issue comes with a cas-

sette of Alabama bands and a separate

booklet of reviews, which makes it so much
easier to avoid reading. Recommended.
(TX)

445 14th St / San Francisco, CA 94103

WEREWOLVES #1 / $2
6x8 1 /4 - copied - 32 pgs

Ditch the 1 year old, reprinted Born Against

interview and you’ve got a bang-up first

issue. The editor berates Big Brother mag-

azine for their misogyny, while dwelling on

revenge, past relationships, and her ideali-

zation of the US " scene. ” She also laments

her plight as a girl skater and the fashion

industry’s new trend of so-called “fat” mod-
els, a la Sophie Dahl. A gratifying mix of

enthusiasm and criticism; rub your rosaries

for a second issue, kids! (KW)
Katie / 64 Ormond Dr / Hampton, Middle-

sex / TW1 2 2TN / UK

WGOIMP #6/2 stamps or trade

8 1/2 x 1 1 - copied - 30 pgs

This is pretty cool. Totally DIY, cut and

paste interview zine. The editor talks with

Envy, Short Hate Temper, Abstain, 97A,

The Boils, The Dynomites, Enemy Soil,

Compassion Revolution, and Hickey. Some
are short, some a little longer. This is defi-

nitely worth checking out just for the effort.

I liked the fact that there are only a few

pages of record reviews all the way at the

end. So, that means lots of stuff to read!

(LU)

C.J. / 488 Green Bay Rd. / Highland Park,

IL 60035



MORE LISTINGS

BABY TEE’S AND CHAIN WALLETS
#2 / $1
A little whining, a lot of promises about the
next issue. Wait for that one.
PO Box 30 / New Berlin, PA 1 7855-0030

BADASS NATION #4 / $1 and stamp
Angry, macho, homophobia-defending.
Anthony Chu / 1 032 Goodwin Lane / West
Chester, PA 1 9382

BREAK THE BROKEN #3 7 $1 ppd
Lots of personal writings and more! Good
effort; and extremely sincere.

550 Berridge Rd. / West Hyson Green /

Nottingham / NG7 5JU / UK

BREATH #1/2 stamps or trade
Recounts of dreams, shows, and going to
rent porn videos.

Robert / 132 Tuscaloosa Ave. / Atherton,
CA 94027

CHARRED MONKEY #1/2 stamps
60 ways to annoy your roommate, Sharks
Kill, some fiction, and a poem.
King Mab / PO -Box 696 / Trinidad, CA
95570

COLD CUTS #? / $?
Whatever this zine has like 3 titles on it and
it’s from Ventura, CA. Weird tabloid-type
pictures, band photos and eye catching head-
lines.

402 Plumas Ave / Ventura, CA 93004

DANISH ESROM #3 / free
Punk, work, social commentary.
634 Millwood Rd. / Toronto, ON / M4S 1 K8
/ Canada

DORF ZYNIKER #4 / $3 ppd
Interviews with DDI and Pennywise, in Ger-
man.
Isleif / Volksener Str. 46 / 31832 Springe,
Germany

ELYSIUM #5 / $5 ppd
Well done, but mostly an indie focus from
Finland.

Mikko Lappalainen / Yliopistonkatu 1 4bA3 /

20100 Turku / Finland

HOOFSIP #32 / $1 .50
Firewater, Sugarplant, reviews, juvenile com-
ics. They say it themselves, “Use it for
anything but reading."

3505 Lakewood Dr. / Waterford, Ml 48329

LOCKED IN THE TRUNK #1 / 2 stamps
Personal is political zine with composting
info, women’s health, MOVE, your rights
when the coppers come to your door, some
essays.

PO Box 482 / Fort Smith, AR 72902-0482

MINDLESS #1/2 stamps
Interviews with Egghead., Blanks 77, Rev.
Norb, and a critical analysis. of Scooby-Doo.
Not much to offer.

PO Box 2 1 / Santa Monica, CA 90406-002

1

MONKEY ON MY DICK #1 / $1 and 2
stamps
Sonic Enema, Hanarchy, more Sonic Enema
(yawn), badly reproduced photos, lame hu-

mor, etc.

Dean Day /I 2730 Polk St. / Lenzburq IL

62255

MOO MAGAZINE #2 / 1 stamp
Some local show reviews, the tao of poop, an
excerpt from a novel and some comic, zine,
music reviews.

1085 Comm. Ave. #313 / Boston, MA 02215

NUMB #2 / $1 ppd (?)

A zine about Boston’s Dimestore Haloes - their
influences, who they are, what they like. Kind of
a glam/rock/oi! thing.

PO Box391 785 /Cambridge, MA021 39-001

8

ONEWAY #2/ 1? ppd
Short interview, reviews, and not much more.
Boring.

218 38th St. / Lindenhurst, NY 1 1 757

OOOMPA LOOMPA #1 / $1 ppd
Record reviews, an interview with Rhythm Col-
lision and assorted stories. Small but good.
Eric Hohla / 29236 Kestrel Ln. / Laguna Niguel
CA 92677

OX #27 / 6,90 DM plus postage
This zine looks so incredible. Unfortunately,
since it’s in German, no one here can read it.

Thick with I ots of interviews from all styles of
punk, re-

views, travel

stories and
more. This is-

sue comes
with a CD
comp.
PO Box
143445 /

45264 Essen
/ Germany

POWER
BUNNY #8
/$1
Interview
w i t h T h e
Stuntcocks.
Record and
movie re-

views.

PO Box 792
/ New Brun-

swick, NJ
08903

RANDOM
DIGRES-
SION #1 /

$1

Interview
with Me-
phiskaphe-
les, columns, reviews.

22 Neville St. / Center Moriches, NY 1 1934

RAZORBLADES IN HALLOWEEN CANDY
#They came from the skies to eat the world / $ 1

Interviews with The Unseen, The Westies. Sto-
ries, columns, and more. 30 pages. It’s alright.

53 Hudson Ave. / Grafton, MA 01519

SO WHY WORRY? #2 / $3 ppd
Judas Iscariot, Excruciating Terror, Toad Li-

quor, Abscess, Lack Of Interest, Soy and more!

Cut and paste DIY. Not bad.
Gil Russell / 1 1 07 S. Bruce / Monahans, TX
79756-5511

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCENE
REPORT / $1 ?

A listing of So. Cal. bands, zines, stores,
venues, cheap places to eat, etc. A central-
ized BYOFL, sorta.

PO Box 1 7746 / Anaheim, CA 92817

STRESS FACTOR 10 #5 / $1 and 2
stamps
Zine reviews, personal columns, and an in-

terview with Sinkhole.

31 S7 N. 12th St./ Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814

THE TROUBLE WITH NORMAL #28
/?
Interview with Instant Girl, tons of live re-

views, record reviews.
PO Box 329 / Columbia, MO 65205-0329

3RD GENERATION NATION #7 / $?
Interviews with Stimpy, U.S. Bombs, Sonic
Dolls & more. Ads, reviews, nice layout etc.
The only thing I can read in here, since it’s

entirely in German, is band names and curse
words.
Hunebeck / Muhlenfeld 59 / 45472 Mulheim
/ Germany

UPS #1 / $2
UPS stands for un-

derground punk
support. Dutch zine

written in English,

interviews Fleas
And Lice, Germs

|

retrospective, re-

views, etc.

Plemanstraat321 /

3679HK/Soester-
berg Holland

VERA KRANT #
10/ $3
I set my watch by
this one. Featuring

Motorpsycho, Ke-
pone, and a nice

poster of the local

football team,
champions for the
96/97 season.
Congratulations!

Oosterstraat 44 /

971 1 NV Gronin-

gen / The
Netherlands

VERA KRANT
#12/$?
Beautifully done as

always - this one has features on Man or
Astroman?, and the Voodoo Glow Skulls.
Vera / Oosterstraat 44/9711 NV Gronin-
gen / the Netherlands

VERA KRANT #11 /$?
A regularly published guide to upcoming
shows at the Vera Club.
Vera / Oosterstraat 44/9711 NV Gronin-
gen / the Netherlands



If
Mom and Dad went to MRR Reviewing School and All i got was this lousy

II "...super kicky...”
- Rema Young, MRR #170 K

(Holy luck, and to think I used to bemoan Shane WMte getting our

I records to review! Oh well, she probably meant "super kky” or something)

Bulge #9

BORIS THE
SPRINKLER
“Mega Anal”

CD
1
14 or 28 reasons
whyyou should

sendme

I. Weird Lookin' Women 2. (Ain’t Nobody Pockin' At The)

VefeteMe Factory 3. Disturbing (My Shoes) 4. Scratch My
Yahtzee 5. Worry Wart 6. Sheena's Got a Microwave

7. There Ain't No Pabst in Tijuana 8. KM The Ramones
9. Pm Bugged 10. (She Digs My) New Wave Records

I I. Yup, Screw It Up 12. I'm a Mole Man, Baby 1 3. Girt Don't I

Go Where The Gargoyles Are 14. Gotta Whiz. Popular

|
consensus is that this is the best BORIS ftriMength yet Don't

|

ask me, i Just work here. Mega Kicky! Super Anal! HaJp!

SHIT WE SELL WHEN WE'RE NOT TRYING OUT BASSISTS:
BULGE ?0 • BORIS THE SPRINKLER 8-Testiclcd Pogo Machine CD
BULGE #1 • BORIS “Grilled Cheese” b w “Bad Guy Reaction” 45

BULGE n • BORIS THE SPRINKLER “Male Model” +2 45

BULGE 3 • BORIS MEATMEN split 6-song 7” ep

BULGE #4 • BORIS THE SPRINKLER Saucer To Saturn CD
BULGE *5 * SPENT IDOLS “Chinese Suicide” b w “Gacy's Gone" 45

BULGE “6 • THE TANTRUMS! “See You Later" +2 4S

BULGE “8 • BORIS SONIC DOLLS split 6-song 7” ep

PRICES: CDs 8 PPD US Can, ‘10 World • 7"s ‘3 ppd US Can, ‘5 World

END OF THE CENTURY IPs are GONE!!!
LSOK 45s are OOP TEN

No flicking checks!

DO make money orders out to

BULGE RECORDS
FOB 1 173

.Green Bay Wl 54305
A swift kick in the Bzilge!”

FAT Wreck /Chord
g
.o. box 193690

,an Francisco, C/
94119

2211 N. ELSTON AVE, CHICAGO, IL 60614
store inquiries call: 312-862-6500

llWcbGWITOlHEGORD^I
SENEFELDERSTR.37A, 70176 STUTTGART

GERMANY, FAX +49-711-612667

ask for catalogue w/ thousands of
cheap punk-records/cassettes/zines

from all parts of the globe
-

“An Anvil...”

(Pig Champion
& Dave Dictor)

LIMP
“Pop And
Disorderly

”

CD/LP

RIVERDALES
“Blood On
The Ice” 7”

(Full Length

Out Mid-July)

PO BOX 192027
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94119-2027

CD/EP

WRENCH RECORDSMAILORDER

The STEVE McQUEENS
New single "Mission To Rock"
Out now, on Wrench Records!

£2.50 (UK) $5 (non-UK) postpaid
Outside

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE. UK: UK:
ACTIVE MINDS I'm Not A Tourist 7" £2 25 $4.00

ACTIVE MINDS Free To Be Chained LP £4.50 $10.00

BORIS THE SPRINKLER Drugs & Masturb 7 £ 2.75 $5 00
CHARLES BRONSON S^STAR / SPUTNIKS Spl 7" £2 75 $5.00

CRISPY NUTS Life 7" £2.75 $5.00

GOSH DARN Have Band. Will Travel T £2 75 $5.00

INSULT I Wanna Be A Burn Victim CD £7.00 $12.00

LIL BUNNIES Carrot Belly Bunny Rock 7” £2.75 $5.00

PRICKS Going To Jail 7“ £2.75 $5 00
REDUNDANTS I Hate The Redundants 7" £2.75 $5.00

SCREAM FROM THE SILENCE Vol 4 Compil LP £3 50 $10.00

STEVE McQUEENS Trini Trimpop Get Off 7" £2.75 $5.00

TERVEET KADET Sign Of The Cross CD £8.00 $14.00

TERVEET KADET Bizarre Domination 7" £2.75 $5.00

TOE TO TOE No Gods 7" £2 75 $5 00
YAWP! The Only God 7“ £2.75 $5.00

**** PLEASE LIST ALTERNATIVES! ****

All prices include (airmail) postage. Send UK or US cash, or

UK cheques/money orders. NO COINS' Send SAE/IRC for list.

WRENCH RECORDS, BCM BOX 4049,

LONDON WC1N 3XX, ENGLAND
Fax 0171 565 2838 Email: wrench®hinge. mistral. co.uk

Web site: http://mcmbcrs.aol cum/ wrenchrccs /homepage. him

do you love

Request our

catalog chock full

of punk records

and zines
Send 2 stamps or 50C or 2 IRCs

to:

Mind Over Matter

1710 Central Ave SE

Albuquerque NM 87106-4412 USA
* Tel/Fax 505-842-5922

mindmatr @ swep . com

Or view our catalog

on the web at:

http: //biz . swcp.com/mindmatr/



lifetime: jersey’s best dancers lp/cd joan of arc: a portable model of lp/cd

sweetbelly freakdown: s/t lp/cd
|

the promise ring: the horse latitudes cdep

2310 Kennwynn Rd. Wilmington, DE 19810 • Email us at: jadetree@jadetree.com • Visit our homepage at: http://www.jadetree.com • Send a stamp lor a free catalog • Distributed by Mordam
LP Prices / $7.00 USA / $9.00 Surface/ $12.00 Air • CD Prices / $10.00 USA / $1 1 .00 Surface / $13.00 Air • CDEP Prices / $8.00 USA / $9.00 Surface / $1 1 .00 Aig.

SPACE COOKIE
JULY
3 Columbus, 0H-- Bearnie’s w/ Showcase Showdown

Chicago, IL

Chicago, IL-Fireside Bowl w/ Showcase Showdown and Agent Orange
Green Bay, WI--Concert Cafe w/ Huevus Ranceros and Gaza Strippers
Surprise!

Duluth, MN
Madison, Wl
Madison, Wl-Mango Grill w/ Pinkie

St. Cloud, MN-Java Joint w/ Quincy Punx and The Trans Ams
Fargo, ND-house show w/ The Trans Ams
Bozeman, MT w/ The Automatics and The Nobodys
Great Falls, MT The Blockheadds, The Automatics, and The Nobodys
Missoula, MT-Jay’s Upstairs w/ The Automatics and The Nobodys
Spokane, WA-Icnaboas w/ The Automatics and The Nobodys
Seattle, WA-Crocodile w/ Steel Wool and Bloodloss
Bellingham, WA-3-B w/ Steel Wool and Bloodloss
Portland, OR-E.J.’s w/ Cold Cocked
Eugene, OR-John Henry’s
San Francisco, CA-The Chameleon w/ Liverpolish
Sacramento, CA-Old Ironsides

MKW, LESS SIRES IWOTf
4
5

6

7
8
9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

San Francisco, CA-Kommotion (all ages)
Berkeley, CA~924Tailman St. w/ The Dropkick Murphys and The Swinging Utters
North Hollywood, CA-Bar Deluxe w/ The B-Movie Rats and The Countdowns
Santa Ana, CA-Koo’s Cafe (all ages)
Los Angeles, CA-Headline Records w/ The Smocks (all ages)

NEW CD OUT NOW!

San Diego, CA--The Casbash
Long Beach, CA-The Clipper

August
2 Denver, CO-1 5th Street w/ The LaDonnas
3 Boulder, CO-house show
4 Denver, CO
6 Kansas City, KS-Davey’s
7 Lawrence, KS-Replayh
8 DesMoines, lA-Safari
9 Chicago, IL-Empty Bottle

Lounge

RESERU ATIOIVI RECORDS p.o. box 7374 Athens, GA 30604-7374
> ph. / fax 706-369-7235 Emailchief10@ix.netcom.com

^ P.O. BOX 2134
****

, MADISON, Wl
53701

^ Destroying Music's

„ jf, ,
Future TODAY.

Ad Date 4/15/97
Bovine now has a fax line: (608) 278 - 9492 !

Split LP. ?B036. 13 from S, 23 from CB.
VA powerviolence-noise gods doubleteams
yer sorry cranium with ITA hardcore/grind
heavyweights !!! Limited to 2000 copies !

KTootf)grusf)
DEAD BODIES EVERYWHERE
Split 7". #8037. 1 from Nooth, 2 from DBE.

‘

Rumbling slothcore and crushing hardcore
from San Joses' twin tower of terror !!!

1st 300 via mail on limited red vinyl

!

,
ice Nine

Charles bronson
Split 7". #B035. 3 from 19, 8 from CB.

enemy soil

nosebleed.
30 song 7" e.p. #6028.

Back in print by popular demand !!!

Other Available Bovine 7"s
FORK

SPAZZXBRUTAL TRUTH
EVOLVED TO OBLITERATION/

TASTE OF FEAR
GRIEF/SUPPRESSIONLOUD & UGLY Vol. 2

(KILLER SLUDGE/BLAST COMP W/EYEHATEGOD,
DESPISE YOU. FLOOR. APT. 213 & THUG III)

THUG/APARTMENT 213
FLOOR 'Madonna'

Item 4th U.S. CAN/MEX World/Air
1st 7* $4.00 $5.00 $6.00
Addtl. 7“s $3 ea. $4 ea. $5 ea.
Any 6 7‘s $16 $21 $26
LP's $7 $10 $10sur/$13alr

U S. cash or MO (to Sean Wipfli) ONLY.
NO CHECKS! ABOVE PRICES PPD.

Poster, Stickers & Complete Catalog FREE w/
order; 2 stamps for catalog.

For Wholesale on all Bovine Titles,

Stores & Distributors contact
RHETORIC: FAX (608) 259 - 0803.

PHONE (608) 259 - 0403.



Send 2 IRC to get the

Panxlist : 1000 productions

of the underground Punk/

HC/Thrash/Grind/ . . .Bruit.

Also now: Punk, comics wanted II!

Contact me to try some distro for

your comics in France I

* >ANX COM.

CD/LP

"AMERICAN PIE"

ANTI HEROS ON TOURW
BLANKS 77 THIS SUMMER

WRITE TAANG FOR
TOUR DATES

SLAPSHOT
"OLD TYMI HARDCORE'CD

"16 VALVE NATE" CD

SUDDEN DEATH OVERTIME LP/CS/CD

“STEP ON IT’ LP/CS/CD

“BACK ON THE MAP" LP/CS

PANX RADIO
FMDCS the weekly Panx radioshow

on CANAL SXJD 92.2FM

Tuesday 10.00AM - Friday 9.00PM

PANX - BP 5058
31033 TOULOUSE CEDEX 5

FRANCE
™ Fax:+33-5.61. 11.48.95

Email:panx@eompuserve.com

10 BANDS
SSD-NEG FX-

GANGGREEN-
S.L.F -BUCK 09
STRANGLHOLD
BOSSTONES
BULLET LAVLTA

TAANG! SPACEMEN3
TV POISON IDEA

VIDEO US/PAL

COMP. $15

THE BUSINESS
TRUTH WHOLE TRUTH LP/CS/CD

SUBURBAN REBELS LP/CD

SATURDAYS HEROES LP/CD

WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD LP/CD

HARRY MAY SINOLES COMP" 2 LP/CD

SCDS * 2 7IN

DEATH TO DANCE 6 SONO CD/7IN

ONE COMMON VOICE 7IN

SEVERAL SHIRTS

WINDBREAKERS POSTERS

ALL CD’S UNDER $10
CD / U*S / 7INCHES

POSTERS TSHIRTS

SEND STAMP FOR
CATALOGUE

GANGGREEN
DICKIES

DYS
SSD

FREEZE
BUCK O 9
HARD-ONS

JERRYS KIDS
NEGATIVE FX

MISSION OF BURMA
MOVING TARGETS
SLOPPY SECONDS

POISON IDEA

EYE FOR AN EYE

STIFF liTTLE FINGERS
BATTALION OF SAINTS

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/PANX/ J j

TAANG 706 Pismo Ct. • San Diego,CA 92109 Ph.» 619-4B8-59S0 -Fx 51 S6 taang@ electriciti.com ]



clean Plate

W SOIL

HAKPCCRB

OtSTfVtTtoii/'

Tit

Enemy Soil-Live, Flexi
Uve from this years Fiesta

Grande, five blazing tracks

including a Minor Threat cover!

Enemy Soil-Ruins of Eden, CD
Eleven new tracks of grind insanity

to keep you awake at night. Pure

violence of the digital kind.

I’m gone for the summer, dont write me!
If you need to contact me call: (61 7)
646-1716 and leave a message.
Passive Fist has my back catalog, get
the shit from them, ok? See their ad!
Mailorder: Passive Fist
Distribution: Rhetoric (grind™)

X-Ray's - Double Godzilla CD/LP

May
21 Amirillo Tx
22 Norman Ok
23 Fayetteville AK
24 Little Rock AK
25 Tupelo Miss
26 Atlanta

28 Charlotte, NC
29 Chapel Hill. NC
30 Baltimore PA
31 Phili. PA
JUNE
EUROPE
4th London. UK
5th Brighton. UK
6th Nottingham. UK
7th Leeds. UK
9ihRoucn France
1 3th Essen. Germany
14th Stuttgart. Germany
15th Freiberg Italy

18th Turin. Italy

1 9th Frankfurt. Germany
J^ Eujsene

20th Bcrlm. Germany
| 2,h Portland

22nd Poznan. Pohmd I3th -Seattle
23rd Prague. Poland iapaim
26th Ljubljana, Slttveni Jcpi 16th-.
27lh Koccvic, Slovenia

28th Milan. Italy

29th Genoa, Italy

30th Naple. Italy

USA -JULY
5th NY.NY
6th Allentown PA
7th Pittsburg. PA
8th Columbus. OH
9th Indianapolis, IN
1 Oth Chicago. IL
1 2th Grennbay
1 3th Minneapolis
1 4th De Moines
15th Lincoln NB
1 6thh North Platt NB
1 7th Denver. Co
SEPTEMBER
4th Flaestatl

5th Vegas
6th LA I

7th Sacramento
8th Reno
9th SF _
I (Hh Eureka

SCAREDOFCHAKA

New Scared of Chaka single

"Automatic" in May!

Remember these dates are

very tentative! Check the

eMpiy website (www.empty-

records.com) tor updates!

It you want Scared of Chaka in your
town this summer give Pete the Sticker

Guy a call at 702-324-7865

eMpiy Sampler H CD
Includes unreleased tracks by

Sicko, The Motards, The X-Rays, Sc

Crackerbashl

Plus prereleased tracks from
Scared of Chaka,The Fumes, Satan's Pilgrims, Steel
Wool, Zipgun, Meanies, Putters, Derelicts, Sinister

Six, 8c Gas Huffer!

Special price of$8 ppd

Satan’s Pilgrims - Around ... IF/CO

Scared Of Chaka - Masonic Youth LP

SCARED OF CHAKA TOUR!!

Redusives - More of the same r

PO BOX 12034,

Seattle, WA 98102

m SKULL DUGGERY LABEL

^MAILORDER
BEATNIK TERMITES

"IIV[ AT THE ORIFICE!" Picture IPICD
Thrill & <>pi(i to the live saunas of me Termites!

Stunning 14 song full color picture disc LP R CD’

OUT NOW!!! LP $7.50 CD $8.75

Pick up theBEATNIK TERMITES owe r M ,If

Ultra Vivid low Fidelity 7" (Supersonic) iTALY-oniy. $3.75
Ode to Susie & Joey 7” (Recess) 1st single $2 75

strawberry Girl 7 (Recess) $2 7 r
>

"School Boys Dieam 7 (Get Happy) $5.25
split 7 w/SHOCK TREATMENT (insubordination)

. $3.25
Taste the Sand" LP/CD (Black Pumpkin) $8.95,9.95

Taste the Sand LC or xlg $9.75
"School Boys Dream" LG or XLG $9.75

THE IIUINGTONS
"I LOST MY MARBLES" 7"

Four power-pop-punk pills from Wyoming!
Recorded with Joe & Hugh! $2.95

"LILLINGTON HIGH" 7" Ltd 4-song EP! $3. 75
"I lost MY MARBLES" T-Shirt XLG only $8. 75

"BANANA PAD RIOT!" 7"/CDEP
Boris yff vmdictives & mtx

Vinyl b.ick in stock"' 52 95 4 75

* MORE POP! PUNK! PUKE! PILE IT ON! +
AUTOMATICS V < ’.I’lta lr ! r
AUTOMATICS Mikin Out 7 »Mul ihr Pun $,» y,

BORIS f ight Tesncled Pogo M.ich'iu • ! ) ‘ b . - >.

BORIS MORAL CRUX t 1 $t (V ikt $2 7,

CRUMBS (Ft A, Mr.g.ed up ’0 Cn^vn..; v*
CRUMBS V If titled LP CD (Lookout' 1

$

CRUMBS Alien Gin 7 (Recess*

DIMESTORE HALOES Hate My Luvi.il -'n 7 . K

DWARVES Tooi'M fpi ! UCift-i '> Lt U'k ( D G,,"
ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN Mot Wit U 7 iGt-t m u
EVAPORATORS ' m Going to P i once 7 (Ni.t'dWu.ti

FURIOUS CEORCE STANLEY Split 7 (Devour)

CAIN Ready Steady Smash" ip iM.gnfy) t\.ci /.>,,/(*
-

INVALIDS "Johnny k look My Bat. v 7 aveng* -.

LESS than jake "Pez-Co» e' Picture lp <Rheto- k

less than jake Slayer 7 (No Idea) It S F.VI l' .

McRACKINS Back to the CraCK LP'CD $11 95 1 5 $0
McRACKINS “I II stick to Beei 7' (No FriHS) 5? IS

MTX Night Shift" l P CD (LOOKOUt*) $$. rj;Q 9

MTX/COOBER PATROL split 7 'CD (Punk ISDUCK) $2 95 3 95
MORAL CRUX "Victim Of Hype 7 (Mutant Pop) $2 95
NOBODYS/PINHEAD CIRCUS Split 7 (Soda Jerk) .. . $2 9u
PARASITES Hang Up' 7' (Lookout) $3.40
OUEERS Don t Back Down LP/CD (Lookout) $6 75' 9 95
$CREECHINC WEA$EL "Bark Like a Dog (Fat)... $7 50 10 95
TEEN IDOLS/MULLICAN STU split 7 (Rhetoric) $2.95
woncs Get Away" 7" (Re Run) Arizona trash punk .. $2.75
V/A "ADDICTED TO DAYOUIL" LP (LantZ) Crumbs . $5.95
V/A -BACK ASSWARDS” CD (interbang) $8.95
v/A "POP-a-boner" CD (insubordination) Termites $9.95

The above prices DO NOT include postage!!!

USA add $1 50 for a small bunch of records

add 500 for a bunch more (mailed book rate)

CANADA add $2 50 WORLD add $4.00 (Surface)

AIR MAIL Europe add $7 00 Pacific add $8 75
Our catalog has more room for the specifics, send a

stamp or IRC for our latest update #37

!

THE SKULL DUGGERY LABEL
77-B SCITUATE AVE,

SCITUATE, MA 02066-3561 USA
Ph&Fax: (617)545-1533

E-mail: skulldug@xensei.com
www.xensei.com/users/skulldug

* Send us a couple stamps for upDA TE 7735 a

$7

55 7 $

37 )5

37 95

3< )5

7$

' X



TUESDAY
"EARLY SUMMER"
-emo influenced

<*-

BROADWAYS
"BIG CITY"

. T._S4, .

heavy hitting punk roc -

Stow GKEftKIN
"DOUBLE HAPPINESS"
-up tempo, horn driven ska-1 2"-58, CD-58

COMING IN AUGUST
LINK 60-"KILLING KATIE" ( 1 0“ , CD

)

BLUE MEANIES/MU330-split 7"

COMING IN SEPTEMBER
MU330-Brand new full length ( LP , CD , CS

)

UNSTEADY-traditional ska from SAN DIEGO
brand new album coming out ( LP , CD , CS

)

COMING IN OCTOBER
POTSHOT-Skapunk from Japan f

debut ( CD f LE

)

I TUESDAY-Debut full length ( LP , CD , CS

)

COMING SOON
THE CHINKEES-full length

THE BRUCE LEE BAND
-new album

UNSTEADY/MCNKEY split 7"

ABSENCE/LINK 80 split 7"
v.

A5/MJ
/m an

Ricozos

p

TKank-s f"
MAH ft£ co9.\>S

a

1*01x
I TMi- gAtJPSI, (%>>

Look for LINK 30, SLOW QCEUXIN
MU330, UNSTSIADY, Tho BROADWAYS
land TtnSDAY to tour near a town
clone to you. Check out the wet

I nits for more information.
ORDERING INFO: Send check,cash, or
money order payable to Asian Man
Records (2-4 weeks for delivery)
For a complete catalog, send a SASE
to the address below-THANKS!

brucelee§pacbell .net

Ihttp : / / as ianman . extremecom . com

PO BOX 35585

|
MONrtSEXENO CA

95030-5585

New...

TOWEL 8V
PPD: $3(u.S/CAN)$5EUR0,$6 OTHER

still new; vmfm

AMPS FOR CHRIST lp/cd 35
MOSS ICON lyburnMm cd 13

SCREECHING WEASEl 7^ 31

COMING soon .

hail MARY SINKING BOC^ MRP /pMpp SHOWS,* 1

at BLACK CAT, jUjT 24K

time TRIO, July 17
.wH»CH HAyt

lll
-

fi
nBg\

Jlrt is-1
*-

Ml

OOHCJ

2r ® co=£2

60^-, jj,

traitors

NO FRIENDS 7”EP
fast as hell, mean as

shit, just the way you
like it!! with memliers
of no empathy, hubcap,

jerkwater, & nostrilsaurus

‘MARC’S A DICK AND GAR’S A DRUNK’

THE JOHANNS FACE STORY IP/CD

unreleased tracks by the strike, cletus,

smoking popes, traitors, no empathy,

oblivion, apocalypse holxiken, j-church

and more! get this now!

johann’s
> face comp.

HkldumiTiaSim

no empathy

CD $10 p]xl U.S. / $12 ppd world

LP $8 ppd U.S. / $10 ppd world

7” $3.50 ppd U.S. / $5 ppd world

cash, check, or m.o. to Johanns Face
distributed by MORDAM RECORDS

write for free catalog! johannface@aol.com

THE same mistakes endlessly repeated lp/cd

thirteen new songs of classic

Chicago melodic punk rock,

includes a cover of cocksparrer s
‘mimin’ riot, goin’ on 12 years

and still punk as shit!!!

jb&Hs

0*
boo*?

P.O. Box 479- 1 64

Chicago, IL 60647



PANSY DIVISION “Manilla’ V $4ppd.. various artists “TEAM

MINT' CD S5ppd... HUEVOS RANCHEROS “Get Outta Dodge’ CD

Sllppd... OUOTANG “Smash The Ships Aid Raise The Beans* CD

S12ppd... CUB “Box Of Hair’ CDS!2ppd / IP SlOppd... MAOW

‘The Unforgiving Sounds of Maow' CD S12ppd... GOB “Too Late...

No Friends’ CD *12ppd... THE SMUGGLERS “Selling The Sizzle’

CD $12ppd / LP SlOppd... HUEVOS RANCHEROS “Dig In’ CD

$12ppd... CUB “Mauler’ (Au Go Go) CB SISppd CUB “TJ’/’Sbes

A Rainbow’ (SpinArt) V S5 5flppd ... HUEVOS RANCHEROS “Cone

In Tokyo’ (Ship & Anchor) l
m

$5 Sflppd. HUEVOS RANCHEROS

(Lucky) “Longo Weekends Fiesta' CD SISppd... HUEVOS

RANCHEROS “64 Slices Of Anerican Cheese* (Rote-flex) V
$5.50 ppd... PLUTO “Failure’ (Shake) V $4ppd BUM

SMUGGLERS ‘Tattoo Dave’ (Top Drawer) V S5.50ppd... CUB 3

others “For Paper Airplane Pilots’ (Papercut) V $5 SOppd THE

DEVIL DOGS “Stereodrive!' <1+2 Records) CD S12ppd...

TEENGENERATE “Out Of Sight’/’Pushin’ Me Around’ (Ripoff) V
S4ppd... RIPOFFS “Go Away'/'Sleep Around' (Ripoff) V S4ppd...

GOB ‘gob’ (Landspeed) CD SlOppd... GROOVIE GHOULIES “Island

Of Pogo Pogo’ (Lookout!) V S4ppd... GROOVIE GHOULIES ‘The

Beast With Five Hands' (Green Door) V S5.50ppd ... GROOVIE

GHOULIES “Born In The Basement* (Green Door) CD SISppd...

THE EVAPORATORS “United Empire Loyalists’ (Nardwuar) LP+CD

S14ppd... v/a “HERE COMES THE SUMMER: A TRIBUTE TO THE

UNDERTONES’ (Square Target) CD SISppd / LP S13ppd... v/a

‘ON GUARD FOR THEE' (Munster) LPS13ppd... v/a “OH CANADA’

(Lance Rock) CD S15ppd / LP S13ppd .. v/a “13 SODA PUNX’

(Square Target) CD SISppd... v/a “GREEN LIGHT 60’ (Bottlecap)

CD S16ppd Team Mini XL black T-shirt SISppd... cub “Box Of

Hair' L oiange T-shirt SISppd... Duotang XL white T-shirt

SISppd... Maow XL turquoise T-shirt SISppd... Smugglers “It's

Sizzle Time' XL white T-shirt SISppd... Huevos Rancheros “Dig

In!’ XL white T-shirt SlOppd... cub “Cub Pop’ XL black T-

sbirt... Note: All prices include postage. Canadian orders pay in

Canadian funds; American orders pay in US dollars; overseas

pay in US dollars, and add SI per item. Please list alternates.

MINT RECORDS, INC.

PO Box 3613, Vancouver. BC V6B 3Y6

phone 604/669. MINT - fax S04/6SS-S470

mintrand@aol.com • http://mintrecs.com

SUBTERRANEAN
MAIL ORDER

PENETRATION “Th© Early Years” LP
Classic late-70s tracks by this awesome British coal-town
punk outfit that featured the vocals of Pauline Murray and
some of the wickedest songs and playing of the time. 1 6 no-
compromise songs, including one of their hits. “Don't Dic-
tate.'

LP $8.40

HALF EMPTY
“People are Basically Good” CD
Smart DIY hardcore with 1 3 short, fast tunes. Fits of start/stop
action, tempo changes and the occasional ska riff, with girl/

boy vocals dripping with sardonic venom. In a digipak, with
lyric-and-graphics-filled fold-out poster. On tour nowi

CD $6.55

“NO ONE CAN DECIDE FOR YOU”
comp CD
This ballistic. 50-track compilation collects impossible-to-find
singles from the Italian hardcore punk scene's furious earty
days. Includes Wretched, Declino, Eu's Arse, Peggio Punx,
Fallout, and Impact. The songs, featuring mostly Italian and
some English lyrics, range from proto-melodic, fast, tight
riffing to all-out power mower spew-core. The large fold-out
includes info, photos, and the original sleeve art. Italian
import.

CD $11.60

“NO FUTURE” comp LP

DISTRIBUTION * MAILORDER IMPORT * EXPORT
6000 CDs, SHIRTS & VINYL IN STOCK!

IsypQP grrogpsl

ru. mcM.uruer nio & credit card orders call our mailorder hotline at (773)862-6400To get our NEW mailorder catalogue (over 120 pages) send us $ 6.00 (you’ll qet acoupon for $ 6.00 to use on your 1st order) or get it free with your order.
U.S. stores can call toll free 1 *800*72*NOISE (STORES ONLY!!) or fax to (773)862-6592
Canadian stores call our Toronto sales office § (905)878-4800 or fax them to (905)878-6644 Get
the latest updates from our Web-Page on the internet (http://www.rotz.com) or e-mail us to: rotzirotz.com

PARLONS FRANCAIS’HABLAMOS ESPANOL'WIR SPRECHEN DEUTSCHE—&— (3 B^liT if 3^">ROTZ RECORDS DISTROs ' r ““ 'W 22II NORTH ELSTON AVENUEA CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60614 U.S A

A collection of tracks from the UK hardcore and oi label No
.
Future from 1981 and 1982 by Blitz. The Partisans, Blitzkrieg.

Red Alert, The Samples. The Insane, Attak, and PeterAnd The
Test Tube Babies. Nice gatefold cover, with reproductions of
the original T artwork inside.

LP $8.40

THE ONE-TWO-FIVE s/t LP
A Dutch R&B-beat-garage-punk outfit in an authentic, up-
beat and groovin' '60s vein. This is an impressive first album,
complete with wailin' Farfisa and moOth harp!

LP $9.60

ANTI-PASTI “Th® Last Call...” LP
A re-release of this great UK hardcore band's first album from
1981 . with the addition of 7 tracks from their first three 7*s.

LP $8.40

MENACE “G.L.C. (The Final Vinyl)” LP
The entire recorded output ofthis incendiary 1 977 London, UK
punk band, including the songsthatwere banned bytheTory
government.

LP $8.40

“RIOT CITY” comp LP
Tracks from earty '80s UK punk and hardcore singles by Vice
Squad, The Insane, Abrasive Wheels, Court Martial The
Expelled, No Choice. Sex Aids, Ultra-Violent. The Varukers.
The Underdogs, The Ejected, and Emergency. Everybody's
original cover art is on the jacket.

LP $8.40

All prices are postpaid in the US.

Elsewhere add $2.50 for 1st item, $.50 for next.

Hey! Ask for a catalog with your order! Or send us
$2.00 to cover postage ($3.00 outside the U.S.) and
we ll send you a list!

Shops! Yes, we sell direct! Great prices, great tills

on tons of hard to And Items on so many labelswe lost
count. Ask for our wholesale updates with the new-
est releases.

SUBTERRANEAN RECORDS
PO Box 2530

Berkeley, CA 94702 USA
A 1 C-ftOl .coon *« i



PLEASE SEND ME your trade list! I want
rare 70’s punk and rare real classic hard-

core! Yoshiaki Nagano, 3-29-5-103, Daita,

Setagaya-ku, Tokyo. 155.Japan

I

LOOKING FOR: Nirvana - “Love Buzz” 7”,

Pussy Galore-Anything, Loop, Spaceman 3,

The Fluid-Punch n’ Judy lp, old Glitterhouse

and Sub Pop. Ryan Richardson, 31230
Springlake, apt #6301, Novi, MI 48377; (810)

926-6443.

SERIOUS TAPE TRADERS- I have a list of

my 600+ entry collection that I am interes-

ted in trading high quality dubbed tapes

of; for non-US (import here) punk/emo/
hardcore. Anyone with an organized list that

would like to trade, please send a letter and

vour list for mine. Particualary interested

in UK and Australian bands but will trade

worldwide if you can deal with english-only

communication. My collection/interest is

mainly melodic/pop/garage punk & hard-

core but includes a little from all genres cov-

ered within punk music. My list is comput-
er generated in alphabetical order and in-

cludes the lable and brief discretion. Write

me at : Trader Chris/ 21 Weybridge Ct./ Ed-
wardsville, IL 62025/ USA

I

WORLD-WIDE PUNK ROCK for sale. 2000

items 7”/12"/Albums. I’ve got megarare stuff

as well as usual stuff. Also got indie/mod/

powerpop records. The list is full of Killed

I

by Death, Back to Front, Bloodstains stuff

like: Anarchy, Briard, Shit Dogs, Rattus,

Eat, Bastards (Finland, Italy; Switzerland),

Victims, Razar, Glueams, Fresh Color, Filth,

Kriminella Gitarrer, Paraf, Stalin, Friction,

Liket Lever, Guilty Razors. Trades welcome!

Send 3 IRC’s or $ 2 for complete list to Ingo

Eitelbach, P.O. Box 1319, 23833 Bad Oldes-

loe, Germany, Fax +49 4531 67733 (Tel

67438), E-Mail 101603. 2202® CompuServe.

PUNK ETC FOR SALE more punk/Newt
(sic) wave lps &45s for sale. Send sase for

list to: Mr. Moo/48 Benedict Ave./Staten Is-

land, NY 10314

TRADING/SELLING 1,400 punk/hardcore

7”s/12”s (1976-87) including Germs, Kids,

Lama, DOA, Ebbagron, TNT, X, Necros, GI,

Glueams, Rudekids, Starshooter, Sado-N,
Rousers, Bitchboys, Cramps, Glo, Briard, At-

tentat, Ex, KSMB, Kraut, Goteborgnd, N.

American/intemational - trades welcome!

(714) 840-7373. Robert/ 17901 Denvale Cir./

Huntington Beach, CA 92649 USA. My
wants: Absentees, Tapeworm, Cringe, Re-

jects, Meatybuys, Nothing, Peerpressure,

Trend, Opus, Noise, Redsquares, Rondus/
Railbirds, Electrochoc, Cardiakids,
Frontpage, Dirtshit, Knots, Anorexia.

MEGARARE Finnish Punkrock Obscurities

for Sale or Trade,like; Destroy: Sanoja 7",

Rattus: Khomeini Rock 7", Stalin: Chaos 7",

Neuroosi: Rock Against Seija Isonsaari

7"(RaIest european punk single! ! !), Kasvain:

Onko Suomi Usattunut 7", Nauta: Onko
Suomi Vapaa Maa 7", 000: Oodeja Simasuille
7” & LP,Taavi & Rytmiryhma: Aanilevyko
7", Systeemi: Punk Nuorisoo 7" etc... avail-

able all early finnpunk wonders so check our

wants ad and offer trade (prefer) or send

serious money offers! ! ! ! ! (Massive cata-

logue for $2 or 3x IRC) Write, call or send

fax/email to: A.A.R. c/o Jukka W-M. Sateri,

PO Box 174, FIN-11101 Riihimaki, Finland,

tel/fax + +358 19 721328, tel + +358 40

5481267, email jukka.sateri@aar.inet.fi

FOR TRADE (All originals, No bullshit!);

Maggots;Tammy Wynette 7", The Eat: God
Punishes The Eat 7", Xtraverts: Blank Gen 7",

Baloney Heads: I’m A Drunk 7", Freeze: Tour-

ists 7* Checkmate: Only 7", Panics: Wanna Kill

My Mom 7", Breakouts: All We 7", Stalin:

Stali-ism 7", Nabat: Laida Bologna 7", The
Dogs: Slash Your Face 7", Ed Nasty & The
Dopeds 7” etc tons more all around the world! !

!

We trade or sell.(Massive catalogue for $2 / 3 x
IRC) Write,call or send fax/email to: A.A.R. c/

o Jukka W-M. Sateri, PO Box 174, FIN-11101
Riihimaki, Finland, tel/fax + +358 19 7 2 1328,tel

+ +358 40 5481267, email jukka.sateri@
aar.inet.fi

WANTED (Original 1st pressings only); Nubs:

I Dont Need 7"(wp $100),Hollywood Squares:

Hillside Strangler 7"(wp $150),Freestone:

Bummer Bitch 7"(wp $150),Tapeworm: Break

My Face (wp $150),Hugh Beaumont Experi-

ence: Cone Johnson 7"(wp $250),Count Verti-

go: X Patriots 7" (wp $100), Arson: White Folks

7” (wp $100), Spys: Underground 7" (wp $100),

Village Pistols: Big Money 7" (wp $200), Eat:

Communist Radio 7" (wp $200), Fresh Color:

Dance Around 12” (wp $100), Child Molesters:

Wholesale Murder 7" (wp $200) etc 70 s & ear-

ly 80’s punkrock obscurities from all around
the world! ! ! We buy or trade so write,call or

send fax/email to: A.A.R. c/o Jukka W-M.
Sateri, PO Box 174, FIN-11101 Riihimaki, Fin-

land. tel/fax + +358 19 721328,tel + +358 40

5481267, email jukka.sateri@aar.inet.fi

FOR TRADE (All Originals, No Bullshit!!!)

Bastards: Impossibilities 7”, Dogs: Charlie 7",

-ittageisen: Hardcore 7", Sillykillers 7”, Agent
Orange: Bloodstains 7", Filth: Hate 7", Mass
Media: Das Jazz 7", Ideals: High Art 7", Fresh

Color: Source 7", Accident: Kill The Bee Gees
7", Star Club: Go To Hell 7" & Wakaki Ansat-

susha 7" etc etc tons more all around the

world!!! We trade or sell.(Massive catalogue

for $2 or 3xIRC) Write,call or send fax/email

to: A.A.R. c/o Jukka W-M. Sateri, PO Box 174,

FIN-11101 Riihimaki, Finland, tel/fax + +358

19 721328, tel + +358 40 5481267, email
jukka.sateri@aar.inet.fi

FOR TRADE...Gism/Detestation LP, Zooo/Fi-

nal Agony 7” EP, Gauze/Fuck Heads LP,

Equalizing Distort LP, LSD/Destroy flexi,

Friction/Live 79 10” EP, 1st LP, Gai/Exter-

mination flexi, Cobra/Break Out 7” EP, 1984
7” EP, Outo/lst LP, Half Wit Life 7” EP, Kuro/

Who The Helpless 8” EP (original), Fire flexi,

Anarchy/ 1st LP, 3.3.3 7”, Not Satisfied 7”, Sys-

tematic Death/lst flexi, Flash Back 7” EP, Step
7” EP, Final Insider 12” EP, V.A/Hold Up
Omnibus 8” EP, V.A./HC Unlawful Assembly
LP, V.A./Great Punk Hits LP, V.A./Outsider

LP, V.A./Shoudoku Gig LP, V.A./Hold Up Vol

1 LP, Widows 7” EP, Seize 7”, Crossed Out
(original) 7” EP, Malin Heads 7” EP, Shitlick-

ers 7” EP (original), Eater 7” (Jap press), Ra-

mones 7” (Jap press), Generation X 7” (Jap

press), S.O.B., Stalin, Mods, and more! ! ! I want
70’s/80’s punk/HC. Please send me your trade

list!!! Yoshiaki Nagano, 3-29-5-103, Daita,

Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, 155, Japan.

VIDEOS - PAL (UK ETC) & NTSC (USA etc),

trade/sale. Thousands of shows/promos/tv
clips. Stuff like Propagandhi, Business,

Screeching Weasel, Zounds, Exploited, Poison

Idea, DK’s, Blitz, Queers, Conflict,

Schwartzeneggar, GG, Dickies, Descendents,

Operation Ivy, Guns n Wankers, Misfits, Sub-

humans, Snuff, Gin Goblins. SAE (UK), 2IRC’s

(overseas) or decent trade list: Dave, 50a Great

King St., Edinburgh, Scotland. E-mail:
gingoblin@easynet.co.uk

HAWAIIAN ITEMS available: Grapefruit

cd, Power Pellets 7 ”
,
Raymonds 7 ”

,
catalogs

tape, Unit 101 tape, Grapefruit 7”, and
more; plus shirts, buttons, stickers, zines,

exclusive live recordings and posters from
Hawaii. Please write to us for more info or

a catalog. We love return envelopes w/
stamps ...Hawaiian Express, POB 777 By-

ron, CA 94514/HWNEXP@AOL.COM

VIDEO FOR TRADE- Lots of Indie masters. I
Seeking oter tapers and quality collectors.

I have a variety of different stuff. I also have
|

audio. Please contact me. Rockwell, PO Box I

60183, Phoenix, AZ 82082-0183. Built to|

Spill?

GG ALLIN: Largest catalog in the world.

Get the real deal. Don’t settle for shit qual-

ity and long wating. Included are videos

from 1981-1993, best copies anywhere and
many masters, GG CDs, cassettes, rare sin-

gles, GG Doll, headstone poster, many dif-

ferent t-shirts, prints from original art-work

and new Murder Junkie releases and more.

Fastest service for years. Call if you have

any questions. Write Merle Allin/2 14 E.24th

St. #5B, NY,NY 10010. Call (212)889-8334.

$1 for large GG Catalog.

GG ALLIN: Funeral Video. This 90 min. vid-

eo contains GG’s wake, funeral and head
stone memorial. The rock and roll terrorist

is laid to rest for this ultimate hellride tak-

en from the original master tape. Don’t set-

tle for shit quality from anyone else. The
most outrageous funeral ever. Send $30 US,
add $5 overseas. Money orders only. Write

Merle Allin, 214 E.24th St. #5B, NY,NY
10010. Call (212)889-8334. $1 for large GG
Catalog.

VIDEOS: over 1000 show. GG, Murder
Junkies, Dwarves, Fear, Antiseen, Screech-

ing Weasel, Queers, RAncid, Op Ivy, Germs,
Pennywise, Trashwomen, Bad Religon 96,

Conflicy, Monster Magnet, NOFX, Beasties,

Mummies, Misfits, Lunachicks, Insaints,

Pistols, Buttholes, Primus, Dead Boys, DKs,
Ramones 96, Rollins, Circle Jerks, Dickies,

Social D, Exploited, 7 Year Bitch and many,
many more. Write Merle Allin, 214 E.24th

St. #5B, NY,NY 10010. Call (212)889-8334.

$1 for 40 pg catalog.

VIDEOS: Over 1000 shows. All, Adolescents,

Adicts, Bad Brains, Bikini Kill, Black Flag,

Burn, N. Cave, Chaos UK, Circle Jerks,

Cows, Cromags, Damned, Dayglos, Descen-

dents, Dickies, Entombed, Exploited, Eye
Hate God, Flipper, Fugazi, GBH, SJ Hawk-
ins, Hole, Jawbox, KMFDM, Hyenas, Lee-

way, Lyres, Madball, Marilyn Manson,
Meatmen, Mighty Bosstones and many,
many more. $1 for 40 page list. Write Merle

Allin, 214 E.24th St. #5B, NY, NY 10010.

Call (212)889-8334. Quickest service any-

where.

I

RECORDS FOR TRADE: Haervek 7” (rare

nor. punk), Kafka prosess/ Disorder split lp,

Crass “Nagasaki Nightmare”7”, Side by
Side 7” (1st press), No escape/ Turning point

7”, Agnostic Front “Victim in Pain” lp (com-

bat core), Agnostic Front “Cause for Alarm”
lp + some more punk. Wants: Project x 7”,

Wide Awake (schism), Agnostic Front
“United Blood”, Straight Ahead 12”, Neg-

ative Approach 7”, Sick of it All 7”, V/A
“Together” + much more like early Discord

releases & other rare HC releases. Frode

Melbye Hansen/ Steensgt. 20/3600 Kongs-

berg, Norway



RARE BRITISH PUNK/OI1/H.C. Set-sale
1800+ items, Abrasive Wheels - Zounds.
Want-list service. Please send IRC for cata-
louge: Elista, 157 Common Rise, Hitchin,
Herts., SG4 OHS, England. Tel/fax: (01462)
433089.

PUNK RECORDS WANTED! ‘77-82 UK,
European, American 7” and lps, Killed By
Death and Back To Front bands, etc. Send
your list to Juichi Masuko, 5-26-6 Takahama
Mihama-Ku Chiba-Shi Chiba
Japan 261. Fax 81-43-277-5873.

TRAVELING BANDS the S.O.B. wants you!
If you are going to be traveling through Ohio
and want a place to play, contact us. We are
a new club so we can’t offer guarantees. What
we offer is a place to play, food, and lodging.
Contact us at (513) 241-1430 and send demos
to: S.O.B./ 1815 John St./ Cincinnati, Ohio
45214. e-mail us at chevron@fuse.net

I

DESTROY ALL MUSIC - since 1979 the voice
of punk rock on WCNI at Conn. College in
New London, CT. We need submissions on
any format, now more then ever. Guaranteed
airplay for snotty, street level, D.I.Y. bands,
and we never censor! Contact Ed Feltch/ PO
Box 506/ New London, CT 06320. (860) 886-
9497

POOR DUMB BASTARDS 14 song cd. Booze
driven sleaze to please from Texas’s reigning
kings of trash punk. $10 ppd U.S., $12 world.
Cash, check, money order to Robert Walters,
P.O. Box 474, Baytown, Texas 77522-0474.

f

FOR TRADE: FU’s- My America (Xclaim
original, sealed), Poison13- P13LP, Avengers-

' White Noise 12”, Disorderly Conduct-Amen
(sealed), Geza X- You Goddam (sealed), Tox-
ic Reasons- Independence orig with booklet.
Wanted- Lewd-American Wino. Lotsa punk
45’s for trade. Send SASE. Chris, 534 E. 14th
St. #15, NY, NY 10009.

SONICS RENDEZVOUS BAND- Do it again!
Killer Live LP. Way outta print-Going fast.

Sonic Smith/ Gary Rasmussen/ Scott Ashton/
Scott Morgan. Motor cities finest! Chris/ 534
E. 14th St. #15/NY, NY 10009 USA. $25+3
USA/6 Europe/8 Japan. Rare punk 45’s for
trade also.

I

VIDEOS FOR TRADE Anti Seen, GG, Biki-
ni Kill, White Trash Debutants, Lunachicks,
Devo, Ramones, Plasmatics, Butthole Surf-
ers, RATM, DK’s, The Damned, The Gits, and
many more. Quick response and no ripoffs.

Your list gets mine. Tim Graham/ 142 Poland
Ave./ Struthers, Ohio 44471-0268

HAVE YOU HEARD of One Size Fits Most?
Skate punk rock from way out here in Ne-
braska. Send $5 for our 8 song demo and stuff
to: Larry/ 901 South 28th/ Lincoln, NE 68510

I NEED: The original insert that came with
the 1st pressing of the Misfits - Evilive 7”

(numbered edition). Please do not try to fool
me ‘cause I’ve got an original one to compare
it to, so rip offs need not apply. Will pay up
to $50 for a mint insert. Contact: Cole, 1250
Woodmere Rd., Pottstown, PA 19464.

SALE: trade/ buy HC/punk records great list

with Septic Death, RFTC, Larm, BGK, Sui-
cidal, Cavity, Bacteria Sour 7”, Misfits, 16,
Token Entry, Septic Death/ Rocket From the
Crypt split 7”, send 2xIRC or 2 US $ for a
complete list. Axel Herrmann, Gelsentircher
Str.27, 13583 Berlin, Germany.

WANTED: APPLE Maggot Quarantine Area -

“Cats are Neat” 7”, Butthole Surfers - “Caso
Raro’Tp - “Blind Eye See’s All Video” + “Am-
arican Woman” 5”, Dr. Know - “Plugin Jesus”
lp + “Best of” lp. Will pay well for these. Chad/
32 Mercury/ Richland, WA 99352

NEED RELIABLE VOIVOD freaks to trade
live concerts / rehersals / album rough mixes
(“War + Pain”, “Killing Technology”. “Dimen-
sion Hatross”, “Nothing Face”, “Angel Rat” +
“Outer Limits”). Quebec / Ontario “Angel Rat”
shows needed! Send lists: Terrance, 3115 Over-
cross Dr., Houston, TX 77045-3648 USA

PUNK RECORD SALE I am selling my whole
record collection. Old, new, rare & popular
12”s, 7”s, 10”s, CDs, tapes, t-shirts & books.
Punk, hardcore, oi, metal, ska and industrial.
Selling to best offers. Send SASE to PO Box
422965, San Francisco, CA 94142-2965 for list

or call 415 621-9889

I’M LOOKING FOR some scum punk records
from: G.G. Allin, Turbonegro, Antiseen,
StierKampf etc. I’m also interest-ed in Japan
oi stuff like Shuffle 7”, T.J.Maxx 7”, VA- Come
alone to the Holy Night Skin-heads CD etc.

Write or fax to: M.Myers/ Mulheimerstr. 336/
46045 Oberhausen/ Germany/ Fax: +49(0)208
876733

WANTED: G.G. ALLIN- “Dirty Love Songs”
poster and the video w/ the fruneral, interviews
w/ teachers and friends from high school, etc.

(can’t remember the name of the video) also-
Wayne County “Man enough to be a Woman”
LP. Will pay good money for these treasures!
Natasha Kay/ 3806 Billman St./ San Diego, CA
92115

SERIOUS COLLECTORS of punk, wave, ga-
rage, underground 1975-85, Stoopid Records
now open 6546 Hollywood Blvd. #212, Holly-
wood, Ca 90028. 12:00-8:00 mon-sat. Bring
trade. Call for mailorder 213-467-6990 or send
detailed wants.

DATA RECORDS, the old-school punk
mailorder specialists, are now on the internet!
Our full catalog of new and rare vinyl and cds
can be found at http ://ourworld.CompuServe,
com/ homepages/sarah_harris/ There’s a free
prize draw too!

HELP ME OUT. I will pay top dollar for these
items: Fartz “Because this Fucking World
Stinks” 7”ep; Shitlickers “Cracked Cop Skulls
7” ep, and Germs (GI) 12”lp. Also interested
in DRI, Birthday Party, MDC, early Dischord
7”s

,
etc. Write me at: Krispyn Joelyay/ 3114

School St./ Des Moines, Iowa 50311

REECHY, REECHY, Reechy! If you like good,
loud punk rock ( a la Black Flag, Minor Threat,
The Misfits) then you should like Reechy’s new
demo tape! If you want to feel the experience,
then send three dollars to: Jared Hunt/ POBox
264/ Woodstown, NJ 08098

SAVE MONEY U.S. The best prices for im-
port grind, crust, noise, punk h.c. 7”s. $4
for one, $7 for two, $10 for three and $3

2,000 + RECORDS for possible trades. 1 have
no list. Send your want lists to me. I’m look-
ing for: Detention “Dead Rock n’ Rollers” 7”;

Nabat “Un Altro Gioirm” lp; Anti Cimax
“Anarkists Attack” 7’; Bad Brains 1st 7” w/
oversized ps; Freeze “I Hate Tourists” 7” w/
ps; Red Alert “Border Guards” 7”; Heart
Attack “God is Dead” 7” with 2 inserts. If

you have these listed contact me. Jason/
POBox 2223/ Lynnwood, WA 98036 USA.
Phone # (206) 774-6229, call after 6pm PST.
I will pay $ for these records, too!

WANTED: OLD EXCEL+ BWF videos,
shirts, etc. (No Mercy, ST also), AF Victim.lp I

Gatefold, Last Rights 7” (w/ Hitler sleeve),
|

Big City comp. 7”s, Mentors shirts,
NY Hardest comp. (4x7” vinyl), Slapshot and I

Slayer shirts also. DVL/ 105 Oakland Ave./

1

Capitola, CA 95010-3439

CRASS SONGS! Rape crisis benefit compi-
lation 2xlp ($20) or 90 minute cassette ($10)
featuring inventive cover versions of Crass
classics by Oi Polloi, Citizen Fish, Blyth Pow-
er (ex-Mob), Influx (ex-Flux), The Apostles,
Wat Tyler, Decadence Within, M.D.M., Ob-
scene Females, Radio Schizo.,27 tracks, ap-
proved by Crass themselves! Hidden $ to:

Ruptured Ambitions/ Old Forge Cottage/
Rushford, Lamerton/ Tavistock, Devon PL 19
8RY England

RUPTERED AMBITIONS new 36-page mail
order catalog. Over 250 full reviews! Vinyl,
tapes, t-shirts, (cruelty-free) hair dye, zines,
cd’s, subversive literature & much more!
Specialists in Oi Polloi, Crass, Subhumans,
The Varukers, Fleas & Lice, The Bus Station
Loonies, Riot/ Clone etc. Please send $2 or
2xIRC to: Ruptured Ambitions/ Old Forge
Cottage/ Rushford, Lamerton/ Tavistock,
Devon PL 19 8RY England

NO SANCTUARY K7 Radio 90 minute shows
available on cassette! Bands in session, new
releases, reviews, interviews, adverts, com-
petitions, underground info, tour news, punk
gossip & all the latest scandal in the
DIY scene! $6 for 1 x C-90 edition or $27 for
a 6 issue subscription. Hidden cash to: NSK7/
Ruptured Ambitions/ Old Forge Cottage/
Rushford, Lamerton/ Tavistock, Devon PL 19
8RY England

SUBHUMANS SKULL t-shirts ($14), Oi Pol-

1

loi “Guilty” ep ($5), hair dyes (all colours,!
$8 each), Rudimentary Peni “Death Church” I

lp ($13), “Punks, Skins & Herberts” lp ($11), I

Oi Polloi “Total Anarchoi” cd, The Varukers I

“Bollox” cd ($18 each), The Bus Station!
Loonies cassette ($5). Ruptured Ambitions/

1

Old Forge Cottage/ Rushford, Lamerton/

1

Tavistock, Devon PL 19 8RY England. ($2 for|

36 page catalog)

POLY BAGS - 7” 3 mils. 100 - $5, 500 - $16,
1000 - $26. 12” 4 mils. 50 - $6, 100 - $11, 500
- $50. Cash or money order to Chris Cabay,
429 Circle Ave., Forest Park, IL 60130.
(708)366-3477. 1 like to trade for crust/ grind/
anarcho-punk records. Give me a call or send
a sample/ offer.

iui eacn auuiuonai. oenci a stamp ior me
import list to: Vicious Interference c/o M.
Castro/ POBox 2331/ Land O Lakes, FL
34639-2331 USA

TACOMA. 17 Y/O VEGAN. Been here a year
and haven’t found anyone who shares my
views or interests.. Likes: powerviolence,

WANTED: MRR back issues from #0 (July
‘82) through #139 (Dec. ‘94). BYOFL’s #1
+ #2, also Flipsides, other stuff? Send list

and prices to: Mark/ 1888 Villa Rd./ Bir-
mingham, MI 48009-6561

grind, crust, & HC, esp. Japanese stuff. Look-
ing for correspondence world wide and peo-
ple in Tacoma who want to start a band
(bass). Male or female, no racists. Jeff Rad-
er, 1887 Overview NE, Tacoma, WA 98422
U$A



TRADE: CLEANSE..comp, (blue), Infest lp

+ 7” (w/ poster etc..), Soia lp (clear), 100’s

more lps, 7 ”
,
and hell of shirts for trade/ sale.

Send sase or list of vinyl, videos, and shirts.

Also, Revelation/ Positive Force test press-

es. DVL/ 105 Oakland Ave./ Capitola, CA
95010-3439

THE OUTHOUSE in Lawrence Kansas! I’m

making a documentary of this historical

landmark. I’m looking for video tapes of old

shows and new shows. If you have played

there or have a story to tell let me know
about it! Heath Alien, 522 S. William St.,

Columbia, MO 65201, (573) 449-5417 write

for a price list of shows and the documenta-

ry-

RARE HARDCORE SINGLES: Minor
Threat-both ep’s / S O.A. - “No Policy” / The

Fix - “Jans Room” / Necros- “9 song ep” /

Meatmen - ’’Crippled Children Suck” / Mis-

fits - “Halloween” / Misfits - “Bullet . Each

record $75.00; write to reserve. Or send one

dollar for full list of hard-to-get punk col-

lectibles. Lodge, PO Box 7896, Ann Arbor,

MI 48107.

SELLING A COUPLE of hundred of my
records. Some rare, some not. Lots of cheap

7”’s! Send 55 cents postage (or a couple of

irc’s)to: Dave S. PO Box 5418, Saginaw, MI
48603. Including: GG, Dwarves, Mudhoney,
Butthole Surfers, Stikky, etc.

FLYER COLLECTORS: packet of 20 assorted

flyers from 1981-1982, midwest hardcore

shows (Necros, NA, Meatmen, etc.) only $10.00

ppd. to Lodge, PO Box 7896, Ann Arbor, MI
48107.

RAW PERUVIAN HC. Split tape with: Dios
|

Hastio and Materia, it comes with booklet and

info. Available for $5 ppd, everywhere. Con-

tact to: Jose M., PO Box 4370 ,
Lima 1, Peru

i

WHY NOT READ THIS? We have some
international compilation tapes full of

unknown but great bands for $3pp. Also

some records from everywhere. Cheap
cause no-profit. Stamp for list. Broken
|Ear-PO Box 660397-Sacramento, CA
95866-0397-USA.

MISFITS III/RAMONES II/Social D/ Punk
guitar tab/vocal books. $7 each. Send cash

or payable to cash: Dee, 2773 Riverside,

Somerset, MA 02726.

I

RARE PUNK RECORDS, cd’s, tapes, stick-

ers, buttons, patches, shirts and a ton more

for low prices! Adicts, Dickies, Crass, Vice

Squad, Operation Ivy, Misfits, Subhumans,
Conflict, Minor Threat and Thousands more!

For a huge 45 page catalog send $1.00 to:

Dr. Strange Records, P.O. Box 7000-117,

Alta Loma, CA 91701. Call for updates at:

1(909) 483-2979. “Dr. Strange has your punk
rock fix!

”

DETESTATION- “Unheard Cries” demo. 30

minutes of raging Portland hardcore with

female vocals. Sacrilege meets Anti-Cimex

meets Resist. $3.00 post paid U.S., $4 world.

1951 W. Burnside #1654/ Portland, OR
97209 USA

“SAYIN” BYE, BYE to Label Slavery” 32

song, 15 band, punk rock compilation cd.

Featuring: Bomb Squadron, Youth Gone
Mad, Banner of Hope & more. $5.00 (post-

age paid). Payable to Cedric Crouch c/o

Spine Punch Distro/ 46 Oberholtzer Rd./

Bechtelsville, PA 19505

DEATH/BLACK METAL WANTED: Hell-

hammer-Satanic Rites + Triumph of Death

both Lp+pic discs, Necrofargo-Beastial War
Lp, Celtic Frost-Emporr’s Return + Morbid

Tales pic disc, The Unsane-Inverted Cross-

es Lp, Schizo-Main Frame C. Lp+2nd Lp,

Venom-Black Metal pic disc, Morbid Angel-

Blessed 3x7” box set, Mercyful Fate-Black

Masses 12”+S/T Lp, Nihilist-Radiation

Sickness 7”, any records from: Genicidio,

Holocausto, Vodu, Korzus, Flames. I will buy

or trade. Write: Sergio M./427 Jemez Rd./

Santa Fe, NM 87501/USA

BAND PHOTOS, PICS WANTED: Need ear-

ly photos, pictures, interveiws, flyers, vid-

eos, etc. from Deep Wound, Negative FX,

(Siege, Impact Unit, CFA, Desecration (Ari-

[zona HC via 86), Death Sentance(Austr-ian

HC via 85), pre 1987 material from Hell-

jhammer, Celtic Frost, Sodom, Destruction.

Write with what you have. I will buy/trade.

Sergio M./427 Jemez Rd./Santa Fe, NM
87501/USA

“POOP MIXED WITH PEE” skatepark bene-

fit compilation cd. Bands include Diesel Boy,

Less Than Jake, Sicko, Gob, Rhythm Collision,

Moral Crux, and more. 17 good songs for a good

cause for only $10 US(world add some) Thank
you.

ORIGINAL DEMOS for sale! SOIA, Sheer Ter-

ror, YDL, Violent Children, Turning Point,

Darkside, Citizen’s Arrest, Free Will, Fit Of

Anger, SFA, Stand Proud, Under Pressure, Re-

sistance, In Your Face, Meat Shits, Make an

offer - Ralph Centra, 1477 Bay Ridge Ave.

Brooklyn, NY, 11219.

VIDEOS! VIDEOS! VIDEOS! Free transfer-

ring to any world system. Over 3500 quality

shows, rare old and hard ti find new stuff.

Punk, hardcore, movies, documentaries, ska,

alternative. Send 550 SASE or $1 for big list.

Fast reliable service, priority shipping. Call or

write or e-mail: Peter DeMattia, 8 Haddon
Road, Hewett, NJ 07421-2329, USA. Phone:

(201)853-4420. E-Mail: peterd@warwick.net

FINNISH PUNK/HC/NEW WAVE for sale.

Briard, Terveet Kadet, Noll Nolla Nolla, Kil-

laa Kestaa, Appendix, Hanoi Rocks, Riistetyt,

Lama, KTMK, etc. Send $1 IRC for list. Jari

Lahdenmaki, Raikurinne 2 C 34, FIN-01620
Vantaa, Finland.

WANTED: Anything by Curve! 7”s, 12”s, boot-

leg audio and video, posters, flyers, photos, etc.

I love Curve! Please write with sale/trade in-

formation ASAP. AJP, PO Box 34000, San An-
tonio, TX 78265-34000.

WANTED - DUBBED cassettes of: Queers,

Screw 32, Suicide Machines, Wedley Will-

is, Black Flag, Rollins, Man or Astroman?,

GG Allin, Pennywise, Gas Huffer, and surf

punk bands. Wade Spryncaynatyk/ 220

Western Skies SE #110/ Albuquerque, NM
87123 (505) 271-6488

WANTS: MISFITS all originals 7”s, Ratus

- 1st 7”, Terveet Kadet - 1st & 2nd 7”s,

Wretched/ Indigesti Split 7
” ,

Bristles “Don’t

Give Up” 7”, EU’s Arse 7”, Shock - This

Generation 7”, etc. + Finnish & Swedish &
Italian he and punk old records, sell or trade.

I have Stalin, Kuro, Death Side, Deadless

Muss, etc. Send to: Keiichi Hasegawa/ 1506-

23 Soubudaidanchi/ Sagamihara- City

Kanagawa, 228 Japan

JOIN THE SE(C)T. “$jab!” the debut cd-

demo by the insufferable Bloodfish. Over 21

minutes of blistering existential abrasion!

“Indy - Pentance” special only $6 cash to:

Bryan Mehr c/o Crakt Disc/ 448 S. 500 E.

#C/ Salt Lick City, Utah 84102

FOR TRADE...STALIN - Dendoukokeshi

flexi; Stalin - Stalinism 7”ep; Comes - No
• Side lp; Lip Cream - Lonely Rock 7”ep; Lip

Cream- Night Rider more than Fight” 7”ep;

Confuse - Flexi 7”ep; Shuffle - flexi 7”ep;

V.A. - Oi! of Japan lp (original); V.A. - Jap-

anese Movement 12”ep; Gism, Gauze, Zouo,

Cobra, Gai, Kuro and many more Japanese

stuff! ! Please send me your want/trade/sale

I list and offer! I want to trade with you. I

want to buy your sale stuff. I’m looking for

rare world punk/hc (77-84). Write to: Yoshi-

aki Nagano/ 3-29-5 - 103, Daita/ Setagaya-

Ku, Tokyo 155, Japan

LEATHERFACE: LOOKING FOR Leather-

face cds. Anybody into them, Doctor Bison,

Sensefeild, China Drum, Broccoli, Therapy?,

Pegboy, Arcwelder, Compulsion, Guns n’

Wankers, Silverfish, Catherine Wheel, Sugar

write to: Brian VandePutte, 1004 Dan St., Ak-

ron, OH 44310

MOHINDER-THE MISSION, UOA/Born
Against, Joan of Arc, Chachi on Acid/Jolter-

geist, Great Unravelling, Native Nod-Bread,

1.6 Band/Rorschach, $3 ppd each, $5 rest of

the world. For a complete catalog send SASE
to Vomitorium/POB 457/RB, CA 90277

CONSENUS REALITY: DIY label wants to

trade records, tapes, and patches with you!

Write for full list: 1951 W. Burnside/ Number
1654/ Portland, OR 97209 USA

BOOTLEGS $5 EACH: Smashing Pumpkins

“Do the Riot Thing”, Jesus + Mary Chain

“Lollapalloza 92”, NoFX “London 94”,

Pavement “Stray Slack”, Offspring “Dal-

las 94”, Pavement “Red Asphalt”, Sonic

Youth “Central Park, July 4/92”, NoFX and

Bad Religion, Frank Blank “2/22/91”, Pix-

ies 4/14/88, Pixies “Chicago 8/10/89”, Vel-

vet Underground “Max’s 1970”, Velvet Un-
derground 3/15/89. Please enclose $1 ship-

ping and handling, willing to trade for oth-

er bootlegs. Ryan Williamson/ 4822A Var-

sity Drive N.W./ Calgary, Alberta Canada
T3A1A3

VENDETTA RECORDS is looking for HC/
Punk/ Oi! and Crust bands for future and

current 7” & 12” releases. Send me your

demos, you get 200 copies if I like your shit!

Vendetta Records, 1907 Glenbrook, Wind-

sor, ON, N8W 5K3, Canada.

:

MCRACKINS/PEST SPLIT 7” still avail-

able from Marigold Records. $3.50 ppd. Also

Dahlia Seed/Team Dresch/Shove/F-80 7”

comp. $3.50 ppd add $1.50 world. Checks to

Steve Beach. Marigold Records, 241 James

St., Mt. Ephraim NJ 08059.

I’M LOOKING FOR reliable contacts for tape/

record/zine/info trading from the following^ ” 77Z 777TT
countries: ex-USSR countries, Korea, China, PAY $40-60 FORold sXe shirts-C.O^SV

Thailand, North and South Africa, and South blue or green Y.O.T.-fisV^shingweU, Bold-

America. Kelly/ Consensus Reality Records/ Join the Fight, Project X/black, etc_ Offers
. i - r> r- a i n i 1 I AD 07000 Dnmon ]^roKc Thpl PTTIfinn C^tT. 15.

ruacitv-a. — j •

1951 W. Burnside #1654/ Portland, OR 97209

USA
to: Roman Krebs, Thelemann Str. 15, 34454

Arolsen, Germany



i

WANT FREEZE-TOURISTS, Authorities 7 ”,

old Big Boys, Teen Idles, Stains 7 ”
,
Kraut 7 ”s,

Nitwitz 7”, some more. Have Germs forming
orig., Deep Wound 7”, Minor Threat eyes,
Blitzkrieg 7”, Napalm 7”, lots more. No sell-

ing! No rip offs! Send your lists to:Erich
Keller, Reismuhleweg 82, 8409 Hegi, Switzer-
land (sucks). Would like to go see my friends
from back then this summer - please write if

you see this!

POOR DUMB BASTARDS 14 song cd. Booze
driven slease to please from Texas’s reigning
kings of trash punk. $10 ppd (u.s.), $12
(world). Cash, check, money order to Robert
IWalters, P.O.Box 474, Baytown, Texas 77522-
'0474.

MISFITS, DANZIG and Suicidal Tendencies
vinyl, tons of other stuff also, some auto-
graphed, send address (SASE appreciated) for
huge list: Thomas Oakes, 1957 Blairmore
Road, Lexington, KY 40502.

CRASS, CONFLICT, OI POLLOI, Riistetyt,
Poison Girls, The Apostles, Academy 23,
Zoundz, The Mob, Civilised Society, Rudi-
mentary Peni, Icons of Filth, Hiatus, De-
prived, Dan, Chaos UK, Subhumans, Anti-
sect, Liberty and hundreds more in our cata-
log of studio and live cassettes. Good quality
with nice packaging. Send $2: BBP, 3, Read
Street, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN1 5HJ. For our
catalog.

PUNK/ HC/ CRUST bands wanted for 90
minute cassette comp. Send some songs and
information on your band. You will get a copy
when it’s finished. Issue #2 of Nowhere Fast
Newsletter is out, send a stamp. Joe, HC1 Box
147, Marcell, MN 56657

SHOWS & DEMOS FOR SALE/trade- AFI,
Anti-Flag, Blatz, Blackfork, Citizen Fish,
Crass, Criminals, Crimpshire, Dead & Gone,
Downfall, Fields of Shit, Fifteen, Filth, Hell-
billys, Jawbreaker, MTX, NoFX, Oi Polloi,
OpIV, Queers, Rancid, Redemption 87 Screw
32, Siren, Soup, Spazz, Stratford Mercenar-
ies, Tilt and more. $5 ppd- 40 5th Ave./SF,
CA 94118 emondryc@lick.pvt.kl2. ca.us.
Stamp or list gets my list.

FRANTICLY SEARCHING FOR THE “Son
of Bllleeeaaauuurrrggghhh! ” 7” on Slap a
Ham. Also looking for Go!, Citizen Arrest,
Stikky, and any of your old Grind, Thrash,
Power Violence, and harcore records. And
early Spazz. DxPx/15601 Orchid Dr./ South
Holland, IL 60473. No trades!!!

MEGA-RARE KILLED BY DEATH punk
& hardcore set sale. Hundreds of rare
original 7“s and LPs: Breakouts, The
Freeze, Genral Foodz, Germs, La Peste,
Really Red, Shirkers, SSD, etc. New stuff
every month. Send SASE (long envelope)
for list to: Mike B, 159 Emerald Street,
Malden, MA 02148. Please send your top
wants list!

GLOBAL REFLIEF 97 Aghathocles,
Misery, Distraught, Nine Shocks Terror,
Code 13, Disagree, El Dopa, Pretensious
Assholes, Civil Disobidience, Maneurysm,
Larvae, Servitude, Praparation-H,
iDreadnought, Dregs, Project A, Victims
of Horror, Efil, Spider Cunts, Left in Ru-
ins, Necro Lust, Asinine Solution, Bitch-
|slap, Urbn Dk, Oppressed Logic, In-
gravescent Torture, Pen...plus tables, free
camping and a fread show! Erik, 715 W.
Willow St. Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

SET SALE/TRADE (see below); (All original
mint/near mint) 16 “Curves That Kick” 10”,
Capitalist Casualties “Art of Ballistics” 7”, Cry
Now-Cry Later Vols. 1-3, M.I.T.B. - “Power of
Hash” 7”- “Sum of the Men” LP-Crossed Out
Split 7 ’’-Bizarre Uproar (2nd) Split 7”, Ror-
scach/Neanderthal split 7”, Disrupt/Destroy!
Split 7”, Capitalist Casualties
“Disassembly...” LP, F.U.’s “Kill for Christ”
LP, Spazz “Dwarf Jester Rising”LP

,
Go! - Only

Sheep...” 7”, “There is no man” 7”- Why Suf-
fer 7”, Pestilence “Box Set” (no 5”), Havohej
“Black Perversion” LP, Drop Dead/Crossed
Out split 5”, Hatchetface “Vol. II” LP, Avail
“satiate” LP, Shelter “In Defense..” 7”, End-
point “Idiots” 7” (See below for address/my
wants) Wants; Old issues of the East West Jour-
nal, Books/magazines on Green Anarchism,
Chi Gong, Tai Chi, Aikido, Macrobiotics,
Herbs/Tonics, Indigenous Struggles, Luddites,
Cooperative/Collectives, Etc. -’’The Alf is

Watching You” Comp LP, Tchkung! material/
recordings, access to quality supplements (Sol-
gar, East Earth Herb Company), quality Neg-
ative Ion Generators. Anthony W., P.O.Box
1447, Merrimack, NH 03054-1447.

PUNK VINYL- 90% used stuff. UK/US
‘77, UK ‘82, early 80s US harcore, Oi! orig-
inals, anarcho-punk. From $1 to $105. I

also have some ska from Studio One to
current, as well as harcore and straight
edge. 700+ items, fast service and fair pric-
es. Send 1 stamp to Chet Knight/P. O. Box
2568/ Decatur, GA 30031

THE CH3TZ have an eleven-song lp out now! !

!

Under-two-minute songs of crude fast-paced
punk/hardcore, now would I lie to you? lp
available for 10 dollars to: Richard Lafortune,
PO Box 34029, Scotia Square RPO, Halifax,
IJS, B3J 3S1 Canada

GO-GO RAYS “Great Ska-Punk Swindle” 7”;

My 3 Scum “Ridin” 7”; X-Whites “Tired of the
Same Old Shit” 7”. $3 USA $4world. Eerie
Records/ 2408 Peach St./ Eerie, PA 16502.
(814)456-6852. Stores distro thru Get Hip Dis-
tro.

DEAD IMAGE (NZ) 10 song lp black vinyl, 100
copies only, 4 songs from classic ‘84 recorded
7” + 6 live and raw from ‘84. Ex-Henchman.
Tough MC5 Henchmen punk sound. 1 copy air-
mail to U.S. $18 U.S. $$; 2x $28; 3x $42. Eu-
rope add 2Q%. Economy airless 20% off above.
Simon Kay/ 36 Barlow Place/ Birkenhead,
Auckland 9, New Zealand, e-mail -

sod@ihug.co.nz

“HEPPED UP ON Goofballs”, the new Piss
Shivers cd is out now! 8 punk rocking gems
for a mere $5.00 (ppd). Includes the hits: “An-
archy Baby” & “Nice Shoes, Let’s Fuck”. Pay-
able to: Cedric Crouch/ 46 Oberholtzer Rd./
Bechtelsville, PA 19505

CANADIAN PUNK VIDEO! Punk 76-
79 Much Music 1992 feature, rare ‘78
Crash and Burn film, The Last Pogo doc-
umentary, more! 120 min. TDK-EHG $20
money order Jim Russo/ 7314 Rockwell
#2 / Phila., PA 19111. NTSC American
video format only!

FREE PORN!! no, but a free catalog. The I

Dead End Kids CD is out, the No Fraud and I

Crumbs split CD is coming out, something I

by D.U.I. and a comp, with Rhythm Colli-

1

sion, Link 80 and many more. Free catalog if I

you mention MRR or send a stamp and get a I

catalog, patches, stickers: Kevin Alleseel
Records / PO Box 2510 / Pt. Charlotte, FLI
33949

RAMONES VIDEO COMPilation #2 Musik-
laden 1978, Whistle Test/Top of the Pops ap-
pearances, European tv clips, Brazilian tv
tour feature, Furia Metal 1994. 120 min.
TDK-EHG $20 money order. Jim Russo/ 7314
Rockwell #2/ Phila., PA 19111 Catalog: 2
stamps.

SERIOUS TAPE TRADERS- I have a list of
my 700+ entry collection that I am interest-
ed in trading good sounding dubbed tapes
of; for non- U.S. punk/emo/hardcore. Any-
one with an organized list that would like to
trade, please send a letter and your list for
mine. Particularly interested inUK and Aus-
tralian bands but will trade worldwide if you
can deal with english-only commun-ication.
My collection/interest is mainly melodic/pop/
garage punk & hardcore but includes a little

|
From all genres covered within punk music.
My list is computer generated in alphabeti-
cal order and again I’m looking for good
quality dubbs. If interested write me at:

Trader Chris/ 21 Weybridge Ct./Edwards-
ville, IN 62025/USA

HOMESLICE PRODUCTIONS looking for
punk/surf/ska bands for the soundtrack of
upcoming skate videos. Send music to: 665
Fell St./ San Francisco, CA 94102. Also send
skate - surf - snowboard or crazy footage
donations, tapes will be returned.

IGGY FANS! Listen up! I have great fuckin
quality copies of Iggy live in Germany 1996.
Full show and great sound and video. $20 to:

Dave J. Ferreira / 21828 Westfield Ave./ Hay-
ward, CA 94541 Allow 2 weeks.

NOW AVAILIABLE: “I’m too old to SK8”
comp. 60 minutes of great toons, plus book-
let. Check out some of these underground
bands! Send $4 to: Teardrop Toons c/o Marc
/ PO Box 57/ Alpena, SD 57312

NEED BANDS for Teardrop Toons next new I

up and coming comp. Send music (cassettes!
only please), lyrics, photos, band info, etc. I

I

to: Teardrop Toons c/o Marc / PO Box 57/m
Alpena, SD 57312/USA

“Slacker” 7”s. $3 each ppd. Send stamp for
Braindart Records new catalog and stickers. I

moved! New address: Aaron, 281 Laurel Dr.,
Felton, CA 95018.

SAY GOODBYE TO NORMALCY! Gris-wold,
Belfast’s hottest new vendhirs of high octane
punk rock’n’roll are here! Debut slab o’ vinyl
available now, namely a fine split EP with
Scottish postcore merchants Chicane- 2
bands,4 songs, 7 crazy inches of stormin’ punk
action-yours for a mere $5.00 or 2.50(pounds)
postpaid from: Griswold/ PO Box 362/ Belfast
BT7 1AY/ N. Ireland, U.K.

SOUND IDEA DISTRIBUTION- 3000 titles

from around the world. Send $1 US, $2 for-
eign for current catalog. Sound Idea/PO Box
3204/Brandon, FL 33509-3204 USA Call
(813)653-2550. Stores: Get in touch for
wholesale rates. And visit the Sound Ideas
store in Brandon.

3000 PUNK AND HARDCORE TITLES in|
the sound idea catalog. Send $1 US or $2 for-
eign for current catalog. Bootleggers get in I

touch. Sound Idea Distrobution/PO Box 3204

1

/Brandon, FL 33509-3204 USA (813)653-
2550 Stores: Call for wholesale rates.



T-SfHRTS, RECORDS, VIDEOS, CDs
and more! Send $1 US or $2 foreign for

current catalog. Send samples and
working terms for consideration, (no

demos) Sound Idea/ PO Box 3204/ Bran-
don, FL 33509-3204/ USA Call (813)

653-2550 Stores: call for whole-sale
rates.

NEED DISTRO HELP? Send samples
and working terms (no demos) If I am
interested, you’ll hear from me. Sound
Idea Distro-bution / PO Box 3204 /

Brandon, FL 33509-3204/USA Call
(813)653-2550 Stores: call for wholesale
rates.

JAPANESE AI^D EUROPEAN LA-
BELS: Trade with me! I run Burrito
Records and Sound Idea Distrobution.

If you can’t trade send wholesale pric-

es. Sound Idea/ PO Box 3204/ Brandon,
FL 33509-3204/USA Sound Idea store

open now! Call (813)653-2550 Stores:

call for wholesale rates.

FREE CRASS 7”’s: To anyone who
wrote Nonsense Distro at Box 255. I

did not receive your order. There was
mix-up between me and the post of-

fice. If you have not received your or-
der write back and tell me when/
what you ordered at 13216 Leech Dr.,

Sterling Hts, MI 48312

WANTED: Templars: Poor Knights 7",

Vibram ’94: Fight To Win 7”, Anti-
Heros: Election Day 7", Bruisers: Intim-
idation 7”, Amencan Night 7"~ Cruisin’
CD, “Oi! it’s a World Invasion 2” CD,
“Oi! This is Dynamite” CD, Lower
Class Brats / Reducers 7", Brickwall
United / Mission to Murder 7", Patriot:
Crime of times 7", wnte: John Grieco /

10091 N. Ponderosa Dr./ Fresno, CA
93720 or call (209) 434-5912

VIDEOS! I have the shows you wanna
see! Free transferring to any world sys-
tem. Over 3500 quality shows, rare old
and hard to find new stuff. Punk, hard-
core, movies, documentaries, ska, al-

ternative. Send 55c sase or $1 for big
list. Fast reliable service. Call, write,
e-mail: Peter DeMattia 8 Haddon Road
Hewitt, N.J. 07421-2329 USA. Phone:
(973) 853-4420 E-Mail:
peterd@warwick .net

VIDEOS! I can’t list them all here be-
cause there’s over 3500 shows avail-
able! So call or write to see what I have.
Free list by e-mail. Or send 55c sase or
$1 for my big list by regular mail. Fast
service! Industrial, Punk, Hardcore
and more! Peter DeMattia 8 Haddon
Road Hewitt, N.J. 0742 1-2329USA.
Phone:(9 7 3)8 5 3-442 0 E-Mail:
peterd@warwick.net

SALE: Rare Punk,
HC and related, from ’75-’95; Old fan-
zines and political papers etc; And oth-
er items. Offers only-. SAE/IRC for list:

11 Lucerne Road, Brighton, East Sus-
sex, BN1 6GH. England.

THROW DOWNS- West Coast tour this

summer August 15th thru Sept. 1. We
need help with shows in Northern Cali-

fornia and Nevada. Call (206) 781 0553.
Get our 10 song CD for a meager $8 ppd.
Labels, we want to be on your comps.
Get in touch. 8314 Greenwood N.,

suitel02, Seattle, WA. 98103

2,000 + RECORDS for possible trades.

I have no list. Send your want lists to

me. I’m looking for: Detention - “Dead
Rock n’ Rollers” 7’, Nabat - “Un Altro
Giorni” lp, Anti Cimax - “Anarkists
Attack” 7’, Bad Brains - 1st 7’ w/ over-
sized ps, Freeze - “I Hate Tourists” 7’

w/ ps, Red Alert - “Border Guards” 7’,

Heart Attack - “God is Dead” 7’ with 2

inserts. If you have these listed contact
me. Jason/ POB 2223/ Lynnwood, WA
98036 USA. Phone # (206) 774-6229,
call after 6pm pst. I will pay $ for these
records, too!

GOSPEL TAPES sounds of Indpls., 25
|

dollars each. Contact: Anthony Russ,
1324 Bundsal Pky., Indpls., IN 46208.

FREE HBO, PLAYBOY! Showtime Laid off

punk cable worker tells all! Build descram-
bler for under 13 bucks with 7 Radio Shack
parts, and very fast. Send 10 dollars, cash

or money order for simple 7 step instructions

to Ed Duckfield. Immediate response guar-

anteed for DIY punks! Ed, PO Box 157, West
Sayville, NY 11796

I

FREE CABLE PUNKS! Laid off punk ca-

ble worker shows you how to build your own
descrambler with only 7 parts from Radio
Shack for under $13.7 step instructions that

anyone can do. Fast service, you will receive

weeks guaranteed! Send well concealed cash

or $10 money order to: PO Box 157, West
Sayville, NY 11796

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY 21 year

old guy is going to ASU beginning fall ‘97

and would like to meet nice people, punk or

otherwise, from school and nearby. Write
and tell me how much fun it is out there, a

response is guaranteed. Dak W./10920 Beech
Creek Dr./Columbia, MD 21044

FREE HBO, PLAYBOY! Showtime. Laid off

punk cable worker tells all! Build descram
bier for under 13 bucks with 7 Radio Shack
parts, and very fast. Send 10 dollars, cash

or money order for simple 7 step instructions

to: Ed Duckfield. Immediate response guar-

anteed for DIY punks! Ed/ Po Box 157/ West
Sayville, NY 11796

FREE CABLE PUNKS! Laid off punk cable

worker shows you how to build you own descram-

bler with only 7 parts from Radio Shack for un-

der $13.7 step instructions that anyone can do.

Fast service, you will receive weeks guaranteed!

Send well concealed cash or $10 money order to:

Ed/ PO Box 157/ West Sayville, NY 11796

STAY ALL OVER THE WORLD for free. The
World for Free was started by a touring band
to help with accommodations in people’s hous-

es. Since then it’s grown to over 250 members.
If you like people more than hotels, find out

about The World For Free. For information

write to: The World For Free, PO Box 137-M,

NEW MEXICO/ TEXAS anarcho-punks!
We’re moving to your area in the fall. Look-
ing for nice folks who can help us out.

What’s it like down there? Write us! Jen and
Sophie/ 45 Savin Hill Ave. #3/ Dorchester,

MA 02125

1 Prince Street Station, New York NY 10012, I

1 USA.
SPAGHETTI DINNER AND DANCING
fanzine number 9 has a personal story about|

I’M TRYING TO open a store in my house.

Bands, labels, zines, whoever, whatever, send

your lists and terms and whatnot. Also look-

ing for penpals and tape traders b/c it’s lonely

in the south Take care! Jeremy/ 11470 Char-

traveling the northwest, seeing the devas-

tation of the logging industry. Whale story*
from MRR’s Mr. Mason, and a Missoula*
scene report. $1 ppd: Randy, PO Box 2536, H
Missoula, MT 59806.

rann/ Ft. Myers,FL 33908 WRITE ME: My name is Matt, and I’m 14.

1

PSYCHOTRONIC-TYPE FILMS, you want
‘em, I got ‘em! Over 10,000 of the best in hor-

ror, exploitation, bikers, druggie, JD, you name
it, I probably got it. Collecting for 15 years, I

strive for the best in quality and service. Al-

like bands like 88 Fingers Louie, The Mis-

fits, Minor Threat, Anti-Flag, The Vindic-

tives and stuff like that. If your interested

write me at: 15530 Rose Drive, S. Holland,

IL 60473.

ways 2 movies per tape! Send 2.00 for huge
catalog refundable w/ order to: Ed/ P.O.Box

506/ New London, CT 06320

WILMINGTON NORTH CAROLINA! Gui-

tarist (also willing to play bass) wants to

start or join a fast, brutal hardcore band
with intelligent lyrics. I’m into Infest,

Voorhees, Dropdead, ‘82 HC, Japanese HC,
Powerviolence, etc. In case it matters I’m 26

years old, libertarian and I drink beer. No
flakes please! Write to: Mike Gifford, 2940
Oleander Dr. Apt. E-12, Wilmington, NC
28403, or call before 9pm. (910)762-3361 and
leave a message.

BRAIN CLEANSER: a new zine for $1.

Contains Anti-fascism, pro-feminism, De-
scendents interview, survey on the weird-
est place you’ve ever masturbated, and
lot’s more all by Houstonians. Second is-

sue should be out soon. Send one dollar or

your own zine for a trade to: Michael Ko-
shkin or Brain Cleanspr/ 1 531 4 LaMancha/
Houston, TX 77083 NEW TO AREA, need contacts. Northeast

1 WHORE - HEY’S cd duplication. 1,000 3-

I color cd’s $850. Complete packages includ-

1 ing graphic design & booklet available.

1 We’re run by musicians for musicians. Ask
I for Whore-Hey. (812)331-8925 or e-mail:

I vivirecord@ aol.com

USA, please write. Male, 20ish, into secre-

cy, suppressed knowledge, wreaking havoc.

Will travel to hang out, especially with girls.

Phreaks and musicians let’s get together!

Music Kid/ 18 Mark Circle/ Holden, MA
01520



I

JACK AND JILL (off) needs you!! We need
pix for our Boner Issue, so get on the stick
and send us your stick! Also, jot down your
wanking at work/ school/ wherever stories.
Girls welcome, of course! Contributors re-
ceive their issue free. You are not alone! Back
issues $6; boith for $10. Sign age. JJ(O), POB
624, Alameda, CA 94501.

PERPETUALLY SINGLE boy looking for
anybody who finds intense political discus-
sion and fighting for social change sexy. Must
like old Napalm Death, Mob 47, traveling and
Long distance bike rides through the woods.
Call or write Chris, Revolutionary Anarcho
Punk Dating Service, 429 Circle Ave., Forest
Park, IL 60130. (708)366-3477.

PUNK/SCHIZO LOOKING for kids to talk
to. I love the punk rock and cigarette. Write
or call Sarah Schroedl (that’s me) 15091 Ar-
cadia St. Canal Fulton, OH 44614 (330) 854-
9210

FUCK THE POLICE baseball caps and
beenies. Caps-black letters/bill on white.
Beenies-white on black or black on white. $10
+ $2 shipping to J. Johnson, P.O. Box 964, San
Clemente, CA 92674.

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE to form band
with. I’m into G.G., A.C., Gut, Deceased,
Napalm Death, Dijoin, Psycho, Brutal
Truth, etc. Also girls send crusty panties
and nasty photos. Brian Keesler, 504 Line
St., Easton, PA 18042.

I

I AM MOVING TO SPAIN for school in
Sept.. Want correspondence with punks
in Spain, into Capitalist Casualties,
SPAZZ, B.Q.K., M.D.C.. I need info on
gigs, skiing, and festivals. Please write to
Matt Daly, c/o Dr. Felix Menchacatorre,
Escuela de Arqitectura at Universidad del
Pais Vasco—Plaza de Onati,2—20009 San
Sabastian, Gipuzkoa, Spain or in U.S
P.O.Box 129 Brwnsvl, C.A. 95919.

HELP! TWO English people travelling in
the US from Sept. 97 (starting in New
York then Washington DC) looking for
places to crash/advice on where/where
not to go/cool venues/festivals/bands on
tour/friendly people to meet. Into punk,
he, grind, sxe, emo, etc. Please contact
asap: - Mavis, PO Box 2804, Brighton,
East Sussex, England BN2 2AU.

I’M MOVING TO BOSTON late this summer
and would like to get in touch with people
who live there. It’d be great if anybody would
like to show me around, hang out, whatever.
I’m really openminded, love to go to shows,
and experience new and different things. I’m
Megan and write me at 133 Palmerston Rd.,
Rochetstern NY 14618-1247.

18 YO SIMPSONS LOVIN’ Clash worship-
per wants pen-pals from everywhere! Clash,
Exploited, UK punk, Oi, ska,* lots more. Re-
sponse guaranteed! Also, if you live in NY and
wanna start a talent free band write me: Tri-
cia, 107-38 128 Street, Richmond Hill,
Queens, NY 11419.

$1 GETS YOU a 60 word classified& a copy of
the zine your ad first appears in. Each ad will
be printed in 2 consecutive bi-monthly issues.
For outside U.S. send $2. T.Yawn Adzine/POB
457/RB, CA 90277

PICTURES OF THE old Haymarket Memorial
in Chicago sought. Any picture is a good pic-
ture, I don’t care. Will respond to picture (or
photocopy) donations with bountiful gifts of
zines, comics and mailable stuff. Also, looking
for anyone with any tradable music by
A.M.Q.A. Timothy Hutchings/ POBox 206424/
New Haven, CT 06520

ARTIST FOR HIRE: just moved from PDX, OR.
Looking to do album, CD, tape, comics and zine
covers. Interseted, send 3 stamps for a promo-
pack. Fair prices and I’m reli-able! ! Shane-914
N. Palafox-Pensacola,FL 32501. Also, bands
interested in playing my house please write!

STUCK IN A SMALL TOWN-stuck in a fac-
tory job mailing junk mail. Two isolated punx
seek support and friendship and solidarity; also
places all over the U.S. to crash/visit very soon.
Is anyone out there?! ! Jeff and Olivia/217 Main
St. apt#6/Bidde-ford, ME 04005

SILK-SCREENING: Do you need t-shirts or

I

patches made? Do you want it done inexpen-
sively and DIY? Mail Tango your design and
information regarding quanity and size of
shirts or patches, ink and shirt color, and any
other important information. Enclose a stamp
for a reply of price quotes. Tango/P.O. Box 190/
Wilsonville, AL 35186 USA

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE in NM&/or CO to
correspond with, thinking of moving out there
next spring/summer. Into: hardcore, emo,
punk, indie, food not bombs, earth first, play-
ing music... esp. looking for punk people with
kids (we have 1.5 yr. old boy) but would like to
hear from anyone. Fred & Nux P.O. Box 457/
RB, CA 90277

FREINDLY PUNK ROCKER from Texas
wanting to visit Australia, looking for some-
one in Australia to assist with a place to stay.
Any help will be very appreciated. If you call
me, I will accept the charges. Kevin Moseley/
2009 Colquitt apt#15/Houston,TX 77098/
(713)529-1859

STAY ALL OVER THE WORLD for free The
World for Free was started by a touring band
to help with accommodations in people’s hous-
es. Since then it’s grown to over 250 members.
If you like people more than hotels, find out
about The World For Free. For information
write to: The World For Free, PO Box 137-M,
Prince Street Station, New York NY 10012
USA.

I

TANGO T-SHIRTS: High quality shirts of
bands like Pist, Mankind?, Drop Dead, Hell-
nation, Spazz, Aus-Rotten, Detestnation, Ul-
cer, Resist, Masskontrol, Monster X,Forced
Expression and more. All shirts are done with
band’s permission. Cash only $8ppd in USA!
Tango/P.O.Box 190/Wilsonville, AL 35186
USA

PATCHES AND SHIRTS: $1: Suicide Ma-
chines, Blatz, Teengenerate, Oxymoron. $1.25:
Oplv, Swingin Utters, Descendents, Pink Lin-
colns, DK, SW, Misfits, Ramones, Specials,
Naked Aggression, Blanks 77, Crass, Anti-No-
where League. 1.50: Subhumans, Sham 69,
Bikini Kill, Grimple, Citizen Fish, Buzzcocks,
X-Ray Spex. T-shirts ($9): Subhumans, Ra-
mones, Undertones. Send orders or a stamp for
full “catalog” to: Second String Production,
PO Box 50144, Knoxville, TN 37950-0144.

FREE BOOK CATALOGUE: punk, anar-chist,
political, sex, conspiracy, DIY, fiction titles.

Fill your head with good stuff. Marginal
Mailorder/277 George St. N./Unit 102/Peter-
borough, ON. K9J 369/Canada or
marginal@ptbo.igs.net

25 YEAR OLD New to Western Mass. Look-
ing for mail to cure my boredom. Into: Tit
Wrench, Big Black, Godflesh, Coil, White-
house, Merzbow, Noise, old industrial, some
punk/hc. Also into odd movies, photography,
Burroughs, Peter Sotos, Adam Parfrey, Boyd
Rice, tape trades, would like pen pals from
Western Mass/ New England, but will re-
spond to all! Martin, 1440 Granby Rd., Chi-
copee, MA 01020.

CARA DE PICHAS! A bored Swede in Cos-
ta Rica looking for friends, labels, bands be-
cause I also run a zine. I take everything, es-
pecially hard ‘n experimental stuff. David
Linnros/ Ave 7, Calles 14yl6/ 500N, 25EB
Cuerpo De Bomberos/ 3000-Heredia,P
Heredia/ Costa Rica

MEXICAN HARDCORE kicks ass! Hi I m 16
years old and I’m into bands like: Madball,
25 ta Life, VOD, Integrity, COT. I’m inter-
ested in knowing other HC people and to
have pen pals from around the globe. If you’re
interested in knowing about hardcore bands
from my country write to: Luis A. Mendez,
A.P. 1375, C.P. 64001, Monterrey, NL, Mex-

TEXAS BEER Jesus Whiskey Pussy. Select-

1

ed poems from the white trash garage. By I

world famous bad boy cowtown poet Will-

1

iam Bryan Massey. Poems about cats in freez-

1

er, animal sex, beef jerky. $14 to: POBoxI
2044, Ft. Worth, TX 76113.

DARK ENTRIES APOLOGIZES for the un-
timely manner of which our last issue was
published. We sincerely apologize to those
of you that actually got off your ass and sent
stuff in. You truly are the unapathetic. Dark
Entries is a network of communication and
free expression. How-ever, we need more
voices to contribute, so we can publish a full
issue. So put your thoughts on paper and send
them in. 6245 Alantic Ave. #134 Bell, CA
90201.

DARK ENTRIES is a pen pal network dedi-

1

cated to printing classified ads, so punks can I

meet other punks, trade free shit, get free shit,
poetry, or just basically voice their opinions.
Send your classified ads (40 words or less),
poetry, stories or commentary to: Dark En-
tries/ 6245 Alantic Ave. #134/ Bell, CA 90201

WET FRIG JUICE zine is now accepting con-
tributions (photos, poems, letters, etc.) from
gals and guys, about masturbation. We are
also accepting contributions for our video
zine as well. Send to: AJP/ PO Box 34000/
San Antonio, TX 78265-4000

DOES YOUR BAND SUCK? Wet Frig Juice
zine wants your band’s tapes, records, vid-
eos, photos and bios for our world’s suckiest
band contest. Prizes for placing! AJP/ PO
Box 34000/ San Antonio, TX 78265-4000

NICE DENVER GIRL into Nobodys, FYP,
Queers, Ramones!

,
psychobilly, Quincy Punx,

Subhumans, cereal, video games, traveling.
I have patches, records, ideas and various shit
to trade with all you bored punk kids, so
write me! Annie/ 2850 S.Yates/ Denver CO
80236

NEW MEXICO/ TEXAS anarcho-punks! L

We’re moving to your area in the fall. Look-

1

ing for nice folks who can help us out. What’s I

it like down there? Write us! Jen and Soph-|
ie/ 45 Savin Hill Ave. #3/ Dorchester, MAl
02125

1



vinyl starring: ,

Bobby»Sox*
and the Teenftf* Queers

Pocket Pisbrmen

Lithium Xmas

The Sillies

Pump’n Ethyl

The Walking Timebombs

Fuckemo’s

EEO Speedealer

Boxcar Satan

Sad Pygmy

- -''Fmbleeder
.

$8.00 ppd (US)

$12 ppd (world)

OUT IN MARCH
|

THE VAN PELT
SULTANS OF

SENTIMENT LP/CD

OUT IN APRIL

CHISEL
SET YOU FREE LP/CD

CDCDCD
CDCDCD
CDCDCD
©CD©

mL^©<=>©

100?-
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DICKARMY SIGNS TO A ,

MAJOR LABEL. OTHERS m,
TO FOLLOW?
NEW YORK (AP)- In a

shocking move, Dick Army,

New York City’s premier punk

rock band (not to be confused

with the racist skinhead group

from Va.) has agreed to

release a 7” EP on A Major

Label, AML Records.

“We think it’s the right

move at the right time,” said

the group’s guitarist Matt

Army at a press conference

held here yesterday at

Manhattan’s St. Mark’s Hotel.

“It looks as though this whole

punk rock revival thing is

about to blow over at any

minute and we want to get our

slice of the pie while we still

can. The royalties from co-

writing ‘Betty Crocker Punk

Rocker’ just weren’t paying

the bills.”

Many criticized the group

long known for it’s DIY ideals

OUT IN MAY
RYE

300 FOXES LP/CD

&um

for signing to AML and

in effect “selling out”.

“Anybody who thinks

I’m a sellout can kiss

my fuckin’ ass,” said the

group’s bass player,

Rob Noxious, at the

poorly attended press

conference. “If I’m a sellout

how come I’m still living in

my parent’s basement?

Answer me that fanboy!”.

“Whohoo! I’m rich! Hit

me! Yea,” exclaimed Mikey

“The Champ” Federline, the

group’s drummer and part

time saxophonist, formerly of

Man With Gun Lives Here.

“I’m gonna get cable!”

Signing to AML is just

another in a long list of con-

troversies surrounding the

group that include everything

from public urination the

complete destruction of

CBGB’s Gallery. Greg Ginn

and SST records are already

threatening to sue AML if

they release the record with

the proposed title ’’The First

Four Beers”.

“I think our fans will buy

this record regardless of what

label it’s on,” said Matt. “I

guarantee you this record is

going to make you punch your

mother in the face and run

away from home.”

Dick Army’s EP “The

First Four Beers” is avail-

able for $3.00 pp in the U.S.

AML Records, PU Box 1503, NYC, NY 10009

niTTNOW:
CHISEL-NEW 2 SONG 7”

|

the. WORLD/ INFF.RNO FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY
|

-OUR CANDIDATE 7”

-MODELS&MANNEQUINS 7”

|
Al .1 .NATURAL LEMON * I IMF. FLAVORS 7”|

LPs $7 7”s $3 CDs $10ppd

can and mex add $2 rest add $4 for postage

GERN BLANDSTEN
RECORDS
po box 356

river edge, nj 07661

U.S.A.

K2SSTI
P.O. Box 610146

Dallas, Texas

75261-0146
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EVERYTHING IS POSTAGE PAID
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MAKE MONEY ORDER TO JOHN WOLFE
SEND 2 - 32« STAMPS OR $1 FOR
COMPLETE USTS OF MERCHANDISE
-NEW SHU THIS MONTH

LORD KAOS-Thorns Of Impurity* CD
Excellent Australian Black metal‘$ 14.00

|

UNHOLY GRAVE-' Inhumanity" CD
33 trax-insane Japanese grind*‘$14 00
BISHOP OF HEXEL-'Archeives* CD
barbaric yet harmonious (lsr.)**$13.00

SORHIN-*Skogsgriftene Rike'CD

new Swedish black metal"**$1 1 .00
DYSTO PI A/SKAVEN- Split Ip

extreme grind explosions* *‘*$9 00
ENTROPY/UNANSWERED-split 7*

chaotic grind aggression $4.00
CRIPPLE BASTARDS-’Your Lies ' LP

(Italy) 69 blazing grind songs**$1 2.00
CAPTAIN 3 LEG-’Unreleased Crap' Cass,

new 48 humorous noise attacks*$3.50

RAKITIS/LAST DAYS OF HUMANITY-
split 7*--bonecrushing death**$5.00

ABAZAGORATH-'Tanebrarum* CD
vicious black metal from Jersey*$1 1 .00
UNGOD/CABAL-split 7*

dark/satanic occult metal** "$5.00
RUNNING GUTS-Debut Demo Cassette

different death/grind/in unique pkg*$6.00
|

NIGHT IN GALES-’Razor* 7*

(white) bombastic black death**$5.00

HEADFUCKER MAGAZINE-ISS « 4
slick zine has: HEMDALE/EXIT 1 3/EXHUMED/

1

FESTERING PUKE/WICKED INN ***$4.00

GONKULATOR/BLACK MASS OF ABSU-
Split 7* (clear)black noise/sludge*$4.00

MORTEM-‘demon tales' CD

|

vicious Deicide-like black death*$1 5.00
|

I ANCIENT-'svartalvheim* CD (Norway)
it's been re-done »! Diff. cover**$1 3.00
RUIDO DE O DIO/D. I.E.-Split 7*

(groen)vicious fast noise blasts*$5.00

DROGHEDA-'Celebration of Violence* Cs|

[

blasting grind death from OHIO*$4.00
DEMONIAC- ’Stormblade* digi-pak CD
intense war metal / awesome *$13.00
"ORCHESTRATED CHAOS“-Comp CD
has:DYSPHORIA.SLAVESTATE,EXHUMED,

UNEARTH,ABAZAGORATH...etc***$10.00

I

MARDUK-’Heaven Shall Bum* CD
Swedish black/limited import‘*$1 6. 00
TERVEET KADET-'Bondage... * 7*

13 songs/good quality live 95 **$5.00
DARK FUNERAL-'Secrets Of Black* CD
very limited digi-pack/Black**$1 8. 00
DEAF+ DUMB/IMPERIAL FOETICIDE-CS

|
Split - GReaT Czech death grind* $6.00
USA THE WOLF/GOAT THROWER-7’

|

this howls ! Limited colored wax*$5.00
REGURGITATION-'..Through Vomit’ CS.
great death metal from Ohio****$5. 00
BLOODSICK/NUNSLAUGHTER-Split 7*

ultra sick gurgle death grind***$4. 00
AGATHOCLES/PRAPARATION H-7*
mincing grind/great grind***$4. 00
"COLD STILL EARTH" comp CD
has SKINLESS,INHUMAN,DEADEN**$8.00
UNPURE-’Cold Land' CD
violent old school Black****$1 6. 00

|

AGATHOCLES-’Distrust* 7*

6 vicious crusty attacks**$5 00
AMESTIGON/ANGIZI A-Split CD
fantastic new Black metal*$16 00
BASTARD NOISE/GEROGERIGEGEGE-
split 7* “all fucking noise**$5.00
SOCKEYE/ROSS DAILY-Split 7*

goof punk/pop crap/retards**$3.50
DARK STORM-'Emperors* MCD
Pagan Czech Blackness***$10 00
"GRIND MANIA" COMP CASSETTE
has GROINCHURN/BIZ X/SQUASH B
INTESTINAL INF.,KRABATHOR*$4 00
SOLSTAFI R-MCD
Icelandic fire-breathing*‘*$10.00

. "EXTREMIST REC. COMP #1“ CD
|

has INSATANITY.GONKULATOR,DROGHEDA, I

[

ABOMINATE,NUN SLAUGHTER ...$7.00

SYMBOLIC IMMORTALITY-"*Yogan' 7*

doom metal 6ome w/femal vox**$5 00
MORNING STAR- CD
Finland’s black-death gods***$15.00
S.O.B./NAPALM DEATH-Split 7*

live recording/decent quality*$5.00

ROT/VO LTIFOBI A-split TAPE
total abrasion (Japan/Brazil)*$5.00

MESSE NOIR-Demo Cassette

excellent/hellish barrage(Ct)**$5 00
DASKRIMINAL-7*
total sludge-crust onslaught‘*$4.00

FALLEN CHRIST-’Abduction Ritual* CD
excellent death/dark attack**$1 2.00
MORNING STAR-7* (Finland)

Brutal as fuck black metal***$5. 00
LUCIFERION-'Demonication* CD
this disc wails/death/dark metal*$12.00
NIFELHEIM-CD
Barbaric Black metal $15.00
THE GEROGERIGEGEGE-'Audio Shock*

7 inch/intense/fuckin noise* *$5.00
DOGHEIMSGARD-CD

|

(Norway) has Fenriz of D.Throne*$16.00
|

AGATHOCLES-’No Use
. (Hatred)* 7*

great/crusty/noisy grind(Belg.)*$5 .00

[

NECROMASS-*Abyss‘ CD
Haitian Black/offensive art***$11.00
CHARDS OF CIVIUSATION-Comp 7*

w/ GROINCHURN.AG.ROT ..etc..‘*$5.00

INHUMAN-demo 96

blasting death attack from MO.**$6.00
GROINCHURN/CAPT 3 LEG-Split 7*

(colored) intense grind+noise**$4.00
MASS KONTROL-*Warpath* 7*

fast and harsh crust assault* *$3.00
DECEMBER WOLVES-Til 10 Years* CD |

Barbaric black metal **$13.00
FORCED EXORESSION^AVULSION-7*
split 7"/very limited/grind" *$4. 00
VACUUM-Cassette

atmospheric darkness/in stock**$5. 00 I

PLUTOCRACY-’Dankstahz* 10*

heavily intense political crust**$7.00
THY PRIMORDIAL^*
heavy as fuck black metal $5.00
THE PERSON INSIDE OF REGAN-CS
vicious + blasting grind core **$4 00
DESASTER-‘Medieval Darkness* CD
Satanic German blackness*"$15.00

ALL DAY
"Nobody Likes

A Quitter"

1 7 song CD
Everything is on this

release. All the

singles and a
bunch of new stuff.

DRAIN BRAMAGED
"Happy Drunx"

15 song CD
Kings of O.C. drunk
punk are back with

their 2nd full length.

DAS KLOWN
"Sink Or Swim"

4 song 7"

New stuff.

Full color cover art

by Skully.

DAS KLOWN "Holy Crap!
13 song CD/LP
All the killer stuff on one
release. New Klown
full length coming soon,

INSULT

"I Wanna Be A Burn

Victim"

24 song CD
Hardcorel! Produced
by SethPutnam of AC.

NOTHING TO BELIEVE IN
36 Bands/36 songs CD comp
Includes The Suspects, Insult,

Voodoo Glow Skulls, Das Klown,
e Process, All Day, Fury 66,

The Fumes, Spunk, Vitamin L,

Swoons, Drain Bramaged, PUS,
Glue Gun, Blount, Horace Pinker,

iRancId Hell Spawn, R. Collision,

Youth Gone Mad, The Meatmen
iThe Fixtures, Legitime Defence,

Youth In Asia, Monkhouse, Cruel & Unusual, Moral Crux,
Naked Aggression, No Consent, Apocalypse Hoboken,
Surgeon General's Warning, Shlumpf, Wrong Way Right,
Perturbed, Media Blitz, riotgun. & Sanity Assassins.

These releases also available:
Bringing It Back comp 7" w/igniu, out*pok*n, tiacktpot

All Day/Stomach spilt 7"

Dead Beat/Narsaak split 7"

He's Dead Jim "Pump No. 12" 7"

U.S. "A Life In Fear" 7"

In Crowd "Cargo b/w Helmet" 7"

Full Fledge Ledge "Vladamlr" 7"

Egghead "Knock Off That Evil" 7"

The Fixtures "Screw The World" 7"

Blanks 77/Qulncy Punx split 7"

All Day/Das Klown spilt 7"

Das Klown/Drain Bramaged split 7"

No Fraud "Babewatch" 7"

Coming soon - More Fixtures Babyli

CD = $8ppd N. America/$10 World
LP = $7ppd N. America/$10 World

$3.50ppdiN. America/$5 World
SPECIAL Get any 4 7's for $10ppd N.America/$15 World

send check, money order or well hidden cash to:

KNOW RECORDS «nd

PO BOX 90579 13*
LONG BEACH, CA 90809 fr«« with

e-mail: knowrec@earthlink.net °fdar

562-438-3969 fax

Dlatro by-

Revolver, DEI,

Sound of CA,
Choke,

CargoUK,
Rotz, Rhetoric,

Soda Jerk,

Lumborjack,
Panx, Flight 13,

KB,ate, ate....

Hara'a a Big
mFuck You" to

SMASH.

mrr'm

im



924GILMANSTREET
ULY-

SAT 19-POISON IDEA,

ELECTRIC FRANKEN-
STEIN, 8'N 1/4, DEFACE,
ZBS
FRI 25-HUASPUNGO,
PROPHETS OF MISERY
SAT 26- SWINGING UT-

TERS, DROP KICK
MURPHYS, BINGE,
THORAZINE, SPACE
COOKIE
AUGUST-
FRI 01 -THE HUMPERS,
ONE MAN ARMY,
WILLHAVEN, HINDSIGHT
SAT 02-HIS HERO IS

GONE, BROTHER INFE-

RIOR, NOOTHGRUSH
FRI 08- BLEED, CON-
VERGE, COALESCE,
SHAHRAZAD
SAT 09-RECEIVERS
LETTERBOMBS
SAT 1 6-VANDALS,MXPX
OJO ROJO

WE ARE A PUNK ROCK
CLUB SO THINGS
CHANGEUNEXPECTADLEY
TO FIND OUT IF A DATE
HAS CHANGED CALL
51 0.525.9926.WEAREAN
ALL AGES NO
ALCOHOL, DRUGS.
MEMBERSHIP CLUB,
RUN BY VOLUNTEERS.
WHAT DO A HURRICANE
ATORNADO AND A RED
NECK DIVORCE HAVE IN

COMMON?

TUNE IN NEXT MONTH
FOR THE ANSWER. OH
YEAH, SEE YOU IN THE
PIT WANKERS.

Time to get eggscited again! Bil

McRackin delivers the pop-punk

album of the year! 14 fabulous

tunes including "Beverly Hills

9021 0", 'Tears You Cried", "Got You

On My Brain", "Come On Over",

eggscetera.Tommy McRackin
from Gob guests on drums! Wow!
CD-$9/LP-$7 PPD For a catalog with

more cool records on Shredder including

Parasites, Grumpies, Dragstrip, Jawbreaker,

etc,, send a SSAE to Shredder Records, 75

Plum Tree San Rafael. CA 94901.

From West Philadelphia, it's

Joe Jack Talcum and "two

other guys", Brian and Chris,

on their debut single. Four

songs - DIY punk influenced

by cool early '80s American
punk. $3.50 PPD

Order from

:

(checks payable to)

Subterranean Records,

P.O. 2530, Berkeley,

CA 94702.

Records

BLURRED— 1

1

EXCRETED ALIVE /

VIOLENT HEADACHE
- SPLIT 7 “ EP

(BOTH SPANISH EXTREME GRIND CORE)

BLURRED-08 (RE-PRESSING)

SLIGHT SLAPPERS /

HATED PRINCIPLES
- SPLIT 7

“ EP

(JAP/USA POWER VIOLENCE I)

WORLD $6 PPD /JAPAN ¥600 PPD

CASH ONLY 1 1 TRADES ARE WELCOME ! I

WRITE AND ORDER TO :

BLURRED RECORDS c/o MANABU ISOBE

482-1 NAKA, KAMBARA, I HARA,

SHUZUOKA 421-32 JAPAN

TEL/FAX +81-543-85-3217

TORNADO OF BEER

% >- *

-T)V^ NAtAfi. sx/s 'Y- ALL!!i

th<&B - The (@)\ AT£>
0ZL1Z T W iTh <1 SohJqi
rfi&T AM b L0U b

.

HARDCOfce
PuNy^ %OCK --

^LL ARE.$3.0O PPD.

GET IW roUCblU

A BETTER. PAY OllECfiVC
\
bus

^ P.o. Box 330 S
EASTON ,?A. 1^043-^302



JESUIT - 3 SONG 7"

Pulverizing H.C. from Virginia Beach. "Watching Jesuit is
like watching your best friend get hit by a car."
3ppd 5ppd world

Nenkeybit^J
Apezine #2 - OUT NOW! 3PPd world

Interviews with:
Capitalist Casualties Gob
Timojhen of Vacuum Charles Bronson jjdjt
Assiick Kiss it Goodbye JEjBHH
Dystopia Agents of Satan j
Disassociate In/Humanity jd) jGrief Monster X ^

PLUS!! BLACK AKMYb:
A free JACKET =

Apesplit 7" iy AUi i CS -fU,

U RESERVOIR RECORDS
V '1 P.O. BOX 790366

No Checks!
Cash or M.O. Made outl.W. DUA /^UJbb iTi.w. iviauc ui

fa! Middle Village, NY 11379-0366 *° A"drew Orlando.
A*' ?Tr, » Send a stamp for aSend a stamp for a

catalog. Thanks.

ALL CD'S COME WITH
A 16 PAGE BOOKLET

$11 PPD USA
(CA Residents Add Sales Tax)

$12 PPD CANADA,

$14 PPD WORLD AIR.
(Prices from Bomp!)

MAILORDER HANDLED
BY BOMP! RECORDS AND
OUR OTHER VARIOUS
DISTRIBUTORS. AS WE
DONT HANDLE ANY
MAILORDER.

GTA001 RF7 “ALL YOU CAN EAT* CD CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
GTA002 AGNOSTIC FRONT “RAW UNLEASHED” CD
GTA003 SIN 34 “DIE LISTENING” CD
GTA004 WHITE CROSS "DEAF, DUMB, AND BLIND" CD
GTA005 REBEL TRUTH “EVERYBODY HATES EVERYBODY” CDGTA006 LOST GENERATION "PUNK THIS!" CD
GTA007 RED SCARE "AS PROMISED" CD

"ALL F0R 0NE~0NE FOR ALL" ROGER MIRET BENEFIT CDGTA009 ADRENALIN OD "SITTIN' PRETTY' CD
GTAOIO RAW POWER "BURNING THE FACTORY1 CD
GTA011 PLAIN WRAP/MOX NIX - SPLIT CD
GTA012 LOCKJAW "SKINNED ALIVE" CD
GTA013 VOORHEES "SMILING AT DEATH" CD
GTA014 BAD POSTURE "G.D.M.F.S.O.B." CD
GTA015 RATTUS "TAALTA TULLAAN KUOLEMA" CD

GTA0W
V

'WH ipp
H

ing b
fK0M TH,S CLA55,C FINN,5H BAND -

Gr^^N^-NO^^CD H FR0M ™'S BAY AREA 8AND- ,SUf: DEM0S- AND LIVE '

™ASH™ ™'S EARLY BEACH' ^™ashband.

%
OTA020

E

X^^D0NEDi "L^'mi^ELK^M^WERWC^R^D
1^ TH'S LEDSENDARY HNNISH band

?TA'?A°.
F
/?

L
il^^TAL,C PUNK W|TH T0NY

(EX - ADOLESCENTS) ON VOCALS 02-66
GTA/ALO 021 P.E.L.M.E. "RELAX WITH...” CD

GTAS ™ '«*** "crazy fucked ur. -DEEPLY disturb,NO", etc.

gTo^p°R°o1es'tS
GTA

N

M4 NV L^AN[)ERE^“So1jNI^F^E SreE^'

^

^
%Tno^Sln^l'r.e^S?y SKINHEADED 01! FROM HOLLAND, '82-'8ftGTA 025 INFERNO "DEATH AND MADNESS" CD
72 MIN. OF CRUCIAL GERMAN HARDCORE TRASH '03-'&7

GTA 026 ZYKLOME A "NOISE AND DISTORTION" CD
75 MIN OF RAGING POLITICAL THRASH FROM BELGIUM. ’S2-'S5

GRAND THEFT AUDIO. 501 WEST GLENOAKS BOULEVARD, SUITE 313. GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91202 USA (SEND SASE/IRC FOR REPLY)
THR0UGH: GTA PRODUCTS • DISTRIBUTED THRU: BOMPi

pn
M
«nv!«o

R
i!l„ .

K.RHETORIC, SOUND IDEA, X-MIST, NEW LIFE,’
RO. BOX 7112, BURBANK. CA 91505 USA. ROTZ, TRIBAL WAR USA, SUBTERRANEAN F.F.T

rWalker "Actually, Being Lonely Isn't All

.

Tt»t8ad"
V9'

04
stui!

na"y done ,,

GRAND THEFT AUDIO
OUR ADS ARE MORE BORIN^^^A^DISCHOR?S

I nrn «... _ I IDOTl IT" I \/ At. a..

The Letierhomb* s/t 7**

Debut 7" of fast &
melodic hardcore
vi th female vocals.
Very orginal sound.
Harmless #15

n D

-The Monstgnors ®

”668, The Neighbor •%

ofthe Beast”

Double 7*

Eight songs ofreally
fun ska/punk that is ji* <

way more on the ©
punk side. 3
Harmless #14 9 .

•The TraKon %
’Tm So Happy When
Tm Hating*’ T
F-asi hardcore/punk
ifeatpring current

'members of No
Empathy*
Apoealyspe Hoboken.

3
Ramies* #13

Lyftyrd
'

s

Innards -Lyayrd’* Iaaards T
amscray Lp/Cd j?

Debut album of a great h
band. Solid song i
writing with an 8(7s j[
punk rock feel. First §.
500 Lps on White vinyl! ^
Harmless #12

Al««:
^2*

- Tha BoOwaevffls/Walkvr Spk 7"

thlrtysecondsdeep ‘Hot Carl T
-Tha ConnieDuaft ‘Missy <4 Johnny* 7
Many more .

vX
1437 W. Hood \\\
Harmless Records y

?*LChicago, 11 60660
HarmiesReci'^AOL COM
attp7Avww ategroup convharmiess
Fax(773)465-0035

7”-$3ppd 2xT’-S5ppd Lp-S7ppd Cd-$9ppd
Checks/Mo's to Scott Thomson, not Harmless!
Send a stamp for a hill catalog of shirts,

buttons, posters, and other nice things.



JvFrvmfW CO
|

Sfrafghf up, no frfls old

:hool punk fuckin'

I rock.

1 $9.00 ppp

Vorvwa Tool 7"
7" vinyl version of the
'Skank For Brains comp
songs. Snappy new
cover art by David

Ross $4.00vvo

SVJivir Fw FffUfvrr
SHTVWumrMaTWWW
F\jnk/Ska comp with 30 songs (73 min)

from UNK 80, NOTHING COOL
RUDEBONES, THE GADJITTS. KONGO
SHOCK & MORE!

CO W!rff.WFPWfF

"OTHTO To F«ST
Myth" cofurr CO
Lots of punk bands
doing 80's metal songs.
Includes SCHLONG,
YOUR MOTHER, KFF &
more. $T.OO ppp

ffVClWHV VHOOfT
"Vrcvon" CU
Foodcore noise stuff

$7.00 PPP

IfffT HflfSTC FOV IFITT

Ffopif Vot 7
Only a few of These left! Features
MDC. DRI. JFA. DICKS. FANG. MINUTEMEN.
BIG BOYS. THE WHITE LIE. TALES OF
TERROR- BUTTHOLE SURFERS &.

PERSONALITY CRISIS.

IP (TPir $950 ppp

COMPACT DISC MANUFACTURING

[
1 000 Row Discs lor $850.00

br 1000 CDs

SUMMER TOUR 97

we need help

(206) 781 0553

#shows w/ Chuck

$3 FOR ONE/ $5 FOR BOTH

ALEX WALSTON

PO BOX 33® f
bmidstor

AUSTIN TX 707G1 future releases

DATE TOWN CLUB
AUG.15 Portland #Suburbia

AUG.16 Bend #Some bar

AUG.17 Eureka #help

AUG.18 S.F. HELP

AUG.19 S. Cruz HELP

AUG.20 S. Luis 0. (Strap on)

AUG.21 Lompoc ?somewhere?

AUG.22 S3 :
? Help ?

AUG.23-28th S. Cal W/ Stinkaholic.

If vou can help with a show get in touch.

AUG.29 Berkeley GILMAN ST.

AUG.30 Berkeley If not 29th

AUG.31 Reno ?????????

SEPT. 1 Eugene Or. ??????????

SEPT. 2 Seattle w/ Ferd Mert

all dates tenative ’cept Aug. 15-1 6th

-Check us out on these comps. 206- UNPUNK

Sour-PTYM, Bad Stain CD. We are on 206's

New Split CD “PUNK ROCK” vol. 1 $10ppd.

10 SONG CD out mid JULY on 206 only $8 ppd.

Throw Downs 8314 Greenwood N., #102

Seattle, WA. 98103, See you this summer

By the way; FAST MELODIC HARDCORE
PUT US ON YOUR COMPS.

VACUUM JULY

J
SKANK FOR BRAINS SATURDAY MATINEE

Send two stamps for a ful catalog of

punk, ska & morel Cal or write:

Beach Recordings
123 0 MARKET St. #135

SanF rancisco, CA 94 109

4 15.553.8 725

V/A RETURN OF THE DJ- Volume II

V/A SLIGHT SUPPERS / HATED PRINCIPLES

V/A SPAZZ / LACK OF INTEREST

V/A ZAPATA VIVE ULUCHASIGUE

S.O.A. EP

Issue #9 Patrick does is again - great read Weight = 8 oz Pr

Rewind Awesome - insane wraparound cover art Bacteria Sour EP

Necropolition Japanese import - last release? HG Fact

Live @ Gilman The title says it all - you need this 625 EP

Louder than words Aussie HC attack everything deserving Spiral Obj 10”

Face Institution Lost two singles os a double EP Bacteria Sour 2xEP

information Battle Everything I hoped it'd be - frantic 31 G 1

2”

S/T C.R. Personnel crank on - great HC City lights CO

Fight with Donald Canadian early 80’s legendary HC Break Even EP

Sweating The 64 track epic collection Slap A Ham CD

Remorse The infamous chipboard sleeve version Bacteria Sour EP

Agathodes, Damad, Enemy Soil, Stack, Slight Slappers + more Fall

The series continues onward.... Red Rum LP

Japanese import - CB gettin' soft? Naw. Nat EP

Systral, His Hero, Default, Code 1 3 +++ Tuttle EP

Remastered, repressed and with Coalition provided

new cover art • gettin' better w/age! 625 LP

Tribute to Black Sabbath - in principle HydraHead EP

Worth the wait - Spazz, Charles Bronson, Asshole Parade

Pret. Assholes, Palotka, Unanswered 625/Pess. LP 6.50

Best skills worldwide • awesome sampler Bomb HipHop CD/2xLP 13. ea

Previously hard to get - back in Blurred EP 3.25

West Bay/U tag team-CD w/bonus livetrock Deep Six EP/CD 3/5.00

Benefit comp-Hiatus, Ebola (both), Unhinged Unsure LP 8.00

BLOOD SUCKING FREAKS Doom (UK) members do Sweden (again!)

CHANGE

DAMAD
DISCORDANCE AXIS

EXCRUCIATING TERROR

FALLOUT

FINAL CONFLICT

JENNY PICCOLO

MURDOCK

NE0S

SPAZZ

STRAIN

V/AATRADTI0N0F... Agathoc

V/A BLOODSTAINS ACROSS SWEDEN

V/A CHARLES BRONSON /QUILL

V/ACOMPUCENCY

V/AELGUAP0

V/A EYEHATEGOD/ANAl CUNT

V/A POSSESSED TO SKATE

3.25

2.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

7.00

6.75

6.00

4.50

3.50

11.1

4.50

2.75

10.00

4.00

2.75

6.00

3.0

$1 (US) for full list - PRICES ARE - NOT - POSTPAID! 1

!

Catalog online:http://www.interlog.com/~tedwong Email:Timojhen@slip.net

Post Info; EP= 2oz / LP= 8oz / CD= 6oz / Mailer = 8 oz

Ck / MO to Vacuum / Below post rates USA only!!! Others send for sheet

Spec. 4th - $1.50 first Lb, 0.50 ea add Lb / Priority $3 first 2 Lbs $1 ea add. Lb

POB 460324 SF CA 94146



OUT NOW: Ktvm AMesec fcec6r* s

*

JINX- TALKING SHIT
7 INCH (tsmr//2)
MRR ^167 “7 he four songs on this
mix equal parts pop and pogo with
lots of cool sing-a-longs and the end
result is some serious fun.. (RM)

auspwr
Send check, cash, or money order to:

Craig Depies.

As always 7 inches arc only $3.00
postage paid in North America and

$5.00 World.

COMING SOON:
7 inches by:Moml Crux ,17 Years
They Still Make Records

1 349 West Taylor 3R
Chicago Illinois 60607

V<ev '

&L- M* S«w»t
N.wtjrc^is-co l s ou+ l /f3 . 00)Sor»A*.Tk., ,r*»ea.se

bow«>^f bet4erwUiicvery
v

A Non^Cir^Co>v^ *CD(^loro6)^Pat1fo^
^Cft4ut*ma* RUvii>Umn C » mIc

c>fr+
^•^ph**** i?Ke

r _ |4* - ^4-

J ir>^Kfor-

Y44l

->v «- cvn
^uSt l-'F

K«v^ AlUsceReco^s
|

P*0«Box3l5i0
P-h. Chario++e

) FL

^Mnk Junkies

Brand new and fully punk, matey.
Gonna trash your li'l town on
tour fall * 97

.

N
also available «

in

Thrash, smash, bash, crash!
Bloody Hell!!

Available postage paid ~
CasSta, Cassettes $7 ««*«<>:

Triple X Records P.O. Sox 862529 Dept. MRR
LA., CA 90086*2529 xxx@trlple-x.com

http:/Avww.tnple-xxom



BULK RATE
From: U.S. POSTAGE

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL PAID

P.0. BOX 460760 SAN FRANCISCO, CA
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94146-0760 PERMIT No. 728

yotciwo

"Hyp*
* l A»iy l/ri

MAILORDER

own
ufbu

No. America: $4 ppd
Canada/Mexico: $4 air/$3 surface ppd

So. America: $4.50 air/$3.50 surface ppd
Asia/Australia: $7.50 air/$3.50 surface ppd

Send to:

Under The Volcano
PO Box 53

Nesconset, NY 1 1 767

Europe: $4 ppd
UK: £2 ppd
Send to:

Active Distribution, B.IVI. Active,

London WC1N 3XX, England

DISTRIBUTION
Mordam Records
Tel 415-642-6800
Fax 41 5-642-681 0

These guys are dust after 3 awe-

some T's and one LPS so now

history demands an encore--if only

on vinyl. Appropriately led by "Dou-

ble Chins Are Go!", these three

songs will be their last will and

testament. We promise! Vinyl on

MAA Aecords. Distribution: Mordam

Aecards. Mailorder. Vacuum Mailorder


